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FOREWORD
The 1990 International Atomic Energy Agency Conference on Plasma Physics
and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research was characterized by reports of steady technical progress in research on both magnetic and inertial confinement fusion, leading
towards the long term goal of producing commercial energy from controlled fusion
power generators. Also, major results were reported from completion of the Conceptual Design Activities of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) project, which has been conducted since 1988 under the auspices of the
IAEA.
This conference, the thirteenth in a series held biennially, was organized in cooperation with the United States Department of Energy, to whom the IAEA wishes
to express its gratitude. Over 640 participants and observers from thirty countries and
two international organizations attended the conference.
Over two hundred technical papers were presented in thirty technical sessions,
including eight poster sessions. There were contributions on tokamak experiments;
inertial confinement; non-tokamak confinement systems; magnetic confinement theory and modelling; plasma heating and current drive; ITER; technology and reactor
concepts; and the economic, safety and environmental aspects of fusion. The opening
session of the conference included an address by Admiral James D. Watkins, Secretary, United States Department of Energy; a round table discussion entitled Why
Fusion?; a summary talk on the ITER project; and the traditional Artsimovich
Memorial Lecture.
These proceedings, which include all the technical papers and five conference
summaries, are published as a supplement to the IAEA journal Nuclear Fusion.
The IAEA contributes to international collaboration and exchange of information in the fields of plasma physics and controlled nuclear fusion by organizing these
biennial conferences and by sponsoring technical committee meetings, workshops,
consultants meetings and advisory groups on relevant topics. Through these and other
activities, the IAEA hopes to contribute significantly towards bringing forward the
day whose night will be lit by fusion generated power.

EDITORIAL NOTE
This text was compiled before the unification of Germany in October 1990. Therefore the names
German Democratic Republic and Federal Republic of Germany have been retained.
The Proceedings have been edited by the editorial staff of the IAEA to the extent considered necessary for the reader's assistance. The views expressed remain, however, the responsibility of the named
authors or participants. In addition, the views are not necessarily those of the governments of the
nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.
Although great care has been taken to maintain the accuracy of information contained in this publication, neither the IAEA nor its Member States assume any responsibility for consequences which may
arise from its use.
The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an endorsement
or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
The authors are responsible for having obtained the necessary permission for the IAEA to
reproduce, translate or use material from sources already protected by copyrights.
Material prepared by authors who are in contractual relation with governments is copyrighted
by the IAEA, as publisher, only to the extent permitted by the appropriate national regulations.
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INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION
WITH LIGHT ION BEAMS
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Abstract
INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION WITH LIGHT ION BEAMS.
Advances are reported in the theory and experiments investigating Inertial Confinement Fusion
with light ion beams on the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator II (PBFA II). Impedance of the
accelerating gap, electron-ion instabilities, proton beam generation and focusing at 300 kJ, proton
driven target experiments to measure beam non-uniformity, lithium beam generation and focusing at
185 kJ, and plasma opening switch improvements for voltage and power gain are reported.

Inertial Fusion with Light Ion Beams
The requirements for an Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) driver (particle beam
or laser) as an energy source are: (1) > 4 MJ of beam energy, (2) < $200/joule capital
cost for the driver, (3) repetitive operation at 3 to 5 Hz, (4) > 10% driver efficiency,
(5) < 1% of absorbed energy preheating the fuel, (6) ~ 1-cm-dia. focal spot sizes for
ion beams, (7) 100 to 1000 TW in the focal spot, (8) adequate pulse shaping for high
gain, and (9) > 3 meter stand-off between the target and the driver. Light ion
technology [1] is being developed to meet these requirements. Improvements are
needed to achieve the desired focal intensity and beam stand-off.
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FIG. I. Schematic ofPBFA II Applied-B ion diode and diagnostics.

Applied-B Diode Impedance
The device that converts electromagnetic energy from the pulsed-power generator
into particle beam energy and focuses it onto the target is called an Applied-B ion
diode [2] and is shown in Fig. I. An analytic theory [3,4] of the impedance of intense
ion diodes has been developed and verified experimentally.
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In this model, total energy and canonical momentum, P y , are zero for the virtual
cathode electrons (e.g., those electrons on the E = 0 flux surface passing through the
cathode) and with vy = (Py+eAy)/7m = - E x /B t , the virtual cathode is collocated with
the Ay = 0 flux surface. By assuming that the total flux between the gas cell
membrane and the virtual cathode and between the virtual cathode and the anode are
both conserved independently, the virtual cathode position is derived self-consistently.
The theory requires a description of the density profile within the electron sheath but
has been shown to be relatively insensitive to this density distribution. One class of
solutions consists of a constant density profile of a given thickness. In one limit,
called the super-insulated profile, the sheath is infinitely thin and corresponds to a
maximum voltage V* = c Bo d, in which B o is the initial applied magnetic field, d is
the physical anode-cathode gap, and c = 3 x 108 m/s. In the other limit, called the
saturated profile, the sheath extends all the way to the anode. At peak diode power,
the saturated profile assumption provides the best match between calculated and
measured impedances. For this saturated profile, the voltage approaches a limiting
voltage V* » 0.6 c Bo d as the dynamic gap g goes to zero. Magnetic flux can
penetrate into the anode plasma, which reduces V during the pulse and causes the
impedance to decrease with time.

Electron and Ion Instabilities in the Accelerating Gap
Linear stability analysis of Applied-B ion diodes suggests that these diodes can
experience a number of different instabilities, which limit the beam divergence and
the ability of light-ion drivers to power fusion experiments. Recent work has
included the effects of the ion beam in this analysis, first in the electrostatic nonrelativistic limit [5] and, subsequently, in the relativistic electromagnetic regime [6].
As a result of this work, two new sources of instability were illuminated: a twostream-like interaction between the ions and the electrons in the diode and an ion
transit time effect. The two-stream-like instability arises from the electron sheath
ExB drifting through an almost stationary ion background. The ion transit time effect
is a coupling of ion motion through the anode-cathode gap with an electromagnetic

VANDEVENDER et al.

TIME (ns)
FIG. II. QUICKSILVER simulations of ion divergence and frequency of highest amplitude mode of
electron-ion instability as a function of time for protons on PBFA II. The energy resolved divergence
measurements from PBFA II experiments in this regime are shown for comparison.
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FIG. III. QUICKSILVER simulations of time resolved and energy resolved ion divergence as a junction
of time for lithium on PBFA II. The time resolved and energy resolved divergence measurements from
PBFA II experiments in this regime were acquired by imaging Rutherford-scattered ions from a thin gold
foil in the beam focus onto an array of PIN diodes for the time resolved measurement or CR-39 track
recording plastic for the energy resolved measurement.
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wave traveling parallel to the drifting electrons (the azimuthal direction in a barrel
diode like that on PBFA II).
The stability analyses described in references [5] and [6] begin with an
equilibrium that assumes an electron sheath extending from a fixed conducting
cathode into the diode gap. In actual devices, a virtual cathode forms away from the
conducting cathode, resulting in the addition of a charge-neutral region between the
virtual cathode and the physical cathode or gas cell. The new equilibrium [7]
introduces a second free surface, allowing for the existence of the diocotron
instability [8-10]. The phase velocity and wavelength of this diocotron mode are in
agreement with the simulations. The growth rate is considerably larger than in
analyses without the virtual cathode.
Results from three dimensional computer simulations with the
QUICKSILVER [11] code show the evolution of the divergence for proton and lithium
ion beams, in Fig. II and Fig. Ill, respectively, and indicate the instability is a major
cause of ion divergence. The detailed diagnostics in the simulation provide the wave
intensity as a function of frequency, wave vector, and position. The instability and
its interaction with the electrons and ions are being studied in detail.
Proton and Lithium Beam Generation and Focusing Experiments
Experiments on PBFA II produced 6.2 MeV, 1.3 MA, and 220 kJ proton beams
at 5.4 TW/cm2 (equivalent power density averaged over the surface of a typical
6-mm-dia. ignition class target) with 14 milliradian energy-resolved divergence in a
series of experiments in 1989 [12]. These experiments were extensively diagnosed,
and the various diagnostics were shown to be consistent with each other and with our
understanding of the beam transport from the accelerating gap to the target. The
5.4 TW/cm2 is a factor of 3 larger than the previously reported record for intense ion
beam focusing. The divergence of this beam is adequate for driving the 6-mm-dia.
targets for future ignition experiments on PBFA II from the existing 15-cm-radius
anode source. The particle current density in these experiments was 0.9 MA/cm 2 ,
approximately a quarter of that required for ignition experiments on PBFA II, and is
adequate for many target experiments of the interaction of intense ion beams with

8
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matter. Since increasing the voltage with protons would unacceptably increase the ion
range in the target and since the proton experiments were achieving results within
20% of the maximum expected value for the observed beam divergence on PBFA II,
we shifted the emphasis to developing a lithium beam for higher voltage and power
operation, while the proton beam was used for target experiments.
Three ion sources have produced £ 75% pure Li+ ion beams on PBFA II. A LiF
thin-film electric-field-desorption source [13] has produced an approximately 100%
pure Li+ ion beam for 10 to 20 ns on PBFA II and is the principal Li+ source under
development. A laser-evaporation ion source using a 1.06-micron laser for
evaporation and a 0.670-micron laser for ionization [14] is being further developed as
a backup to reduce the delay between voltage and ion current and to extend the
duration of the high-purity ion beam. The electrohydrodynamic ion source [15] will
be explored with lower priority as a possible source for repetitive ion beams for
future reactor applications.
The LiF thin-film source has produced a beam with 185 kj of Li+ with peak
diode power occurring at 9 MV, 2.2 MA total anode-cathode current, 72% ion
production efficiency, 100% (+0%,-20%) Li+ purity, and 26 mrad energy-resolved
divergence. An off-axis ion pinhole camera shows the Li+ purity is 100% above
8 MeV and > 80% above 6 MeV. The on-axis ion pinhole camera shows 86 kJ of the
lithium beam in 2.5-cm-high target with no vertical focusing, which is consistent with
185 kJ of lithium ions from the diode. Vertical focusing will reduce the beam losses
to the cathode structure and increase the energy on target. Nuclear activation
diagnostics indicate 150 kJ of lithium reaches the 3.5-cm-radius diagnostic, which is
also consistent with the total of 185 kJ less 18 kJ deposited in the cathode structure
and 17 kJ deposited in the mylar window of the transport cell. The magnetic
spectrometer indicates we have only Li+ ions for energies > 6 MeV. Faraday cups
indicate a 15- to 20-ns pulse of Li+ ions and very low proton contamination during
the lithium pulse. The electrical diagnostics indicate 15 TW of Li+.
The ion pinhole camera uses CR-39 nuclear track recording polymer to provide a
time-integrated, energy-resolved divergence measurement of 26 + 2 mrad. A new ion
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pinhole movie camera has been developed to provide time-resolved measurements of
the beam divergence.

The camera uses an array of PIN diodes to record the ion

current density on the focal plane of the camera and measures a time-resolved
divergence of 40 + 10 mrad throughout the pulse. The energy- and time-resolved
results are shown in Fig. Ill and are in good agreement with the QUICKSILVER
simulations under similar conditions. The good agreement supports the proposition
that the beam divergence can be reduced by controlling the electron-ion instabilities
in the diode accelerating gap, as predicted by QUICKSILVER.
This beam is by far the highest brightness, high-current, intense lithium ion
beam ever produced. Nevertheless, additional development is required to reduce the
20-ns delay between voltage application and enhanced ion emission to increase the
length of the lithium portion of the pulse (which rapidly diminishes after 10 to 20 ns
from unknown causes) and to reduce the divergence.

A plasma prefill in the anode-

cathode gap should reduce the initial delay. Additional experiments are needed to
determine what ion replaces the lithium after 20 ns; we have determined it is not
hydrogen from the ion source.

Divergence Reduction
QUICKSILVER simulations indicate that lower divergence beams can be
obtained if the period of the dominant mode of the instability can be kept shorter
than the ion transit time. The ions are then accelerated and decelerated in the
oscillating electric fields of the instability during their transit through the anodecathode gap.
Simulations and experiments indicate that smaller anode-cathode gaps and higher
applied magnetic field produce lower divergence beams consistent with the theoretical
insight. Two simulations of lithium ion experiments on PBFA II have produced
9-MeV, 2.6-MA lithium ion beams. However, one uses a 3.5-tesla applied magnetic
field and a 1.5-cm anode-cathode gap, and shows a 30- to 50-mrad ion divergence.
The other uses a 7.5-tesla field and a 1.0-cm gap, and shows a < 10-mrad ion
divergence for 10 ns. The second case maintains the high frequency mode longer and
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produces the better quality beam. Other techniques to maintain the high frequency
modes as the dominant modes are being investigated.
Plasma Filled Accelerating Gaps
In a normal applied-B ion diode, the impedance is strongly dependent on the
voltage. Two dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic simulations [16] of plasmafilled ion diodes with the MAGIC computer code show greatly improved early time
impedance profile. Prefilling can establish an electron distribution in the diode that
provides space charge neutralization of the ion charge and allows enhanced ion flow
early in the voltage pulse. These simulations indicate nearly constant diode impedance
when the diode voltage exceeds 0.7 MV with the optimum plasma fill density. Ion
beam transport calculations indicate that this impedance profile results in 50% more
beam energy delivered to a 6-mm-dia. target. The optimum plasma fill density
depends on the diode geometry and on the critical insulation voltage; the optimum
density is between 1012 and 1013 electrons/cm3. Experiments on the LION accelerator
with a plasma opening switch supported the advantages of plasma fill. At least 80%
more energy was coupled to the Applied-B ion diode with plasma fill than without
it [17]. The plasma source for plasma fill experiments on PBFA II is being
characterized.
Pulse Compression with Magnetically Injected Plasma Opening Switch
A new Magnetically Injected Plasma (MIP) opening switch [18] has been
developed on PBFA II and is shown in Fig. IV. The plasma is injected along the field
lines from a 0.3- to 0.5-tesla applied magnetic field in the switch region. When the
plasma is injected throughout the switch region, plasma can move downstream during
the conduction phase and degrade power transfer to the load. When plasma is
injected only into the upstream half of the switch, the data show excellent plasma
control and current transfer to electron and ion beam loads. The switch delivers
12-MV, 2.7-MA, 32-TW pulses to the electron beam load and 9-MV, 2.56-MA,
22-TW pulses to an ion beam, which are the highest voltages and powers ever
delivered from a plasma opening switch. The switch performance is limited by the
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FIG. IV. Schematic diagram of the MIP opening switch on PBFA II.

high initial impedance of these loads and should be improved by the addition of
plasma fill. Integration of the plasma opening switch for voltage and power gain,
plasma fill in the anode-cathode gap for impedance control, and instability control for
reduced beam divergence should permit 40 to 50 TW/cm2 lithium ion beam
experiments on PBFA II at 500 kJ.
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Target Experiments
Extensive diagnostics for target experiments have been developed and operated in
the harsh environment of PBFA II. The azimuthal uniformity of the proton beam was
measured by imaging Rutherford-scattered ions and L-shell X rays from a thin gold
cone surrounding a central target. With a proton beam at 6 MeV and 1.25 MA, the
data show a 10% and 15% azimuthal non-uniformity from the ion diagnostic and
x-ray diagnostic, respectively. The uniformity is adequate for initial indirect drive
experiments. In the future, these diagnostics will be time resolved to measure the
beam power density profile.
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DISCUSSION
A. TARDITI: I'm very interested in your PIC simulator results with the
QUICKSILVER 3-D code. Can you show a quantitative agreement, in addition to the
qualitative one, with your experimental results, especially for the microwave
measurements?
D.L. COOK: QUICKSILVER is extensively diagnosed. We can determine
presently that the agreement is very good quantitatively as well as qualitatively in the
origin of microwaves as a function of time throughout the pulse.
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Abstract
ICF AND LASER PROGRAMME AT CEL-V.
In accordance with the principal objective of the laser programme of the Centre d'emdes de
Limeil-Valenton, which is to realize high performance implosions, radiative transfer and hydrodynamic
instabilities are widely studied. In relation to this objective, efforts have been made in the field of diagnostics for accurate measurements on ablative implosions. Work is also being done to improve the beam
quality using either distributed phase plates or an optical fibre oscillator. The effects of optical smoothing on X ray conversion and ablation depth are presented.

The laser-matter programme at the Centre d'etudes de Limeil-Valenton
(CEL-V) is putting emphasis on high performance ablative implosion. It involves
simultaneous efforts on laser-matter interaction and implosion physics, diagnostics
development and laser technology.

1.

LASER PLASMA EXPERIMENTS

Numerous series of experiments have been performed using the different laser
facilities at the CEL-V. P102 is a single beam laser delivering about 100 J at 1.06 fxm
in a 1 ns pulse duration. Octal is an eight beam laser delivering a total energy of 2 kJ
at 1.05 /xm in a 1 ns pulse duration or about 600 J after frequency conversion at
0.35 /xra. Phebus is able to produce 20 kJ at 1.05 /*m and 6 kJ at either 0.53 or
0.35 fim.
1.1. Radiative transfer
On thick planar targets [1], the greater part of the X ray emission is below
1 keV; the efficiency increases with the target atomic number and the frequency. In
gold, up to 5% of X ray energy is carried in M lines, between 2 and 3 keV, and in
copper 10% is carried in L lines, with a spectral peak between 1.1 and 1.5 keV. An
15
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FIG. I. Comparison of experimental data and numerical simulation of rear side X ray emission for planar gold layers (e > 1 \im).

X ray conversion efficiency of up to 60% has been measured with Phebus for irradiances of ~ 1014 W-cm~2 at X = 0.35 \im in a 0.7 ns pulse duration. The front side
emission lobe is intermediate between isotropic and Lambert's law.
In 1987 [2], complementary studies were performed in thin targets; the rear side
emission appeared to present a maximum in efficiency (20% of the laser energy) for
defined combinations of target thickness and laser irradiance, with a rise time
increasing versus the target thickness. Experimental results can be satisfactorily
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k = 0.35 pm * , =4.0x 10 ,4 Wcnr 2
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FIG. 2. Hydrodynamic behaviour of a laser irradiated thin gold target. Streaked soft X ray recording;
superimposed 1-D numerical simulation showing the r-t evolution of plasma density p = p0 (thick line)
and p - pg/100 (thin line) (rear side only).

reproduced provided non-LTE physics is included in the codes. The evolution in time
of the rear side emission is recorded with a broadband spectrometer consisting of a
transmission grating (period 5000 A) for spectral dispersion, associated with a soft
X ray streak camera providing a 50 ps • mm "' sweep velocity and a time resolution
of — 30 ps. A typical recording is shown Fig. 1(a). It has been obtained with a 2 p,m
thick gold foil irradiated at an irradiance I * 3 x 10l5 W-cm~2 with a 0.35 p.m,
0.7 ns laser pulse. The signal represents the intensity of the emission in the spectral
range 6-7.5 A. It starts roughly in step with the laser pulse. A shoulder is clearly
observed over —400 ps after the leading edge, followed by a well pronounced peak
at t = 800 ps. They are respectively identified as the breakthrough of the shock and
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FIG. 3. X ray conversion efficiency with gold targets. Comparison between irradiation with a
smoothed and a non-smoothed beam (X ray (JJ and laser (Jt) intensities).
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of the radiation wave [3]. The laser irradiance being fixed, it appears that such a situation is very sensitive to the target thickness; for thin foils, the shock is too short to
be detected, while for thicker ones the radiation wave fades before breaking out.
Numerical simulations are in quite good agreement with experimental data
(Fig. l(b)). In some experiments, the hydrodynamic behaviour of the target has been
observed using a streaked soft X ray imaging device composed of a slit for spatial
resolution and a streak X ray camera. The observation was tangential to the target
and the spectral range of recording was hv « 100-300 eV. An experimental result
is presented in Fig. 2. Comparison with numerical simulations shows that the rear
side emission arises from the dense plasma which has been pushed beyond the initial
position of the target (the thick line indicates the limit p — initial gold density). The
breakthrough of the shock appears about 300 ps after the beginning of the laser pulse.
1.2. Effect of optical smoothing
In connection with this programme, the influence of beam optical smoothing on
X ray conversion has been studied. Smoothing was obtained using the optical fibre
technique [4], making it possible to perform experiments at X = 1.06, 0.53 and
0.35 /un. The laser pulse duration was At » 1.4 ns, and the laser irradiance was
varied between a few 10' 2 W-cnr 2 and a few 1014 W-cnr 2 (Fig. 3).
No significant increase of X ray conversion was observed in comparison with
previous results [1]. The same observation was made in Ref. [5]. But we found a
greatly enhanced reproducibility of experiments. Moreover, we observed at X =
0.53 jxm that the hard X ray emission (5 < hi>keV < 20) is reduced by a factor of
~ 10 in comparison with experiments with usual types of beams (Fig. 4). This effect
can be attributed to a reduction of Raman instability which, in a classical beam, can
be enhanced for several reasons, such as hot spots where the laser intensity becomes
higher [6].
The effect of optical smoothing on the ablation depth has also been studied in
gold planar targets [7]. We observed that at 1.06 jitn the ablation depth was
unchanged by smoothing the laser, and was three times the depth given by the hydrocode; this may indicate that the process is dominated by filamentation. At 0.53 /xm
and 0.35 /jra, the ablation depth is in agreement with the code, whatever the smoothing method used.
1.3. Hydrodynamic instabilities
Hydrodynamic stability remains one of the major questions in the field of inertial confinement fusion. Instabilities can occur at the DT-pusher interface during the
slowing down stage, give rise to mixing of the DT with the pusher and lower the
implosion performance.
We study the development of the mixing zone in a plasma situation using laser
accelerated three layer planar targets. In fact, instead of 'mixing' it would be more
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rigorous to say 'interpenetration' of the fluids, because we do not know the real state
of the fluids, at least from the experimental point of view.
The experimental set-up and the principles used at CEL-V have already been
published [1]: the target is a foil made of Au-Al-Au; a probe beam heats the rear
Au layer over a small fraction of its thickness (1/3). Once the target is irradiated by
the driver beam, the shock and the acceleration can induce Richtmyer-Meshkov and
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the rear Al-Au interface. If the mixing is scarcely
developed, a spectroscopic observation of the rear of the target will reveal Au emission only; if the mixing zone is broadly developed an Al He a line will be detected.
In the first campaign, the experimental conditions were the following [1, 8]:
— Three-layer foils: Au
- D r i v e r beam features:
— Probe beam features:
the driver beam, 3 X

(0.3 /tm)-Al (2 jtm)-Au (0.3 /am);
0.35 jtm, 1 ns FWHM, (1-3) X 1013 W-cm"2;
1.06 ^m, 1 ns FWHM, delayed by 1 ns with respect to
10l3 W-cm' 2 .

The probe depth measured was 0.1 /mi of gold, i.e. 1/3 of the total gold thickness. We found evidence of some mixing between gold and aluminium for a driver
intensity greater than 10' 3 W-cm"2.
For the second campaign, we made the following improvements:
— We smoothed out the driver beam non-uniformities and the probe beam nonuniformities with 'random phase plates'. The driver intensity could be varied
from 1013 W-cnr 2 to 5 x 1014 W-crrT2.
— The probe beam features were: 0.35 jitm instead of 1.06 jxm; the focal spot was
120 jim FWHM, which was smaller than the driver focal spot (200 /mi) in order
to probe only the centre of the accelerated part of the foil. The intensity was
(1 + 0.2) x 1014 W-cm"2; the probe depth measured was 0.2 ± 0.02 /mi in
the gold, i.e. 2/3 of the total gold thickness instead of 1/3.
— The three layers were basically the same as previously, but we used an
antimigration barrier between aluminium and gold at the rear of the target.
— X ray shadowgraphy and the X ray emission due to the probe beam allowed us
to determine the velocity of the foil and its acceleration: for 2 X 10'4 W-cm"2,
we measured 1.2 X 107 cm-s"', and the acceleration g deduced is about
10 16 cm-s" 2 .
The purpose of the first stage of this experiment was to check that, with some
stable three layer foils, no mixing is detected, and to verify that the Al He a line cannot be attributed to the ablation front instability induced by the driver beam at the
front, or induced by the probe beam at the rear. A typical stable three layer foil can
be constituted as follows: Si (5 ^m)-Al (2 ,um)-Si (1.5 /mi); it is made by putting
Si instead of Au at the rear in order to have a very small density jump between Al
and Si. In order to avoid the radiative preheating due to the Au, we used targets with
a 5 jim Si front layer. Indeed, time resolved spectroscopy reveals that with such targets, the Al lines are delayed with respect to the Si lines by 600 ps, which is compati-
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FIG. 5. Development of the mixing zone in a three layer foil: variation of Al Hea line intensity with
the target recoil.

ble with the ablation of 1.5 /xm of Si. Moreover, the results obtained with stable three
layer foils allow us to fit our hydrocode with the main features of the motion of the
foils.
In the second stage, devoted to unstable three layer targets of Si-Al-Au,
we confirmed that the Al line appears for 1 J (10 l3 W-cm"2), and we found
that the Al line intensity increases slowly for a driver energy in the range
10-40 J (1014 W-cm"2).
In order to compare Al emission for targets of different masses we used the
parameter x = (l/2)gt 2 , relevant to Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and which is the
target recoil. In Fig. 5 the Al Hea emission is much higher for Au-Al-Au targets
than for Si-Al-Au; this is the effect of the radiative preheating due to the front Au
layer. We fit the emission variation with a Vx law which is proportional to I" 3 ,
where I is the laser irradiance. Simulations are now in progress to interpret these
results.

2.

PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

Reference [2] gives the diagnostic package implemented on Phebus for the basic
measurements routinely operating.
Other specific diagnostics have been devoted first to characterizing the plasma
emissions in the X-UV and soft X ray ranges and secondly to measuring the fuel density times radius <pR> and the pusher density times thickness <ppAR> products at
neutron emission peaks in ICF experiments.
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of the soft X ray spectrum emitted from a planar gold target irradiated by the
two laser beams of Phebus.

2.1. X-UV diagnostics
Three important diagnostics are now widely used in experiments where radiative transfer plays an important role:
(1)

A transmission grating streaked soft X ray high resolution spectrometer
(SPARTUVIX) (spectral resolution 0.6 A, temporal resolution 30 ps), developed for soft X ray laser studies [9]. It uses a collecting optic, a transmission
grating and a movable camera equipped with an optical fiducial.
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(3)
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A transmission grating streaked soft X ray broadband spectrometer (SMART),
built for spectral analysis between 40 eV and 1 keV. It is composed of a transmission grating (5000 A period) which can be translated in order to adjust the
spectral range of the diffracted spectrum into the fixed slit of the soft X ray
streaked camera (8 lp-mm"', 30 ps). Figure 6 shows a typical picture recorded
during the interaction of a two beam shot of Phebus on a thin planar gold foil.
We can see the time evolution of the diffracted soft X ray spectrum emitted by
the plasma, present on both sides of the zero order. The 44.7 A absorption
K edge of the carbon filter is clearly identified.
A point X ray source is now installed on the Heliotrope target chamber. The
point source is a machined aluminium rod, 20 /xm in diameter, coated with high
Z materials. A resolution of 20 /xm is obtained from various targets. The X ray
source emission, in the range of 3.5 keV, is located with an accuracy of about
±15/xm.

2.2. Neutron diagnostics
Two complementary diagnostics have been developed to measure the performance of an ablative implosion — fuel <pR> measurement by the knock-on method,
and radiochemistry measurements.
2.2.1.

Fuel (pR) measurement by the knock-on method

The neutrons produced by the DT fusion reactions have a small probability of
scattering off deuterium and tritium ions in the fuel. The number of such scattering
events is directly proportional to fuel <pR> times the neutron yield <£•„. By counting
the number of elastically scattered D and T ions (knock-on) and by measuring the
neutron yield, it is possible to calculate the pR value from the relation [10]:

5

4

(

"

2

)

where Nk is the number of detected knock-on particles in the solid angle fi and in
the detection energy window, and F is a parameter depending on filters and film
thicknesses; we used the solid state track detector CR 39 (150 pm in thickness) protected by tantalum. Since identifying, counting and measuring the pits after etching
of the CR 39 in a hot sodium hydroxide solution are tedious, we have developed a
computerized microscope system for an automated treatment. Being focused at the
top of the detector, the system searches for the coincidence tracks at the bottom surface by shifting the sample; then it returns to the top, advances to the next location
and begins a new stage of scanning. Identification and counting of knock-on tracks
have been successfully tested on CR 39 irradiated in an accelerator.
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2.2.2. Radiochemistry measurements
In an imploded laser fusion target consisting of DT gas encapsulated in a glass
microballoon, the 14.1 MeV neutrons activate the 28Si atoms in the glass by the
nuclear reaction 28Si(n,p)28Al. Knowing the neutron yield and the total number of
Al atoms created, one can find the areal density <ppAR> of the compressed glass
shell at the time of peak neutron production [11]. The method uses a highly efficient
(4IIsr) beta-gamma coincidence and low noise (0.3 counts-min"') detector, and a
fast extraction target debris collection system.
The automated system takes 25 s to transfer the collector from the chamber to
the counting system. Before a shot, microballoons are made slightly radioactive by
thermal neutron irradiation, which creates the 24Na isotope of sodium included in
the glass. The fraction of target debris which has been collected is determined from
the ratio of 24Na activity found on the collector to that initially measured in the
target. The system that we have developed should be able to measure $n<ppAR> >
1.3 x 10 5 g-cnr 2 .
On Phebus testing has been carried out in direct drive implosion (5 kJ, 1.3 ns,
0.35 fim) of a glass microballoon 942 p.m in diameter, 2.35 urn in thickness and
filled at 5 bar DT pressure. The measured neutron yield was 2.2 X 1010. The collected fraction of the target debris was equal to (8 + \)% of the target. The pusher
areal density was equal to (1.2 + 0.25) x 10~3 g-cm"2, i.e. about two times the initial density-thickness product. The diagnostic is now routinely used and an areal density greater than 10~2 g-cm"2 has been obtained.

3. OPTICAL SMOOTHING
We are continuing our studies on the optical fibre oscillator using a broadband
oscillator with a multimode step index optical fibre [4].
The pulse emerging from the fibre output end is injected into a silicate glass rod
amplifying chain. The image of the fibre output is relayed throughout the chain with
the help of adequate optics and beam expanders. The beam is finally focused with
a 600 mm focal length lens which forms a 300 /xm diameter image of the fibre output.
The maximum laser energy is about 70 J.
Spectroscopic measurements show that the width of the spectrum is constant
over the whole laser chain, thus demonstrating that the amplification of the wide band
pulse is not selective. This observation is of importance since the smoothing efficiency relies on the spectral width. Spectral narrowing occurs only after frequency
conversion (Fig. 7(a)). The focal spot is improved at the fundamental frequency; the
intensity profile has sharp edges and residual oscillations are smaller than ± 10%. At
the second harmonic the profile is even smoother, but owing to the principle of frequency conversion it is more peaked.
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By placing a square hole in an image plane of the fibre output, a square focal
spot, with sharp edges and smooth plateau, has been obtained at the fundamental frequency. This result demonstrates the ability of such an oscillator to control the focal
spot profile. At higher harmonics, the square shape vanishes (Fig. 7(b)).
Frequency conversion has been conducted with an assembly of two type II,
16 mm thick KDP crystals in the quadrature configuration. An efficiency of close to
40% has been reached for frequency doubling, and 12% for tripling. Although in the
latter case the characteristics of the KDPs are not optimized, the spectral width of
the beam is probably responsible for a large part of this relatively low value.
Efficient smoothing has been obtained by the optical fibre technique. Further
study of frequency conversion, mainly at the third harmonic, is needed. Although no
evidence of self-focusing in the amplifier rods has been detected, this phenomenon
deserves to be investigated in order to determine how it can be influenced by smoothing at the front end [12].
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DISCUSSION
S. WITKOWSKI: Could you give us some information on the principle of making replica mirrors?
J.-P. WATTEAU: A A/10 high precision master is pressed on the resin substrate and a sol-gel coating is deposited on the surface of the shaped substrate to make
the mirror.
S. BODNER: You showed that uniform laser beams have a more reproducible
X ray conversion. How reproducible must the X ray conversion be for a high gain
pellet?
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J.-P. WATTEAU: It is difficult to give a precise answer. Nevertheless using
2w0 smoothed beams irradiating a hohlraum, we hope to obtain more reproducible
implosion performance. As I said earlier, with the two 3w0 beams on Phebus, we
obtained densities varying from 10 to 100 times the liquid density, but they were not
sufficiently reproducible. Using 2w0 allows us a compromise between smoothing
and good X ray conversion.
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Abstract
SIX HUNDRED TIMES SOLID DENSITY COMPRESSION OF DIRECTLY DRIVEN HOLLOW
SHELL PELLETS.
Direct drive implosion experiments on the GEKKO XII laser have demonstrated the high density
compression needed for thermonuclear ignition and burning. Deuterated and tritiated (D-T) plastic
hollow shell targets, which have a design similar to that of cryogenic D-T shell targets, have been
compressed to densities of 600 g/cm3. The irradiation non-uniformity in these experiments was significantly reduced to a level of < 5 % (root mean square values) by introducing random phase plates. The
target irregularity was controlled to a 1% level. The target areal densities were directly measured by
a carefully calibrated neutron activation technique. The extension of this result to cryogenic fuel targets
with the same hollow shell structure has been intensively studied experimentally and theoretically.

1.

INTRODUCTION

It has been mentioned in the literature for a long time that to realize inertial
confinement fusion (ICF), one has to compress thermonuclear fusion fuel up to
500-1000 times solid density (XSD) and then heat up the target centre (hot spark)
to burn the remainder of the fuel. Some implosion experiments [1] show favourable
results concerning hot spark formation. However, previously reported densities are
only 100-200XSD [2-4] and well below the required density for thermonuclear
ignition and burning. In this paper, we report high density compression experiments
achieving 600XSD, which almost meets the density criterion for ICF.
29
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FIG. I. Simulated density and temperature profiles at maximum compression time. In the simulation
most of the neutrons are generated in a hot spark formed at the target centre.

In the present experiments, we used deuterated and tritiated (D-T) plastic
hollow shell targets instead of cryogenically cooled D-T solid/liquid targets because
the target quality is much higher than that of present cryogenic targets so that experiments unlimited by present technology can be performed. In addition, the initial
density of the fuel part (D and T) in the plastic is approximately equal to the D-T
liquid density.
There may be some questions concerning the difference from an ICF design.
One is that radiation cooling makes the plastic shells easy to compress. This effect
is, however, expected to be insignificant because the radiation mean free path calculated for the plasma parameters to be presented below is much smaller than the
plasma size. Another question is that, because of the initially empty central cavity
in these shells, there is no hot spark and so the targets are qualitatively different from
D-T targets. In simulations of the experiments there, however, is a hot spark at the
centre (Fig. 1), which is formed dynamically from the shell material. Empty plastic
shells are therefore similar to single shell cryogenic targets in a way that there is no
or only a small amount of gas at the centre.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The experiments were performed on the GEKKO XII ND:glass laser
(X = 0.53 /un, 12 beams). The laser energy was 8-10 kJ with a 1 ns Gaussian in
full width at half maximum (FWHM) or a nominally 1.7 ns (FWHM) flat-top pulse
having a rise time equivalent to a 1-1.3 ns Gaussian pulse. The beam energy
imbalance was controlled to be ~ 1 % standard deviation. The target diameters were
nominally 500 and 700 /xm and the thicknesses were 4-13 /xm. The laser was focused
through f/3 lenses behind the target centre by 5 target radii. The highest density was
observed for 500 fim diameter and 8-10 fim thick targets irradiated by a 1.7 ns laser
pulse.
To perform the high density compression experiments we made three major
improvements on (1) laser irradiation uniformity, (2) target uniformity, and (3) target
areal density ({pR}) measurements.
The laser irradiation uniformity was significantly improved by introducing
random phase plates (RPP) [5], Each RPP divided the single large beam into
— 20 000 beamlets, each of which had a 2 x 2 mm cross-section, producing a focal
pattern with a smooth envelope and small scale spikes due to the interference between
the beamlets. The laser intensity distribution on a spherical target was calculated from
the measurements on the target plane as a function of the spherical harmonic mode
number. The root mean square (rms) non-uniformity was found to be 14% for the
nominal 500 ^m diameter target. On the assumption that the distance d between the
laser absorption and the ablation surfaces is 5% of the initial target radius, the final
non-uniformity including the thermal smoothing effect was calculated to be 4.6%.
The one-dimensional (1-D) hydrodynamic code HIMICO [6] predicted a larger d,
except for the very early time, but we used the above value as a conservative
assumption. The laser energy fraction irradiating a 500 pm diameter target was
calculated for the RPP case to be 65% of the incident energy.
As to the target fabrication technique, we used the so-called water/oil/water
(W/O/W) emulsion method [7] in which water globules surrounded by an oil phase
polymer solution are placed into water. In the past, the fabrication of uniform targets
was very difficult, because of the gravitational effect. This difficulty was resolved
by matching the oil phase density to the water phase density [8, 9]. As a result, both
the deviation from a perfectly spherical shape and non-uniformity of the target thickness were controlled to a 1 % level. The target material was a deuterated styrene +
deuterated paratrimethylsilylstyrene copolymer [(C8D8)n - (C n Di 6 Si) m ]. Si atoms
were contained as a chemical composition for target areal density measurements. The
Si amount of 5-15 %wt was controlled by changing the n/m ratio from 2 to 0. The
mass densities of the plastic and deuterium in it were 1 and 0.15-0.17 g/cm3,
respectively. Some of the deuterium in the targets was exchanged with tritium, giving
tritium-to-deuterium ratios of 3-10% [8].
As to fuel (pR) measurements, three independent techniques were used:
secondary reaction [10], knock-on deuteron [11] or proton [12], and neutron
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activation [13] techniques. The secondary reaction and knock-on techniques,
however, have maximum measurable (pR) values above which primary 1 meV tritons
or knock-ons slow down significantly in the fuel. We have, therefore, adopted a
neutron activation technique for (pR) measurements as there is practically no (pR)
limitation. The other techniques were used for cross-examination.
Si was selected as a tracer atom. The activation reaction is 28Si(n, p)28Al
having a cross-section of 0.26 b for 14 MeV neutrons. The ratio of the number of
28
A1 to the neutron yield is directly proportional to the fuel (pR). The 28A1 atom
decays to 28Si, producing beta and gamma rays simultaneously with a half life-time
of 2.24 min and a distinct gamma ray energy of 1.78 MeV.
The counting system consisted of a gas flow counter for beta ray detection and
a Nal scintillation counter for gamma ray detection. The detection efficiency of
gamma-beta coincidence events was absolutely calibrated to be 4 %. The gamma ray
spectra and the time decay, both of which have a coincidence with the rays, were
measured. The debris collector used in these experiments was a Nb cylinder of
4.4 cm diameter and 10 cm length. The collector covered 85% of the total 4-7T solid
angle, both to increase the signal counts and to eliminate unwanted effects due to a
possible angular distribution of the debris expansion. The debris collection efficiency
was calibrated by using pre-activated targets containing Na to be 38% with a shot-toshot fluctuation of ± 3 % . It was assumed that the Na collection efficiency is the same
as the Al collection efficiency. This assumption was justified by the very good agreement of the fuel (pR) values measured both by Si activation and knock-on deuteron
techniques simultaneously [14].
The D-T neutron yields (Yn) were measured by two time of flight detectors,
each of which consisted of a plastic scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier. The
solid angle of each detector was about 0.2 and 0.1 % of 4ir, respectively. The intrinsic
detection efficiency for 14 MeV neutrons is estimated to be 30 and 50%, respectively. In the target shots yielding about 106 D-T neutrons (typical yield in the high
density experiments), about 500 recoil events in each detector can be anticipated, and
the uncertainties involved in the statistical number are insignificant.
In the present experiments in which the targets contain only small amounts of
tritium, the D-T neutron yield is comparable to the D-D neutron yield, which might
affect the accuracy of the yield measurements. However, the time of flight difference
makes the contribution of D-D neutrons to the D-T neutron yield measurement insignificant. These time of flight detectors were absolutely calibrated in several high
yield shots, where Yn was simultaneously measured by an Al activation technique.
The Al activation is routinely checked by a Cu activation technique. The primary
source of error in these calibrations would be the uncertainty in the reaction crosssection, which is expected to be at most ±5%. Taking into account other possible
sources of error, as, e.g. the relative gain calibration of the photomultipliers (+10%)
or the possible angular distribution of neutron emission (±5%), we estimate the
uncertainty of Yn measurement to be ±15%.
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Shot No. :7145
Pellet diameter : 494 pm

Laser energy (2co ): 8.1 kJ

Wall thickness : 8.7 pm

Pulse duration : 1.9 ns
Time

Imploding

Maximum

phase

compression

Expanding
phase

Exposure time : 80 ps
Interval time: 170ps
FIG. 2. X ray framing images of a plastic shell implosion. The central emission appearing in the
second, third and fifth frames are primarily due to the insufficient extinction ratio (~ 100:1) of the
camera.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of peak X ray emission radius with HIMICO predictions.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Typically, 40% of the incident laser energy (60% of the laser energy irradiated
on the targets) was absorbed by the targets.
Figure 2 shows the space and time resolved X ray images of a typical high
density shot. The data were taken by a multiframe X ray framing camera having a
response to 1-2 keV X rays. The maximum compression was observed at the fourth
frame. The imploding shell was found to have nearly spherical symmetry. These
experimental data and X ray streak data were compared with predictions from the
1-D hydrodynamic simulation (HIMICO) as shown in Fig. 3, suggesting that the
implosion was nearly one-dimensional in the implosion phase.
At maximum compression, however, no significant information could be
derived from the X ray image because of the high X ray opacity and the insufficient
resolution of the diagnostic instrument. The (pR) at maximum compression was
measured by Si activation technique. Figure 4 shows the gamma ray decay curve and
the gamma ray spectra obtained from several high density shots. As the number of
signal counts per shot in these high density shots was, typically, 2-4 counts/10 min,
the data were summed up from eight identical shots. Both the time decay of 2.2 min
and the distinct spectral peak at 1.8 MeV confirmed that the detected events are really
signals of 28A1. In the separate implosion experiments under the same experimental
conditions except for the Si containment in the target material, no 28A1 signature
was observed even when the data from seven shots were summed. The natural
background during these experiments was 0.3 counts/10 min. The other backgrounds
due to the neutron and plasma bombardments on the collector were negligible or, at
most, the natural background level, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the Si activation data of (pR) as a function of the shell thickness.
Data taken with the knock-on and secondary reaction techniques are also shown. It
is clear in Fig. 5 that the (pR) values are by an order of magnitude higher for the RPP
case than for the normal beam case (without RPP). The high fuel areal density for
the RPP case is also cross-examined with two knock-on data points located at the
knock-on limit line, indicating (pR) values higher than this line. In the above determination of (pR), we used a hot spark model where neutrons are assumed to be
generated at the target centre. Any other neutron distributions would result in higher
(pR) values.
The compressed core density can be estimated from the measured (pR) value by
assuming a uniform density distribution with a density p and radius R and using the
mass conservation relation,
3
=
- j^- PR =

M

o - Mabl

where Mo is the known initial mass and Mab, is the ablated mass up to the maximum
compression, which was, typically, 0.65 Mo. The ablated mass was separately
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F/G. 5. Measured fuel areal density as a Junction of the initial shell thickness. The areal density is
increased significantly by the random phase plates. Two horizontal lines show the measurable areal
density limits of knock-on and secondary reaction techniques.

measured by using plastic shell targets coated with Si, C8H8, Mg and C8H8. The
target diameter and the mass were designed to be nearly the same as those of the high
density experiments. As a higher Z material emits more intense X rays than lower
Z material does when being ablated, X ray emission peaks in time are expected to
be observed from these layered targets. The X ray emission peaks were measured
with a spatially resolved X ray streak camera. The HIMICO simulation showed close
agreement with the experiment for both implosion time and the X ray emission peaks.
The time and space resolved X ray trajectories were also in close agreement with the
experiment. These agreements are convincing enough for Mab, to be used from the
simulation. An uncertainty in the Mab) measurements results in an uncertainty of
only —10% in the fuel density.
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FIG. 6. Inferred density as a junction of the initial shell thickness. The average density of nine identical
shots (closed triangle points at 8-1] fim thickness) was 600 g/cm3 or 600 times the initial density.

The estimated core density is plotted in Fig. 6. The average density of the nine
nearly identical shots (500 pm diameter, 8-11 /jm thick) was 600 g/cm3. The
deuterium density is ~ 100 g/cm3, i.e. ~600XSD. The corresponding core radius
and the convergence ratio (CR), defined as the core radius divided by the initial target
radius, were estimated to be ~ 8-10 pm and 25-30, respectively. The fuel temperature was estimated from the measured neutron yields, areal densities and fuel masses
to be —0.3 keV, which is consistent with the measured implosion velocity.
Although the observed areal densities were 0.6-1.2 of the predicted value from
1-D simulations with a convergence ratio of 25-30, the observed neutron yields were
lower than the predicted values. Figure 1 shows the calculated density and temperature profiles at the maximum compression time. In the simulation, most neutrons are
generated in the hot spark appearing at the target centre. The radius of the hot
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spark was calculated to be ~ 5 ^m (convergence ratio: ~50). A possible explanation
for the discrepancy in yield would be that the residual non-uniformity of the
implosion results in a mixing of cold material with the hot spark region and/or in an
insufficient conversion from kinetic to internal energy.

4.

CRYOGENIC TARGETS

The preheating of cryogenic fuel due to energetic electrons and shock waves,
which may affect the compression performance, was studied in detail by using low
density (~50 mg/cm3) foam shell targets filled with liquid deuterium. The
accumulated database on preheating is useful in the design of the pellet and pulse
shapes.

5.

SUMMARY

High density compression of 600 times the initial density has been achieved with
high quality plastic hollow shell pellets and highly uniform irradiation using random
phase plates. The experimental results reported here suggest that the ignition
condition (pR — 0.3 g/cm2 and T; ~ 5 keV) could be fulfilled by a cryogenic target
driven by upgrade GEKKO XII (laser energy of 100 kJ), with further improved
irradiation uniformity.
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DISCUSSION
R.W. CONN: Values of pR = 0.3 g/cm2 and Tj = 5 keV are adequate for
ignition without propagating burn. How much energy on target is needed to reach
these conditions, on the assumption that your present results extrapolate?
For high gain, pR needs to be about 3 g/cm2. How much energy is needed to
reach high gain, following the same reasoning?
K. MIMA: The required laser energy scales as EL = a((pR)3/p2)T, where the
density scales as p = /3 (l/o) 3 for laser intensity fluctuations a. a and @ are determined from the present experimental results. Using EL = 8 kJ for pR = 0.2 g/cm2,
T| = 0.3 keV and a = 4%, the ignition condition requires 500 kJ for a = 4% and
100 kJ for a = 3%. For high gain, pR = 3 g/cm2, Tj = 1 keV (main fuel),
EL = 1.5-3 MJ for a = 2-3%.
R.S. PEASE: There was always the concern that when the non-uniformity of
irradiation was eliminated, then the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities would determine
the uniformity of implosion. What has happened to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
in your experiment?
K. MIMA: According to the results of our linear perturbation code calculation
base don the one-dimensional hydrodynamic code, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
triggered by initial imprint is the most important. The mean square average of the
shell non-uniformity, <(5R)2>''4/Ro was approximately 4%. This fluctuation level
will be lower when the non-linear saturation is taken into account. The fluctuation
of 4% is consistent with the experimental compression ratio.
M.N. ROSENBLUTH: Since the low neutron yield indicates a very mixed fuel,
would this not affect activation diagnostics? What is the highest compression
achieved under conditions such that neutron yield is greater than 10% of 1-D
prediction?
K. MIMA: The mixing occurs between a hot spark and a high density cold
plasma. The pR value measured by the Si activation method varies by 20-30%
because of the variation in spatial distribution of neutron generation.
The experimental neutron yield is reduced by more than a factor of 10, when
the convergence ratio is higher than 20. In this case, the compressed density is
50-100 times solid density.
F.J. MARSHALL: Did you observe a secondary reaction fraction consistent
with your predictions for the higher density data (including the effects of electron
degeneracy)?
K. MIMA: The saturated secondary reaction fraction depends upon the temperature and electron density. The fraction of 0.0025 is consistent with 500 g/cm3 and
a measured temperature of 0.3 keV. In this case, the electron is degenerate.
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Abstract
DIRECT-DRIVE IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS AT THE LABORATORY FOR LASER
ENERGETICS.
The inertial-fusion research program at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) has as its principal objective the validation of high-performance direct-drive targets in support of the U.S. Inertial
Confinement Fusion Program's objective of obtaining high-yield implosions in a laboratory environment. Experiments carried out on the 2-kJ OMEGA 24-beam UV (351-run) laser system and future
experiments to be performed on a 3O-kJ upgrade of the OMEGA laser can resolve most of the remaining
physics issues for direct drive: (a) energy coupling and transport scaling, (b) irradiation-uniformity
requirements for high gain, (c) hydrodynamic-stability constraints, and (d) hot-spot and main-fuel-layer
physics. The paper reviews progress made on achieving uniform-drive conditions with the OMEGA system and presents results for implosion experiments using (a) direct-drive cryogenic fuel capsules, and
(b) "surrogate" noncryogenic CD shells. These experiments illustrate the constraints imposed by
hydrodynamic instabilities and drive uniformity on the design of high-performance direct-drive targets.
The paper concludes with a discussion of experiments to be conducted on the OMEGA Upgrade system
to address the physics of direct-drive targets near ignition.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The direct-drive approach to inertial confinement fusion can
potentially provide high gain at a smaller drive energy and lower
peak irradiances than the indirect-drive approach. The principal
challenge for direct drive to realize this potential is to obtain
sufficient drive uniformity and to design targets optimized to
control hydrodynamic-instability effects which reduce capsule
performance. Direct-drive, high-gain capsule designs require thick,
frozen-DT fuel layers and low-atomic-number ablators. Current
target-fabrication limitations preclude the use of energy-scaled
capsules of this type. Deuterated and partially tritiated polystyrene
41
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shells (CD and CDT), however, can be used as surrogates for
cryogenic capsules in order to investigate the scaled behavior of
implosions relevant to high-gain designs.
Direct-drive experiments at LLE using DT-filled, cryogenically
cooled glass-ablator capsules resulted in the highest directly
measured DT-fuel areal densities, pRf achieved to date [1-3], but
significant departures from predicted one-dimensional performance
with respect to neutron yield and pRf were observed. Current
interpretation of these results is based on modeling the ablative
Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability of unstable interfaces which
develop and penetrate the DT-fuel layer during the acceleration
phase of the implosion.
To achieve the uniformity required for direct drive
(l%-to-2%-rms), beam-smoothing techniques that can be used on
frequency-multiplied, solid-state laser systems have been developed.
In the following section, we briefly review the beam smoothing
used in OMEGA experiments including distributed phase plates
(DPPs), and smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD). In Sec. 3 we
provide an analysis of the effects of the RT instability on target
performance for the cryogenic glass-ablator experiments reported
previously [1-3]. In Sec. 4 we report on low-atomic-number ablator
experiments that use a noncryogenic surrogate layer to permit the
investigation of capsules that are hydrodynamically equivalent to
direct-drive high-gain capsule designs.

2.

BEAM-SMOOTHING TECHNIQUES

A high level of drive uniformity has long been recognized as
a prerequisite for the success of direct-drive laser fusion, the
ultimate goal being a level of around 1% (rms) intensity variation
on target. Detailed phase and amplitude measurements of highpower laser beams have indicated that even though systems such as
OMEGA can produce near-perfect, near-field intensity distributions,
very small phase errors (between Vio and V 50 of a wave of IR light)
lead to high intensity "hot spots" in the target plane. Since
correction of these errors is impractical, we developed SSD to reduce
the degree of coherence of the laser beams to achieve improved
irradiation uniformity [3-5]. In a qualitative sense, SSD achieves the
same goal as induced spatial incoherence (ISI) [6], but is relatively
simple to implement and is compatible with frequency-tripled
systems, whereas ISI is better suited to unconverted or frequencydoubled lasers.
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The general concept underlying SSD is to spectrally disperse
broad-bandwidth light onto a DPP [7]. The relative phase between
rays from different DPP elements will vary in time according to the
frequency difference between the rays. The larger the bandwidth, the
more rapidly the structure will change in time.
The bandwidth used on OMEGA is generated by an electrooptic phase modulator driven at a frequency ranging from 2.7 to
9 GHz. With the present system, bandwidths up to 12 cm"1 may be
generated at 351 nm. By increasing the bandwidth, modulator
frequency, and the number of beams it is possible to obtain very
uniform irradiation of spherical targets. Figure 1 shows the
calculated irradiation nonuniformity as a function of time for sets of
typical parameters. Using the present SSD system we have
succeeded in reducing the on-target irradiation nonuniformity from
31% rms to 4.6% rms on OMEGA.
In addition to precision control of the beam microstructure,
the need for "power-balance" control has been identified, i.e., equal
power is required in each of the laser beams at all times during the

2A

GHz

20_GHzJ60 beams)
Future (60 beams)
25
50
75
Averaging time (ps)

100

FIG. 1. The beam-smoothing time with SSD is determined by the modulation frequency, whereas the
asymptotic nonuniformity level is determined by the bandwidth and number of laser beams. Shown above
is the calculated rms nonuniformity of irradiation on spherical targets irradiated with the 24-beam
OMEGA system at 2.5, 10, and 20 GHz and with the upgraded OMEGA with 60 beams.
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implosion. Since it is experimentally much easier to measure laserpulse energy than the instantaneous power in each beam, energy
balance has long been recognized as essential for laser fusion. Power
balance is obtained as a consequence of energy balance if all laser
beamlines are identical. Typical high-power beamlines are not
identical. Nonlinear effects on a laser beam along its path from the
oscillator to target are potential contributors to power imbalance.
The primary nonlinear effects include gain saturation in the laser
amplifiers and harmonic frequency conversion at the output of the
system [8]. We carried out a program to identify the sources of
power imbalance and ameliorate them. Progress made on this issue
has been reflected in substantial improvements in target
performance.
3.

ANALYSIS OF CRYOGENIC, HIGH-DENSITY EXPERIMENTS

In previous work [1-3], we reported on the implosion of
cryogenic fuel glass-ablator capsules that resulted in the
achievement of compressed thermonuclear fuel densities in the
range of 100 to 200 times liquid density (20 to 40 g/cm 3 ). In these
experiments, the observed neutron yields (106 to 108) and neutronweighted pRfwere below those predicted by one-dimensional
simulations. Yields were typically ~10'3 of predicted values with pRf
a factor of 0.2 to 0.5 below predicted. In these experiments,
600- to-700-ps Gaussian pulses of 351-nm light were used to deliver
1.5 to 2.0 kj on glass-ablator cryogenic capsules. The targets had wall
thicknesses of 3 to 8.0 \im of glass and contained 75 to 100 atm of DT
fuel at room temperature.
The presence of long-wavelength drive asymmetries during
direct-drive implosions has been shown to be one possible source of
disagreement between experiment and calculations, as reported
elsewhere [9]. The principal effect of the long-wavelength
asymmetries on these cryogenic-fuel experiments is to reduce the
observed yield by a factor of 2 to 10, depending on the convergence
ratio and other details of the implosion.
Shear and vorticity-generated flow from long-wavelength
drive nonuniformities result in mixing of ablator and fuel material,
during the deceleration phase. However, the temporal and spatial
scales of the mix are not enough to explain the experimental results.
Another source of target failure is the effect of short-wavelength RT
instabilities during the deceleration phase of the implosion. This
permits mixing of hot and cold DT fuel and mix of fuel and ablator
near the fuel-ablator interface that is subject to the "classical" RT
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instability with growth rates, y, approximated by y~ [ A(t) k g(t)/(l +
kL(t))] 1 ' 2 , where A(t) is the Atwood number, k the unstable wave
number, g(t) the acceleration, and L(t) the density scale length. The
potential growth of all the unstable modes and the subsequent
mixing at the DT-DT unstable interface results in a neutron-yield
reduction due to a lower conversion of kinetic-energy-to-thermalenergy, but does not explain the reductions in pRf observed
experimentally. Fuel-ablator mixing, analyzed using a simplified
model, indicates that the time and spatial scales associated with mix
are insufficient to explain the observed yield and pRf reduction.
Analysis of free-fall trajectories of ablator material into the fuel can
be used to estimate the maximum penetration of ablator material
into the fuel during deceleration. Assuming that neutron
production ceases when the free-fall trajectory intersects a given fuel
zone, one can estimate the yield reduction. For the experiments of
Refs. [1-3], simulations show that essentially all of the yield occurs
before mixing can quench it [10].
Based on the conclusion that neither the inner-surface
instabilities nor the long-wavelength drive asymmetries are
sufficient to explain the degradation in yield observed in the glassablator cryogenic experiments, we have examined the effect of RT
instabilities during the acceleration phase of the implosion.

Time = 1.27 ns

3

25

35

45

10-1

55

Radius (,um)
FIG. 2. Pressure and density profiles 0.27 ns after the peak of the 1.25-kJ, 625-ps (FWHM) Gaussian
pulse for a 5-fim-glass-ablator, cryogenic-fuel capsule implosion.
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Simulations show a number of potentially unstable regions in these
capsules. Figure 2 displays pressure and density profiles for a
250-(im-diameter capsule, comprising a 5-jJ.m-thick-glass-ablator
filled with 100 atm of DT and imploded with 1.25 kj of 351-nm light
using a 625-ps Gaussian pulse. There is an unstable region wherever
Vp • V P < 0, where p is the density and P is the pressure. One is at
the electron thermal-conduction-driven ablation surface (just off
toward the right in Fig. 2), a second is in the DT fuel itself due to
equation of state and opacity differences between DT and glass, and a
third is in the ablator due to the propagation of a radiation wave
through the ablator. Simulations using the two-dimensional
hydrodynamic code ORCHID [11] have been used to verify that the
electron thermal-conduction-driven ablation instability has a
growth rate approximated by [12]
Y» [A(t) k g(t)/(l + kL(t))]l/2 - (3 k Va(t),

(1)

where Va(t) is the ablation velocity and p is a constant of the order
of 1 to 3, depending on the definitions used for the other terms.
A stability model similar to the one presented in Ref. [12],
which includes multimode and nonlinear RT saturation, has been
used to examine the effects of the unstable regions on pellet
performance. ORCHID was used first to examine single-wavelength
RT modes in the linear regime to determine the growth-rate
spectrum for the unstable regions. These were incorporated into the
stability model to determine the potential amount of mix that
would occur during the acceleration phase. The results show that
the development of the unstable DT region plays the dominant role
in the implosion. For capsules with initial ablator thicknesses
greater than 4.5 |im, the unstable region associated with the
radiation wave is also important. For all ablator thicknesses
considered, the model indicates that the growth at the unstable DT
interface alone could result in substantial mixing of the DT fuel
with ablator material during the acceleration phase. The modal
analysis, incorporating modes £ < 500, where £ is the order of
Legendre polynomial of the mode, indicates that the DT layer could
be mixed with the ablator material early in the implosion.
Because the mixing is predicted to occur early in the
implosion, several "premixed" simulations that assume an initial
fraction of the inner glass-ablator material is uniformly distributed
in the DT fuel were conducted to examine the consequences of the
mixing on pellet performance. Figure 3 shows the measured
neutron yields and the results of the one-dimensional premixed
simulations for several SiO2-to-DT mix ratios, together with the
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FIG. 3. Observed neutron yield (a) and measured fuel areal density (b) as a Junction of initial ablator
thickness. The experimental data is compared with results obtained from one-dimensional simulations
under the assumption of a variety of (initial) mix ratios of DT to SiO2 in the fuel.

measured and calculated neutron-weighted pRf. The yield results of
Fig. 3(a) show that mixing of ablator material with the DT during
the acceleration phase of the implosion has a large influence on the
neutron yield. These simulations do not take into account energy
associated with mixing during the stagnation phase of the
implosion. Two-dimensional simulations performed to determine
the effects of long-wavelength modes on the premixed implosions
show additional yield reductions of 2 to 10, depending on the
irradiation-nonuniformity level. Therefore, a combination of the
dominant effect of acceleration mixing of DT and ablator with longwavelength-mode effects leads to yields consistent with those
observed in the experiments. Fig. 3(b) shows that the predicted fuelareal densities from the premixed simulations bracket the values of
pRf observed experimentally.
These mix estimates are ad hoc. It is not possible at the
present time to define a unique level of mixing that must have
occurred in these experiments. Without a detailed knowledge of the
contributions of long-wavelength modes and the source and levels
of perturbations, it is not possible to conduct a more detailed
simulation. We have assumed the perturbations at the fuel-ablator
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interface are fed by drive uniformities at the ablation surface. The
short-wavelength modes are assumed to result from the high spatial
DPP irradiation pattern. However, it is clear that mix ratios in the
cryogenic experiments higher than 50% DT:50% SiC>2 do not appear
plausible, because the predicted fuel-areal density would then be
lower than that observed experimentally.
4.

SURROGATE TARGET EXPERIMENTS

High-gain, direct-drive capsule designs have been proposed
that eliminate the occurrence of the classical RT unstable region in
the fuel layer near the ablator-fuel interface by using low-atomicnumber ablators and pulse shaping. To investigate these designs
experimentally, we have conducted experiments to examine the
hydrodynamic behavior during the acceleration phase of capsules
with low-atomic-number ablators. Noncryogenic surrogate capsules
are used to examine the dynamics of a hydrodynamically equivalent
cryogenic capsule implosions. Reduction of initial "seed"
amplitudes due to irradiation nonuniformities can be achieved by
using SSD.

FIG. 4. Very uniform implosions of noncryogenic surrogate targets have been characterized with multiframe high-speed x-ray photography. The photograph shows a 14-frame, x-ray pinhole camera recording of OMEGA shot No. 20348. The target was a CH-coated CD shell with a 246-\tm diameter. This
camera was developed in collaboration with Lawrence Iivermore National Laboratory; its temporal
window is 100 ps and its interframe time is 50 ps.
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In some of these experiments we used deuterated polystyrene
(CD) shells overcoated with parylene (CH) as noncryogenic surrogate
capsules. These shells were constructed using the
microencapsulation technique developed at Osaka University [14]
and modified at LLE. In the first of these experiments, the dynamics
of these shells was investigated with a number of diagnostics,
including multiframe, high-speed x-ray imaging (see Fig. 4).
Capsules with radii of 125 um and wall thickness ranging from 8 to
14 urn were irradiated with up to 1.2 kj of 351-nm light with SSD
(8.4 GHz, < 6 cm-1). Neutron yields (DD) ranging from 105 to 106
were measured in these experiments and found to be approximately
10' 2 of clean 1-D calculated yield. The normalized neutron yield
performance of these capsules was an order of magnitude higher
than the glass-ablator cryogenic capsules described above. This
observation conforms with the expected elimination of the
additional unstable interface present in the glass capsules.
In general, the performance of these surrogate capsules
compares favorably with similar experiments conducted on the
GEKKO XII system. The GEKKO XII experiments were conducted
with up to 5 kj of 527-nm light and used large uncoated shells of
partially tritiated CD. The measured yields for comparable shell
thicknesses in the GEKKO XII experiments were about 10' 3 of the
clean 1-D yield [15].

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS FOR DIRECT-DRIVE ICF

Significant progress has been made in the last few years in
addressing the key physics issues of direct-drive laser fusion. Using
the SSD beam-smoothing technique it has been possible to obtain
high-quality direct-drive implosions to study the limitations on
capsule performance imposed by hydrodynamic instabilities and
drive nonuniformity. The existing direct-drive data base, however,
is not sufficient to assure the success of high-performance capsules.
The essential experimental data base and theoretical understanding
of the key physics issues relating to spark-plug formation can be
obtained with very-uniform irradiation on a 30-kJ, 351-nm, 60-beam
laser system [16]. We are currently planning to upgrade the OMEGA
facility for this purpose. In the near term we are planning
experiments on the present OMEGA system which will address
some of the hydrostability, irradiation-uniformity, and plasmaphysics issues pertinent to the OMEGA Upgrade.
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DISCUSSION

R J . HAWRYLUK: In the present experiments, there is a substantial difference
between the predicted and the measured neutron yield. In the projection for the
future, how are all of the factors which result in this discrepancy accounted for?
R.L. McCRORY: As stated in the paper, our results reinforce the importance
of reducing drive non-uniformities. Our future experiments on the OMEGA Upgrade
will be carried out with significantly improved irradiation uniformity and power
balance. The low t (long wavelength, 1 < 2 < 20) modes in present experiments
reduce the yield by approximately a factor of 10 compared to predictions. Thus, there
should be an immediate improvement by a factor of 10 on the OMEGA Upgrade. In
addition, the increased energy and precision pulse shaping capability available with
the OMEGA Upgrade will allow the investigation of target designs that are predicted
to be considerably more stable with respect to hydrodynamic instabilities than those
used in present experiments. These designs should produce a factor of 30-70
improvement in yield.
W.C. MEAD: How well do calculations account for the factor of 100 yield
degradation seen in your best plastic shell targets?
R.L. McCRORY: As explained in our paper and in Ref. [9] of our paper,
degradation in yield by a factor of 2 to 10 is expected from long wavelength
(1 < C < 20) asymmetries in drive that arise from our 24 beam illumination system
and beam to beam power imbalance; another factor of 3 to 5 degradation in yield is
attributable to mixing of ablator and fuel during deceleration. Our present understanding is that the ultimate factor (3 to 10) responsible for yield degradation in the
gas filled plastic targets is due to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the ablation surface during the acceleration phase.
S. BODNER: Your optimistic gain curve has too little gain for a KrF laser, and
the recent US review committees gave glass laser drivers a poor rating as reactor
drivers. In the light of this, what is your reactor scenario?
R.L. McCRORY: I disagree that the optimistic gain curve has too little gain for
a KrF laser, unless you are assuming that the overall efficiency of a KrF reactor
driver will be less than 8%. For the 6 MJ target I showed, the gain is 180 on the
optimistic curve and 87 on the conservative curve, where pulse shaping has been used
to control and reduce Rayleigh-Taylor growth for modes 20 < i < 500. For the convervative design, the average fuel isentrope is higher (a = 4) than for the optimistic
curve (a ~ 1). For a reactor, it is generally accepted that r;G > 10, where r\ is the
driver efficiency and G is the gain. For ij = 0.08, i;G for the 6 MJ design on the
optimistic curve is 14.4. If target performance is degraded to G = 125, ijG = 10.
Such a design would be more conservative than the a = 1 case, but not as conservative as the a = 4 case. There are also a class of direct drive designs that I have not
discussed that give higher gains.
Solid state lasers are not currently considered a leading candidate for reactor
use, unless laser diode costs decrease substantially and a suitable laser host material
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is identified. However, technological breakthroughs do occur, and if one occurred
in these areas, solid state lasers might become a leading driver candidate. If KrF is
developed (KrF development is approximately ten years behind solid state lasers) at
t\ > 0.07 and is reliable at high repetition rates (3-10 Hz), it would be an attractive
reactor driver.
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Abstract
LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR STAGES OF RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN LASER
DRIVEN IMPLOSION.
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the acceleration and stagnation phases in laser fusion targets are
studied theoretically and numerically. In the acceleration phase a non-linear diffusion model describing
the turbulent mixing is solved by taking account of the effect of ablative stabilization. It is found that
targets imploded with an in-flight aspect ratio of less than about 50 to 70 survive without suffering shell
break-up as a result of the turbulent mixing. Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the stagnation phase is also
studied with 2-D and 3-D fluid codes. It is found that in the free-falling phase the perturbations in 3-D
grow faster that those in 2-D, with an enhanced amplitude of 5 = gt 2 instead of 6 ~ 0.2gt 2 in 2-D.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrodynamic stability is a key issue for achieving inertial confinement fusion
within a realistic range of driver energy. The Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) [1] and
Richtmyer-Meshkov [2] instabilities can potentially degrade the target performance
compared with that predicted by a 1-D simulation code. These instabilities are triggered by non-uniformity in the irradiated intensity or by non-sphericity of the targets.
A variety of implosion experiments have been carried out with gas filled targets
[3,4], cryogenic targets [5] and deuterized polyethylene shell targets [6]. Results of
these experiments have been compared in detail with predictions from 1-D fluid
codes. The neutron yield, for example, differs by about a factor of 2 to 103 for the
case of gas targets [4], the difference arising mainly from the non-uniformity of the
implosion dynamics.
53
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FIG. 1. Snapshots of deformed meshes and velocity vectors of2-D simulation for a high neutron yield
experiment.
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Two-dimensional simulations have been carried out to explain the above discrepancy [5,7]. For example, a level of non-uniformity that produces a reduction of
a factor of 2 in neutron yield has been studied [7]. In this simulation, a nonuniformity of the I = 6 mode is assumed in laser absorption. In Fig. 1, snapshots
of deformed Lagrange meshes and flow velocity vectors near maximum compression
are shown. It is reported that a <jrms of 35% in absorption non-uniformity is
required. This level is too high. It is difficult to reduce the neutron yield by larger
factors of 102 to 103 compared with a 1-D simulation if only the non-uniformity of
relatively longer wavelength modes (( < 24) is included. It may be necessary to take
into account the role of the instability for relatively shorter wavelength (e.g. I «
100-500).
In the present paper, we describe the linear and non-linear phenomena of the
R-T instabilities in the acceleration and stagnation phases. As for the acceleration
phase, the turbulent mixing triggered by the non-linear growth of relatively shorter
wavelength perturbations is studied, consequently emphasizing the reduced growth
of the mixing layer due to the ablative stabilization effect compared with the classical
case. As for the stagnation phase, results of 3-D simulations are shown to clarify the
linear growth rate and the critical amplitude at which the perturbations go into the
non-linear free-falling phase. It is concluded that the speed of the free-falling spikes
is enhanced compared with that in 2-D simulation.
2.

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN THE LASER DRIVEN
ACCELERATION PHASE

At the ablation front the growth rate of the R-T instability is reduced by effects
inherent in the ablation dynamics, i.e. ablation flow, electron thermal conduction,
highly structured density profile, and compressibility of the plasma.
Linear analyses for obtaining the growth rate have been carried out intensively
by several groups through eigenvalue analysis in a stationary structure [8, 9],
2-D simulation with improved numerical schemes [10-14] and model analysis
[15-17]. A fitting formula given in Ref. [9] has recently been widely used because
of a good fit with a variety of simulation results [18-20]. The formula is given in
the form:
7 = aVkg - |3kV0

(1)

where a = 0.9 and 0 = 3-4. In Eq. (1), Vo is the mass ablation velocity at the ablation front and is related to the mass ablation rate m as Vo = m/p0, where p0 is the
peak density at the ablation front. This mechanism of stabilization is called ablative
stabilization, and the stabilization is enhanced when we use shorter wavelength lasers
or soft X radiation as driver.
The R-T instability grows exponentially in the linear phase and becomes nonlinear when its amplitude 5 is roughly equal to its wavelength X [12]. It is shown in
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Ref. [12] that the free-falling phase starts when the amplitude grows to £ = \ , while
in Ref. [21] it is found that the free falling starts when £ > 0.04X. The non-linear
stage depends upon the laser and plasma parameters. In the non-linear stage the spike
and bubble structure appears. The growth of spikes is prevented once the KelvinHelmholtz (K-H) instability [22] is generated. However, the generation of the K-H
instability depends upon the laser intensity [23]. In higher irradiance, the electron
thermal conduction polishes the spike tip to prevent further growth, although the
instability continues to develop owing to the bubble [11]. For incompressible fluids,
Fermi's model [24] predicts the bubble growth according to t'A; however, experiments [25] and more detailed analysis [26] indicate that the bubbles rise with a constant velocity. The velocity depends upon the size of the bubbles (e.g. the radius
R = X/2) as given by the Davies-Taylor formula [27]
(R)*

(2)

This means the larger the bubble, the faster the rising velocity. Verdon et al. [11]
pointed out, however, that when the R-T instability grows in a finite layer (thin foil
acceleration), the depletion of mass from the layer will prohibit a constant velocity
being sustained and the bubble will grow as t2 instead of t.
The experimental result by Read [28] indicates that even without any imposed
non-uniformity the contact surface of layered fluids which is R-T unstable tends to
mix with the mixing distance h(t) of the form:
h = 0.07«Agt2

(3)

where aA is the Atwood number and g the effective gravity. A numerical simulation
has been carried out by Young [29] for explaining the relation of Eq. (3). It is seen
in both experiment and simulation that the size of eddies driven by the R-T instability
increases as the mixing distance increases. This may be understood as an inverse cascading process due to mode coupling between turbulent eddies at the non-linear stage
of the R-T instability. The instability is triggered initially by natural noise perturbations of relatively shorter wavelength, because the shorter the wavelength, the larger
the growth rate. Equation (2) suggests the coalescence of bubbles in the non-linear
stage.
Let us consider the situation where two fluids with different densities are set in
a gravitational field. The contact surface tends to be unstable, as seen in Fig. 2. As
an equation of continuity averaged over the y direction, we can obtain an equation
in p 0 of a diffusion type:

3t

P o - ^ r - D ^ p o = O,
"
dx 3x

D=<«>,

where £ is the displacement of fluids in the x direction.

(4)
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic figure of the deformation of the contact surface that is unstable to R-T instability;
g is the effective acceleration, (b) Density profile averaged over the y direction, where 2h is the thickness
of the mixing layer.

In solving Eq. (4), we assume that the turbulent spectrum has a strong peak near
the wavenumber ko, and therefore
| k = kg

(5)

The model analysis of Ref. [30] supports the appropriateness of this assumption.
Then, we insert the classical growth rate y — (aAkg) 'A and assume that J k a h (mixing distance) and k oc h"1. By the application of simple dimensional analysis to
Eq. (4), we obtain an important relation:
h ~

~ aAgt2

(6)

Equation (6) can explain Eq. (3) except for a dimensionless factor 0.07. Here it
should be noted that the derivation of Eq. (6) suggests that the mixing distance is
proportional to the square of the growth rate of the R-T instability
h oc

(7)

The factor 0.07 can be derived by numerically solving Eq. (4). In solving, we
introduce numerical constants a and b defined by

(8)
k = b/h
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FIG. 3. Growth of the mixing layer as a function of the in-flight aspect ratio Ainf.

By solving Eq. (4) with the aid of the energy conservation relation, we can determine
the unknown parameters a and b as [31]
a = 0.33,

b = 3.0

(9)

This means that the wavelength and amplitude of the eddies are X = 2h and
k£ = 1, respectively.
As described previously, the growth of the R-T instability is reduced at the
ablation front. It is intuitively inferred that this ablative stabilization may reduce the
growth of the mixing layer at the ablation front. This is suggested, for example, by
Eq. (7). In order to evaluate the growth during the target acceleration time tA, we
employ the following relations:
VotA = j

ARi

inf

(10)

where RQ is the target radius and ARinf is the effective thickness of shell target in
flight. We assume that the accelerated distance is a half of RQ and the ablated mass
is 2/3 of the initial target mass for adjusting the rocket efficiency to be maximum
[32]. By the use of Eq. (10), the growth rate y can be rewritten to be
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y = faVkRo - \ 0kRo -^—)
\

3

Ainf /

7-
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(11)

tA

where Ainf = Ro/ARinf is the in-flight aspect ratio. It should be noted that with
reduced Ainf we can enhance the ablative stabilization.
We require the following condition so that the shell target does not suffer
break-up:
h(tA) < ARinf

(12)

The LHS of Eq. (12) is shown in Fig. 3 by the solid line, the RHS by the dashed
line. For comparison, the LHS of Eq. (12) evaluated with the mixing layer of the
classical fluid (Eq. (3)) is plotted with the dash-dotted line. It is clear that if the
growth rate were classical, condition (12) would require Ainf < 14, and this is a
very severe requirement for target design. However, the ablative stabilization is
found to relax the above requirement. It is reasonable to require Ainf < 70 for
avoiding shell break-up; Ainf < 50 may be required by taking account of a safety
factor.

3.

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN THE STAGNATION PHASE

In high gain target design the accelerated velocity of D-T fuel of 3 X 107 cm/s
is required. In order to heat the spark fuel up to 5-10 keV through the implosion,
the stagnation of the spark fuel is necessary. In the stagnation, the pressure work due
to the main fuel heats the spark fuel and at the same time the main fuel is decelerated
owing to the pressure of the central spark. Then, the Rayleigh-Taylor and/or
Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities at the spark-main fuel interface appear to be important. Since the system is in spherical geometry, the effects of the time variation of
perturbation wavelength and acceleration become essential.
In order to study the linear and non-linear dynamics of such instabilities, a
2- or 3-D simulation code, IMPACT, has been developed [33, 34]. A perturbation
with the form of the spherical harmonics was imposed in a spherically stagnating system and the linear and non-linear development of the perturbation was studied. We
focused on relatively low £mode perturbations. Examples of equidensity contours of
the non-linear stage in 2-D simulation are shown in Fig. 4 for the I = 5 mode.
The linear growth rate obtained from the simulation has been compared with
that obtained theoretically [35]. In the theoretical analysis, we used a self-similar
motion to describe the stagnation dynamics. The R-T growth rate is calculated as an
eigenvalue for a perturbation in the self-similar space. In Fig. 5, the growth rates thus
obtained are shown by the solid bars. For comparison, the growth rates obtained from
the 3-D simulation are plotted for t = 3, 5 and 6 modes with different m values in
the spherical harmonics Yfm(0, </>). Within the linear theory, the growth rates depend
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FIG. 4. Non-linear stage of R-T instability in the stagnation phase (density contours).
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only on the spherical wavenumber I, and this is also seen in the simulation, resulting
in a good agreement.
To study the non-linear aspect of the problem, we investigated the saturation
of the exponential linear growth. Growth saturates and is followed by the free-fall
phase; in which the time evolution of the amplitude is described by h = gt2. In
Fig. 6 the saturation levels, at which the growth of the perturbation amplitude
changes from exponential to free-falling, are shown as a function of mode number.
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FIG. 6. Saturation amplitudes of exponential growth as a function of mode number.

The exponential growth is found to saturate at around 6 ~ XQ, where 5 is the peak
to valley amplitude of perturbations and XQ is estimated to be XQ = 2irrc(t)/l at the
saturation time, where rc(t) is the radius of the unstable surface. The dependence of
the saturation amplitudes on the 2 number, which is similar to the 2-D results, is
weak. The free-falling coefficient ij is found to be nearly constant (0.8-1.1) within
the present simulation parameters. In comparison with the 2-D results, 5 = 0.35XQ
and ij = 0.2, the 3-D case indicates worse pusher-fuel mixing conditions both in a
larger saturation level and in a faster free-falling speed. It is noted that the same features are observed in the 3-D planar system [36], but the non-linear bubble-spike
structure and its feeding mechanism, which leads to a larger saturation level and a
faster free-falling speed, appear to be different in the spherical and the planar
systems.
The effect of electron thermal conduction that reduces the growth of R-T instability in the stagnation phase is also studied. In the case where the final core size is
about 20 pm and the peak electron temperature is more than 3 keV, thermal conduction plays a role in the reduction of the growth rate by more than 50% for modes
with i > 10. This reduction can be explained by taking account of the gentle density
gradient formed by the diffusion due to thermal conduction. It can be concluded that
electron thermal conduction drastically reduces the growth rate of perturbations
whose wavelengths are shorter than about ten times the electron mean free path.
4.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Linear and non-linear stages of the R-T instability in laser fusion targets have
been studied theoretically and numerically. In the acceleration phase, the ablative
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stabilization effect on turbulent mixing is studied with a simple non-linear diffusion
model. It is concluded that the condition of no shell break-up, which requires a target
in-flight aspect ratio of less than 14 in the classical case, is relaxed and requires an
in-flight aspect ratio of less than 50 to 70.
In the stagnation phase, the R-T instability shows a different feature owing to
spherical geometry effects and dynamical effects. In order to observe the linear and
non-linear development of the instability, we have carried out 2- and 3-D simulations.
It is found that a given perturbation grows in the linear phase with a good agreement
with the linear theory in which a self-similar solution is used to model the stagnation
dynamics. It is observed in the simulation that the perturbation goes from the linear
phase into the non-linear free-falling phase when the amplitude becomes about
0.35 times the wavelength (2-D) and about a wavelength (3-D). The free-falling
spikes are found to grow with the amplitude of 8 = 0.2gt2 (2-D) and 5 = gt2 (3-D)
almost regardless of wavelength.
In the present paper, turbulent mixing in the stagnation phase is not discussed.
It is necessary to study the turbulent mixing phenomenon, which is characterized by
multimode R-T instability, in realistic implosion dynamics.
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DISCUSSION
M.N. ROSENBLUTH: How does the shape of the experimental neutron yield
compare quantitatively to turbulent mixing theory?
H. TAKABE: Most of the experimental yields coincide with the calculated
yields generated until the onset of stagnation dynamics. If the mixing theory is
applied to these cases, the glass capsules are found to be broken owing to the mixing
driver in the acceleration phase, leading to a decrease in the density of the pusher.
The resultant pusher density is too low to induce the stagnation dynamics, because
fuel stagnation takes place owing to the dominant dynamic pressure compared to the
thermal pressure of the fuel. This is the reason why we do not measure the neutrons
from the stagnation phase in the experiment. The values of the yields have not yet
been calculated quantitatively. But we can expect the above in installing the mixing
model in our one dimensional implosion code.
L.J. PERKINS: In the turbulent mixing layer, a computer simulation must
depend only on the ratio of the minimum to the maximum spatial scales of the simulation. What range is needed for an effective simulation?
H. TAKABE: If we simulate the mixing layer with final size h, the size of the
vortexes which have a dominant role at that time is the same. We need to start the
simulation with initial perturbations with wavelengths of about 10~'h. Since the
growth and cascading times are relatively very short from vortexes of X ~ 10~2h to
those of X ~ 10"'h, the results are not affected even if we exclude perturbations
with wavelengths much shorter than the final mixing distance. We usually use a few
hundred grids to describe such cascading phenomena.
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Abstract
INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION RESEARCH AT THE SERC CENTRAL LASER FACILITY,
UNITED KINGDOM.
The paper summarizes a research programme of experimental and theoretical work carried out
by several University groups in the United Kingdom and by the staff of the laser division of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. A number of areas have been covered, resulting in several novel contributions relevant to inertial confinement fusion. The main effort of recent research concentrated on studies
with improved laser illumination uniformity generated by Random Phase Plate (RPP) Arrays and
Induced Spatial Incoherence (ISI) techniques or by a combination of both. In particular, beam plasma
and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities have been investigated on targets irradiated with incoherent laser light.
In addition, computational work was carried out to study the effects of incoherent irradiation. For example, thermal transport processes were investigated with a Fokker-Planck code. Further, thermal instabilities of the overdense plasma blow-off were studied by using novel XUV probing techniques. The
transport of soft x-ray radiation through thin foil targets was investigated both experimentally and computationally. Three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations were carried out to study the RayleighTaylor instability in spherical geometry.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper includes experimental and theoretical work relevant to
inertial confinement fusion which was carried out in connection with the high
power laser programme of the SERC Central Laser Facility, undertaken by
various university groups and inhouse staff. The main effort of recent
research concentrated on studies with improved laser illumination uniformity
generated by Random Phase Plate (RPP) Arrays and Induced Spatial
Incoherence (ISI) techniques.
The suppression of instabilities including laser beam filamentation,
stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering has been studied in large
underdense plasmas with laser beams smoothed by RPP Arrays or ISI.
Millimetre—sized cylindrical underdense high temperature plasmas were
produced by irradiating thin foil targets with a number of laser beams in a
line focus geometry. A separate laser beam interacted axially with the
preformed plasma. Significant reductions in both the SRS and SBS levels
were seen for both smoothing methods. In addition, preliminary results
indicate that the ISI interaction pulse may self-focus in the preformed
plasma.
Fokker—Planck simulations have been carried out to investigate the
effects of ISI and RPP on electron thermal transport and ablation pressure
uniformity. A new effect, "thermal inertia smoothing1, has been identified
resulting in a smoother Fokker—Planck temporal and spatial variation of the
ablation pressure than that for Spitzer for the same applied time varying
laser intensity.
The transport of soft x—ray radiation through thin foil targets has been,
studied using time resolved XUV spectroscopy. An intense source of soft
x—ray radiation was produced by overcoating the front side of the target
with gold and irradiating it with laser light smoothed by RPP. The
experimental observations clearly showed that the soft x—ray spectrum
emitted from the rear surface of the target was distinctly different from the
one incident onto the front of the target. The experimental results were
simulated with a multi—group S2 radiation transport code which was coupled
to a one—dimensional hydrodynamics code. The material opacity was
determined using an average—atom screened—hydrogenic model in local
thermodynamic equilibrium. A good global agreement between the
experimental observations and the simulations was obtained.
Growth rates of the Rayleigh—Taylor instability were measured in thin
foil targets with imposed sinusoidal modulations irradiated by optically
smoothed laser beams. A hybrid optical smoothing scheme utilising ISI and
RPP was used. The enhancement in the modulation depth during acceleration
was observed with time resolved transmission radiography using a soft x—ray
backlighting source. The wavenumber dependence and nonlinearity of the RT
growth were investigated by using a range of modulation periodicities and
depths. The measurements were compared with 2—D hydrocode simulations.
The RT instability was also studied by using a-particle backlighting
techniques. The a—particles were generated in laser driven implosion.
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Detailed modelling of RT instability was carried out with a 3 - D
Eulerian fluid code. In particular at the later stages, the imploding shell is
subject to RT instabilities and convergent amplification of non—uniformity,
both of which reduce the density of the final core.

STUDY OF INSTABILITIES IN LONG SCALELENGTH PLASMAS WITH
AND WITHOUT LASER BEAM SMOOTHING TECHNIQUES
The interaction of intense laser light with large underdense plasmas is
of great interest for inertial confinement fusion since fusion pellets will be
surrounded by large plasma coronas. Under these conditions various
parametric instabilities such as Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS),
Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) and laser beam filamentation may be
very effective resulting in the reduction of laser plasma coupling, in the
production of high energy electrons and in the nonuniform heating of the
plasma corona. To simulate fusion conditions plasmas with scalelengths of
about one millimetre were recently produced by focusing four green laser
beams of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory high power laser system onto
thin foil targets in a line focus configuration. A delayed green laser beam
was focused axially into the preformed underdense plasma with an electron
temperature and density of about 0.5 keV and 0.1 n c respectively. Significant
levels of SRS and SBS were seen [1] and laser beam filamentation and
whole beam self—focusing was clearly observed [2,3]. When the incident
laser beam was smoothed either by Random Phase Plate Arrays (RPPA) or
Induced Spatial Incoherence (ISI) a significant reduction in the absolute levels
and the virtual suppression of filamentation was seen [4,5].
In this paper experimental results of a recent investigation are reported.
The preformed plasma was again formed by a line focus configuration using
four heating beams. However the heating beams were also smoothed by ISI
in contrast to previous measurements in order to produce a more uniform
preformed plasma. Either an ISI smoothed infrared (1.05 /an) laser beam or
a broadband beam delayed by 2.2 ns was focused axially into the plasma.
An extensive set of diagnostics was used to investigate the plasma conditions
of the preformed plasma and the nonlinear interaction of the laser beam
with the plasma.
The model plasma was generated by irradiating a thin aluminium foil
target (700 nm thick, 0.7 mm long, 300 /an wide) which was overcoated on
a 100 nm thick formvar substrate. Two pairs of opposing green laser beams
smoothed by Induced Spatial Incoherence were superimposed in a line focus
configuration as heating beams to form the plasma. Typical irradiances of
10 1 4 Wcm~2 w e r e u s e d. A separate infrared laser beam typically delayed by
2.2 ns was used to interact with this plasma along its longitudinal axis.
Measurements were made with the broadband beam (<xd/o) « 0.1%) or with
an ISI laser beam [6]. At the time of interaction the nominal electron
density was about 0.3 n c (n c is critical density for the infrared laser light)
and the electron temperature was about 500 eV of the preformed plasma.
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FIG. 1. Variation o/SBS backscatterfraction with average irradiance for an ISI (illustrated by the solid
circles) and a broadband (squares) interaction beam.

The uniformity of the preformed plasma was investigated transversely to the
exploding foil target by using optical Moire deflectometry techniques with a
probe wavelength of 350 nm. The density profile was measured
interferometrically with 350 nm probe beam propagating along the axis of
the preformed plasma. The electron temperature of the plasma was obtained
from time resolved x-ray streak spectroscopy. The backscattered Brillouin
signal generated by the interaction beam was imaged out via the incident
focusing lens onto a calibrated photodiode. In addition, time resolved SBS
spectra were recorded with an SI optical streak camera. A four frame x-ray
pinhole camera with a gating time of about 150 ps was used to observe the
x-ray emission of the preformed plasma and of the interaction beam.
Figure 1 shows the absolute levels of SBS backscattering for the ISI and
broadband interaction beams as a function of the incident irradiance. The
focal spot of the interaction beam was 140 fan in diameter and was kept
constant for all the data shots. For the broadband laser beam a threshold at
an irradiance of about 3x10*3 Wcm~2 is observed with a saturation level
between 2 to 6% of the incident laser energy. For the ISI interaction beam
an exponential behaviour is seen with an average SBS value of 0.5% at an
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irradiance of 7x10*4 Wcm~ 2 . The SBS backscattering levels are significantly
higher than observed in a previous experiment [4,5] in which a green
interaction beam was used, the plasma was less uniform and the electron
density was lower (by about a factor of 3) during interaction. However
similar SBS levels are seen in the present experiment when thinner targets
500 nm in thickness are used resulting in a similar electron density as used
previously. The estimated electron density is consistent with backscattered
Simulated Raman Scattering (SRS) which was detected by diodes filtered with
narrowband interference filters. For the 700nm targets virtually no SRS
backscatter is observed. On the other hand, clear SRS signals (at a
wavelength of about 1.5 fan) are seen with the 500 nm. The significant
larger SBS level observed in the present experiment may be a result of the
improved uniformity of the preformed plasma.
For some of the data shots the first experimental evidence of whole
beam self-focusing of an ISI laser beam was obtained. Gated x-ray pinhole
camera images with a framing time of 120 ps showed a channel
like structure with a diameter of about 40 fan. The pinhole camera was
filtered with 3 /xm of aluminium. Fig. 2 shows a series of x-ray images.
The irradiance of the interaction pulse was 2.3x10*4 Wcm~2 with a pulse
duration of 550 ps (FWHM). Optical probing images taken simultaneously
with the x-ray records were consistent with the x-ray images. In addition,
the SBS backscattered signal increased by a factor of 8 for these shots
compared to the data taken with similar irradiances where no self-focusing
was observed.

Time = -100 ps

Time = + 100 ps

Time = +400ps

200 pm
FIG. 2. Time resolved x-ray pinhole images recorded on the same shot showing whole beam selffocusing of an ISI pulse which propagates through a preformed plasma. The timing of the frames is
-lOOps (100 ps in front ofthe pulse peak), +100 ps and +400 ps, respectively.
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FOKKER-PLANCK SIMULATIONS OF PLASMAS IRRADIATED BY AN
INCOHERENT LASER
A Fokker-Planck code was used to examine the effects of ISI on the
heat flow. The simulations are compared to calculations carried out by a
Spitzer code which uses the classical Spitzer-Harm thermal conductivity with
a harmonic flux limiter. To mimic the fluctuations inherent in ISI, an
oscillating laser intensity in 1-D is imposed on a plasma with an initial
density scalelength of 3 fan and a maximum electron density of 9x10^2
cm~^,
I(t) =

I 0 (l+cos(,rt/7))exp(-(t-t 0 :p/2<r2)

with I o = 5xlO 14 W c m - 2 , t 0 = 100 ps, a = 45 ps, Xi aser = 0.25 pm.
The target is fully ionised and Z = 4 .
The Spitzer simulations show a greater temporal fluctuation in ablation
pressure than the FP results. In 2—D, an ISI—type intensity profile is used,
consisting of multiwavelength time—dependent spatial perturbations in the
transverse direction. A coherence time of 1 ps is imposed. The FP always
has a smaller Pmax'^min than that predicted by Spitzer. Pmax(Pmin) ' s ^e
maximum(minimum) pressure along the ablation front.
Nonlocal effects reduce the heat flow from the absorption to ablation
regions, so that changes at the absorption surface are not communicated to
the ablation surface as strongly with nonlocal transport as with Spitzer. We
conclude that -=>P/Pabl f o r a given ^I/I with an incoherent laser is smaller
than would be predicted by fluid codes using Spitzer conductivity.

INVESTIGATIONS OF THERMAL INSTABILITIES
PLASMAS USING XUV PROBING TECHNIQUES

IN

OVERDENSE

After the first experimental evidence of jet formation in the plasma
corona of laser irradiated targets was provided using optical probing
techniques [7,8], considerable theoretical interest was stimulated. A number
of mechanisms for the production of the jet—like structures have been
proposed in theoretical studies. For a review see Ref. 9.
Until now, no experiment has however clearly identified the
responsible mechanism,. nor has any evidence been obtained of the effect of
these instabilities on the ablation rate or on thermal smoothing. Of particular
importance to the ICF programme is the question of whether the jets exist
only in the subcritical region (all experimental work until now has provided
information only about the subcritical region) or whether they extend into
the supercritical region, where their effects are potentially far more
detrimental for implosion symmetry. It is of paramount importance to
investigate the superdense region for the occurrence of these instabilities with
good spatial and temporal resolution.
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Laser

Initial
target surface
FIG. 3. XUV image of laser heated gold wire target showing a jet-like structure in the overdense
plasma.

A novel experimental technique based on only recently available
multilayered mirror technology for use in the XUV spectral region has been
developed. As it is well known, optical probing is limited to the sampling of
relatively low density regions rig < n c , since the optical rays are refracted
out of the imaging optics by the steep plasma density gradients. Shorter
wavelengths are refracted less and simulations show that XUV probe
wavelengths approximately of about 100 A will in combination with imaging
effectively probe the conduction region up to several times critical density.
The imaging system consisted of a spherical mulitilayered mirror
operating at a wavelength of 130 A with a bandwidth of 20. A. An XUV
source was generated by irradiating a gold target at an intensity of about
10*4 Wcm~2. The image was recorded with a microchannel. plate intensifier.
The overall magnification of the system was about 70x. The spatial
resolution was measured by using a zone plate as an object. It was found to
be about 0.8 ^un and was limited by the spatial resolution of the
microchannel plate. The temporal resolution was 120 ps which was the
gating time of the microchannel plate detector. Fig. 3 shows an XUV
shadowgram recorded on a laser irradiated gold coated wire target 10 fan in
diameter. The irradiance on target was about 10*3 Wcm~2, The image was
recorded 2.4 ns after the heating pulse. Jetting with a spatial scalelength of
about 10 jrni is clearly observed very close to the target surface.
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
LASER IRRADIATED TARGETS

OF

RADIATION

TRANSPORT

IN

Thin foil plastic targets 0.1 to 5 /un thick overcoated with 100 nm of
gold on the front side were irradiated with a single green laser pulse 700 ps
in duration. The laser beam was focused onto target with an f/2.5 aspheric
lens producing an irradiance between 1 to 5x10*4 Wcm""2 at the target
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surface. The focal spot size was measured with an x-ray pinhole camera
filtered for the 1.5 keV energy range and was typically 400 fan (FWHM) in
diameter. The soft x-ray radiation transported through the rear side of the
thin foil targets was time resolved using a grazing incidence flat field
spectrometer coupled to an XUy streak camera. The temporal and spectral
resolution was 50 ps and 0.2 A respectively. The soft x-ray radiation was
reflected into the spectrograph by a highly polished silica mirror set at a
grazing incidence angle of 2.5 degrees acting as a high frequency cut off
filter for radiation above approximately 1 keV.
Numerical simulations were carried out for a 5 ftxa target using a
multi-group radiation transport model coupled to the 1-D Lagrangian
hydrodynamics code MEDUSA. Because the radiation field is not isotropic,
the model distinguishes between inwardly and outwardly moving photons.
Group averaged Planck mean opacities are calculated at the material
temperature, in line with the hydrodynamics using an average-atom
screened-hydrogenic approximation in LTE, based on the model XSN. Only
bound-free and free-free transitions are considered in the model. The
behaviour of the laser irradiated thin gold layer was not calculated in the
code because of the marked non-LTE behaviour of the x-ray emitting
region of the gold plasma which could not be accurately calculated by our
LTE model.
Small inaccuracies in the gold spectral emission do not cause any
serious errors in the material heating. Simulations were carried out with and
without the inclusion of M, N and O emission bands. No significant
differences in the overall predicted results were seen. T R M ^ X w a s e s t i m a t e d
to be 115 eV from absolute measurements which were taken under similar
experimental conditions. This corresponds to an overall laser to x-ray
conversion efficiency of approximately 12% towards the rear which is
consistent with spectra taken on ultra thin 0.1 fan plastic substrates.
•
Figure 4 shows a time resolved x-ray spectrum in the 15 to 70 A
spectral wavelength range of the radiation transported through the rear of a
5 /xm thick plastic foil target which was overcoated with 0.1 jun of gold on
the surface facing the laser beam. The gold layer was irradiated at an
intensity of 1.5x10*4 \ycm~2. Note the clear presence of a sharp edge-like
feature at around 45 A in the XUV spectrum and the apparent early turn
on of radiation on the longer wavelength side. In addition, away from the
edge, the emission of radiation towards longer wavelength appears to be
progressively retarded with respect to that at shorter wavelength. Finally, the
edge appears to move gradually towards higher energies later in time as the
foil becomes heated. The maximum shift of this feature is measured to be
0.9 + 0.2 A or 5.5 + 1 . 2 eV. For comparison a 3-D plot of the predicted
intensity of radiation in units of Wm-~A~1 into 2w str transported through a
5 /on plastic foil target as a function of time and wavelength for T M A X =
115 eV. In common with the experiment, the simulations show a clear edge
which is due to the carbon K-edge, the early turn on of radiation just
below (in energy) and well above the edge, progressively retarded emission
of radiation towards longer wavelength away from the edge and a gradual
shift in the edge position as the foil is heated.
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The position , of the edge feature in the experimental data is at
approximately 45 A which corresponds to the cold carbon K-edge position.
Maximum shifts of about 1 A were seen during the heating phase. In
contrast, much larger shifts of the carbon K-edge positions are predicted in
the simulations depending on the temperature of the heated material. For
example, a shift of more than 10 A towards shorter wavelength is seen for
a peak radiation temperature of 115 eV.
It is suggested that the small shift in the edge position in the
experiment may be due to filling in of the photoabsorption below the shifted
K-edge by line absorption [10]. The edge in figure 4 would then correspond
to the side of a strong carbon absorption line. This explanation is supported
by the plasma conditions predicted to exist in the foil. At the peak of the
pulse, the density in the target is approximately constant at 0.1 gcm~3 and
the temperature varies from approximately 100 eV near the front of the foil
to just below 30 eV at the rear. The average degree of ionization calculated
by the model decreases from just over 5 at the front of the target to
approximately 3.5 at the rear. Therefore, a large number of bound-bound
transitions will exist in the soft x-ray energy region due to an abundance of
several different ionic species in the plasma.
STUDY OF RAYLEIGH - TAYLOR
BACKLIGHTING TECHNIQUES

INSTABILITY

USING

X-RAY

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs in any accelerating fluid system in
which the density and pressure gradients are of opposite sign. In the case of
ICF experiments, the hot, low density ablating plasma accelerates a cooler,
more dense part of the target and is thus succeptible to the RT instability.
In an ICF implosion small imperfections in the target manufacture or
intensity nonuniformities present in the laser irradiation may initiate RT
growth sufficient to disrupt the target symmetry to an unacceptable degree.
Six frequency doubled green (0.53/un) beams arranged in a hexagonal
cluster with a cone angle of 13 degrees were focused onto thin foil targets
with f/10 lenses. The six superimposed beams generated a smooth,
flat-topped spatial intensity profile providing uniform acceleration across the
target surface. The total energy delivered on target was approximately 250
Joules with a pulse duration of 1.76 ns (FWHM) resulting in an incident
irradiance of about 1.5 x 10 1 4 Wcm~2. This was kept constant throughout
the experiment to allow direct comparison of the results for different target
specifications. The laser beams were smoothed by a hybrid scheme consisting
of Induced Spatial Incoherence (ISI) and Random Phase Plate (RPP) arrays.
The ISI was generated using a broad-band oscillator
(zWa)=0.1%) and a
6x6 echelon to produce 36 independent beamlets. The RPP's were placed
immediately in front of each of the six focusing lenses. In addition to
profile smoothing, the RPP's have the effect of increasing the far-field focal
spot size to the large (approx. 335 jan) diameter. A x-ray pinhole camera,
filtered for an x-ray energy band between 0.84 keV and 1.63 keV, was used
to monitor the uniformity of the focal spot produced by the drive beams.
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Intensity variations of about 1% (calculated with a 2-D weighted averaging
procedure) were seen over a spatial wavelength of 10/an. The far field focal
spot distribution was calculated using an interference code. This showed close
agreement to the experimentally determined profile structure and uniformity.
The targets consisted of low density (0.9g/cm^) (CH2) plastic
approximately 16(im thick with sinusoidal modulations of periodicity 30/trn,
50/un, 70/un and 100/an. Modulation depths between 1.8/tm and 4.6jun were
investigated, with the modulations always facing the drive beams. The
accelerated targets were backlit with a Mg backlighter source which was
generated by a separate green laser beam 2.5 ns in duration. The
transmitted fraction of the x-rays produced by the backlighter source was
imaged onto a streak camera by means of a pinhole 17 fan in diameter
resulting in an overall spatial resolution of 21 ftxa. The image was filtered
for a spectral wavelength window between 0.84 and 1.63 keV containing the
magnesium Hec* and Lya transitions. The backlighter spectrum was measured
using a time-integrated crystal spectrometer with filtering identical to that
used in front of the streak camera. From this the relative contribution to
the image intensity at each wavelength in the backlighter could be
determined. Control experiments with only the drive irradiation (to determine
the contribution to the image caused by self-emission from the target) and
with backlighter illumination only were conducted. In addition to the
transmission radiographs, streaked edge-on radiographs were recorded to
obtain the target acceleration.
Computer simulations of the experiment were performed using the 2D
Eulerian hydrodynamics code POLLUX which has been extensively tested
under various conditions. The code was modified to incorporate the
sinusoidal target surface modulations and matched to the experimental
conditions by varying the absorbed irradiance until the inertial motion
measured in the experiment was reproduced in the simulations. The absorbed
intensity was chosen as the variable parameter, since it is the least
well-characterised experimental quantity due to the effects of lateral energy
transport. It was found that approximately 50% of the energy was absorbed
and reproduced the experimentally determined inertial motion. This value is
comparable to previous measurements under similar conditions.
From the transmission radiographs the ripple amplitude growth rates
were determined by microdensitometry of the streak records to give
quantitative measures of the observed X-ray contrast levels at different times.
Both the initial modulation depth and the instability growth rate were then
deduced from exponential curves fitted to the data [11]. The growth rates
measured in this way are plotted in figure 5 as fractions of their classically
predicted values, the errors representing the spread of the amplitude of
modulation evident at late times. The measured initial (t=0) modulation
depth were convolved with the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the
imaging system and compared to the known initial modulation depths
(accurately measured by microscopy before the experiment). No significant
discrepancy was found (error < 0.4jtm). Further, no growth rate analysis
was carried out during the initial period in which the shock passes through
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FIG. 5. Measured RT growth rates presented as a fraction of the classical growth rate (kg)'A, where
k is the modulation wavenumber and g is the acceleration for both high (4.5 11m) and low (2.6 yimfor
30 pim and 50 pan periodicity; 1.8 nmfor 70 urn and 100 urn periodicity) modulation depth targets. Also
shown are POLLUX results for 1.8 pan (low) and 4.5 \im (high) modulation depth targets and experimental results from Ref. [12], where the error bars are omitted for clarity.

the target. In this time, the growth is not due to the RT instability but due
to the shock driven Richtmeyer-Meshkov instability.
The most striking result from figure 5 is that the 50fim periodicity
targets clearly exhibited growth, where a previous experiment also utilising
ISI (under low irradiance conditions - 5x10^^ Wcm~2) [12] found none. The
authors ascribed the result partially to the ISI irradiation and predicted with
hydrodynamic code simulations that the ISI system is expected to delay the
onset of growth.
Also plotted in figure 5 are the measured growth rates of the NRL
experiment [12] and those predicted by the POLLUX simulations (for both
high and low modulation depths). Several points arise. Firstly, the qualitative
wavelength dependence of the observed growth rates is in fair agreement
with the dependence predicted by the simulations; growth was observed at all
modulation periodicities including 50/tm. Secondly, the growth rates predicted
by the simulations are (except for two points) outside the error bars and
greater than the observed rates. This may not be purely due to the
nonlinearity of the growth, but may in part be due to radiation transport
effects not included in the modelling. These would, in principle, reduce the
growth rate. The excitation of higher order modes also reduces the growth
rate of the fundamental. To investigate the extent of such higher-order
contributions to the growth of the instability, the X-ray radiographs were
spectrally analysed with a Fourier decomposition package. It was found that
small amplitude higher order modes are clearly present at late times (~1.6ns
after the start of the laser drive pulse) for 100/tm modulation periodicity
targets. Such higher harmonic modes were not clearly observed in the case
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of the SOfan targets, where only the fundamental mode was found to have a
significant Fourier component (for the case of 30fim targets, the resolution
of the imaging system was insufficient to detect higher harmonic growth).
STUDY OF RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY BY ALPHA PARTICLE
BACKLIGHTING
Experiments have been performed to investigate the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability in accelerated planar foils by an a-particle backlighting technique.
In this technique, an a-particle source from a DT implosion produces a
bright pulse of particles which are used to shadow a separately driven foil.
Each a-particle loses range, determined by the local thickness of the foil at
the time of passage of the particle. Since both the position and range of
each particle are individually determined, any variation of thickness, even on
a sub-micron spatial scale, will be recorded. In addition, a shadow image of
the driven foil will be produced with a spatial resolution which is only
limited by the source size and multiple Coulomb scattering in the plasma.
Alpha particles generated by the implosion travel through the laser
accelerated foil target to a CR-39 detector. The system is entirely co-linear
since the CR-39 is placed over the focusing lens. 3-D images are obtained
with two spatial and one thickness dimension.
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FIG. 6. Alpha particle spectra for (a) an undriven planar foil, (b) an undriven foil with deep modulations producing two separated peaks, (c) a foil with 1 /xm seed probed at 1.0 ns, (d) as for (c) but probed
at 0.5 ns, (e) a driven planar foil but probed at 2.0 ns, (f) a driven planar foil, probed at 2.0 ns but
irradiated with RPP illumination.
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Figure 6 shows some typical spectra, a) is obtained from an undriven
planar foil target, b) is an undriven foil with 6 /an deep modulations
producing two separate peaks. The width of these peaks is determined by
the target thickness over the region sampled, and by limitation of the
unfolding technique caused by the source width, c) is a foil with 1 fim seed
probed at 1.0 ns. d) is as for c) but probed at 0.5 ns. e) is a planar foil
but probed at 2 ns. The driven planar foils do not show a peak at zero
thickness and reach the same induced modulaton at a later time as the
seeded foils, f) is a driven planar foil, probed at 2.0 ns as in e), with the
same intensity, but with RPP illumination. In contrast, this plot shows no
increased modulation. There is, however, a small tail to the left of the
peak, which is a feature not seen on the undriven foils. These may indicate
some small residual spikes in the RPP focal spots.
These results may be interpreted that both unsmoothed laser beams and
foil seeding have a significant effect on inducing mass modulations in the
foils. It will be necessary to use smooth beams incident on modulated foils
to observe the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL
DRIVEN IMPLOSIONS

HYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATIONS

OF

LASER

An important issue facing ICF is the implosion symmetry. A typical ICF
compression can be characterised as passing through three phases:
acceleration, coasting and deceleration. Initially the shell is accelerated
inwards, defects in target manufacture or non-uniform laser irradiation can
seed the Rayleigh-Taylor instability which grows on the outer, ablation
surface. When the shell reaches maximum velocity it coasts inwards with
little acceleration. Although not unstable the large spherical convergence can
further distort the shell. As the pressure inside the filler gas increases so the
shell is decelerated and finally brought to rest. In this final stage the shell is
again unstable, but this time on the inner fuel-shell interface. Maximum
density and temperature can only be achieved if the shell converges
accurately towards the centre.
Previous simulations have concentrated on the initial acceleration phase.
The ablation dynamics have been found to play a crucial role in the
reduction of the observed RT growth rate to approximately one half the
classical value. Full implosion simulations have been performed in 2-D using
R-Z geometry. However 2-D simulations impose an unrealistic initial
perturbation on the target and, unless a hemisphere is modelled, the
boundary conditions would be incorrect.
Simulations have been carried out on the coasting and deceleration
phase using PLATO. This is a fully 3-D hydrodynamics code with a fixed
Eulerian grid. The time dependent equations of mass, momentum and total
energy are integrated numerically. The fluid equations are closed using an
ideal equation of state. Currently thermal conduction and laser energy
deposition are not included.
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At present the symmetry imposed on the target by the 12 laser beams
are simulated. The point of intersection of the centre of each laser beam
with the target surface defines the symmetry of the target. These points
form the vertices of 20 equilateral triangles on the surface. Since the
triangles are equilateral the sides can be bisected and 6 smaller triangles can
be formed for each equilateral one. Hence the smallest self-similar
component is 1/120th of the sphere. This is the computational grid that was
used in all the simulations.
Since PLATO does not have any laser energy deposition all the
simulations were initialised in the coasting phase. To study the coasting
phase a 7 jan thick plastic shell was assumed to be coasting inwards with a
velocity of 2x107 cm/s at an initial inner shell radius R of 174 fan. The
filler gas used was DT at a density of 1.05xl0~2 g/cm^ at a pressure of
100 bar. To prevent a transmitted shock travelling in front of the shell a
radial velocity proportional to the radius was used in the filler gas.
When the pressure inside the filler gas is sufficiently large the shell
starts to decelerate. The shell is now RT unstable. It is assumed that the
shell's inner surface was deformed by the earlier acceleration and coasting
phases. The surface was perturbed by a sixth order Legendre polynomial
summed over the laser beams. Figure 7 shows the inner surface at the end
of the simulation. The pattern shows distinct spikes surrounded by valleys.
However when the perturbation was inverted the opposite bubble was
surrounded by a ridge. Hence the nature of the RT instability seems to be
completely dependent on the initial conditions.

FIG. 7, The inner fuel-shell surface showing the spike-valley arrangement.
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DISCUSSION
H. TAKABE: With regard to the thermal instability driven by radiation cooling,
have you checked, for example, the laser intensity dependence of the instability? As
the emissivity and opacity of radiation are very sensitive to the plasma temperature,
there should be a drastic change in different intensity ranges if the process is driven
by radiation.
M.G. HAINES: These experimental results are very new, and we have not yet
done a thorough theoretical comparison. However, the occurrence of the instability
in the dense (10 X critical) region suggests that the thermal instability is driven by
the return cold electron current associated with the heat flux in a region where the
mean free path is less than the collisionless skin depth.
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Abstract
HEAT WAVE AND RADIATION CONFINEMENT IN LASER HEATED CAVITIES.
Indirect drive laser fusion relies on the generation of intense thermal radiation inside a cavity of
high-Z material. Gold cavities of various configurations with diameters of 1-3 mm were heated by short
wavelength (X = 0.35) laser pulses generated by the GEKKO XII Nd-glass laser with energies up to
5 kj and a pulse duration of 0.8-0.9 ns. The radiation heat wave in the wall of the cavity could be
observed by the burnthrough of thin gold foils incorporated into the wall of the cavity. Brightness temperatures of the confined thermal radiation in the cavity of up to 240 eV were measured. The results
are in agreement with theoretical predictions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Indirect drive inertial confinement fusion relies on the generation of intense
thermal radiation inside the closed geometry of a cavity by a pulsed power source.
The radiation field has its origin in a thin wall layer of hot material where conditions
close to complete thermodynamic equilibrium between radiation and matter exist. In
this layer a radiation heat wave forms which, owing to the strong temperature
dependence of radiation heat conductivity, has the characteristic profile shown in
Fig. l(a) with a plateau and a steep front. The hot material re-emits large part of the
incident radiation back into the cavity and in this way provides a confinement of the
radiation at high temperature. The re-emission is necessarily incomplete because the
heating of cold material by the propagating heat wave represents a loss of radiation
energy.
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FIG. 1. (a) Propagation of an X ray driven radiation heat wave through a thin gold foil; m is the mass
co-ordinate; (b) schematic representation of a laser heated cavity with a thin gold foil mounted on one
hole and with an open reference hole.

cone

FIG. 2. Cavities of types A-C used in the experiments. Small letters denote holes with foil (f), open
reference holes (r), laser holes (1), holes for temperature measurement (t), additional holes (h) in the
open cavities.

In this work we report the direct observation of the radiation heat wave and in
addition detailed measurements of the radiation confinement by the cavity. A
schematic representation of a laser heated cavity is shown in Fig. l(b). Experimental
evidence for the propagating heat wave is obtained by observing the sharp onset of
radiation from the outer surface of a thin foil incorporated into the wall of the cavity.
As shown in Fig. l(b), the foil is mounted on one of two holes in the cavity wall;
the other hole is open, allowing a comparative measurement of the temporal evolution
of the driving radiation. The radiation temperature is measured through an additional
diagnostic hole.
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An essential feature of the present experiments is the use of short wavelength
(X = 0.35 nm) laser radiation. Higher temperatures for a given energy input are
expected than in previous experiments [1] with X = 0.53 fim laser radiation, because
of an improved X ray conversion efficiency of laser light into X rays.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experiments were performed by a MPQ/ILE collaboration at the GEKKO
XII Nd-glass laser operated at a wavelength of X = 0.35 jttm. Ten laser beams
injected up to 5 kJ laser energy into the cavities at a pulse duration of 0.8-0.9 ns.
Different types of cavity were used as is shown in Fig. 2. They were made of
gold with a wall thickness of 10 fim. The standard cavities of type A (3, 2, or 1 mm
diameter) have a hole carrying the foil (f), a reference hole (r), a hole for a measurement of the brightness temperature in the cavity (t), and two laser holes (1). The ten
laser beams, arriving in two bundles of five at an angle of 50° with respect to the
axis connecting the two opposite laser holes (only one of them is visible in Fig. 2),
heat the inner surface of the cavity on the equator between the laser holes. The cavities of type B (2 or 1 mm diameter) consist of three cavities coupled by the transfer
of radiative energy through connecting holes (c). Only the middle cavity is heated
by laser light. The upper cavity is nearly closed whereas the lower cavity has large
holes (h) and is widely open. It is thus possible to study the effect of holes on radiation confinement by relative measurements between the closed and open cavities
which are both heated by X rays only. In addition, the upper, X ray heated cavity
provides the possibility of foil burnthrough measurements with the help of holes
f and r.
Cavity C differs from A in the way the laser light is coupled to the cavity.
Behind the laser holes the beams are absorbed inside five cones. The primary X rays
from the laser produced plasma formed in the cones heat the wall surrounding the
laser hole. The central part of the cavity which carries the diagnostic holes is heated
only by re-emitted X rays propagating through the gaps between the cones.
The radiation from holes f and r was recorded with temporal and spatial
resolution by an X ray streak camera (XRSC) at wavelengths of 35 and 60 A. The
brightness temperature of the radiation in the cavity was measured through holes t
as a function of time by another XRSC in combination with an absolutely calibrated
transmission grating spectrometer. A total of 23 experiments were successfully
performed with empty cavities.

3.

OBSERVATION OF THE RADIATION HEAT WAVE

Figure 3 shows a photograph of the circular screen of the XRSC which records,
with spatial resolution, the emission from holes f and r at a wavelength of 60 A. It
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FIG. 3. Screen ofX ray streak camera showing signals from gold foil and open reference hole. The
observed wavelength is 60 A, the cavity temperature is 230 eV. Fiducial marks are seen at the periphery
of the screen.

is clearly seen that the emission from the gold foils begins with a delay which, for
the case shown, amounts to 510 ps. Over the whole parameter range we consistently
observed the delayed, steep ( = 200 ps) rise of the radiation from the foil, indicating
the arrival of the heat wave. With increasing laser flux the foil thickness had to be
increased from 0.25 to 1.37 ^m in order to keep the time of arrival at about the time
of maximum temperature in the cavity. Burnthrough was also observed with the
X ray heated cavities B and C. This observation provides additional confirmation that
the burnthrough is due to an X ray driven heat wave. A more detailed account of the
burnthrough experiments has recently been given in Ref. [2],

4.

RADIATION CONFINEMENT

The spectrally integrated re-emitted flux Sr, measured through hole t at the
time of maximum emission, is plotted in Fig. 4 versus the incident laser flux, calculated by dividing the incident laser energy by the pulse duration and the surface area
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FIG. 4. Re-emitted flux Sr and corresponding brightness temperature measured with cavities of type A
of 3, 2 and 1 mm diameter (from left to right). For the evaluation of the similarity solution, the fractional
hole area n'1 for each cavity size and the conversion efficiency given in the text were taken into
account.

of a sphere with the target diameter. For brevity, we present here only results
obtained with the most frequently used cavity A with diameters of 3, 2 and 1 mm
(the results obtained with cavity B are described in Ref. [3] and those obtained with
cavity A and C are presented in greater detail in Ref. [4]). In the smallest cavities,
we reached a temperature of 240 eV, corresponding to Sr = 3.4 x 1014 W-cnr 2 .
The confinement effect of the wall becomes obvious from the observation that
Sr > SL in all experiments, i.e. the observed wall element re-emits more power in
the form of thermal radiation than it receives from the laser. The additional heating
is provided by radiation received from other wall elements in the cavity. Such
a net enhancement (i.e. Sr/SL > 1) could not be achieved previously [1] with
X = 0.53 urn. laser light and shorter (300 ps) pulses.
Inside the cavity, the incident laser light is converted with an overall efficiency
?7X into primary X rays, which are then absorbed and re-emitted by the hot wall
material. The radiation confinement may be characterized by the quantity N, which
for a closed cavity represents the number of re-emissions and is related to the reemission coefficient r of the wall by r = N/(l + N). A quasi-stationary energy
balance at the wall (neglecting the photon transit time through the cavity) readily
leads to [5]
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r

N"1 + n"1

where the radiation losses through holes are taken into account by the fractional hole
area n"1. On the assumption of r?x values of 0.8, 0.7 and 0.5 for the 3, 2 and 1 mm
cavities, respectively, as suggested by measurements of the conversion efficiency in
open geometry (see, e.g. Ref. [6]), the similarity solution for the ablative heat wave
[5] is found to be in good agreement with the experiments (Fig. 4). Using the
measured values for Sr and SL, we obtain, for example, for the 1 mm cavity
(n"1 = 0.09), from Eq. (1), N = 5.3 or r = 0.85. The experiments were also
simulated in the multigroup diffusion approximation using the MULTI [7] and
ILESTA [8] codes. As is shown in Fig. 4, the results are in approximate agreement
with the experiment, with a tendency for the measured values of Sr to be slightly
higher than the calculated values. A detailed comparison will be made elsewhere [4].

5.

SUMMARY

In this investigation, we have, for the first time, directly observed the heat wave
formed in the wall of a laser heated cavity and obtained evidence for a high reemission coefficient of the hot wall in cavities heated by short wavelength laser light.
The results confirm our previously proposed conception of the formation and confinement of intense Planck radiation in a cavity.
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DISCUSSION
C. YAMANAKA: Your experiment is very interesting. I would like to know
what the uniformity of X ray re-emission is, as this is very important for ICF
research. Can you give us quantitative uniformity data?
R. SIGEL: The required irradiation uniformity on a fusion capsule is generally
quoted as a fraction of a per cent. It depends on the shape of the cavity and on the
location of the laser beams and has to be optimized by numerical calculations.
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Abstract
CANNONBALL TARGET IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS WITH BLUE GEKKO-XII LASER.
A systematic study was made on radiation driven implosion using the GEKKO XII glass laser
operated at 351 nm. The ablation properties of medium-Z materials irradiated by soft X-rays were clarified. An intense radiation sufficient to produce an ablation pressure of ~ 100 Mbar has been generated
inside a high-Z cavity. The cavity radiation was used to accelerate a fuel capsule up to a velocity of
2 x 107 cm/s. A fuel areal density of 10 mg/cm2 has been obtained. The measured parameters, which
are consistent with each other, provide part of a database to be used for a comprehensive understanding
of radiation driven targets.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a radiation driven cannonball target, a fuel capsule is placed inside a
cavity and is illuminated by X-rays generated in the cavity by irradiation with
high intensity laser beams. The X-ray flux circulating in the cavity is enhanced
by radiation confinement arising from the re-emision of X-rays at the high-Z
cavity wall [1]. The circulating X-rays are absorbed efficiently by the fuel
capsule when the ablator is made of low-to-medium-Z material with low X-ray
re-emission coefficients. When the fractional area of the openings in the cavity
is reduced, radiation confinement becomes more effective and the fraction of Xrays coupled to the capsule increases. The illumination uniformity on the
capsule is also improved by the cavity, owing to transverse radiation diffusion [2].
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By irradiation of high-Z material with short wavelength laser beams, a
high laser to X-ray conversion efficiency is obtained, and the generation of high
energy electrons and X-rays is reduced. A series of experiments has been
carried out at 351 nm with the GEKKO XII glass laser using its second target
chamber after the laser wavelength has been converted to the third harmonic,
two beams in December 1987 and all 12 beams in July 1988. Quantitative
understanding of radiation driven ablation, X-ray generation in high-Z
material and radiation confinement in high-Z cavities has been obtained.
Radiation driven implosion has been tested by using several types of
target with different configurations and parameters. In recent experiments, a
fuel capsule was placed in a cylindrical gold cavity irradiated by ten laser beams
of 351 nm wavelength at a 5.5 kJ total energy. Reproducible implosion was
obtained with this target. An implosion velocity of 2 x 107 cm/s has been
achieved. Non-uniformities of low order modes were observed during the
implosion and at maximum compression. The irradiation uniformity was
controlled by careful design of the target structure and the irradiation
configuration. A compressed fuel areal density of 10 mg/cm2 has been
obtained.

2. RADIATION DRIVEN ABLATION
When low-to medium-Z plasmas are heated by X-rays and allowed to
expand into vacuum, they become quasi-transparent to the incident radiation,
mainly because of ionization [3]. The propagation of soft X-rays in aluminium
was studied as part of the ELE/MPQ collaborative experiment [4]. An Al foil
was attached over a hole on a cavity whose inside surface was heated by 351
nm laser beams to generate and confine the radiation in the cavity. The
radiation from the foil and from an open hole was simultaneously recorded by
an X-ray streak camera. The propagation velocity of the burnthrough front was
determined from the measured time resolved transmittance of the radiation
through the Al foil. The experiment was carried out up to a radiation intensity
of 2.2 x 1014 W/cm2, with the results shown by the square symbols in Fig. 1.
The experimental results were analysed with a model that we have
developed to treat soft X-ray driven ablation in low-to medium-Z plasmas [5].
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the propagation velocity of the burnthrough front in aluminium on the intensity
of the irradiating X-rays. Experimental results obtained in ILE/MPQ collaboration (open and closed
squares for different observation wavelengths) and in our previous work (star symbol: ENDO, T., et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 60 (1988) 1022) are shown. The solid line is the theoretical prediction [5].
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FIG. 2. Dependences of ablation pressure and acceleration distance on flux and duration of incident
radiation calculated for aluminium [5].
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The solid line in Fig. 1 is the theoretical prediction. Figure 2 shows the
dependence of the ablation pressure and the acceleration distance on the flux
and the duration of the incident radiation calculated for aluminium by using this
model. We find that an ablation pressure of 100 Mbar is generated by soft Xrays at ~3 x 1014 W/cm2 over 1 ns. This pressure is necessary to implode a
fuel capsule up to a velocity of ~3 x 107 cm/s [6].

3. X-RAY GENERATION AND CONFINEMENT
Conversion of laser to X-rays is one of the key aspects in designing
radiation driven targets. The dependence of the absorption rate, Tiabs, and the
X-ray conversion rate, TJX, on the angle of incidence was measured by
irradiating a planar Au target with a 351 nm laser beam of 750 ps pulse width at
1.2 x 1015 W/cm2 with a focal spot diameter of 200 jam. These rates were
constant (t|abs = 85 % and TIX = 60 %) up to 50°, above which both decreased
rapidly with the angle of incidence. More accurate measurements of the X-ray
conversion rate were made by using a spherical Au target irradiated uniformly
by multiple laser beams since the conversion rate is affected by lateral energy
transport when the spot size is small. An X-ray conversion rate of ~70 % was
obtained with an irradiation at I L < 3 x 1014 W/cm2 [7].
The X-ray flux of 3 x 1014 W/cm2 required to generate an ablation
pressure of 100 Mbar corresponds to a radiation temperature of 233 eV. By
irradiating a spherical Au cavity of 1 mm diameter with ten laser beams at 5 kJ,
a radiation temperature of 240 eV was attained [4]. These experiments have
demonstrated that it is possible to generate intense radiation sufficient to
accelerate a fuel capsule up to the velocity required for high gain targets [6]. It
was also confirmed that the concept of radiation confinement in a high-Z cavity
is valid and the experimental results are in quantitative agreement with the
theoretical predictions [8].
4. IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS
The target structure and the irradiation configuration are shown
schematically in Fig. 3. A cylindrical cavity of 800 |i.m diameter and 1550 (J.m

IAEA-CN-53/B-H-2
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FIG. 3. Schematic view of radiation driven cylindrical cannonball target irradiated by ten laser beams.
The cavity is shown as a transparent cylinder.

length was irradiated by ten laser beams at an angle of incidence of 40°, with a
total energy of 5.5 kJ and a pulse duration of 0.7 ns. The fuel capsule was
either a glass microballoon containing D-T or a plastic microballoon containing
D2 and argon. The capsule had a diameter of 320 urn and was coated by a CF
ablator with a total shell thickness of, typically, 1.8 mg/cm2. Both ends of the
cavity cylinder were partly closed with ring plates of 600 |J.m inner diameter. It
is estimated that a radiation temperature of TR ~ 210 eV and the confinement
factor of N ~ 3 are attained, under the irradiation conditions described above.
Reproducible results on implosion were obtained. The velocity and the
geometrical shape of the capsule during implosion were measured with an Xray backlighting method. The Ti 4.8 keV resonance line generated outside the
cavity was transmitted through the target, whose cavity had vertical slit
openings, and the shadow images were detected by a nine-channel X-ray
framing camera with spatial and temporal resolutions of 10 |J.m and 80 ps,
respectively. Figure 4 shows framed backlight images of an imploding capsule
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FIG. 4. X-ray backlighting images of a fuel capsule taken during implosion. The implosion velocity was
determined from these images as shown in the lower graph in this figure.

placed in a cylindrical cavity of 1 mm diameter. The measured implosion
velocity of 2 x 107 cm/s is consistent with the estimated radiation temperature.
The temporal behaviour of the imploded core shape is shown in Fig. 5.
The X-ray emission from an Ar filled plastic capsule was measured by another
12-channel framing camera. The core shape had non-uniformities of low order
modes. These were controlled by changing the positions of the laser spots on
the cavity wall. The best geometrical condition for uniform implosion was
experimentally determined and found to be in agreement with the prediction
from model calculations of capsule illumination by X-rays.
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FIG. 5. Framed images of imploded core of Ar filled plastic capsule. The irradiation positions of the
laser beams on the cavity wall were varied to control the flux uniformity on the capsule. L is the distance
from the cylinder centre to the irradiation position of the laser beam on the cavity wall. Relative times
are indicated.

With a D-T filled GMB capsule with afillingpressure of 11 atm, a
neutron yield of 1.6 x 109 was obtained. The ion temperature determined from
the neutron velocity broadening is 4 keV. With a D2 filled plastic capsule with a
filling pressure of 13 atm, a primary neutron yield of 5 x 107 was obtained.
The fuel pR estimated from a secondary neutron measurement is 10 mg/cm2.
The size of the compressed fuel was evaluated from the framing camera images
of the D-T filled glass microballoon capsules. A convergence ratio of Rj/Rf =
18 was obtained for an initial filling pressure of 11 atm, where Rj and Rf are the
initial and the final fuel radius. From this convergence ratio, we obtain a
compressed fuel density of p = 11 g/cm3 (60 x liquid density) and a fuel areal
density of 10 mg/cm2. The latter value is consistent with the secondary neutron
measurement From the framing camera images of the compressed pusher
shell, the implosion uniformity of the capsule is estimated to be better than 5 %.
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5. SUMMARY
Quantitative studies of radiation driven implosion have been made. The
scalings of the ablation parameters were determined for radiation driven ablation
of low- and medium-Z plasmas. The concept of radiation confinement in a
cavity has been proven, and a confined radiation of 240 eV has been achieved
[4]. This radiation temperature is sufficient to produce an ablation pressure of
100 Mbar, necessary to accelerate the capsule up to ~ 3 x 107 cm/s.
A fuel capsule was accelerated up to a velocity of 2 x 107 cm/s in a
radiation driven cannonball target implosion. The implosion nonuniformity of
the capsule was controlled to be less than 5 %. The experimental results
indicate attainment of uniform compression with a convergence ratio of 18. A
fuel areal density of 10 mg/cm2 has been achieved. From these studies, basic
understanding of radiation driven implosion has been obtained. However,
more detailed studies are necessary such as those on fuel preheating,
hydrodynamic instabilities [9] and pulse shaping to attain a higher compression
density. These investigations will enable us to design high gain targets driven
by pulsed power drivers such as laser and ion beams.
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DISCUSSION
S. KAWATA: What is the X ray conversion ratio?
Y. KATO: Under the irradiation conditions typical for a cylindrical cannonball
target, Eabs/EL = 0.85 and Ex/Eabs = 0.60, yielding EX/EL = 0.51, where EL, Eabs
and Ex are the energies of irradiating laser, absorbed laser and X ray emission,
respectively.
S. KAWATA: What is the uniformity of the X ray irradiation?
Y. KATO: We have not directly measured the X ray irradiation uniformity on
the target. The velocity uniformity estimated from the spherical symmetry of the X
ray emission of the imploded core is Av/v < 5%. From this value, the irradiation
uniformity is inferred to be better than a few per cent.
R.L. McCRORY: Why were the points in the Lawson (nT-T) plot not plotted
at T; = 4 keV as measured by your neutron time of flight measurements?
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Y. KATO: In the implosion experiments, the compressed fuel may not be spatially uniform in density and temperature. The ion temperature measured by neutron
time of flight is the temperature of the hot region where the fusion reaction takes
place, whereas the areal density measured by secondary reaction and spatial profiles
of X ray emission is the average value. The ion temperature in the Lawson diagram
was deduced so that the neutron yield evaluated with the measured pR is consistent
with the measured neutron yield, assuming a reaction time of r = R/4C s. This value
corresponds to the average temperature and is therefore substantially lower than
4 keV.
S. ELIEZER: Did you measure X ray induced shock waves in your recent
experiments?
Y. KATO: We have measured the X ray induced shock waves at low X ray
intensity (ENDO, T., et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 60 (1988) 1022). In our recent experiments, where the X ray intensity was higher, we have measured X ray burnthrough
in aluminium but have not directly measured the shock waves.
S. ELIEZER: Can you compare direct with indirect drive? In your opinion,
what is the best and most promising approach?
Y. KATO: In the indirect drive, the irradiation non-uniformity has already been
controlled to within a few per cent. The fluid instabilities in the indirect drive are less
problematic because of the smaller fraction of high order irradiation non-uniformities
and the more efficient ablative stabilization of the instabilities. The indirect drive will
be more advantageous than the direct drive unless it is proven in the direct drive by
an elaborate design of target and pulse shape that an irradiation uniformity of better
than ~ 2 % is achieved and the growth of fluid instabilities is sufficiently suppressed.
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Abstract
THE LLNL ICF PROGRAMME: PROGRESS TOWARD IGNITION IN THE LABORATORY.
The Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) programme at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has made substantial progress in target physics, target diagnostics, and laser science and
technology. In each area, progress required the development of experimental techniques and computational modelling. The objectives of the target physics experiments in the Nova laser facility are to
address and understand critical physics issues that determine the conditions required to achieve ignition
and gain in an ICF capsule. The LLNL experimental programme primarily addresses indirect drive
implosions, in which the capsule is driven by X rays produced by the interaction of the laser light
with a high Z plasma. Experiments address both the physics of generating the radiation environment
in a laser driven hohlraum and the physics associated with imploding ICF capsules to ignition and high
gain conditions in the absence of alpha deposition. Recent experiments and modelling have established
much of the physics necessary to validate the basic concept of ignition and ICF target gain (fusion
energy released by ICF capsule/driver energy delivered to target capsule assembly) in the laboratory.
The rapid progress made in the past several years and, in particular, recent results showing higher
radiation drive temperatures and implosion velocities than previously obtained and assumed for high
gain target designs have led LLNL to propose an upgrade of the Nova laser to 1.5 to 2 MJ
(at 0.35 j«n) to demonstrate ignition and energy gains of 10 to 20 — the Nova Upgrade. — An upgrade

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory under Contract Number W-7405-ENG-48.
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to the Omega laser is supported by progress in the direct drive approach to ICF, particularly in the
production of extremely smooth beams and in the Omega implosion results. A direct drive addition to
the Nova Upgrade would be justified by positive results from the Omega Upgrade campaign of
hydrodynamically equivalent implosions and from the LLNL-University of Rochester direct drive
planar hydrodynamic experiments in the Nova two beam facility. If this addition were begun by about
1996, it should be possible to demonstrate ignition and gain by the direct drive approach by about the
year 2000.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The LLNL ICF programme is addressing the critical physics and technology
issues directed toward demonstrating and exploiting ignition and propagating burn to
high gain with ICF targets for both civilian and military applications. Nova is the
primary US facility employed in the study of the X ray driven ('indirect drive')
approach to ICF. In this concept, laser energy is converted to X radiation in a
hohlraum (a centimetre scale, high Z chamber that traps electromagnetic radiation);
this X radiation then implodes and heats the fusion fuel in an ICF capsule. Nova's
principal objective is to demonstrate that laser driven hohlraums can achieve the
conditions of driver-target coupling efficiency, driver irradiation symmetry, driver
pulse shaping, target preheat, and hydrodynamic stability required by hot spot ignition and by fuel compression to realize a fusion gain (fusion energy released/driver
energy delivered) of 2 to 10. The Nova experimental programme also addresses and
elucidates many of the plasma physics and fluid dynamics issues important to both
indirect and direct drive ICF.
The primary focus of the LLNL programme is indirect drive ICF. The LLNL
Target Physics programme, as described in Section 2, has two principal elements:
(1) hohlraum laser-plasma (HLP) physics, which addresses driver-plasma coupling,
generation and transport of X rays, and the development of energy efficient hohlraums; and (2) hydrodynamically equivalent physics (HEP), which addresses the
capsule physics associated with ignition and gain. The Precision Nova project, as
described in Section 3, encompasses the upgrades to the Nova experimental facility
(laser, laser diagnostics, target diagnostics, and target fabrication) required to
conduct the experiments that constitute the HLP and HEP target physics
programmes. Significant progress has recently been made in this project.
The primary scientific requirement for realizing the full military and civilian
applications of ICF is achieving target gain (the ratio of fusion energy produced to
driver energy beamed at the target) of about 50 to 100 or greater. Once an ICF
capsule ignites, the propagation of the fusion burn to produce high gain is relatively
straightforward. A laboratory demonstration of ignition and propagating burn would
be the final step in establishing the scientific feasibility of ICF. An ignition/low yield
laboratory facility will provide the data needed to bridge the gap between the
Halite/Centurion and Nova data and will thereby document the scientific feasibility
of ICF.
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, therefore, believes that the next
major step in the national ICF programme is the demonstration of ignition and
moderate gain (G :£ 10). Recent theoretical and experimental results show that the
ignition drive energy threshold can be reduced significantly by operating indirectly
driven targets at radiation temperatures ~ 1.3 to 1.6 times higher (thereby achieving
higher implosion velocity) than originally proposed for the Laboratory Microfusion
Facility (LMF). (Temperatures —1.3 times raised have already been demonstrated
on Nova.) Specifically, it should be possible to demonstrate ignition and propagating
burn with about 1.5 to 2 MJ of laser energy as against the 5 to 10 MJ that is necessary
for the high yield LMF. LLNL proposes to upgrade the existing Nova facility to
1.5-2 MJ (3-5 ns pulses) and to demonstrate ignition and propagating burn to low
gain appropriately scaled hydrodynamic equivalents of high yield targets. The rapid
progress made in the last several years in target physics and in laser and target
fabrication technologies gives us confidence that this Nova Upgrade, described in
Section 4, can be built and operated as designed and that ignition and gain will be
experimentally demonstrated by the end of this decade.

2.

TARGET PHYSICS

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the target physics requirements for ignition
and propagating burn to a new energy gain. The target physics investigations with
Nova and Precision Nova required to verify the predictions of ignition and energy

Initial configuration
-Capsule
Drive

In-flight geometry

Final configuration

Symmetry:
Driver-target coupling:
• Absorption
• Transport
• Preheat

Convergence ratio = —— = 30-40
r
H
Stability:
In-flight aspect ratio = 4s ~
AM
Pulse shaping: required

25

-35

FIG. 1. The requirements for ignition and energy gain targets for ICF fall into four major categories:
(I) driver-target coupling; (2) symmetry; (3) stability; (4) pulse shaping.
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gain fall under two major headings: (1) hohlraum laser-plasma (HLP) physics issues
associated with driver-target coupling, symmetry, and long scalelength laser-plasma
instabilities in hohlraums; and (2) hydrodynamically equivalent physics (HEP) implosion issues associated with hydrodynamic stability, mix, and symmetry conditions
relevant to capsule ignition and gain in the absence of alpha deposition.
2.1. Hohlraum laser-plasma physics
To achieve the efficient coupling of laser energy to the plasma required to
achieve high gain for acceptable driver energy ( S 5 to 10 MJ), the laser-plasma
coupling must be dominated by inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. Parametric instabilities that reduce the absorption of the laser light by the target plasma or generate
suprathermal electrons, which can preheat the fuel, must be minimized or eliminated
[1]. For example, instabilities such as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) linearly
increase the required driver energy for a fixed gain, whereas processes such as
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), which generate suprathermal electrons, increase
the required driver energy approximately as f hOt for a fixed gain (fho, is the fraction
of the driver energy that is contained in the suprathermal electron population with
a mean energy of (3/2) kThot).
Recent LLNL experiments have concentrated on studying such processes in the
long scalelength plasmas (L/X > 10\ where L is the plasma scalelength and X is
the vacuum wavelength) associated with high gain targets. Experiments on Nova that
have studied SRS in such large plasmas have been reported [2]. In addition to the
research on SRS, over the past several years we have extensively investigated
ponderomotive filamentation [3]. A quantitative understanding of filamentation,
including its threshold, stability and non-linear evolution, is necessary to evaluate
the various beam smoothing techniques that have been developed or proposed to
reduce the intensity modulation that can act as the seed for filamentation and to
understand its ramifications in determining the mix of laser-plasma coupling
processes that occur in the corona. To complement Ref. [2] on SRS, we summarize
our research into ponderomotive filamentation below.
The quantitative characterization of filamentation has been difficult because no
direct emission process is associated with it. Measurements to infer filamentation
have generally included imaging and spectroscopy of secondary optical emission and
X ray imaging [3]. To perform more quantitative measurements, we have developed
techniques that employ laser beams having a well defined intensity perturbation with
a given spatial frequency, and we have used phase sensitive techniques with optical
probes to directly measure the intensity driven density depression within the plasma.
The results of such an experiment using 1 fim light, a preformed exploding
foil plasma and a 0.26 pm probe are shown in Fig. 2(a). Interferometry is used to
observe the phase shifts due to the density depressions caused by filamentation.
In these experiments the wavenumber kr was systematically varied from 750 to
3000 cm"1. Density depressions are clearly visible with kr = 750 and 1500 cm"1.
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FIG. 2. (a) Interferograms of preformed plasmas irradiated with a beam with a controlled onedimensional intensity perturbation of varying spatial wavenumber; (b) spatial growth rate kt versus
perturbation wavelength \ — 2it/kr for preformed plasma conditions of (a). Reduced data from (a) are
also plotted in the figure.

Little or no growth of filamentation with kr = 3000 cm"' is observed, as expected
with the known plasma conditions. Figure 2(b) shows the inferred spatial growth
wavenumbers k((X) and corresponding values from the simple homogeneous theory.
The agreement is very good.
2.2. Hydrodynamically equivalent physics
Inertial confinement fusion requires a quantitative understanding of hydrodynamic instabilities so that the energy threshold for ignition and the achievable gain
(for a given energy) can be predicted. Such understanding is also necessary to specify
the fabrication quality (and characterization) of high gain targets. In high gain ICF,
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where the target acceleration is designed to minimize entropy addition to the fuel,
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is of greatest concern [4].
A generalized dispersion relation relates the model growth rate y to the various
parameters characterizing the ablation driven acceleration a, i.e. 7 = y(a, k, L, Va),
where Va is the ablation velocity. Recent theoretical/computational work addressing
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in accelerating plasmas driven by laser driven
ablation have obtained dispersion relations of the form [5]

7=

J

By fitting this analytic form to numerical simulations, Takabe and Morse [5]
obtained a = 0.9 and j3 = 3 with kL < 1 (because L in electron driven ablation
is of the order of the electron mean free path at the ablation surface and is, typically,
< 1 to 2 /xm).
Present theoretical and experimental research on hydrodynamic stability is
directed towards three areas: (1) the determination of the effective single mode
growth rate in the linear regime; (2) the early non-linear evolution, including the
generation of harmonics; and (3) the effect of a spectrum of modes in determining
the onset of non-linear behaviour and the net perturbation at the relevant interface.
The Nova experimental programme is directed at all three areas and involves both
planar foil and integrated implosion experiments.
To create an independent X ray backlighting source, one Nova beam (2 ns,
2 kJ, 0.35 (Jim, defocused to a spot size of 500 /*m) was fired onto a planar foil
target. This source was placed ~ 7 mm behind the focus of a 22 times magnification
Wolter X ray microscope. The X ray image was recorded with either an X ray streak
camera, allowing for continuous, 50 ps time resolution of a one-dimensional slice
through the image, or with an X ray framing camera that yielded as many as four
two-dimensional images with gate times of 100 ps. The diagnostic and experimental
techniques, including the X ray backlighter, were well characterized to permit quantitative comparison with detailed hydrodynamic simulations [6]. At each instant the
measured transmission contrast (corrected for the instrument modulation transfer
function) between the peak and the valley of the areal density modulation is spatially
Fourier analysed. The logarithm of this contrast for each Fourier component is then
plotted against time.
Figure 3 shows the behaviour of the observed amplitude of the fundamental
initial modulation frequency from the Fourier transform for small and intermediate
initial modulation. In both cases, no opacity contrast was observed at t = 0. The
best we can do is infer its value, knowing the amplitude of the initial perturbation
and the foil thickness and scaling the initial contrast observed in the case of large initial amplitude. Doing this gives growth factors of 20 for the intermediate and 60 for
the small initial perturbation cases.
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FIG. 3. Rayleigh-Taylor growth of perturbations on stabs driven with pulse shaped drive. The smooth
curves are LASNEX simulations, and the jagged curves represent the data. The small amplitude cases
show growth by factors of about 20 and 60. Perturbation wavelength: 50 \im.

The smooth curves shown in Fig. 3 represent the results of a two-dimensional
Lagrangian hydrodynamics calculation. To obtain results that can be compared with
the observed opacity contrast, the hydrodynamic calculation outputs are postprocessed by transporting the measured backlighter X ray spectrum through the
calculated foil as a function of time. The measured instrumental response is folded
into this calculation. The agreement between observation and calculation is quite
striking. The fact that the calculations tend to disagree late in time during the nonlinear phase may reflect a shortcoming of a Lagrangian code for situations exhibiting
large mass flow.

3.

PRECISION NOVA

The broad based effort in laser, target and diagnostic capabilities to enhance the
Nova facility's experimental capabilities is known as the Precision Nova project. The
upgrades will enable us to irradiate targets with 0.35 \xxn light in pulses having
complex shape, a high degree of power balance and high pointing accuracy, enabling
us to implode capsules to a radial convergence of at least 15 to 20. The imploded
capsules will attain very high densities and will experience hydrodynamic growth
factors similar to those expected in ignition-and-gain implosions. It will also be
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necessary to improve target fabrication capabilities to perform the non-cryogenic
HEP implosions, as well as upgrades to target diagnostics to accurately diagnose the
implosions. Progress in all three areas has been significant:
— We have demonstrated a four level continuous pulse at 0.35 ^m with a maximum contrast of 125:1.
— New, absolutely calibrated, full aperture 0.35 ixm laser diagnostics have been
installed on two of the ten beams of the Nova laser.
— We have demonstrated 0.35 ^m power balance of 4 % on two beams throughout
a 10:1 contrast shaped pulse.
— We have demonstrated an X ray framing camera gate time of <35 ps, a factor
of three improvement over existing instruments.
— We have made substantial progress in constructing the advanced, high resolution sensitive neutron spectrometer. Activation is scheduled by October 1991.
— We have fabricated and irradiated advanced hohlraums on Nova.
— We have developed techniques for doping ablator materials of intermediate
atomic number. Such ablators are required to control preheat and hydrodynamic
stability.
— A differential optical profilometer for determining surface roughness (0.1 /*m
resolution) and thickness of fusion capsules (0.01 jum resolution) is operational.
The improved performance of Nova at 1.05 /xm has allowed us to increase the
0.35 /xm energy for target experiments. The 0.35 fim energies at which Nova had
previously been operated were due to both reduced 1.05 /xm energy (deliberately
reduced to avoid damage to the laser glass; the damage limit was ~60kJ for
t > 1 ns), and reduced 0.35 jum frequency conversion with the Type II/II KDP
arrays because of the slight depolarization (4% of the 1.05-/tin energy) arising from
stress birefringence in the amplifier glass and spatial filter lenses [7]. In addition to
solving the damage problem, the new amplifiers have essentially eliminated birefringence in the laser glass. The depolarized output energy in a laser chain is now
typically 2% and is principally due to the spatial filter lenses. These improvements
have resulted in on-target 0.35 jum energies exceeding 45 kJ in a 2 ns pulse (energies
at the output of the KDP crystals are typically 15% greater) [8],

4.

NOVA UPGRADE

LLNL proposes the Nova Upgrade path as an alternative to the earlier LMF
path for pursuing the defense and energy applications of ICF. The impetus for the
Nova Upgrade comes from the recent demonstration that significantly higher radiation drive temperatures and implosion velocities are possible. Operating at higher
drive temperatures allows an increase in capsule implosion velocity without the
otherwise deleterious effects of reduced hydrodynamics stability that results from
increasing implosion velocities at fixed drive conditions. As shown in Fig. 4, the
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FIG. 4. Calculated target gains versus driver energy at fixed hohlraum coupling efficiency as a function
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increase in implosion velocity has a significant effect on the ignition cliff, or the
threshold drive energy for initiating propagating burn. The energy delivered by the
proposed Nova Upgrade (1.5 to 2 MJ at ~600 TW) has a margin of safety of a
factor of — 2 for ignition and propagating burn to low gain.
The proposed Nova Upgrade is an 18 beamline Nd:glass laser. The laser has
a compact multipass design, fully relayed, with 4 x 4 segmented optical components. Each beamline is thus composed of 16 'beamlets', giving a total of 288 beamlets in the system. The beamlets are optically independent and individually pointed
at the target for maximum control of illumination uniformity. Specifications for the
laser are determined by the ignition target requirements, which are shown in Table I.
The most important sources of our confidence in meeting the energy and power
goals lie in the fact that demonstrated damage thresholds (at both 1.05 and 0.35 /*m)
and frequency conversion efficiencies exceed the values used in the Nova Upgrade
baseline design. The extraction efficiency of a Nd: glass amplifier operating in a
multipass configuration is directly proportional to the average 1.05 /*m fluence that
can be safely handled by the optical elements. As shown in Table II, we have
operated Nova at average and peak fluences that exceed those of the Nova Upgrade
design. Demonstrated damage thresholds of all other optical components meet or
exceed the requirements at both 1.05 and 0.35 /*m. Conversion efficiencies of 84%
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TABLE I. REQUIREMENTS FOR TARGET IGNITION
Energy at 0.35 jtm (MJ)

1.5-2

Pulse duration (ns)

3-5

Peak power (TW)

300-600

Pulse shape

Continuous or picket fence

Dynamic range

> 100:1 (continuous)
10-40:1 (picket fence)

Power balance

5-10% rms

Pointing accuracy O*rad)

10-30

TABLE II. AVERAGE AND PEAK FLUENCES DEMONSTRATED IN
EXISTING NOVA OPERATIONS AND CORRESPONDING SPECIFICATIONS
FOR NOVA UPGRADE. PEAK-TO-AVERAGE FLUENCE RATIO IS 1.5 IN
BOTH CASES.
Nova demonstrated
(beamline 7, 2.5 ns pulse)

Nova Upgrade design
(2.5 ns operation)

12.3

11.2

18.5

16.8

1.05 nm area weighted average fluence (J/cm2)
2

1.05 /tm peak fluence (J/cm )

1200

1

1

1

1

1

1

'

Pulse duration (ns)

_

1000
^ v

a-1.4

_

: 800
^Vfev 2 8
Target d e s i g r r m /
pulse length ^ * s _ 4

; 600
L

i

"\_8
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FIG. 5. Nova Upgrade laser designs for optimization of laser power with pulse length.
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from 1.05 to 0.35 jum have been measured with KDP crystals at the full 30 cm Nova
Upgrade aperture, well in excess of the 70% assumed for the baseline design.
Computer codes have been written to model laser performance, including
energy storage, extraction, propagation and frequency conversion. These codes have
been validated by comparison with data from Nova. Combining these codes with cost
models and the new, high damage threshold materials allows a cost/performance
optimization of the Nova Upgrade design. The Nova Upgrade performance resulting
from the optimization process is shown in Fig. 5. Each point in the figure represents
a design optimized for the pulse duration indicated. The curve shows the performance
of the Nova Upgrade design over the entire range of pulse durations. The figure
shows that the Nova Upgrade design performs as well as the best possible design
for pulse durations of 2 to 8 ns, and is only - 1 0 % below the best design for shorter
pulse durations.

5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The LLNL ICF programme is addressing the critical physics and technology
issues directed towards demonstrating and exploiting high gain ICF for both civilian
and military applications.
Substantial progress in a number of areas critical for high gain ICF has been
made during the past several years. Recent improvements in Nova have resulted in
a demonstration of output energies in excess of the original design goals. Continued
refinement and improvement of our pulse shaping capability have led to experimental
demonstrations of high density implosions. Basic physics studies exploring both
hydrodynamic stability and ponderomotive filamentation have been successfully
completed. These experiments have been very encouraging in that our ability to
model such diverse phenomena has been quantitatively demonstrated.
We believe that the next major step in the national ICF programme is the
demonstration of ignition and moderate gain (G 5 10) before the turn of the century
utilizing an upgrade to the Nova laser from its present 40 to 50 kJ, 50 TW (0.35 fim)
output to 1.5 to 2 MJ, 300 to 600 TW (0.35 /*m). The rapid progress made in the
last several years in target physics and appropriate laser and target fabrication
technologies and the recent demonstration of significantly increased hohlraum drive
temperatures and implosion velocities give us confidence that the Nova Upgrade can
be built and operated as designed and that ignition and gain will be experimentally
demonstrated.
An upgrade to the Omega laser is supported by progress in the direct drive
approach to ICF, particularly in the production of extremely smooth beams and
in the implosion results obtained in the Omega laser facility. The linkage of the
direct drive programme on the Omega Upgrade and the indirect drive programme
on the Nova Upgrade should be noted: A direct drive addition to the Nova Upgrade
would be justified by positive results from the Omega Upgrade campaign of
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hydrodynamically equivalent implosions and from the joint LLNL-University of
Rochester direct drive planar hydrodynamic experiments on the Nova two beam
facility. If this addition were begun by about 1996, it should be possible to demonstrate ignition and gain by the direct drive approach by about the year 2000.
With the initiation of an Inertial Fusion Energy (IFE) technology development
programme in the next few years, as recommended in the final report of the Fusion
Policy Advisory Committee [9], and demonstration of ignition and gain by about
the year 2000, an IFE Engineering Test Facility (ETF) and an IFE prototype reactor
could be available in about 2015 and 2025, respectively, as indicated in Fig. 6.
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DISCUSSION
K. MIMA: I have two questions: one is about the neutron yield normalized by
the LASNEX simulation yield, which is almost unity up to the Pauli convergence
ratio. What is the asymmetry and mixing model in LASNEX? Do you have any
adjustable parameters in that model?
E. STORM: The LASNEX calculation takes into account drive asymmetry and
target imperfections. The mixed model is based on experiments and parameters, both
experimental and database, and as such does not have any knobs or twists and turns
between these experiments.
K. MIMA: The second question is about the in-flight aspect ratio of the hydrogen pellets. This is a fairly low aspect ratio of about 25-30.
E. STORM: Yes, 25 to 35. Anything greater will, in our opinion, lead to fatal
instabilities.
M.G. HAINES: You stated that you want higher Z for stimulated Raman scattering control and lower preheat, but low Z for Rayleigh-Taylor stabilization. So,
what compromise do you envisage?
E. STORM: As you know, the high Z is in the boron cavity. I am sorry, I cannot
give you the exact geometry.
C. YAMANAKA: Direct drive is much simpler and more economical for the
reactor scheme than indirect drive. Even for the indirect drive there are several nonuniformities in the cavity emission. What do you think of these two driver schemes?
Do you think indirect X ray drive is essential for the implosion?
E. STORM: I do not know the best answer for reactor conditions. Something
very generic about reactor schemes is that heavy ion indirect drive allows you to
come in at the target. For laser direct drive, you have to come in from all directions.
With laser indirect drive, you come in with two large cone angles. It is possible to
use laser indirect drive with advanced targets but you probably pay a two to three
times energy penalty. Right now I do not think there is any significant difference
between the driver schemes. The difference could lie in the target physics. We, personally, feel that the indirect drive is more forgiving in producing the radiation and
the pressure to reach high conversions.
H. TAKABE: For the single mode Rayleigh-Taylor instability experiment,
what is more effective: density gradient stabilization or ablative stabilization? Since
you have obtained good agreement in the theoretical interpretation, can you check
it as an after-process?
E. STORM: This depends upon the specific experiment, the target, the intensity
and the type.
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Abstract
PROGRESS IN INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION TARGET PHYSICS AND COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION AT DENIM, SPAIN.
Since the last 1988 IAEA Conference at Nice, internal confinement fusion (ICF) research at
DENIM has centred in four major areas: (i) development of numerical models in hydrodynamics,
particle and radiation transport; (ii) comparison of different detailed atomic physics models for on-line
calculations and establishment of non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) models; (iii) analysis
of requirements for high gain direct drive capsules using lasers, heavy ions and light ions; (iv) ICF technology assessment, in particular, neutron damage in first walls. A robust algorithm has been developed,
implemented and tested in 1-D simulations of strong hydrodynamics conditions, and a 2-D particle and
radiation transport model is being finished with efficient numerical algorithms. The previously developed atomic physics models have been tested with particular emphasis on the development of non-LTE
models. The requirements in driver energy to obtain high gain using lasers, heavy ions and light ions
have been established by using hollow cryogenic shells and unshaped or simply shaped pulses. Similar
energies have been found in the three cases in the range of 2-3 MJ for 1 mg fuel targets. High
hydrodynamic efficiency is shown to be compatible with an acceptable limit to the growth of instabilities
in the case of heavy and light ions. In high gain laser driven targets, it is concluded that these conditions
are obtained when temporally shaped pulses are used. Neutron damage in first structural walls of ICF
reactor design is much less important than in magnetic fusion reactors. Moreover, present experiments
in fission facilities are demonstrated to be useful at their present level in the development of structural
materials for ICF reactors.

1.

NUMERICAL MODELS FOR HYDRODYNAMICS AND TRANSPORT

Accurate two-dimensional simulations of the ignition process for near-term
experiments and design of future high gain targets require advanced and robust
hydrodynamic and transport algorithms. A new finite difference method on a staggered mesh for shock hydrodynamics has been developed, RMFCT [1], which makes
use of the flux corrected transport model to control diffusion. The algorithm is conservative, free streaming invariant and well behaved around shocks. The method has
113
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been successfully tested with 1-D Lagrangian and Eulerian (using the piecewise parabolic method projection) problems in planar geometry [1].
A two-dimensional numerical method suitable to solving the particle or radiation transport equation has been developed [2]. The method is adequate for media in
which the scattering source is important and solves the equation in both optically
thick and thin media. Efficient acceleration techniques, together with the use of multigrid and an original procedure based on cell block inversion, are important features
of this model.

2.

ATOMIC PHYSICS MODELS

Multigroup opacities for energy transport simulations, obtained with two different atomic physics models which are based on the average atom (AA) concept [3],
have been extensively compared. The special interest of this comparison is related
to the potential use of simple average atom models to compute multigroup opacities
for radiation transport on-line with hydrodynamic codes. It has been concluded that
the use of AA models with simple hydrogenic analytical formulas plus plasma corrections can be good candidates for work on-line [4].
An original model [5] to be used to calculate the distribution of ionization states
and other main magnitudes in ICF non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE)
plasmas has been developed. Steady state and time dependent rate equations are
solved by considering at the same time ground state and possible excited states of the
different ions. The number of excited states for each ion in the plasma is selected as
a function of the plasma density and temperature. In time dependent situations, the
numbers of excited states and their distribution follow the time evolution of the
plasma. Optically thin and thick media are considered. When optically thick media
are considered, an approximate evaluation of the radiation field in the line is given.

3.

HIGH GAIN DIRECT DRIVE CAPSULE SIMULATION

Numerical simulations of high gain capsules driven by laser, light ion and heavy
ion beams have been performed [6, 7]. Specifically, we have considered a capsule
of 1 mg of cryogenic D-T driven by 0.35 /xm laser light, 30 MeV Li + beams (or,
equivalently, 4 MeV protons) and 10 GeV Bi + beams. Simple pulses with smooth
variation in time and moderate intensity have been considered. The composition of
the targets is a low-Z material layer, to absorb and convert the beams into hydromotion, and a layer of 1 mg cryogenic D-T. The low-Z absorber avoids the conversion of the beam energy into X rays that could preheat the fuel. The growth of
hydrodynamic instabilities has been estimated through the in-flight aspect ratio
(IFAR), which must be kept below 100-200 [8]. It has also been assumed that beams
impinge on the target with perfect spherical symmetry.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF IMPLOSION, IGNITION AND BURN RESULTS OF
HIGH GAIN CAPSULES DRIVEN BY 0.35 jim LASERS, 30 MeV Li + AND
10GeVBi + IONS
Laser
Absorber mass (mg)
Initial fuel aspect ratio
2

Intensity (TW/cm )

Light ion fusion

Heavy ion fusion

4(CH)

4 (CH)

32 (Li)

376 (Li)

50

100

50

100

450

215

110

45

3

2

1.1

2

0.08

0.12

0.25

0.216

3 x 107

4.5 x 10'

3.6 x 10'

2.5 x 10'

>200

>200

<200

<100

PRmax (g-CnT )

3.2

4.3

4.5

4.5

Tmax (keV)

4.9

4.1

3

2.5

Energy (MJ)
Hydroefficiency
Implosion velocity (cm/s)
IFAR
2

Convergence ratio
Gain

28
30-40

. 3 5
60-70

35

47

120-130

60-70

Two different temporal pulse shapes have been considered in laser fusion simulations: purely Gaussian pulses, which have not demonstrated efficient performance,
and simply shaped pulses built by a foot Gaussian prepulse and a main constant pulse.
The 30 MeV Li + beam pulse has a Gaussian shape with an FWHM of 12 ns and,
to be realistic, a beam energy spread of 10% and a Gaussian profile (in angle) have
been considered. In heavy ion fusion simulations, the time profile of the energy pulse
has been a box without prepulse, without voltage ramping and without power variation within the pulse. In ion fusion targets, the range shortening effect reduces the
penetration of the ions forming a pay load (3-4 mg in light ions, hundreds of milligrams in heavy ions) significantly larger than that found in laser targets, which acts
as a fuel pusher.
The evolution of these targets corresponds to some common characteristics that
have been reported elsewhere [6, 7]. The final results on implosion and ignition are
summarized in Table I, and the dependence of the implosion/ignition magnitudes on
the driver energy in the case of heavy ion fusion is given in Fig. 1. The major conclusion of this work is that similar energies are needed to reach ignition in so different
targets under dramatically different illumination conditions. High gain could be
obtained with energies of a few MJ, which is a significant figure to make the direct
drive approach very attractive if spatial non-uniformities and energy and power
balance in the illumination can be controlled in the limit of —1-2%.
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The most important difference in the capsule evolution is the different behaviour
in the growth of hydrodynamic instabilities when these simple pulses are used. In the
cases of light and heavy ions, the evolution is characterized by IFAR < 200, which
corresponds to the limit mentioned before, the result with heavy ions being particularly encouraging. However, capsules for laser driven implosions with these aspect
ratios were found to be imploded with IFAR > 200, concluding with an unacceptable
increase in the hydrodynamic instabilities. The development of these instabilities can
be controlled by using a smaller aspect ratio, together with well structured pulses
shaped in time.
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ICF TECHNOLOGY: NEUTRON DAMAGE ON FIRST WALL

Neutron irradiation damage behaviour, in terms of displacements and transmutation production, has been assessed in inertial and magnetic confinement fusion reactors, for a reduced activation martensitic steel [9]. The results show that the ICF
approach can lead to concepts with a first structural wall able to last for the power
plant's entire lifetime, which is not the situation with the magnetic approach, where
a dramatic reduction of the material lifetime must be considered. It has also been
concluded that present fission irradiations (i.e. high flux isotope reactor) can be very
useful in testing and development of first structural materials for ICF, but these
materials appear to have very low engineering interest for commercial magnetic reactors. In this context, a proposal of a fusion material irradiation facility has been
presented [10], which uses spallation reactions produced by intermediate energy
protons ( — 600 MeV), obtaining neutron peak fluxes of ~ 1016 n-cm" 2 -s"'.
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Abstract
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HIGH POWER KrF LASER ASHURA AND TARGET SHOOTING
EXPERIMENTS.
A maximum energy of 200 J in 22 ns per beam has been obtained from the four-time laser pulse
multiplexing system of Ashura. A focused power density of 1 x 10' 4 W/cm 2 per beam has been
achieved with a spherical lens of 1 m focal length with the prepulse level of 10~6. A target interaction
experiment was performed using a 22 ns pulse of 248 nm laser light. Stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS) was observed with narrow linewidth irradiation of 0.003 nm at a power density of higher than
2 x 1013 W/cm 2 . A half-harmonic of the laser beam was not detected. In the case of broad linewidth
irradiation of 0.3 nm, SBS was not observed. The ablation pressure estimated from the shock velocity
in a target agreed well with the result obtained from a previous experiment using a 0.4 ns UV laser pulse.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Krypton fluoride lasers have properties that make them highly promising candidates for ICF drivers, because UV light provides high efficiency laser-plasma
coupling [1]. Also, the relatively broad output bandwidth of KrF lasers makes it possible to generate a smooth and controllable beam profile on targets by the induced
spatial incoherence technique [2]. Additionally, KrF lasers driven by electron beams
have a high overall efficiency, scalability up to a megajoule class system and the
potential for high repetition rate operation.
Although knowledge of laser-plasma interaction has been accumulated through
experimental and theoretical work, it is concentrated on a region of short pulse duration of around 1 ns. Since practical ICF targets may be irradiated with a relatively
longer pulse duration, various aspects of target physics (laser interaction with a large
scale corona, X ray conversion efficiency, hydrodynamics of accelerated targets,
etc.) must be experimentally investigated with 10 ns class UV pulses.
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In order to study the feasibility of realizing a KrF fusion driver, we are developing a high power KrF laser, Ashura [3], and performing target shooting experiments.
In this paper, an outline of the Ashura system and preliminary results of target interaction experiments, such as those on the non-linear scattering of laser light and the
ablation pressure in a long scale length plasma produced by a relatively long laser
pulse of 22 ns, are described.

2. THE ASHURA LASER SYSTEM
Ashura consists of a discharge pumped master oscillator (22 ns pulse duration),
three electron beam pumped amplifiers, and an optical pulse multiplexing and backward Raman compression system, as shown in Fig. 1. One of the amplified beams
of the multiplexing system was used for target interaction experiments.
In the multiplexing experiment, four out of six beam lines have been tested by
using four pulses spaced by 22 ns. A maximum energy of 200 J in 22 ns per beam
has been obtained at a pumping density of 1.5 MW/cm3. A focused power density
of 1 x 1014 W/cm2 per beam (averaged over the 50% energy containing circle) has
been achieved by using a quartz lens of 1 m focal length (f/10). The prepulse level
was 10"6. A spectral linewidth of the laser beam of 0.003 nm or 0.3 nm can be
selected by changing the operation mode of the master oscillator.

Target chamber
p
front end

Pulse train
formatio

Delay removal

Raman
compressor

FIG. 1. Layout of the Ashura system.
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In the experiment on pulse compression by backward stimulated Raman scattering using Amp-2 [3] of Ashura, a conversion efficiency of 54% from a pump beam
(1.6 x 107 W/cm2) to a Stokes beam (3.0 X 107 W/cm2) was achieved at a Raman
gain (YI P L) of 5.3.
A suitable laser pulse compression system for ICF drivers will be selected by
comparing the backward Raman method with the pulse multiplexing from various
viewpoints (compression efficiency, target preheating, acceleration uniformity, etc.)
after completion of the whole compression system.
The Super-Ashura programme is under consideration for delivering higher
power onto targets and for achieving higher overall efficiency than Amp-3. The
designed output energy is 10 U. The aperture of the laser cell is 58 cm. Two amplifiers of the present system will be replaced by an improved Amp-2 and SuperAshura, the number of amplifiers remaining unchanged.
3.

TARGET INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Non-linear interaction
Threshold powers for parametric instabilities, such as stimulated Brillouin
instability (SBS), stimulated Raman instability (SRS), and two plasmon (2cop) decay
instability, in inhomogeneous plasma vary almost inversely with the characteristic
length of the plasma [4, 5]. SBS and 2wp instabilities are likely to be excited in the
present power density region of our system because their thresholds are estimated to
be 6 x 1013 and 1 x 1014 W/cm2, respectively. It is assumed for the estimation that
the electron temperature is 200 eV, the density and the temperature scale lengths are
0.1 mm (nearly equal to the focal spot size), and the interaction density of SBS is
half of the cut-off density.
The scattered light in the backward direction was measured by using a spectrograph and optical multichannel analyser. A laser beam with a broad linewidth of
0.3 nm is available by changing the operation mode of the master oscillator from the
narrow band injection locking mode to the unstable resonator mode.
In the case of narrow linewidth irradiation of 0.003 nm, a side peak was
observed in spectra at a power density of higher than 2 X 1013 W/cm2. The SBS
redshift is reduced by the Doppler blueshift of the outward flow of the plasma. Since
the plasma flows out normal to the surface of the target, the spectrum for the tilted
target should have a smaller Doppler shift. In order to estimate the net shift due to
the SBS, spectra of backscattering were measured by varying the incident angle. The
implied SBS shift ranged from 0.15 to 0.2 nm, depending on the irradiation power
density of (2-6) x 1013 W/cm2. These shifts agree with the calculated values based
on electron temperatures of 200-300 eV estimated from the X ray spectrum measured
by the foil absorber method. The measured reflectivity of SBS into the focusing cone
is estimated to be less than 2 X 10"6 of the focused energy, which varies strongly
with the irradiation power density, as shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. Irradiation intensity dependence of SBS reflectivity with narrow linewidth irradiation of
0.003 nm at various incident angles.

In the case of broad linewidth irradiation of 0.3 nm, no backscattered spectrum
except the broad central peak, i.e. the spectrum of the incident beam, was observed
in the same region of the power density as in the narrow band irradiation experiment.
Since the maximum focused power density of Ashura was close to the estimated
threshold, we investigated experimentally the question of whether the 2cop decay
instability, which causes target preheating by induced high energy electrons, was
excited in the long scale length plasma. The equipment for the SBS experiment was
employed to measure half-harmonic reflection due to the instability, except that a
different order of diffraction (second order) and a UV absorbing filter were used.
Half-harmonic emission in the backward direction was not detected even when the
narrow band laser was used, that is, the reflectivity of the half-harmonic was less than
the noise level of the detector of 10~10.
Although the experimental data agree in principle with theoretical models
[4, 5], the small scale intensity distribution in the focus and the spatial and temporal
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structure of the plasma (temperature, density, flow speed, etc.) must be measured
simultaneously with reflectivity at higher power density in order to have a better
understanding of non-linear interactions in a long scale length plasma.
3.2. Ablation pressure
The shock transit time through aluminium targets (typically of 0.1 and 0.05 mm
thickness) was measured and compared with calculated values using the shock evolution model [6] to estimate the ablation pressure. The rear surface of the target was
imaged onto the slit of a streak camera at target normal. The luminosity of visible
light emission produced by shock heating of the rear surface of the target at shock
emergence was recorded as a function of time. In calculation, the variation of pressure pulse at the ablation surface was modelled by applying the scaling law of ablation
pressure (PMbar = 7.5 x J°f5) obtained in a previous experiment with a subnanosecond UV pulse [1] to a measured shape of laser pulse, where PMbar and I13 were
the ablation pressure and the power density in units of Mbar and 1013 W/cm2,
respectively. The characteristic velocities in compressed aluminium were given by
the SESAME equation of state library [7]. Figure 3 shows calculated and measured
shock transit times for different target thicknesses and different power densities,
where the power density corresponds to the peak power of the laser pulse. The measured shock transit time agrees with the calculated one. Supposing the ablation
pressure follows the scaling law mentioned above in the rising part of the laser
pulse, the ablation pressure is estimated to be 15 Mbar at the power density of
4 x 1013 W/cm2.

Target thickness
• 50 jUtn-AI
O 100 /um-AI

10

10
Peak power

id 4
2

(W/cm )

FIG. 3. Irradiation intensity dependence of the transit time of shock waves across aluminium targets.
The laser pulse shape is illustrated on the left.
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SUMMARY

From the beam line of four-time laser pulse multiplexing, a maximum energy
of 200 J in 22 ns per beam has been obtained. A power density on a target of
1 x 1014 W/cm2 per beam has been achieved with the prepulse level of 10~6. In the
pulse compression experiment by backward stimulated Raman scattering, a conversion efficiency of 54% was achieved.
Weak SBS was observed with narrow band irradiation at an irradiation power
density of higher than 2 x 1013 W/cm2. In the case of broadband irradiation, SBS
was not observed. The half-harmonic reflection was not observed in the same region
of power density in the SBS experiment. The measured shock transit time agreed with
the calculated one based on the ablation pressure obtained from the previous
experiment.
Since no serious disadvantage of long pulse UV for ICF has been found, we are
planning to develop the 10 kJ class KrF laser Super-Ashura to conduct experiments
on target interaction and implosion physics in a higher power region.
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DISCUSSION
S. ELIEZER: In your experiments you have a 70 /*m focal spot and target thicknesses of 50 fim and 100 pirn. In these cases you clearly do not have a 1-D shock
wave. Where is the agreement you referred to between theory and your experiments?
K. KOYAMA: The focal spot of 70 /am is to obtain the1 maximum irradiation
intensity of 1014 W/cm2.
In our experiment on ablation pressure measurement, irradiation intensity is
lower than 5 x 1013 W/cm2. The intensity can be changed significantly by moving
the position of the focusing lens so that the focal spot is larger than 100 pm.
In the case where the focal spot is nearly equal to or larger than the target thickness, the shock behaves in a way similar to the 1-D type near the centre of the focal
spot.
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Abstract
RECENT STUDIES IN THE LOS ALAMOS KrF LASER FUSION PROGRAM.
The Los Alamos AURORA laser facility is now routinely operational at the 1 kj level with pulses
variable between 1 and 5 ns with a robust pulse shaping capability. Target physics experiments at
248 nm are now underway to demonstrate the intrinsic advantages of this laser and to characterize the
beneficial effects of bandwidth and pulse shaping on target performance. Results of initial shock breakout experiments, x-ray conversion efficiency measurements, and plans for long scale-length plasma
experiments are discussed.

The Inertial Confinement Fusion Program at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory is investigating the potential advantages of
krypton-fluoride (KrF) lasers as ICF drivers. Because of their short
wavelength (0.25 mm), broad bandwidth (~0.5%), smooth spatial
beam profile, and precise and flexible temporal pulse shaping
capabilities, KrF lasers are attractive as ICF drivers from the lasertarget interaction physics standpoint.!11 Additionally, the use of a
gaseous lasing medium with the potential of high overall system
efficiency preserves a direct path to energy production.!2!
KrF lasers operate most efficiently when pumped for several
hundred nanoseconds. To achieve the short pulses required for ICF,
125
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the system employs angular multiplexing, in which 96 short pulses
are arrayed onto a single, 500-ns beam train. The 96 beam paths are
offset and staggered through the amplifier chain to provide spatial
and temporal separation of the individual beams. The energy from
each amplifier is extracted continuously over the 500-ns electron
beam pumping duration. After the final amplification stage, the
appropriate time delay is then removed from each beam segment so
that they arrive simultaneously at the target plane.!3!
Technical issues that have been resolved on AURORA include
multiplexing, beam propagation, and efficient pumping and extraction
of the amplifiers. Issues currently under study are prepulse, beam
quality and pulse shaping. Experiments being planned include investigations of wavelength, bandwidth, and beam smoothing effects on
laser-plasma interaction physics, including long scale length plasma
instabilities, hydrodynamic instabilities, x-ray conversion efficiency,
and other related target experiments.!4!
The present Los Alamos KrF experimental facility, AURORA, has
recently begun integrated system experiments. The facility is
designed to deliver 5 kJ to the target with a 5-ns pulse length and spot
size ~200 \im. Intensities in excess of 100 TW/cm2 with >1 kJ in
~500 jim diameter spots have been achieved in early experiments
limited by optical damage.!5! Shaped pulses from 3-20 ns have
already been produced and operating bandwidths is currently set to
20 cm" 1 .
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An active campaign of target physics experiments has been
initiated on the AURORA laser. There are two principal motivations
for this work: demonstration of the intrinsic advantages of KrF as an
ICF driver and experiments for weapons-related physics. Some of the
intrinsically valuable characteristics of KrF and their implications are
shown in Table I.

Table I
Laser Characteristics

Target Physics Implication

Combination of short
wavelength and broad
bandwidth.

Helps to subdue laser plasma
instabilities and produce more
favorable coupling to the plasma.

The nearly linear gain
characteristics allow for
very flexible pulse shaping
characteristics.

Provides for significant flexibility
in highly efficient target design,

The inherently broad bandwidth
(no harmonic conversion needed)
provides for a variety of spatial

Smooth beams provide for
uniform drive in direct
illumination and for enhanced

beam smoothing techniques.

x-ray conversion in the case of
indirect drive.

Current experiments emphasize the areas of highly pulse
shaped drive, intense soft x-ray generation, and plasma physics. In
Fig. 1 we show an example of a complex pulse shape recently used
to irradiate targets on the AURORA laser. The characteristics of a
long low power "foot" followed by a sharp high power portion is the
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FIG. 1. AURORA shaped pulses show excellent amplification/propagation.

type of drive that will be needed for high gain target designs. The
ratio of the "foot" to peak power is often referred to as the contrast ratio
of the pulse. Some target designs show that a very high degree of
pulse shaping (contrast ratios greater than 100:1) will result in a
significant saving in total required driver energy over less highly pulse
shaped designs. Also shown in Fig. 1 are comparisons of the input
pulses (from the oscillator) and the full amplified "on target" pulse.
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PULSE SHAPING SHOCK BREAKOUT ON WEDGE
High collection
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4
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Motivation: 1) What pulse shapes can the laser produce?
2) How does Pr(t), Tr(t) follow l(t)? (ind. drive)
3) Can the data be modeled?

lineouts

'\£

FIG. 2. Configuration for pulse shape experiments.

This confirms that departures from the shape of the input pulse are
small. This characteristic of KrF can provide great versatility in
producing a wide variety of pulse shapes. The pulse shape in Fig. 1
has a contrast ratio of about 10:1. Using the same techniques we
have produced pulse shapes on target of 300:1. Finally we show in
Fig. 1 theoretical modeling of the laser system performance. The
good agreement between theory and modeling illustrates that excellent tools are available for planning future experiments. In Fig. 2 we
show the configuration for experiments utilizing highly pulse shaped
drive. Shock break out on the backside of foils will be monitored with
time resolved optical imaging. First results have been obtained with
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FIG. 3. Plasma physics studies on the AURORA laser, (a) Plasma scale sizes accessible on AURORA,
(b) Theoretical calculation of plasma conditions in a typical long scale-length experiment.
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COOPERATIVE INSTABILITIES CAN OCCUR
WHERE SINGLE BEAMS ARE BELOW
INSTABILITY THRESHOLDS
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FIG. 4. The unique 48-beam geometry and intrinsic KrF characteristics will allow for interesting
experiments on cooperative scattering and filamentation.
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this system with modest contrast ratio pulses (~10:1) and high
contrast ratio pulses will soon be attempted.
Studies are also underway of the conversion of KrF laser light to
soft x-rays as is required for indirect drive laser fusion. Smooth beam
profiles and absence of spatial plasma instabilities such as filamentation may greatly enhance the conversion process. Detailed studies
on AURORA and other lasers will help to clarify this process.
An extensive series of plasma physics experiments will soon be
undertaken at AURORA. These will take advantage of the flexible
bandwidth and pulse shaping characteristics and also the many
beam (48) single sided illumination geometry. In Fig. 3a we show the
region of parameter space that we believe will be accessible with
AURORA and in Fig. 3b we illustrate the plasma conditions we
believe are achievable with AURORA. The generation of instabilities
in long scale-length plasma is a major concern in the design of
targets at reactor scale. With 48 independent beams, AURORA
produces a relatively smooth spot profile even before additional
smoothing techniques such as ISI or phase plates have been applied.
We will soon be applying these characteristics to studies of
filamentation and to instabilities that can be generated by cooperative
scattering between subsets of the beams. The geometry of the
AURORA experiments designed to study cooperative instabilities is
shown in Fig. 4a and the goals for these experiments are summarized
in Fig. 4b.
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DISCUSSION
S. KAWATA: Why does the X ray conversion efficiency depend on the laser
beam uniformity? Is this a serious issue?
N.M. HOFFMAN: This is an experimental observation that is not well understood at present. It is conjectured that laser beam non-uniformity leads to selffocusing and filamentation, which increase the local intensity of the laser light.
Higher intensity is known to correlate with lower X ray conversion efficiency,
because of the separation of the X ray emitting region from the laser absorbing region
which occurs at high laser intensity. The separation is dictated by the inability of the
laser absorbing plasma to reradiate energy as fast as it is absorbed, with the result
that the excess energy is conducted to higher density regions by electron transport,
as well as converted to kinetic energy of expansion. Less energy is therefore available
to be emitted as X rays.
Images of emitting plasma do in fact show signs of filaments. However, modelling cannot account quantitatively for the large effect observed. Perhaps significant
localized magnetic fields could enhance the effect of filaments by trapping energy in
the corona, lowering the radiation rates compared with hydrodynamic losses. This
is a matter for further theoretical and experimental study.
This can be a serious issue, since the kinetic energy of plasma expansion is not
useful for most ICF applications and can actually be harmful in indirect drive targets.
Furthermore, lower X ray conversion efficiency must be compensated for by a larger
driver, leading to higher costs.
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Abstract
LIGHT ION BEAM FUSION RESEARCH AT ILE, OSAKA UNIVERSITY.
To achieve a cannonball target implosion with a focused power density of 10 '* W/cm2, the
authors have proposed a two-stage charge stripping ion diode as light ion beam inertial confinement
fusion driver and developed an induction voltage adder, Reiden-SHVS (4 MV, 40 kA, 100 ns). A
ramped voltage waveform from 1.5 MV to 3.2 MV during 70 ns was successfully generated by transit
time control between pulse line and induction cavities. Beam bunching experiments with ramped voltage
were performed by using a carbon plasma injection ion source (up to 400 A/cm 2 ), which offered a first
turn-on ion source without neutrals. The rise time of the carbon beam current became approximately
half its value during 25 cm of flight path, because of bunching. In two-stage diode experiments, the
second diode was operated as an ion beam injected diode. The ion current density measured behind the
second diode was several times the simple Child-Langmuir value. The results indicate the formation
of a virtual anode in the ion beam injected diode. A two-stage charge stripping diode was demonstrated.
A plastic stripping foil was located between the two diodes. The spectrum and charge states of the carbon
ions were in agreement with a calculation where the effects of charge stripping and recombination in
the stripping foil were included. The experimental results showed that the multistage diode is promising,
by accelerating ions to higher energies, as a driver of inertial confinement fusion.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The key issues in light ion beam (LIB) inertial confinement fusion (ICF)
research are [1-3]: (1) development of a pulsed power system able to generate a high
voltage shaped waveform for the beam; (2) bunching, in particular, understanding
the diode physics to achieve efficient and bright ion beam generation with proper
electrical impedance in the diode, and (3) development of ion sources with high ion
uniformity and purity (Li, C, etc.).
Implosion simulations and target interaction experiments [2, 4] indicate that a
focused power density of 1014 W/cm2 is required for a cannonball target implosion.
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For this purpose, we have proposed a two-stage charge stripping ion diode as
LIB-ICF driver and developed a programmed induction voltage adder (ReidenSHVS: 4 MV, 100 ns, 40 kA) [4]. The main results were: (1) ramped voltage power
pulse generation and beam bunching; (2) diode impedance control by a plasma
injection, active ion source; (3) studies of the two-stage ion beam injected diode; and
(4) first demonstration of ion acceleration by a stripping ion diode.

2.

BEAM BUNCHING EXPERIMENTS ON SHVS

Beam bunching represents an important key technology for ion beams by which
the power can be compressed in time. The development of pulsed power systems
which generate a precise ramped voltage waveform is required. The ramped voltage
waveforms from 1.5 to 3.2 MV during 70 ns were successfully generated by
operating three cavities of the eight cavity Reiden-SHVS (Fig. 1), delayed by 50, 60
and 65 ns, respectively. Fast turn-on and constant impedance operation of the ion
diode are required for the beam bunching experiments. A paraffin groove anode turns
on about 30 ns after voltage application, and then the impedance starts to decrease.
A carbon flashboard ion source located behind the anode electrode was used to reduce
the turn-on delay time [5]. An adequately injected (3-4 fis before the arrival of the
main pulse) plasma ion source can reduce the early time impedance to the generator
matched value. Ions are accelerated at the same time as the voltage is applied.
The accelerated carbon beam currents were measured by biased charge
collectors located 7 and 32 cm from the cathode. The rise time of the ion beam
became approximately half its value during 25 cm of flight path, because of
bunching. This result is in good agreement with a calculation (triangle in Fig. 2) in
which a measured ramped voltage waveform and C + ions are assumed. Precise
voltage shaping, stable diode operation with constant impedance and a pure ion
source are required for strong bunching.

500kV,100ns

pulse

vacuum
anode

cathode

magnetic

/

insulator
insulation

insulation

oil

coif

Slngle-or two-stage diode

FIG. 1. Reiden-SHVS induction adder system. A single- or two-stage diode is located at the centre of
the cavities. The inner conductors are positive and negative high voltage electrodes.
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FIG. 2. Ion current waveform measured 7cm (U) and 32 cm (X) from the cathode. The beam rise
time becomes half of its value because of beam bunching. Triangles (V) are calculated values with
measured voltage waveform.

3.

TWO-STAGE ION DIODE EXPERIMENTS

We have proposed the two-stage ion diode, in particular, the two-stage charge
stripping diode as LIB-ICF driver [6] and studied experimentally on Reiden-SHVS.
This type of diode can operate in an ion source limiting mode, where it can avoid
the rapid impedance drop and the limiting voltage at which the diode current
diverges. This limiting voltage, which was found experimentally and explained
theoretically [7], is a common characteristic feature of applied field ion diodes with
flashover anode ion sources (unlimited ion sources).
Figure 3 schematically shows the configuration of the two-stage ion diode and
the concept of the stripping diode. The first stage is the injection stage. A carbon
flashboard plasma injection ion source is located at the back of the anode. In the
second stage, it is operated as an ion beam injected diode. The diode parameters in
experiments are as follows: The outer and the inner radius of the active anode region
are 8 cm and 5.7 cm, respectively; then the active anode area is 100 cm2. The diode
gap and the insulation field are d! = 0.92 cm and Bt - 7 kG in the first diode,
respectively. In the second stage, d2 (B2) varies from 0.83 cm (9 kG) to 3.33 cm
(6 kG). The diode voltages are estimated by summing up all cavity voltages with
inductive collection. The diode currents were measured by B-dot probes. The ion
current density is measured by biased charge collectors. The energy spectrum and
the species of the ion beam are measured by a Thomson parabola analyser.
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FIG. 3. Schematic configuration of two-stage ion diode and concept of stripping diode.

3.1. Ion beam injected diode
The potential distribution in the ion beam injected diode is different from the
case of a stationary anode plasma ion source. When the injection ion current exceeds
a critical value, a virtual anode is formed near the anode. The space charge limiting
current increases as a result of the energetic ion beam injection. A one-dimensional,
monopolar analysis shows that the maximum steady state current of the ion beam
injection diode, J*, is given by [8]
J* = JCL

- 1

+3

+4

(1)

where J;CL = (4/9)eo(2eZ/M)1/2V3/2/d22 is the simple Child-Langmuir current,
V, and V2 are the voltages of the first and the second stage diode, M and eZ are the
ion mass and the charge, and d2 is the anode-cathode gap of the second diode.
By increasing the second diode gap with fixed ion beam injection, the transmittable ion current density changes from a source limited to a space charge limited
value. Figure 4 shows the measured ion current density passing through the second
diode as a function of the anode-cathode gap of the second diode. The solid line in
Fig. 4 is the maximum steady state current J* (Eq. (1)) on the assumption that the
ions were C + and the first and second diode voltages were 0.45 MV.
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FIG. 4. Ion current density measured 12 cm from the cathode as a function of anode-cathode (AK) gap
of second diode.

Ion currents that are approximately four times higher than the maximum steady
state current J* are observed when the anode-cathode gap was 2.33 and 3.33 cm.
Monopolar theory predicts that the ion flow should be unstable in these conditions
[9]. Figure 5 shows voltage, current, ion current density and B-dot (dl t /dt signal of
the first diode) waveforms for two different diode gaps. An oscillation of the B-dot
waveform in the first diode was observed in Fig. 5(a) (d2 = 3.33 cm). This oscillation may be due to ion reflection from the large virtual anode potential in the
unstable second diode. The oscillation was quenched for d2 = 0.83 cm (Fig. 5(b)).
The experimental results are in agreement with the superinsulated model of bipolar
theory [8], in which an electron sheath motion is considered. In these conditions, the
transmittable ion current is not limited by the space charge but by the injected ion
flux.
3.2. Two-stage charge stripping diode
The charge stripping foil was located between two diodes. A formvar film of
0.1 /tm thickness was used and located at the separatrix surface of the insulation field
to keep the canonical momentum of the stripped ion at zero. Thomson parabola traces
are shown in Fig. 6; (a) with and (b) without stripping foil between the two diodes.
Without stripping foil, the maximum energies per charge of the C + and C 2 + ions
have the same value of approximately 1.1 MeV. With stripping foil, the diode was
operated as a two-stage charge stripping diode. The measured ion spectrum obviously
differs from the non-stripping case. Figure 5(c) shows an example for a spectrum
calculation, on the assumption of first and second stage voltages of 0.6 and 0.5 MV.
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and (b) d2 = 0.83 cm.
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FIG. 6. Thomson parabola traces with (a) and without (b) stripping foil between the two diodes;
(c) calculated results of ion spectrum with stripping foil and second diode acceleration. A first stage
of0.6MV and a second stage of 0.5 MV are assumed.

The measured charge distribution and the energy spectrum of ions are in good agreement with the results of a calculation including the ionization and ion recombination
in the stripping foil.
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CONCLUSIONS

A ramped voltage waveform was generated on the Reiden-SHVS, induction
adder accelerator. The diode impedance was adequately controlled by the carbon
flashboard plasma injection ion source. The rise time of the carbon beam became half
of its value during 25 cm flight pass, because of beam bunching. Two-stage ion diode
experiments were performed on the induction adder. The second stage diode was
operated as an ion beam injected diode. The transmittable ion current density of the
second stage diode was raised by energetic ion injection and formation of a virtual
anode. The experimental results indicate that the superinsulation model of onedimensional bipolar theory [8] of the ion beam injection diode reasonably predicts
the diode behaviour. This result is promising for multistage diodes accelerating ions
to higher energies. The two-stage charge stripping diode was demonstrated experimentally. The ion spectrum and the ion charge state are in agreement with the
calculation.
The experimental results imply the possibility that a two-stage charge stripping
diode can achieve high energy ions suitable for light ion beam inertial confinement
fusion. If we use Li + ions of 6 MeV energy, almost all ions are stripped to Li 3+
ions (>95%) by an 0.01 jmn thickness foil and accelerated by the 8 MV second
diode, on the assumption of a final energy of 30 MeV. The multiple scattering angle
of 6 MeV Li ions by the stripping foil is estimated to be less than 1 mrad which is
sufficiently small for beam focusing to be achieved.
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Abstract
TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON FLOW IN PULSED POWER TRANSMISSION LINES AND
PLASMA OPENING SWITCHES.
The operation of magnetically insulated transmission lines (MITL) and the interruption of current
in a plasma opening switch (POS) are determined by the physics of the electrons emitted by the cathode
surface. A mathematical model describes the self-consistent two-dimensional flow of an electron fluid.
A finite element code, FERUS, has been developed to solve the two equations which describe Poisson's
and Ampere's law in two dimensions. The solutions from this code are obtained for parameters where
the electron orbits are considerably modified by the self-magnetic field of the current. Next, the selfinsulated electron flow in a MITL with a step change in cross-section is studied using a conventional
two-dimensional fully electromagnetic particle-in-cell code, MASK. The equations governing twodimensional quasi-static electron flow are solved numerically by a third technique which is suitable for
predicting current interruption in a POS. The object of the study is to determine the critical load
impedance, Z CL , required for current interruption for a given applied voltage, cathode voltage and
plasma length.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern pulsed power technology can deliver megajoules of electrical energy at
power levels of 1014 W for light ion beam drivers for inertial confinement fusion.[l]
The electromagnetic pulse is delivered by means of a self magnetically insulated
transmission line (MITL) to a load which consists of an ion diode. To boost the
power levels actually delivered to the load diode a "plasma opening switch* (POS) [2]
is located a short distance upstream of the load. Low density ( a few times 10 13
electrons/cm3 ) plasma injected from an external source fills a small region of the

• Work supported by Sandia National Laboratories contract 63-4881 and Office of Naval
Research grant N00014-89-J-1770.
+
Computations were performed on the Cornell National Supercomputer.
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transmission line and initially carries the load current of a few megamperes in a
thin layer which rapidly diffuses through the plasma. [3] Successful operation entails
a current interruption rate of order 1014 A/sec.
The operation of MITL and current interruption in a POS are determined by
the flow of electrons emitted by the cathode surface. In section II a mathematical
model based on fluid equations is developed for the two-dimensional flow of these
electrons in the quasi-static limit. A novel finite element code FERUS is developed
to solve the equations of this model. The code is intended to determine the quasistatic behavior of self insulated electron flow when the cross-section is abruptly
changed. This situation is also studied in section III with a conventional electromagnetic particle-in-cell code MASK.[4] A third numerical method is employed in
section IV to solve the two dimensional electron flow in a POS. The objective of this
study is the determination of the critical load impedance,

ZCL>

required for current

interruption for given applied voltage, cathode-plasma gap and plasma length.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON FLOW
Let the magnetic field, B = B(x,z,t)y

be oriented along the direction of the

ignorable coordinate (d/dy = 0). For a coaxial transmission line y —* 6 the azimuthal coordinate. The cartesian model represents a TEM wave propagating in
the z direction of a coaxial transmission line such that the annular width d <C ro the
radius of the inner conductor. We are justified in assuming that the transit time of
the electron, dfv = *tr <C r the rise time of the electromagnetic pulse. This enables
the neglect of the d/dt term in the momentum balance equation for the electron
which may now be written in the quasi-static limit ( in cgs units ) as

(v.V)-yv = ^(V<£-ivxB) ,

(1)

with 7 = (1 — « 2 /c 2 )~ 1 / 2 and the electric field E = —V<t>(x,z) in the quasi-static
limit. This equation is supplemented with Ampere's law
— V x B = —VJ5 x y = -new ,

(2)
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where the electron current density is —new, and with Poisson's equation

where — ne is the charge density. Define w = y • V x TV/C the vorticity of the
electron flow. ( From now on factors of c will be used to express frequencies in units
of inverse length. ) Then equation (1) may be rewritten as

with n = eB/mc2

V ( $ - 7 ) + - v x y(w-ft) = 0 ,
(4)
c
and $ = e<j>/mc2. From (4) and (2) we obtain the relations

i.e. n and ($—7) are constant along streamlines of electron flow. Let all the electrons
be emitted from the cathode surface, $ = 0, with zero velocity. This implies that
for all electrons $ = 7 — 1, which defines energy conservation and consequently
from (4) we conclude that w — Q = 0 on each streamline. From equation (2) it is
straightforward to establish that

•i-^.-JL-ivni ,

(a)

From equations (2), (3) and (6) it follows that
(7)

Equations (7) and (8) constitute a self-consistent set that describes the quasistatic electron flow in the cold fluid approximation.[5] In the one-dimensional limit
( obtained by setting d/dz

— 0 ) we can recover both the Child-Langmuir so-

lution and relativistic Brillouin flow.[6] These equations are non-linear PDEs of
non-standard type; to study these a non-standard numerical method has been developed based on a finite element expression of the equations. The domain can be
decomposed into an electron flow region, £, and a vacuum region, V. Equation (7)
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applies to the entire domain although its right hand side vanishes in V; equation
(8) applies only to region £. Since the boundary curve, d£, is an unknown along
with the fields fi(x) and 7(x) it is convenient to use a numerical technique with a
movable mesh.
In the finite element implementation of the equations fl(x) and 7(x) are prescribed at each node, x,-, of a triangular mesh and defined by linear interpolation
inside each triangle. A set of basis functions, {»7t(x)}, also linear within each triangle, are defined by the relation »7»(xy) = 6ij, forming irregular "tent" over the
node Xi. The space of piece-wise linear functions from which VI and 7 are drawn is
spanned by these basis functions:

i

•

i

•

As the mesh is refined so that the size of each individual triangle vanishes, the space
of piece-wise linear functions will approach the space of continuous functions, and
the numerical equations will approach the analytic ones.
Cast equation (8) in the weak form by multiplying it by iVv basis functions in
turn and integrating each product over £. The Nv resulting equations are
T7O

£

9£

lv"l

(10)

Choosing N p basis functions which all vanish on the boundary of the domain equation (7) can similarly be cast in the weak form:
(11)
As unknowns choose a single component from each of Nv node positions and the
value 7 at NT interior nodes; the value of n will remain fixed on every node. The
movable nodes must be from region £ thus allowing the entire region to move as
the equations are solved.
The program FERUS uses an JVV + iVp dimensional Newton's method to solve
equations (10) and (11) from a sufficiently good initial guess. All of the nodes in
region £ except those on the cathode are allowed to move and the potential is fixed
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FIG. 1. A solution from FERUS at 766 kV for a gap d = 10 cm and an upstream field of BA =
433 G. Upper plot shows contours ofy (dashed) and fl (solid). Lower plot shows the mesh containing
129 nodes and 225 triangles.

to 7 = 1 on the cathode and 7 = V +1 on the anode. Since the value of ft fixed
on each node the total current carried by the electrons is a prescribed quantity.
Runs have been done with up to 200 unknowns exploring two types of solutions:
vertical uninsulated Child-Lagmuir-like flow, and horizontal self-insulated Brillouinlike flows. An example of the first type is shown in Fig. .1 and compares extremely
well with MASK runs at the same parameters.[7] The electron flow is deflected by its
self magnetic field and the potential surfaces are strongly deformed by space charge
close to the cathode. Higher gap voltages produce more pronounced deflection
in the current channel although FERUS has not yet produced solutions close to
the insulation threshold. Although horizontal Brillouin type flows have also been
generated by FERUS it has not been possible as yet to introduce a step change in
the cross section owing to difficulties arising from new electron emission beneath
the step.

3. EFFECT OF GEOMETRICAL PERTURBATION ON MAGNETICALLY INSULATED FLOW IN MITL
A two-dimensional fully electromagnetic particle in cell (PIC) code MASK
was used to examine perturbations to one-dimensional insulated electron flow in
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FIG. 2. Contours o/fl averaged over 0.2 nsecfrom three different MASK runs with d2 of 13, 20 and
30 cm. Current profiles were sampled along the dashed lines.

high power transmission lines and the resultant loss of current. Upstream of the
perturbation the anode-cathode gap, di was 10 cm, while downstream the gap d.2
ranged from 11 to 30 cm as illustrated in Fig. 2. A TEM wave was introduced
at the left boundary that rose to 4 MV across the gap in 1 nanosecond, while the
downstream boundary was matched to a vacuum transmission line. Space charge
limited emission of electrons was allowed from the cathode beyond 4 cm from the
left boundary. The simulation consisted of 64 cells in the x direction and 256 cells
in the z direction with typically 105 particles. The simulations were run with a
timestep of 2 picoseconds for 8 to 10 nanoseconds until they reached equilibrium.
Figure 2 shows contours of Q in equilibrium from the MASK runs with downstream anode-cathode gaps of 13, 20 and 30 cm. In equilibrium the contours of fl
are also the streamlines of the electron current, which can be shown from equation
(5). At d,2 = 13 cm the flow remains insulated after the perturbation, while the run
at d,2 = 20 cm is marginally insulated with less than 5% of the total current lost
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to the anode. The run at d2 = 30cm loses 10% of the total current but streamlines
downstream of the perturbation become parallel to the anode. The upstream and
downstream one-dimensional equilibria from the MASK runs were characterized by
measuring the profile of fi along the dashed lines in Fig. 2. These profiles were
then fit by nonlinear least squares to Brillouin flow solutions.
Upstream of the perturbation the electron flow established a one-dimensional
equilibrium that very closely matched relativistic Brillouin flow solutions [6] given
by 7 = Cosh(ftcra:), and fi = ^Uc-

These solutions define the relation between

and nAd
^

{

'

c )

'

where ^A ( = 8.87 for the runs ) and UA are the values at the anode [8]. The
continuous line in Fig. 3 is the solution of equation (12). The upstream and
downstream distributions of current were fit to Brillouin profiles to determine Qc
at each ClAd. These are shown as the data points in Fig. 3. Brillouin profiles exist
within the transmission line provided

< -uCosh

0.5
0.4

Upstream

0.3
«A

0.2
0.1

(13)

= 25.32 .

-Eqn. (12)
A d2=15cm
+ d2 = 20cm
X d2=13cm
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• • • solution limit
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FIG. 3. Data obtained from MASK simulations involving an abrupt change in the transmission line
cross-section, d.
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For the run with di — 30 cm, relation (13) is violated, and the downstream profile
departs from Brillouin flow, indicating that the particle distributions have thermalized.
4. CURRENT INTERRUPTION IN THE VACUUM GAP
Figure 4 shows a schematic of a POS where IT, IS and II are the total, switch
and load currents. The switch current in the interruption phase of the POS is

Anode

W

FIG. 4. Schematic picture of a plasma opening switch.
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FIG. 5. ZCL, the load impedance for which the switch current is interrupted, as a function of gap
potential V ; d i i taken to be 1.2 cm.
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assumed to be entirely the contribution of the emitted cathode electrons. Equations (l)-(3) are solved numerically by employing the electron trajectory method
[9] widely used in the design of electron guns. It is found that the load impedance
has to be below a critical value, Zch, for /sto vanish for a given applied voltage
Vo, gap d and plasma length L. Figure 5 shows ZCL in ohms as a function of
V = eVo/mc2 for different values of L/d. The one-dimensional limit is given by
the curve L/d = oo. At higher voltages two-dimensional effects are seen to become
important.
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Abstract
NIKE KrF LASER DEVELOPMENT FOR DIRECT DRIVE LASER FUSION.
Progress in the design and development of the NIKE KrF laser — a second generation facility
being constructed at the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. — is described. NIKE will
consist of a 3-4 kJ, 56 beam, angularly multiplexed KrF laser and a laser-target interaction facility and
will address technological and physics issues of direct drive laser fusion.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The KrF laser has a great potential for fusion application. It has the short
wavelength required for efficient target coupling and the bandwidth required for
beam smoothing as well as high enough intrinsic efficiency to be a candidate driver
for the energy application. In the United States of America, the Los Alamos National
Laboratory and the Naval Research Laboratory are developing KrF technology for
inertial confinement fusion. The Los Alamos Aurora laser has demonstrated the operation of a large, angularly multiplexed KrF facility [1]. The NIKE KrF laser is a
second generation facility that is being constructed at the Naval Research Laboratory
to address technological and physics issues of direct drive laser fusion [2]. NIKE will
consist of a 3-4 kJ 56 beam, angularly multiplexed KrF laser and a laser-target interaction facility. A schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 1.
A primary goal of the NIKE programme is to develop and demonstrate the
application of the beam smoothing technology needed for direct drive fusion. Pressure non-uniformities must be kept below about 2% for high pellet gain. This places
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FIG. 2. (a) Echelon-free ISI beam smoothing scheme being implemented on NIKE; (b) focal distribution obtained by using a prototype ISI oscillator.
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stringent requirements on the uniformity of the laser focal profile because UV light
allows only modest smoothing of laser non-uniformities by lateral energy flow in the
blowoff plasma surrounding a target. NIKE will employ controlled spatial and
temporal incoherence to produce time averaged smooth focal distributions.
Forty-eight of the NIKE beams will be overlapped onto planar targets for
experiments on hydrodynamic instability and laser-plasma interaction. NIKE is
being designed with sufficient energy to ablatively accelerate 0.05 mm thick, 0.6 mm
diameter plastic targets to fusion velocities (>200 km/s) using intensities of
(2-3) x 1014 W/cm2. This combination of intensity and target mass-per-unit area is
close to the operating regime envisaged for high gain pellets. The remainder of the
NIKE beams will be used for diagnostics such as X ray backlighting of accelerating
targets. These experiments should more precisely determine the laser and target
uniformity required for direct drive fusion. In this paper, we will discuss the design
of NIKE and progress on developing the hardware.

2.

BEAM SMOOTHING TECHNOLOGY

Figure 2(a) illustrates the echelon-free induced spatial incoherence (ISI) scheme
for beam smoothing that is being implemented on the NIKE laser [3]. A broad bandwidth spatially multimode KrF oscillator uniformly illuminates a spatial filter, which
imposes the desired intensity profile on the oscillator beam. The intensity profile of
the filter is imaged onto the target by propagating its quasi-far field through the
amplifier system. The focal distribution at the target is thus directly controlled by
changing the diameter and spatial profile of the filter. Because of the far-field encoding, the optical information that determines the focal distribution is contained in
coherence zones that are small compared to the laser aperture. This makes the target
beam relatively insensitive to phase and gain non-uniformities as it propagates
through the laser system. In normal operation, NIKE will employ beams with coherence zone diameters that are approximately 2% of the beam diameter.
Beam smoothing schemes such as ISI utilizing spatial and temporal incoherence
produce focal distributions that are instantaneously highly non-uniform. The focal
profiles are uniform only when averaged over times long compared to the laser coherence time TC. For fusion applications, the coherence time must be short compared to
the time required for the target to react hydrodynamically to any instantaneous nonuniformity. Calculations indicate that rc of order 1 ps are required; KrF amplifiers
have sufficient bandwidth to easily achieve such short TC. It must also be ensured
that the optical system can handle the bandwidth without distorting the focal distribution. The NIKE optical train has been designed with the capability of transporting
beams with coherence times of 0.5 ps with negligible chromatic aberration. This is
mainly achieved by the use of reflective optics, wherever possible, and by using only
large-F# lenses in the optical train.
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Our initial studies of echelon-free ISI have employed a commercial discharge
laser oscillator to illuminate the initial filter. This commercial oscillator utilizes UV
pre-ionization and shaped electrodes to obtain uniform top hat shaped gain profiles.
Figure 2(b) shows a typical focal distribution obtained using a hard aperture filter.
The results were obtained by imaging the laser illuminated aperture into a CIC
camera that time averages over the 15 ns duration of the oscillator. The focal profile
shown deviates from the ideal flat-top distribution by only 3% peak-to-valley. Our
ultimate goal is to obtain control of the beam profile down to the 1% level.

3.

AMPLIFICATION AND OPTICAL TRAIN

Figure 3 shows the amplifier staging for NIKE. The output from the oscillator
is shortened to 3-4 ns pulses using Pockels cells. The initial amplification is
performed by commercial discharge pumped amplifiers. The beam is then split sixways and amplified by an array of six discharge amplifiers. The prototype array
module has produced more than 2 J output in 15 ns with a triggering jitter of +3 ns.
It uses a novel, spatially graded X ray pre-ionization technique to improve the uniformity of the gain profile.
For the discharge amplifier stages, the 3-4 ns main laser pulse is embedded
temporally within a 15 ns ASE control beam. The control beam is obtained by copropagating the rejected beam from the Pockels cell shutters at a small angle with
respect to the main laser beam. This practice suppresses ASE in the amplifiers and
eliminates the temporal pulse distortion in the main laser beams that would otherwise
occur if the laser pulse were to encounter an unsaturated amplifier [4]. After the
discharge amplifier array the short laser pulses are separated from the control beam
leaving 2-4 J to extract energy from the following E-beam pumped amplifier.
The two final amplifier stages are E-beam pumped. The first E-beam amplifier
has a 20 cm aperture and a 120 ns pulse length while the second has a 60 cm aperture
and a 240 ns pulse length. The energy from these amplifiers will be extracted by
angularly multiplexed beams; 28 beams for the 20 cm aperture amplifier and 56
beams for the 60 cm aperture amplifier. The 20 cm aperture amplifier has been
constructed and is being tested as a laser oscillator. This amplifier is shown schematically in Fig. 4, together with a typical current trace from the cathode. This device
produces flatter top pulses than most other E-beam pumped KrF lasers. As an oscillator, this amplifier has produced the 120 J required for its operation in the NIKE
amplifier chain.
In propagating through the NIKE laser system, the beams traverse distances of
200-300 m. Impurities in the air such as ozone and some hydrocarbons can absorb
a large fraction of the light. Lateral index gradients in the air can distort and misalign
even smoothed beams. We plan to control these effects by enclosing the beams over
most of their pathlength in a hermetically sealed, double wall structure labelled as
the propagation bay in Fig. 1. The double walled structure is itself enclosed in an air
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conditioned building. Routine alignment of the optics in the propagation bay will be
done by remote control. The air in the propagation bay will be cleaned by HEPA and
activated carbon filters to remove impurities. The walls, ceiling and floor of the
propagation bay will be maintained at a constant temperature to within ± 1 °C by
flowing air between the double walls and double ceiling that surround the bay and
by insulation and heating wires in the floor. By maintaining this equilibrium environment, we hope to obtain high quality paths for the beams. Optical tests with a similar
type of structure at Los Alamos have been promising for our application. The propagation bay is under construction, and we expect to begin beam propagation tests in
early 1991.
So far, we have made steady progress in the design and development of the
NIKE laser. We have found no insurmountable obstacles to our goal of obtaining a
high energy KrF facility with ultra-uniform focal profiles. We expect to complete the
entire laser-target facility and begin experiments by early 1994.
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Abstract
A CURRENT PREDICTION OF THE ICF GAIN CURVE, ITS UNCERTAINTIES, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ICF STRATEGY.
Gain predictions for indirect-drive ICF targets, based on current target physics knowledge, are
presented. In order to understand the uncertainties involved in predicting the performance of future ICF
targets, a simple model has been constructed that contains a few basic features of target operation and
estimates the possible effects of other complex target processes via simple parametrizations. The scalings and uncertainties in the model parameters are evaluated using current data, detailed calculations,
and estimates of some of the underlying target physics processes. Monte Carlo calculations are presented
with this model showing the propagation of the estimated uncertainties to the "near-ignition" and
"high-gain" regimes. The probability of success is estimated as a function of the required target gain
and available driver energy, with some current facility-planning scenarios used as illustration. The role
of potential future experiments in constraining currently uncertain theoretical models is discussed.

We have developed a new method for predicting the ICF gain curve, based
upon the current experimental and calculational target physics database.
We constructed a target-gain model framework that parametrizes the efficiency or gain scaling of the key target physics processes for indirect-drive
targets. We then analyzed the current ICF target physics database to estimate scalings and uncertainties for each efficiency and gain in the model.
We include information gleaned from data points, extrapolations of data
points, optimized LASNEX design calculations, LASNEX calculations
using developmental models, and, where necessary, theoretical estimates
and technical judgement. The methodology makes obvious the areas of
missing experimental information, important physics complexities, and
the largest target design inefficiencies and uncertainties. The result is a
quantitative, probabilistic gain curve, based on current knowledge, that
can be used to evaluate and plan ICF facility strategies.
Work supported by the US Department of Energy.
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FIG. 1. Performance of an ICF indirect-drive target can be factored into two major blocks.

For this work, we focus on Hydrodynamically-Scaled Targets (HST's),
i.e., targets that evolve hydrodynamically like current high-gain ICF target designs. Key features of such high-performance, single-shell, spherical
capsules are the control of the fuel layer's entropy, the required radial convergence of the fuel, and the inflight aspect ratio as the shell implodes.
High-performance hohlraums must provide efficient overall coupling of
the laser light energy to x-ray drive at the capsule ablator, while providing the required x-ray flux, spectrum, time-dependence, and spatial symmetry to achieve the desired capsule implosion, and avoiding deleterious
levels of hot electron production and preheat due to plasma instabilities.
The performance of an indirect-drive ICF target can be conceptually
factored into two major blocks, the hohlraum coupling efficiency, and the
capsule gain, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. We discuss the capsule
gain and hohlraum coupling models next, in turn.
The capsule gain model describes three regimes of ICF capsule operation
(Fig. 2): pre-ignition, bootstrapping, and high-gain. Key aspects of ICF
capsule design/physics include details of zero-order hydrodynamics (such
as coupling of the radition drive to the ablator, ablation rate and pressure,
and density gradient), precise drive pulse shaping to establish the appropriate fuel entropy, the required radial convergence of the fuel, tolerance
to drive asymmetries, and the initiation, growth, and effects of fluid instabilities, turbulence, and mix. These processes are taken into account,
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FIG. 2. Capsule gain model has basic causality and parametrizes capsule operating regimes.
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FIG. 3. Predicted gain curve for Hydrodynamically-Scaled Targets has large uncertainties that result
from remaining target physics issues.
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at the current state-of-the-art, with detailed LASNEX1 modeling. The
capsule gain model's six adjustable parameters and their uncertainties
are set using constraints available from LASNEX calculations and data
from Centurion/Halite and Nova capsule tests. The Centurion/Halite
program has performed ICF experiments using nuclear explosives at the
Nevada Test Site. The Nova laser at LLNL has extensively tested ICF
indirect-drive2 targets at drive energies up to about 20 kJ with simple
pulse shapes, and has recently begun to perform experiments
at higher
target energies and with more sophisticated pulse shapes.3 To date, Nova
capsules imploded at higher convergence ratios have been significantly degraded, compared with 1-D calculations, perhaps by effects of asymmetric
drive and pusher/fuel mixing. This fact and the uncertainty associated
with extrapolating from currently-tested capsule conditions to those of
megajoule-scale HST's contribute significantly to the current uncertainty
in the capsule gain curve.
The hohlraum coupling efficiency is subdivided for modeling convenience
into five specific coupling processes: (useful) laser light absorption, effects
of Laser-Plasma Instabilities (LPI's), conversion of laser light to x-rays,
x-ray losses, and coupling of symmetric drive to the capsule. The overall
hohlraum coupling efficiency is the product of individual efficiencies determined for each coupling process. Each process efficiency is evaluated
from the current database of LASNEX calculations, theoretical calculations and estimates, and laser experiments. The process efficiencies are
parametrized to scale with target drive energy. The "efficiency" defined
for laser-plasma instabilities represents the energy penalty that would
be incurred to redesign the target to obtain tolerable hot electron preheat levels. The lowest single process efficiency is that associated with
drive symmetrization. Uncertainties are most significant for predictions
of drive symmetrization and LPI's. In fact, the effects of LPI's are difficult to predict in closed form, and only estimates are possible.
The current x-ray conversion database4 is an example of how available
data constrains the model efficiencies. Current measured x-ray conversion
efficiencies (XCE) using gold disks and spheres are in the range of 5090%. Two important data trends are particularly
relevant: a general
scaling toward higher XCE with lower IA2 and a significant improvement
in conversion with improved illumination uniformity. Calculated scaling
with plasma scalelength (hence, drive energy) is quite weak.5 Less wellknown, experimentally, are the scalings with pulse duration and shape.
Once the model parameters and uncertainties have been set, based on
the available target physics database, a Monte Carlo calculation allows
evaluation of overall target gain probabilities. The result, Fig. 3, is a
prediction for target gain vs. laser drive energy, based on our analysis
of current target physics knowledge. The contours shown are labelled by
their associated probabilities, t.e., the probability of exceeding the plotted
gain. As a benchmark, we show the data point derived from several
tests of a particular gas-fueled (non-HST) Nova target design, together
with its experimental uncertainty (shaded box) and the estimated total
uncertainty including the extrapolation to HST conditions (hatched bar).
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Using this model, we can estimate the effects of future experiments on the
shape and uncertainty of the ICF gain curve. Fig. 4 shows the current
gain curve prediction, together with the gain curves that would result
from successful experiments demonstrating HST's using 100 kJ or 1 MJ
laser facilities. For these calculations, "success" was defined as verifying
target performance at the +l-a level of the current prediction.
Our gain-curve prediction allows quantitative answers to facility-planning
hypotheses, based on current target physics knowledge. For example,
there is high (90%) confidence of achieving over 100 MJ yield using an
appropriate 60 MJ laser driver, a strong indication of the scientific feasibility of ICF. Precision indirect-drive ICF experiments at 100 kJ and
1 MJ could substantially reduce the levels of predictive uncertainties.
Further, we find that successful HST experiments at 1 MJ laser energy
could reduce the predicted required driver energy to 10 MJ or below.
Future extensions of this work should be valuable. Applying this methodology to direct-drive ICF could provide a fair, quantitative assessment of
that target approach. Also, as the target physics database grows and
inventions occur, improvements and updates of this analysis can track
progress toward the ultimate goals of ICF.
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Abstract
PELLET AND REACTOR CHAMBER DESIGNS FOR HIGH GAIN LASER FUSION.
The design of a high gain pellet, a reactor chamber and a driver for the laser fusion experimental
reactor (LFER) is presented. The several hundred times solid density compression recently achieved
at Osaka University and other laboratories have normalized the one-dimensional simulation codes
(HIMICO, ILESTA and HISHO), which are now used to design a high gain pellet. Since high pR causes
neutrons to lose energy to plasma ions which carry half of the total fusion energy, an axial magnetic
field is applied to confine the expanding plasmas and to lead them to the direct energy converter. As
to the driver, the possibility of applying a diode pumped solid state laser to the LFER is considered.
The parameter survey indicates that a highly efficient multi-megajoule laser with a few Hz repetition
rate can be designed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many reactor system studies have been done for inertial confinement
fusion which is driven by laser, light ion or heavy ion beams. For example,
HYLEFEfl], SENRI-I[2], HIBALL[3] andHIBLIC[4] are unique reactor
concepts for laser and heavy ion beam fusion, in which liquid lithium waterfalls
or jets are used to protect the structural wall from X-ray pulse, plasma blast
wave and neutron pulse. These designs have shown that multi-gigajoule
explosive energy can be confined and converted into electricity for many years.
In these reactor designs, pellet gains higher than 200 are usually required from
the energy balance point of view in the system.
Institute for Laser Technology, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan.
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Recently, our understanding of implosion physics has improved after
the multi-kilojoule laser experiments[5-7]. The development of laser beam
smoothing and uniform pellet fabrication techniques and an understanding of
implosion stability physics enable us to produce several hundreds times solid
density plasmas. By these recent experimal results, we can specify the
parameters for a reactor laser, i.e. wavelength, laser intensity, irradiation
uniformity, implosion efficiency, etc.
In this paper, we shall not only improve previous reactor designs by
introducing charged particle confinement and direct energy conversion by using
a magnetic field, but also specify the laser irradiation conditions in a reactor and
propose a new driver laser system.
2. PELLET DESIGN AND LASER IRRADIATION CONDITIONS
The laser implosion codes HIMICO, ILESTA and HISHO have been
normalized by the recent high density compression experiments at DLE, Osaka

0

1000

2000

Radius (pm)
FIG. 1. Space-time flow diagram and laser pulse shape for one-dimensional fluid simulation of a high
gain implosion.
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Table I. Implosion Parameters
Laser parameters

Target parameters
Radius

1990 nm

Shell thickness
DT/CH

174 Jim/ 37 \m

Neutron yield

7.0 x l O 1 9

Output energy

195 MJ

Gain

110

Total energy

1.78 MJ

Wavelength

0.25 fun

Focusing lens f-number
Tailored pulse
prepulse/main pulse

Density (g/cm 3 )

io

14 ns /11 ns

Ion Temperature (KeV)

24.6

24.6

24.5

24.5

"5 24.4

24.4

a
£24.3

24.3

H
24.2

24.2

24.1

24.1

24.0

24.0
50

1OO
Radius

150

200

0

50

100

150

200

Radius (um)

FIG. 2. Density (a) and temperature (b) contours of a compressed high gain pellet. The D-T fuel is
ignited at 24.4 ns.

University. We designed a high gain pellet by these simulation codes. Typical
implosion dynamics and expanding plasma motion are shown in Fig. 1. The
target and laser irradiation parameters for this example are shown in Table I.
The plasma density and temperature contours in a radius-time plane are shown
in Fig. 2. The ignitor is compressed to 300-SOO times solid density and heated
up to 10 keV when the fusion burning starts. On the other hand, the main fuel
temperature is about 1 keV and the density is 3000-5000 times solid density.
The gain of this implosion is 110, and the output energy is about 200 MJ/shot.
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FIG. 3. Intensity-wavelength window for high gain laser fusion. Bodner's window (shaded area) [9]
is compared with the new laser operation area.

In the simulations analysing the recent high density compression
experiments, we have found that the kinetic effects of electron and X-ray
transport on implosion hydrodynamics are very important. Specifically,
preheating by the high energy tail electrons and photons reduces pR, hence also
the gain. According to the simulation by HIMICO in which the Fokker-Planck
equation is solved for electron heat transport [8], the preheating level can be
kept low only when the corona electron temperature T e is lower than 2 keV.
This requirement limits the laser wavelength and intensity window for the
reactor laser.
In Fig. 3, we show three requirements for laser intensity and
wavelength: (1) low level preheating, (2) high ablation pressure and (3)
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irradiation uniformity. As for the low level preheating, the requirement that Te
< 2 keV yields the condition for laser intensity I and wavelength k :
KO.TxlO^anmA)2/^

[W/cm2]

(1)

where n ab is the absorption coefficient. Condition (1) is derived by using the
fact that T e is proportional to (nabIX2)2/3; it is shown by a solid line in Fig. 1.
This condition is more stringent than that for the plasma instabilities which was
introduced by Bodner [9].
On the other hand, the implosion velocity has to be higher than (3 - 4) x
107 cm/s to heat a D-T gas for a hot spark up to higher than 5 keV. The
implosion velocity is related to the ablation pressure P a (Mbar) and the inflight
aspect ratio A [10] as follows:
V= A

Po J

(2)

where P o and po are the fuel pressure and the density after the first shock.
Since the inflight aspect ratio has to be less than 100 in order to maintain
implosion hydrodynamic stability, the requirement that V > (3 - 4) x 107 cm/s
yields
P . > 15 - 60Mbar
,.,,
a
(3)
5 3
where we have the Fermi degenerate compression relation P0(Mbar) = 2p 0 '
(g/cm3) for the first weak shock compression. Using the ablation pressure
scaling law,
r

/

\
1

-i 2/3

2

Pa(Mbar) = 9[TlablCl0 V / cm ) / X(\im)\

(4)

Eq. (4) yields I/A, > 1015 Wcm^iim" 1 . The broken line in Fig. 3 shows this
requirement.
The implosion symmetry requirement is shown by the dash-dot line in
Fig. 3. The thermal smoothing factor for a spherical harmonic mode / is given
by exp(-/d/R), where d is the distance between the ablation front and the critical
surface. The distance d scales as I0-7*2-7 [11] or as I13X.L4-3 [12]. When we
require d/R > 0.05 for R = 2 mm, this implosion symmetry requires a laser
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intensity higher than the dash-dot line in Fig. 3. The limit was lowered beyond
that of Bodner's window as shown by the shadow in Fig. 3, since new optical
smoothing techniques (RPP, etc.) [13] and the reduction of the Rayleigh-Taylor
growth rate [14] are expected.
The laser irradiation conditions indicated by the hatched area of Fig. 3
are a guideline for reactor driver development and pellet design. For example,
when the laser input energy is 5 MJ with 0.35 um wavelength, the pellet radius
and the ablator and fuel layer thicknesses are 2.5 mm, 200 urn and 250 urn,
respectively. To generate a hot spark, 5 atm D-T gas is filled into the pellet.

3. LASER SYSTEM
The reactor system requires

where Q is the pellet gain, Tjel the energy conversion efficiency, i\iec the fraction
ofrecirculation energy and TIL the laser efficiency. Since Qr| el t\iec « 10-20,
typically, TIL is required to be higher than 5%. Another requirement for the
reactor laser is a repetition rate higher than 1 Hz. These two requirements may
not be satisfied with a conventional Nd-glass laser, although most laser fusion
experiments have been done with that laser and the laser technology for ICF is
most advanced for the Nd-glass laser. In this paper, we propose a laser diode
pumped solid state laser (LDPSSL) to meet the requirements for the ICF reactor
driver. With laser diode pumping and a regenerative amplifier, the solid state
laser system is shown to have a sufficiently high efficiency, i.e. higher than
10%, a long lifetime which is longer than three years at 10 Hz operation and a
high repetition frequency due to its small thermal load to laser materials such as
Nd:phosphate-glass, Nd:SiO2, Ho TmrYAG and Tm:YAG.
The block diagram of an example for LDPSSL is shown in Fig. 4. A
part of the laser diode pumped segmented disk amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.
Recently, output power and efficiency of a laser diode have increased, reaching
134 W, which corresponds to a power density of 3.6 kW/cm2 [13] and 60%
[14] for one Al Ga As diode array, respectively. When we consider a 1 MJ,
0.35 iim wavelength laser, the required output energy of the laser diodes is, 1
MJ/n.sTiextiic « 5.1 MJ, where ii s « 47% is the efficiency of the energy stored
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FIG. 4. A high power solid state laser system with the regenerative amplifier pumped by laser diode
array.
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FIG. 5. Single segmented amplifier pumped by two dimensional laser diode array. Helium gas is used
as a coolant.
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between laser diodes and materials, Tiext« 60% is the extraction efficiency and
TIC = 70% is the conversion efficiency for the generation of third harmonics. As
shown in Fig. 4, the laser system is separated into many segments. When we
assume 200 segments, e ^ = 12 kJ is the stored energy. Since each segment is
assumed to consist of 30 disk amplifiers, each disk has a stored energy of 400
J. The pumping duration is taken to be the lifetime of the upper laser levels,
which is 300 us approximately for a typical laser glass. Therefore, the
pumping power is required to be 3 kW/cm2, when the area of the disk L 2 is
(28)2 cm2. This laser diode power density and this disk size can be achieved
by present laser technology.
In our reactor system, we can, of course, apply other driver lasers such
as a KrF laser or free electron lasers. As a conclusion of this section, we
would like to emphasize that the laser technology is developing rapidly and a
laser for an ICF reactor may become feasible.

4. REACTOR CHAMBER
The SENRI-I power plant chamber [2] is modified to this LFER
chamber to illuminate the pellets uniformly and to convert the charged particle
energy directly to electricity. Figure 6 shows the LFER chamber. The liquid
lead flowing inside the wall protects the first wall from damage due to photons
of several hundred keV. The F/20 mirror focuses each laser beam to the
chamber centre, where the fuel pellet is injected from the injector of the chamber
top at 2 Hz repetition. Between a ceramic inner wall and an SUS outer wall
(tritium breeder), the liquidlithiumflows, which absorbs neutrons and breeds
tritium.
A vertical magnetic field is applied to slow down the a-particles and
plasma ions and to convert the kinetic energy directly to electricity. The vertical
magnetic field is assumed to be higher than 1T, because the magnetic pressure
has to stop the plasma expansion before the plasma reaches the chamber wall.
When the expanding plasma contains 200 MJ/shot, the energy density of the
plasma is 50/R3(m) J/cm3.
The magnetic field pressure balances this plasma pressure when B »
1 5

9/R - (m) T for a chamber radius R. In other words, for R = 5 m, B is
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FIG. 6. Laser Fusion Experimental Reactor (LFER) chamber concept.

required to be 0.8 T. When the expanding ion kinetic energy is converted to
magnetic field energy, we can generate electricity from the magnetic field energy
by using pick-up coils installed at the outer surface of the seramic wall. More
than half of the plasma energy will be convented directly to electricity, and the
total energy conversion efficiency may rise from 35% to 60%.
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FIG. 7. Cross-sectional view of LFER chamber.

A cross-sectional view of the chamber is shown in Fig. 7. To prevent
an azimuthal eddy current in the liquid metal walls, we electrically insulate the
liquid metal walls in the azimuthal direction by SiC pipes in which liquid metals
flow.

5. SUMMARY
The recent success of high density compression experiments induced us
to reconsider the laser operation parameter range for high gain pellet implosion.
As to the driver, we proposed a new laser, i.e. a laser diode pump solid state
laser. It turns out that present laser technology enables us to construct a laser of
high efficiency and high repetition rate. Finally, a laser fusion experimental
reactor with a direct energy converter is proposed.
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Abstract
LIMITATIONS OF THE PELLET FUSION CONDITIONS FOR CLEAN FUEL.
Clean fuel fusion is extremely attractive as it would result in nuclear energy production with
negligible production of radioactivity with respect to the ash as well as to the reactor. The p - "B reaction generates less radioactivity per unit of energy produced than burning coal. The formerly very pessimistic predictions for clean fuel inertial confinement fusion are now being revised with the new
perspective that D-T laser fusion offers a realistic approach with a solved physics concept for a reactor
with a cost of energy comparable to that of light water reactors. Recent developments in volume ignition
calculations, confirmed by several authors and experimentally realized by ' Yamanaka compression', are
applied to p - " B pellet fusion. Fusion gains of 25 are derived with initial temperatures of 24 keV only
with input energies close to 1500 MJ. For the D- 3 He reaction with complete inclusion of the p and a
branches of reheat, fusion gains of 200 for 100 MJ input energy with ignition temperatures of only
7 keV were derived. This is due to a 10 times lower gain for volume ignition than for D-T. These conditions may be realized within the next century if a broad development programme for fusion energy
production by D-T laser fusion began now.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear fusion for large scale energy production may be the alternative to fossil
fuels in the future. It has been estimated that fusion energy may be able to produce
energy at considerably lower cost in the future than light water reactors [1]. Fusion
energy has the advantages of there being unlimited fuel resources and no environmental impact by the reaction produced helium (contrary to fossil fuel or fission reactors).
The only environmental impact is from the fusion reactor itself, where radioactive
materials have to be confined if the D-T reaction is used [2].
It has long been desired to obtain other fusion reactions with less neutron
production and with less generation of radioactivity [3-5]; of these, the D- 3 He reaction [6] is a 'lean' neutron reaction and the p - " B reaction is basically aneutronic,
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producing only monochromatic a particles whose energy can preferably be converted
directly into electricity with up to 90% efficiency, reducing the heat pollution of
power stations. But even this reaction results in a small amount of radioactivity,
which, however, is less than the radioactivity produced by burning coal, with its
1 ppm content of uranium [4].
The problem with the p - n B reaction, as for the D- 3 He reaction, is that the
fusion reaction is obtained with much more difficulty, owing to the smaller reaction
cross-sections, than the D-T reaction. It has even been predicted that this reaction
is completely out of reach for the next few generations [1].
We report here on recent fusion gain calculations which illustrate the limits of
the p - n B and the D- 3 He reactions in view of the recent developments in laser
fusion. This in turn shows to what extent these very new aspects may permit improvements in the future to reach economically interesting conditions for the environmentally ideal p - n B reaction. One new result [7] is that based on the successful
underground reaction experiments with radiation compression and ignition of fusion
pellets, confirming that the physical problem of compressing D-T pellets by 10 MJ
laser pulses and producing 1000 MJ energy using spark ignition and indirect drive
has been solved with respect to the physics. Consequently there is the growing feeling
that "fusion energy by lasers is no longer a question of if but of when" (Kahalas [7]).
Contrary to tokamaks, which have been predicted to produce energy ten times
more expensive than that produced by light water reactors [8], one can conclude that
the GA-Cascade laser fusion reactor permits laser fusion energy production at costs
competitive with those of light water reactors. Further, we have shown [1] that if an
economic laser fusion reactor based on a kind of Athena-Cascade were developed,
advances in physics may later result in reactors producing energy at three or five
times lower costs. Examples for these physics improvements are volume ignition and
the now understood smoothing of laser-plasma interaction (by suppression of the pulsation) [1].
2.

NEW ASPECTS OF ICF

Since we are projecting to reach future developments based on recent new
results, some elaboration of the achievements of laser fusion and the present status
of the physics has to be given.
While technology studies for the development of an ICF reactor lag behind the
technology for magnetic confinement, the advances in physics suggest rapid progress
in ICF. This conclusion is based on continued achievements and some breakthroughs,
including:
— 5% measured D-T gains using direct drive [7] (including hydrodynamic
efficiency);
— Advances in indirect drive experiments, designed in association with the recent
high gain underground experiment (Centurion-Halite) [1];
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— Achievement of relatively uniform laser interactions along with an improved
understanding of interaction physics [1];
— Development of the theory [1] and experimental confirmation of 'Yamanaka
compression' and volume ignition [9];
— An improved reactor design (Cascade) that avoids wall problems [10].
These points are elaborated further in the following paragraphs.
(a)

Experiments at Osaka University [9] using the GEKKO 12 laser with optimized
conditions and at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory using the
NOVA [11] (even without exhausting all possible optimizations of direct drive)
achieved fusion gains of 0.3 to 0.5% fusion energy output with respect to the
irradiated laser energy. Directly driven D-T gas filled glass balloons were
employed. Thus, assuming that the hydrodynamic efficiency (about 10%) can
be applied in future targets, this corresponds to an effective efficiency as high
as 3-5% [12].
(b) Twenty years ago research on laser-plasma interaction was frustrated by the
appearance of various anomalies, non-linearities, jet generation, pulsation of
reflectivity [13] and parametric instabilities. In order to overcome these very
confusing phenomena Nuckolls [14] proposed an ingenious approach to smooth
the laser-surface interaction. By surrounding the target with an outer shell of
high atomic number material, the laser radiation is converted into X rays which
then drive the compression and heat the inner target of fusion fuel. This is called
indirect drive.
(c) Confidence that high yield, high gain indirect drive targets can be achieved has
come from an entirely different series of experiments. X ray driven compression of D-T fuel targets has been studied in underground nuclear tests (the
Centurion-Halite project) where about 100 kJ of X ray energy was achieved in
driving the target compression. On the basis of these results, it is predicted that
a laser driven indirect drive target can achieve high gain. Thus, with the use
of a very precisely determined scheme [7] employing third harmonic pulses
from a 10 MJ neodymium glass laser, calculations predict 1000 MJ fusion
energy per shot on the basis of these underground tests.
(d) In addition to the improvements offered by indirect drive, there are other important advances in ICF experiments that promise improvements in future performance. One is the use of a random phase plate, or induced spatial incoherence
[15] to suppress most of the frustrating anomalies observed in early laserplasma interaction experiments.
While it was long thought that these anomalies were due to stimulated
Raman scattering or to stimulated Brillouin scattering, recent experiments show
that these mechanisms do not dominate the basic absorption processes [16]. The
history of events leading to this conclusion is instructive. At a time when attention was focused on instabilities [17], it was observed numerically [18] that with
an initially linear density ramp, the laser light was first reflected at the critical
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density in a 50 wavelength long corona. The net reflection was low owing to
non-linear dispersion effects. However, after 2 ps more than 95% of the light
was reflected at the outermost, low density region, of the corona, penetrating
only a few wavelengths. (This interesting effect was recently confirmed
experimentally [19].) Then, Lubin [13] measured a pulsating reflectivity of
between a few per cent and nearly 100% within a 10 ps period. The same pulsation of reflectivity was recently measured by Maddever et al. [13, 19]. The
same pulsation appeared from the 3/2nd harmonic [20] but was completely
smoothed out when a random phase plate was inserted in the laser beam.
These observations can now be explained by a very general hydrodynamic
computation using a two fluid model that includes all dynamic inhomogeneity
fields and double layers [1,21]. Initially the absorption modified total reflection
of the laser light at the critical density, causing a standing wave pattern which
pushed the plasma into the nodes of the standing wave field owing to non-linear
forces [22]. This ripple causes a Laue-Bragg reflection at the outermost low
density region of the corona [1, 21]. In subsequent picoseconds, the unilluminated main part of the corona relaxes its density ripple hydrodynamically. Then,
after 6-9 ps, the light again penetrates to the critical density until a new density
ripple is produced, and the process repeats itself. A pulsation of the reflectivity
between a few per cent and nearly 100% with a period of about 8 ps is predicted
[21]. If a random phase plate [15] is used, the standing wave patterns are
washed out and a smooth interaction is obtained. This result is especially important for direct drive targets and suggests that strong advances with this approach
can also be expected.

(e)

A further point of potential improvement for the next step in ICF development
results from the shock free, pusherless, stagnation free compression of targets
(the 'Yamanaka compression'). This has been verified experimentally in many
experiments with GEKKO 12 using direct drive glass balloon targets. Without
spark ignition, the highest fusion gains are achieved if an ideal adiabatic volume
compression is used [9]. This verifies the advantages of volume compression
and volume ignition described in the following section.

3.

PROBLEMS OF VOLUME IGNITION

The problems of volume ignition were, from the very beginning, the low fusion
gains if only a simple burn without ignition was involved. On the basis of computations where a laser energy Eo was transferred uniformly into a sphere of radius Ro
or a volume Vo of a D-T mixture of density no resulting in an initial temperature To,
the fusion gain G for a simple burn due to an adiabatic self-similarity expansion
was [23]
G =

ns2
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This formula was first published by Hora and Pfirsch, while later on a second
algebraically identical formula was derived by Kidder. The relating constant C
agreed within a factor of 2 for the different derivations. EBE is the breakeven energy
in the range of 7.6 MJ for D-T and ns is the solid state density of D-T. The optimum initial temperature To for this adiabatic burn was 17 keV or 10.6 keV, depending on the choice of the definition. This was later clarified by Liu and Tan [24],
where a generalization [25] of the self-similarity model [26] was used. This formula
indicated that these simple burn fusion gains were generally limited to about 100 or
less, and as a consequence the concept of spark ignition with the aim of much higher
fusion gains was introduced [5, 14].
The results of Eq. (1), however, were reached without inclusion of the increase
of the gains due to self-heating of the pellets by the alpha particles produced by the
fusion reaction. When this was included, volume ignition was discovered [27] as soon
as the gain exceeded about 8, from which a general formula for densities up to a gain
of 300 could be derived numerically [28], in agreement with an analytical derivation
[24]. The numerical calculations included all the details of fuel depletion and selfheating of the pellet by bremsstrahlung. It was clarified [29] that the volume ignition
reduced the initial optimum temperature and a value of 4.5 keV was reached when
the fusion energy released had to be compensated by the escaping bremsstrahlung,
as is well known from trivial relations. When bremsstrahlung was reabsorbed, the
initial temperature could go down to the surprisingly low value of 1.5 keV, resulting
then in fusion gains above 1200 with fuel depletions above 80% [29].
These fusion gains for volume ignition were reproduced by an independent calculation within 15% by Basko [30] for a corresponding range in the input energy.
This concept, with the now established very high fusion gains from a very transparent
model, avoids the uncertainties of spark ignition. It would only be academic, had not
the experiments by Yamanaka et al. [9] shown how volume compression could be
realized without shock and central sparks as a stagnation free compression. These
volume compressions achieved the highest fusion gains and the best uniformity of
X ray emission [9]. Further very detailed calculations of this volume compression
and projected volume ignition for higher energy input fully coincided [31] with the
predictions which were derived from the present volume ignition model [29].

4.

VOLUME IGNITION OF p - u B PELLETS

When our volume ignition code was extended to the case of p - " B , we found
that the initial adiabatic burning during compression and expansion required an optimum temperature of about 150 keV. This can be reduced by the self-heating of an
exceedingly high density plasma (1 X 105 times solid state) such that the optimum
initial temperature for volume ignition due to reheat and self-absorption of bremsstrahlung is only about 20 keV.
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We performed an extensive series of computations similar to those for the case
of the D-T reactions. Parameters have been examined where a drastic decrease of
the initial temperature for good gains with a reasonable energy input of up to a few
gigajoules was possible. In the following reported cases, the reabsorption of bremsstrahlung was not strong. Indeed we found in such cases much higher gains with very
high fuel depletion and much lower initial optimum temperatures for ignition.
However, input energies were a little beyond our limit of input energy.
The results in Fig. 1 show the conditions required for volume ignition. The time
dependence of the plasma temperature during the reaction is shown. As before for
D-T, we have also illustrated the conditions at a slightly lower initial temperature
which did not permit ignition, so that the temperature dropped monotonically with
time. With a little higher input energy, the temperature rose to a sharp maximum
owing to volume ignition. The gain achieved was 25.3 with respect to the input
energy. This is indeed a low value and could only be considered in the far future if
much improved drivers with high efficiency are developed. At the same time, the
methods used to obtain uniform irradiation must be drastically improved if there is
to be any hope of achieving the enormous compressed density implied here, in the
range of 105 times solid state density. For case c of Fig. 1, a gain of 21.0 is

10V
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Icc
LU

a. 10*
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103 10,-12

10"11
TIME (s)

10-10

FIG. 1. Time dependence ofthe temperature ofp-I!Bpellets ofsolid state density and 10' cm3 initial
volume with intake of the following energies: a: 1.5 GJ, b: 2.0 GJ and c: 2.5 GJ, resulting in gains
of0.09, 25.3and21.0, respectively, with afuel burn of 0.21%, 77.7% and 80.7% and initial temperatures of 16.6, 22.2 and27.7keV.
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achieved. The conditions for the future would then be that a laser of at least 30% efficiency is needed and that ways must be found to achieve an ultrahigh compression
of 105 times solid state. The conversion of the output energy into electricity might
be performed with low thermal pollution possibly using high efficiency Moseley type
direct conversion.
The predicted compression for p - n B laser fusion requires 10 times the maximum estimated compression of D-T (to 104 times solid state density [14]);
103 times solid state density has been achieved experimentally [32]. Thus the p - n B
requirement may not be too difficult to be reached within the next 80 years if intensive technological activity on laser fusion with the present or next step D-T reactors
were initiated. According to the predicted scales of D-T reactors the size of the reactors would indeed be about one order of magnitude larger with respect to the energy
production compared with the present scales of D-T reactors. This one order of magnitude should not be insurmountable. It would also very much simplify the Cascade
concept [10], since no neutron absorber or its reshuffling is needed, and the Moseley
energy conversion can be done in a very clean and static way.
In principle it is known for laser amplifiers that an efficiency of 80% or more
can be expected, while providing high gains in the visible or far UV range from
cluster injection FEL [33]. The kinetic energy of condensed speckles with Mach 300
velocity is converted into optical energy.
5.

VOLUME IGNITION IN D- 3 He

The 'lean' neutronic reaction of deuterium with the helium-3 isotope has been
discussed before by numerous authors for use as clean fuel [34]. It could well be that
after a first laser fusion phase with D-T, a phase with D- 3 He may be an intermediary stage before the ideal p - u B reaction is used. The necessary amount of 3He for
the fuel is available in the surface of the moon, from where it can be economically
mined in the future [35].
Generalizing our computations we have established the calculation of the
D- 3 He case where we — contrary to numerous published and unpublished claims
with more analytical estimations in this direction — follow a consistent and detailed
computational model. The case of the two different charged reaction products and the
then separate stopping power mechanisms have now been elaborated. A rough result
is that the proton component of the reaction changed the ignition conditions by about
10-20%. This may confirm that the estimations of other authors ignoring the correct
two component self-heating mechanisms are not too far from reality.
Here, however, we have the unrestricted result without any approximation of
the two branch stopping power mechanisms for the protons and for the alphas as reaction products. From a plot of the fusion gains for various input energies for constant
uncompressed initial volume, we see parabolic plots similar to the case of D-T for
low gains where only adiabatic expansion and simple fusion burn occur without
ignition.
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FIG. 2. Energy dependence of the fusion gain of the D-3He fusion reaction for initial pellet volumes
in the range 10~7-10~' cm3. The initial plasma density was chosen as 3.0 x 104 times solid state density. Reheat phenomena were taken into account for both protons and alpha particles. A temperaturetime analysis of the V — 10's cm3 case for selected initial energies is plotted in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. Time dependence of the temperature ofD-3He pellets of 3.0 X 104 times solid state density
and 1O'S cm3 initial volume with intake of the following energies: a: 60 MI, b: 80 Ml and c: 100 MI,
resulting in gains of 0.27, 190.2 and 164.1, respectively, with a fuel burn of 0.06%, 59.7% and 64.4%
and initial temperatures of 5.7, 7.7 and 9.6 keV.
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Since the density of 3He mixed with deuterium 1:1 is not available, it is considered as a reasonable approximation to use the density of D-T of 5.8 X 1022 cm"3
for the condensed matter state of the pellets before compression. From the plots of
the parabolas we derived a breakeven energy of 1.25 X 103 J and an optimum temperature for (ignitionless) burn of 51 keV, including self-heating and reabsorption of
bremsstrahlung. One should take into account that at the then very large volumes,
self-heating is rather effective compared with optimum temperatures without
self-heating.
What is a little surprising is the result that the deviation of the gain law from
the cubic root dependence on the input energy for simple burn, Eq. (1), shows a
superlinear deviation even at gains around only one. This is remarkable in showing
the beginning of volume ignition at such low gains of one, while volume ignition in
the case of D-T appeared only at gains above 8-10, which means 500 times higher
input energy in relation to the two systems.
The gain result for compression to 3 x 104 times solid state density for D- 3 He
is shown in Fig. 2 for initial volumes of lO^-lO" 1 cm3. The rather strong jump of
the gain indicates volume ignition. However, there is a minimum (a 'nose') in the
plot for smaller volumes, which might be understood from the two component stopping powers; a more detailed analysis of D- 3 He fusion will follow in a future publication. This 'nose' vanishes at higher volumes. It is remarkable that gains of a few
hundred with ignition temperatures of only 7 keV can be reached with an input energy
below a few gigajoules. The typical ignition process, as in Fig. 1 for p - n B , is
shown in Fig. 3 with plots of the time dependence of the temperature. Further studies
on optimizing the conditions are under way.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Since D-T fusion with laser irradiated pellets has, from a physical viewpoint,
proved that a technology for a reactor producing energy at costs comparable to those
of light water reactors can be established within about ten years if a crash programme
is initiated, this technology would lead, in a later state with improved conditions, to
the use of neutron lean energy production from D- 3 He and probably within the following 80 years to the use of the neutron free p - " B reaction with low heat pollution. If one classifies burning coal as being free of radioactivity, then the volume
ignition reaction p - u B is also free of radioactivity. It is essential [1] that this clean
energy production be possible at costs much lower than those of light water reactors.
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Abstract
DYNAMICS OF ALPHA PARTICLES IN MAGNETICALLY INSULATED, INERTIALLY
CONFINED PLASMAS.
The dynamics of alpha particles in magnetically insulated, inertially confined plasmas is studied
by calculating the average energy of an escaping alpha, the fraction of fusion alphas remaining in the
hot core and the effect of these quantities on the time behaviour of plasma density, temperature and
radius throughout the burn.

In a recent publication [1] we examined the reactor potential of the Magnetically
Insulated Inertial Confinement Fusion (MICF) concept [2] by using a quasi-onedimensional set of time dependent conservation equations for the various regions that
make up the target. In obtaining these results, we assumed that the (fast) alpha
particles generated by the deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion reactions remained totally
in the hot plasma core, where they eventually joined the thermal alpha population.
They were not allowed to diffuse across the magnetic field into the cold plasma
region, the 'halo', on the assumption that the thermalization time was significantly
shorter than the diffusion time. A quick examination of the range and Larmor radius
of a typical fast alpha particle in a plasma with parameters characteristic of MICF
reveals that complete containment of these energetic particles in the hot core may not
be justified, and the Q (energy multiplication factor) value may correspondingly be
affected. A comprehensive examination and assessment of this problem requires
detailed, self-consistent modification of the time dependent equations that characterize the system. A reasonable evaluation of this phenomenon, however, can be made
by calculating the average energy of an escaping alpha, the fraction of fusion alphas
remaining in the hot core and the effect of these quantities on the temporal behaviour
of plasma density, temperature and radius over the duration of the burn. This paper
deals with the results of such an investigation.
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We start with the familiar slowing-down equation [3, 4], valid as long as the
speed of the alpha is much higher than that of the plasma ions:

dt
where
Ce = (2.0 x 10-12)

^

Q = (9.12 x 10"10) —
with Ne, Nj being the electron and ion densities in cm"3, respectively, Te the electron temperature, E the alpha energy in keV and Hi; the plasma ion mass in amu. If
we neglect the ion term (i.e. set Q = 0) in Eq. (1), we obtain a simple equation
relating the alpha energy E to the distance I travelled in the plasma:
E = [E<5/2 - Gfl2

(2)

where Eo is the initial (birth) energy and
= (2.285 X 10-">) ^ p

(3)

with n^ the alpha particle mass in amu. Producing an analytic formula for non-zero
C; appears impossible. We can, however, obtain an approximate formula which
incorporates ion effects by adding two ion dependent terms to Eq. (2):
= [E 0 l/2 - Gi]2 - 2m - Ff

(4)

It is possible to obtain a rather complicated formula for C(E) from Eq. (1):

Gp

p [Eo1'2 - E1'2]

VT
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We can also solve Eq. (4) for
(Ep1/2G + H) - V(H2 + 2Ej /2 GH + E0F) + (G2 - F)E

Taking the first two derivatives of I with respect to E for both Eqs (5) and (6) and
setting the first two derivatives of Eq. (5) equal to those of Eq. (6), we find that

(7)

H = 4r
F - O W

+ zW

<*

)

(8)

p = (Ce/Ci)1/3

(9)

By setting E = 0 in Eq. (5) or (6), we obtain a formula for the maximum range of
the fusion alpha particle. The result obtained by setting E = 0 in Eq. (5) is the
'exact' result since the approximations used in obtaining Eq. (1) were minimal, and
Eq. (5) follows directly from Eq. (1). The result from setting E = 0 in Eq. (6) is
only approximate, but provides a measure of the error inolved in using Eq. (4). The
range given by Eq. (6) agrees quite well with that found from Eq. (5), and also with
the range found by using a formula given by Fraley et al. [5], when Te is less than
10 keV. The error becomes larger as Te approaches 100 keV, where ion effects are
stronger. We, of course, are not offering Eq. (6) as a useful formula for £(E), but
rather are interested in using Eq. (4), since Eq. (5) cannot be inverted to give an
analytic value for E(f).
If we assume that the probability of alpha birth in the hot plasma sphere is uniform, and that the alpha travels in a straight line until it reaches the outer surface of
the sphere (the plasma pressure in MICF effectively excludes the magnetic field from
the hot core), then the average energy Ex of a fusion alpha escaping from a sphere
of radius R can be written as

sin d r

H

For a fusion event ocurring at a radius r from the centre of the sphere, the alpha's
path t makes an angle 6 with respect to the vector i*. The relationship between t and
6 is found from the law of cosines to be

RZ = r2 + I2 + 2rfcos0

(11)
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Substituting from Eq. (4) and carrying out the indicated integrations after performing
the needed geometric relations, we find
Ex =

3

4R2E0 - 4R2 (GE01/2 + H) U + \
I

+ — (GE<j/2 + H) U 3 - — (G2 - F) U 4

(4R2G2 - 4R 2 F - Eo) U 2
3
(12)

where U is equal to 2R when 4,ax ^ 2R, and is equal to 4u« when 4iax < 2R. The
quantity 4iax is the distance required to slow the alpha to zero energy and can be
computed from Eq. (4) as
_
W -

GEj72 + H - VH2 + 2GE(j/2H + FE 0
r-22 _ u
G

(13)

Clearly, allowing the alpha particle to slow to zero energy violates Eq. (1), but for
simplicity we allow that to happen only in calculating Eq. (13), knowing that the
results will not be drastically affected.
Since the slowing-down process is probabilistic, the actual energies of escaping
alphas will have some distribution about Ex. If all fast alphas escaped with the same
energy Ex, we would have no thermal alpha population in the hot plasma core,
while an energy Eo — Ex per fast alpha would be deposited in that region. Instead,
we assume that a fraction F a = 1 - Ex/E0 of the fusion alphas remains in the core
and thermalizes from Eo, while the remainder escapes without losing any energy in
the core. This assumption may not give the true number of thermal alphas, but it does
provide the correct amount of energy deposition in the core. Using this approach
as a basis, we have applied it to a standard MICF case for which our previous
calculations had assumed that all fast alphas were contained in the core. The case in
question is characterized by an input energy of 3.16 MJ; an initial fuel density of
5 X 1021 cm"3; an initial temperature of 15 keV; an initial core radius of 0.25 cm;
a halo radius of 0.30 cm; an outer pellet radius of 1.00 cm; and a magnetic field
of 1 MG.
Figure 1 shows the standard case with no fast alpha escape, where the Q value
reaches a maximum of 386, with most of the gain occurring near 10 ns, where the
core radius is minimum and the core density is maximum. If we now assume that all
fusion alphas escaping from the hot core deposit their entire energy in the 'halo'
region, the gain Q becomes about 320 as depicted in Fig. 2. We see that in the crucial
period from 2 to 10 ns, the fraction of contained alphas, F a , is approximately 0.25,
because of low values of the temperature T e and high values of the density N e . The
reduction in direct alpha heating of the central plasma is offset by an increased compression of the central core. This increase in compression results from the smaller
internal pressure of hot alphas, plus an increased back pressure from the halo which
is heated by the escaping alpha particles.
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Introduction
I have been asked to address you today on the subject of the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor activity. The activity is known by the acronym I. T. E. R. which is
pronounced as the ancient Latin word iter, meaning "the way". It was the latin meaning that
led to the title of this paper, ITER ad Astra,
the way to the stars. I felt that this
particular association of words to be appropriate for two reasons. At its inception, the aim
of the ITER activity was the design of an experiment to release the energy of the stars. We
believe that this has been accomplished and as a result mankind is one step closer to the
physical essence of the stars. However, as we pursued this goal, we found that the ITER
activity was also pioneering a new and effective way of international collaboration. New
ways of cooperation are needed today to address an increasing number of global scale
problems.... problems which must be solved collectively if human aspirations are to be met.
We have learned a great deal from the ITER experience which may be of help in working
more effectively to solve these global problems. If so, ITER would indeed be a step on the
way to the stars in a much broader sense. I will deal with both of these aspects of ITER in
this paper.
The ITER Way of Collaboration
First, I will address the way in which the ITER activity has been conducted. Hopefully, this
will serve to isolate those elements that were crucial to its success (Figure 1). You will
recall that ITER is a collaboration between the European Community, Japan, the Soviet
Union and the United States under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency.
Unlike many other technical activities that involve international participants the ITER
activity did not originate from one of the participants. ITER was defined through the equal
participation of representatives of the four Parties. This process of mutual creation allowed
the Parties to clearly identify their own interest with the success of the common activity.
It also encouraged them to provide whatever was needed to attain that success with
minimum subsequent negotiation.
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REPRESENTATIVES OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, JAPAN, THE
SOVIET UNION AND THE UNITED STATES:
o PARTICIPATED EQUALLY IN THE DEFINITION OF THE ITER
ACTIVITY
o FORMED THE ITER COUNCIL WITH MEMBERS AT BOTH
THE PROGRAM AND THE POLICY LEVEL
o ELECTED A NEUTRAL COUNCIL CHAIRPERSON TO ANTICIPATE
ISSUES AND BUILD CONSENSUS
o ESTABLISHED A WAYS AND MEANS WORKING PARTY TO BUILD
COMMON VIEWPOINTS ON QUESTIONS IN NEW AREAS
o PROVIDED EXCELLENT MANAGERS, SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
TO LEAD AND PERFORM THE TECHNICAL WORK
o CREATED AN INDEPENDENT, MULTIDISCIPLINARY TECHNICAL
BODY TO REVIEW ACTIVITIES AND ADVISE THE COUNCIL

FIG. 1. ITER has explored a new way of collaboration on problems of global importance.

The Parties established the ITER Council(IC) as a mechanism for governing the activity and
coming to decisions. The Council had the unique feature that it had two members from
each Party, one at the national policy level and one at the technical program level. This
dual level of representation provided the technical expertise to deal with the substance of
the joint activity as well as the perspective to pursue the activity in ways consistent with the
broader interests of the Parties. Because equality of costs and benefits was essential to the
interests of the Parties, it followed that all decisions of the Council had to be arrived at by
consensus.
The potentially difficult matter of governing a $200 M, geographically dispersed technical
activity on the basis of consensus was greatly eased by the common interest of all Parties
in the success of the activity. However, the problem was really resolved on a practical level
by two key organizational decisions. The first was for the Parties to elect a permanent
Chairperson of the Council. This was done to assure continuity. However, it had an
unanticipated result. This decision, in effect, removed the Chair from his national
delegation. This caused the Chair to work as if he were a neutral ITER party
anticipating issues and taking steps to build consensus in the interest of the common
enterprise. The second key decision was for the Council to establish a Ways and Means
Working Party. This group served, under the able leadership of its Chairman Dr. Michael
Roberts, to build common viewpoints on questions which had not previously been explored
in common by the Parties. The Ways and Means Working Party was able to develop the
administrative and organizational aspects of the next phase of ITER in terms which were
mutually understandable to the Parties and which took full cognisance of each Party's
interests. The work of the Ways and Means group also built consensus among the Council
members. It enabled the Council to develop a common view on many matters and to advise
the political authorities as to the appropriate next steps in the ITER activity.
There were two other factors which contributed to the success of ITER. First, the Parties
provided excellent managers, scientists and engineers, who were selected on the basis of
individual competence, to carry out the work of the activity. This assured excellent technical
leadership in the ITER Management Committee(IMC) and allowed the IMC to select the
high quality team that was vital to the technical success of the activity. Second, the Parties
created the ITER Science and Technology Advisory Committee(ISTAC), which was an
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independent, multi-disciplinary, technical body charged to review activities and to advise the
Council. The ISTAC provided a valuable perspective to the IMC in directing their own
work and, also, allowed the Council to base its decisions on all of the technical
considerations.
In my view, the above are the most important factors which constitute the ITER way of
collaboration. Judging by the success of the activity it is a very effective way. The
mechanisms created for ITER have served to combine the best human and technological
resources of the European Community,' Japan, the Soviet Union and the United States in
a very effective manner.
The Product of the ITER Conceptual Design Activity
I will now turn to the technical accomplishments which the ITER activity has produced
(Figure 2). Under the direction of the IMC which is Chaired by Dr. Ken Tomabechi, the
ITER activity has produced a conceptual design and performed extensive R&D on the
physics and the technology needed to support the design. It has defined a long term R&D
program which will be needed to support future stages of ITER and identified ways of
sharing these tasks among the four ITER Parties. Finally, it has produced a cost and
schedule for an ITER project. This technical work has been reviewed by the ITER Science
and Technology Advisory Committee (ISTAC) which is Chaired by Academician Boris
Kadomtsev. On the basis of the work presented by the IMC and the reviews of ISTAC, the
Council believes that the ITER activity has achieved its goals as defined in the Terms of
Reference and, moreover, has achieved them well.
In fact, the ITER activity has accomplished more than was anticipated at its inception.
Many research activities were initiated to provide the scientific and technical information
to support the conceptual design. Over one hundred scientific investigations on almost all
of the world's tokamaks have served to focus and coordinate the tokamak scientific programs
of the four ITER Parties. Similarly, nearly one hundred million dollars of ITER supporting
technology has invigorated the world's fusion technology programs. In the future over seven
hundred activities involving fifty physics research groups are planned as well as a great many
more technology programs.
I think it is not fanciful to say that ITER has created the nucleus of a true World Fusion
Program. Such a unified program has been advocated and sought by many of the great men
in our field. Many believe, and I among them, that ITER is the most critical element in

THE ITER ACTIVITY HAS:
o PRODUCED A HIGH QUALITY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
o PERFORMED EXTENSIVE SUPPORTING PHYSICS AND
TECHNOLOGY R&D
° IDENTIFIED ELEMENTS OF A LONG TERM R&D PROGRAM
WHICH COULD BE SHARED AMONG THE FOUR ITER PARTIES
° PRODUCED A COST AND SCHEDULE FOR AN ITER PROJECT
o PRODUCED THE IMPORTANT NON-TECHNICAL INFORMATION
REQUIRED TO ENTER THE NEXT PHASE OF THE ACTIVITY

FIG. 2. ITER has been a successful technical activity.
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reaching the goal of fusion power. However, we must remember that ITER is not sufficient
unto itself. If the ITER activity can continue to accelerate the formation of a World Fusion
Program, it will help to assure, not just its own success, but the development of an optimized
fusion energy system which may be vital to achieving sustainable global development. I will
develop this aspect of the accomplishment of ITER a bit further later in this paper.
As for the direct technical accomplishments of ITER, all of the technical work as well as
a summary of the 1STAC reviews, will be presented in a series of twenty eight papers at this
conference. I will only present a few of the salient conclusions. First, ITER is a large
experiment. In order to meet its objectives within both known physics constraints and
prudent engineering practice, the ITER device will require a plasma with a minor radius of
2.15 meters and a major radius of six meters. Second, ITER is a powerful fusion
experiment. The plasma should produce over a giga watt of fusion power. Third, ITER
will play a unique role in developing fusion technology. The device is designed to support
a blanket testing program which is intended to demonstrate the potential performance,
safety and environmental attractiveness of a fusion reactor. The initial ITER blanket is
designed to breed 80 to 90% of the required tritium as well as to provide access for testing
more advanced fusion reactor blanket modules at a neutron fluence of over 1 MWa/m 2 .
Finally, the ITER activity will require an unprecedented degree of international
collaboration. The construction of the ITER is estimated to cost $4.9 B. Before
construction begins, it will take about five years to conduct the required R&D and to
complete the necessary engineering design. It will then take about seven years for
construction. After construction, the research program on fusion physics and reactor
technology is envisioned to last an additional period of up to fourteen years.
By any of these measures, the ITER will not be a minor undertaking. Consequently, the
ITER Council assured that, in addition to the technical work, the Conceptual Design activity
would address the many issues associated with conducting the entire twenty eight year ITER
program as an international activity. This information has been provided to the Parties to
prepare them for a decision on entering the next phase of the activity. Both the Ways and
Means Working Party and the IMC played a creative and vital role in providing this
information. I believe that this product of their efforts is one of the most important results
of the ITER activity.
Another product of the ITER activity is the careful and extensive review of its results. The
Council recognized that one of the key factors in sustaining an international enterprise of
such magnitude is maintaining the support of the broader scientific community.
Consequently, from the initiation of the ITER activity, the Council planned that this meeting
of the world's fusion community serve as an important part of the technical review process.
ITER could represent the centerpiece of the future world's fusion program. Consequently,
your understanding, acceptance and support is a vital factor in coming to a decision to
proceed. During the CDA the Council endeavored to ensure that ITER represents the best
of the world's fusion science and technology. We did this by involving almost one thousand
of the world's foremost fusion experts
within the activity itself, through technical
workshops or as technical reviewers. However, your opinions and insights can help to refine
the concept as it progresses into its next stage of development. The ITER Secretariat, in
the person of Mr. Paul Haubenreich, will be pleased to accept all written technical
comments for the Council, the Management Committee or the ISTAC. If a decision is
made to proceed, ITER could be the first global project. If ITER proceeds as a global
project, its success will hinge on maintaining the openness to all viewpoints and the patient
building of consensus that has marked the present ITER process.
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THE ENGINEERING DESIGN ACTIVITY IS TO PROVIDE THE PARTIES
WITH THE INFORMATION NEEDED FOR A DECISION TO
SITE AND BUILD ITER, INCLUDING:
o A BUILDABLE DESIGN AND SCALABLE PROTOTYPES
o THE SUPPORTING PHYSICS, TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
DATA BASE
o A SAFETY ANALYSIS AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
o AN ASSESSMENT OF SITING ISSUES
° COST AND MANPOWER PROJECTIONS
o SPECIFICATIONS OF LONG LEAD ITEMS
°

PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES AND THE WORK BREAKDOWN

FIG. 3. ITER has defined the engineering design activity as the appropriate next step.

The Future of the ITER Activity
I will now discuss the recent events that have set the stage for a continuation of the ITER
activity (Figure 3) and some of the factors which bear on the decision to proceed. In April
of this year, after reviewing the progress of the IMC, the Report of the Ways and Means
Working Party and the Report of the ISTAC, the Council concluded that the ITER CDA
would accomplish its objectives. The ITER Council then reported the progress of the
activity to the Parties and informed them that the appropriate next step would be the
initiation of an Engineering Design Activity(EDA). The Council defined the EDA to
include many other activities in addition to preparation of a design which could be
implemented as a construction project. The scope of the EDA includes preparation of the
physics, technology and engineering data base including scalable prototypes, the safety
analysis and environmental impact statement, an assessment of sites, the cost and manpower,
the specifications for long lead items, and finally the procurement procedures and work
breakdown structure. In sum, the EDA is intended to bring the ITER activity to the point
of starting construction upon receipt from the Parties of a decision to proceed.
The Council also concluded that the considerable momentum of the ITER "activity should
be maintained if at all possible. It therefore advised the Parties that it would be useful to
begin discussions in the near future with a view toward negotiations on entering the EDA
phase (Figure 4). The Parties considered the Council's advice and each conducted an
internal review of the ITER activity. All these independent reviews were favorable and the
Parties agreed to meet in Vienna this July to begin the discussions. At the first meeting of
the Quadripartite Exploratory Discussions group(QED) it became apparent that all the
Parties were positively inclined toward further collaboration and, furthermore, that they all
held very similar viewpoints on the critical issues which would have to be negotiated to
conclude an Agreement on the EDA. A Working Group was established to further develop
the issues. In the ensuing months the QED Working Group, under the Chairmanship of Dr.
Michael Roberts, has consolidated the common elements of a possible EDA agreement for
discussion by the QED this coming week. There appear to be only minor differences of
view among the Parties, all of which could be resolved in a future negotiation. At this point
it appears that all Parties are moving toward that negotiation and it is possible that an ITER
EDA could start with minimum delay after the conclusion of the CDA. However, a positive
decision is not a foregone conclusion nor will initiation of the EDA assure that ITER will
be constructed.
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THE ITER COUNCIL HAS INFORMED THE PARTIES THAT
THE EDA IS THE APPROPRIATE NEXT STEP
THE PARTIES AGREED TO BEGIN DISCUSSIONS WITH A VIEW
TOWARD NEGOTIATIONS ON ENTERING AN EDA
THE PARTIES HAVE EACH REVIEWED THE ITER ACTIVITY AND
REACHED POSITIVE CONCLUSIONS
THE QUADRIPARTITE EXPLORATORY DISCUSSION GROUP (QED)
IS FAVORABLE TOWARD SEEKING A NEGOTIATING MANDATE
COMMON TEXT OF A POSSIBLE EDA AGREEMENT HAS BEEN
PREPARED FOR DISCUSSION

FIG. 4. ITER might be the start of the first global project.

To be sure, there are a number of reasons to move forward with the EDA. The decision
to start the ITER EDA will benefit all of the Parties since they each have concluded that
an experiment like ITER is vital to the success of their programs. In addition, the ITER
CDA has demonstrated that, contrary to previous concerns over the inefficiency of
international collaboration, it is possible to achieve essentially four times the progress for
one fourth the cost. Then too, progress toward a World Fusion Program should also be
accelerated in view of the coordinating effect of the ITER activity that I have discussed
above. Finally, although the total cost of the EDA is significant, the annual cost will still
be a small fraction of the Parties' current programs.
Nevertheless, the future of ITER depends on more than the EDA decision. The ITER for
which the EDA is the final preparatory step is a $4.9 Billion dollar international project.
Construction and the supporting research will require a large fraction of the Parties' current
fusion programs. Maintaining or expanding the research which is required in parallel with
ITER would require expansion of some of those programs. Moreover, the construction and
operation of ITER will require the participation of thousands of the world's most skilled
engineers and scientists for two decades and an unprecedented commitment of the Parties
to a common endeavor.
If the EDA proceeds as planned, the decision to construct ITER will be before the Parties
within. five years. The commitment and the magnitude of resources required to construct
ITER are such that in making that decision, the Parties will be very aware that they are
making a choice amongst other valuable uses of these resources. Consequently, they will
require answers to some very fundamental questions. These questions will not focus on
issues most important to scientists .... questions such as whether ITER represents their
personal view of the best design. These issues will certainly be reviewed .... as they have
been in the CDA.... in order to establish that ITER will accomplish its purposes. However,
the key questions of concern to the Parties will focus on whether ITER will serve their
broader purpose. These questions will concern the timing and the value of fusion to the
future of the Parties and the other nations of the world. As a first question the Parties may
rightly ask; Will the ITER activity allow fusion energy be developed in time to contribute
to global development?
The answer to that first question lies mostly, although not entirely, within the purview of the
world's fusion community. Nearly seven years ago the Fusion Working Group of the OECD
Economic Summit identified the six elements of a world fusion program that would lead to
fusion power: Basic Physics, Burning Plasma Physics, an Engineering Test Reactor, Base
Technology, and Materials Development (Figure 5). ITER has been developed to serve as
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the Engineering Test Reactor which is the logical centerpiece of this program. If, as the
U.S. Secretary of Energy Admiral Watkins has said, "it is time to stop acting as if (fusion)
were a never-ending research program"1, these elements of a world fusion program must
all be developed on a coordinated schedule.
The CDA has prepared a definite schedule on which the Engineering Test Reactor element
of the world fusion program might be accomplished. But that alone is not sufficient. ITER
may be the centerpiece but a schedule for the rest of the World Fusion Program needs
to be developed to demonstrate the reality of the overall timetable for fusion development.
That much of the answer to the question lies with you, the world fusion community and it
is most important that it is broadly understood, accepted and supported. A fusion
community divided by individual or institutional ambitions disguised as technical
disagreement will assure that fusion is not available on any time-scale.
However, even with a united fusion community, the answer to the question of whether
fusion will be in time must come from a larger community. The complete answer depends
on the rate of global development and the demand for energy. Fortunately, there is
increasing attention being paid by this wider community to the economic, energy and
environmental aspects of global development. Last month the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change(IPCC) completed its report to the United Nations Environment Program
and the World Meteorological Organization. The report discusses the important concerns
raised by the possibility of global climate change caused by human actions which augment
the greenhouse effect. The results of this analysis have important implications for fusion.
The vision of the future underlying this report provides for the first time a widely accepted
context within which to consider the value of fusion.
In order to estimate future greenhouse gas emissions from energy use, a multi-nation
subgroup of the IPCC developed scenarios of future economic and energy development.

GLOBAL ENERGY DEMAND
2500
EJ/a.

IPCC "business as
usual" scenario

1975^

Operation
Construction BB
EDA • • • •
CDAB

1990

2000

2010

ITER SCHEDULE

FIG. 6. Comparison of estimates of future energy demand with estimates of the schedule for fusion
development.
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The scenarios encompassed a "business as usual" future as well as futures in which stringent
measures are taken to reduce fossil fuel use. These scenarios, which were worked out using
a version of the Battelle Global Energy/Economic Model, provide a reasonable estimate
of the magnitude and time-scale of the demand for energy over the next hundred and ten
years. The answer to the question "Will fusion be in time" lies in comparison of estimates
of future energy demand such as these with estimates of the schedule for fusion
development (Figure 6) .
If a World Fusion Program as envisioned by the OECD Fusion Working Group were
successfully completed on the ITER schedule, a fusion Demonstration Reactor could
operate toward the end of the first quarter of the next century. Since it is apparent that
considerable growth in energy demand will take place beyond this point fusion could be
considered to be "in time", at least in a general sense. However, it is apparent that any
significant delay in the ITER schedule would begin to reduce the significance of fusion as
a factor in the world's energy future and, consequently, the motivation for completing the
development of fusion.
Of course, even if ITER is on the critical path to creating a timely fusion energy option, the
importance of this option will also be measured by how it contributes to "producing
sustainable development
an economy adequate for human needs within a sound
environment. This leads to the second fundamental question that will bear on the decision
to proceed with the construction of ITER. Even if the fusion option were available, would
it make any real difference? The answer to this question lies in an understanding of the
characteristics of the world as it might develop in the future. I will spend the next few
minutes discussing what we know about the role of fusion in the larger global context.

The Role of Fusion in a Global Context
First, I would like to orient you to the major factors, such as population growth (Figure 7),
that will drive changes in the future world. The Battelle Global Energy/Economic Model 2
which underlies the IPCC Report cannot predict the future but it can be used to provide a
consistent picture of the future world that results from likely scenarios. The Model uses
economic principles to balance the supply of energy from all sources with the demand
generated by the developing world economy in nine geographical regions until the year 2100
A.D. A variety of future scenarios have been examined and the likelihood of these
scenarios has been estimated from a Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis 3 . This analysis has
been performed using the distribution of input parameters derived from a wide range of
experts in economics, demography and energy technology. For example, the IPCC "business
as usual" scenario would fall close to the 50 th percentile of scenarios. The picture that
emerges from this work is that the future is likely to contain a crowded, prosperous world
with a large energy demand but a world struggling with serious environmental problems.
In order to assess the possible role of fusion, let us look at the IPCC "business as usual"
world at the turn of the century, one hundred and ten years from now. If this seems to be
very far in the future consider that the technology options which could shape this world must
be developed in the next thirty to forty years and that the decisions to use these options will
be taken by our own children. By 2100 A.D. demographers find that the world population
could stabilize at over eleven billion people, with a significant shift among regions. At the
same time the Battelle model indicates that, even with the modest productivity increases
which have characterized the developing world in recent years, the per capita Gross
National Product of the world could increase significantly. The Model indicates that the
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region with the lowest GNP per capita in 2100 A.D. could equal that of the OECD in 1975
(Figure 8). This is not an unreasonable result considering that the OECD nations grew to
their present level of prosperity at a similar average rate of growth over the last hundred
years. Development is a slow, incremental process but it does increment!
The combined effect of population and economic growth lead to
some would say require
.... a pronounced growth in the demand for energy. This result occurs in spite of the use of
an exogenous rate of energy efficiency improvement approaching the maximum historical
rate and the additional price induced conservation which is included in the model. Not
withstanding a roughly four times improvement in exogenous energy efficiency, the large
increase in demand for energy forces the price of energy to rise. The model shows profound
shifts in the market share of different energy sources over the century in response to these
increasing prices. The model also shows that the per capita demand for energy in the nine
regions is between one and three times that of the OECD in 1975 (Figure 9).
In particular, as prosperity increases the demand for electricity and, consequently, the price
of electricity increases. One might ask what role might be played by fusion in supplying this
electricity and what would its value be. The answer is, of course, dependent on the cost of
fusion, when it might be available and how competitive fusion energy might be within the
changing mix of energy sources during the next century. The fusion program can provide
information on cost and timing but the Model is necessary to determine the real value of
fusion in the context of the future world.
Since the growth of the economy is dependent to some extent on the price of energy, the
Model can indicate the value of a particular technology, such as fusion, by the effect on
energy prices, and the resultant effect on economic growth, of possessing that particular
technological option. If the fusion option where to be demonstrated on the ITER schedule...
let us say by 2025 A.D
it is reasonable to assume that it might be fully developed by
2050. We could then estimate the lower end of the range of fusion reactor costs by using
the "optimized" fusion reactor described in the work of Environment, Safety and Economics
Committee of the U.S. Department of Energy 4 . On the other hand, the upper end of the
range of fusion costs might be set by assuming that no improvement takes place in the next
sixty years other than the successful demonstration of what we believe can be accomplished
on ITER. Under this pessimistic assumption, a high fusion cost could be taken from the
analysis of an "ITER" reactor by a team from several U.S. national laboratories. 5 Using this
cost information, fusion can be included with the technologies which compete for the market
within the Battelle Global Energy/Economic Model. The model output shows how much
of the global energy market could be captured by fusion, which energy sources are displaced
and how the fusion option could affect the price of energy. By comparing these results with
the IPCC "business as usual" as well as other scenarios one can estimate just how much of
a difference the fusion option could make
in both economic and environmental terms.
Such comparisons have been made as part of the Battelle Global Studies Program. The
overall purpose of this program is to gain a comprehensive understanding of the future
world energy system and its global environmental consequences so as to better inform policy
makers on near term issues which should be considered in the global context. Fusion energy
must been studied in just this context. The results indicate that an "optimized" fusion
reactor could capture close to thirty percent of the "business as usual" world electricity
market by the end of the next century (Figure 10). Furthermore, the 1990 present value of
the increases in global GNP which are due to fusion could amount to $1.4 trillion dollars.
Interestingly enough, over 60% of this gain is experienced by the world outside of the ITER
Parties, although these Parties would also benefit and have the opportunity to supply the
large international market for fusion reactors (Figure 11). Obviously, the present value of
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FIG. 12. Fusion benefits. Light shading: ITER; dark shading: ESECOM reactor (Battelle Global
Energy/Economic Model — 2100).

the change in GNP due to the higher priced "ITER" reactor is less. However, the $233
billion dollar gain still amounts to nearly ten times the development cost of fusion. This
latter cost is estimated by taking the present value of the projected costs of the world fusion
program over the next thirty years.
Of course, as noted above, economic models
no matter how sophisticated
can not
predict the future. The best that can be hoped for is to obtain a consistent and disciplined
estimate of the consequences of developing certain technological options and of making
particular policy decisions. A case in point is the very serious energy policy debate which
is occurring at the present time to determine the appropriate response to the accumulation
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Policy proposals range from "wait and see" to
"stabilize carbon emissions through a global carbon tax". The latter policy option would
seriously change the mix of energy technologies and global economics in the next century.
In particular, the present value of fusion in terms of additional global GNP would triple for
both the "ITER" or the "optimized" fusion reactor scenarios.
However, there are more direct environmental benefits to fusion in a future world which
decides to reduce carbon emissions. Under either the "business as usual" or the "carbon tax"
scenario by the year 2100 an optimized fusion reactor could reduce carbon emissions by
30%-40% per year (Figure 12). Furthermore, the availability of a fusion option within the
mix of energy technologies in the latter half of the next century could help to avoid other
environmental problems which might arise from efforts to avoid global climate change. For
example, the Model indicates that in the "global carbon tax" scenario massive areas of
Africa, South America, the Soviet Union and Canada would be required for short rotation
biomass plantations.... up to 30% of the total productive land in some tropical areas and up
to 20% in temperate zones. Providing the biomass to satisfy solid, liquid and gaseous fuel
demands in this scenario would result in massive environmental change. The availability of
an "optimized" fusion option could minimize these environmental changes by reducing the
land required for biomass by 34 to 52%.
Conclusion
It appears that in a variety of scenarios fusion could indeed make a difference to the future
world (Figure 13). The difficult problem of achieving economic growth within a healthy
environment would appear to be easier with fusion than without. To be sure the Battelle
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Global Energy/Economic Model indicates that neither fusion nor any other energy
technology is the total solution to any of the real problems of the future. However, it does
appear that fusion adds a badly needed
perhaps essential
flexibility to whatever
policies might be adopted to deal with the looming environmental problems caused by
global development. But fusion, and other new energy technologies, will only be available
in time if their development is pursued now.
For fusion, ITER offers one way to that future development on a global basisConsidering the serious and difficult problem of achieving environmentally sound economic
development for our children, I would be delighted if there were a simpler and faster
technical approach to the development of fusion than through ITER and a World Fusion
Program. Unfortunately, in fusion as in so many really difficult and worthwhile ventures
there does not seem to be an easy way. Considering the difficulties of convincing the four
Parties to establish the unprecedented commitment needed for ITER, I wish for that ideal
world in which one of the Parties would take up the challenge and provide the resources to
finish the fusion program. Unfortunately, I can not believe that this is a realistic hope. We
have had too much experience with the short sightedness that has led to cutbacks in
domestic energy development in most of the advanced countries over the last decade. ITER
represents an opportunity to share both costs and risks and is a better fit to the priority
presently accorded energy development. Ironically, it may be the extraordinary challenge
of international collaboration in ITER that will generate the vision needed to succeed.
I have tried to emphasize that ITER should be accomplished within a robust World Fusion
Program. Considering fusion within the global energy/economic context reveals that the
ability of fusion to make a difference increases with its level of development beyond ITER.
But, here too, ITER can make a vital difference by providing the focus and motivation to
the world's governments to provide support for that broader program. Consequently, I
believe the ITER way of collaboration is necessary ....necessary to solve the technical
problems of fusion power
and necessary to solve them in time to contribute to
development of the world's economy and to preservation of the global environment.
However, ITER is only an opportunity to achieve the goal of fusion. ITER has received an
enormous degree of support from the world community to this point. This support will need
to be strengthened and broadened in the future for it is sure to be tested. In the real world,
choices will need to be made to proceed with ITER. More choices will need to be made
to create a well integrated World Fusion Program. Your support will really be needed when
compromises must be made for the success of the common enterprise. The members of the
ITER Council have struggled with difficult compromises and will face more difficult ones
should ITER proceed. Many others with responsibility for the world's fusion programs have
also had to confront, and will confront in the future, the reality of making difficult choices
in order make progress in the World Fusion Program. I ask you all to join them in thinking
seriously and with a global perspective about what is really important to achieving progress
toward fusion power. We will need a strong consensus and sense of direction if we are to
succeed in this difficult task.
In closing I would like to take the opportunity of thanking, on behalf of the Council, the
International Atomic Energy Agency and in particular Director General Hans Blix and Deputy
Director General Maurice Zifferero, for the support, encouragement and counseling that
the ITER activity has received. I would also like to thank the many men and women in
the Governments of the four Parties for their careful consideration of the many issues that
had to be resolved for their governments to reach a decision on ITER
and especially for
the vision that allowed them to see beyond the ordinary to the extraordinary possibilities
that ITER presents for humankind.
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Finally, as Chairman I wish to express my own appreciation to the members of- the ITER
Council. Their insight, creativity and diplomacy have served to weave a thread of common
purpose from all of the differences that have arisen in creating the ITER way. That thread
is as yet unbroken and I hope that it will lead in the future to the completion of that which
has been so well begun.
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ITER: CONCEPTUAL DESIGN.
The co-operative activities of the Conceptual Design Phase of the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) are expected to be completed by the end of 1990. The design of ITER
is based upon the scientific knowledge derived from the operation of dozens of tokamaks around the
world and upon technical know-how flowing from the extensive technology R&D programmes of the
four ITER Parties. In order to validate the technical basis and assumptions for the ITER design, R&D
work is conducted in both physics and technology. A single and consistent concept of ITER has been
developed, giving a tokamak machine with a 6.0 m major radius and a 2.15 m minor radius. In order
to achieve its objectives, ITER is envisaged to be operated in two phases, the Physics Phase and the
Technology Phase.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of the Conceptual Design Activities of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), conducted under the auspices of the IAEA
jointly by four Parties — Euratom, Japan, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the United States of America — is to develop an experimental fusion reactor to
demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility of fusion power. The ITER
'Terms of Reference' agreed upon by the four Parties constitute the basis of the cooperative activities.
Accordingly, the device is designed to achieve three major objectives: to
demonstrate controlled ignition and extended burn of D-T plasma, with steady state
as an ultimate goal; to demonstrate technologies essential to a reactor in an integrated
system; and to perform integrated testing of the high heat flux and nuclear components required to utilize fusion power.
The co-operative activities of the Conceptual Design Phase of ITER began in
April 1988 and are expected to be completed by the end of 1990. They include:
(a)

Design work involving the joint work of about ten experts from each Party for
a period of several months each year at the Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, in the Federal Republic of Germany;

* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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R&D work conducted in both physics and technology at the various laboratories
of the Parties, in order to validate the technical basis and assumptions of the
design.

Considerable design and analysis support is provided by staff at the Parties'
home sites; these efforts involve about 80-100 person-years for each Party during the
three year period of the Conceptual Design Activities.
The present paper presents a summary of the ITER Conceptual Design
Activities.
2.

DESIGN POLICY

The ITER design is based upon the scientific knowledge derived from the operation of dozens of tokamaks around the world over the past two decades and upon the
technical know-how flowing from the extensive technology R&D programmes of the
four ITER Parties. In fact, the fusion performance of plasma has been increased by
two orders of magnitude in the last five years, achieving plasma conditions close to
those needed in ITER. The fusion performance of ITER is now less than an order
of magnitude from the performance already demonstrated.
The large body of knowledge available to ITER has made it possible to specify
a concept which meets the technical objectives specified in the Terms of Reference
and provides a starting point for the Engineering Design of the device. It is natural
that some uncertainties remain, and complete resolutions should await the operation
of ITER itself, as benefits its purpose. Design policy, based on an aggressive and
multifaceted approach to risk reduction, has been to: (1) proceed essentially upon the
basis of actual performance reached in the present generation of tokamaks;
(2) provide the maximum machine performance and physics margin consistent with
prudent engineering practices and reasonable costs; (3) build in as much experimental and operational flexibility as practical in a machine the size of ITER;
(4) implement physics and technology R&D plans to validate the ITER design
concept.
3.

THE ITER MACHINE

The heart of the ITER facility thus designed is the tokamak shown in Fig. 1,
which has the following principal parameters:
Plasma major radius
Plasma minor radius
Elongation, 95% flux surface
Toroidal field on axis
Nominal plasma current
Nominal fusion power

6.0 m
2.15 m
2.0
4.85 T
22 MA
1 GW
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m
1 - Central solenoid

5 - Plasma exhaust

9 - First wall

2 - Shield/blanket

6 - Cryostat

10 - Divertor plates

3 - Plasma

7 - Poloidal field coils

4 - Vacuum vessel-shield

8 - Toroidal field coils
FIG. I. The ITER device.

It would appear that the essential objectives are achievable by operating within
the known limits on plasma stability. The energy confinement required to sustain an
ignited burn in ITER does not exceed a commonly achieved tokamak operating mode,
the 'H mode'. At a low concentration of ash, i.e. at an early stage of a discharge,
the energy confinement required for ignition is well below the H mode values.
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In order to validate the technical basis and assumptions for the ITER design,
R&D work is conducted in both physics and technology, in the various laboratories
of the Parties.
The physics R&D plan puts particular emphasis on reducing uncertainties in the
divertor performance and energy confinement, and avoiding disruptions. The main
categories of the technology R&D activities are superconducting magnets, plasma
facing components, nuclear blankets and shields, remote maintenance, fuelling systems, and heating and current drive systems.

4.

OPERATIONAL PROGRAMME

The three major research objectives of the ITER programme have been
described in Section 1 above.
ITER operation will be conducted in two phases: the Physics Phase, which will
be devoted primarily to physics experiments to meet the first objective; and the Technology Phase, which will focus mainly on technology testing to achieve the third
objective. However, there will be considerable overlap between the two phases and
common use of the same basic hardware. Success in ITER operation in itself will
mark a major milestone in the development of fusion energy, because all of the major
components of a reactor will have been successfully operated as an integrated reactor
system, meeting the second objective.
The Physics Phase will take about six years to complete. The total number of
pulses during the Physics Phase is expected to be approximately 15 000, which will
give a total first wall fluence of 0.05 MW-a/m 2 . Major objectives of the Physics
Phase include achieving sufficient energy confinement for ignition, control of the
burn evolution and helium buildup, and optimizing the performance of the plasma
facing components, i.e. the divertor and first wall. Extending the burn duration with
non-inductive current drive and minimizing the disruption frequency are also critical
subjects for study in preparing for the Technology Phase operation.
The Technology Phase will emphasize using ITER as a test facility for blanket
modules, tritium production, neutronics, advanced high heat flux plasma components, and materials. The extraction of high grade heat from reactor relevant test
modules will also be performed. A pulse length of about 2000 s has been predicted.
Much longer pulses should be possible, should full steady state operation prove feasible. Fluxes and fluences of 1 MW/m2 and 1 MW-a/m 2 , respectively, should be
achievable during the Technology Phase.

5. THE PROJECT IN THE FUTURE
An estimate indicates that in order to prepare for the initiation of ITER construction, about five years would be needed to complete the necessary technology,
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so that commencement of the Construction Phase should be foreseen to take place
in the mid-1990s.
Continued focus on physics R&D, using existing facilities, will minimize uncertainties and increase confidence in the ITER design assumptions. With modest additions to the existing technology R&D efforts by the Parties, sufficient demonstration
of prototype and proof of principle can be carried out by 1995. These R&D efforts
should provide a sound basis in 1995 for commitment to proceeding with the construction of ITER.
A preliminary cost and schedule estimate for the construction and operation of
ITER indicates that the total capital cost would amount to US $4.9 billion
($4.9 X 109), including the tokamak, $1.7 billion; tokamak auxiliaries,
$1.4 billion; buildings and plant auxiliaries, $0.8 billion; cost contingency,
$0.7 billion; assembly and transport, $0.3 billion; and the construction period would
be about seven years after the construction licence is granted. A possible overall time
schedule for the ITER project is given in Fig. 2.

6.

CONCLUSION

The unique features of the international co-operation of the ITER Conceptual
Design Activities can be summarized as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Participation of four major fusion programmes;
Approximately 400 person-years of design work;
Extensive joint work of about 40-60 professionals working for several months
each year at a site;
Strong supportive R&D, including work equivalent to about $120 million for
the technology area and various experiments conducted at almost all existing
tokamaks.

Thanks to the co-operative activities, a single and consistent concept of ITER
has been developed. The ITER machine thus developed represents a step which will
demonstrate the plasma physics as well as much of the technology of an electricity
producing fusion power plant. In doing so, it will bring the world to the threshold
of practical fusion energy.

DISCUSSION
L. J. PERKINS: The role of ITER must be considered in relation to future steps
in fusion, specifically the DEMO device. ITER has found it too risky to use low activation materials. That being so, will ITER provide sufficient data in time for a
DEMO to be safely constructed of low activation materials?
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K. TOMABECHI: We believe that the development of low activation
materials is very important if fusion is to fulfil its potential with regard to safety and
the environment. Although low activation materials can have only limited application
in the basic ITER device, we are giving a great deal of attention to their development
and expect them to be incorporated into ITER test modules.
This testing, when combined with information from materials testing facilities,
should provide a basis for the use of low activation materials in a DEMO.
H. KISHIMOTO: What do you think of the future prospects of fusion development after ITER?
K. TOMABECHI: I hope that ITER will be built and that it will be followed
by a fusion demonstration plant. It would also be very desirable that other devices
be built in parallel with, and in co-ordination with, the ITER programme. This would
provide a sound technical basis for the future.
R.J. GOLDSTON: In the transition from the CDA to the EDA, do you plan
to put together a conceptual design review by outside experts?
K. TOMABECHI: During the CDA, the design and R&D programme for
ITER were reviewed repeatedly by outside experts and by Dr. Kadomtsev's advisory
committee. Also, during the first year of the EDA there will be a careful review of
the results of the CDA and of any new technical information (physics and technology)
in order to optimize the design before beginning extensive and detailed design work.
P.H. REBUT: It does not seem possible for a single facility to resolve all the
outstanding technological and physics issues of a demonstration reactor, and to incorporate innovations that may reach maturity during its lifetime. A realistic ITER
programme must include several complementary devices, each optimized for a
specific purpose. This approach would reduce the risks associated with a single
device approach and would contribute to a vigorous programme throughout the
world.
P.M. BELLAN: The ITER CDA is based on a number of new technologies,
such as remote handling, high energy beams and so on. Do you expect these technologies to be developed by the end of the five year Engineering Design Phase or would
you start construction before they have been developed?
K. TOMABECHI: We are devising an R&D plan which should make the technically convincing information needed for a construction decision available before the
end of the five year Engineering Design Phase. This does not necessarily mean that
every component has to be tested in its final and/or full size form. As you will hear
in the presentation following my talk, the necessary information can be produced
through the R&D programme developed by the ITER participants; it covers all essential areas including neutral beams and remote handling.
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ITER: DESIGN OVERVIEW.
To demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility of fusion is the programmatic objective
of ITER. The ITER plasma, therefore, has to achieve high power gain and a stationary plasma condition, namely an ignited burn lasting several hundred seconds. Commercial reactor requirements suggest
the inclusion of steady state as an ultimate goal. Such a device is a unique engineering test bed, in particular for components interacting directly with the plasma such as the first wall, divertor and blanket.
These tests would have reactor relevance since the burn pulse can be extended beyond 1000 seconds
maintaining a neutron wall loading of around 1 MW/m2 and achieve a neutron fluence of up to
1 MWa/m 2 . In the investigation of the design concepts, an essential role is played by the R&D in
physics and technology needed to support each option: the extent of the extrapolation from existing and
anticipated databases, the reproducibility scale of a component and of its operating conditions and the
reliability of the R&D planning are all important elements which have been taken into consideration.
The design work conducted during the Conceptual Design Activity (CDA) has reached its main objective, namely to assess the feasibility of the apparatus and to establish a sound technical basis to proceed
with the final engineering design. A coherent single conceptual design of the apparatus has been developed. It elucidates the operation and the integration issues and is complemented by an analysis of the
design options, including the required R&D of the most critical components.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The main goal of the conceptual design of ITER has been to assess the
feasibility of the apparatus and establish the widest possible technical basis to
proceed efficiently into the engineering design. Therefore the conceptual design
effort has been directed towards the design of the apparatus as a whole, and
identifying issues concerning operating conditions and integration, as well as
towards developing and comparing more than one design option for the main
components.
2.

OBJECTIVES

The programmatic objective of ITER is to demonstrate the scientific and
technological feasibility of fusion. The scientific feasibility demonstration
means to realize a fusion reactor plasma, namely ignition and extended
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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controlled burn with high power gain [1]. From this programmatic objective, an
initial group of technical objectives was derived. The high plasma power gain
requirement means aiming at a self-sustained burning plasma, which implies a
device with large confinement capability. Extended, controlled burn implies
pulse lengths of several hundred seconds. Further, steady state burn would be
of great reactor relevance and is considered as an "ultimate" technical objective
oflTER.
Demonstration of the technological feasibility of fusion calls for
integrated operation of the key systems of the reactor such as superconducting
magnets, plasma current drive and heating equipment, and fuelling systems. It
also calls for the test of high heat flux and nuclear components scalable to
demonstration reactor needs. A machine with the above-mentioned plasmarelated objectives has intrinsically an enormous potential for technology
demonstrations since it incorporates reactor grade systems and is capable of
meaningful nuclear testing.
ITER, to act as a test bed for reactor blanket modules, has to meet some
requirements on the burn time and the operating mode which pose additional,
and in some cases severe, design constraints. As far as operation time is
concerned the present envisaged technology test programme, which includes
advanced blanket concepts and advanced materials tests, would require 8-10
thousand hours of operation over about 8 calender years and about 60 kg of
tritium to achieve target fluences in the range of 1 MWa/m2. As far as the
operation mode is concerned, additional minimum requirements to allow the
performance of adequate tests on the blanket itself concern the pulse length,
which has to be longer than 1000 sec, the duty cycle which must be higher than
70% for at least a week, and the wall loading, which needs to be about 1
MW/m2.
It is interesting to note that among the ITER technologies some (e.g.
magnet, fuel cycle, heating and current drive) can be developed so as to be
adopted with confidence in ITER via "out-of-fusion reactor" testing; others
(e.g. plasma facing components) would need instead "in-fusion reactor" testing
to assess their performance adequately. Among the latter, the plasma facing
components, being essential for ITER to operate, must be installed from the
beginning of operations and provisions must therefore be made for possible
design iteration and reliable replacement procedures. Also, the breeding blanket,
in case of any technical delay, could be installed later, in the transition period
between the H/D phase and the D/T phase or between the physics phase and the
technology phase, as an essential element for production of tritium needed for
reaching the neutron fluence of about 1 MWa/nA Its practical replacement
scenarios must be foreseen.
All the technical objectives and the related technical requirements on the
design need very careful examination during the engineering design phase to
strike the right balance between benefit (overall reactor relevance and testing
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capabilities), risk (extrapolation from the available data base to performance
requirements, reliability and flexibility of apparatus, and reliability of schedule),
and cost (including reliability of the cost estimate).
3.

MAIN PARAMETERS

The technical objectives of the apparatus have been translated, following
an optimization process, into machine parameters and performance
specifications of the main components, to establish a starting point for the
conceptual design. During the conceptual design, iterations between detailed
technical objectives, parameters and performance specifications, aiming for a
self-consistent and optimized design, were performed. A further iteration will
also occur as a natural part of the engineering design phase.
The process leading to identification of the range of the main parameters
is rather straightforward. First, the goal of achieving extended burn (ultimately
steady state) dictates the use of superconducting coil systems.
The technical objectives which have the main impact on the size of the
apparatus are, in order of importance: confinement capability, inductive pulse
duration and integral operating time.
As described in a companion paper [2], the requirement to reach ignition
sets a plasma current on the order of 20 to 25 MA in a divertor configuration. A
narrower range of current can be specified for a given choice of confinement
scaling and beta (Troyon) factor and for a given radial build of the machine. The
radial build of the machine is constrained mainly by engineering limitations,
(i.e. the combination of allowed magnetic field and current densities at the
conductor, stresses, etc.), by the inductive pulse duration (i.e. the required flux
swing in the central solenoid) and by the requirements for shielding. In the latter
case the design targets for first wall fluxes and fluences both dictate about the
same minimum shield thickness. The radial build of ITER is 6 m and is
composed approximately as follows: 35% to the central solenoid, 12% to the
toroidal field magnet, 15% to the shield/blanket and 38% to the plasma. Clearly,
there may be room for further optimization in this radial build around the chosen
parameter set, for instance through possible trade-offs among aspect ratio,
magnetic field on axis and current, depending however upon the confinement
scaling.
Within the freedom allowed by the objectives, the design philosophy has
been to control size and minimize cost. For example, a great effort has been
made to keep the radial build to a minimum. Thus, the available volt-seconds,
stresses in some coils and the shield thickness have been deliberately kept
rather tight. Variations of the design during the engineering design phase are
likely as more refined engineering analysis and R&D become available.
In general, of great importance to the success of ITER is its operational
flexibility and reliability which, to some extent, have already been incorporated
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into the present reference parameter set. Both flexibility and reliability imply
having margins in the operating point with respect to the operational limits, in
the poloidal field system for the magnetic configurations, pulse length and
plasma current, in the toroidal field coil size for the power exhaust
configuration, in the cooling and shielding capability for the wall loading, and
in the access to the vacuum vessel for remote handling, heating and current
drive, diagnostics and testing. These elements are all directly related to the basic
machine (i.e. magnet and vacuum vessel) which can no longer be upgraded
and/or modified when construction has started. Taking into account that the
basic machine accounts for about 20% of the expenses for ITER construction,
while having the highest impact on the performance of the whole apparatus, it
seems appropriate to be relatively conservative in the choice of its parameters.
Adjustments of the ITER basic machine parameters, probably necessary to take
into account an updated assessment of the database during the EDA, are
expected to be compatible with the design solutions already developed. These
adjustments, which may lead to small changes in size and cost, would be
adopted if they lead to significant improvements in projected reliability and
flexibility.
The main reference parameters of ITER are plasma major radius 6.0 m,
plasma minor radius 2.15 m and magnetic field on axis 4.85 T. The plasma
performance of ITER can be summarized in terms of fusion power, plasma
current and pulse length:
The nominal fusion power is 1 GW at a Troyon factor g~2. This value
is a compromise between the maximum achievable performance (i.e. 2GW at q
~3) from a stability point of view and limitations on power and particle handling
capability.
The nominal plasma current is 22 MA at qy > 3 and plasma elongation
~2. The poloidal field system is capable of controlling higher current
The current pulse length, inductively driven, is about 200-400 sec at 22
MA at a wall loading of about 1 MW/m2. This pulse length is obtained with
about 325 volt-seconds, of which 10% is available for the burn. Longer pulse
lengths, possibly needed to investigate a truly steady state plasma and certainly
required for blanket testing, are achieved through non-inductive current drive.
4.

POWER EXHAUST AND DIVERTOR DESIGN

The more the current pulse exceeds the inductive drive capabilities of
the machine or, more precisely, the higher the amount of current to be driven
non-inductively (i.e. with external power), the more critical becomes the design
of the power and particle exhaust system. Efficient non inductive current drive
calls for low density and results in a high plasma temperature and high heat flux
at the divertor plates. The plate peak heat flux depends on the power to be
exhausted (i.e. ~30-50% of the sum of alpha, ohmic, and auxiliary power) and
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on the width of the power profile at the plates. At present, the specification for
the design of the divertor plates is a peak surface heat flux of 15 MW/m2 and,
having selected low Z, (i.e. carbon fibre composite) as protection material, the
surface temperature should not exceed about 1000° C to avoid excessive
erosion.
Modelling of the scrape-off layer and divertor conditions has been
performed for several operation scenarios [3,4]. Two of them lead to operating
conditions characterized by a high plasma recycling and a low plasma
temperature at the plates (< 30 eV). The inductively driven scenario key
parameters are, 22 MA, 200-400 sec burn pulse, 1 MW/m^ and low impurities
(Zeff ~1.7), and the key parameters for the hybrid current driven scenario are,
2500 s pulse duration, 16 MA (subdivided about equally between inductive,
driven and bootstrap), 115 MW external power, and 0.8 MW/m^ wall loading.
In both scenarios, provision is made for a modest sweeping (0.1-0.3
Hz, + 3 cm of the x-point, + 11 cm at the plates) to reduce the peak static
power load to a time-averaged value of about 8 MW/m^; but in addition the
hybrid scenario needs impurity seeding (0.1 % Fe, Zeff ~2.1) to increase the
fraction of radiated power and to alleviate divertor heat loads. This value of the
peak heat load includes a "Physics Peaking Factor" of about three to take into
account uncertainty in the width of the power profile on the plates as well as
asymmetries and non-uniformities in the total power flow. The above value,
when compared to the design specification of 15 MW/m^, allows an
"Engineering Peaking Factor" adequate to take into account, in particular,
misalignments along the toroidal axis. Under these operating conditions the net
erosion rate is estimated to be around 5-15 nm/hr for carbon protected plates. In
the absence of sweeping, at least a slow shift of the strike point location should
be provided to smear the erosion and to minimize localized accumulation of
eroded material. An integral operating time up to 1000 hrs then would be
allowed before the plates must be replaced, adequate for the Physics Phase of
ITER operation (~300 hrs) if it were not for disruptions. Present, somewhat
crude estimates of disruptions indicate an energy deposition on the plates of up
to 20 MJ/m2. The consequent sublimation of protection material is still very
uncertain and could become the lifetime-limiting factor of the plates.
For the steady state operation, which requires a high temperature, low
density plasma for acceptable current drive efficiency, present modelling
indicates, in comparison with the two previous scenarios, a peak (static or timeaveraged) heat loading three times as high, at the plates. It is not yet clear
whether steady state operation can be relied upon completely as the sole vehicle
for technology testing. The results of on-going physics and technology R&D
will determine the degree to which steady state operation can be made the
"workhorse" scenario for technology testing.
The divertor plate design as now proposed [5] is composed of an
assembly of carbon fibre composite tiles crossed by water tubes (copper or
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molybdenum) brazed to the composite. About 1 cm of material can be eroded
before compromising the integrity of the plates, and this tolerance may be
adequate to cover about 1000 hrs of normal, disruption free operation.
Extensive tests are in progress to assess the engineering performance, such as
heat removal limits and fatigue life of the bond between armour and heat sink
and to evaluate local heat concentration due to misalignments. The alternative of
high Z material (e.g. W-coating on a diffusion-bonded Nb alloy heat sink),
should it be acceptable from the impurity contamination point of view, would
have lower erosion rate in the high recycling regime and the possibility of in
situ repair by plasma spray, but lower resistance to disruption and safety issues
(volatilization of high activation products).
For an overall operation time of 8-10 thousand hours as now envisaged
for ITER, new design solutions and/or new sets of operating conditions,
including minimisation of disruption, may have to be established. The present
divertor heat loads and erosion predictions still have significant uncertainties.
However, at the request of the physics R&D programme not only has the
modelling of the edge plasma gained momentum but also major new
experiments devoted primarily to plasma-wall interaction will be conducted in
the near future and, furthermore, analysis and avoidance of disruptions are
receiving greater attention. These data, accompanied by thorough qualification
of materials and manufacturing processes in the technology R&D programme
for ITER, support the expectation that the understanding of the edge plasma can
be improved significantly and that operating conditions could then be identified
which would allow the design of plasma facing components with improved
performance.
5.

BASIC MACHINE

The basic machine is composed of the magnet systems (toroidal and
poloidal) and vacuum vessel enclosed in a vacuum-tight cryostat.
The magnets are superconducting using Nb3Sn strands [6]. This
superconductor has not been used as extensively as NbTi and it requires
considerable care during coil manufacturing due to its brittleness. However the
performance is far superior as far as critical values of current density/magnetic
field/temperature leading to a more compact and therefore more economic
design and higher safety margins. Most important is the margin of conductor
stability against energy deposition due to disruptions, in particular for the inner
leg of the toroidal coils. A cable-in-conduit Nb3Sn conductor appears to be the
best candidate with an energy margin against plasma disruption of more than
50%. Manufacturing experience is probably the key issue for a Nb3Sn magnet
operating with high reliability under ITER conditions and it will be gained via
construction and test of a large scale model of the central solenoid, which is
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subject to the most severe operating conditions of field (13.5 T) and fatigue,
and test of TF model coils 5 m in diameter.
The vacuum vessel is most important since it provides the first
containment barrier to radioactive inventory and the support to the in-vessel
components. During a disruption, large forces are induced on the blanket
sectors: in the present design adjacent blanket modules are locked to each other,
the main design issue is whether the locks are able to withstand 20-30 MN shear
forces between two blanket sectors and are suitable to remote handling. The net
vertical forces on the vacuum vessel resulting from a vertical disruption are
compatible with the weight and supporting system of the vacuum vessel.
A toroidal resistance of 20 \iQ has been chosen as the best compromise
between requirement on fast field penetration on the one hand and the
contribution to stability and electromagnetic shield against disruptions on the
other hand. This resistance is provided mainly by 32 resistive elements which
electrically connect the 16 vessel sectors otherwise electrically insulated; the
primary vacuum boundary is an all-welded structure. To meet the important
requirement for passive stabilization against vertical displacements, a new
concept of twin passive loops has been developed to provide a significantly
improved stability margin and better potential for system integration than the
previous concept that used saddle coils.
6.

FIRST WALL AND BLANKET/SHIELD SECTOR

In the present design, the first wall is structurally integrated in the
blanket/shield sectors and there are two main design issues that should be
mentioned. The first one is the mechanical behaviour, in particular the
deformation of a sector having a very slender box type structure 8 m high with
an aspect ratio varying from 10 to 20 and weight of 70-120 tonnes, which is
subject to thermal and electromagnetic loads, the latter particularly severe during
a disruption. The attaching locks between blanket sectors suitable to both large
shear forces and remote handling are a key design issue still under study. In the
case of some breeding blanket concepts, the internal geometry may pose very
strict requirements against deformations due to thermomechanical loads.
The second design issue is the protection of the first wall under
operating conditions which can be summarized as follows. Heat deposition on
the first wall is, on the average, about 0.15 MW/m 2 with a peak of 0.6
MW/m2. In addition, in case of disruption, localized energy deposition up to 2
MJ/m 2 in 0.1-3 ms may occur and runaway electrons with energy up to 300
MeV may impinge on the walls. Steel first walls will need to be protected
against disruption and carbon fibre composite tiles have been chosen (possibly
doped with boron or beryllium) to provide the protection. The design issues
concern the heat transfer to the heat sink which has to be made compatible on
the one hand with the remote tile replacement and on the other hand with a
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maximum surface temperature of about 1000 °C needed for impurity control,
tritium inventory and safety reasons. At present it is envisaged to use
radiatively cooled tiles only in the high heat load zone (10% of the total surface)
because they are easily replaceable and do not suffer from differential expansion
between the tiles and support. The surface temperature would reach 1800"C
which seems acceptable from the impurity and safety point of view in a limited
area. For most of the first wall, conductively cooled, mechanically attached (not
brazed) tiles are proposed: a compliant layer should ensure a sufficiently high
heat conductivity to the supporting cooled steel structure to maintain the tile
surface temperature at about 1000 °C. A goal is to limit the total tritium
inventory to less than 200 g.

7.

DRIVER BLANKET

A breeding blanket of the type now being developed for fusion reactors
application was considered too advanced and therefore too risky to be installed
in ITER as a "driver blanket". To develop a sufficiently reliable concept for a
driver blanket, it is necessary to reduce the performance requirements, e.g. by
lowering the coolant temperature to about 100" C and the requirement on
breeding ratio to less than unity, and to adopt better qualified but non-reactorrelevant material (e.g. austenitic steels).
A design issue specific to a ceramic driver blanket is the temperature
control, namely the compatibility of high temperature (~400 °C) required in the
breeding material to extract tritium and the low temperature (-100 °C) of the
coolant [7]. It has been suggested that this temperature difference be sustained
either by a very thin (1 mm) very long (8 m) He insulating gap with very critical
geometrical integrity problems, or by the temperature gradient on beryllium
layers interposed between coolant and breeder, posing severe thermal
conductivity and geometrical stability requirements. Alternatively a LiPb blanket
has been proposed operating in cyclic mode (solid/liquid) with batch extraction
of tritium: this concept, free from temperature control problems, would have to
solve critical issues concerning tritium permeation and thermomechanical
behaviour during cycling operation.
The driver blanket has to operate under severe conditions which include
the cycling thermal and electromagnetic loads and high fluence (3 MWa/m^ as
design target) which would induce degradation of material properties due to
neutron irradiation. Extensive testing is planned but the combination of size and
irradiation may be an obstacle to assessing synergetic effects. Once the design
has further progressed and preliminary R&D results are available, the present
performance objectives, (i.e. fluence, mode of operation, temperature
constraints) may be reviewed to permit the extrapolation between the data
obtainable in the R&D programme and the data required for a reliable design
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and, if necessary, prototypes of the divertor blanket can be adequately tested in
ITER prior to full installation.
8.

AUXILIARIES

Current drive and heating systems [8,9]
At present four systems are considered:
Negative ion based neutral beams (75 MW at 1.3 MeV) or alternatively
ion cyclotron waves (115 MW, 15-80 MHz) for heating and current drive
in the plasma centre. The neutral beam has adequate current drive
efficiency and a relatively strong physics base, but requires substantial
technology development. While the ion cyclotron system has potential
engineering advantages, the current drive efficiency is expected to be
about 1/3 lower than for the neutral beam and the data base on current
drive is still insufficient
Lower hybrid waves (45 MW, 5 GHz) for current ramp up and current
drive in outer portions of the plasma and also for global current profile
control. Here the key design issue is the launcher capability, again, to
operate in a nuclear environment.
Electron cyclotron waves (20 MW, 120 GHz) to limit the start up loop
voltage to 0.3 V/m and to provide local current profile control in particular
for disruption control. Development of reliable sources and windows are
the two key technology issues.
These systems have a modest impact on the basic machine and a high
degree of flexibility can and should be maintained in the design while the large
R&D effort on physics and technology of these systems is progressing. The
relative merit of the various systems is also influenced by the role that steady
state operation can have in ITER which should become clearer after physics
results on long pulse experiments, which are now in progress, are available.
Fuel cycle system
The pumping requirement is estimated from the modelling of the edge
plasma and power exhaust (i.e. He partial pressure) and contains a certain
degree of uncertainty. At present it is envisaged to have a pumping speed at the
torus of 700 m^/s, which is probably on the conservative side. Argon spray
cryopumps combined with turbopumps for initial pump-down are considered
but the role of turbopumps could increase if the development underway toward
large sizes is successful.
The fuel cycle system also includes fuelling with gas puffing and pellet
injection, fuel processing to remove impurities from the highly tritiated gas
stream, blanket tritium recovery systems and a large number of common
processes like detritiation of water and air and inert atmospheres, isotopic
separation and fuel storage.
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For all components of the fuel cycle system feasible design concepts
exist: but considerable R&D is needed to optimize the system. The pumping
system should have priority because of its direct interaction with the basic
machine layout. For most components of the fuel cycle, minimization and
segregation of tritium inventories and demonstration of safety and reliable
operation are primary goals to be pursued during the engineering design
phase.
9.

SAFETY

The safety issues are very important in themselves but particularly in
view of the stringent requirements expected to be imposed by the licensing
authority; therefore they must be given high consideration in the process of final
selection of technical objectives, design concepts and technical specifications.
The safety recommendations adopted aim at minimizing inventories and
avoiding operating conditions that in case of accident would lead to the
mobilization of large radioactive inventories. The most important
recommendations are:
To keep cooling of the first wall at relatively low temperature (i.e. not
exceeding 150 °C at the outlet) to limit overpressure;
To maintain an inert gas atmosphere around the vacuum vessel to prevent
air ingress to the plasma;
To develop a robust, fast (1 sec), and possibly passive plasma shut-down
mechanism;
To keep the temperature of the first wall protecting material around
1000 °C to minimize the tritium inventory;
To be aware that the use of high temperature tungsten as a plasma facing
component may introduce a radiological hazard;
To be aware that increasing the burn up would reduce the tritium
inventory in the tritium processing systems;
To be aware that the ITER design target is a maximum release in the
worst accident of less than 100-200 g of HTO while the tritium
inventories are now estimated to be about 800 g in the beryllium of the
blanket, 1-3 kg in the fuel systems, 200 g in the graphite (if at 1000°C),
and possibly 1 kg in the divertor plate redeposited materials.
A preliminary analysis conducted during the conceptual design phase
has indicated that the evolving design is expected to meet anticipated
regulations.
10.

REMOTE MAINTENANCE

The maintainability of the apparatus is a goal which is achieved not only
by developing an elaborated system of remote handling tools but mainly by an
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appropriate design. Simplicity, reliability, access and standardization are the
key prerequisites for a sound remote handling approach and they should be
pursued with priority in design. At present attention is concentrated on the
handling of items which are expected to have scheduled replacement ( e.g.
divertor plates), likely maintenance (protection of first wall) and unscheduled
but not unlikely replacements (blanket sectors). The basic machine components,
i.e. magnet and vacuum vessel, can be and are designed to be "permanent" but
their replacement is also feasible although requiring very long down times.
Several tools have been identified which can perform the jobs in a reasonable
time, provided that the design in detail is done correctly and that the frequency
of intervention is reasonable. In any case an iteration between design and
procedure of handling is needed before a final choice of the procedures is made.
11.

R&DFORITER

A R&D programme is in progress and it will be considerably expanded
during the engineering design phase. The design sets first the needs and
priorities but, in the case of ITER, design and R&D must proceed in parallel to
an extent not usual even in an advanced project. As a matter of fact the pace of
progress in the engineering design will be set by the progress and results of
R&D. Under these circumstances the size and scope of the R&D tasks must be
such as to deliver results progressively so that they can be incorporated at the
earliest possible time into the design. However, this approach implies the
foreknowledge of the most crucial and urgent design issues and the
identification of tests which could address the issues most effectively, i.e.
technically, temporally and financially. Where this effective and gradual
approach is not possible then the design may have to be reviewed. In fact
reliance mainly on full scale integrated demonstration to prove the design is an
approach which is expensive and risky because it delays the results: it may also
limit the options that can be investigated. Such a full scale demonstration
should be of confirmatory nature and limited to design adjustments and to gain
manufacturing and assembly/disassembly experience.
12.

CONCLUSIONS

The design work conducted during the CDA has reached its main
objectives, namely to carry out an integrated design and in so doing to assess
the degree of feasibility of the main components, to identify the integration and
operation issues and to identify the tasks and the priorities to be pursued in the
R&D. Design options have also been identified which deserve to be pursued
during the engineering design. This work constitutes a sound technical basis for
proceeding with the engineering design in the very near future.
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DISCUSSION
J.A. WESSON: I am not clear about your plans concerning disruptions. Do
you intend to accept them when they occur, or will you design them out by fault control or feedback control?
R. TOSCHI: The divertor plates are designed to resist a limited number of
disruptions (certainly less than one hundred); we must therefore keep the operation
point sufficiently far from operational limits and develop a method of controlling
disruptions.
A. TANGA: The objective of contemporary tokamaks is to achieve thermonuclear breakeven, i.e. a ratio of fusion power to input power equal to 1.0. For
ITER, which is to be capable of producing 1 GW of fusion power, what is the electrical Q, namely the ratio of electric power which could be generated out of the fusion
power to the total power needed to drive the tokamak in steady state?
R. TOSCHI: The ITER plasma could in principle deliver, at g = 3.5, about
3 GW(th), i.e. ~ 1 GW electric; the electric power for current drive is about
200 MW.
A. GIBSON: Dr. Tomabechi indicated that development rather than design is
likely to determine the duration of the EDA. My question is: What are the critical
deficiencies in the information available to you today which prevent you from committing to the construction of ITER at the present time?
R. TOSCHI: To start the construction of ITER, it is essential from an
engineering point of view to have complete confidence in the reliability of the basic
device. Magnet development is at a critical stage, and large scale magnet tests will
be completed in about four years' time. From the physics point of view, we need a
better understanding of the power/particle exhaust issues, for which essential information is to be provided within the next four years (JET, JT-60). In conclusion, we
could commit ourselves in the very near future, but the actual construction can only
start about five years from now.
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D.H. CRANDALL: Conceptually, what must be done in ITER to allow some
demonstration of the conversion of fusion power to electricity? I presume something
must be done within the blanket.
R. TOSCHI: Blanket modules/segments under test will operate at high temperature, and therefore a very limited (in power) demonstration of energy conversion
will be possible.
M. KIKUCHI: We have estimated the cost of the Steady State Tokamak
Reactor, which has been proposed as a DEMO reactor in Japan. The total AT is one
third of ITER, the power supply is nearly one half of ITER, and the heating and
current drive power is less than half of ITER; all this will reduce construction costs
by about US $1000 million. These savings could be used to increase the toroidal field
to get high Q steady state operation. Would you consider the SSTR type of machine
as an alternative to the present ITER design?
R. TOSCHI: Your concept looks so attractive because you have assumed a
confinement scaling where current can be largely traded off with aspect ratio and
most of the current is driven by the bootstrap effect. We think that the physics basis
of these assumptions is still too weak to be adopted in ITER.
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Abstract
ITER: PHYSICS BASIS.
The physics basis of ITER has been developed from an assessment of the present knowledge of
tokamak physics with allowance for improvements in that knowledge during the design and construction
phases of ITER. The assessment has been carried out by the ITER design team in collaboration with
the international fusion program, including participation by the experimental teams of all the major
toroidal experiments. The basis consists of guidelines for energy confinement, operational limits, power
and particle control, disruptions, current drive and heating, alpha particle physics, and plasma control.
The ITER physics group has worked in an integrated way with the engineering groups to implement
these guidelines. In addition, a preliminary design for the plasma diagnostics for ITER has been developed and an operational program has been planned. In many cases, the physics issues have not been
fully resolved, and a physics R and D program has been developed to complete the physics basis for
ITER.

1. INTRODUCTION
The overall goal of ITER is to provide most of the physics and
engineering database for the design of a demonstration power reactor based on
the tokamak concept [1]. This requires that ITER must achieve long pulse
ignited and high-Q plasmas prototypical of reactor plasmas and must have an
operational program to carry out the necessary physics and technology
experiments.
To achieve the required level of plasma performance, the ITER plasma
must have adequate energy confinement, MHD stability, power and particle
exhaust, disruption control, auxiliary heating and current drive, plasma control,
and alpha particle heating. The operational program must include a sufficiently
broad range of plasma operating scenarios for flexibility and adequate plasma
diagnostics to obtain both the required physics information during physics
phase operation, and integrated neutron wall loadings of ~ 1 MW year/m2 to
carry out testing during the technology phase.
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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The present tokamak database has been assessed by the ITER team and
the characteristics for the ITER plasma have been developed (Table I). These
general requirements were developed by a consideration of the data from the
major toroidal experiments in the international fusion program (including
Alcator C, ASDEX, ATF,DJJI and DIII-D, DITE, JET, JFT-2M, JT-60,
PBX/M, PDX, T-10, TEXTOR, TFTR, TORE-Supra,...), general theoretical
studies, and specific assessments of the physics issues by the ITER team.

Table I GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ITER
I p ~20MA
A ~ 2.5 - 4.0
p ~ 2.5 - 3 x I/aB
K

\|/95 ~ 2

poloidal divertor for impurity control
auxiliary heating with neutral beams, ICRF, ECRF, or LH
current drive with neutral beams, LH and possibly ICRF,
supplemented by the bootstrap current
disruption frequency as low as possible

A plasma current of about 20 MA has been judged to be sufficient to
provide adequate energy confinement with H-mode operation. To develop this
requirement, H-mode and L-mode data from the large tokamak experiments
(JET, TFTR, JT-60, DIE and DJJI-D, ASDEX, PDX and PBX-M, JFT2M,...) has been assembled and assessed [2-4].
An aspect ratio range of 2.5 to 4.0 was chosen because almost all
present tokamak data has been obtained in that range. The MHD stability
requirements of p < 2.5 - 3 x I/aB are consistent with the experimental results
of stability experiments on Dffl-D, PBX, TFTR, JET, ASDEX, JFT-2M,...
and with the results of MHD stability analysis of candidate plasma equilibria
using large scale computational models such as PEST, GATO, ERATO,....[5].
The requirement for q^s > 3 was set to ensure MHD stability with a minimum
disruption frequency. Elongations of 2 are consistent with control of the
plasma with respect to vertical stability [6].
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Poloidal divertors have been employed on DIII-D, JET, JT-60/U,
ASDEX, PBX, PBX/M,... and appear to be the best available method for
power and particle exhaust [7]. It is necessary to operate the poloidal divertor
in ITER in a "high recycling" mode to form a cold, dense plasma at the divertor
plate to minimize erosion and impurity production and maximize the gas
pressure thereby decreasing the pumping speed required to exhaust the helium
ash.
The database which has been obtained from present tokamak
experiments indicates that the ITER plasma can be successfully heated to
ignition with either energetic Neutral Beams, Ion Cyclotron Waves, Electron
Cyclotron Waves, or Lower Hybrid Waves [8]. The feasibility of current drive
with Neutral Beams and Lower Hybrid Waves has been experimentally
demonstrated. Ion Cyclotron Waves are also a candidate for current drive, but
still require an experimental demonstration. Experiments on TFTR, JT-60, DIIID, ATF, JET,... indicate that a substantial fraction of the current in ITER (~
30%) can be expected to be due to the bootstrap current.
The frequency of disruptions in JTER must be low enough so that
lifetime of the plasma facing components is satisfactory. The present plans
allow for frequent replacement of the internal hardware during the physics
phase operation when the disruption frequency is expected to be high. During
the technology phase operation, an operating point will be selected which is
sufficiently far from the operational limits so that disruptions and consequently
replacement of internal components will be infrequent [5,9].
The physics guidelines that have been adopted for the ITER design are
summarized in Table U.
A full set of plasma diagnostics is needed for the physics phase [10]. A
reduced set will be used during the technology phase to free up port space for
technology test modules. A six year operational program is planned for physics
studies [9,10]. The program includes initial activation-free studies with
hydrogen, low activation heating and current drive studies with deuterium and
He3, and studies of long pulse, ignited and steady-state driven operation with
tritium. The physics phase will be followed by a technology phase of ~ 10
years dedicated to engineering tests [11].
During the ITER Conceptual Design Phase, the development of a design
concept has allowed us to identify the areas where further research is necessary
either to obtain further information either to confirm the design physics
guidelines or to develop new techniques to handle difficult design issues. These
areas have been addressed in the Physics R and D Programs developed for the
Conceptual Design (1989-1990) and the Engineering Design Activity (19911995).
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Table II ITER PHYSICS GUIDELINES
•
•

Energy Confinement: I p > 22 MA for ignited operation with H-mode
ITER (89) L-mode Confinement scaling (log-linear and off-set linear).
(S)= 0.048 AiO.5 Ip(MA)0.85 R(m)l-2
x a(m)0.3k0.5 H(1020m-3)0.i B(T)0-2 P(MW)-0.5
TE 1TER89-OL = 0.064 AiO-2 Ip0.8 R1.6 a0.6 k0.5 HC6 B0.35 / p
+ 0.04 AjO.5 Ip0.5 R0.3 a0.8 k0.6 .
llJiR H-mode Confinement guidelines
XEH-mode ( s ) ~ 2 X TEITER89-P
TE ITER89-P

•

•

•

•

•

•

Beta limit: J W w = gVaB0
g<2.5 I 3.0 for ignition studies
g < 3.0 I tbd for steady-state operation
(current profile control is assumed)
Safety factor: qv(95%)
qv(95%) > 3.0 I 2.1 for k = b/a < 2
QxiK95%) ^ 3-° ' 3 -° for k = b/a ~ 2 to 2.5
Power and particle control:
Operational scenarios selected such that time averaged peak plate power
loads <10 MWInfi and peak local Te <30 eV.
Disruption characteristics:
*
thermal quench time
0.1-1 ms
(up to 3 ms
current quench time
10 ms
infrequently)
runaway electron energy
up to 300 MeV
Zeff: impurity and thermal alpha fractions (fj = nj/ne)
fOT = 1 - 2fHe - 6fc - 8fo - 26fFe
D+T fuel ions
fne = 0.05 to 0.1
thermal alphas
fc = 0.009 + 0.006(0.7/<n20>)2-6
Carbon
f0 = 0.001
Oxygen
fFe = 0.0005(0.7/<n20>)2-3
Iron
Zeff = 1.6 -> 2.4 for <ne> 1.4 x 1020 -> 0.7 x 1020 m-3
Heating and current drive: CD efficiency y = <n2o> ICD Ro / PCD
Heating: PaUx-heating ~ 50 MW (NB or RF)
Bootstrap: IbsAtotai ~ 15-30%
CD: NB: Ebe^-1-1.3 MeV; YNB~ 0.5; Pbeam-75 MW and
LH: fLH ~ 5 GHz, PLH ~ 50 MW
IC (alternative to NB): fIC ~ 20 MHz; ^ c ~ 0.3; P r c ~ 115 MW
Profile control and plasma initiation: EC: fEc ~ 120 GHz, PEC ~ 20 MW
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Internal inductance and beta poloidal:
0.55 < /i(3) <: 0.75
P p < 0.75
ignition studies
P p < 2.0
steady-state/technology testing
Loop voltage/Volt-second/Pulse length:
Loop voltage: calculated using neo-classical resistivity, bootstrap current
Volt-seconds capability: sufficient to accomplish
Physics studies: pure inductive (ignition) ~ 200 s (/i(3) = 0.75)
steady-state (Q > 5) Current drive
Technology testing: hybrid (~ 0.8 MW/m2) > 1000 s

2. PHYSICS ISSUES
The physics issues that have emerged as important for ITER can be
grouped into four general topics: 1. Plasma Performance, including Energy
Confinement, Operational Limits, and Alpha Particle Physics, 2. Plasma Wall
Interaction, 3. Disruptions, and 4. Auxiliary Systems, including Current Drive
and Heating, Plasma Shaping and Control, Fuelling, and Plasma Diagnostics.
2.1 PLASMA PERFORMANCE
The confinement requirements for ITER are based on operation with the
H-mode and other optimized confinement regimes.
An H-mode confinement data base has been assembled for ITER using
data from six machines: ASDEX, DIII-D, JET, JFT-2M, PBX/M and PDX
[3]. From this data, a standard dataset of 1200 observations has been selected.
An H-mode scaling based on a preliminary analysis of this data predicts that the
confinement time for ignited conditions in ITER will be ~ 5 s, larger than the
~ 3-4 s needed for ignited and high Q operation.
The initial confinement guidelines were based on using a multiplier of
about 2 times the L-mode scaling for an H-mode scaling, since the L-mode data
was more extensive and much better characterized than the H-mode data and
xEH-mode i s generally close to a factor of 2 x xEL-mode. The ITER team
assembled and assessed a database of L-mode data from the major large
tokamaks in the international fusion program. Analysis of the new data base
produced a new set of scalings (Table II) [2] which predict an L-mode energy
confinement time for the reference ITER ignition parameters of 1.9 - 2 s.
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These scalings have a statistical uncertainty of about 30 %. This
uncertainty is reflected in the existence of a number of scalings which fit the
data from present experiments, but have different projections for larger
experiments such as ITER. Detailed analysis of the data has indicated that the
data and most of the different scalings could be represented fairly well by an
expression of the form:

where fs = 0.32 R a-3/4 K03 = 1 ± 0.1, fq = qedge/3.2 = 1 ± 0.35, and
ffs = B (K/R)0-9 (0.32/fs)0.4 s i ± 0.2, and loci < ~ 0.3, Ipl < ~ 0.2 and
I7I < ~ 0.4. Particular scalings, such as Goldston and Kaye-Big [2], can be
reproduced by the choice of an appropriate value of a, P and y. A major cause
of the uncertainty is that the factors fs and ffs are close to 1 for all of the
tokamaks in the data base so that the data are collinear in fs and ffs. The other
uncertainties are largely due to differences in the way TE scales with q and n for
the different tokamaks in the data base.
For ITER, ffs is about 1, but fs is about 1.6 leading to some uncertainty
in the scaling for ITER with respect to fs. This uncertainty has been reduced
this year with additional L-mode data with fs ~ 1.4 to 2 from JT-60 and TFTR
which tend to support an upper limit of lal of ~ 0.2, roughly consistent with the
ITER89-P scaling [2]. However, additional data with fs and ffs * 1 is needed to
reduce the uncertainties.
This empirical approach to the development of confinement
requirements is being supplemented by the encouragement of the research being
done in the international fusion program to identify the basic physics
mechanisms responsible for tokamak transport and to develop scalings based on
physically meaningful parameters.
Given the uncertainties in extrapolating the confinement for ITER,
provision of operational flexibility to maximize the confinement has been a high
priority for the design. Energy confinement can be improved by optimization of
the plasma, current, and heating profiles. Alpha particle, high energy neutral
beam and ion cyclotron wave heating will provide highly peaked central heating
profiles. The neutral beam, lower hybrid, and electron cyclotron current drive
systems would allow partial control of the current profile which will, among
other effects, keep the q = 1 surface of the plasma from becoming too large.
Pellet fuelling will also allow some control of the density profile. In addition,
ITER has the capability of operation with 25 MA (full inductive ramp-up) and
28 MA (with LH assist) for a bum time of about 50 s, albeit at lower qedgeSuccessful operation of the ITER plasma will require that the MHD
operational limits for P, q, and the plasma density be satisfied.
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Achievement of the plasma pressure necessary to provide the required
fusion power for ITER operation requires an MHD stable P of 4 to 6 %. The
MHD stability guidelines (Table II) are that the maximum P = gl/aB. Based on
experimental results and theoretical calculations, g has been chosen to be 2.5 for
inductively driven operation and 3 for non-inductively driven current profiles
for ITER. The experimentally observed beta limits are in close agreement with
those predicted by ideal MHD theory. DIII-D has achieved p's of 9.3%
transiently and 8% in steady state, corresponding to g's of 3.3 and 2.8
respectively [e.g. 4]. The data from DIII-D and PBX/M is generally consistent
with a maximum transient beta with g ~ 3.5, but long pulse stable operation
appears to require a slightly lower g. Profile effects are important and recent
experiments on DIII-D indicate that g's of 4 to 5 can be obtained with edge q's
higher than 4 or 5 and appropriately broad current profiles.
For fixed current (Ip), TE is observed to decrease as qedge falls below 3
and MHD stability is reduced as well in that the disruption frequency increases,
so that the minimum qedge for normal ITER operation has been set at 3. Recent
analysis of DIII-D has indicated that the saturation of TE with I p for q < 3 is due
to poor beam penetration and sawtooth oscillations since I p and lie are correlated
and the sawtooth inversion radius increases as q is reduced. Centrally peaked
alpha heating and control of the m=l activity may therefore offer margin in the
minimally acceptable q.
ITER operational scenarios call for operating with a volume averaged
electron density of 7 x 1019 m-3 up to 1.5 x 1020 m -3. The experimental
evidence now indicates that the density limit observed in present experiments is
due to a limit for the edge density [5]. Most of the data supports the picture
that, in the absence of sufficient heating power, densities at the edge above a
critical value lead to rapid cooling of the equilibrium and then a disruption. The
usual empirical scalings, such as those of Hugill or Greenwald, are not
consistent with the experimental scaling studies with respect to q, B and Pinput.
and do not reflect the dependence of the central density on the edge density. We
have thus developed and calibrated a model for the power balance in the edge
which does reproduce the observed scaling experiments. The results of the
model indicate that operation with ITER will be close to the limits, so that model
development and validation is an important Physics R and D task.
The main issues related to alpha particle heating include loss of alphas
due to ripple in the toroidal field and to MHD activity, collective effects due to
the fast ion population, and control of the plasma burn.
Detailed calculations indicate that the ripple losses are expected to be in
the range of 1 to 3 % . Although not a serious effect for plasma heating, it can
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lead to large localized peak heat loads on the first wall. The present estimates
are that these peak heat loads will remain below a safe value of r- 0.5 MW/m2.
Experiments and theoretical analyses have been ongoing to assess the
potential impact of possible collective effects due to the presence of a fast ion
population, such as destabilization of Alfven waves and MHD modes and the
consequences resulting from such instabilities. Initial studies of the Toroidal
Alfven Eigenmode indicated that it would be stable for the parameters of interest
to ITER. However, recent studies indicate that, if the p a profile is sufficiently
peaked, the mode may not be stable, and further studies are required, including
fast ion simulation experiments and eventual operation with DT in JET and
TFTR.
Stable operation of PIER will require control of the level of alpha
heating. The present strategy calls for operation of the plasma in a driven mode
at conditions just short of ignition. With a Q (fusion power/auxiliary heating
power) of ~ 40, this can be accomplished with ~ 30 MW of heating power [13].

2.2 PLASMA WALL INTERACTIONS
The ITER power and particle control system must remove about 200
MW of alpha heating power and up to 100 MW of the auxiliary power provided
for current drive. This power exhaust must be accomplished with conditions
that allow operating lifetimes on the order of a calendar year or more for the
plasma facing components and do not lead to excessive plasma contamination.
In addition the He ash must be pumped and replaced with DT, all with
reasonable sized pumping systems (pumping speed of ~ 700 m3/s at the duct to
the torus).
The system is based on a double null poloidal divertor. The main
advantages of a divertor are that a cool ( - 30 eV), dense (~ 1020 m-3) plasma
can be formed at the divertor plate due to intense local recycling of plasma and
gas. The low plasma temperature minimizes the damage and erosion of the
divertor plate and the production of impurities which might contaminate the
plasma. The high density leads to a high gas pressure which minimizes the size
of the pumping system required for helium ash exhaust. This type of divertor
operation has been observed on Din, ASDEX and other divertor experiments.
Graphite based materials have been selected for the divertor plates and
first wall tiles for the physics phase due to their refractory properties and wide
operational experience in present tokamaks. The projections for the plasma
performance of the ITER divertor have been based on two dimensional
computational models which include detailed treatments of the important atomic,
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molecular, and surface processes and which have been validated as much as
possible by comparison with tokamak experimental data with limiters and
divertors [6]. The database is insufficient to resolve many of the modelling
uncertainties.
The models predict that low temperature (~ 30 eV) operation of the
divertor should be possible for ignition studies in which the edge density is
relatively high (> 4 x 10*9 m-3) and the total power incident on the divertor
plates is roughly 100 MW; the other 100 MW is radiated to the wall as
bremsstrahlung (~ 60 MW) and impurity line radiation (~ 40 MW, mostly
from the plasma edge). In this case, the net erosion rate of graphite is
sufficiently low that the sputtering lifetime of the plate is likely to be longer than
the physics phase, particularly when a modest level of separatrix sweeping is
used.
This result is very sensitive to the scrape-off width for the power. The
best present estimate for that width is that it will be ~ 0.5 cm at the plasma
midplane for ITER conditions [6]. In the design, the effective area for power
removal is increased a factor of four by the expansion of the field lines near the
divertor, and by an additional factor of four by tilting the plate 15°. This results
in a time-averaged peak power flux on the plate of ~ 8 MW/m2 and a plasma
temperature of ~ 30 eV at the divertor plate for ignited operation including safety
factors for uncertainties in the edge transport, asymmetries in the power fluxes,
separatrix sweeping and other effects. Estimates using the detailed models of
the pumping required to exhaust the helium indicate that the proposed pumping
speed should be adequate.
Steady state operation of ITER requires higher temperatures and lower
edge densities than the ignited operation to optimize the current drive efficiency.
Furthermore, the power to the divertor increases due to the additional current
drive power. This leads to higher peak heat fluxes and higher plasma
temperatures at the divertor plate and consequently to the potential for
catastrophic carbon release due to radiation enhanced sputtering and sublimation
such as observed in JET and other experiments. However, the nominal
specifications may be too severe due to the uncertainties mentioned before, and
improved model validation and testing of graphite divertor tiles in prototypical
conditions is required. Further improvements may result when more exact
modelling of the divertor conditions and impurity effects is included.
Long pulse operation (> 1000 s) with acceptable divertor conditions is
possible with regimes which mix "ignited" scenarios with high densities and
scenarios where part but not all of the current is driven non-inductively. These
"hybrid" scenarios have higher edge densities than the scenarios for pure steady
state operation. If steady state operation is limited by impurity and erosion
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problems, these hybrid scenarios would be used to provide the neutron fluence
of 1 MW y/m2 required for technology testing [9,15].
While the sputtering erosion of graphite-based materials in the physics
phase is not a lifetime issue, the duty factor in the technology phase is 102 to
103 times greater so that extrapolations are more difficult. In addition graphite has
significant drawbacks in terms of hydrogen and impurity retention. Thus, while
graphite may be acceptable, alternative materials for the technology phase such
as Be and W are being assessed. If temperatures at the divertor plate in the
range of 30 eV or lower can be obtained, then the high sputtering threshold of
tungsten would lead to very low erosion rates and long divertor plate lifetimes.
However, even a very low level of tungsten contamination of the plasma would
prevent ignition (nw/ne ^ ~ KM). Experience with high-Z divertor plates is
very limited (TiC coated Mo in JT-60) and the testing of high-Z divertor plates
in tokamak experiments is an important item for the long term Physics R and D
plan for ITER. The operational experience with Be in divertor tokamaks is
limited, but the initial results in JET are promising.

2.3 DISRUPTIONS
Based upon a preliminary survey of the available disruption data and
operational experience in tokamaks, guidelines for the timescales of the thermal
quench and current decay, the location and magnitude of the peak heat fluxes,
the energy currents of the runaway electrons formed during disruptions, and the
behavior of the plasma during the loss of position control leading to or
occurring during a disruption have been developed (Table II) [5].
During the thermal quench phase, a large portion of the plasma thermal
energy (~ 500 MJ) can be deposited on the plasma facing components in 0.1 to
1 ms (infrequently to 3 ms), leading to ablation and melting (for metals) of the
divertor plates and first wall tiles. The plasma current can decay in 10's of ms,
inducing eddy currents in the structure and causing large impulsive force loads.
Runaway electrons can be formed and accelerated during a disruption to
energies of ~ 300 MeV, leading to the possibility of damage of the first wall
components. Such damage due to high energy runaway electrons has been
observed on JET, TFTR, and TORE-Supra.
Motion of the plasma into the wall due to loss of position control is
expected to lead to large poloidal currents in the plasma facing components and
tokamak structure which can produce large forces on the tokamak components
as observed in DJJI-D, JET, and PBX/M.
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Although preliminary guidelines for the magnitude and frequency of
these phenomena have been drafted, much more information is needed. In
particular measurements are needed to determine thetimescalesfor the thermal
and current quench, energy deposition profile during the energy quench and the
conditions which determine the runaway production. A relatively modest
experimental program focussed on these topics would yield the necessary
information in the next few years.
Given the severe impact of disruptions for ITER, their magnitude and
frequency should be minimized. Operational experience on present experiments
indicates that, with proper attention, the frequency of disruptions can be
reduced to 2 to 5%. This frequency can undoubtedly be reduced even further
and their impact minimized if 1) plasma conditions close to the operational limits
(beta, density,...) are avoided, 2) plasma position control is maintained, even
after the disruption, 3) proper start-up conditions are maintained, and 4)
machine fault conditions (broken tiles, heating system failures, leaks, etc.) are
minimized. In addition, attention needs to be paid to active control techniques
such as feedback control of the m=2 tearing mode and control of the current
profile, particularly near the q=2 surface. Work on the development and testing
of such methods is just beginning and needs increased emphasis. A major
concern is the identification of pre-disruptive conditions early enough to avoid
subsequent disruptive behavior.

2.4 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
In addition to Plasma Performance, Plasma Wall Interactions, and
Disruptions, there are important physics aspects of the auxiliary systems which
are used to heat and control the plasma, to drive the plasma current, to fuel the
plasma, and to measure the plasma parameters. In each of these areas, there is a
good fundamental understanding of the relevant physical processes so that the
level of confidence in the physics performance of these systems is high.
The Current Drive and Heating systems are required: 1) to provide
ionization and preheating to assist in the initiation of the plasma current, 2) to
provide non-inductive ramp-up or assist the ramp-up of the plasma current, 3)
to drive all or a portion of the plasma current for steady state or long pulse
operation, and 4) to heat the plasma for ignited and driven operation with
enough flexibility to provide burn control [8]. Extensive analysis has been
done using experimentally validated theories and models to determine the design
requirements for the current drive and heating system (Table II).
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Due to low resistance of the ITER vacuum vessel and structure, plasma,
breakdown and current initiation must be achieved with a relatively low loop
voltage of ~ 0.3 V/m in the presence of stray fields due to eddy currents. 10
MW of 120 GHz EC can accomplish start-up on the outboard side of the ITER
plasma and 20 MW offers the capability of partial control of the current profile
for disruption control and profile optimization. In addition, non-inductive
current ramp-up or ramp-up assist can be provided with ~ 45 MW of lower
hybrid waves to conserve volt seconds to extend the burn pulse, or to ramp-up
all of the plasma current.
The reference current drive system uses approximately 75 MW of 1.3
MeV neutral beam injection coupled with 25 to 45 MW of 5 GHz lower hybrid
waves to drive 15 to 22 MA of plasma current. The neutral beams provide
current drive in the plasma center and lower hybrid waves are used to drive
current in the outer portions of the plasma. The neutral beam energy is
determined by the requirement that the beam penetrate to the plasma center. The
lower hybrid waves will only penetrate the outer portion of the plasma.
Extensive operational experience and experimentally validated theories exist for
current drive with neutral beams and lower hybrid waves. The back-up current
drive option is to replace the neutral beams with ion cyclotron waves. While the
ion cyclotron systems have potential engineering advantages, the current drive
efficiency is expected to be about 40% lower than for neutral beams, so that
more ion cyclotron power would be required. Although promising
experimental studies of the potential of ion cyclotron wave current drive have
begun, there is not yet experimental proof that the method works.
A portion of the plasma current is expected to be carried by the neoclassical bootstrap current. The existence of this theoretically predicted current
has been confirmed by experiments on TFTR, JET, ASDEX, ATF, JT-60, and
DIII-D. On JT-60, up to 80% of the current has been carried by the bootstrap
current [e.g. 9].
The ITER plasma will be shaped and controlled by a set of seven
poloidal field coils located exterior to the toroidal field coils [16]. The major
physics issues are:
1) to ensure adequate shaping of the plasma equilibrium for the necessary range
of plasma pressure and current profiles to provide the desired
operational flexibility [9,15],
2) achievement of the reference time dependent plasma scenarios, including the
requirement for inductive flux necessary to produce and sustain the
plasma current [9,16], and
3) plasma position and stability control requirements [6].
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To develop the design, sophisticated computational models have been used
which have been benchmarked extensively with tokamak operational experience
so that the confidence in the design basis is high.
TIER is to provide a physics data base adequate for the design of a
demonstration power reactor. To achieve these goals, ITER must be equipped
with as complete a set of diagnostics as is necessary to provide the information
necessary during each phase of operation (Table III) [10]. Performing the
required measurements in ITER will be difficult due to the high levels of
background radiation during DT operation, long pulse lengths (10 2 - 105 s),
and the need for extensive profile information combined with limited access and
the need for remote handling.

Table ffl DIAGNOSTICS COVERAGE
Operational Phase
H/Hes/He^/D Phase
Physics D/T Phase
Technology Phase

Diagnostics Required
complete set
complete set as far as possible
plus a diagnostics
diagnostics for machine control and
monitoring plus those required to
recover from faults

A list of parameters that need to be measured and candidate methods for.
performing the measurement has been developed and a pre-conceptual design
study has been initiated for 14 of those diagnostics. These studies have been
used to integrate the diagnostics into the tokamak layout and access plans. In
addition these studies have been used to form the initial R and D plan for the
development of diagnostic techniques required for ITER. Substantial diagnostic
R and D for ITER is required in 1) reliability, 2) development of new diagnostic
techniques, 3) radiation effects, and 4) demonstration of prototypes on
tokamak experiments. However, meeting the requirements should be possible
if diagnostic R and D is given sufficient emphasis early in the ITER design
activity.
Fuelling, both to replace the DT lost by pumping or fusion reactions and
to provide a measure of control of the plasma density and density profile, is to
be done by a combination of gas puffing and pellet injection [13,14]. In
particular, the fuelling of T should be as efficient as possible to minimize the T
inventory and T gas handling and separation requirements. Gas puffing would
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fuel the scrape-off layer and the subsequent transport of D and T to the plasma
center would rely upon plasma transport processes which cannot be directly
controlled. This dependence could be reduced with pellets launched with
centrifugal injectors (~ 1 km/s) which would penetrate inside the separatrix, or
the use of pneumatic guns (up to ~ 5 km/s) which would allow penetration to ~
1/3 of the minor radius. The relative efficiency for fuelling of each of these
techniques is presently not well characterized and pellet ablation and particle
transport physics is an important part of the Physics R and D program. Present
experiments indicate that the penetration of pellets with v ~ 1 km/s is
proportional to Vpeiiet1/3, but data is unavailable for higher velocities. Given the
importance of fuelling and of controlling the plasma density and density profile,
the design philosophy has been to provide as much flexibility as practical for
fuelling even though the relative utility of gas puffing and low and high velocity
pellet injection still need to be more firmly established.

3. PHYSICS R AND D FOR ITER
A number of questions which are either directly design related or which
in the past were not sufficiently addressed for ITER requirements in the
ongoing fusion programs were identified during the first year of the ITER
conceptual design. They have formed the basis of an ITER-related Physics R
and D program comprised of 23 tasks covering 1988-1990 [12]. The results of
this program have been reported to the 1TER team in approximately 300
individual reports.
A more detailed Physics R and D program has been developed for the
Engineering Design Activity covering the period 1991-1995 to provide a more
complete basis for the design and to increase the level of confidence in the
physics basis of the design so that a decision can be taken in 1995 on the
construction of ITER. The main areas to be covered are:
1. power and particle exhaust physics (i.e. the combined areas of the
physics of the plasma edge and plasma-wall interaction as well
as impurity control, with due attention to new concepts),
2. disruption control and operational limits,
3. steady-state operation in enhanced confinement regimes,
4. optimization of operational scenarios and long-pulse operation
(including the use of non-inductive current drive), and
5. physics of a burning plasma.
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DISCUSSION
J. A. WESSON: You said that you require a confinement time of 3.8 s and that,
allowing for ELMs, you expect a confinement time of 4.2 s. Given the uncertainties,
does it make sense to proceed with such a small safety margin?
D.E. POST: The question of confinement margin is a key issue to which we
have given a great deal of attention. As I emphasized in my talk, we have put a lot
of effort into identifying the causes of the uncertainties in predicting confinement and
into reducing those uncertainties. Indeed, the situation today is much better than it
was two years ago. We have identified the reason for the multiplicity of L mode
scalings, and have reduced them to one commonly accepted scaling. In addition, we
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have produced an initial scaling for the H mode. Our confinement assumptions are
entirely consistent with long pulse ELMy operation in DIII-D and ASDEX. Given
the high increase in cost and engineering risk associated with larger.machines, it is
our judgement that 22 MA is an appropriate place to be, sharing the risks equally
between physics and engineering.
J.C. HOSEA: In view of the apparent difficulty of maintaining H mode confinement at ~ 2 X L mode confinement for long pulse operation (for example, as
presented for DIII-D at this conference), have you evaluated the requirements for
achieving ignition with L mode scaling in ITER?
D.E. POST: The DIII-D results are completely consistent'with our assumptions. During the 10.3 s ELMy long pulse DIII-D shot, the ELMs degrade the ELM
free confinement of - 2 5 % , so that rfLMs ~ 0.75 x r£ mode (ELM free). The same
scaling indicates that rfLMfree ~ 5.5 s so that 75% of this is 4.1 s — greater than the
3.8 s needed for ignition.
The predicted L mode confinement for ITER is 1.9 s. To achieve ignition in
ITER with the L mode would require I ~. 35-40 MA and R ~ 9-10 m.
G.H. WOLF: I would like to make a comment on the problem of helium
exhaust. The first TEXTOR results have shown that a ratio of the global helium
particle confinement time T* (where recycling plays a major role) to the energy
confinement time rE of around ten could be achieved under L mode conditions. For
ITER this means that the requirements for the opaqueness of the outboard divertor
SOL leg are extremely high: there is 100% helium recycling of the inboard divertor
SOL leg, there will be a relative increase of the particle confinement time under the
desired H mode confinement, and there is only a finite exhaust efficiency through the
pump ports. Therefore, I consider the achievement of sufficient helium exhaust a
difficult task which will require intensive R&D work and perhaps even some
improvement of present concepts.
D.E. POST: I would certainly agree that helium exhaust is a key issue. For
that reason, we listed it as an important part of both our short term and our long term
physics R&D programmes, and have stressed it in our papers and presentations. We
have adopted a conservative guideline of 10% for the central He concentration, which
has a severe impact on the confinement requirements. However, recent results from
JT-60 and TFTR indicate that TJTE ~ 1-3, so that He accumulation is not likely to
be a problem. We have set the pumping requirement for 700 m3/s to ensure success,
but our calculations indicate that for most operational scenarios, 300-400 m3/s
would be adequate.
H. KISHIMOTO: ITER has a rather low aspect ratio — less than 3. On the.
other hand, a low aspect ratio is beneficial, as we heard yesterday in a presentation
on the SSTR design1, for confinement performance and bootstrap current sustainment. So what do you think about the optimum aspect ratio for a fusion reactor?
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D.E. POST: As I said in my talk, when we began the ITER Conceptual Design
Activity there were many confinement scalings. All of these scalings were consistent
with the database, but gave different projections for ITER. Our systems studies indicated that high aspect ratio designs had advantages, but a number of the confinement
scalings were unfavourable with respect to higher aspect ratios. We therefore
collected a database of energy confinement data. Analysis of the data indicated that
the scaling with aspect ratio was the chief uncertainty. We therefore stressed the
importance of higher aspect ratio experiments, and TFTR and JT-60 responded. The
present results indicate that nrET ~ (IA)2, so that higher aspect designs may be
attractive. We have developed several high aspect designs and will consider them
during the EDA.
R.J. GOLDSTON: You have made a good argument that ITER has high confidence of achieving short pulse ignition by operating at 28 MA with 0 % He (if you
can survive the disruptions). However, as I understand the nuclear testing mission
of ITER, you must achieve 1000 s pulses with 1 MW/m2 of wall loading as an
absolute minimum. What H mode multiplier is required to achieve this mission?
D.E. POST: Since nrT ~ Q/(Q + 5), operation at Q = 5-6 would require
roughly one half of the nrT required for ignition (Q > 50), and the H mode multiplier would be —1.5 instead of 2. However, operation at long pulse involves a
complicated trade of current drive efficiency, divertor heat loads, fusion power and
so on. We estimate, assuming approximately one third of the alpha heating is lost as
line radiation from the edge, that an H of —1.6 would be adequate. However, we
need an H of — 2 to achieve acceptable divertor conditions without this level of
radiation. We have, in general, traded the confinement margin to optimize the
divertor conditions.
G.J. JACQUINOT: It is difficult to agree with your conclusion that current
drive in the core with 1-3 MeV NBI is on a solid basis, because the demonstrated
normalized efficiency 7 is a factor of 10 less than the required value for ITER, and
because super-Alfven instabilities are expected to occur and have recently been
observed in TFTR.
D.E. POST: Continuing our debate of the last three years on this issue, I must
state again that: firstly, neutral beam physics is very straightforward — based on very
simple physics — and has been confirmed on all large tokamaks with tangential
neutral beam injection; secondly, since we know the physics very well, extrapolation
to ITER can be made with a high degree of confidence. The projected efficiency
is 7 — 0.5 x 10 20 A/m 2 -W, higher than the efficiencies for other techniques
(0.3-0.4 for LH, 0.25-0.35 for IC, 0.2 for EC). The potential loss of efficiency that
might occur from Alfve'n modes is being studied experimentally and theoretically
and, so far, does not seem to be a severe problem. It is also important to note that,
while fast wave current drive may have some attractions, (1) there has been no
experimental demonstration of it to date (although hopefully these experiments will
be performed soon in JET and DIII-D); (2) the efficiency is one half to two thirds
of the neutral beam current drive efficiency, thus leading to high divertor heat loads;
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and (3) fast wave current drive has a substantial impact on the blanket structure and
remote handling and maintenance requirements owing to the large number of
antennas (24), the associated plumbing for cooling and so on.
K. J. DIETZ: The capital costs for ITER are determined mainly by the requirements of steady state operation. Today, as you have stated, there exists no technical
solution to the power exhaust problem for these conditions. In which area of R&D
do you expect (not just hope for) breakthroughs which would make steady state operation a viable proposition?
D.E. POST: Your statement that the capital costs are to a large degree determined by the requirements of steady state operation is not correct. The size of the
machine and the bulk of the cost are determined by the requirements of ignited operation. The cost would be reduced by —25% if we required only steady state operation.
However, as you do point out correctly, the achievement of successful operating conditions in the divertor is difficult for steady state operation. We have listed divertor
R&D as our most important R&D task. Our models are based on very incomplete
knowledge of edge transport and we may be overestimating the severity of the
problem. In addition, techniques for enhancing the edge radiation losses, ergodizing
the SOL, novel divertor configurations and concepts, liquid metal and gas targets,
electrical biasing and so on all offer some promise and I would urge you to work on
them.
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Abstract
ITER: ENGINEERING BASIS.
The ITER design is based upon the scientific knowledge derived from the operation of several
generations of tokamaks over the past decade and upon the technical expertise flowing from the extensive technology research and development programmes of the four parties. ITER requirements for technology development are addressed in the paper. The main categories are superconducting magnets,
plasma facing components, nuclear blankets and shields, remote maintenance, containment structures,
fueling systems, and heating and current drive systems. With modest additions to the existing technology
development in the fusion community, sufficient prototype and proof-of-principle demonstrations can
be carried out by 1995.

1.

INTRODUCTION

ITER is based upon the Tokamak Concept. The input for the design [1] of
the basic device (magnetic system and vacuum vessel) is well established,
while that for the plasma facing components (First Wall protection and divertor
plates) is less certain and can only be confirmed in the first stages of machine
operations. The design of the device is therefore based upon rather conservative
assumptions for the plasma physics, and the plasma facing components are
designed to be replaceable.
Remote maintainability is required for all elements of the ITER device.
The main magnetic system is superconducting with the coils placed outside the
main vacuum vessel.
The ITER device will employ advanced technologies (e.g.
superconductors), and new conditions (e.g. high heat and particle fluxes) must
be tolerated during operation. To support the present design concept, an
engineering database is needed and for some components a better definition of
operating conditions and requirements. The data base concern, for example,
includes characterization of materials and manufacturing processes (e.g.
temperature, neutron irradiation, fatigue). The definition of operating conditions
is satisfactory for some components, such as magnets, containment structure
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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and shield, heating systems, and tritium systems. However, for the plasmafacing components, i.e. first wall and divertor, some operating conditions, as
derived from edge plasma modelling, are still too uncertain to freeze the final
design specifications.

2.

MAGNETS

The magnet system (Fig. 1) consists of the TF and PF systems, the latter
dividing naturally into the central solenoid (CS) and outer PF (OPF) coils.
The TF coils must operate in the demanding environment of nuclear and
transient-field heat loads and must produce a very high field (> 11 T) using
large magnets (7.1 m x 14.8 m bore). The coil casing encloses the winding
pack, which is insulated with epoxy-glass insulation. The central solenoid
experiences a negligible nuclear flux, but is exposed to high AC heating and
high magnetic field (> 13 T). Both the TF and central solenoid windings will
use NtyjSn superconductor.
The OPF coils are subject to lower magnetic fields and the designs are
less demanding in this respect than the TF or central solenoid coils. The
superconducting alloy of NbTi is an option for these coils, but the higher
temperature margin provided by Nt>3Sn is also useful for the OPF coils.
To manufacture the coils made with Nb3Sn, either the wind-and-react or
the react-and-wind method can be used. For the wind-and-react manufacturing
method the main issue is to insulate the winding, while for the react-and-wind
manufacturing method it is the risk of conductor degradation due to handling
and induced strain during winding. For both methods qualification of steels in
thicknesses of 500 mm, decoupling of strands, reprocessing of conductor
materials, and qualification of insulating matrix including irradiation effects are
issues.
Mechanical tests at 4 K after reaction heat treatment (700° C) of insulating
matrix after irradiation up to 5 x 10^ rads have shown that boron free glass fiber
impregnate with epoxy is a suitable candidate for the insulation.
Several alloys have passed qualification tests appropriate for conductor
jackets at 4 K after a reaction heat treatment. The operation at design value of
two large tokamaks (TORE SUPRA, T15) has demonstrated the capability of
designing, manufacturing and plasma operation of superconducting fusion
devices.
The use of advanced materials, components, and processes with newly
developed or existing manufacturing techniques for the construction of ITER
magnets will be demonstrated by the design, fabrication and testing of a system
of model coils.
Typically, the coils would be arrays of 4 - 6 m (outside diameter)
solenoids with windings manufactured according to the anticipated ITER coil
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specification, e.g. conductor size, insulator and insulating procedure, similar
radius of curvature, and operation at the full field level. The test of the coils will
include testing of auxiliaries: quench detection and protection systems,
connections, feed throughs, and cryogenic systems.
The major results expected will be:
(a) verification of the industrial manufacturing process
(b) validation of design codes for stress analysis, AC losses and quench
behaviour
(c) validation of prediction of performance made on the basis of the
individual components tests (synergistic effects).
3.

REMOTE MAINTENANCE

From the very beginning of ITER operation the activation level will
preclude human access within the vacuum cryostat vessel. Therefore inspection,
maintenance, assembly and disassembly will be performed remotely [2]. Inside
the vacuum vessel the environment is hostile with radiation level of 10^ rad/h.
Maintenance of in-vessel components (e.g. divertor plates) will be carried out
by dedicated transporters (boom or vehicle) supporting specialized or general
purpose end-effectors (e.g. divertor plate gripper and servomanipulators). This
equipment will be stored in and operate from fixed 'storage bays' located in
front of 4 dedicated equatorial entry ports (Fig. 2). Transfer of activated first
wall components from the storage bays to the hot cell will be via sealed
containers to avoid spread of contamination. The replacement of blanket sectors
will be carried out by specialized equipment and transfer containers operating
from the top of the machine (Fig. 3). The main tools for ex-vessel maintenance
(e.g. PF coil replacement) will be the main crane system (a single 800 ton
crane or two 400 ton cranes) and manipulators (dexterous and heavy duty)
supported by ex-vessel transporters.
Because of its impact on the machine layout, the maintenance concept
must be validated at the early stage of the detailed design. This will include:
(a) validation of prototypes of remote handling devices via mock-up testing;
(b) qualification of standard components (e.g. connectors and flanges) and
tools to handle them;
(c) qualification of components and materials operating in hostile
environment (e.g. 10*> rad/h).
Knowledge of remote handling technology and operational experience
comes from existing tokamak machines (JET, JT-60 and TFTR), reprocessing
plants, fission reactors, space and off-shore applications.
Feasibility of critical maintenance operations (e.g. divertor maintenance)
shall be demonstrated with scale 1 - 1 prototypes of the handling devices
operating on realistic mock-ups (geometrical limitations and weight of
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components handled). Improvements in the field of 'environment perception'
(e.g. 3-D real time kinematic simulator) form an integral part of the R&D remote
handling programme.
4.

PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS (PFC)

The present concept of the first wall (FW) [3] is a water-cooled, austenitic
steel panel integrated with the blanket extensively protected by mechanically
attached carbon-fiber-composite tiles (Fig. 4).
The present divertor concept (Fig. 5) for the Physics Phase of ITER is
based on a graphite armour. The operating conditions most critical to the
concept definition and performance are: temperature limits for the armour, peak
heat loads under normal and accident conditions (i.e. disruption), erosion/redeposition rates, and disruption frequency. These conditions need further
validation to gain confidence in the performance of the proposed concepts for
FW and divertor.
The critical issues and envisaged R&D tasks for PFC include:
(a) tritium retention, impurity and erosion by disruption for carbon based
materials,
(b) manufacture of prototypical, stainless steel first wall mock-ups by
electron beam welding, brazing and hot isostatic pressing, and thermomechanical testing to validate the design codes concerning fatigue lifetime
predictions,
(c) manufacture of radiative and conductive first wall armour tiles in threedimensional carbon-fiber-composites. They will be tested in thermal cycling
test facilities (300 kW),

SECTION A-A
CARBON BASED TILES
METALLIC COOLING TUBE

STAINLESS STEEL

FIG. 5. Divertor.
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(f)
(g)

optimization of the brazing of C on Cu, Mo, or Nb-alloys divertor plate
mock-ups for thermo-mechanical testing,
burn-out experiments for an evaluation of the allowed divertor plate heat
fluxes,
Protection of FW, divertor plates against run-away electrons,
Development of high Z armour [W] on reference metal structure.

5.

BLANKET AND SHIELD

(e)

Two options have been identified for the 'driver' blanket for ITER [4]:
solid breeder (SB) lithium ceramic and lithium-lead eutectic (LiPb). All blanket
options use low-temperature water (e.g. 100° C) as the coolant and 316
austenitic steel as the structure material. In addition, the SB incorporates
beryllium as a neutron multiplier.
Main issues of the design are:
(a) solid breeder tritium release characteristics and methods to provide a
thermal insulation between the structure and breeder materials in the SB
blanket,
(b) tritium release, thermomechanical interactions and interactions with air
and water in the LiPb blanket,
(c) beryllium irradiation effects such as swelling, tritium retention and
compatibility with other materials.
Although progress has been made in the area of data base improvement
for SS and breeder materials under irradiation, additional tests are still required
for their full characterization (physical properties, mechanical properties,
fabrication, corrosion, tritium retention and diffusion). In addition R&D is
required to qualify the blanket design in particular:
(a) thermohydraulic and thermomechanical tests of scale models of blanket
components,
(b) in-pile fission reactor testing of SB sub-modules (5 kg of ceramic material
and beryllium),
(c) large-scale tests of LiPb loops including tritium recovery,
(d) tritium breeding and shielding experiments using prototypical geometries
with 14 MeV neutrons,
(e) integrated testing of tritium recovery and processing loops from blanket,
(f) development of a more detailed engineering data base for irradiated
stainless steels.
6.

CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES

The containment structure system comprises the semi-permanent
components of the basic machine which have as their main function,
pressure/vacuum containment, structural support or thermal control/insulation.
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The containment structure system can be divided into the following main
subsystems: the vacuum vessel, the cryostat vessel and the machine supports.
The vacuum vessel (VV) is the primary vacuum boundary for the
containment of the plasma. It is also the first boundary for the containment of
the tritium and is therefore an important safety-related item. In conjunction with
the shielding blankets, the VV provides neutron and gamma shielding for the
superconducting coils surrounding it. The VV and coils are situated inside a
large secondary vacuum structure, the cryostat vessel (CV), whose vacuum
prevents heat transfer by convection between the VV and the coils at 4 K.
Thermal shielding material is placed between the VV and the coils to minimise
radiation heat transfer. Connections between the VV and CV for plasma
heating, diagnostics and other services are via large bellows to accommodate
differential thermal movements. The VV (total weight ~ 10000 tons) is divided
circurnferentially into 16 parallel and 16 wedged sectors, with electrical breaks
short circuited from plasma side by resistive elements. Each joint can be
assembled/disassembled remotely and it has a double containment for tritium
monitoring and remote leak detection.
The supports for the coils and VV are of the multi-leaf design which
provides the best lateral flexibility to accommodate differential thermal expansion
whilst being able to resist buckling or rupture under the high compression
loads.
The major issues are linked to the extrapolation of known technologies to
the large size of the containment structure components and the need of remote
maintenance; in particular:
(a) The setting up of manufacturing procedures for VV sectors, big bellows,
insulation breaks and resistive elements.
(b) Testing of remote assembly and disassembly of the CS components.
These issues will be addressed in an R&D programme via construction of
mock-up and prototypes.

7.

CURRENT DRIVE AND HEATING

The heating and current drive system [5] must accomplish the following
tasks in ITER: plasma formation and current initiation, non-inductive current
ramp-up heating, current profile control, and bulk current drive.
The reference option consists of neutral beam injectors (D/H beams at 1.3
MeV, 10 MW/module, DC); Lower hybrid waves (5 GHz CW); 120 GHz
Electron Cyclotron Waves. Alternative options include the use of Ion Cyclotron
Waves tunable in the range of 15 to 80 MHz, CW.
The main issues concerning the present design concept of the current drive
and heating systems are:
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NB injection:
(a) the development of multi-aperture sources of D" and H" ions with
adequate output, control of electrons, and lifetime.
(b) development of DC accelerators for 1.3 MeV, of DC power supply
delivering 20 MW at 1.3 MeV.
L H waves:
(a) the development of a launcher (grill) which, operating in a nuclear
environment, satisfies the physics requirements of wave-to-plasma
coupling and withstands thermomechanical stresses (e.g. disruption) and
plasma-wall interaction (erosion).
(b) the development of an rf source with frequency of 5 GHz, CW, with
phase control, high power/unit (> 0.7 MW) at high efficiency (> 0.5).
EC waves:
(a) the development of an rf source at high frequency (> 120 GHz), CW,
high power/unit (1 MW) at high efficiency (> 0.4).
(b) the development of a vacuum window (probably cryogenically cooled).
IC waves:
(a) the development of an in-blanket antenna which, working in a nuclear
environment, satisfies the physics requirements for fast-wave current
drive and withstands the forces and thermal stresses due to plasma
disruptions.
All these issues are addressed in the ITER R & D programme.

8.

FUEL CYCLE

The main design approaches considered in the Conceptual Design Phase
for the fuel cycle are
(a) torus fuelling by gas puffing and pellet injection,
(b) torus vacuum pumping by compound cryopumps and turbomolecular
pumps,
(c) processing of plasma exhaust via complementary approaches including
cryosorption of impurities on molecular sieve, followed by oxidation and
water reduction, and permeation membrane, followed by catalytic steps to
crack the impurities and reduce water vapour,
(d) additional processes required for management and storage of fuel gases,
and treatment of gaseous, liquid and solid tritiated wastes.
The main critical data base and design issues of the fuel cycle systems are:
(a) pellet injectors > 3 km/s,
(b) for compound cryopumps, cryopanel performance, lifetime and tolerance
to tritium, impurities and dust, regeneration valve size and reliability,
(c) tritium compatible turbopumps for helium with pumping speed ~25 m^/s,
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(d)

minimization of tritium inventories and demonstration of safe operation of
components scaled up to 100 x from current practice.
Present R&D program is in progress on many of these issues, namely:
(a) progress in development of high velocity pellets, 2 km/s pellets have been
achieved with gas gun and with arc discharge. A proof-of-principle
experiment has been performed with electron beam accelerated pellets. A
driving system for single, saboted pellets (3.8 km/s) has been
demonstrated.
(b) He + DT co-pumping has been demonstrated on a single absorber
surface.
(c) An oil lubricated 25 rn^/s turbopump has been tested and is being adapted
for tritium compatibility.
(d) Essential process steps for fuel purification with permeation/catalytic
cracking option have been proved in hydrogen,
(e) Thermal properties of La, Ni, Mn getter bed material for fuel storage have
been determined.
The additional R&D required to qualify the fuel cycle design includes in
particular:
(a) multi-shot (repeating) acceleration of pellets without fragmentation
with/without saboting,
(b) develop and test compound cryopump including regeneration/isolation
valve,
(c) develop and test magnetic bearing and shaft for turbomolecular pump,
develop matching backing pumps,
(d) develop and test low-inventory recovery concepts for blanket tritium
recovery.
(e) demonstration of tritium storage and handling techniques, including run
down and post accident recovery, on a scale relevant to ITER.
(f) scale-up of technology for safe, low-inventory tritiated water reduction.
9.

(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
The plasma diagnostics in ITER must accomplish the following tasks [6]:
to provide inputs for control and device safety, and plasma performance
optimization.
to provide information of the ignited plasma behavior for DEMO.
Diagnostics that provide signals for control systems include
magnetic loops for plasma current, plasma position and plasma shape,
microwave interferometer for electron density,
neutron spectrometers for the ion temperature and for D/T density ratio,
neutron camera and fission chambers for fusion power,
bolometers for radiative loss,
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(f)

electron cyclotron emission (ECE) detectors and magnetic loops for
disruption precursors, and
(g) infra-red detection and thermocouples for divertor plate temperatures.
In addition, information on the current density profile and on helium-ash
concentration in the plasma core and in divertor region must be provided.
LIDAR Thomson scattering, ECE detection and microwave reflectometry will
be used to measure the radial profiles of electron temperature and density. New
diagnostics are necessary for measuring the confined and escaping alphaparticles. Many of these diagnostics have already been developed, but they must
operate in the ITER environment.
The main issues concerning the plasma diagnostics in ITER are:
(a) development of the radiation resistant diagnostic components (e.g., optical
windows and mirrors, fiber optics, ceramics),
(b) development of new diagnostic components (i.e., sensors for the steadystate magnetic fields) and new diagnostic techniques (i.e., fusion product
diagnostics),
(c) development of new calibration methods (e.g., in-situ calibration
technique for 14 MeV neutrons).
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DISCUSSION
J.A. WESSON: When you calculated the stresses in the vacuum vessel, what
current did you assume it was carrying?
E. SALPIETRO: The design loads for the ITER components are generated by
simulating the plasma behaviour using computer codes that solve the MHD
equilibrium equations in the presence of axisymmetric conductors (e.g. TSC,
EDDYC-2 — see IAEA-CN-53/F-III-10, this volume). The results from these simulations were used to compute eddy currents in the passive structures by means of 3-D
electromagnetic codes (e.g. CARIDDI, EDDYCUFF). Most of the plasma current
is transferred to the vacuum vessel.
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A. TANGA: Do you plan to build a full size prototype of the TF coil and if
so, how long will it take and how much will it cost?
E. SALPIETRO: The magnets R&D programme does not include building a
full size prototype. It would be impossible to test it in a meaningful way. Instead,
we plan to build three circular coils with the final construction, with the same crosssection of the winding pack and steel casing. The plan is to test these coils with one
central coil out of the axes of the other two to create the radial forces. This test,
carried out at full current and magnetic field, would be designed to assess the performance of the coil and especially the winding pack-casing interaction.
R.R. PARKER: You said that you hope you will not have to replace a TF coil
during the ITER lifetime. What basis of experience is likely to make this more than
a hope? In other words, is it realistic to assume that a TF coil will not fail during
the 10-15 year lifetime of the ITER?
E. SALPIETRO: There are certain 'golden rules' to be followed if one wishes
to design a reliable component. The operating parameters must be far from the limits,
these limits should be assessed through a statistically valid number of tests and valid
test conditions, and the quality assurance should be such as to guarantee that the
critical parameters are under control during the entire manufacturing cycle of the
component. All these requirements are incorporated in the R&D programme which
has been proposed and is being developed in detail. However, ITER actually assumes
that a TF coil can fail during operation, and the device will be designed to allow
remote replacement of the TF coil without removing the outer PF coils.
R.R. PARKER: It would obviously have to be done remotely. Is there any
precedent for the remote removal and assembly of an object the size of an ITER TF
coil?
E. SALPIETRO: There are no precedents that I know of, but the experience
on JET with the octant assembly (~ 110 t and 8 m height) gives us confidence that
the extrapolation to ITER is reasonable. The octant assembly of JET required precise
positioning within a range of a few tenths of a millimetre. The ITER R&D maintenance programme has given attention to these issues, and tests will be carried out
on an appropriate mock-up to finalize the design of the attachment and of the maintenance tool, as well as to demonstrate the feasibility of the operation.
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ITER: OPERATION SCENARIO*
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Abstract
ITER: OPERATION SCENARIO.
ITER will be operated in two phases, the Physics Phase and the Technology Phase. The Physics
Phase will be devoted primarily to physics issues at low neutron fluence and the Technology Phase to
engineering testing at high neutron fluence. ITER can accommodate various configurations and operation modes. This flexibility will prove advantageous in coping with uncertainties in the physics database,
in introducing advanced features and in optimizing the plasma performance of the device for the different programme objectives. In particular, plasma facing components and divertor plates will be optimized
during ITER operation. Phased operation with flexibility is one of the major characteristics of the
machine. ITER operation is characterized by high plasma current (22-28 MA) and high heating power
(200-300 MW, including alpha particle heating) with very long pulses (1000 s or longer). Therefore
a robust system for plasma control and precise divertor operation are essential.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The major characteristics of plasma research operation of ITER [1], including
performance flexibility [2], are discussed in this paper. The engineering test
programme is described in Ref. [3], and detailed discussions of plasma operation,
plasma control and the physics research programme are given in Refs [4-7].

2.

RESEARCH PROGRAMME

ITER will be operated with H-D in the early phase. The machine capability,
in particular confinement, the power and particle exhaust conditions and the performance of plasma facing components, can be established with favourable diagnostics
capability and maintainability, and consequently a favourable operation range with
D-T can be determined. Therefore, it is essential to have the full current drive and
heating system and the full pumping system available from the beginning of ITER
operation.

* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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After installation of the tritium system, the following modes will be investigated: (1) high density ignition or high Q operation with pulse lengths of >200 s;
(2) relatively low density, steady state operation with a marginal Q value of about
5; and (3) high density 'hybrid' operation with a reasonable range of Q values (~ 10)
and pulse lengths (~2000 s). The first type of operation is important to understanding self-sustained plasmas, the second is essential to developing a steady state reactor.
Divertor optimization is crucial to sustaining the steady state mode because of the
lower density plasma and the higher heat loads on plasma facing components. Operation scenarios for the Technology Phase will have to be developed in these studies.
If steady state operation is found not to be suitable for the engineering test
programme, hybrid operation will be used for the Technology Phase, in which the
burn duration is lengthened to >2000 s with non-inductive current drive assist.
In the Technology Phase, ITER will be devoted to the testing programme, with
reliable plasma operation demonstrated in the Physics Phase.

3.

PLASMA OPERATION RANGE AND OPERATION SCENARIOS

Examples of operation points for design study are listed in Table I. The baseline
operating mode of ITER addresses ignited burn, which operates with a plasma
current Ip = 22 MA, a fusion power of 1 GW, a safety factor q ~ 3 and an elongation k = 2 at the 95% flux surface. A pulse length of 200 s or more is achieved solely
with inductive current drive. The plasma minor radius is 2.15 m and the major radius
is 6 m. A double null divertor is employed. The distance between the X point and
the strike point on the divertor is 1.5 m for the outer plate and 0.6 m for the inner
plate. The distance between the separatrix and the first wall is 15 cm at the midplane.
Non-inductive current drive makes possible long pulse and steady state operation. To accommodate physics uncertainties, operation in extended performance
conditions is also possible. For example, the ITER poloidal field system supports
inductive drive operation at Ip = 25 MA, operation at Ip = 28 MA with noninductive assist of 20 V-s, short burn pulses at higher fusion power, e.g. 2 GW, for
10 s to enhance confinement and to study burn control and power handling, and single
null operation to enhance He pumping.
3.1. D-T operation: ignition or high Q operation
An example of the operation space of ignited or high Q plasmas is shown in
Fig. l(a). At the standard operation point with 22 MA, 1 GW, 10% He level and
purely inductively driven current, the ignited condition will be achieved for
200-400 s with H ~ 2, where H is the required enhancement factor of energy
confinement over L mode plasma [8, 9]. If the He concentration can be kept low,
the confinement requirements are relaxed, or alternatively, operation at a lower
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TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF OPERATING PARAMETERS
Al
Inductive
ignition

Bl
Hybrid,
long pulse

B2
Hybrid,
high wall load

B6
Steady state

IP (MA)

22

15.4

21.4

18.9

Neutron wall load
(MW/m2)

1.0

0.8

1.47

0.69

Q

—

7.9

14.1

6.7

Burn time (s)

400

2500

1000

—

0.14

0.3

0.26

0.29

WiP

0

0.3

0.44

0.71

Loop voltage (V)

0.12

0.045

0.045

0

a

b

z cfr

1.66

2.2

q (95%)

3.0

4.4

3.1

3.5

g — Troyon

2.0

2.7

3.0

3.0

/?(%)

4.2

4.0

6.2

5.4

Poioidal |3

0.62

1.4

0.96

1.1

nc (1020 m"3)

1.22

1.06

1.09

0.64

Tc (keV)

10

11

15

20

Required confinement
time (s)

3.8

2.7

2.65

2.8

L mode [8, 9]

1.9

1.3-1.5

1.3-1.65

1.3-1.6

H mode [10]

5.5

3.3

3.8

3.8

Pfusion (MW)

1080

860

1590

750

P cd (MW)

0

110

115

115

P b r e m s (MW)

67

90

141

49

2.7

2.2

Podge (MW)

35

95

169

27

Pdiv (MW)

45

40

50

75

Note: Pdiv: power flow into one outer divertor channel; pure inductive current ramp-up; He = 10%.
" n Fc /n c = 0.0007.
b

nFe/nc = 0.0015.
(Fe is assumed as an example of medium Z impurity for edge cooling.)
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FIG. 1. Typical operation space oflTER. (a) High Q operation: Q = 30, fitsion power = 1 GW, heating and current drive power = 33 MW; G: Troyon factor, (b) Long pulse operation: Q = 10, fusion
power = 1.15 GW, heating and current drive power ~ 115 MW, 10% He. (c) Long pulse and steady
state operation: Q = 6.5, fusion power — 0.75 GW, heating and current drive power = 115 MW, 10%
He. HIP: enhancement factor of energy confinement from 1TER power law scaling of L mode [8, 9];
H/o: enhancement factor of energy confinement from 1TER off-set linear scaling [8, 9].
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plasma current and consequently for a longer pulse length is possible. A higher impurity level in the plasma requires operation at a somewhat higher fusion power and/or
current.
Note that control of the burn conditions consistent with operation at Q = 30
(Fig. l(a)) will require an external power of about 33 MW; this reduces the divertor
and/or confinement requirements. Inductive operation at a plasma current of 25 MA
is possible for 50 s (a2 in Fig. l(a)); a pulse of a few hundred seconds may be possible with non-inductive current ramp-up assist. In this case, H = 1.6 with 10% He.
By operating at an increased fusion power (2 GW) and/or an increased plasma current
(28 MA) with a low level of He, a short ignited state would be achieved even in
L-mode-like plasmas, i.e. H ~ 1 (a3 in Fig. l(a)). This permits achievement of an
ignited plasma in an early phase of operation and also enlarges the parameter space
for the study.
3.2. D-T operation: very long pulse and steady state operation
It is possible to achieve a very long burn time with a high neutron wall load by
using partial non-inductive current drive. An example of this 'hybrid' operation is
shown in Fig. l(b); non-inductive current drive assist during current ramp-up is not
assumed. A saving of a few tens of volt-seconds gives an additional burn time of a
few hundred seconds at lower temperature and about 1000 s or longer at higher
temperature. Operation point bl, with a low plasma current and a low temperature,
appears acceptable from the point of view of divertor operation, but the required
confinement enhancement factors are relatively high and the non-inductive current is
less than 20%, allowing little control of the current profile. Operation point b2 has
a pulse length of 4000 s with a higher plasma current, a higher temperature, a somewhat better confinement capability and a high non-inductive current of about 50%,
but the divertor operation is problematic. Operation point b3 has the best confinement
margin, i.e. H = 1.3-1.6, but again requires a significant advance in divertor
operation.
Steady state operation imposes the most demanding divertor conditions because
of the large auxiliary power required and because lower density and higher temperatures are needed to drive the full plasma current. However, steady state operation is
very attractive for a fusion power plant. Therefore, conditions for steady state operation will have to be studied not only for the ITER Technology Phase but also for
power reactors.
A steady state operation point does not exist in Fig. l(b) with a relatively high
Q value, a high neutron wall load, /3 limitation and divertor heat load. An example
of steady state operation space is shown in Fig. l(c), with a Q value of 6.5 and a
neutron wall load of 0.65 MW/m2. Relatively high confinement capability is
required, i.e. H = 1.8-2.1. The power load into one outer divertor channel is estimated to be about 75 MW, which is relatively high with a low density plasma,
induces a high temperature divertor plasma and a lower He pumping speed, and
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would require a significant advance in divertor operation. Additional impurity seeding may mitigate this situation and allow a higher neutron wall load [5]. If this is not
viable, a low divertor heat load with a low neutron wall load, e.g. 0.3 MW/m2, and
a low Q value of 4 is possible with H = 2. This will be studied in the Physics Phase
to determine the feasibility of steady state operation.
3.3. Plasma operation scenario in the Technology Phase
Two essential issues for the Technology Phase are achieving plasma performance adequate for neutron wall load and pulse duration, and achieving reliable long
term operation of the plasma facing components. Illustrative examples of modes of
operation under consideration are given by operation points a4, bl, b2, b3, cl and
c2 in Fig. 1. Operation points bl and b2 are typical long pulse modes, while operation points cl and c2 are possible steady state modes in which the current is fully
driven by non-inductive means. Operation point b3 has the best confinement margin
but with a relatively short burn time. Ignition or high Q operation with burn pulses
lasting 400-1000 s in purely inductive operation (a4) can also be considered. An
additional few hundred seconds of burn may be gained by saving volt-seconds with
non-inductive assist; this produces a total burn time longer than 1000 s with little
controllability of plasma profile. Note that long pulse operation at high plasma (3
requires current profile control and hence a sufficient current drive capability.
Non-inductive generation of a larger fraction of the plasma current leads to
more demanding conditions for divertor operation, since higher external power
and/or lower plasma densities are needed (b2, cl and c2). In this sense, operation
point cl is an extreme case and is most demanding with respect to divertor operation.
It is possible to reduce temperature and current, as shown by c2, with a higher H
value but the divertor conditions are still critical. Only a better database in edge
physics during the coming years will determine which modes of steady state (cl or
c2) and very long pulse (b2) operation are viable.
Among the modes of operation that provide a reasonable neutron wall load,
operation points between bl and b3 in Fig. l(b) or Bl in Table I appear viable from
the viewpoints of divertor operation, impurity control, current profile control and
confinement.

4.

MACHINE DESIGN WITH FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility has been designed into ITER from the outset. For this reason, ITER
is divided into: (1) the basic machine, whose main systems, the TF and PF coils and
the vacuum vessel, are semipermanent and are not changed during the life of the
plant; and (2) the removable in-vessel components, i.e. the first wall, the inboard and
outboard blanket segments, and the divertor, which are segmented for relatively easy
replacement.
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4.1. Flexibility of the magnetic field system
Flexibility in the ITER PF system permits the following:
— 22 MA operation — wide range operation with pure inductive operation,
(i = 0.55-0.75, poloidal j3 = 0-1.0, burn duration £ 200 s;
— 25 MA operation — ^ = 0.55-0.75, poloidal /3 = 0.4-0.8, burn duration =
50 s without non-inductive assist;
— 28 MA operation — 4 = 0.6-0.7, poloidal /3 = 0.4-0.6, burn duration = 50 s
with 20 V-s saving;
— Single null divertor configuration;
— High volt-seconds for burn with non-inductive assist.
For high current operation, a highly elongated plasma with an elongation of 2.2
at the X points is employed. Therefore careful design for vertical position control is
needed. A rapid vertical displacement caused by the instability of a highly elongated
plasma is initially restrained by eddy currents induced in the structures. In existing
devices this effect is obtained mainly by having the vacuum vessel close to the
plasma. In ITER the vacuum vessel is far from the plasma, but the stabilizing effect
of the vacuum vessel is electrically transferred to the blanket surface with twin loops
consisting of thin copper loops attached to the outboard blanket surfaces at top and
bottom and other thin copper plates on the inner surface of the vacuum vessel. This
concept provides a higher stability margin and better compatibility with large ports
near the midplane than the conventional saddle loop concept. The high stability
margin mitigates vertical movement, and the number of vertical displacement events
ending in hard disruptions can be reduced. In order to reduce mechanical loads due
to plasma disruption, in-vessel components are electrically segmented and designed
for toroidal symmetry. The superconducting magnets are shielded with the plasma
vacuum vessel, which has a long time constant, i.e. a few hundred milliseconds.
Fast active control of the vertical position is performed with copper coils inside
the vacuum vessel. Slow plasma configuration control is well performed with seven
sets of superconducting magnets.
4.2. Flexibility of divertor operation
Because of the high heat flux and large uncertainties of the scrape-off layer, the
plasma facing components, especially the divertor plates, have to be designed for the
best possible performance. The operating limits of the plasma facing components
come mainly from fatigue, peak heat flux and erosion for the divertor plates, and
disruption effects. During the Physics Phase, with short integral operation time and
less emphasis on the lifetime of the components, the permitted heat loads and hence
the neutron wall load could be somewhat higher. The critical range is around
15 MW/m2. After various operations have been studied, the machine will be
optimized for the Technology Phase and the divertor plate material may be changed.
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If necessary, the divertor configuration may be modified, e.g. the divertor throat
configuration, the distance between X point and strike point, the shape of the plate
and the angle between plates and magnetic surfaces.
Uncertainties in scrape-off layer physics require flexible divertor operation. For
ignition operation with 22 MA of plasma current and 1 GW of fusion power, the halfwidth for radial power flow at the midplane is found to be about 5 mm with a perpendicular heat transport coefficient of 2 m 2 /s, which corresponds to 7 cm on the divertor plate with an inclination of 15° to the magnetic surface. Consequently, the peak
flux on the divertor plate is about 6 MW/m2, with 45 MW power flow into one
outer divertor channel [4]. This value is sufficiently low even with a rather large
peaking factor and safety factor for uncertainty. The maximum power, about
300 MW excluding neutron loads, could occur in steady state operation with a relatively low density plasma. With 35 % radiation loss the power load into one divertor
channel in a balanced double null configuration is about 80 MW, i.e. about twice that
of ignited operation, and the half-width is expected to be much narrower because of
a higher plasma temperature, a lower density and a higher power flow in the scrapeoff layer. Consequently, a much higher heat flux density, e.g. 3.5 times higher flux
with the same transport coefficient [4], will have to be expected under steady state
operation. In order to reduce the heat flux to an acceptable value, e.g. 15 MW/m2,
the required half-width of heat flux at the midplane is about 5 mm, which corresponds
to 7 cm on the divertor plate with an inclination of 15° to the magnetic surface.
Including the peaking factor and safety factor for the uncertainty margin will be
required. Further increases in the half-width might be effected by: (1) active means
of increasing the effective half-width, and (2) avoidance of up-down asymmetry and
other heat flux peaking. The following schemes will be employed in ITER:
(a)

Toroidal asymmetry in an actual device is predicted to cause S 1 mm broadening of the midplane. If necessary, an additional ergodic layer can be applied
with the in-vessel copper coils set for vertical plasma position control, i.e. about
6 cm/20 kAT on the outer divertor plate. In this case, the copper coils have to
be divided into about four groups in the toroidal direction so that a toroidally
rotating field with a toroidal mode number of 1 can be produced.
(b) Separatrix sweep with SC coils is effective for reducing time averaged heat flux,
e.g. a factor of about 2 reduction of surface temperature with +15 cm and
0.2 Hz sweep on the outer divertor plate. Under steady state operation the
fusion power is relatively low, so that a higher heat load due to separatrix sweep
can be accepted without increasing the total heat load on the SC coil system.
(c) Up-down asymmetry is expected because of vertical movement and drifts. A
vertical position control accuracy of ±5 mm or better is necessary and appears
feasible. If the up-down asymmetry is serious, the plasma can be artificially
moved up and down, e.g. ±1 cm, so that the time averaged heat flux is
distributed equally to the top and the bottom plates by optimizing the cycle
fraction.
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Radiative cooling in the peripheral region of the main plasma and the divertor
region mitigates divertor heat load. Radiation of the order of 10 MW from one
divertor channel is expected.

If high heat flux handling is achieved, a wide range of plasma operation is accessible for study. Although narrowly localized erosion can be easily eliminated by
slowly sweeping the strike point on the divertor plate, additional schemes will have
to be developed to reduce temperature and to increase density in front of the divertor
plate. These problems will have to be intensively studied in the engineering design
and construction phases and finally during ITER operation.
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DISCUSSION
P.R. THOMAS: If full ignition were to occur at full plasma current, what
would be the resulting power load on the target plates if /3 values typical of those
demonstrated in DIII-D were attained?
Y. SHIMOMURA: The expected value depends on plasma parameters, but the
maximum is 4 GW with G = 4, and an acceptable value is around 2 GW. The pulse
length should be short, e.g. 10-20 s, because the first wall and other components are
designed for 1 GW with a long pulse.
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ITER: NUCLEAR ENGINEERING.
An overview of ITER efforts in the area of nuclear engineering and technology is presented. It
includes technological and design developments for the three major tokamak in-vessel components —
blanket, first wall and divertor plates — and the tritium fuel cycle. A summary of the on-going R&D
is also included.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The engineering and testing objectives of the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) are (1) to validate design concepts and qualify
engineering components; (2) to demonstrate the reliability and maintainability of the
reactor systems; and (3) to test the main nuclear technologies (blanket modules,
tritium production, extraction of high grade heat appropriate for the generation of
electricity). Specifically, it is hoped that the ITER device can provide: (1) testing
conditions with an average neutron wall loading of about 1 MW/m2; (2) a neutron
fluence of about 1 MW-a/m 2 , but with the design allowing for a higher neutron
fluence in the range of 3 MW-a/m 2 ; (3) a tritium breeding blanket that aims at
achieving a breeding ratio as close to unity as possible; and (4) an overall availability
of the ITER of, at least, 10%, but which should reach a level of 25% and provide
continuous operation for a period lasting one to two weeks. This paper summarizes
work progress in the ITER programme in the area of nuclear engineering.
Major in-vessel nuclear components include blanket/shield, first wall and divertor designs.
2.

BLANKET/SHIELD

Two options are under consideration for the driver blanket for ITER: solid
breeder (SB) lithium ceramic, and lithium-lead eutectic (LiPb). Both blanket options
use low temperature water (e.g. 100°C) as the coolant and solution annealed type 316
austenitic steel as the structural material. In addition, the SB concept incorporates
beryllium as a neutron multiplier. The SB was identified as the 'first option' for the
The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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system integration, and three different designs with the solid breeder were developed
[1]. Li2O and several ternary lithium oxides are generally considered as the leading
candidates for the solid breeder blanket concepts.
Considerable R&D efforts were made during the last three years to study driver
blanket materials and to justify the proposed designs. The latest experiments on the
solid breeders have been conducted to measure the rates of lithium mass transport in
the purge gas flow. Mass transport rates and the pressure over Li2O were measured
as functions of temperature, He flow velocity and the He/H ratio in the gas. In most
of the conditions, the LiOH pressure in the gas phase is near saturation.
Results from in-reactor experiments indicate that the tritium inventory can be
maintained on a relatively low level from several tens to less than one hundred grams
in the ITER driver blanket. The inventory depends on grain size, porosity and temperature of the breeder material as well as the moisture pressure and the He purge
gas parameters.
Experiments on compatibility of Li2O with stainless steel at temperatures of
350-750°C have been conducted at different moisture levels. They show permissible
levels of interaction in the range of moisture levels less than ~ 200 appm. Fabrication
of 1 mm spheres and sintered blocks of Li2O and beryllium has already been
performed.
Latest efforts were aimed at radiation resistance studies of differently fabricated
Be and at a study of tritium retention and release from Be. Be samples with densities
in the range of 80-100% were prepared. Tritium release measurements from irradiated Be have been done for temperatures of 300-700°C. The results show significant
release from dense Be at temperatures above 600°C. If the Be temperatures in the
blanket will be kept below 450-500°C, most of the tritium will be retained in Be,
which results in a tritium inventory of ~800 g in ITER after operation to
3 MW-a/m 2 .
The main critical database and design issues of the present SB blanket concepts
include:
— solid breeder tritium release characteristics and methods of providing thermal
insulation between the structure and breeder materials in the SB blanket;
— beryllium irradiation effects such as swelling, tritium retention and compatibility with other materials.
An alternative driver LiPb blanket was also designed and supported by breeder
material R&D. Corrosion tests were performed for austenitic steel and its weldments
in Li17Pb83 eutectic at 320°C. The corrosion resistances of the weld and the base
metal are about the same. Experiments were performed on chemical reactivity of
Li17Pb83 with air and water. They confirm the possible use of this breeder from a
safety point of view. Tests of Li,7Pb83 eutectic in solid state were also performed.
They show that the tritium diffusion coefficient is low (~10~ 7 cm2/s at 200°C).
Tests at 120°C to the fluence of 7 x 1019 n/cm2 indicate a low 2!0Po radioactivity
of - 4 0 0 Bq/g.
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The main critical issues for LiPb blanket concept are tritium permeation and the
thermomechanical behaviour of the design during melting/solidification of the
eutectic.
In all blanket designs proposed the net tritium breeding ratio was estimated to
be in the range of 0.77-0.92. An external tritium supply of 4.5-13 kg at a cost of
US $90-350 million will be required to achieve the ITER operation goal of
1 MW-a/m 2 on the assumption of a tritium cost of US $20 000 per gram. Essential
changes in the reactor configuration have to be made to achieve full tritium
self-supply.
Blanket design development is supported by R&D on structural material.
Experiments on stress corrosion cracking, He/H embrittlement, radiation creep and
swelling at low temperatures are in progress. Preliminary results support using 315
austenitic stainless steel as a structural material.
Combined blanket/shield design provides protection of TF coils and permits
personnel access to the cryostat boundary after reactor shutdown. The total nuclear
heating and the radiation dose to insulation are on permissible levels of 55 kW and
2 x 109 rad, respectively. The dose outside the cryostat is estimated to be
— 0.5 mrem/hour, 24 hours after reactor shutdown in the most demanding operation
scenarios. Local shielding around major penetrations with a thickness ~ 1 m is
designed to provide a permissible radiation level.

3.

FIRST WALL

The first wall system [2], which is integrated into the blanket design, must
satisfy a complex set of design and operational requirements. The plasma facing
armour must be able to (1) accommodate the high thermal heat and neutron fluxes
(up to 0.6 MW/m2 and 1 MW/m2, respectively) produced during normal operation,
(2) withstand the pulsed surface energy depositions (2 MJ/m2 in 0.1-3 ms)
produced during plasma disruptions, and (3) survive impingement of high energy
(runaway) electrons, with energies of up to 300 MeV and localized energy depositions of up to 100 MJ/m2 that may be produced in the aftermath of plasma disruptions. On the basis of experience in present large tokamaks, a low-Z, plasma facing
armour on the first wall steel structure is required in the Physics Phase, such as a
carbon fibre composite or beryllium. Bare stainless steel with or without tungsten
coating or carbon is considered for use in the Technology Phase. Radiation cooled
tiles are recommended in hot spot areas with high (0.3-0.6 MW/m2) heat flux,
where conductive cooled tiles cause too high thermal stress on the surface between
tile and cooling panel. Conduction cooled tiles, with the same basic design, can be
used for areas of the first wall with lower heat fluxes. The limited use of radiation
cooling (=10% of the first wall area) is to minimize plasma impurities and satisfy
safety requirements for air and water interaction with graphite. Conduction cooled
tiles operate at low temperatures (<1000°C) relative to radiation cooled tiles
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( = 1600-1800°C), and thus result in a reduced plasma impurity source and a lower
tritium inventory in the tiles. The total tritium inventory in the first wall is estimated
to be some hundreds of grams.
Prototypical models of the first wall were manufactured. Several prototype
stainless steel mock-ups of the first wall ( — 0.6 m long) were produced by electron
beam welding, brazing and hot isostatic pressing. First thermomechanical testing of
simplified first wall models was carried out. These tests show positive results and
indicate the conservatism of present design codes concerning fatigue life prediction.
First wall welded design was subjected to about 1000 cycles without failure.
Manufacturing of 0.5 m long, radiative first wall armour tiles in three-dimensional
carbon fibre composites and graphite has started; they will be tested during 1990 in
a new first wall facility (300 kW).
4.

DIVERTOR

The design of the divertor plate [2] is, at present, developed for Physics and
Technology Phases operation. The design of the Physics Phase consists of carbon
composite armour tiles brazed to Mo, Nb, or Cu alloy cooling tubes. This concept
shows good promise of meeting the requirements for the Physics Phase operations.
Beryllium and tungsten armours are considered as alternative options for the Physics
Phase. For the Technology Phase, achieving an acceptable erosion lifetime requires
a high-Z divertor plate material. Tungsten is a candidate material with a substrate of
Mo alloys, Nb alloys or dispersion strengthened Cu alloys. Carbon based materials
on the plates could also be used if during Physics Phase they showed better performance than predicted.
The maximum allowable peak heat flux to the divertor plate is limited by tile
surface temperature, tile thickness and coolant channel burnout. Experiments were
performed for one-side tube heating. For a water coolant velocity of 10 m/s, burnout
occurs at a critical heat flux level of 15-20 MW/m2 for smooth tubes and at a flux
of 40-60 MW/m2 for swirl tubes. For the proposed designs, which use a round
channel with a twisted tape insert to enhance heat transfer, the estimated burnout
safety margin can be two to three for a surface heat flux of 15 MW/m2.
The lifetime of the divertor plate will be determined by surface erosion. Erosion
due to plasma disruptions is a limiting factor. For worst case assumptions of
20 MJ/m2 energy deposition, the peak erosion was calculated to be about
0.1-0.2 mm per disruption. With a 10 mm thick tile, the usable divertor plate lifetime will therefore be 20-50 worst case disruptions. However, experimental results
on carbon erosion show that the erosion is, by a factor of five, greater than the
predicted values; this will lead to a corresponding increase in erosion (to about
0.5-1.0 mm per disruption) and an unacceptable reduction in plate lifetime. At the
same time first experiments with plasma gun facilities show significantly lower erosion for tungsten than with electron beam irradiation. The same effect may occur for
carbon materials.
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Manufacturing and testing of the divertor plate models are in progress. Optimization in the brazing of carbon on copper and molybdenum alloys is now resulting
in the manufacture of up to 0.6 m long divertor plate mock-ups for thermomechanical
testing in 1990-1991. Burnout experiments in two laboratories have provided a first
basis for evaluating the allowed divertor plate heat fluxes.
Pyrolitic graphite and carbon fibre composites (CX-2002U and MFC-1) were
tested under disruption simulating conditions (5 ms, 1800 MW/m2). Pyrolytic
graphite was broken into several pieces. No cracks in carbon fibre composites were
found by macroscopic observation.
Graphite/TZM and graphite/OFMC copper divertor modules were tested with
a power load of up to 16 MW/m2 steady state load (area ~ 50 mm X 25 mm).
After 1000 cycles several specimens are found to survive without cracks and failure,
leading to the prospect for the divertor plates to withstand a steady state heat flux of
10 MW/m2. More fatigue cycling experiments are to be performed in the near
future.
Thermal cycling tests have been performed on actively cooled mock-ups of W
on Cu; no significant damage occurred up to 8 MW/m2. Neutron irradiation of
bonded W-Cu specimens with subsequent mechanical testing was performed.
The summary of the on-going R&D provides a proof of principle basis for the
proposed divertor plate design. Fabrication and testing of medium and full scale
mock-ups are planned in 1991-1995.
5.

FUEL CYCLE

Plasma fuelling [3] will primarily be provided by gas puffing in the divertor
region. For fuelling during plasma current ramp-up, pellet injectors capable of producing a limited number ( < 100/pulse) of pellets at velocities in excess of 2 km/s will
be provided to produce peaked profiles. To enhance flexibility during operation,
additional pellet injectors will be used to provide continuous fuelling beyond the
scrape-off layer (1.2 to 2 km/s). Plasma chamber vacuum pumping during plasma
operation and during dwell periods between pulses may be achieved by using compound cryopumps. The required 24 cryopumps are arranged in eight stations. For initial pumpdown and torus conditioning, a system of eight turbomolecular pumps, each
with a capacity of 15 to 25 m 3 /s, would be integrated into the cryopumping stations.
The possibility of replacing the cryopumps with turbopumps is also being evaluated.
The pump-layout will provide sufficient space for an all-turbopump option.
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DISCUSSION

B.J. GREEN: You mentioned radiation shielding only briefly. Access to the
machine will be of prime importance in the experimental ITER programme. Has the
ITER team carried out calculations to show the evolution of the activation of the
machine throughout the experiment?
C. BAKER: Initial activation calculations have been carried out by the ITER
home teams, including some 2-D/3-D analyses of the effect of penetrations. The
penetrations are essential for allowing some limited, hands-on maintenance in certain
areas exterior to the cryostat and will all require substantial shielding.
M. KIKUCHI: When we produced a conceptual design of the steady state tokamak reactor (SSTR), we found tritium permeation into the primary cooling system.
What is the situation for your ITER design?
C. BAKER: Tritium permeation into the primary coolant of the ITER first wall
is low because of the relatively low operating temperatures of the stainless steel walls.
Y.-K. M. PENG: Could you explain the further steps in blanket development
required before installation and operation of the cold tritium breeding blankets in
ITER?
C. BAKER: There will be a variety of small to medium scale tests using various
non-nuclear test stands and an extensive series of tests in fission reactors.
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ITER: TEST PROGRAMME.
The ITER objectives described in the Terms of Reference state that ITER will provide the database "necessary for the design and construction of a demonstration fusion power plant". As part of
the strategy to achieve these objectives, ITER has been designed to operate in two phases: the Physics
Phase, which lasts for six years, and the Technology Testing Phase, which lasts for eight years. During
the Technology Phase, submodules for the blanket and high heat flux and other nuclear components are
inserted in especially designed test ports. Tests are provided for DEMO relevant design concepts as well
as advanced reactor concepts. Besides providing the database for DEMO, these tests will provide
powerful, albeit partial, demonstration of the ultimate potential of fusion reactor performance, safety
and environmental attractiveness.

1. Introduction
As the first opportunity for fusion integrated testing, ITER will be utilized
for a wide variety of tests requiring the complete fusion environment. Test
information from ITER will be obtained by two means: 1) information from the
operation of the components of the basic device including component-tocomponent interaction and overall system integration, and 2) a number of
experiments on a number of nuclear components, including blanket test modules
which will be introduced into ITER in specially designed ports. To date, the ITER
test program effort has focused on the second part, i.e. especially designed
experiments, for the nuclear components.
The objectives of the ITER test program are: 1) screening of concepts in
tests which require the integrated fusion environment, 2) calibration of fusion
integrated tests to results from non-fusion tests, 3) validation of candidate blanket
concepts, and 4) testing of advanced concepts. The ITER objectives and
characteristics contained in ANNEX I to the Terms of Reference state that ITER
will provide the data base "necessary for the design and construction of a
demonstration fusion power plant".
ITER has been designed to operate in two phases. The first phase, which
lasts for 6 years, is devoted to machine checkout and physics testing with some
limited technology tests. The second phase lasts for 8 years and is devoted
primarily to technology testing. There are a number of especially designed ports
on ITER that are allocated exclusively for technology testing, 3 ports during the
physics phase and 5 ports during the technology phase. Considerations of limited
space and time for testing in ITER dictated the development of a test plan that
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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made maximum utilization of the facility. Some of the issues related to
international collaboration on the test program have been successfully resolved
through a combination of sharing time and space on ITER and collaboration on
many of the tests.

2. Testing Requirements on ITER Parameters
Successful nuclear testing imposes important requirements on ITER major
design parameters and engineering features. These requirements have been
formulated based on results of technical analyses. Engineering scaling
requirements are different for various issues, design concepts and the ultimate
testing objectives. Table I summarizes the recommendations of the ITER testing
group. Both minimum and highly desirable goals are provided. Analysis shows
that device parameters below the minimum value in any category will seriously
limit the usefulness of nuclear testing for important issues that particularly require
testing in an integrated fusion environment. There is a high probability that results
obtained with testing conditions below the "minimum" could not be extrapolated to
reactor conditions. Conversely, the highly desirable range provides values above
which there is reasonable confidence fiat results could be extrapolated to reactor
conditions.
The fluence recommendation is based on a combination of the need to
perform a sequence of concept performance tests, which take roughly
3-6 years at
full power and high availability (-25%), resulting in 1-3 MW«a/m2 of fluence, and
the desire to perform concept verification tests, which
require activation of
fluence-related phenomena, resulting in 3-4 MW»a/m2 of fluence. These fluences
are based on the exposure at the location of the test articles. The actual machine
fluence (at the first wall) is higher by a factor of 1.5 to 2 for several reasons. For
example, the existence of plasma facing components, first wall and multiplecontainment structures for some tests reduces the neutron flux at the test module.
Also, the current testing strategy calls for extensive use of sequential testing in
order to proceed from small size submodule performance tests to the larger and
more integrated tests for concept verification.
Steady state operation is a highly desirable goal for ITER during the
technology phase as pulsing has many negative effects on the results and value of
nuclear testing. If pulsing is unavoidable, then long burn times in the range of 1-3
hours are highly recommended because many nuclear processes have long time
constants. There are many phenomena that have very short time constants. For
example, the temperature, which has major influence on nuclear effects, changes
rapidly within a few seconds. Thus, for many nuclear processes, it takes a long
time (hours to days) to reach equilibrium but only a short time (seconds) to ruin it
From the nuclear testing standpoint, the dwell time should be <20 s. Since this is
not practically achievable, the ITER testing group has recommended that obtaining
a short dwell time be a high priority goal. The absolute minimum below which the
value of the test diminishes is dependent on the design concept, but for many
concepts is in the range of 100-200 s.
The nuclear testing requirements have substantially influenced the selection
of ITER design parameters and engineering features. Also shown in Table I are
the parameters for the present reference ITER design. ITER presently meets most
of the nuclear testing requirements except in some cases where further work is
required.
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3. Test Program
International collaboration on the test program on ITER is necessary as
there is neither sufficient space nor time to serve the needs of four independent,
national programs. A scheme has been developed for sharing space and time on
the device among the parties.
The numbers of ports available for testing in ITER are 3 during the physics
phase and 5 during the technology phase, each port is 3m2 at the first wall. The
allocation of the 3 ports during the physics phase is as follows: one port for
neutronics tests (including possible sharing with some materials tests), one port
for liquid metal blankets (both self cooled and separately cooled), and the third
port for all types of solid breeder blankets (gas cooled and water cooled).
During the technology phase the 5 ports are allocated as follows: 1) one
port for solid breeders, gas cooled, 2) one port for solid breeders, water cooled,
3) one port for self cooled liquid metals, 4) one port for separately cooled liquid
metals, and 5) one port for material and other types of tests.
The details of the test program have been developed to maximize the
utilization of ITER and to best serve the testing needs of various countries subject
to ITER constraints on available testing space and time. An example is offered by
the test plan developed for solid breeder blankets discussed below.
The test program in ITER for the solid breeder blanket foresees that
initially there will be 3 concepts for each coolant. Namely, 3 concepts with
Europe, Japan and USA lead with the helium cooling and 3 concepts with Japan,
USA and USSR lead with water cooling. The test program will be implemented
as follows:
1.
During the Physics Phase, a horizontal port will be allocated to the solid
breeder blanket. The purpose of the tests in this phase is to characterize
the neutronic environment, to check out blanket systems, and to check out
instrumentation.
2.
During the Technology Phase, two horizontal ports will be allocated to the
solid breeder blanket: one for designs with gas cooling and one for designs
with water cooling.
3.
During the first three years of the Technology Phase, three submodules
will be tested in each of the two ports available. ,In the port for gas-cooled
designs, the EC, Japan and the US shall have the lead on the design,
construction and operation of one of the three modules, respectively. The
port for water-cooled design is partitioned in exactly the same way. The
lead for submodule design, construction and operation shall be taken by
Japan, the US and the USSR.
4.
During the following three years of the Technology Phase, a single module
of the chosen concept with helium and water cooling shall be tested in each
of the two ports. Failing to achieve agreement on a single reference
solution, the three single modules for the three different concepts will be
tested successively for a period of one year each.
5.
The tests of the submodules will be performed behind a first wall similar to
the driver blanket first wall. In case of a single reference blanket, the
blanket module will be tested for the first year behind a driver blanket-type
first wall and with its own first wall facing the plasma for the two
remaining years.
6.
For various designs it may be necessary to perform tests with complete
segments or even sectors during the final period of the Technology Phase
and during a possible extended phase operation. The test sequence and the
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FIG. 2. Test sequence for liquid metal blankets.

highlights of the solid breeder blanket test program discussed above are
illustrated in Fig. 1. Similar details have been developed for liquid metal
blanket concepts and are illustrated in Fig. 2.
4. Ancillary Equipment Configuration and Maintenance
For each test in ITER a specific set of external equipment must be provided
in the ITER plant, with supply lines to the test location. Examples of such
equipment are: 1) heat rejection systems, 2) tritium recovery systems, 3) chemical
(impurity) control systems, 4) coolant and purge fluid storage, 5) hot cells and
post irradiation examination rooms, and 6) control and data acquisition systems.
The ancillary equipment requirements for the ITER test program are extensive and
they impose important requirements on the configuration and maintenance
schemes for ITER.
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ITER: SAFETY ASPECTS.
Safety analyses have concluded for ITER that radiological doses from operational effluents and
accidents are consistent with anticipated regulatory requirements. To improve safety further and meet
the ambitious goal of' 'passive safety'', efforts are needed to reduce inventories of tritium and activation
products. Most major safety issues are now associated with plasma facing components (PFC).

1.

INTRODUCTION

ITER safety studies aim to: 1) demonstrate that ITER can be designed
and operated satisfying anticipated regulatory requirements, and 2) see how
future fusion machines, including ITER, can be improved further to benefit
from the potential advantages of fusion reactors, such as absence of radioactive
products from the fusion reaction itself and of criticality accidents.
Conservatively interpreting national regulatory requirements in each country and
present international trends, regulatory requirements for public doses are
anticipated as follows: (1) Doses due to operational effluents should stay below
100 M-Sv/yr (10 mrem/yr),(2)Doses calculated for any accident of regulatory
concern should stay below 100 mSv (10 rem). To fully utilize the potential
advantage of fusion, more ambitious targets were formulated. The most
important is as follows: (3) A strong effort based on passive features should be
made to keep doses below 100 mSv (10 rem), which are calculated under very
low probability assumptions and do not take credit for confinement by
buildings.
2.

SAFETY ANALYSIS

2.1

Operational Effluents

The maximum site boundary doses for the public from atmospheric
effluents of tritium and activation products are ~ 4 to 9 (iSv/yr and ~ 2 |iSv/yr,
respectively. Besides atmospheric effluents, the total normal effluent dose will
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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include liquid effluents, which can not be estimated at present. However, the
total effluent dose for ITER seems to be well below the anticipated regulatory
requirement of 100 (iSv/yr, since atmospheric effluent doses usually dominate.
2.2

Tritium and Activation Products Inventories

Current estimates of tritium inventories have fairly large uncertainties.
They range from 1.7 kg to 6 kg in physics phase and from 1.4 kg to 4.3 kg in
technology phase. Major contributions come from the tritium system, graphite
armour and dust in the physics phase, Be multiplier in the blanket, and long
term storage in the technology phase. Two major improvements would be
conceivable to lower tritium inventories. First, if the current tritium burn up in
the plasma, 2.6%, could be increased, the inventories in tritium processing
systems would decrease proportionately. Second, elimination of graphite from
PFC would help reduce tritium inventories. The total induced activity is about 4
xlO*9 Bq (~1 GCi). Most of this activity is not prone to mobilization, except
for the corrosion products, in-vessel dust caused by erosion and plasma
disruptions, and oxidized and mobilized refractory metals such as tungsten.
Tungsten, which is one of the candidate armour materials for the technology
phase, will be highly activated on its surface and may accidentally be mobilized,
and is therefore not a desirable material from the safety viewpoint.
2.3

Accident Analysis

Examination of accident scenarios led to these four areas, grouping
initiating events together.
In-vessel Accidents: Extensive analyses have been conducted for LOCA (Loss
of Coolant Accident) and LOVA (Loss of Vacuum Accident). Possible
consequences of pipe or header break inside the vacuum vessel are overpressure in
the vacuum vessel, chemical reactions between in-vessel components and
steam, and hydrogen production as a result of chemical reactions. The
overpressure depends on the temperature of the cooling water, which is less
than 150°C during normal operation and may be up to 250°C during
conditioning operations. Overpressure due to LOCA during normal operation
(water<150°C) is lower than the design value of the vacuum vessel of 0.2 MPa.
On the other hand, overpressure due to LOCA during conditioning (~250°C)
becomes more than 2 MPa which is far beyond the design value. Overpressure
would be relieved into a dedicated part of the reactor building before.it reaches the
design value of the vacuum vessel. Blowdown into the reactor building causes
spread of tritium and activation products residing in the vacuum vessel.
Hydrogen production resulting from graphite-steam reactions is estimated to be
several kg, implying low probability of hydrogen explosion even if air ingress
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follows. This estimate is valid for a graphite temperature of 1000°C for 90 % of
the first wall area, 1500-1800°C for the rest. However, in some accidents,
higher temperatures may be reached, for example, at LOFA (Loss of Flow
Accident) preceding the LOCA. In this case, larger hydrogen production can be
expected. Also, the final type of carbon graphite selected may increase the
predicted hydrogen produced. Therefore, it is prudent to fill inert gas around the
plasma vacuum boundary, preventing air ingress into the vacuum vessel and
eliminating the possibility of a hydrogen explosion. Analysis of loss of vacuum
accidents shows that the reaction between air and graphite is self-terminating.
Ex-vessel Accidents: LOCA and LOFA outside the vacuum vessel have been
analyzed. Ex-vessel LOCA, for example a pipe break at a pressurizer connection
in the divertor cooling system during plasma burn, requires almost immediate
plasma shutdown to avoid major damage of in-vessel divertor pipes. If major
damage occurred in the vacuum vessel, radioactive inventories could leak out
through the failed cooling system into the reactor building. Without plasma
burning, decay heat during an ex-vessel LOCA may cause a gradual temperature
increase. The maximum temperature of the divertor plate is estimated to be -700
°C. If this is followed by a LOVA causing air/steam ingress, tungsten and
rhenium activation products will oxidize and become volatile. Overpressure in
the reactor building, which is the final confinement barrier, can be also caused
by an ex-vessel LOCA. The maximum overpressure is estimated to be -0.15
MPa for an ex-vessel LOCA during conditioning. For a large overpressure, a
pressure relief is necessary through a vent/filter system to keep the integrity of
the reactor building confinement. The building design pressure is -0.13 MPa
(0.03 MPa overpressure). Most of the tritium in HTO form and the activation
products in the form of aerosols can be trapped by filter pressure relief, but
tritium in HT form cannot without some active capture mechanism. During
pressurization of the reactor building, some uncontrolled leakage from the
reactor building could result at 1 % volume/day.
Tritium System Accidents: Tritium system safety technology is being developed
in existing test facilities. As a basic approach, multiple barrier containments are
employed. The approach uses primary and secondary containments in addition
to the final containment by the building. The primary containment is process
equipment and pipings. The secondary containment will be glove boxes for
small components and rooms for large components. Both are filled with inert gas
to avoid hydrogen combustion. Although the basic safety technology already
exists, careful design and construction are necessary since the ITER tritium
system is far more complicated than existing test facilities.
Magnet Accidents: The magnet system does not contain significant radioactivity
inventories, but the large energy inventory is a potential accident initiator.
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Without careful design, accidents could propagate to the vacuum vessel, which
contains significant amounts of radioactivity. Therefore, the magnet system
must be designed to confine any damage. The TF magnet system appears to be
the primary concern. The capacity for the PF system to interact with an external
system is less, and there is substantial design flexibility to prevent such
interaction. Fault conditions of the TF coil system have been investigated, and
the most severe ones have been identified. Depending on design details, some
could cause large deformations. They include: 1) a short circuit in one coil with
fast discharge of the others and 2) a break of a current lead to one coil, internal
discharge of that coil, and failure to discharge the others. The analyses showed
that the second case is more severe than the first. The centering force on the
discharged coil drops to zero, and the compression in the vault (central TF
section) tends to squeeze the faulted coil outwards. If slip between inner legs of
coils occurs, the faulted coil can contact the thermal shield and vacuum vessel.
In the present design, a friction factor of 0.2 would be enough to prevent slip.
Further detailed analyses are required to confirm that slip cannot happen, but if
necessary, vault rigidity could be improved by a design modification. One of
the remaining concerns is a damage of the plasma vacuum boundary (e.g.
vacuum pump duct) by arcing. Careful engineering design to prevent this
damage should be done in the future.
2.4

Consequences of Major Accidents

Table 1 shows the worst hypothetical accident scenarios and their
consequences. They are selected from accidents that hypothetically release large
amounts of radioactivity into the reactor building, and/or cause high
overpressure in the reactor building jeopardizing confinement. The consequence
assessment is based on very conservative assumptions, such as, no function
of detritiation system during the first seven days after the accident. Doses are
calculated for the maximum exposed public individual. Weather and release
parameters are assumed to be worst case: class F stability, 1 m/s wind velocity,
ground level release. The site boundary is assumed to be 1 km from the release
point. The results show that, for the worst hypothetical accidents, the doses at
the site boundary will be consistent with the anticipated regulatory
requirements.
3.

ESTIMATE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

Radioactive wastes from ITER are expected to be larger in volume, but
significantly lower in radiotoxicity, than for a light water reactor of similar
thermal power. Other than divertor plate, the decommissioning waste mass is
about 20,000 tones, which are mostly steel. Of this waste, 70-100 % could be
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disposed by either shallow geological burial or near-surface burial, depending
on national criteria, averaging, and time before disposal. The mass of
replaceable parts of the divertor is about 100 tonnes/replacement and design
capability includes 15 replacements over the lifetime. This waste (likely to be
Nb-1 Zr or Mo alloy) would likely require deep geological burial.

TABLE 1. OVERALL WORST HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENT SCENARIOS
INTERNAL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (IN-VESSEL LOCA)
LOSS OF VACUUM ACCIDENT (LOVA) DUE TO IN-VESSEL LOCA
Disruption or runaway electrons cause major water ingress from FW and
divertor coolant water into the torus. Steam pressurizes torus. PFC
temperatures decrease quickly so that oxidation/volatility of PFC surfaces
is not a major dose contributor. Radioactivity includes activated FW
corrosion products, divertor corrosion products, PFC dust; and tritium in
dust, FW water, divertor water, and connected with the torus.
Maximum dose with confinement

Physics phase
30 mSv

Technology phase
10 mSv

COMPLETE EXTERNAL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (EX-VESSEL LOCA) WITH
LOVA
Several coolant headers to fail. Coolant lost from FW, divertor, and
blanket. Purge stream continues to remove tritium from blanket. Plasma
shuts down. Heat-up due to decay heat. Reference LOCA temperature is 700
± 100 °C for divertor, 600 ± 100 °C for first wall and blanket. LOCA assumed
to last 1 week. High temperature leads to LOVA, so that air enters the
torus. This mobilizes tokamak dust and causes oxidation-driven volatility.
Radioactivity includes activated corrosion products, volatile species, and
PFC dust; and tritium in blanket, divertor coolant water, PFC dust.
Provision for 4 separate coolant quadrants may make this scenario
outside of regulatory concern.
Maximum dose with confinement

Physics phase
30 mSv

Technology phase
80 mSv

MAJOR TRITIUM PROCESSING SYSTEMS ACCIDENT
Major accident in tritium processing systems, fails most tritium
processing systems. Radioactivity includes tritium process systems.
Maximum dose with confinement

Physics phase
10 mSv

Technology phase
10 mSv
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CONCLUSIONS

Fusion has inherent safety features such as absence of criticality
accidents. Proper design eliminates the possibility of catastrophic accidents.such as
explosion of combustible gases and large damage of the torus by magnet
deformation. The dominant radiological hazards in ITER are associated with
tritium in the physics phase and activated tungsten in the PFC in the technology
phase. Most of the tritium in the vacuum vessel and much oxidized tungsten can
be mobilized in the case of postulated severe accidents. However, the analyses
show that mobilized tritium and tungsten can be reasonably confined by the
ITER building and the site boundary dose is expected to be consistent with
anticipated regulatory requirements. The doses from normal operation and
maintenance effluents are consistent with anticipated regulatory requirements. If
radioactive confinement by the reactor building is not taken into account in
accident doses, the current ITER design still leads to calculated accident doses
larger than 100 mSv. To meet the ambitious "passive safety" goal, reduction of
inventories of tritium and mobile activation products is needed.
The international fusion physics community would greatly benefit ITER
safety by the following: 1) Find and validate ways to increase the tritium burn
fraction from present 2.6%, 2) Find ways to passively shutdown the plasma
within about 1 s of significant off-normal conditions, 3) Test a wider range of
possible PFC materials that allow less tritium inventory in the vacuum vessel
and are radiologically less hazardous as well, 4) In current machines, test ways
to reduce tokamak erosion dust, so that the dust inventory in ITER stays below
about 1 kg.
A preliminary safety analysis conducted during the CDA has indicated
that the evolving design is expected to meet anticipated regulations.
DISCUSSION
S. MORI: In your paper, safety is discussed from the standpoint of licensing.
Has there been any study on the safety of investment in ITER? For example, do you
evaluate the cost and the time required to recover from accidents which might conceivably occur during daily operations, as discussed in your paper?
H. IIDA: During the CDA, safety analyses were focused on public safety
because of its obvious primary importance. A study of property protection or maintenance (recovery from an accident) is being developed in the machine design itself,
as well as in the safety study. Tool designs and a replacement scheme have been
developed for the components which may fail with high frequency. The periods
required for replacement have been roughly estimated, but not the costs as yet.
(In operation cost estimates, costs for spares are included in a general way at a rate
similar to that applied in other energy plant.)
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On the other hand, the safety analyses during the CDA do have some implications for property protection. For example, the use of high temperature water in a
tokamak leaves open the possibility of accident propagation from a small pipe break
to severe torus damage and/or a wide spread of radioactivity in the reactor building.
In such an event, or combination of events, a long time and huge sums of money
would obviously be required to recover from the accident.
During the EDA, the entire accident spectrum from operational transients to
hypothetical accidents will be analysed. This analysis should provide more information for effective machine design, from the standpoint of both public safety and
property protection.
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ITER SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE (ISTAC): REVIEW OF ITER
RELATED R&D PLANS.
The design work during the Conceptual Design Activity (CDA) has produced an integrated design
and has identified the R&D programme which had to be pursued during the engineering Design Phase.
The ITER related R&D programme was discussed at the several ITER Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee (ISTAC) meetings. The main ideas of these discussions are presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The main tasks of ISTAC are:
— to
— to
— to
— to

advise the ITER Council (IC) on scientific and technical matters;
review the status of the design activities;
pay continuous attention to innovations both in physics and technology;
evaluate R&D programmes.

Thus, during the Conceptual Design Activity (CDA) phase, ISTAC played the
role of an 'outside' referee; its findings and recommendations were accepted by the
IC and by the ITER team for subsequent implementation in the design work.
The design team supported by home teams has reached the main objectives of
the CDA: an integrated concept was developed, using the existing physics and
engineering database. Additional database information will be provided during the
Engineering Design Activity (EDA) phase. During the CDA, ISTAC made several
recommendations attempting to underline the most important issues and to increase
concept credibility. In particular, ISTAC recommended:
— an increase of the volt-second capability;
— consideration of a single null separatrix configuration as a backup option;
— indication of the first priority option in blanket design; as to the heating
schemes, ISTAC believed that multiple options were appropriate; and
— the use of low activation materials, where possible.
These recommendations were useful for the ITER design work.
This year, greater attention was paid to the R&D programmes.
301
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PHYSICS DESIGN ACTIVITY

In addition to the conceptual design work, the ITER team had organized several
workshops on first priority issues in plasma physics:
— confinement and scaling
— operational limits
— disruptions
— heating and current drive
— diagnostics.
Very important information from the experimentalists and theorists of the major
plasma laboratories was collected and evaluated. This kind of activity very much
helped not only the ITER team itself but all tokamak physicists; a detailed comparison
of all experimental data on a worldwide basis contributed to the improvement of the
general understanding of physical phenomena and allowed the identification of items
relevant to investigations.
Particularly interesting results were obtained with the analysis of L-mode scaling data. It was shown that different scalings can be reduced to one ITER-89 scaling
covering all other scalings. Quite interesting data were obtained on the operational
limits, disruption physics, current drive and heating, etc. More recently, a new Hmode scaling has been developed utilizing a worldwide database collected by a group
formed on the initiative of the ITER team.

3.

PHYSICS R&D PLAN

The ITER Physics Group has prepared the R&D programme for 1991 and 1992
(and beyond). The programme is structured in five areas:
— power and particle exhaust physics
— disruption control and operational limits
— optimization of operation scenario and long pulse operation
— physics of burning plasma.
A total of 22 R&D tasks have been identified and described. Of these, ten tasks
have been assigned high priority in regard to their importance for validating the
engineering design. Many of the twelve lower priority tasks will also affect the
engineering design so that a programme focusing on the high priority tasks only
would be inadequate to meeting ITER's essential requirements. Most of the tasks can
be started in 1991 and 1992, .although some can only be implemented in 1992 and
later. In assigning tasks to the high priority category, particular emphasis has been
placed on the divertor problem, which appears to be critical for both physics and
technology phases of ITER operations.
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ISTAC believes that the ITER R&D programme covers all important areas of
research necessary for ITER design validation. The main contributions will be
provided by major facilities, but a large number of ITER physics R&D contributions
may be offered by small experiments. In this case, it is necessary to generate new
information in a form that can be used at ITER, including careful analysis of the
applicable scaling relationships.
In addition to the 'voluntary' programme of physics R&D, the ITER physics
team has developed a programme of plasma diagnostics R&D. This activity will be
closely co-ordinated with the engineering design and will also be related to the
physics R&D programme being undertaken at many tokamaks worldwide.
Some of the ITER parties may plan the construction of other physics facilities
that will be needed to continue scientific progress during the decade required to construct ITER and to make it operative. As a follow-up to the successful strategy of
the past, ITER should be seen as a centrepiece of a larger world programme that
includes these other facilities and prepares the way for the demonstration reactors that
will follow ITER.
Distributing supporting tasks among the partners will provide a framework for
national programmes. Each partner must maintain a strong programme in order to
be able to capitalize on what is learned from the international collaboration on ITER.
To be of greatest value, a mechanism should be provided at an early date to incorporate such national projects, together with ITER, into a comprehensive world
programme.

4. LONG TERM TECHNOLOGY R&D PLAN
The ITER team has prepared a comprehensive plan for long term technology
R&D. This plan provides a mission oriented approach to the technology R&D essential to the production of the technology database necessary for the decision to proceed
to ITER construction.
ISTAC is impressed by the extent and depth of technology R&D planning. All
important areas are being addressed; the division into specific tasks has been carried
out in considerable detail, and, in most cases, facilities are available in one of several
programmes of the partners which can be modified to meet the needs for ITER R&D.
The team provided detailed plans in the areas of magnets, containing structures,
assembly and maintenance, current drive and heating, plasma facing components,
blankets, fuel cycle, structural materials, and diagnostics.
With respect to prioritization, ISTAC re-emphasizes the central importance of
the divertor problem and the need to develop an acceptable approach to power
handling and particle exhaust. ITER supported activities, such as experimental tests
of the gas target divertor concept, are showing positive results and pointing to a solution to this problem. Highest priority should be given to this area. Also, an improvement is needed in the management arrangements to enable more direct involvement
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of physics research groups (now working voluntarily) in the development and testing
of innovative edge physics/divertor approaches.
The technology oriented topics relating to plasma facing components are
properly identified by the team and deserve equally high priority. The third key priority must be the magnet system. Clearly, the success of ITER is critically dependent
on the magnets.
1ST AC has consistently taken the view that more emphasis should be placed on
increasing ITER's contribution to establishing the safety and environmental attractiveness of fusion power. This view implies greater emphasis, in the technology R&D
plan, on alternatives to graphite and tungsten for plasma facing and divertor plate
materials, because of concerns on tritium retention and activation, respectively. Also,
ISTAC has emphasized the importance of incorporating low activation structural
materials into some of the blanket test modules.
ISTAC has reached a general and positive view that a technically feasible technology R&D plan can be executed by task sharing among the four Parties. The most
important major common test facilities can now be foreseen, i.e.
(1) the facility for the TF model coil
(2) the facility for PF model coil testing
(3) the facility to test the assembly and maintenance of the torus and in-vessel
components
(4) the facility to test neutral beam scalable models
(5) the blanket in-pile test facility
(6) the blanket/FW out-of-pile test facility
(7) test stands for integral loop testing of fuel cycle prototypes.
For most of the scalable model tests crucial for ITER design validation and construction, ISTAC recognized existing facilities of the four parties which could be
available with reasonable modifications. ISTAC can also foresee some useful duplication of the most crucial elements of the plan.
R&D on magnets and plasma facing components, among others, are considered
critical and time pressing. ISTAC strongly recommends that those tasks which are
underway in each Party should continue but be reviewed by the central EDA team
when formed.
ISTAC recommends that further consideration should be given to the following
points in the process of implementing the R&D plan:
— criticality and priority of each R&D task should be assessed;
— the size of the scalable model to be tested should be optimized;
— the R&D plan should be flexible enough to incorporate progress in the physics
and technology database as the design evolves;
— since some concerns exist about the time foreseen for the R&D before the finalization of design can be achieved, acceleration of R&D on critical elements of
the plan should be encouraged.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Design Team has carried out an integrated ITER design optimization in the
context of the existing database. The long term physics and technology R&D programmes for supporting the subsequent EDA and for validating the design for construction were identified.
The main areas of ITER related physics needs are:
— power and particle exhaust physics
— disruption control and operational limits
— steady state operation in enhanced confinement regimes
— optimization of operational scenarios and long pulse operation
— physics of a burning plasma.
The study of the physics of a burning plasma is one of the objectives of ITER
itself but early experiments on other devices with D-T plasma in the ignition regime
could give valuable information for future ITER operation:
— All areas of the physics R&D programme, except plasma burn, can be covered
by existing facilities that would be appropriately modified if necessary. The
broad physics fusion programme could provide the ITER project with valuable
new information, ideas and approaches.
— The realization of the technology R&D programme could start very early in the
EDA phase, with the help of optimal task sharing and using existing facilities
appropriately modified or expanded. In a few areas, new facilities have to be
constructed.
— The ITER project can be considered as a central element of the future international fusion programme aimed at the design and construction of fusion
DEMOs. ITER itself, its testing programme and ITER related R&D programmes represent a coherent set of steps towards fusion power assessment.

DISCUSSION
R.J. GOLDSTON: You have spoken eloquently in favour of strong national
programmes to support ITER, and I agree with you. However, I want to ask you a
somewhat different question. We have heard that, to achieve the testing mission of
1000 s pulses at 1 MW/m2 neutron flux in ITER, you will need TE equal to twice
ITER 89-P, at /3 = 3I/aB, with 30% of the stored energy in beam ions and alphas
born above the Alfven speed. Furthermore, only 50 or 60 disruptions can be survived
before the divertor plates have to be replaced. This is perhaps appropriate at the level
of a conceptual design, but a real machine must be more conservative. Do you have
a vision of the direction in which ISTAC will move the ITER design during the EDA?
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B.B. KADOMTSEV: Some design modifications can be made during the transition from the CDA to the EDA phase; others will come about during the rather long
period of time required for engineering design. The machine can be slightly modified
after the physics phase of operation, if necessary.
H.L. BERK: At present, many improvements are still needed in tokamak operation, particularly in the demonstration of long pulse operation under high power. This
being so, is it not perhaps unduly optimistic to try to design both an ignition and a
fusion testing machine at the present time? It seems very likely that what is learned
in the first phase will require major modifications for an ignition machine that needs
to be operated over sustained time intervals with high availability.
B.B. KADOMTSEV: The machine is to have two phases of operation: a physics
phase and a technological phase. The design is flexible enough to incorporate some
innovations before the transition to technological tests.
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Abstract
ENERGY AND PARTICLE CONFINEMENT IN ITER.
The energy and particle confinement issues for ITER, which will require confinement levels sufficient to reach ignition and extended burn of DT plasmas and — as an ultimate goal — steady-state, highQ operation, are discussed, and the need for relevant R&D over the next years is emphasized.

ITER will require a level of energy (Xg) and particle (xp) confinement
sufficient for reaching ignition and extended burn of DT plasmas, with steadystate, high-Q (Q = Pfusion/Paux = ^Pa/Paux) operation as an ultimate goal [1,2].
This translates into a required confinement capability of Tj(0)nr>x(0)xE ~ 4~8 x
1021 keV-s/m3 for Q ~ 5-<>° [where Tj(O) is the central ion temperature, nrj>x(0)
is the central DT fuel ion density, x^ is the global energy confinement time]. In
addition, x p He /x E < 10 is required to ensure that the thermal alpha-particle (He)
accumulation (nHe/ne) is less than 10% (where x p He is the global thermal alpha
particle containment time). Furthermore, the tritium fuel burnup fraction under
nominal burn conditions must be greater than 1.5%. While the ITER Tnxg
requirement is about ten times the highest value achieved in JET [3], the
extrapolation in plasma physics parameters is less. If P (ratio of plasma kinetic
pressure to magnetic pressure), v* (collisionality), and p/a (ratio of the ion
gyroradius to the plasma minor radius) are taken as the relevant dimensionless
parameters to characterize the plasma, the extrapolation from present JET
performance to ITER is a factor <2. The ITER concept is based on the
expectation that H-mode confinement can be achieved for a long pulse. This
paper covers the energy and particle confinement issues for ITER.

* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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ENERGY CONFINEMENT DATABASE
The available energy confinement database is broad and contains discharges from a large number of tokamak experiments, including extensive data
from large tokamaks with high levels of auxiliary heating (JET, JT-60, TFTR,
DIII-D,...). Although a great deal is known about tokamak confinement
scaling, uncertainties remain in extrapolation to future ITER-class machines.
Recent work at ITER has concentrated on developing improved analysis and
characterization of energy confinement in L- and H-mode discharges [4,5].
Also, there has been a strong emphasis on comparison of theoretically based
transport models and scalings with experiments to obtain insight into the basic
transport mechanisms and to increase the confidence level in predicting the
confinement capability of ITER.
L-Mode: To extend the 1983 L-mode (small tokamak) database [6,7], the
ITER team assembled data from larger and more recent experiments (JET, JT60, TFTR, DIII-D, ASDEX, JFT-2M, T-10, PDX,...) including data from
systematic parameter scans [4]. Analysis of this database during 1989-90
identified the main uncertainties of L-mode confinement scaling, provided an
explanation for differences between earlier fits of experimental data and for the
multiplicity of the scaling expressions (Goldston [8], Kaye-Big [7], RebutLallia [9], Odajima-Shimomura [10],...), and led to the proposal of two new Lmode scaling expressions, referred to as the ITER power-law (ITER-P) scaling:
XE ITER-P

(L-mode) = 0.048I0-85R1-2a0-3H200-1B0-2(AiKx/P)0-5 F[fs, fq, / f s ]

and the ITER offset-linear (ITER-OL) scaling:
XErTER-OL

(L-mode) = [0.064 l0.8Rl.6a0.6H200.6B0.35Kx0.5Ai0.2/p
+ 0.04 l0.5R0.3a0.8Kx0.6Ai0.5] G [ / s , fq, / f s ]

where the notation is standard and the units are mks, MA, and MW with Aj =
isotopic mass number (= 2.5 for 50:50 DT plasma), H20 = line-averaged density
in units of 10 20 irr 3 , Kx = elongation at the X-point, P = net heating power (in
MW), and F or G = / s a s / q a £ >/f s a f s . The functions F and G have been
determined from principal component analysis and identify the direction of least
data variation and thus the combination of plasma parameters that introduce the
largest errors into the scalings and into the corresponding predictions of tg for
ITER. For the ITER database, these combinations (normalized to the database
averages of unity with a standard deviation) are / s = 0.32 (R/a)0-75 R0-25 Kx0-5 =
1 ± 0.1 (shape-size index), / „ = q¥(95%)/3.2 = 1 ± 0.35 (safety factor, qindex), / f s = (BKx/R)(a/RKx)°-3 = B(K X /R)°-9(0.32// S )0- 4 = 1 ± 0.2 (field-size
index) with locsl < 0.3, laql < 0.2 and l(Xfsl < 0.4. For representative ITER
parameters [R = 6 m, a = 2.15 m, B = 4.85 T, KX = 2.22, and q v (95%) * 3.1]:
/ s - 1 . 6 , / q - l , and/fs=l.
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The present multiplicity of scaling expressions for x E is due both to
collinearity of data (i.e., weak or lack of variation of indices, especially, / s ) for
the present tokamak devices, and to variation in the dependence of xE on the
physical parameters among different tokamaks. Commonly known scalings
[6-10] can be derived from the ITER scalings by choice of appropriate values
for a s , a q , and (Xfs (for example, for Goldston scaling ocs = 0.4, ocq = -0.15).
Obtaining data with / * 1 is especially important to reduce the uncertainty in
ITER. Results from new experiments on JT-60 [11] (with / s ~ 1.3-1.5) and
TFTR [12] (with / s ~ 0.9-2.0) have been recently added to the ITER L-mode
database and are found to be in good agreement with the ITER-P scaling with
la s l < 0.3. Although both ITER-P and ITER-OL L-mode scalings give
approximately the same confinement time prediction for ITER parameters
[xE(ITER-P or ITER-OL) « 2.0 s x (1 ± 0.2)], the predictive ability of the
offset-linear scaling is judged to be less [4,13]. Therefore the ITER-P scaling
is used as a reference L-mode scaling, and the ITER-OL scaling along with
other L-mode scalings are only considered for comparison of the ITER
performance capability [14]. Also, to allow for MHD stability and a favorable
current scaling with confinement, qv(95%) > 3 is adopted in ITER.
The ITER-P scaling (with F = 1) can be made to satisfy the dimensional
constraint [15,16] by substituting n 2 o 0 0 8 for n 2 o 0 1 . In terms of dimensionless
parameters p/a, v*, q, aspect ratio R/a, and K, the ITER-P scaling can be approximated as cocxE ~ (a/p)3v*-°-4/(q,R/a,K)) where coc is the gyrofrequency.
H-Mode: Due to lack of a systematic database for confinement in non-Lmode regimes, it has been customary in experiments to describe regimes of
improved confinement in terms of an enhancement factor of the energy
confinement time over the predictions of L-mode scaling. For example, the
confinement time in the H-mode is often taken to be a factor of ~2 (although it
actually varies from 1.5 to 2.5) higher than those of the L-mode value for given
values of the plasma dimensions, plasma current, and heating power. This
approach is unsatisfactory because it expresses a lack of knowledge of t E
scaling in the H-mode while one expects that the enhanced confinement regimes
may scale differently from L-mode confinement with the basic device and
plasma parameters (I, R, a, n, B, P, etc.). To be able to predict the global
energy confinement time in ITER whose parameter choice is based on operating
in the H-mode, an H-mode confinement database has been assembled at JET as
part of a collaborative effort for the ITER project, using data from six machines:
ASDEX, DIII-D, JET, JFT-2M, PBX/M, and PDX [5]. A comparison of the
standard H-mode database [where shots with pellets, high radiation, low-q v ,
(dW/dt)/P > 0.35, and/or a high fast particle content are excluded] with several
L-mode scaling expressions, Goldston [8], Rebut-Lallia [9], Kaye-Big [7], and
ITER-P [4], has been made. For the last three of these scaling expressions, the
H-mode data exhibits a factor ~2 improvement over the L-mode expressions.
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For the Goldston scaling expression, this factor is ~1.6. This difference is due
to the fact that improvement in confinement with aspect ratio (R/a) in the data is
not as strong as indicated by the Goldston expression.
Results from direct regression of the H-mode database are given in Ref.
[5], where various H-mode scaling expressions are developed for ELMy and
ELM-free operations. For reference ITER physics phase parameters (I = 22
MA, B = 4.85 T, a = 2.15 m, R = 6 m, Kx = 2.22, and P = Pnet-heat = p a +
P a u x - P r a d ~ 160 MW) at P fusion ~ 1 GW (~ 1 MW/m2 wall loading), these Hmode scalings predict iE(H-mode) ~ 5 s, which provide a modest margin over
the requirements for ignition and high-Q operation [note: x^inetded. for
ignition) ~ 3.5-4 s].
Theory and modeling: Theoretical models of anomalous transport are
based primarily on studies of plasma turbulence and the plasma transport they
induce. Many types of collective modes and mechanisms for releasing the free
energy are considered individually or in combinations—dissipative fluidlike
modes (resistive, neoclassical MHD, etc.), drift waves ("universal" microinstabilities, trapped-particle modes, T]i-modes, etc.) and electromagnetic skin
depth modes (T|e-modes, cascades to short wavelengths, etc.). Numerical simulations of plasma turbulence have been developed for many types of models
(fluidlike, particle-pushing, etc.) and modes. In the plasma edge the underlying
unstable modes are fluidlike and include resistive MHD rippling mode, drift
wave, and temperature dependent impurity radiation effects. The edge fluctuations and transport they induce have been shown to depend on the radial electric
field when the shear in the poloidal flow velocity (radial electric field) is large
enough so that the Doppler shift of the turbulent eddies is significantly sheared
over the relevant radial decorrelation length. The strongly sheared edge radial
electric field can be induced externally (with a biased probe) or via ion charge
losses near the limiter or near the separatrix in a divertor plasma. Models of the
L-H transition in tokamak experiments based on these effects (radial ion charge
loss —> large radial electric field —> reduced fluctuations —> reduced transport)
are looking quite promising.

PARTICLE CONFINEMENT
Particle confinement is less well characterized than energy confinement.
However, in present experiments, particle and energy transport are closely
connected. This connection is most apparent in the transition to "enhanced
confinement" regimes (H-mode, pellet fueling, supershots, IOC, etc.) where
energy and particle confinement improve together. The transport of impurities,
particularly helium, appears to follow the same trend. The main concern is the
accumulation of impurities and helium for long-pulse H-mode operation.
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Achievement of ITER objectives will require a thermal alpha-particle (He)
accumulation (nHe/ne) of less than 10% and a tritium fuel burnup fraction (F{,)
of greater than 1.5% under nominal burn conditions. This implies that
TpHe/TE < 10, which is apparent from simple (steady-state) considerations of
energy and particle balance equations [17]: njyjTTj; = (12/£Ea)(I^/(av)rjr)» ^b
s (6T/Ea)/[(6T/Ea) + C(TE/X P DT )], and n He /n e = (xpHe/xE)(3T/Ea)[(nDT/ne)/a.
where £ = (1 + 5/Q - P rad ^ a )[2(n D T/ne)/(l + nfafl, E a = 3.5 MeV, T e « T{ ~
T, nj/ne = (n D + n T + n H e + E z n z )/n e = 1 - n He /n e - E^Z - l)(n z /n e ), with
(typically) tp He /tp DT ~ 1-3.
ALPHA PARTICLE CONFINEMENT
The main issues associated with a-particles are (i) the loss of a-particles due to
the toroidal field ripple and possibly MHD activity; and (ii) collective effects
caused by the a-particle population leading to plasma instabilities and possibly
enhanced losses of the a-particles. Ripple-induced losses do not have an
appreciable effect on the energy balance, but lead to high localized heat loads on
the first wall. The most critical aspect of radial a-particle transport due to MHD
activity is the possibility of an enhancement of ripple-induced losses. Instabilities caused by a fast ion population may lead to operational constraints, in
particular on the plasma temperature, and also enhance a-particle losses, either
direct or via the ripple loss channel. At present only theoretical predictions are
available, which indicate that the toroidicity-induced Alfven mode is a concern.
CONFINEMENT CAPABILITY
The confinement requirements for ITER are based on operation with the
H-mode and other optimized confinement regimes. The confinement capability
of ITER was examined for a number of operational scenarios, using the ITER
physics design guidelines developed from an assessment of the tokamak
database [14]. Both empirically based confinement scaling expressions
(deduced from the ITER L- and H-mode database) and several theoretical
models were used in the analyses. The effects of changes in density and
temperature (pressure) profiles that can be realized from various fueling and
heating scenarios (subject to sawtooth and MHD stability considerations),
operational boundaries, impurity and helium ash concentrations, current drive
efficiency, bootstrap current fraction, and allowable fusion power (PfusiOn)
have been considered. For ignition, ITER requires an H-mode level of
confinement with xE(H-mode) ~ 2 x xE(L-mode). The reference physics phase
scenario (I = 22 MA) allows ignited burn under H-mode conditions. At higher
currents (I = 25-28 MA) at which ITER can operate for limited pulse duration,
there is an increased ignition margin if low-q operation proves to be acceptable.
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It might be possible to optimize the ignition capability of ITER if some of the
limits on operational boundaries can be relaxed by adjusting plasma profiles.
The ITER technology phase accommodates several operational scenarios
(ranging from long-pulse to steady-state) with Q > 5 and I ~ 15-22 MA.
Access to high-Q operation depends sensitively on the MHD beta limits, current
drive efficiency, bootstrap current fraction, as well as energy confinement.
R&D NEEDS
R&D is needed over the next years to consolidate our knowledge on
energy confinement, particle transport, and fast ion behavior. Achievement of
ITER objectives requires an energy confinement typically corresponding to
energy confinement times about a factor of 2 longer than those in the L-regime,
as achieved in present devices in the H-regime. This high level of confinement
must be obtained in steady-state conditions, i.e., avoiding a significant
accumulation of helium and impurities in the bulk plasma. The trade-off
between energy and particle (especially helium and impurity) confinement
requires clarification. In addition, there is a need to develop techniques for
active control of the energy transport properties to be able to control the
operating point in ITER during a steady fusion burn.
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Abstract
OPERATIONAL LIMITS AND DISRUPTIONS IN ITER.
Detailed knowledge of the operational limits for beta, q and the plasma density will be required
for successful and flexible operation of ITER. In the paper, the present database and guidelines on operational limits and disruptions in the ITER design are presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper contains a concise description of the status of the ITER
database in the area of MHD limits, density limit and disruptions in tokamaks,
based on the workshops held during the conceptual design phase, the summary
of the physics R&D activity and work by the ITER participants. MHD beta
limits and the limit of the plasma current are assessed by using experimental
data and theoretical predictions. For the density limit, both phenomenological
scaling and a scaling based on edge physics considerations are discussed.
Finally, the disruption characteristics in present devices are summarized. For
all areas, recommendations for ITER are derived.
2.

MHDLIMTTS

Achievement of the plasma pressure necessary to provide the required
fusion power for ITER requires an MHD-stable and stationary beta of 4 to 6%,
which corresponds to the Troyon factor, g, of 2 to 3%, where g = p/flp/aBx),
Ip is the plasma current in MA, a is the plasma minor radius in meters, and BT
is the toroidal field in Tesla.
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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0.4

FIG. 1. Calculations using
A = 2.79-3.1, K — 2 and 5 =
broad for lt > 0.6 and q S
inductance (lt ~ 0.6-0.7)
center.

optimized (broad) pressure profiles for ITER. Figure includes results for
0.4. This theoretically calculated operational regime for ITER is relatively
3. For a peaked pressure profile and g > 2.5, a lower internal
is required to suppress the localized modes near the plasma

Calculations using optimized (broad) pressure profiles for ITER are
shown in Fig. 1. The figure includes results for A = 2.79-3.1, K = 2 and 8 =
0.4, where A, K and 8 are the aspect ratio, elongation and the triangularity,
respectively. This theoretically calculated operational regime for ITER is
relatively broad for lj > 0.6 and q S; 3 (q is the safety factor at the plasma edge
or the value at 95% of the magnetic flux ). Theory predicts the need for a
lower internal inductance (!(- 0.6-0.7) for a peaked pressure profile to
ensure g > 2.5 where ^ s (2V/Ro)<B 2>/(^oIp)2- In experiments, PBX-M
results show that MHD-quiescent plasmas have broad current (small lj) and
peaked pressure profiles [1]. In an elongated divertor configuration, the
magnetic shear is weak near the plasma center and is strong near the edge. The
optimized pressure gradient has its maximum at the outer plasma region. Highq operation may be interesting to optimize non-inductive current drive operation;
it requires high central q values (the region where q^ > 1.5 is shown in Fig. 1).
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The experimentally observed beta limits are in good agreement with
those predicted by ideal MHD theory. The data from DIII-D[2] show a
maximum transient beta with g > 3.5 and long-pulse stable operation appears to
be possible with a lower value of g. For q ~ 3 at the plasma edge in DIII-D,
gmax (-3.5) is obtained at lj ~ 0.65-0.7; g max is the largest value of the Troyon
coefficient observed. The accessible domain in the (g-ip space is considerably
narrower for lower q than for higher q. Values of g max ~ 4-5 have been
achieved for q ~ 5-6, and a broad region in 1. where g > 3 is observed.
Although it is not clear which instabilities appear near gmax in experiments, the
frequency of disruptions and beta collapse increases when g > g g =(0.70.8)g max . Stable operation is possible in current experiments with q > 2.
However, experiments and analyses suggest that the energy confinement time
decreases as q falls below 3, probably due to the sawtooth effect, and theory
predicts that g is decreased for certain current values at the edge.
Based on experimental results and theoretical calculations, g s has been
chosen to be 2.5 for inductive operation and 3 for non-inductively driven
plasma current with current profile control, and q > 3 with lj < 0.7 is
recommended for the moderately peaked pressure profile expected in FTER.

3.

DENSITY LIMITS

There is now clear evidence on a number of devices that the density limit
is an edge density limit (JET, JT-60, TFTR, ASDEX). Extensive studies on
empirical scalings with respect to q, Bx and Pin (input power) have been
performed on most tokamaks, but the database on scaling with size and K is still
scarce. Divergences in the power scaling are observed in discharges with
strong additional heating. The dependence on the heating power, Bx and q can
be crudely summarized by
ne crit ~(B T /qR)l-ap in <*.
In DIII-D, JFT-2M and the "new" ASDEX, a « 0.1-0.3, while a « 0.5 in JET
and the "old" ASDEX.
Empirical scalings which have been proposed, such as the Hugill and
Greenwald scalings, reflect neither the observed differences in the power and qscalings nor the the fact that the density limit is an edge density limit, and thus
they do not provide a basis for extrapolation to FTER.
The experimental data on the H-mode density limit are very limited. On
DIII-D, the H-mode density limit is disruptive and the scaling of the line
average density seems to obey the same scaling as for the L-mode. On JFT-
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2M, the H-mode density limit exhibits an H-L transition, which is presumed to
be triggered by enhanced radiation in the quiescent H-mode.
In the light of the empirical database, projection for ITER has to rely
essentially on modelling where considerable progress has been made during the
ITER conceptual design phase. In particular, models including the scrape-off
layer and divertor regions have been successful in interpreting details of specific
devices and reproducing the various types of scaling depending on the edge
conditions [3]. For ITER, the predicted edge density can be described by the
scaling [4]
necnt~5 qi0.57BT0.31/(qR)0.09)
where n e is in 10 19 m- 3 and qj_ is the power flux across the separatrix in
MW/m 2 . For an ITER-like double-null configuration, the inboard channel
determines the density limit due to the inboard-outboard power asymmetry.
This model, applied to H-mode-like conditions, yields values of the
density limit close to those presently adopted for the ITER operation scenarios
[5, 6]. The physics included in the density limit modelling (1-D model with
Bohm-like perpendicular transport and impurity radiation included) is not
identical to that used in the divertor modelling (2-D model with constant
perpendicular diffusion coefficient and no impurity radiation). Improvement of
the edge physics database and modelling with more complete and validated 2-D
models, which is described in the ITER Physics R&D program [7], is required
to evaluate the exact limit. Further experiments in divertor configurations
similar to ITER are required to assess the applicability of the proposed density
limit mechanism to JTER.
4.

DISRUPTIONS

Disruptions are critical for ITER, because their number and severity may
be determinant for erosion and fatigue life-time. Therefore, an average
disruption frequency similar to that on present tokamaks (~30% of all shots) is
unacceptable for ITER operation, and even that in operation at some distance
from density, beta, or low-q limits (2-4% in TFTR, - 2 % of unexplained
disruptions in JT-60) must be reduced by disruption control.
Disruptions have an energy quench and a current quench phase. In the
energy quench phase, approximately 80 % of the thermal energy (~ 500 MJ in
ITER) is rapidly lost. The time scale of the process varies considerably (e.g.
0.1-3 ms in JT-60). Even though energy quench is usually very fast, the ITER
guideline specifies an interval of 0.1 and 3 ms. This is also appropriate for a
sequence of minor thermal quenches (JET [8]). The plasma energy is partially
radiated, the rest (up to 80% in JT-60) is transported along the scrape-off layer
and deposited on the divertor plates. For ITER, the maximum energy to the
divertor plate is specified to be 80% of thermal energy at the maximum, and
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more typically 50% of the energy is assumed to go to the divertor and the other
50% to the first wall.
To the loss of energy from the plasma, the plasma adjusts by a decrease
of major radius (~0.2 m). At high poloidal beta, a plasma configuration limited
on the inner first-wall is probable for disruptions. At lower beta, the divertor
configuration can be maintained into the current quench phase. However, the
inward motion of the plasma decreases the vertical stability margin. As the
plasma moves vertically and eventually touches the wall, the decrease of
toroidal and poloidal flux will drive force-free currents in the unconfined
tenuous plasma surrounding the last closed flux surface, currents which close
poloidally through first-wall components [9, 10] The same happens when
vertical position control is lost for any other reason. A maximum of 20% of the
initial plasma current was adopted as a guideline (based on observation of
vertical displacement event in DIH-D) for this poloidal current
The high plasma resistance at low plasma temperature (~ 10-50 eV)
during the current quench leads to a runaway electron production. Simulations
for ITER extrapolated from present experiments predict runaway currents up to
half the pre-disruption plasma current and electron energies up to 300 MeV.
In present experiments, current quench durations vary widely. For large
experiments a minimum time to zero current of ~5 ms, and a typical quench
time of the order of 20 ms is observed. The same values have been adopted for
ITER. Longer times are expected if strong wall contact can be avoided.
The cold, dirty plasma after thermal quench is expected to radiate 50 to
80 % of the magnetic energy of the plasma current (~500 MJ inside the
vacuum vessel), giving a power load of up to 3 MJ/m2. The rest is lost at the
point of contact The 100 MJ which may have been stored in runaway electrons
will be lost at the point of contact, leading to estimated heat loads up to
30 MJ/m 2 .
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Abstract
POWER AND PARTICLE CONTROL FOR ITER.
Achievement of ITER's objectives — long-pulse ignited operation and nuclear component
testing in quasi-steady-state — requires exhaust of power and helium ash, control of impurity content,
and long lifetimes for plasma-facing components. The paper describes the database and modeling results
used to extrapolate present edge plasma parameters to ITER. Particular emphasis has been given to
determining the uncertainties in predicted divertor performance. These analyses have been applied to
four typical scenarios.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Achievement of ITER's objectives, long-pulse ignited operation and
nuclear component testing in quasi-steady-state, requires exhaust of power and
helium ash, control of impurity content, and long lifetimes for plasma-facing
components. In this paper we describe the database and modeling results used
to extrapolate present edge plasma parameters to ITER. Particular emphasis has
been given to determining the uncertainties in predicted divertor performance.
These analyses have been applied to four typical scenarios: Al (ignited,
reference Physics Phase), Bl (long pulse, hybrid, Technology Phase), B6
(steady-state, Technology Phase) and B4 (steady-state, Technology Phase).
2.

POWER LOADING ON THE DIVERTOR ^LATES

Two-dimensional numerical fluid models (B2[l,2], Ueda[3],
DDC83[4] and DDIC89[5] codes) of the SOL region are used to predict the
performance of the ITER edge plasma and similar results for power load are
obtained. Input parameters are selected from the existing experimental database.
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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Cold (10-40 eV), dense divertor plasmas, essential for long-lived
divertor operation and performance, have been observed in Dili, ASDEX,
PDX/PBX, JET, Din-D, JFT-2M, and JT-60, even with large auxiliary heating
power. Indications of plasma flow reversal, associated with high recycling
conditions at divertor plate, have been observed in H-mode JET plasmas [6].
The ratio of separatrix to volume-averaged density, a sensitive parameter
in plasma edge models, has been found to be 1/4 in high current, high density
JET discharges [6]. DIII-D [ 7,8] and ASDEX [ 9] report n s /<n e > in the range
0.2 - 0.5 for diverted H-mode plasmas. The ratio increases markedly with
higher heating powers. For ITER modelling, a ratio of 1/3.5 is adopted.
Along-field transport is assumed to be collisional, as supported by
ASDEX experiments on pressure balance, with (Spitzer-Harm) thermal
conduction modified by the inclusion of a heat flux limit factor whose value,
0.2 times the free-streaming value, is obtained by comparison with kinetic
modellingPO].
Full sets of cross-field transport coefficients, derived from
measurements of Xn, Xf, and power loading on the divertor plates and
comparisons with predictions from the 2-D fluid models, have been obtained
for only few discharges. From X^ alone, D scales as T e at the separatrix, rather
than the local T e [ l l ] , and has features, i.e. D ~ n(r)-l [12],that cannot be
reproduced by Bohm-type diffusivity. JET [13,14], DIII-D[15,16], ASDEX
[12], and JT-60 [17] show / = 1-4 m 2 /s. For ITER modelling, the
perpendicular electron thermal, ion thermal, and particle diffusivities have been
set at 2 m 2 /s, 2/3 m2/s and 2/3 m 2 /s, respectively, to represent H-mode
conditions with grassy ELMs [18]. Electrons are assumed to carry 75% of the
heat across the separatrix. Power load asymmetries, observed in toroidal [19]
and poloidal [8,20] directions, are included by use of a Model Safety Factor
(Table II).
Impurity radiation energy losses from the main plasma have been
modelled [21,22]. Density-dependent intrinsic Zeff values for the core plasma
are related to the SOL values by Zgff(SOL) = 1+ 0.8 (Zeff (core) -1) (ignoring
sources at the plate). SOL impurities are included insofar as they affect plasma
collisionality only.
Braams code simulations [1,2] have been carried out for one-half of the
double-null ITER and for complete single-null cases. Reflecting cuts are
imposed at the separation of inner and outer scrape-off layer private flux
regions. Null-to-strike-point distances are 1.5 m (outer plate) and 0.6 m (inner
plate). The code uses an orthogonal mesh; power loads are corrected for the
plate inclination, 15° to the magnetic surface for the outer plate (field line angle
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TABLE I
ITER Operating Scenarios
for Carbon Divertor Plates

Technology Phase

Physics
Al

Bl

B6

B4

Reference
Ignition

Reference
Long Pulse
(30% CD,
impurity
seeded)

Nominal
Steady State
(no impurity
seeding)

Alternate
Long Pulse
(18% CD, no
impurity
seeding)

Plasma Current (MA)

22

15.4

18.9

17.6

3

<n e > [lO^mr ]

1.22

1.06

0.64

1.31

n e (a) [102U m' 3 ]

0.35

0.30

0.18

0.37

Zefj(core plasma)

1.66

2.2a

2.2

1.6

Zeff(SOL)

1.53

1.96

1.96

1.48

Pulse length [s]

400

2500

steady state

960

Fusion power [MW]

1080

860

750

865

Current drive power [MW]

0

110

113

113

Plasma Power
(Ohmic+Alpha + CD) [MW]

218

283

263

288

Power Radiated [MW]

102

185

76

110

Power into SOL (All
Plates) [MW]

116

98

187

178

Power for each divertor
segment (outer/inner) MW

46

12

39

10

75

19

71

18

Peak Power Load from 2-D
Model [MW/ra2]

6

3.2

4.2

2.2

22

16

12.5

9

Physics Safety Factor"
(Table II)

3.4

5.2

3.4

5.2

3.4

5.2

3.4

5.2

Static Peak Power Load
with Physics Safety Factor
[MW/m2]

20

17

14

11

75

83

43

47

Time-averaged Peak Power
Load with sweeping and
ergodiz. [MW/m2]

7.7

tbd

5.6

tbd

17

tbd

13

tbd

Eff. Physics Safety Factor
(time-averaged, with sweep
and ergodiz.)

1.26

tbd

1.36

tbd

0.79

tbd

1.03

tbd

a

Seeded with iron impurities;
applied in addition

Engineering peaking factor (estimated at 1.5) to be
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TABLE II
PHYSICS SAFETY FACTOR FOR
PEAK POWER LOAD

Safety Factor
due to SOL
Width
Variation

Safety Factor
due to Total
Power
Variation

Either Plate

Outer
Plate

Inner
Plate

1.7

xl. v ^ , ne(fl)l<n>
Impurity radiation in SOL

0.85

Finite Larmor radius

.9

Additional physics

1.3

Poloidal peaking: in-out (drifts) and up-down
Toroidal peaking: ripple and locked modes

1.25

2.0

1.5

1.4
1.08

Time Peaking (Burn Control)
Physics Safety Factor due to SOL Width (either
plate)

2.0

Physics Safety Factor due to Total Power
Variation or Asymmetry (inner or outer plate)

TOTAL Physics Safety Factor

2.6

1.7
Outer Plate

Inner Plate

3.4

5.2

Note: Engineering peaking factor (usually taken to be 1.5 for 1.7° angle between
field line and plate) must be applied in addition. Peaking factor due to locked
modes may be reduced if means of unlocking locked modes is found (R&D)

1.6° to plate) and 45° for the inner plate (field line angle 1.9° to the plate). The
boundary to the core plasma is 1-2.5 cm inside the midplane separatrix.
Recycling of deuterium and tritium at the divertor plates is presently
treated in an analytical model which includes material-dependent reflection
coefficients, plate inclination, molecular and atomic processes, and energy
losses due to dissociation, ionization, and charge exchange. Neutral exhaust is
treated by assuming a small divertor plate porosity (<0.005) that may vary
along the plate. Preliminary coupled Monte Carlo calculations have been
performed.
Boundary conditions to energy transport through the sheath at the
divertor plates are from simple fluid theory, with y ~ 8.
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Technology Phase

TABLE 1U

Physics Phase

ITER Scenarios:
Results
(Carbon Divertor
Plates)

Al
Outer
Plate

Inner
Plate

Outer
Plate

Inner
Plate

Outer
Plate

Inner
Plate

Outer
Plate

Inner
Plate

T e at midplane eV

193

149

231

178

324

248

254

196

Tj at midplane eV

283

205

338

245

579

422

391

282

25-75

50

T e at plate eV

12-17

T; at plate eV

Bl

B4

B6

5

10-20

6.6

100220

160

6-10

5

7-9

6

30-40

20

10

9

Peak DT Flux to
Plate [10 23 m"2 s"1]

4.3

4.2

2.7
to
3.9

2.3

1.7
to
2

1.8

3.6
to
4.3

3.3

Total DT Flux to
Plate [10 24 s'1]

4.4

1.6

3.5

1.3

2.5

0.9

4.4

1.6

Net erosion (at
1000°C)
m/burn year

0.04
to
0.13

.007

0.01
to
0.16

.005

79.0 to
runaway

runaway

0.26
to
102.

0.97

Total C Release
Flux from Plate
[1024 s"1]

.047
to
.06

.016

.027
to
.062

.014

2.38 to
runaway.

runaway

.23
to
3.04

.07

DT radiation from
divertor [MW]

4.1

1.8

3.4

1.5

2.9

1.2

4.0

1.7

Required He
Pumping Speed*
m 3 s"1

310 a 700 b

340 a 800 b

1060 a 1970

b

180 a 470"

* Pumping speed from a core He transport model, bedge He concentration = 0.1.

Input parameters for the model calculations and calculated power loads
for four ITER scenarios are given in Table I, Model Safety Factors in Table II
and plasma parameters, divertor erosion rates, and helium exhaust in Table III.
The Physics Safety Factors represent assessments of plausible
asymmetries (due to operations, physics, and geometry), temporal variations,
and uncertainties in input assumptions. Of the two multiplicative factors: due to
SOL variation, and due to total power variation or asymmetry, the former can
be mitigated by space- averaging techniques such as ergodization and sweeping.
This is included in Table I as time-averaged peak power load.
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The Physics Safety Factor (before ergodization and sweeping [23,24])
of 3.4 for the outer plate and 5.2 for the inner plate yields, for scenario Al, a
static peak power load of 20 MW/m^ for the outer plate and 17 MW/tn^ for the
inner plate. Effective, scenario-dependent, Physics Safety Factors (timeaveraged, with ± 3 cm x-point sweeping and ergodization) are between 0.79
and 1.36, i.e. much lower than the original static values. For the outer plate,
this yields a time-averaged peak power load of 7.7 MW/m^.
The power load could be decreased by an increase of the radiated power
(in core, edge, SOL, or divertor [41]) or increased edge density, provided these
are compatible with density limits and confinement.

3.

POWER LOADING ON THE ITER WALL

Radiation from the plasma is predicted to cause a nearly uniform power
loading of £ 0.1 MW/m2 on the first wall; the divertor region may see a twice
higher level. Neutral beam losses, less uniform, result in a 10 times lower peak
power load. Loss of fast alphas are predicted to cause peak power loads in the
technology phase of -0.5 MW/m2 on 1% of the wall, and significantly higher
loads at the edges of access ports. Most alphas would impact between TF coils
on the outer wall of the vessel, about 45° above the plasma midplane [25,26] .

4. PLASMA-FACING COMPONENT LIFETIME
During non-disruptive operation, the lifetime of wall tiles is expected to
be adequate for the entire physics and technology phases. The lifetime of carbon
divertor plate tiles during physics phase operation is also predicted to be
adequate, provided that radiation enhanced sublimation is not significant (tile
temperature below 1000 - 1200° C [1,2]). Beryllium tiles would have half as
good a resistance to erosion and are vulnerable to melting. Tungsten has more
than adequate erosion resistance at the same (Physics Phase) sheath parameters
[27,28]; but the electron temperature is likely to increase due to changes of atom
reflection coefficients.
Technology phase, Fe-seeded, hybrid operation, with its higher duty
factor, higher heating power and lower plasma density, is predicted to cause 10160 mm/burn-year erosion of low-Z divertor materials and of the order of
1 mm/burn-year erosion of high-Z divertor materials, depending on scenario.
When plasma temperatures exceed ~ 75 eV, erosion rates for all materials are
excessive.

IAEA-CN-S3/F-III-3
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Damage to plasma-facing components due to disruptions is predicted be
severe, with as few as ~ 50 disruptions necessitating replacement of divertor tile
modules [29]. The main causes of the damage are heat loads from the thermal
quench and from runaway electrons. Efforts are being made in the R&D
program to address disruption issues and evaluate novel divertor concepts.
5.

HELIUM ASH EXHAUST

Helium transport is evaluated by separate models for the bulk plasma,
the SOL, and the pump duct. Helium transport inside the separatrix includes
one-dimensional plasma, energy, and magnetic field diffusion [30], an inward
pinch [31], sawteeth, and soft p limits [30]. An analytical model [32] which
assumes negligible helium recycling into the main plasma but finite helium ion
density at the separatrix, gives an appropriate linear relation between the bulk
and edge helium densities.
Four 2-D codes, ZTRANS [33], UEDA [34], HELIUM [35] and B2
[36], show (at least) qualitative agreement about helium distribution in the edge
plasma. A general feature of predicted helium behaviour is a considerable
outward shift of the helium flow onto the target with respect to the flow of the
background plasma. Such a shift (from both the thermal force and plate
inclination) greatly alleviates the necessary pumping requirements because the
source of helium atoms is displaced towards the pumping duct. A lower
required pumping speed is obtained at higher separatrix plasma density.
The required pumping speed is calculated both by Monte Carlo
techniques [37,38] and at constant helium density at the separatrix with
uniform, isotropic and cool thermalized atoms backflowing to the divertor [32].
Results are in Table in. The specified pumping speed of 700 nrfysec at the torus
[39] seems adequate for all these scenarios except B6 (the higher value is for
10% edge He concentration). Optimization of the duct geometry has been
explored. Initially, a decrease of the required pumping speed with decrease of
the duct opening (back conductance) is found. Helium concentrations in the
exhausted gas may well exceed 2.5%.
6.

IMPURITY CONTROL

Impurity control for ITER depends on the reduction of the impurity
source at the divertor plate by operating the divertor in the high-recycling mode
at low sheath temperature, hence low sputtering yield and efficient redeposition.
Such low temperatures, < 50 eV, are predicted for the DN ignited and hybrid
scenarios (Table HI), but not for the steady-state or SN scenarios.
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Impurity control is affected by the large width of the sheath for oblique
magnetic fields and impurity friction against the D/T flow. Both tend to return
sputtered impurities to the divertor plate. Changes in the plasma sheath due to
the low collisionality of the SOL plasma [40,42] must be evaluated and the
effects on sputtering included [43].
Active means of impurity control under consideration include: shallow
pellet injection to sweep out impurities; altered flow patterns in the divertor by
intense gas fueling or shaped divertor plates; and impurity seeding to alter
electron and ion temperature profiles in the divertor region.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

1) Both the reference Physics (Al) and Technology (Bl) options have
acceptable power loads, resulting in divertor plate temperatures below -1200
°C, if the plasma can be swept across the plate at a sufficiently high frequency.
2) For options Al and B1, low divertor-sheath peak plasma temperature
(10 to 25 eV) and hence low erosion rates are predicted. Excessively high
temperature (100 to 220 eV), associated with runaway erosion, is predicted for
option B6. Suprathermal particles, not adequately treated in fluid modelling, are
expected to increase the energy of incident ions and hence impose more severe
constraints.
3) The required combined pumping speed of the ducts and the vacuum
pumps for options Al and Bl is in the range 300 - 800 m^/s for helium at room
temperature, with some margin for optimization. Option B4 requires about 200
- 500 m 3 /s and B6 would require 1100 - 2000 m 3 /s. The ratio of helium atom
flux to that of D and T (equivalent atoms) is expected to be greater than 2.5% .
4) The relatively low plasma temperature predicted by fluid modelling
for options Al and Bl may be compatible with the use of a tungsten divertor
plate. However, application of sheath coefficients for tungsten would raise this
temperature and suprathermal particles would also have a deleterious effect.
Detailed assessment of the problem is required. Option B6 is clearly
incompatible with all materials considered.
R&D programs are in place or under preparation to address those issues
which are still problematic.
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Abstract
ITER CURRENT DRIVE AND HEATING PHYSICS.
The ITER current drive and heating systems are required for ionization and current initiation,
non-inductive current ramp-up assist, heating of the plasma, steady-state operation with full noninductive current drive, current profile control, and burn control by modulation of the auxiliary power.
Steady-state current drive is the most demanding requirement, so this has driven the choice of the ITER
current drive and heating systems. The paper describes reference and alternate systems.

1.

INTRODUCnON

The ITER Current Drive and Heating (CD&H) systems are required for:
Ionization and current initiation; Non-inductive current ramp-up assist; Heating
of the plasma; Steady-state operation with full non-inductive current drive;
Current profile control; and Burn control by modulation of the auxiliary power.
Steady-state current drive is the most demanding requirement, so this
has driven the choice of the ITER current drive and heating systems. The
reference and alternate systems are as follows:
Reference:

Alternate:

2.

75 MW, 1.3 MeV Neutral Beam System (NBS)
50 MW, 5.0 GHz Lower Hybrid System (LHS)
20 MW, 120 GHz Electron Cyclotron System (ECS)
115 MW, 15-80 MHz Ion Cyclotron System (ICS)
50 MW, 5 GHz Lower Hybrid System
20 MW, 120 GHz Electron Cyclotron System

IONIZATION, PREHEATING, AND CURRENT INITIATION

A unique feature of discharge start-up in ITER is the low required loop
voltage, Vioop < 10V. Such a low loop voltage constrains inductive start-up of
the discharge, putting a severe limitation on stray fields within the chamber.
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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Under these conditions it seems to be necessary to use preionization techniques
for reliable production of a completely ionized plasma having a temperature of a
few tens of eV and a density in the rangel019m"3.
The most attractive technique to solve this problem at present is ECRH,
since there is a wide experimental base [1-2] and a rather well-developed theory
of wave-plasma interactions. The main results from both theory and experiment
are in a qualitative agreement.
The theory of ECRH plasma preionization is based on the equilibrium
mechanism studied in [3], in which the force of interaction between a toroidal
current and a vertical magnetic field is used to compensate for the ballooning
force. According to this model, the plasma temperature and density at the
ionization stage are such that the plasma pressure is balanced by the vertical
magnetic field pressure. Therefore, with a rise in the vertical magnetic field, B v ,
the pressure rises until the losses related with a longitudinal plasma flow begin
to dominate. Hence, there is an optimum in B v . Its value depends on the plasma
density and on the absorbed power. The optimal vertical field for ITER is in the
range B v = 50 - 150 Gauss. In this range of B v an ECRH power of about 10
MW is needed to produce the ITER plasma with a density of 1019m'3 and a
temperature of 100 eV.
3.

DISRUPTION CONTROL WITH ELECTRON CYCLOTRON
CURRENT DRIVE

The safe and reliable operation of ITER will require the prevention of
major disruptions. The ITER ECS has been designed to allow for the control of
disruptions by electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD). The method relies on
the stabilization of the m=2, n=l tearing mode, which is achieved by control of
the local current density profile around the q=2 surface. A detailed study of
m=2 mode stabilization by ECCD is presented in Ref. [4]. Calculations of the
current driven near the q = 2 surface by electron-cyclotron power have been
performed for the ITER baseline equatorial launch scenario. Efficiency and
localization of the current driven is sufficient for tearing mode suppression if the
plasma current Ip < 22 MA, so the q = 2 surface has a small enough trappedelectron population.
4.

NON-INDUCTIVE CURRENT RAMP-UP ASSIST

Volt-seconds saved with non-inductive current ramp-up assist will be
available for lengthening the current flat top or extending ITER operation to
higher plasma current. Three constraints have been identified which limit the
usefulness of non-inductive current ramp-up in ITER: Stresses in the central
Ohmic transformer coils can limit the number of Volt-seconds available at the
beginning of the current flat-top; The peak heat flux and/or electron temperature
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at the diverter plate (or limiter) can exceed limits for safe diverter operation; The
power applied to the plasma for current ramp-up also heats the plasma and
slows current penetration. Modelling studies [5] have shown consistently that
of the order of 20-30Vs can be saved by ramping up the injected LHW power to
between 20 to 35 MW, when operating at a low density: <ne> = 2xlO 19 m "3,
or correspondingly about 20 Vs are saved using up to 45 MW of current drive
power when operating at <ne> « 4xlO 19 nr 3 . In both cases the current rampup is performed at a rate comparable to the purely ohmic one (0.35 MA/s). The
physical constraints mentioned above can be respected, partly due to the fact
that account is taken of the evolving plasma geometry.

5.

REFERENCE SCENARIO FOR ITER CURRENT DRIVE AND
HEATING

A combination of neutral beams (NB) and LH waves was chosen for the
reference operating scenario because this combination provides control of the
current profile and yields the highest current drive figure of merit (y = 0.450.5x10^0A/m^W). Central current drive is provided by NB, while LH waves
are used to drive current in the outer region. Current profile control is provided
both by varying the relative NB and LH power, and by varying the vertical
aiming of the NB. The NB energy is chosen to assure penetration to the
magnetic axis for central current drive. The frequency of the LH waves is
chosen to minimize difficulties in generation and transmission, to ensure good
coupling between the launcher and the plasma, and to avoid damping on fast
alpha particles. The neoclassical bootstrap current plays an important role in
ITER scenarios, both by reducing the current that must be driven with NB and
LH waves, and by helping to broaden the current profile. Key physics issues
include penetration of LH waves into reactor plasmas, and expanding the
experimental data base for NB current drive (particularly to beam velocities
greater than the Alfve"n velocity and critical velocity, above which the interaction
of beam with the electrons begins to dominate).
Neutral beam current drive data base. While further experiments on NB
current drive are desirable, the database of NB current drive experiments clearly
indicates that the predicted current drive occurs, and is in reasonable agreement
with the quantitive theoretical predictions. NB current drive experiments have
been done on TFTR, DIII-D and JET. Full non-inductive current drive has
only been achieved on DIII-D [6]. In TFTR [7] and JET [8] changes in the
loop voltages were measured and the neutral beam-driven current was inferred
after corrections had been made for the bootstrap current. Further experiments
with measurements of the current profile and its time evolution are needed for
estimating the performance of non-inductive current drive in ITER.
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Atomic processes and multi-step ionization. The reliability of the optimization
of heating and of the current drive profile depends upon the accuracy of the
calculations of the deposition profiles of the heat and momentum of the beam in
the plasma. This deposition is determined by the atomic processes which have
been studied in detail for the energy range from 10 keV/u to 10 MeV/u [9].
The processes considered include both the ground state and the excited state of
the beam atoms, thus allowing for the multistep ionization of the beam in
collisions with the plasma constituents and impurities.
Plasma rotation. Plasma rotation, induced by NB injection, has been observed
in many devices. Plasma rotation tends to reduce the relative speed of NB with
respect to the plasma and therefore the current drive efficiency deteriorates.
Central rotation speeds have been studied by using data from ISX-B, PLT,
PDX, Dili, JT-60, and TFTR [10] for a wide range of plasma conditions.
These studies indicate that it is appropriate to assume the momentum
confinement time x§ is similar to the energy confinement time XE- The projected
central rotation speed for ITER is then v<|r=3.1xl05m/s, i.e. only 29% of the
thermal velocity and only 3% of the beam velocity. Such a rotation speed will
not affect beam attenuation, the beam deposition profiles, or the current drive
efficiency to any significant degree.
Beam energy and beam penetration. In choosing the beam energy for ITER, an
overall judgement is necessary considering both physics and engineering
issues. The following constraints have been taken into account for the selection
of the beam energy: (1) Requirement of Q>5 for a steady state operation. (2)
Considerable flexibility in tailoring current profiles to cover a wide range of
operation space. (3) The constraints of beta. (4) The selection of beam energy
should be consistent with the technological development of beam systems.
For a steady state operation in the ITER technology phase, where a
plasma with low densities (e.g., <n e >~0.7xl0 20 irr 3 ) and high temperatures
(e.g., <T>~20keV) is desired to increase the current drive efficiency, the beam
energy of 1.3 MeV will provide adequate penetration for central current drive
and current profile control.
In the hybrid operating mode with higher density the Ohmic current is
strongly peaked in the central region of a plasma. Therefore it is not necessary
for the beam to penetrate into the plasma center, and a hollow beam-driven
current profile should be used. The 1.3MeV beam system is adequate for
densities up to <ne><1.5xl020m-3 in these hybrid operating scenarios.
Current drive by lower hybrid waves. The reference scenario of ITER current
drive is a combination of neutral beam driven, lower hybrid wave driven, and
neoclassical bootstrap currents. Lower hybrid waves (LHW) have an extensive
experimental data base [11], including the highest current drive efficiencies ever
obtained, 0.34xl020rrr2MA/MW reported in JT-60[12]. While agreement
between theory and experiment is good in most areas, questions remain about
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the spectral broadening during wave propagation and enhanced current
penetration observed in some experiments.
In extensive modeling of LH current drive in ITER, we find that the
lower hybrid current is strongly peaked in the outer regions of the plasma due to
the strong LH wave damping at the relatively high values of p expected in
ITER. The peaked current profile due to the lower hybrid current drive is
reflected as a dip in the q curve if too much lower hybrid power is applied.
However it was shown [13] that a monotonic q-profile can be obtained by using
a combination of NBI and LHW with a moderate injected LHW power
( P L J J < 3 0 - 4 0 M W , which corresponds to 2.5-3MA of LH current in reference
ITER steady state discharges).
6.

ALTERNATE OPERATING SCENARIO

The alternate operating scenario differs in that central current drive is
provided by ion cyclotron (IC) waves. A low frequency (-15 MHz) fast wave
current drive scenario was chosen because this scenario gives the best current
drive figure of merit (y = 0.25-0.3x1020 A/m^W), and avoids ion damping.
More than 115 MW of IC power is needed for steady-state operation. Key
unresolved physics issues include an experimental demonstration of IC current
drive, and current profile control. Higher frequency (<80 MHz) will be used
for plasma heating and burn control.
Low frequency fast wave current drive scenarios. The low frequency
scenarios have the advantage that there are no IC resonances within the plasma.
Hence, the wave power is entirely deposited on the electrons. It is therefore
possible to choose relatively high wave phase velocities (where the damping per
pass is relatively low), and achieve a relatively high current drive efficiency.
Because the plasma opacity is low in this frequency window, the wave energy
is mainly deposited in the center of the plasma, where the temperature and
density are highest. When the ion cyclotron power is launched from the
midplane of the tokamak this tends to result in a rather peaked driven current
profile. It is possible to broaden the current profile somewhat by launching the
waves from a location above (or below) the midplane. However, our ability to
control the driven current profile remains limited.
These low frequency current drive scenarios have been modeled both with
full-wave codes and with ray-tracing codes. The optimum scenarios obtained
from the the ray-tracing codes can be summarized by the formula
TFWCD=0.6[(<Te>/10 keV) / (2+Zeff)]xlO20 A/m2W,
where <Te> is the density weighted, volume-averaged temperature.
Experimental data base. A large experimental data base exists on IC heating.
Perhaps the most impressive results are those from JET [14] in which both
combined neutral beam and ICRF heated, and only ICRF heated H-modes have
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been obtained. Work on both JET and JFT-2M has demonstrated wave
absorption on electrons by transit-time magnetic pumping. The experimental
data base for fast wave current drive (as opposed to fast wave heating) is
sparse. The improvement of the experimental data base on fast wave current
drive is the single most important R&D task relating to the ion cyclotron system
to be undertaken during the ITER EDA. In retrospect, it appears that the single
pass damping was too weak in previous experiments. While the single pass
damping can be improved by reducing the phase velocity with existing fast
wave antennas this often means that the directivity of the spectrum is lost, and
the expected current drive efficiency is in any case reduced. The improvement
in wave absorption with frequency can also be exploited. This is the route
planned for upcoming fast wave current drive experiments on DIII-D and
JET. Such experiments will be very useful in demonstrating the physics of fast
wave current drive, and providing operational experience with plasmas in which
the full plasma current is supported with RF power.
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Abstract
ITER CURRENT DRIVE AND HEATING SYSTEMS.
Current drive and heating systems are required to initiate the plasma, ramp up the current and
heat the plasma, drive current and control the current profile, and control burn. Several systems have
been studied, which include electron cyclotron, lower hybrid, neutral beam and ion cyclotron systems.
These are described in the paper and current drive and heating system parameters are summarized.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Current drive and heating systems are required to initiate the plasma, ramp up
the current and heat the plasma, drive current and control the current profile, and
control burn [1]. Several systems have been studied, which include: electron cyclotron (EC), lower hybrid (LH), neutral beam (NB) and ion cyclotron (IC) systems.
An EC system for plasma initiation and local profile control, an LH system for
current ramp-up and driving current in the outer edge of the plasma, and NBs for
driving current in the core of the plasma have been chosen as the reference systems,
with IC as an alternative to NBs for driving current in the core of the plasma
(Table I). A technical challenge, for all systems, is the requirement for continuous
operation, at rated power, for two weeks.

2. ELECTRON CYCLOTRON SYSTEM [2]
The EC system is comprised of 24 RF channels (plus four hot spares) which
are brought together at the tokamak, and transmitted via mirrors (one of which is
movable) into the plasma (Fig. 1). Each channel is made up of an 80-100 kV, 3 MW
DC power supply; a 120 GHz, 1 MW gyrotron, probably with an integrated mode
converter; initializing optics, a run of corrugated waveguide approximately 45 m in
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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FIXED MIRRORS

WINDOW ASSEMBLY

FIG. 1. EC launching system.

length, fast valves or shutters, and an RF window assembly. The EC waves will be
injected into the plasma close to the equatorial plane, at an angle of 15-25° to a
machine radial and in the opposite direction to the plasma current. To ensure the
correct magnetic surface will be tracked, nominally the q = 2 surface, a turning
mirror will be used which sweeps the EC waves, in the horizontal direction, at a rate
of 10°/s. The key technical issue for the EC system is the maximum power rating
that can be achieved for the gyrotron and windows. The system design is based on
the assumption that 1 MW is reasonable but the design is still practical at a power
level of 0.5 MW per channel.

3.

LOWER HYBRID SYSTEM [3]

The LH system will use two launchers, made up of 16 rows of 100 waveguides,
and will occupy the lower half of two adjacent ports (Fig. 2). The launchers will be
movable to track the plasma scrape-off layer. They will be fed from a multijunction
waveguide system which in turn will be fed from oversized waveguides. The
waveguides will be driven from an RF transmitter system, with a fixed frequency of
5 GHz, which will be comprised of approximately 100 klystrons, each rated at
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FIG. 2. LH launching system.

0.7-0.8 MW. The technical challenges for the LH system are the development of a
klystron rated at 0.7-0.8 MW at 5 GHz and of a design for a launcher which can
operate reliably while in intimate contact with the plasma.

4.

NEUTRAL BEAM SYSTEM [4]

The NB system is comprised of nine modules, arranged in three vertical arrays
of three modules. A vertical array of three modules will be aimed through a port
which is aligned with a tangent to the magnetic axis of the tokamak (Fig. 3). Each
module will generate 8.3 MW of deuterium or hydrogen neutrals with an energy of
1.3 MeV. In the event of a source module failure, the remaining modules can be
operated at up to 10 MW, which ensures that the system will reliably inject the
required 75 MW. A module will consist of one or more NB sources, which are made
up of a linear array of components which include: a negative ion plasma generator
with preaccelerator, an accelerator, a beam profile controller, a gas neutralizer and
an ion dump system. A source module will be about 4 m in diameter and 15 m long
and will be connected to the torus through a 25 m long duct. The major technical
challenge is the development of a reliable source of deuterium or hydrogen neutrals,
rated at 1.3 MeV and 8.3 MW.
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FIG. 3. NB module.
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TRANSMISSION
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ANTENNA ASSEMBLY
(2 ANTENNAS)

FIG. 4. IC antenna system.
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ION CYCLOTRON SYSTEM [5]

The IC system is made up of a linear array of 42 antennas distributed around
the torus. Two antennas are located side by side in the top half of a standard port
and an additional antenna set is integrated into the blanket segments on either side
of a port (Fig. 4). A port services six antennas, and seven ports will be required to
service all 42 antennas, which combined will be 24 m in toroidal extent. The nominal
output for the antenna array is 115 MW. Each antenna, rated at 2.75 MW, is driven
by a dedicated high power RF power source with a nominal rating of 3 MW. A low
loss coaxial transmission line, which contains tuning and matching elements, will
connect the antennas to the RF sources. The RF sources will be tunable over a
frequency range of 15-80 MHz. The technical challenge for the IC system is the
design of an antenna array which will operate reliably when in intimate contact with
the ITER plasma.
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Abstract
PLASMA OPERATION CONTROL IN ITER.
Plasma control is needed to achieve nominal plasma performance (e.g. provision of n and T
values to produce nominal fusion power), to extend the accessible operation space (e.g. to increase the
critical beta by tailoring p and J profiles) and to meet engineering constraints (e.g. to provide a sufficiently high edge density to meet divertor design requirements). Control criteria can be conveniently
classified into requirements for average values, edge values and profiles. The paper discusses control
means that rely on controlling sources (refuelling, heating, current drive), and also concentrates on flattop conditions, for which relatively clear concepts have been developed. The specifications for three
typical ITER operational scenarios are summarized.

1. INTRODUCTION
Plasma control is needed to achieve nominal plasma performance
(e.g. provision of n and T values to produce nominal fusion power), to
extend the accessible operation space (e.g. to increase the critical beta
by tailoring p and J profiles) and to meet engineering constraints (e.g. to
provide a sufficiently high edge density to meet divertor design requirements). Control criteria can be conveniently classified into requirements
for average values, edge values and profiles. This paper is confined to
control means that rely on controlling sources (refuelling, heating, current drive), whereas plasma shape control is treated in a separate paper
[ 1 ]. It also concentrates on flat-top conditions, for which relatively clear
concepts have been developed. Table I summarizes the specifications for
three typical ITER operational scenarios [ 2 ].
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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TABLE I. OPERATION CONTROL RELATED SPECIFICATIONS
FOR TYPICAL ITER OPERATION SCENARIOS. Symbols have the
usual meaning. Ica, i»w and Ij,st are the externally driven, inductively
driven and bootstrap currents, respectively. Pcn and PCOntr are current drive and burn control powers, respectively. TPp™p is the total gas
throughput. {) denotes a volume average. Supscript s denotes separatrix
values.
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a) The total additional heating power is supposed to be available for
current drive and burn control.
b) In the case of burn stability control by high-Q operation with regulated heating power.
c) Only a crude fit of ITER 2-D equilibria which is given here for illustration.
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2. CURRENT CONTROL
Current control involves control of the total current and its profile.
The considerations that determined the choices made for the total currents are expanded in [ 2 ] [ 3 ]. Current profile control includes control
of the global current shape, characterized approximately by a j-profile
according to Table I, and detailed current control in localized regions.
The need for global profile control is mainly determined by the need
to maximize the critical beta, to provide the required nuclear performance
and to reduce the disruption probability. For the temperature and density
profiles expected for ITER, the pressure will be relatively peaked. Under
these conditions the most promising option for reaching high beta in a
moderately elongated D-shaped plasma is to keep go close to 1 and the
current profile broad with little shear in the central region. If no measures
were taken to control the current profile, the peaked temperature would
lead to much more peaked resistive equilibrium current profiles. In the
high-current, low-g scenarios this would lead to sawtooth oscillations with
a large mixing radius. Broadening of the current profile could be achieved
in this way at the expense of a substantial degradation of confinement
and detrimental impact on burn control (see Sec. 3). Therefore, current
profile control is needed in both high and low-current scenarios.
Global profile control as well as long-pulse operation require that a
substantial fraction of the total plasma current be driven non-inductively
(see Table I). In ITER this function will be carried out with a combination of lower hybrid waves (45 MW; 5 GHz) and neutral beams
(75 MW; 1.3 MeV). At ITER plasma parameters the lower hybrid
waves are limited to driving current in the outer portion of the plasma,
while the neutral beams are used to drive current in the plasma interior.
Hence, some degree of control over the driven current profile is obtained
through balance between injected lower hybrid and neutral beam power.
In addition, the current profile driven by the ITER neutral beam system
can be varied by controlling the vertical footprint of the beams. To this
end, the ITER neutral beam system has been designed to allow "steering"
of the negative ion beamlets before they pass through the neutralizer.
Safe and reliable operation of ITER will require prevention or suppression of major disruptions. One means by which this might be accomplished is detailed current profile control near the q = 2 surface to
stabilize m = 2 tearing modes. For ITER the potential of electron cyclotron waves (20 MW; 120 GHz) has been investigated. Simulations
show that the ECW system under consideration could suppress ro = 2
tearing modes for all kinds of ITER discharges with a plasma current of
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less than 22 MA. For a plasma current in excess of 22 MA the q = 2
surface turns out to be so close to the separatrix that both toroidal effects
and the low electron temperature would make stabilization questionable.
For this case, the use of lower hybrid waves could offer an alternative.
3. DENSITY CONTROL
ITER is anticipated to operate in the H-mode and therefore flat
density profiles have to be expected. The profile given in Table I is
representative of what is seen in present experiments and predicted by
modelling. The choices made for (n) for the various scenarios (see Table
I) result from a number of complex arguments outlined in [ 2 ] .
Additional requirements on the edge density result from divertor design considerations and density limits. According to present understanding the density limits impose an upper limit on the edge density. On the
other hand, crucial questions of divertor design (erosion, heat loads) are
alleviated by raising the edge density to allow low-temperature divertor
plasmas [ 4 ]. Controlled operation close to the critical density is therefore probably required to achieve acceptable divertor conditions, and a
rather severe condition for the edge density will exist. The specifications
of Table I are based on an assumed volume average to edge density ratio of (n)/n3 ~ 3.5 (ITER guideline). Since the exact value cannot at
present be reliably predicted and since there is still some uncertainty
about the final edge densities required, some density profile control has
to be provided to decouple (n) and ns.
The means available for density control are gas puffing and pellet
injection. Gas puffing is suitable for control of the edge density but its
potential for direct fuelling beyond the separatrix is questionable due
to the high shielding efficiency of the scrape-off layer plasma for cold
neutrals. Injection of pellets with Vp « 1 km/s would provide fuelling
just inside the separatrix. Centrifugal injectors would be a candidate
scheme for this, an advantage being the absence of an accelerant gas
and their high reliability. Deeper penetration of up to 1/3 of the plasma
minor radius requires higher pellet velocities (sw 5 km/s; pellet diameter
« 7 mm), which could be achieved with one or two-stage pneumatic guns.
For typical pellet sizes in the range of 3 mm (centrifugal injector) to 7 mm
(pneumatic gun) the repetition rates are in the range 1 Hz to 15 Hz,
which would not create particular technical problems. Also the variation
of the fuelling rate, as imposed by the transient requirements during
start-up and shut-down, could be achieved by control of the repetition
rate without major difficulties.
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To maintain the required value of {n) and the required ratio of
(n)/na ft* 3.5, a combination of shallow pellet fuelling and gas puffing has to be applied. At present the data base on particle transport
and the status of modelling of the bulk plasma and scrape-off layer
are insufficient to provide a reliable, self-consistent evaluation of the required refuelling rates. A crude estimation of the total refuelling rate,
which equals the pumped flux TPp™p under steady-state conditions, is
given by the helium exhaust requirement. Helium is produced at a rate
r y s - 1 ] = 3.6 • W17Pf[MW] and the DT flux that has to be pumped to
provide helium exhaust is Tp£™p = Ta/fa, where fa is the enrichment
of helium in the exhaust gas. The values for Tp^tp of Table I are based
on fa = 0.025 [ 4 ] (ITER guideline). In order to provide maximum
flexibility in the light of present uncertainties, each fuelling scheme will
be designed for the maximum fuelling rate TPp™p.
4. BURN CONTROL
The goal of ITER burn control studies is to establish that ITER
can safely meet its performance objectives at full or partial fusion power
in a controllable manner. This requires consideration of three control
methodologies: Operational control is the choice of plasma conditions
and adjustable machine parameters to yield a desired fusion power while
satisfying relevant engineering and physics constraints. Burn stability
control is the detection and feedback stabilization of thermal instabilities. Finally, emergency shutdown control is the rapid reduction of fusion
power in response to component failures or loss of normal stability control.
The need for burn stability control systems has been demonstrated
by time-dependent 0-D transport simulations, which show that potential
near-ignited ITER operating points are susceptible to thermal instabilities that would terminate a discharge within 3 to 15 seconds via a beta or
density limit disruption in the event of a positive or negative perturbation, respectively [ 5 ]. Furthermore, it is possible for these excursions to
reach elevated fusion powers (> 2000 MW), thus significantly increasing
the possibility of damage to plasma-facing components.
The present baseline method for control of thermal instabilities in
ITER is to operate at a slightly sub-ignited operating point and provide feedback control of the equilibrium auxiliary power PNB,Eq based
on total neutron flux measurements $ n . Simultaneous control of particles via density, fuel mix, and impurity control may offer an additional
dimension to the control phase space. The performance of the base-
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FIG. 1. Maximum controllable positive and negative fractional neutron flux perturbations A $ N / $ N as
a junction of equilibrium neutral beam power P NB ^ at the operating point for several values of neutral
beam ramp rate P ^ : 10, 20, and 40 MW/s.

line burn stability control system is largely governed by constraints on
heating and diagnostic systems, and the effect of these constraints is displayed in Fig. 1, which shows the maximum neutron flux perturbations
|A$w/<l>jv| that can be stabilized versus PNB,EQ for several values of the
neutral beam power ramp rate PNB- The two curves characterized by
the same Pnb value bound the maximum positive and negative perturbations in $jv that can be stabilized versus the equilibrium power PNB,EqAs one would expect, positive excursions are most difficult to control at
low values of PNB,Eq and negative perturbations are most difficult to
control at high values of PnB,Eq- From Fig. 1 we see that with a value
of |A$JV/$W| of 10% (to cover 0-D modelling uncertainties and profile
transients such as monster sawteeth) a controllable operating point at
PNB,Eq ~ 20 MW (i.e. Q ~ 50) is possible for PNB = 10 MW/s, the
present neutral beam design limitation.
Loss of cooling in the ITER divertor region or failure of the burn
stability control system will result in significant damage to plasma-facing
components unless the plasma fusion power is reduced to zero within a
few seconds (emergency plasma shutdown). Possible schemes include
shutting off the heating and/or fueling systems, triggering an H-mode
to L-mode transition, injecting impurities, or disabling vertical stability
control systems [ 6 ]. Under projected ITER burn conditions, rapid
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plasma shutdown without a density limit disruption is difficult for all
schemes analyzed. Central injection of moderate-Z impurities appears
to hold the most promise since it yields the fastest reduction in fusion
power and plasma thermal energy. A highly desirable feature of such
emergency shutdown schemes would be their ability to operate passively,
i.e. without active detection, intervention or control. However, because
the power-producing element in a fusion reactor (the plasma) is not in
direct communication with the media undergoing the off-normal event
(the coolant and blanket material), this may be difficult to achieve in
practice.
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Abstract
ITER: SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET SYSTEMS.
The superconducting magnet systems of ITER which are among the most critical of ITER subsystems are discussed in the framework of the four major subsystems of the ITER magnet systems.

Because of the simultaneous demands in many of their components for
advanced technology and extremely high reliability, the superconducting magnet
systems are among the most critical of ITER subsystems. Within the ITER
Magnet Systems, we include the following major subsystems: the Toroidal
Field (TF) and Poloidal Field (PF) Magnets (all of which are superconducting
except the Active Control Coils located inside the Vacuum Vessel), the TF and
PF Power and Protection Systems, the Cryogenic System, Coil Services and
Diagnostics, and the Cryostat and Structural Support System. The reliable
performance of the magnet system as a whole is so critically dependent on the
inter-relationships among these subsystems that a completely separate
discussion of the superconducting magnets is not entirely reasonable.
There are 16 superconducting TF magnets in ITER with 14
superconducting PF coils arranged outside them in up/down symmetric pairs.
The reference layout of the superconducting magnet windings is shown in Fig.
1. Among the PF magnets, there are 4 identical pairs at the center of the
machine that compose the Central Solenoid (CS), 1 pair at the top and bottom of
the TF coils to define the separatrices, and 2 pairs (not identical) on the
outboard for establishing the vertical field. The latter three pairs of magnets may
be referred to as the Outer PF (OPF) coils. Including windings and structural
components, these magnets comprise a nearly 12 000-t cold mass.
The windings of both the TF and PF systems will use force-cooled,
cabled conductors with steel jackets that provide distributed structure. In most
conductor options, the jackets also provide containment of the supercritical
helium coolant in good thermal contact with the cable. In addition to ensuring
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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FIG. 1. Reference layout of the 1TER superconducting magnet windings (dimensions in mm).

positive heat removal, this design approach offers godd rigidity in the windings
and is compatible with the high-voltage design requirements imposed by both
system operation and quench protection.
Conductors for all ITER magnets are designed on a consistent basis that
assumes state-of-the-art performance from superconductors (current density vs
field and temperature) but provides comfortable margins relative to the heat
removal and stability requirements. A constraint on the terminal-terminal or
terminal-ground voltage to no higher than 20 kV makes a choice of conductor
current in the range of at least 30 - 40 kA desirable for most coils. Sufficient
conductor stability must be provided to ensure reliable operation during all
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TABLE I. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE TF MAGNET SYSTEM
Number of TF coils

16

Total stored energy (GJ)

42.3

Total current per coil (MA)

9.09

Magnet dimensions (including case):
Horizontal clear bore (m)
Vertical clear bore (m)
Clear bore for CS (m)
Outer radial extent (m)
Height (m)

7.10
14.76
4.26
11.1
18.9

Field on axis (at 6.0 m) (T)

4.85

Maximum field at the windings (T)

11.2

Winding pack description:
Pack dimensions (m x m)

0.306 x 0.846

Mean pack current density (A/mm2)

35.1

Number of turns

240

Conductor current (kA)

37.9

Mass of the windings (t)

70

Mass of the case (t)

380

modes of normal operation, including a plasma disruption. Feasibility of
protecting the windings in the event of a quench is assured by conductor
designs where the maximum attainable hot-spot temperature is 150 K, assuming
a reasonable time (10 s) for detection of the quench and discharge of the magnet
into an external resistor.
The choice of superconductor for the CS and TF windings is N ^ S n
because of the necessary temperature margins for operation in the challenging
environment of simultaneously high fields, high current densities, and high heat
loads from both nuclear and transient-field effects. NbTi remains an option for
the OPF coils where its lower critical parameters are not as constraining.
The primary requirement of the TF system is to produce 4.85 T at a
radius of 6.0 m. From considerations for other tokamak design requirementsspace at the center of the machine for a CS with adequate V-s capability; space
in the bore of the TF coils for plasma, blanket and shield, divertor, and vacuum
vessel; clearance between the coils for ports and shielding; field ripple at the
plasma edge below 2.5 %; and a constraint on the radial extent of the TF-coil
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FIG. 2. Sectional view of the combined ITER superconducting magnet system showing structural
components.

TABLE II. MAGNET SYSTEM COLD MASS SUMMARY (METRIC TONS)
TF magnet windings

1120

TF magnet cases

6100

TF inter-coil structures

1500

CS windings
CS axial loading structure
OPF windings

680
140
1370

OPF support structures

600

Magnet system gravity supports

320

Thermal radiation screen

Total

80

11 910
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outer legs to about 11 m to keep PF energy low—a design was evolved that can
be described generally by Table I. Design considerations for the amount and the
efficient distribution of structure in the inboard legs of the TF coils have led to a
winding-pack current density of about 35.1 A/mm2 and an average current
density of about 14 A/mm2 over the central-vault region formed by the wedged
magnet cases.
The vertical clearance requirements for the TF coils, when combined
with the constrained outer leg position, lead to an elongated, almost racetracklike shape. Although this shape departs substantially from the classic constanttension Dee shape, the overall structural loading penalty is not significant. The
reason is that while the in-plane and bending loads are higher, the out-of-plane
loads from the PF coils are lower because lower currents are required in the
OPF, a consequence of their closer proximity to the plasma.
The windings of the TF coils are enclosed in thick, steel cases that resist
the self-generated bursting forces and the out-of-plane distortions that arise
when the PF fields are applied. The noses of the TF cases on the inboard legs
are wedged together in a vault at the center of the magnet set to react the
centering loads on the coils. The overturning loads are reacted by friction in the
center of the vault region, by shear keys at the top and bottom of the vault, and
by an outer shear frame, which also partially restrains the outward bursting
forces.
It is apparent from Fig. 2 and Table II that the combined magnet
structures constitute the dominant fraction of the total mass of the magnet
system (especially when one considers that, except for the TF coils, the
dominant component in the windings is the distributed structure). The magnet
structures—i.e. the TF cases, the distributed structure in the TF and PF
windings, the TF and PF intercoil connections, and the gravity supports below
the magnet systems—are designed to accommodate the full range of expected
operational loads and credible fault loads. The loads accommodated during
normal opeation include gravity, thermal expansion/contraction, preloading, and
the magnetic forces. The additional magnetic loading associated with plasma
disruptions is considered to be normal, though less frequent than other normal
loads. For the operating scenarios that have been sufficiently specified for
detailed analyses to be carried out, the structural designs appear to be adequate.
Detailed studies of fault-loading conditions have begun, but the range of
fault scenarios examined is still limited. Nevertheless, preliminary results
suggest that either the magnet systems, as presently designed, will be passively
safe in the sense that damage will not propagate to critical external systems, or
that design modifications can be made to achieve this.
The number and locations of the PF coils have been optimized to
provide satisfactory compromises among the issues of plasma operational
flexibility and control, access, port location and size, feasible coil-fabrication
techniques, and reliable structural load paths. The PF magnets were initially
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designed for Physics Phase operation that includes ramp-up, control, and a
200-s burn of a 22 MA plasma, subject to a specified range of variation of the
plasma parameters. The selections of current patterns for the PF system are
reported by Wesley et al. [1]. The design has since been checked against other
conditions of operation, and it appears capable of supporting a broad range of
plasma operating scenarios for meeting both the Physics and Technology
missions, including options for increased current or extended
Optimization of the CS design to maximize the flux-swing (V-s) needed
for inductive drive of the plasma current was crucial to the overall PF design.
The key considerations in the optimization were 1) space available at the center
of the machine 2) allowable tensile stresses in the conductor conduit (from a
fatigue perspective), 3) temperature margin and headroom relative to the helium
inlet temperature for providing adequate stability in the presence of high heat
loads, and 4) provisions for protecting the windings in the event of a quench.
Radial grading of the distributed structure in the CS was also important for
improving the V-s rating of the PF system; a gain of about 15 V-s was achieved
relative to the optimum ungraded design for the reference Physics Phase
Scenario.
In the CS, maximum fields of 13.5 T will be developed at initial
magnetization. Depending on the plasma current, the maximum field at end-ofburn will be about 12.5 T. As for the OPF coils, fields of 9 T and greater may
be attained in the divertor coils and fields in the range of 5 - 6 T in the verticalfield coils, also depending on plasma conditions. The maximum stored energy
in the PF system at any time will be roughly in the range of 12 to 16 GJ. The
peak power required from the grid for normal operation of the PF system is
about 400 MW; however, the installed power must be nearly 1.4 GW.
From detailed finite element analysis, it appears that the hoop stress in
the conduit of a CS conductor will be large: over 500 MPa tension. At this
stress level, the operational lifetime of the CS will be limited by fatigue in this
component. However, careful fatigue crack-growth analyses that start with a
realistic assessment of the conditions in the coil after manufacture and take into
account the character of the planned operating scenarios suggest that the
missions of both the Physics and Technology Phases can just be achieved
within the rated life of the present design.
There will be high heat loads in the windings of all the magnets. In the
TF coils, the heating results from a combination of nuclear absorption and
superconductor losses under transient field conditions, and in the PF windings,
only ac heat loads must be tolerated~but they are high. The TFcoil cases and
other structures will also be subject to various combinations of nuclear, eddycurrent, thermal-radiation, and conduction heating. Table III summarizes the
various heat loads on the magnets. It appears that refrigeration capacity of about
100 kW at 4.5 K will be sufficient to accommodate all these heat loads while
allowing reliable operation of the magnet systems. The cryogenic system will
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TABLE III. AVERAGE MAGNET SYSTEM HEAT LOADS DURING NORMAL OPERATION (kW)
6

Thermal radiation

4

Conduction
Current leads (equivalent capacity)

13

Nuclear radiation heating

22

Heating by transient field lossesa
TF windings

5

TF cases

8

TF inter-coil structures

8

PF windings

15

PF structures

4
Total

85

Losses due to separatrix sweeping are not included.

likely be divided into a number of modular units with capacities of 20 - 30 kW
each. For cryogenic systems of the size and type required for ITER, an overall
system efficiency can be provided that will result in approximately 300 W
expended at room temperature for every 1 W absorbed in the magnet systems at
4.5 K.
The superconducting magnet-system designs that have been conceived
for ITER are based on existing technologies. However, the operation of these
systems to fulfill the goals of the ITER mission will require that full
performance be achieved from a variety of advanced materials, components,
and subsystems—simultaneously and reliably. Therefore, it is essential to the
ultimately successful performance of the ITER Magnet Systems that a well
coordinated R&D program to support their design be established in which the
essential engineering database is first carefully refined and then confirmed in
reasonably large-scale, technology verification tests, in particular by the design,
fabrication, and test of an appropriately chosen system of model coils.
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Abstract
ITER: BASIC MACHINE LAYOUT.
The requirements and the resulting design of some of the semi-permanent components of the
ITER device relating to the containment structures are discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The ITER basic machine (Table I) includes the vacuum vessel (VV), the
toroidal (TF) and the poloidal (PF) field coils and the weight support structures,
all housed in a cylindrical vacuum tight vessel, the cryostat vacuum vessel. All
these components, along with other systems, must be assembled into an
integrated system capable of generating a burning plasma and meeting all safety
requirements. The basic machine components will be designed as lifetime
components, but according to the remote handling (RH) requirements since
some disassembly may be required after the machine has been contaminated by
the tritium and activated.
This paper addresses the requirements and resulting design of some of
the semi-permanent components of the ITER device relating to the containment
structures.
2.

THE VACUUM VESSEL .

The vacuum vessel (Fig.l) contains the primary vacuum and provides a
continuous welded wall to the plasma side for tritium containment. Double
barriers will be used between the primary and the secondary vacuum or the
atmosphere at all vulnerable boundaries. The barrier facing the primary vacuum
has to be welded, the second one can be either a weld or a metallic gasket. The
interspace between the two seals will be monitored for tritium leak detection.
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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TABLE I. MAIN BASIC MACHINE PARAMETERS
Total magnet weight (t)

- 1 2 000

Total vacuum vessel weight (incl. in-vessel com- 1 3 000

ponents) (t)
Vacuum vessel:
Internal vacuum (mbar)

4 x 10 " 7 (accident: 2 bar abs.)

External operating pressure (mbar)

10 ~5 (accident: 2 bar abs.)

Maximum admissible leak rate (mbar-L/s)

10~6

Baking temperature (°C)

180

Operating temperature (°C)

90-100

Total toroidal electrical resistance (fifi)

20

Cryostat vacuum vessel:
Operating pressure inside
outside

10 ~5 mbar (accident 2 bar abs.)
1 bar abs. (accident 1.5 bar abs.)

Operating temperature (°C)

20-35

Maximum leak rate (mbar-L/s)

io- 5

Thermal shield:
Coolant

He gas (Tin = 50 K; Tout = 80 K)

Cryogenic load to thermal shield (kW)

<50

The VV shall have the required total toroidal electrical resistance and help
provide the necessary nuclear shielding of the superconducting coils. The VV
shall contain the tritium under all conditions including electromagnetic forces,
thermal loads and seismic events. It must provide mechanical support to the invessel components during each operating condition.
The VV must be fully remotely maintainable and toroidally segmented to allow
the assembly operations. The structure is segmented in 16 wedge and 16 almost
parallel segments.
The reference design (Fig. 2) has a thickness of 250 to 300 mm to support the
high loads induced on the structure. The VV is an austenitic stainless steel
structure with 50 mm of additional non-structural shielding material in the
inboard region. The cooling of the structure is achieved by using water with an
optimized distribution to achieve the required shielding performance.
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FIG. 1. Vacuum vessel and cryostat vessel.

The wedge segments have access ports for the in-vessel components, the
pumping duct, the auxiliary equipment and the supply lines. The parallel
segments include resistive elements inside and current breakers outside.
The assembly joints consist of a thick structural weld in the outer position and a
double weld in the inner position providing an interspace for leak monitoring.
Any field weld must be accessible and sufficiently shielded to ensure low
enough radiation damage to allow rewelding.
Passive twin loops and segmented circular active coils are used for plasma
control.
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FIG. 2. Vacuum vessel: details of equatorial cross-section.

3.

THECRYOSTAT

The cryostat comprises two major subsystems: the cryostat vacuum
vessel (CVV), to provide a cryogenic secondary vacuum used to house the
superconducting magnets, and the thermal shield, located between cold and
warm surfaces to attenuate the thermal radiation heat exchange.
The CVV (Fig.l) encloses the secondary vacuum and provides an
additional barrier for containing the tritium in case of accident. It shall withstand
overpressures on either its interior or exterior surfaces. The CVV has no
defined nuclear shielding function, but it may support local shielding to permit
at its exterior surface personnel access 24 hours after machine shut down. Local
ferromagnetic shield shall be adopted for some components (i.e.pumps,NBI s)
to reduce the magnetic field to the permitted values.
The cylindrical wall is a single wall structure made of stainless steel ribs
(max.700 mm high) and plates (25 mm thick) to meet the toroidal electrical
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resistance requirements and reinforced by frames at the many openings. All
connections between the CVV and the VV shall be made with flexible elements
to compensate for thermal expansions and movements.
The CVV is designed with a flat disk head outfitted with large trapezoidal ports
for withdrawal of the components located inside the vacuum vessel. On the
cover a small circular bellow is provided to access the divertor, while large
temporary bellows are placed only during maintenance operations of the blanket
segments.
The thermal shield system shall allow the temperatures of the magnet
system to be maintained during all phases of operation within their normal
ranges. The thermal shield consists of panels made of a stainless steel plate,
actively cooled by helium gas, and of superinsulation to be put on the surfaces
facing the warm components. The cold components are completely wrapped in
the thermal shield. Most panels shall be preassembled on the components before
the installation, while the remaining ones shall be assembled remotely in the
reactor hall.
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FIG. 3. Port allocations for technology phase.
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GRAVITY SUPPORTS

The machine supports must provide reliable support for all load
conditions, such as normal, fault and earthquake.
They are located under the TF coils, the magnets supports inboard of the VV
ones. They leave 16 free corridors to access the machine central area and the
lower divertors services. The machine supports provide a fixed reference plane
all throughout the machine life, from initial assembly to further reassembly
operations.
No shimming shall be provided on the supports during the assembly.
The magnets system supports shall be compatible with the maximum allowable
heat losses requirements.
Flexible supports shall be used for both VV and TF coils. They are made up of
several vertical plates welded to the end flanges.The plates are oriented
orthogonal to the radial axes to achieve the maximum flexibility in the radial
direction only and to keep the centreline of both VV and Magnet systems.

5.

EQUATORIAL PORTS ALLOCATION

Outside the CVV cylindrical wall, in areas either at atmospheric pressure
or in a controlled environment, are located the auxiliary systems of the machine
(i.e. plasma heating equipment, blanket testing modules, diagnostics, etc.).
These systems have access to the primary vacuum inside the machine through
equatorial ports connected to both the CVV and the VV.
A different allocation of these equatorial ports is foreseen for the physics and
technology (Fig. 3) phases.
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Abstract
ITER: REMOTE MAINTENANCE.
The Assembly and Maintenance (A&M) System is the complete set of personnel, equipment and
procedures required to successfully assemble and maintain the ITER components into a reactor capable
of operation in the prescribed manner. It is composed of the complete collection of general and special
purpose tools and their operating procedures, required for the assembly and maintenance of the ITER
device. Included are the reactor specific auxiliary equipment (such as vacuum pumps and heating systems) directly coupled to the reactor and required for its operation. Also included are most special facilities, including tools and fixtures, required for preassembly, inspection, disassembly, repair or testing
of components before delivery and final assembly. The A&M system operated within an envelope
bounded by the plant confinement/containment system. It must have access to all reactor external and
internal surface as required to perform its functions. Access to in-vessel components shall be primarily
through the four designated maintenance ports located in the machine equatorial plane. Other ports such
as the top vertical port can be used for maintenance; their use shall be, however, limited to less frequent
or unplanned operations such as changeout of internal shielding or blankets, or recovery from an
unforeseen event.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The design of ITER tokamak device and auxiliary systems is specified with
maintainability as fundamental requirement. This is reflected in the basic configuration of the tokamak device, and the facility is equipped with specialized equipment
required to perform maintenance. Once operations with D-T fuel commence, the
entire tokamak (and, to a lesser extent, the auxiliary systems) will become activated,
and remote maintenance procedures become indispensable. As a result, two of the
most important design requirements for ITER become: (1) the design of a device fully
remotely maintainable with provisions for hands-on maintenance wherever possible,
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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and (2) the ability to accomplish the replacement of short life or high failure rate components without moving other components or disturbing the reactor's internal and
external environment.

2.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

All tokamak components are classified according to their maintenance requirements. This classification is based on the need for scheduled and/or unscheduled
maintenance, on the likelihood of replacement, and on the impact of the maintenance
procedure on operations and overall device availability.
The first category is assigned to those components that are known to require frequent, scheduled maintenance (e.g. the divertor plates). These components, and the
associated remote handling equipment and service procedures, are designed together
in order to minimize the replacement time and thus maximize the reactor availability.
The second category of components is those which, while designated to last for
the entire life of ITER, may require unscheduled maintenance or replacement
(e.g. in-vessel breeding blanket modules). These components are designed for full
remote repair or replacement, but performance considerations are of primary importance in their design.
The third category of components includes the 'permanent' tokamak device systems such as the torus vacuum vessel and the TF and PF magnets. These components
are expected to last for the entire life of ITER. If major maintenance operations
should be needed for these components, they will require substantial disassembly of,
at least, part of the tokamak, and the projected time will be long. Although these components are designed to make disassembly and repair/replacement possible by remote
handling means, their design emphasizes reliability along with performance.
It should be emphasized that, for all categories, the global maintenance strategy
is to minimize waste, minimize contaminated space and provide simple and rapid
maintenance with a minimum amount of remote handling equipment with the simplest
possible mechanisms. The overall concept for maintenance access is shown in Fig. 1.

3.

DESIGN DESCRIPTION

Maintenance of the class 1 components located within the vacuum vessel will
be accomplished through the use of in-vessel transporter(s) outfitted with remote
manipulators, handling fixtures and special purpose tools. Two concepts for the
transporters are being developed in detail: articulated boom, in-vessel vehicle and a
modified concept of the vertical robot were also discussed. In the articulated boom
concept, the manipulator is fixed to the end of a cantilevered structure which is
deployed toroidally to be positioned within the vessel.
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Armour
Base plate
(first wall)

Blanket
maintenance

Armour tile maintenance
(in-situ)
Vehicle

Rail

Divertor

Divertor maintenance
(in-situ)
FIG. 1. ITER assembly and maintenance.

In the in-vessel vehicle concept, a transporter travels inside the vacuum vessel
on a toroidally deployed rail. The deflection of the rail can be reduced below a few
millimetres with 90° degree intermediate supports, thereby allowing stable maintenance operation within the vacuum vessel. Working through two midplane horizontal ports, these transporters will travel toroidally inside the vessel to the required
position for removal of the desired component (mainly a divertor plate or amour tiles)
and deliver them to a material transfer station located at 90° to the entrance port. The
size (length) of maintenance cask can be reduced by half by adopting a winding
mechanism for the storage of the articulated rails/boom and installing a vertical sliding shield door between the horizontal port and the maintenance cask. In-vessel maintenance is preferred to minimize the radioactive waste, to simplify the
building-reactor interface, to ease contamination control problems during maintenance and allow a simpler design of the top maintenance port (which is intended
for installation and removal of class 2 in-vessel items).
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All maintenance operations on the internal plasma facing components will take
place inside sealed equipment, under vacuum or an appropriate gas atmosphere. This
configuration simultaneously avoids contamination of the plasma chamber and the
spread of tritium as an activated dust outside the reactor.
A modular design of the class 2 internal components helps in meeting the maintenance requirements. The modularity, determined by the number of TF coils, means
that assembly procedures can be developed for one sector and repeated until the torus
is complete. The advantage of such an approach is that, in case of large repair operations, access to all the components within the sector can be achieved by dismantling
only that sector. The poloidal field coils are the only component to which this
modularity cannot be applied. Therefore, special care must be used to position and
to install these coils in the device so that they can be installed and removed without
disturbing the TF coils or other components.
A combination of vertical and horizontal access is planned for maintenance of
the class two in-vessel components, mainly the blanket and shield modules. The high
elongation of the plasma and the position of the PF coils results in a vertical loading
scheme for the modules. A segmentation scheme for the in-vessel components has
been selected that allows the inboard blanket/shield modules to be removed independently from the outboard. Since movements will be controlled from a crane, i.e. from
above, simple translation movements without rotations are preferred in positioning
the modules. For relatively light components, maintenance from the horizontal
equatorial port is planned. Remote handling devices planned for blanket/shield module handling include specialized end effectors, manipulators and tools installed at the
end of a crane. A system of double sealed doors will also be used to avoid spreading
of activated material during transportation to the decontamination and repair/disposal
facilities.
Ex-vessel maintenance equipment and procedures are being developed in
parallel with the final definition of the auxiliary reactor systems. Here, the primary
items of equipment will include bridge and floor mounted transporters that allow
access from both the top and bottom of the machine. Some of these systems will
essentially be located within the horizontal ports, thus requiring radial extraction by
use of ex-vessel equipment.
The class 3, or permanent, tokamak device systems, such as the TF/PF coils
and the vacuum vessel, are expected to last for the entire life of ITER. The central
solenoid has been classified as class 3, even though it may need replacement during
the reactor lifetime. These components are designed to make disassembly and
replacement feasible by remote handling means although major maintenance operations are not anticipated. The components of these systems most likely to fail should
be located at accessible points, and the use of standard components for fastening and
connections to services will be required.
The main item of equipment for handling heavy payloads within the reactor hall
will be the main crane. Present requirements dictate a crane capacity of 800 t, to be
supplied by either one crane or possibly coupling the capacity of two cranes. Differ-
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ent lifting rigs will be used with the crane(s), depending on the component being
handled. The main crane will be used for the initial assembly of the tokamak and for
all subsequent replacement operations.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Conceptual design activities on ITER have resulted in the definition of a maintenance approach designed to match the different levels of requirements on the various reactor systems. To maximize on-line availability, in-vessel manipulators are
being designed and developed for replacement of short lived components located
within the vacuum vessel, and backup maintenance procedures are required. For the
longer life components the basic machine configuration has been developed to allow
for their replacement by use of overhead cranes outfitted with special remote handling tools. Preliminary design for maintenance of ex-vessel systems is being carried
out in parallel with their definition and design.
The basic design concepts mentioned above have been developed during the
Conceptual Design Phase. They are based on the present technology and intended to
establish a reference concept to be updated as required by future progress. Their
feasibility will be investigated, and a final decision will be made through R&D by
the end of 1995.
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ITER: TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETICS*
L. BOTTURA, A. ASTAPKOVICH, S. CHIOCCHIO, E. COCCORESE,
Y. CRUTZEN, Y. GRIBOV, J.A. LEUER, S. NISHIO, A. PORTONE,
S. SADAKOV, R.O. SAYER, J. WESLEY, D. WILLIAMSON and the
participants in the ITER Conceptual Design Activities

Abstract
ITER: TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETICS.
A good understanding of the nature and magnitude of the transient effects related to inductive
coupling (induced currents, magnetic fields and thermo-mechanical loads) has been reached so that reliable design specifications can be given for engineering work. Phenomena connected with plasma startup, vertical stability and plasma disruptions are discussed, and an outlook towards future work is
presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The environment within and around the plasma chamber of ITER will be
characterized by strongly changing electric and magnetic fields during the
normal operation (plasma start-up, shaping, control), and off-normal conditions
(vertical instabilities and disruptions). In the first case the typical time scale
ranges from 100 ms to 1 s, while for the disruption events the current decay
lasts some tens of ms. Both time scales are comparable to the time constants of
the eddy currents in most of the passive structures, therefore these must be
included in the study of the plasma behavior and of the response of the
structures. In particular, the components to be considered are those with the
highest inductive coupling with the plasma: the in-vessel components (blanket
segments, passive stabilization loops and divertors), the vacuum vessel and the
PF coils (see Fig. 1). The blanket segments are boxes insulated in the toroidal
direction with a 1/96 segmentation in the inboard, 1/48 on the outboard. Passive
stabilization twin loops are located on the outboard blanket segments, above and
below the horizontal access ports. The vacuum vessel is the component with
toroidal continuity closest to the plasma. The value of the toroidal resistance has
been set to 20 [xQ., determined as a trade-off between the detrimental effects on
stray field and delay in the penetration of the electric field during the plasma
start-up, and the benefits to the vertical stability and the shielding of the
superconductors during plasma vertical movements and disruptions. Finally,
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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blanket

FIG. 1. Reference configuration for ITER.

the PF system consists of 14 superconducting coils, grouped in 7 up-down
symmetric pairs. During plasma start-up they follow a predefined current
pattern, while for the short time scales involved during plasma motions and
disruptions, these have been considered as acting as short circuited inductances,
up-down series connected.
2.

PLASMA START-UP

During plasma start-up the current changes in the poloidal system
generate a voltage up to 25 V in the plasma chamber1, which is sufficient to
obtain the plasma current break-down. This voltage also drives eddy currents in
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the vacuum vessel whose effects are a reduction and a delay in the penetration
of the electric field in the plasma chamber and an induced magnetic field (stray
field). The delay in the voltage penetration merely produces a corresponding
delay in the plasma initiation. More serious is the problem of the induced field,
which can be several times larger than the required field for equilibrium. The
magnetic field was computed in the plasma region during the start-up including
the eddy currents contribution, by use of both simplified axisymmetric models
and 3-D eddy current codes. The stray field on the machine equator has a
dominant vertical component, with peak value around 300 G. The currents at
pre-bias were iteratively modified and checked to achieve the required
equilibrium field at the break-down (within 10 G on B z and 3 G on Br).

3.

VERTICAL STABILITY

The ITER reference 22 MA plasma has a high elongation (K=2), and is
therefore vertically unstable2. The passive structure has been designed to relax
the requirements on the active control by increasing the stability margin above a
target value of m s = 0.5 and the growth time above the target of tG=10 ms. To
achieve this a new concept of passive stabilization structure has been developed,
the twin loops. These consist of closed loops of copper attached to the outboard
blanket segments above and below the horizontal access ports. The induced
currents during plasma movements are tightly inductively coupled to the vessel
current on the backside of the loop. These two currents, in close vicinity, tend
to cancel each other, and the result is a quasi-toroidal current on the front plate
of the loop with a pronounced stabilizing effect. The study of the passive
stability of the ITER plasmas was done mainly using simplified axisymmetric
models, assuming that the plasma behaves as a massless rigid body. The results
of the analyses have been checked with 3-D shell and fully 3-D eddy current
codes. Their outcome is that the twin loop concept is adequate for the
stabilization of the reference plasma configuration (Pp=0.6, li=0.65), giving m s
around 1 and a to of 60 ms. In degraded conditions (Pp=0.1, li=0.8) ms>0.5
and tG=30 ms are still sufficient.

4.

PLASMA DISRUPTIONS

The specifications of the reference design loads for the components were
generated simulating the plasma behavior using computer codes solving the
MHD equilibrium equations in presence of axisymmetric (or quasiaxisymmetric) conductors (e.g. TSC 3 , EDDYC-24). The results of these
simulations were used to compute the eddy current flow, ohmic power
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(a)

FIG. 2. Example for the models used for the simulations: (a) A 2-D, quasi-axisymmetric grid for the
calculation of the dynamic behaviour of the plasma in the presence of conducting structures; (b) a 3-D
finite element mesh for the calculation of the eddy current flow in the vacuum vessel, twin loops and
PF coils.
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dissipation, induced voltages, transient magnetic field and electromagnetic
forces by means of 3-D eddy current codes (e.g. CARIDDI5, EDDYCUFF6).
Typical models for the analyses are shown in Fig. 2.
During the disruption the current transfer from the plasma depends on
the eddy current modes excited and on their time constants. The in-vessel
components are characterized by the fact that they do not carry a net toroidal
current and, although they are the components directly "seeing" the plasma,
their shielding efficiency is relatively low. The vacuum vessel is the first
toroidally continuous path for the eddy currents. Here most of the plasma
current is transferred during the early stage of the current decay phase.
Typically the time constant for this mode is 100 to 300 ms, depending on the
poloidal current distribution. The shielding effect of the vacuum vessel is very
strong: during the first tens of ms very little of the plasma current is transferred
to the PF system. Only later in time, the PF coils are subjected to a current
increase which only depends on the initial plasma current and the mutual
inductances between plasma and coils.
The ohmic power dissipation in the structures is concentrated in the
controlled resistance elements of the vacuum vessel, where most of the toroidal
current flows. The phenomenon is very fast, therefore the heat deposition is
nearly adiabatic and the controlled resistance elements must be designed to
withstand the thermal stresses deriving from the sudden temperature increase.
Typically the power reaches a peak of 1 GW in the structures, for a total energy
deposition of 470 MJ in the resistive elements.
The induced one-turn voltages inside the plasma chamber depend on the
radial position. On the inboard blanket the peak voltage is 4 kV, while on the
outboard blanket it is 7 kV. The shielding of the vessel reduces the peak voltage
outside the plasma chamber to 1.5 kV on the inboard, 3 kV on the outboard.
The interaction of the eddy currents with the magnetic field results in
large forces. For the blanket segments and for the vessel these forces are the
driving factor for the structural design. The nature of the forces arising from the
interaction with the poloidal Bp and toroidal Bt field components is substantially
different. The Bp lines cut the toroidal current, giving net vertical and radial
forces. This is the dominating action on the vessel, carrying a net toroidal
current. In adjacent segment sectors the forces have the same direction. On the
other hand, Bt is parallel to the toroidal current and has therefore no interaction
with it. It gives forces only in those structures where the eddy currents have
radial or vertical components. For symmetry reasons, the net radial and vertical
currents in the structures must be zero, therefore the interaction with the toroidal
field never gives a net force. However, it always results in shear and moments
whose magnitude can be much larger than the net radial and vertical resultants
due to the interaction with the poloidal field. This is the case for the blanket
segments, where the induced currents always have radial or vertical branches.
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TABLE I. DESIGN LOADS (IN MN) FOR THE PASSIVE STRUCTURES
Component

Fz

FR

Inboard blanket

half box

Outboard blanket

half box

Vacuum vessel

1/16 segment

0.45

3.0

2.6

28.0

20.0

2.0

Recent work was devoted to estimate the effects of poloidal current transfer
from the plasma edge to the conducting components, the so-called "halo"
current. These tend to localize part of the radial and vertical forces on the plasma
facing components. Some of the loads computed on the vessel and on the invessel components have been collected in Tab. I. These are design values and
represent only an envelope of the worst case conditions, as they have been
collected from the results of different simulations.
Finally a major point of concern was the calculation of the transient
magnetic field in the superconducting coils. The changes in the magnetic field
induce ohmic and hysteretic AC losses which must be known in detail to check
the stability of the superconductor. According to the AC loss formulae for the
hysteretic and ohmic losses in a superconducting cable, asymptotic loss factors
for the calculation of the energy deposited in the conductor were defined in the
process of the ITER joint work (typical values are also given):
TFcoil// TFcoili PFcoil
I H = J(dB/dt) dt (= A B)

2

0.4

0.9

o

I c = J(dB/dt)2 dt
50
10
10
o
The deposited energy is proportional to these two integrals through material and
geometrical constants which are defined in the cable design. The value of these
integrals has a very weak dependence on the plasma behavior and is therefore
very useful to compute the energy inputs during a disruption.
5.0

CONCLUSIONS

During the ITER joint work activity several models and procedures have
been set-up to analyze and predict the transient electromagnetic phenomena. At
the moment we believe to have reached a good understanding of the nature and
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magnitude of the transient effects related to the inductive coupling (induced
currents, magnetic fields and thermo-mechanical loads) to the point where
reliable design specifications can be given for the engineering work.
The future activities will be devoted to the enlargement of the database to
the spectrum of proposed scenarios for ITER and to the investigation of the
parametric effects of the plasma and geometry characteristics. In parallel to this,
the modelling effort will proceed in the integration of the calculation procedures,
e.g. interfacing or coupling the pure eddy currents code with the MHD
equilibrium programs. More effort will also be spent for the understanding of
the "halo" currents effects.
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Abstract
ITER: TRITIUM BREEDING BLANKET.
The terms of reference for ITER provide for incorporation of a tritium breeding blanket with a
breeding ratio as close to unity as practical. A breeding blanket is required to assure an adequate supply
of tritium to meet the programme objectives. On the basis of specified design criteria, a ceramic breeder
concept with water coolant and an austenitic steel structure has been selected as the first option, and
a lithium-lead blanket concept has been chosen as an alternate option. The first wall, blanket and shield
are integrated into a single unit with separate cooling systems. The design makes extensive use of beryllium to enhance the tritium breeding ratio. The design goals with a tritium breeding ratio of 0.8-0.9
have been achieved, and the R&D requirements to qualify the design have been identified.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The terms of reference for ITER provide for incorporation of a tritiumproducing blanket for ITER. The main function of this blanket is to produce the
necessary tritium required for the ITER operation and the test program. The
limited tritium supply from the international market dictates this tritium breeding
function. In addition, the use of an effective breeding blanket provides a
substantial economic advantage based on the current unit cost for tritium. The
other design goals for the blanket are the following: achieve a net tritium
breeding ratio (TBR) of about one, operate at an average neutron wall loading
of 1 MW/m^, achieve an average fluence of at least 1 MWa/m^ and up to 3
MWa/m^, be compatible with an overall machine availability of at least 10%
with a goal of reaching about 25% in the technology phase, and tolerate
transient conditions with passive methods.
Three blanket concepts were considered during the concept definition
process. These three are: ceramic breeder (solid breeder) concept, lithium-lead
breeder concept and aqueous-salt breeder concept. A set of criteria was
considered to select a driver blanket for ITER that includes the following:
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conductedunder the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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performance capability, safety and environmental aspects, cost considerations,
R&D requirements, reactor relevance and benefits, and reliability
considerations. The ceramic breeder concept has been selected as the "first
option" for ITER.
2.

OPERATING CONDITIONS AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

Figure 1 is an isometric view showing the inboard and outboard blanket
regions. The main operating conditions and design guidelines are summarized
in Table I. The blanket is designed to accommodate the change in the power
levels between the two operating phases and significant variations in fusion
power within each phase. The blanket must also be designed to accommodate
the poloidal changes of the neutron wall loading which are reduced to 0.38 and
0.50 of the values at the midplane for the inboard and outboard regions,
respectively. Also, the blanket must accommodate the twin loop copper
stabilizer and the sixteen ports at the outboard midplane. Operating temperature
windows are defined for each material to satisfy the different design criteria.
The minimum temperature limits for breeder materials are based on tritium
recovery issues while the maximum temperature limits are based on mass
transfer and material sintering considerations.

Upper plug

Upper central
outboard blanket
segment

Inboard blanket segment
Lower central
outboard blanket
segment
Side outboard
blanket segment

FIG. I.

Isometric view showing inboard and outboard blanket regions.
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TABLE I. OPERATING CONDITIONS AND DESIGN GUIDELINES
Physics
phase
Fusion power (MW)

Technology
•

phase

1100

860

0.42/1.13
0.77/1.54

0.33/0.88
0.60/1.25

D-T flat burn time (s)

up to 400

2300

Minimum dwell time (s)

200

200

Number of D-T pulses

104

5 x 10 4

D-T fluence goal (MW-a/m 2 )

0.05

3

2

Neutron wall load (MW/m )
inboard (min/max)
outboard (min/max)

The blanket performance during the off-normal conditions (plasma
disruption, loss of coolant, or loss of coolant flow) is another key factor in the
blanket design process. The design philosophy is to accommodate such
conditions with passive methods. For example the inboard blanket is
segmented to accommodate the electromagnetic forces during the plasma
disruption. Internal reinforcement ribs are used to provide additional support
for the outboard blanket. Also, the safety analyses for the other off-normal
conditions show that design modifications can be used to keep the maximum
temperature and stress values within the design guidelines.
3.

BLANKET DESIGN

The ceramic breeder concept has been selected as the first option with
either Li2Oor a ternary ceramic (e.g., LiAlO^or Li2ZrO3) as the breeder
material. The design specifications for the first option are given in Table II.
Austenitic steel (Type 316 solution annealed) was selected as the reference
structural material on the basis of an extensive database and ease of fabrication.
Low temperature (60 -100° C), low pressure water is specified as the coolant to
reduce safety concerns with pressunized water. The desire to achieve a tritium
breeding ratio of about one with limited breeding volume because of inboard
shielding requirements, numerous penetrations, and provisions for nuclear
testing requires the extensive use of beryllium as a neutron multiplier.
The first wall, blanket and shield are integrated into a single unit with
separate cooling systems. Poloidal and toroidal coolant flow was chosen for
the inboard and outboard first wall, respectively. Both poloidal and toroidal
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TABLE II. TRITIUM BREEDING BLANKET DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

FIRST OPTION BLANKET

CERAMIC BREEDER

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL

AUSTENITIC STEEL (316)

COOLANT

WATER: 60-100°C, <1.5 MPa

BREEDER MATERIAL

Li2O or TERNARY (LiAK>2, Li

6

50-95%

Li ENRICHMENT

NEUTRON MULTIPLIER

BERYLLIUM

BREEDER CONHGURATION

LAYERED or BREEDER-IN-TUBE

BREEDER AND MULTIPLIER CLAD

AUSTENITIC STEEL (316)

BREEDER TEMPERATURE CONTROL

THERMAL GRADIENT IN BERYLLIUM
or HELIUM GAS GAP

TRITIUM RECOVERY METHOD

CONTINUOUS IN-SITU RECOVERY
PURGE GAS: He + (0.2-1%) H

COOLANT FLOW DIRECTION
INBOARD-FIRST WALL
-BLANKET

POLOIDAL
POLOIDAL or TOROIDAL

OUTBOARD-FIRST WALL
-BLANKET

TOROIDAL
TOROIDAL or POLOIDAL

ALTERNATE BLANKET OPTION

LEAD-LITHIUM BREEDER

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL

AUSTENITIC STEEL (316)

COOLANT

WATER: 60-100°C, <1.5 MPa

BREEDER

83Pb-17Li EUTECTIC ALLOY

TRITIUM RECOVERY

BATCH PROCESSING

COOLANT FLOW

POLOIDAL
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cooling were considered in the blanket designs. The inboard blanket is divided
into three submodules per segment with two segments per sector in order to
accommodate electromagnetic loads predicted during a disruption. The
outboard blanket is divided into three poloidal segments per sector with the
central segment divided into upper and lower modules to provide for the major
penetrations. All blanket segments are manifolded at the top except the lower
central outboard segment which is manifolded at the bottom.
Two solid breeder configurations are considered for the detailed blanket
design, viz., a multilayer configuration shown in Figures 2 and 3 and a breederin-tube configuration shown in Figure 4. A major issue in the ceramic breeder
concept is the control of the breeder temperature within a specified range to
provide for efficient tritium recovery and a low blanket tritium inventory. The
layered configuration utilizes the beryllium zones to provide the desired
temperature gradient between the low temperature (60-100° C) coolant and the
breeder. The temperature control in the breeder-in-tube configuration is
achieved by a controlled helium gas gap.

ISOMETRIC OF BLANKET INTERNALS
FW

He

FIG. 2. Isometric view of multilayered ceramic breeder blanket design with toroidal cooling and both
U2O breeder and beryllium in the form of sintered blocks.
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Helium gap
Outer cladding
Beryllium
Pressure tube
Water
2nd cladding
Spacer
1st cladding
LJAIO2

OUTBOARD BLANKET MIDPLANE SECTION

FIG. 4. Cross-sectional view of BIT ceramic breeder blanket design with poloidal cooling and both
L1AIO2 breeder and beryllium in the form of sintered pellets.

476
Water coolant
ntor
or I
heating gas inlet|
inlet \
Purge gas inlet/
Eutectic filling
Purge gas exit/
Eutectic overflow
evacuation

Eutectic
83Pb-17Li

Water coolant or
heating gas outlet;

FIG. 5. Cross-sectional view of 83 Pb-17 Li breeder blanket design with breeder-in-tube configuration
and poloidal cooling.
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Two forms of ceramic breeder and beryllium are considered: sintered
product (blocks or pellets) and small (approximately 1 mm dia) spheres. The
ceramic breeder is highly enriched (50-95% °Li). Tritium is recovered from the
breeder by a helium purge (He + 0.2 to 1% H2). A net tritium breeding ratio of
0.8 to 0.9 is calculated. The calculated tritium inventory in the breeder can be
maintained at less than 100 g. Based on very limited data and conservative
estimates that include the chemical and irradiation-induced trapping of tritium in
beryllium, the end-of-life total tritium inventory in the beryllium multiplier
zones is less than 0.4 to 1.2 kg for 1 to 3 MWa/m2. The blanket is designed
with separate helium purge loop for the beryllium multiplier.
An alternate blanket concept with 83 Pb-17 Li eutectic as the breeding
material has also been developed as shown in Fig. 5. The lithium-lead blanket
has poloidal breeding channels which follow the first wall geometry. Each
channel consists of coaxial pipes where eutectic is separated in individual
chambers. During operation, eutectic is in solid form and it is melted for in-situ
tritium recovery.
4.

BLANKET ISSUES

The design analyses of the ceramic breeder blanket concepts show that
the design goals have been achieved and the R&D requirements to qualify the
design have been identified. Major R&D issues include:
Characterization of the ceramic breeder Data on tritium release and irradiation
effects on the mechanical properties are required to reduce the design
uncertainties.
Characterization of beryllium
There is a need for data on fabrication
techniques and irradiation effects such as swelling, tritium retention, and
compatibility with the structure.
Temperature control
The methods used to provide a thermal insulation
between the coolant and the ceramic breeder require testing under reactor
conditions.
Structure
Primary issues include aqueous stress corrosion and irradiation
effects on low temperature fracture toughness of Type 316 austenitic steel.
Additional data are also required on the effects of irradiation on mechanical
properties including weldments and braze joints.
Lithium-lead breeder Additional data are required on the thermomechanical
behaviour of lithium-lead breeder concept.
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PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS IN ITER*
G. VIEIDER, M. AKIBA, A. ANTIPENKOV, A. CARDELLA,
P. DESCHAMPS, A. EPINAT'EV, T. KURODA, R. MATTAS,
I. MAZUL, D. SMITH, H. TAKATSU, R. WATSON,
and the participants in the ITER Conceptual Design Activities
Abstract
PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS IN ITER.
The plasma facing components (PFC) for ITER will be exposed to severe and not yet well predictable operating conditions that so far have not been experienced in power engineering. Thus, the PFC
design will be crucial both for the achievable plasma performance and for machine availability. The
paper discusses the ITER PFC design assumptions, first wall design, divertor plate design, and the technology R&D program.
.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The plasma facing components (PFC) for ITER will be exposed to
severe and not yet well predictable operating conditions, that so far are not
experienced in power engineering. Thus, the PFC design will be crucial both
for the achievable plasma performance and the machine availability.
Fig. 1 illustrates the integration of the main PFC in ITER with the
reference 22 MA double null plasma for ignition studies:
about 750 m 2 of first wall (FW) are integrated with the blanket segments
about 200 m 2 of divertor plates (DP) are required for removal of
impurities and thermal power from the plasma edge.
The ITER Conceptual Design Activity has now for PFC led to the definition of:
likely operating requirements
tentative design concepts
R&D plans to support the contemplated Engineering Design Activity.
2.

DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS

The PFC design depends critically oh the operating conditions which
currently can only be predicted with some uncertainty for the two operation
phases [1,2]:
the initial physics phase with emphasis on ignition studies and about 104
pulses of up to 400 seconds burn, and
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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the later technology phase with about 2 x 104 pulses and an integrated
burn time of at least 1 year.
Main PFC design assumptions include:
for the first wall (FW), a mean neutron load of about 1 MW/m2, a peak
surface heat flux of 0.6 MW/m2, up to thousand disruptions with about
2 MJ/m2 energy deposition in 0.1-3 ms and possibly run-away electrons
up to 300 MeV with 100 MJ/m2 incident energy density
for the divertor plates (DP) a peak surface heat flux of 15 MW/m2 and
20 MJ/m2 peak disruption energy deposition with the possibility for
run-away incidence
the need for remote maintenance, leading to segmentation into 64 DP
and 96 FW/blanket units
the choice of water as the basic coolant; which allows a compact design,
low temperature and low pressure operation with passive safety features
such as natural convection shutdown cooling, and
the choice of austenitic stainless steel as the basic structure material for
the blanket segments because of the extensive data base and adequate
performance of this material.
3.

FIRST WALL (FW) DESIGN

For the physics phase, FW armour tiles in carbon composite (CC,
possibly doped with e.g. Be or B) - similar to those in present large tokamaks are proposed as protection against:
plasma impurities during start-up and disruptions,
melting and thermal fatigue from disruptions,
neutral beams and injected pellets.
These tiles are mechanically attached to the FW steel structure to facilitate
remote maintenance:
Radiation cooling permits a predictable and robust solution; however
peak tile temperatures of up to 1800°C will be reached, leading to safety
and plasma purity concerns. Hence, these tiles should cover not more
than 10% of the FW.
Conduction cooling at <1000°C depends critically on the development of
a compliant layer which maintains the contact pressure even under
neutron damage.
The lifetime of the carbon tiles is estimated to be significantly longer
than the physics phase, determined mainly by disruption erosion and neutron
damage. Tungsten inserts in the tiles are considered for improvement of the
protection of the steel structure against run-away electrons up to about 100
MJ/m2 incident energy.
A further critical issue with carbon armour is the high retention of
impurities and hydrogen. This will result in tritium inventories of up to several
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hundred grams in the FW and may require complicated conditioning
procedures. For the technology phase it is envisaged to replace the carbon tiles
by a tungsten coating on the steel FW if tungsten is selected as divertor armour.
The FW development is now focused on two design concepts shown in Figure
1 where the FW panel is integrated with the blanket segment forming a box [3]:
Round poloidal cooling tubes brazed into an electron beam welded steel
panel are shown as an example inboard with a high toroidal
segmentation for minimum electromagnetic disruption loads. This is the
most suitable solution for the narrow toroidal FW panel width with a
minimum number of tube joints to collectors. The double walled
containment of the cooling water facilitates to achieve the stringent limit
for total water leakage into the plasma chamber of 10"8 g/s. The armour
tiles are attached via CC bolts in poloidal grooves of the steel panel.
Rectangular toroidal cooling tubes joined by hot isostatic pressing (HIP)
or roll bonding with plates into the FW panel are shown as an example
outboard, since this is better compatible with a large toroidal FW panel
width and the required port geometry. The FW panel has to be rigidly
supported at a narrow span for adequate resistance against electromagnetic disruption forces. The armour tiles are attached via ceramic or
CC bolts in support studs joined by HIP or brazing to the steel panel.
The fatigue life of these FW panels is estimated to be adequate under
normal cyclic heat loads provided that radiative tiles are used in areas of heat
fluxes above 0.4 MW/m2 . However, a critical issue under evaluation is the
likely reduction of the FW fatigue life by electromagnetic and thermal effects of
disruptions including damage by run-away electrons.
4.

DIVERTOR PLATE (DP) DESIGN

Figure 2 shows the DP design concepts proposed for the two operation
phases. The curved DP shape saves about 1.5 m in total vacuum vessel height
compared to a flat DP which otherwise would be preferable. The DPs are highly
segmented into electrically insulated modules to avoid large electromagnetic
disruption forces.
For the physics phase, carbon composites (CC, possibly doped) are
selected as DP armour primarily because of operational flexibility and the
extensive operating experience in current tokamaks. These armour tiles are
brazed to water cooled tubes of molybdenum (alternatively Cu or Nb) alloy. A
sacrificial CC layer thickness of about 1 cm is envisaged without exceeding
1000°C surface temperature (to avoid excessive sputtering erosion) under the
assumption of improved CC thermal conductivity or sweeping of the peak heat
flux. The erosion life of such carbon DPs is estimated:
to last the whole physics phase for normal operation,
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to range between 20-50 disruptions based on analysis and simulation
experiments via laser and electron beams, and possibly considerably
more based on first simulations via plasma guns.
Other major concerns with the CC DP armour are:
the degradation of the thermal conductivity by neutron damage, which
could be compensated by armour thinning due to erosion,
the tritium retention in co-deposited eroded carbon on the cool DP
surface, which requires frequent removal of these layers to prevent high
tritium inventories.
For the technoloev phase a tungsten DP armour is considered as
alternative to carbon mainly due to prospects for significantly lower sputtering
erosion. A 2 mm thick W-coating is applied onto a diffusion bonded niobium
(alternatively Mo or Cu) alloy heatsink with rectangular coolant channels. This
W-coating would permit in-situ repair by plasma spray and is expected to have
the following erosion life:
the whole technology phase for normal sputtering
10-30 disruptions (without run-away electrons) based on analysis and
first simulation experiments.
Critical engineering issues with tungsten include strong neutron
activation and volatilization due to reactions with steam and air above 500°C.
Beryllium is considered as a back-up DP armour for both operation phases.
The peak DP heat flux with water cooling (at 50°C, 3.5 MPa, 10 m/s) is
limited by burn-out caused by film boiling at about 50 MW/m2 . Taking into
account likely peaking effects the allowed nominal static DP peak heat flux
should not exceed 15 MW/m2 . For higher DP heat fluxes sweeping of the
separatrix at frequencies significantly above 0.1 Hz would be required both for
maintaining adequate burn-out margins and armour thickness. This burn-out
limitation does not permit higher water temperatures e.g. for frequent DP
conditioning.
Other critical DP engineering issues are:
the risk for severe damage by run-away electrons;
the reduction of fracture toughness under irradiation for refractory heat
sink materials;
the risk for melting of Cu alloys during loss of cooling accidents;
the fatigue life of the bond between armour and heat sink.
5.

TECHNOLOGY R&D PROGRAM

About 20% of the ongoing ITER R&D program with a total annual
effort of $40 M is devoted to the technology of plasma facing components. This
effort is focused on:
establishing the database for structure and armour materials, including
neutron damage effects,
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demonstrating the manufacturing feasibility on prototypical mock-ups,
high heat flux testing of the mock-ups in partly new facilities as the
basis for lifetime predictions.
First mock-ups for FW and DP up to 0.6 m length have been
manufactured and tested under representative thermal loads with encouraging
results.
In the recently defined technology R&D program (1991-95) it is
proposed to more than double the effort on PFC. This vigorous R&D
programme should be adequate to support the detailed engineering design of
plasma facing components leading to a more complete materials data base and
the testing of large scale prototypical components.
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ITER FUEL CYCLE DESIGN*
Presented by
P.J. DINNER
Abstract
ITER FUEL CYCLE DESIGN.
Interconnected elements are required to carry out fuelling of the torus, torus vacuum pumping,
processing of (exhaust) fuel, recovery of tritium from the breeder blanket and test sectors, and several
'common' processes such as hydrogen isotope separation, storage and management of fuel gases, and
treatment of solid, liquid and gaseous tritiated wastes. Results of the ITER Conceptual Design Activities
phase design efforts are summarized.

1.

FUEL CYCLE DESIGN OPTIONS

The main elements of the ITER fuel cycle are shown in Fig. 1 and key design
parameters are listed in Table I. ITER fuel cycle design integration has been undertaken using well advanced technologies to determine if:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Acceptable process options exist for all essential fuel cycle functions;
Subsystem design requirements are complete, since fuel cycle systems involve
many 'recycle' loops;
Impacts of the fuel cycle on plant arrangement, safety, and cost are acceptable;
Specifications for ITER fuel cycle R&D have been correctly formulated, and
R&D priorities are consistent with design needs.

The options used are all based on processes subject to detailed investigation in
ITER home organizations. Additional processes, many with potentially higher
performance, have been considered as 'alternatives' and are under development in
base programmes.
1.1. Fuelling
A combination of gas puffing in the divertor region and pellet injection past the
scrape-off layer provides fuelling and density profile control. The necessary fast
valve concepts for gas puffing are being demonstrated on current generation
machines, although further attention must be paid to flow rate, tritium compatibility
and shielding requirements. For fuelling during ramp-up, pellet injectors capable of
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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TABLE I. ITER FUEL CYCLE -

KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS

Fuelling and exhaust
Fuelling and exhaust rate
Effective pumping speed at torus during burn
Down-pipe conductance assumed
Operating pump speed
Ultimate pressure in torus

35-75 mol/h
700 m 3 /s
1000-1500 m3/s
1000-1500 m3/s
4 x 10"7 mbar

Fuel (exhaust) processing
Total flow
Impurity in burn time exhaust

220-470 mbar-L/s

H2
He
Low Z
HighZ
Glow discharge in He, flow rate (He)
Impurity concentration (low Z)

< 5 mbar-L/s
<18 mbar-L/s
<10 mbar-L/s
< 1 mbar-L/s
300 mbar-L/s
0.3 mbar-L/s

Blanket tritium processing
Tritium production rate
Ceramic breeder hydrogen swamping ratio (H/T)
Maximum H + T recovered as oxide
Nominal production of tritiated water

125 g/full power day
100
10% water
<25 mol/d

Common processes
Maximum flows to isotopic separation
Protium
Deuterium
Tritium
Maximum tritium concentration in fuel
Maximum T in H 2 /HD exhaust
Effluent water detritiation rate
Nominal tritium concentration
Discharge concentration
Plant volumes requiring air detritiation
Air
He
Graphite dust processing rate
Maximum local tritium inventory design target

< 2 x 103 mol/h
<450 mol/h
<50 mol/h
1 x 10"7%
< 150 kg/h
<0.1 Ci/kg
< 1 x 10"s Ci/kg
< 2 x 105 m 3
< 5 x 104 m 3
1-10 kg/d
200 g
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producing a limited number ( < 100/pulse) of pellets at velocities in excess of 3 km/s
will be provided to produce peaked profiles. Pellet injectors able to provide
continuous fuelling beyond the scrape-off layer (1-2 km/s) will also be provided.
Continuous, tritium compatible injector elements are under development in the
United States of America, Japan, and the Soviet Union as part of the ITER R&D
programme. Very high speed injectors are being developed in the USA and the EC,
also in the context of ITER R&D. For the Conceptual Design Activities phase design
integration, it has been assumed that the fuelling beyond the scrape-off layer is
provided by single stage light gas guns, and the ramp-up injectors would consist of
a combination of single stage and two stage light gas guns.
1.2. Plasma chamber vacuum pumping
Plasma chamber vacuum pumping options for He exhaust include both
mechanical pumps and cryopumps. In the high vacuum section, magnetic bearing (oil
free) turbomolecular pumps (TMPs) or cryopumps (CPs) are foreseen. High vacuum
pumps are arranged in eight pumping stations around the torus (24 CPs or 64 TMPs
in total). The Ar spray CP was used for design integration. All ITER partners have
ongoing work programmes involving the CP option and the EC, Japan and the Soviet
Union are also developing large TMPs. Both cryosorption and Ar spray cryotrapping
CPs are being developed. At present 20 and 25 m3/s oil lubricated TMPs are being
tested in the Soviet Union and Japan, respectively. A magnetic bearing version of the
Japanese design is planned. Development of CPs is being carried out with 5-15
m3/s test units. Scale-up to the ITER required pumping speed of ~ 100 m3/s is
envisaged for CPs.
Roughing and backing can be provided for both CP and TMP options by
mechanical and cryo forepumps. Two mechanical oil free forepumps (600 and
1300 m3/h) are available in the EC. A mechanical forepump (300 m3/h at 13 mbar)
is under development in Japan as part of an integral TMP backing train. Cryotransfer
pumps, also effective for trapping gas (Ar) separation, are part of the EC development programme.
Mechanical pumps are foreseen for initial pump-down and torus conditioning.
For the CP option an additional pump system with eight TMPs (15-25 m3/s) is
required.
1.3. Fuel processing
Fuel processing removes impurities from highly tritiated gas streams and
recovers the tritium from the impurities. It requires interconnections of components
to provide processing pathways to permit an optimum response to multiple sources
and variations in operating conditions. Impurities can be separated from the hydrogen
streams using permeation, molecular sieve cryosorption, or gettering techniques.
Tritium may be recovered from the impurity stream by (a) oxidation and cold
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trapping of the impurities in the stream, followed by reduction employing catalyst
beds, electrolysis, or oxidation of metal (e.g. iron); (b) a catalytic approach, which
avoids inventories of tritiated water and uses a permeation membrane with a catalyst
to 'crack' hydrocarbons and chemically reduce water vapour via the water-gas shift
reaction; or (c) high temperature isotopic exchange which uses exchange reactions
between tritium in impurities and a swamping stream of protium over a hot platinum
wire. Neutral beam and pellet injector gas impurities will be extracted via the
molecular sieve path, as this path is most suitable for high gas flows with lower
tritium concentrations. Small electrolysis cells for conversion of water with very high
tritium concentrations have been developed and are undergoing testing as part of
Japan-USA collaboration and in the EC. The approach in (b) is under development
in the EC and the USA.
1.4. Blanket tritium recovery
Blanket tritium recovery options depend on the reference blanket option. Li
ceramic, LiPb and aqueous Li salt have all been considered as candidates for the
ITER 'driver' blanket. The preferred recovery option for the ceramic breeder blanket
depends strongly on the purge gas flow required, the H/T swamping ratio, and the
expected fraction of tritium and swamping hydrogen occurring in the purge stream
as water vapour. Owing to the uncertainty in requirements, three recovery options
are being considered.
The first option involves cryosorption on a molecular sieve of the tritium
produced in the blanket, along with the swamping hydrogen and any impurities
present. The impurities are subsequently separated and tritium recovered using
processes similar to those found in the plasma exhaust fuel processing. This option
avoids generation of a large HTO inventory by recovering hydrogen isotopes in
elemental form. The process uses generally proven concepts, although it has not yet
been demonstrated on a large scale. Plans to test this process at a relevant scale have
been developed.
A process based on vacuum swing adsorption followed by high speed pressure
swing adsorption and permeation may provide a lower inventory alternative for
extracting hydrogen isotopes from the helium gas stream, but some elements are still
at the early experimental stage.
If a large fraction of the hydrogen and tritium is recovered in oxide form, it is
proposed to oxidize the entire hydrogen flow and process it using liquid phase and
vapour phase catalytic exchange. Elements of these processes have been demonstrated in conjunction with heavy water reactor facilities in France and Canada. One
or both of these processes will likely be required in any event to process tritiated
water wastes.
For aqueous salt blanket tritium recovery, preconcentration using water distillation is envisaged, followed by vapour phase catalytic exchange. These processes
are proven on an industrial scale.
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For the solid LiPb eutectic blanket, melting of the eutectic during shutdown and
subsequent vacuum extraction with purification using a hot metal trap followed by
recovery on metal getter beds is envisaged.
Test sector tritium recovery will be carried out as part of test sector design, as
tritium recovery is in some cases a part of the blanket test. One of the above driver
blanket processes could be used as a 'default' scheme for recovery for any test sector,
if required.
1.5. Auxiliaries and common processes
Tritiated water processing required to detritiate water collected in the facility
to concentrations suitable for reuse or environmental discharge can be accomplished
by isotopic enrichment and isotopic exchange by either distillation of water,
combined electrolysis-catalytic exchange, or a combination of water distillation and
liquid phase catalytic exchange. Both combined electrolysis-catalytic exchange and
water distillation processes enrich the tritium (and deuterium) concentrations of the
water before it is fed to isotopic separation (see below). For water to be reused in
the plant, detritiation to a much less stringent level is required, and water distillation
will be the process of choice. Tritiated water must be filtered and purified by ion
exchange, and possibly evaporation-condensation before enrichment. AH the
preceding processes have been demonstrated on an industrial scale.
Tritiated atmosphere processing uses proven catalytic oxidation and drier
technology. For high flow rates of inert atmospheres, direct adsorption of hydrogens
and impurities using modified zeolites is expected to provide an alternative solution.
To cope with a loss of cooling accident accompanied by a major tritium release, a
passive 'filter vent' system has been proposed for pressure relief and tritium
confinement.
Solid waste tritium recovery will involve heating and vacuum degassing of
components such as metal components exposed directly to the plasma. Processes for
efficient tritium recovery from graphite and steel require laboratory demonstration
and scale-up.
Isotopic separation is based on cryogenic distillation of hydrogen isotopes,
which has already been demonstrated at a scale larger than needed for ITER. All
hydrogen feeds may be processed in a single train, or multiple trains for different feed
compositions, depending on the outcome of experiments and process modelling to
determine robustness and tritium inventories.
Fuel storage will use metal hydride beds with a maximum capacity of 200 g of
tritium per bed for long term storage of tritium. LaNiMn, ZrCo and uranium can be
used as getter materials, depending on functional requirements. For large quantities
of fuel gases containing relatively low tritium concentrations (<1%), either metal
tanks or large hydride beds will be used for temporary storage.
With the exception of components connected directly to the torus (fuelling and
primary exhaust), fuel cycle components are located away from the machine, in an
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area dedicated to components containing tritium. This area has separate access and
a separate ventilation system.

2.

CONCLUSIONS

Feasible design concepts exist for all ITER fuel cycle elements. Studies with
prototype component trains are required to verify desired performance and provide
the basis for a regulatory approach. With the process options described, a fuel cycle
inventory in the range 1-3 kg of tritium is required. (This excludes inventories in
plasma facing components and the blanket.) Order of magnitude scale-up of current
components and the complexity of the overall system make tritium inventory
reduction and the demonstration of safe, reliable operation of prototypical components under ITER relevant conditions the goal for R&D programmes in the ITER
Engineering Design Phase.
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ITER: PLANT SYSTEMS AND SITE REQUIREMENTS*
Presented by
C.A. FLANAGAN

Abstract
ITER: PLANT SYSTEMS AND SITE REQUIREMENTS.
The major plant systems — heat transport systems, electrical distribution network, radioactive
waste handling systems and tokamak buildings — for ITER have been established conceptually and the
site requirements, including the need for sufficient electrical power, cooling and heat removal as well
as adequate land area and good transportation links and access, have been determined.

1.

INTRODUCTION

ITER requires a 'balance of plant' to satisfy the ITER operational
performance characteristics. In the Plant System area, several major systems
were addressed; the major design and performance requirements were
established for these systems. A layout of the tokamak building was developed.
Finally the site requirements were determined.
2.

PLANT SYSTEMS

The plant systems studied include the heat transport systems, the
electrical distribution network, the radioactive waste handling systems and the
tokamak buildings.
2.1

Heat transport systems

The heat transport systems remove the deposited heat from the
radioactive components to a secondary cooling system or to the environment.
Water is the primary coolant. Helium gas is used fqr plasma chamber bakeout.
All major systems are serviced by separate cooling loops. The piping
and manifold layout uses four loops for each individual system; each loop
serves one quadrant of the machine. The typical components include 316 L
piping, with a water velocity of about 4 m/s; a pressurizer; heat exchanger;
pumps, typically in the megawatt range, to provide 100 per cent flow and pony
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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TABLE I. DESIGN HEAT LOADS AND ELECTRICAL POWER NEEDS, M W
(a) Primary heat loads (Physics and Technology Phases)
Blanket/shield, up to
First wall, up to
Divertor, up to
Plasma heating/current drive system
Cryogenic system
Pumps of secondary systems
Vacuum vessel
PF magnets, bus bars, power supplies
Primary coolant system pumps
Fuel cycle and vacuum pumping systems
Electrical distribution, I&C, and utility
Active control coils
TF magnets (bus bars)
Others
Maximum integrated load, approx.

900 a
525 a
170
220
70
65
20
40
30
30
25
10
5
30
1800

a = sum of heat loads for blanket/shield and first wall will not exceed
approx. 1250 MW at any time

(b) Electrical power needs
Inductive
operation
Poloidal field magnets
Plasma heating/current drive
Heat transfer system
Cryogenic system
Fuel cycle and vacuum pumping
Utility systems
Others
Total

380a
190a
95

70
30
25
30
720 a

Steady-state
operation
50
345
95
30
30
25
30
605

a = sum of poloidal field magnets and plasma heating/current drive will not exceed
470 MW at any time.
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motors for afterheat removal; check and control valves; filters to preclude "loose
objects" from entering the flow stream; and redundant instrumentation and
control.
The primary design heat loads for sizing the heat transport system, in
order of rank, are from the blanket/shield, first wall, and divertor. Together
they account for about 85% of the total design load, which is approximately
1800 MW. Table I(a) is a summary of the estimated design heat loads, based on
a total fusion power of 1080 MW.
2.2

Electrical distribution system

The electrical distribution network uses three systems: a switchyard, the
tokamak distribution system, and the plant distribution system.
The switchyard receives power from the grid (assumed to be 440 kV)
and transforms it to the voltages needed by the facility systems. The magnet
power supplies and other tokamak power loads are not final, but by virtue of
size they will be at relatively high voltage (30 to 66 kV). The voltage supplied to
the remainder of the plant can be lower and is estimated to be in the range of 10
to 20 kV.
The tokamak distribution system is primarily a high voltage system (66
kV) to supply the heavy, and often pulsed, loads needed for operation of the
tokamak. This system serves the magnet power supplies, the plasma fuelling
system, the plasma heating and current drive systems, and possible energy
storage systems. This system supplies all AC loads which can be interrupted
indefinitely without resulting in plant damage or safety hazards to staff or the
public.
The plant distribution system provides power to operate all loads
necessary to operate independent of the tokamak. Each circuit uses internal
transformer and distribution systems to supply the voltage and current needed.
Internal redundancy is used and the systems are arranged to supply unaffected
areas through alternate paths when there is a failure.
The total major electrical power needs for both inductive and steadystate
operation are given in Table I(b).
2.3

Radioactive waste handling system

ITER will have the capability to handle all radioactive wastes generated
during its lifetime. The system provides for the safe collection, processing,
storage, and disposal of solid and liquid radioactive wastes. Modular "hot cell"
facilities are used to inspect and possibly dismantle components, to sample and
test materials, to decontaminate components, to perform limited repair of
damaged components, and to process for tritium recovery. One hot cell module
is capable of handling individual components weighing approximately 60 tons.
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The activated waste components and materials are processed to recover the
tritium. Movement is accomplished using transfer flasks or waste transfer
corridors with air-locks.
2.4

Tokamak building

The tokamak building houses the tokamak and closely associated
equipment and systems. The building occupies a space approximately 150 m x
100 m x 75 m. All components that communicate with the torus vacuum are
located within the tokamak building and include the heating and current drive
systems (neutral beams, rf systems), torus vacuum pumps, tokamak
maintenance equipment, fuelling equipment, diagnostics, test module services,
and primary heat transfer equipment. The building provides a barrier between
the tokamak and the external environment. The building provides radiation
shielding and controls the release of radioactivity to the environment during
routine operations, maintenance and postulated accidents and is designed to
protect against earthquakes.
The tokamak configuration is based on vertical assembly and
maintenance of the major components. A main crane hall, high bay, is provided
for lifting of components and transport by an overhead bridge crane. The height
and width of the high bay are determined by the required lifting height and the
needed staging and laydown areas. The crane load capacity is estimated to be
800 tons.
Confinement zones are provided within the tokamak building. An inert
cover gas zone is used to provide protection against the introduction of air into
the primary vacuum regions.
Additional buildings are required on the ITER site to provide for
tokamak services, cryogenics, power supplies, tritium control, and the usual
complement for site administration and offices.
3.

SITE REQUIREMENTS

The requirements are that the site provide sufficient electrical power,
provide for cooling and removal of the heat produced, have adequate land area
and have good transportation links and access. The range of acceptable
conditions for the site is large enough that many possible options exist to site
ITER.
3. 1

Electrical

ITER will require a continuous electrical power supply of up to 250
MW and an additional supply of up to 470 MW for peak power demands; the
maximum power demand is up to 720 MW.
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The anticipated operations indicate a desired power rate change
capability of 200 MW/s for power levels below 200 MW, and a rate of 60
MW/s for power levels above 200 MW. A smaller value of the power rate
change could be acceptable if the dwell time between pulses were larger.
3.2

Cooling

An ultimate heat sink with a capacity of approximately 1800 MW is
required. The heat sink may be cooling water from a river or from the sea. The
river flow rate must provide for the re-introduction of the cooling water to the
river without exceeding the river warming limitations. A flow rate of
approximately 240 m3/s is required for cooling and dilution of the cooling water
discharged from the plant to limit the overall warming to about 2 C. If the heat
sink is the sea, a flow rate of approximately 50 m3/s is required, assuming
operations with a 10 C difference between inlet and outlet.
Other options are the use of wet or dry type cooling towers; however,
their use would increase the cost and more land would be required.
3.3

Land

Land must be available for 40 to 80 years to accommodate the complete
ITER facility as well as provide for construction and decommissioning facilities
as required.
The land requirements can be considered in five principal categories:
ITER plant specific, which includes all land required for the tokamak building
and the complementary plant systems unique to ITER; general utility and
auxiliary, which includes all land necessary to provide services to the tokamak
plant and staff; construction facilities; decommissioning facilities; and peripheral
areas, such as access areas, exclusion zones, landscaping areas, and areas to
accommodate staff.
3.4

Radioactive waste disposal

Activated waste will result from routine operation, device conversion or
refurbishment between operating phases, and decommissioning. The host site
must be prepared to accept the responsibility for the handling, interim storage as
necessary, and preparation of all radioactive waste for disposal according to
applicable regulations.
3.5

Transportation

Good transportation links will be necessary during the construction of
ITER to transport many large components to the site for final assembly. Heavy
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load access is desirable to the national and international heavy haulage routes for
loads up to 10 m wide and up to 300 tonnes. For water transport, widths up to
about 30 m are desirable for major items.
Good access is also necessary for the transportation to the site of the
large quantities of construction and operational materials and equipment. A
dedicated rail link, or a wharf, is desirable. The transportation links must also
provide for safe transport of tritium and radioactive waste, in accordance with
the host site regulations.
Convenient access is needed for good international air travel recognizing
the large number of working and visiting international professionals using
ITER.

3.6

Other

Other site requirements include considerations associated with
geotechnical, seismic, hydrology, meteorology, external hazards, industrial
infrastructure, environment and public safety.
The ground conditions at the site must allow for the economic and safe
design and construction of the foundations to carry the plant gravity loads and a
bearing capacity of around 50 t/m2 is desirable. The seismic risk associated with
a site must take into account the proximity of faults or rock/soil structures which
could amplify bedrock motion.
The site should be isolated hydrologically from aquifers and water
courses and should not be vulnerable to flooding from streams, failed upstream
dams, or inundation by the sea.
The local meteorology and topography should not be vulnerable to
microclimatic changes caused by cooling tower operation and the site should not
be located in an area with a high incidence of tornadoes, hurricanes, and
extreme snow and ice conditions.
External hazards should not imperil the safety of the plant. Thus,
military exercise areas and proximity to munitions factories or depots, or
toxicity hazards are excluded.
Since ITER construction will require the resources of an advanced
industrial economy, the site should have reasonable access to industrial
facilities.
Environmental issues are important to the ITER site selection and the
philosophy regarding site development, emissions control, safety, design,
construction, operation, and waste management should be firmly established
before the site selection activities begin.
The acceptability of a site for ITER is closely related to the design of the
plant. From a public safety point of view, a site is acceptable if there are
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technical solutions to site-related problems, which give assurance that the
proposed plant can be built and operated with a low risk to the population of the
region.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The major plant systems for ITER have been established conceptually
and site requirements have been determined. The details will be developed
during the Engineering Design Activity.
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ITER: SYSTEM STUDIES AND
DESIGN SPACE ANALYSIS*
L J . PERKINS, D.T. BLACKFIELD, S J . BRERETON, S.A. COHEN,
G.A. EMMERT, F. ENGELMANN, C.A. FLANAGAN, J.D. GALAMBOS,
G. HARRIS, M.F.A. HARRISON, H. IIDA, A. KOSTENKO,
J.R. MILLER, T. MIZOGUCHI, G.W. PACHER, H.D. PACHER,
D.E. POST, S. PUTVINSKIJ, Y. SHIMOMURA, W.R. SPEARS,
N.A. UCKAN, J. WESLEY and the participants in the ITER Conceptual
Design Activities

Abstract
ITER: SYSTEM STUDIES AND DESIGN SPACE ANALYSIS.
Two major aspects of the Systems and Operational Studies performed during the ITER Conceptual Design Activity are dealt with: the determination of the ITER design point and the optimization
of its technology phase operational performance. Three datum parameters are formally required to
define a unique ITER design: plasma current, aspect ratio and peak field at the TF coil, and application
of mission and database constraints in this phase space clearly define the region of optimum design
choice. Such a formalism has universal applicability to any tokamak and serves to delineate clearly the
cost and performance relative to constraints. Under pure steady-state operation, divertor heat loads
restrict the maximum attainable neutron wall loads of the present design to <0.5 MW/m2 and recourse
is necessary to hybrid operation, a combination of inductive and non-inductive drives providing long
pulse lengths at adequate wall loadings. Even under this latter mode, impurity seeding of the edge
plasma is necessary to ameliorate divertor heat loads.

1.

DETERMINATION OF THE ITER DESIGN POINT

1.1

I-A-Btf Design Space

To arrive at an optimum ITER design point, we must combine the set of
ITER mission objectives with our present tokamak physics and engineering
database and search parameter space within constraint boundaries for, typically,
the minimum size/cost machine which meets these objectives. Constraint
boundaries include confinement, beta, divertor heat loads, vertical stability,
inductive burn time, radial-build, etc.
The method for selection of the ITER design point was initiated in Ref. 1
and has now been extended to a 3-D phase space technique with axes of plasma
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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current (I), aspect ratio (A), and peak field at the TF coil (Btf) [2].If the
following are defined: (1) minimum q^(95%), (2) radial build between plasma
and inner leg of TF coil, and (3) elongation, then each {I,A,Btf} grid point
completely defines a unique machine with unique specifications of major/minor
radii, axial field, magnet geometries, capital cost, etc. Furthermore, if a neutron
wall loading performance is specified at each grid point (typically 1 MW/m2),
then each machine also has a unique set of plasma performance parameters.
Permissible designs then lie on or outside a set of constraint surfaces in this 3-D
space [2]. This methodology can be applied to design selection studies for any
tokamak, e.g, ITER, CIT, power reactors, etc., and differs only in the
particular mission and physics/technology constraints applied.

1.2

Operational and Database Constraints

Fig. 1 shows the ITER I-A-Btf design space as a succession of 2-D I-A
plots of plasma current -v- aspect ratio with Btf as a parameter in the range 1013T. Contours of major radius are shown and, although not shown for clarity,
corresponding contours of minor radius, field on axis, capital cost, etc. are also
available. For the same Btf plot, for example, the toroidal field on axis increases
strongly as aspect ratio increases. It is important to appreciate that although the
peak toroidal field (B^) is varied for the plots in Fig l(a)-(d), magnet modelling
at each grid point is performed with the same design constraints on stress,
protection and stability. The location of the ITER baseline (I=22MA, A=2.79,
R=6m) is shown in the Btf=l IT plane in Fig. l(b).
The 3-D constraint surfaces of beta limit, minimum inductive burn time,
confinement limit, and TF magnet radial build, are shown as slices in the 2-D
space of Fig 1. Other constraints such as vertical stability growth rates, divertor
heat loads, etc. also apply over this space but, for brevity, are not shown here.
Candidate ITER machines must necessarily lie on or outside all such applicable
constraint boundaries. For example, smaller machines located inside the
HiTER-power=2.0 confinement boundary would require better than twice Lmode confinement capability to ignite.
The constraints of inductive burn time and TF magnet radial build are
two facets of the same phenomenon as follows: Machines located inside the
inductive burn time constraint boundary will have a burn time less than
400/200s (for li3=0.65/0.75). For even smaller machines located on the TF
radial build constraint boundary, the hole within the TF coil inner legs has
completely closed leaving no room for a central solenoid; such machines could,
in principle, be considered as minimum size devices viable only with noninductive current-drive.
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1.3

Selection of the Present Baseline

It is important to appreciate from Fig. 1 that three datum parameters are
required for tokamak design trade studies, i.e. I, A and Btf. The philosophy of
trading I for A alone without accounting for peak toroidal field results in an
incomplete evaluation. At lower values of Btf, requirements of reasonable
size/cost indicate that only low A machines are viable due to the form of the
confinement constraint boundary. The converse is true at higher values of Btf,
i.e. only high A machines are economically viable, this time due to the inductive
burn time constraint. If the inductive constraint were to be dropped in, say, the
design selection of a purely current-driven machine, then low A designs are
available at any toroidal field. However, optimization of current-driven
performance directs us back to higher aspect ratio machines because of the
larger bootstrap current fractions available [3]. For brevity in Fig. 1 we have
shown only confinement predictions from the ITER Power energy confinement
scaling. However, other common confinement scalings converge at the ITER
design point at low aspect ratio and high plasma current. By contrast, at higher
aspect ratios and lower currents, the scalings differ in their prediction of TE
[1.2,3].
Accordingly, ITER is located at the confluence of the various energy
confinement scalings at low aspect ratio together with the inductive burn time
constraint. This is a consequence of the present experimental database being
derived from machines with low A, either fixed or varied over only a narrow
range. Consequently, the A-dependence of any of these scalings is open to
interpretation. However, armed with new aspect-ratio-dependent data, we have
commenced studies to assess possible high aspect ratio ITER designs which
may lead to significantly improved technology-phase performance [3].
2.

ITER TECHNOLOGY PHASE PERFORMANCE

2.1

Introduction

Here, we consider operating scenarios which satisfy the ITER
technology phase objectives. Unfortunately, pure steady-state, current-driven
operation is hindered by low current-drive efficiency and divertor heat flux
limitations. A compromise solution is hybrid operation which combines
inductive and non-inductive current drive.We optimize the technology phase
performance [2] by iterating density, temperature, q95 (i.e. plasma current),
current drive power, fraction of noninductive current drive, and additional
impurity concentration (seeded cases only), subject to the following constraints:
Beta < Troyon limit; confinement enhancement (H) over L-mode < 2.2;
density < density limit; current drive power < installed limit; divertor heat
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load < 21 MW/m2 (includes uncertainties and peaking factors); q95 > 3.0; burn
time > 1000 s (hybrid cases only); Fe impurity = base specifications (unseeded
cases) or > base specifications (seeded cases); current-driven fraction > 30%
(for adequate profile control)
2.2

State-State Operation

Cases 1-6 of Table I show parameters for several maximum-wall-load
steady-state scenarios. Cases 1 and 2 are divertor constrained, use the nominal
ITER physics models, and demonstrate the effect of impurity seeding. Both
cases are limited to low wall loads, primarily due to the divertor heat load
constraint. More optimistic beta and bootstrap formulations [2] increase the
attainable wall load (cases 3-4 of Table I); the higher predicted bootstrap
fractions allow for a 50% increase in the wall load but still below that desirable
for technology testing.
For comparative purposes, cases 5-6 of Table I show maximum wallload cases with no divertor constraint. These may be possible should improved
divertor concepts be realized, or if the present divertor models prove too
pessimistic. Case 6 (new beta /bootstrap formulations) has a very high
attainable wall load of 1.85 MW/m2 and, divertor apart, would provide an
attractive steady-state case for the technology mission. All of the divertor
constrained cases are confinement limited. The divertor-unconstrained cases are
constrained by the beta limit.
2.3

Hybrid Operation

Compared to steady-state, hybrid operation has lower injection power
requirements to maintain the plasma current. Higher density operation is then
possible which relieves divertor conditions. The penalty is a limited burn
duration. Cases are optimized for a maximum fluence (i.e. wall load times burn
time) for cases where the wall load is able to attain at least 0.8 MW/m2,
otherwise we maximize wall load.
Cases 7-10 of Table I show divertor-constrained hybrid cases
with/without impurity seeding, and for present/new beta and bootstrap models.
Both the unseeded cases (7, 9) are unable to attain a wall load of 0.8 MW/m2.
When seeding is included, wall loads of 1 MW/m2 and burn times of 3000 s are
possible under present physics models (case 8). The hybrid cases with seeding
attain wall loads more than twice those of the respective steady-state cases with
burn times of several thousand seconds. With new beta/bootstrap models, wall
loads of 1.5 MW/m2 and burn times of 6000 s are possible (case 10). Both
seeded hybrid cases (cases 8, 10) are adequate for technology testing but rely
on significant impurity seeding to promote edge radiation.
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Abstract
THE ITER POLOIDAL FIELD SYSTEM.
The ITER poloidal field (PF) system uses superconducting coils to provide the plasma equilibrium
fields, slow equilibrium control and plasma flux linkage (V-s) needed for the ITER Operations and
Research Programme. Double-null (DN) divertor plasmas and operation scenarios for the 22 MA
Physics Phase (high-Q/ignition) and 15 MA Technology Phase (high-fiuence testing) are provided. For
22 MA plasmas, total PF flux swing is 333 V-s. This provides inductive current drive (CD) for start-up
with 66 V-s of resistive loss and 440-s (330-s minimum) sustained burn. The PF system also allows
plasma start-up and shutdown scenarios, and can maintain the plasma configuration during burn over
a range of current and pressure profiles. Other capabilities include increased plasma current (25 MA
with inductive CD, 28 MA with non-inductive CD assist), divertor separatrix sweeping, and semi-DN
and single-null plasmas.

Introduction:
The ITER PF system meets a complex set of requirements. These
requirements relate to the function of the PF system in isolation — plasma equilibrium, equilibrium control and flux linkage ~ and to the interaction of the PF
system with other ITER systems. In addition, since the central solenoid (CS)
of the PF system is a major component of the ITER tokamak core, PF system
requirements and CS magnet performance affect the overall size of the ITER.
The PF system must also provide experimental flexibility for the full ITER
Operations and Research Programme. Here the PF system must support a
range of operational scenarios for Physics experiments and Technology testing,
accommodate a range of plasma current density and pressure profiles within a
given scenario, and also allow operation with DN, semi-DN and single-null
(SN) plasma configurations.

* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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Design Requirements:
Design of the PF system and the overall IlER configuration has been an
iterative process. The design requirements arid key physics and engineering
considerations that emerge from this process are:
Magnet Technology. Sustained fusion burn and possibility of steady-state
operation are essential aspects of ITER design. Considerations [1] of maximum
PF magnet performance and minimum power demand during operation mandate
superconducting technology. NbsSn superconductor and radially-graded structural reinforcement in the CS coils [1] minimize overall ITER device size [2].
PF Coil Configuration. Assembly and maintenance of the TF and PF
magnets require the PF coils to be outboard of the TF magnets. Access gaps
for assembly of in-magnet and in-vessel components and for plasma heating/CD
systems and diagnostics limit where the PF coils can be located. The need to
produce a symmetric DN plasma and considerations of TF and PF coil system
structural symmetry lead to a PF coil system with up/down symmetry.
Plasma Configuration. Physics considerations [3] of divertor geometry,
maximum plasma elongation, minimum MHD q and plasma current (Ip)
required for ignition determine the plasma configuration. Divertor channel
lengths (x-poirit to strike point) >0.6 m inboard and >1.5 m outboard are required to provide acceptably low divertor plasma temperature and helium exhaust. This leads to a plasma with moderately high triangularity: dx = 0.60 at
the x-point, and d95 = 0.38 at 95% poloidal flux. This triangularity is consistent with the range dps = 0.3-0.5 needed for MHD stability at high p [4].
Considerations of obtaining sufficient plasma current for ignition [3] and
minimizing device size [2] favor a plasma with maximum vertical elongation.
An upper limit on elongation of kx = 2.25 and k95 = 2.0 is set by passive and
active stabilization of the plasma vertical position [5]. A lower limit on edge
safety factor of q95 > 3.0 is set by MHD stability and avoidance of disruptions
[4]. Final plasma configuration parameters are R o = 6.00 m, a = 2.15 m, Rx =
4.71 m, Z x = +/- 4.78 m, and k 95 = 1.98 and q 95 = 3.00 at I p = 22 MA. This
configuration is common to all of the operational scenarios presented below.
Operational Scenarios and Experimental Flexibility. The PF system is
nominally designed for the 22 MA Physics (Al.) operation scenario. This scenario provides sufficient inductive CD capability for a 200-s burn anywhere
within the broad operational regime needed to explore the physics characteristics
of a burning plasma. The Al. scenario requirements establish the basic PF coil
parameters (coil locations and CS radial build and maximum ampere-turn capabilities). Subsequent analysis has shown that with minor increases in the ampere-turn capabilities of the outboard PF coils, alternate Physics scenarios with
increased plasma current (A2. and A3.) and Technology scenarios with extended burn duration (Bl. and B2.) are also feasible. Scenario and Operational
parameters used for PF design are summarized in Table I.
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Table I
Operation Scenarios for PF Design (all with 0.55 < 1,(3) < 0.751)
Scenario Description IE(MA) pUref) ftp Range Feature or [Limitationl
Al.
Physics
0.6
0.4-0.8 >200-s burn @ lj(3)=0.75
22
A2.
Physics
0.6
0.4-0.8 -50-s burn @ lj(3) = 0.75
25
A3.
Physics
0.5
0.4-0.6
28
[20 V-s CD assist]
Bl.
Technology
15.4
1.4
1.0-2.0 -130 V-s for burn
[p p < 1.8 for li(3) = 0.55]
B2.
Technology
21.4 1.0
0.6-1,4 wall load -1.5 MW/m2

Plasma Profile Parameters. The PF currents required for plasma equilibrium and the flux linkage required for a given equilibrium condition depend on
the plasma current density profile j(r) and pressure p. For PF design, these
quantities are specified in terms of two profile parameters: internal inductivity,
li(3) = 4UJ/HORQIP2, and poloidal beta, pp(3) = 2 n . 0 < p > / « B p » 2 , where U p
is the poloidal magnetic energy within the plasma, B p is the poloidal field, <p>
is the volume-average pressure, and « B p » is the poloidal line average of B p
on the plasma boundary.
The inductivity range for all scenarios is 0.55 < lj(3) < 0.75. This range
bounds the j(r) profiles with acceptable MHD stability at high toroidal {$ [6].
The plasma pressure range is approximately 0.7 < Pp/Pp(ref) < 1.4, where
Pp(ref) (Table I) is the nominal value of p p for the respective scenario. This
pressure range provides a two-fold decrease or increase in plasma reactivity for
nominal plasma composition (Zeff, impurity and helium fractions), or alternately, constant reactivity with corresponding variations in plasma composition.
Nominal fusion power is ~1.1 GW for the Physics scenarios and -0.9 and -1.6
GW for Bl. and B2. Technology operation. These parameters apply from
start-of-burn (SOB) to end-of-burn (EOB)] with nominal plasma temperature,
density and composition. The profile ranges for the pre-burn start-of-current
flattop (SOFT) state are 0.55 < 1,(3) < 0.75 and 0 < Pp(3) < 0.2.
Plasma Flux Linkage and V-s Requirement.
The PF system must provide sufficient variation in flux linkage at the
nominal plasma axis to support the inductive and resistive flux required to
establish the SOFT state, and to inductively sustain the plasma configuration
through EOB. The flux variations required are evaluated using:
A¥ PF (SOFT) =

(1)
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and
A^pF(SOB) = LpSOB(li)pp)Ip + 0.4^ o R o I p + 10 V-s

,

(2)

where LpSOFTandLpSOB are the plasma self-inductances for the corresponding
SOFT and SOB profile parameters. Resistive loss (volume-integrated) at SOFT
is estimated using the Ejima scaling formula [6] A*Pres(SOFT) = 0.4 |j.0R0Ip.
The feasibility of obtaining this near-minimum resistive loss has been verified in
ITER near-term R&D experiments conducted in JET, JT-60 and DIII-D, and in
numerical simulations of HER start-up.
Resistive loss during heating to burn is estimated to be 10 V-s. Additional
resistive flux for sustaining the burn is estimated using
= AT PF (SOB)+Ui oop (I ind )t bum

,

(4)

5

(5)

where
Uioop = (4-3 - 0.6 Ro/a) 2.15 x 10"3 ( Z ^ R ^ ^ H )

1

-

is the loop voltage during burn [3], and t\>uin is the burn duration. In Eq. (4),
lind = I p ' *BS *S *he n e t inductively-driven current, Igg is the bootstrap current,
and TJO is the density-weighted average plasma temperature in units of 10 keV.
For 22 MA Physics operation with Z eff = 1.66, T 1 0 = 1.0 and I B S = 3 MA,
u
loop = ° - 1 1 7 v - F o r a b u m duration of 200 s, 23.4 V-s of resistive flux are
required. The PF system is sized to provide sufficient inductive flux linkage for
a) tburn > 200 s for 0.55 < lj(3) < 0.75 and 0.4 < pp(3) < 0.8, and b) sufficient
total V-s to provide A¥(burn) > 0.1A*P(EOB). Requirement (b) sets the minimum PF V-s capability, which is 327 V-s for the Al. scenario.
PF System Design Description and Performance:
A set of 14 superconducting (SC) PF coils establishes the plasma equilibrium and provides inductive current drive and slow (t >1 s) equilibrium control.
These coils, positioned in 7 up/down symmetric pairs (Table II), are located
outboard of the TF coils. Conducting structures for passive stabilization of the
plasma vertical position and a pair of resistive coils for active control of the
plasma vertical position are located within the vacuum vessel. Details are given
in [5]. Details of the engineering design of the SC PF coils are given in [1].
Dimensions and maximum ampere-turn and voltage requirements for the
PF coils are given in Table HI. Maximum currents are set by flux linkage and
equilibrium requirements within the various scenarios. The maximum design
currents impose minor limitations on the A3. and Bl. scenarios (see Table I).
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Table II
PF Coil Svstem Parameters
Coil
RM +/-Z Cm) ARfm) AZ Cirri Na
PF1U/L 1.725b 0.950 0.650b 1.840 520
PF2U/L 1.725b 2.850
0.650b 1.840 520
b
PF3U/L 1.725
4.750
0.650b 1.840 520
b
PF4U/L 1.725
6.650 0.650b 1.840 520
PF5U/L 3.900
9.000 0.900 0.899 480
PF6U/L 11.500 6.000 0.499
1.499 338
PF7U/L 11.500 3.000 0.499 0.900 2Q8
a
Number of turns in winding pack
b
Radially graded winding pack

ii—i
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¥-max'

22.8
22.8
22.8
22.8
18.5
16.5
9.7

12
12
20
20
20
20

20

Table m
PF System V-s Capabilities at Reference
Scenario
UMA)
Total Flux Swinery-si Burn Flux Swine CV-s)
0.65
0.75
0.55 0.65 0.75
3)=JL51
^ ¥
Al.
22.0
333.5 333.1 330.0 65.8 51.8 38.9
A2.
25.0
340.9 338.5 336.9 38.0 22.2 7.4
A3.
28.0a
343.6 341.2 339.2 27.7 a 10.2a -6.7 a
Bl.
15.4
135.6 126.5 118.0
335.6 334.8 334.6
B2.
22.0
348.9 346.5 344.9 74.4 60.1 46.8
a
With 20 V-s non-inductive assist during current ramp-up

The currents and voltages given in Table II are extremes for the scenarios
and profile parameters in Table I. Maximum voltages are set by requirements
for an open-circuit plasma loop voltage of 25 V/turn [3] and equilibrium control
in the initial phase of the current ramp-up.
The coil parameters given in Table III describe the current-carrying
portion of the winding pack. The CS coils (PF1-PF4) have a radially-graded
pack [1], in which the amount of structural reinforcement varies over the coil
radius. Flux and peak CS field at maximum initial magnetization (IM) are
respectively 132.8 V-s and 13.5 T. Magnetic energy at IM and EOB is typically
13 GJ. Maximum V-s capability at EOB is obtained with Ippi = IpF2 = 22.8
MA-turns, the limit set by conductor quench protection requirements [1].
Total PF V-s capability at EOB and V-s available for burn vary with scenario and also with lj(3) and pp(3). PF V-s capabilities are summarized in Table
III. For the Al. scenario with lj(3) = 0.65 and Pp(3) = 0.6, V-s capability is
333 V-s. This gives a 6 V-s margin relative to the 10% minimum burn flux
requirement, and a 28 V-s margin relative to the estimated V-s for a 200-s burn.
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Additional Design Considerations:
PF Optimization: The number, configuration and location of the PF coils
are optimized to meet operational requirements. The number of coil groups (7)
and the subdivision of the CS into 4 groups are set by the need to control the
equilibrium configuration over a range of pressure and j(r) profiles and to provide the range of plasma equilibria (circular -> DN divertor -> circular) needed
for plasma start-up, burn and shutdown. The location and size of the gap between PF5 and PF6 is set by access needed for in-vessel assembly and maintenance. The gap between the PF7 coils is set by access for plasma heating and
diagnostics. Variations in coil position within these limitations have only a minor effect on PF performance (< 10% variation in maximum magnetic energy).
Alternate Plasma Configurations: Limiter-defined start-up and shutdown
sequences on either the inside or outside first-wall and slightly up/down asymmetric DN (semi-DN, SDN) and SN plasmas can be produced. In the SDN
mode, a 1-2 cm vertical displacement of the plasma magnetic axis relative to the
device midplane splits the inside and outside separatrices by radial distances
(measured at the outside midplane) comparable to the power scrape-off decay
length (~0.5 cm). Larger vertical displacements (to ~0.2 m, limited by the invessel component geometry) result in a SN configuration. Here the radial
splitting between the separatices is ~5 cm and power flow will be solely to the
divertor connected to the inside separatrix.
Shape Control and Divertor X-point Sweeping: Plasma shape control
during the burn and start-up/shutdown phases and divertor x-point sweeping
(5RX = +/- 3 cm at 0.3 Hz) will be accomplished by control of the currents in
the SC PF coil set. All major plasma shape parameters (R-a, R+a, Rx, Z x ),
DN->SN symmetry and I p can be independently controlled by appropriate
combinations (non-interacting modes) of PF current perturbations. Feedback
control from magnetic and other diagnostic data is planned. Maximum control
voltages at the PF coils are typically 2-5 kV, and peak PF power demand for
control is less than 300 MW. A control accuracy of ~+/- 0.5 cm appears
feasible, limited mainly by magnetic data accuracy and residual errors in the
plasma flux configuration reconstruction algorithms. The control time scale of
>1 s is set by the penetration time of the control fields through the vacuum
vessel and limitation of PF power demand.
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Abstract
ITER OPERATION AND DIAGNOSTICS.
The paper describes ITER operation, which will be carried out in two phases — a physics phase
and a technology phase. Requirements for diagnostics in ITER will be demanding, owing to the plasma
size and parameters, the limited access, the high level of background radiation, the need for remote
handling, and the use of long pulse lengths. The diagnostics will be very extensive during the physics
phase to provide the full profile and temporal information necessary to optimize tokamak operation. A
reduced set will remain for the technology phase to permit control of plasma performance. The ITER
operational plan for the physics phase and the diagnostics for safety, control and performance are
summarized.

1.

INTRODUCTION

ITER has to provide the data base in physics and technology necessary
for the design and construction of a demonstration fusion power plant [1]. To
achieve these goals, ITER must be sufficiently flexible to operate with a variety
of plasma parameters [2], demonstrate the capability to control a burning
tokamak plasma efficiently [3], and also must possess adequate diagnostic
capability to characterize the physics of the ignited plasma thoroughly [4].

* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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TABLE I. ITER OPERATIONAL PLAN FOR PHYSICS PHASE
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maintenance;

changes;
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Remote
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maintenance

by remote

maintenance

tests

maintenance

ITER OPERATION

ITER operation will be carried out in two phases: a physics phase and a
technology phase.
The physics phase aimed at attaining the plasma physics objectives, in
paticular controlled ignited burn for 200 s or more, will last ~6 years and will
require about 15000 shots. This phase is further subdivided into zero-, low-,
and high-activation phases (see Table I). Full heating systems and diagnostics
are required from the very beginning of the physics phase. The zero-activation
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phase (in H and He) serves to commission the device, the plasma diagnostics
and the control system and will involve a first exploration of the accessible
operational space and confinement capability of ITER. An assessment of the
performance of the plasma facing components at heating power up to 100 MW
will be made. The low-activation phase is to prepare the ignition studies.
Helium-4 beam injection into the plasma will be used to demonstrate helium
exhaust and pumping from the divertor. Long-pulse operation, e.g., At> 1000
s, with a non-inductive current drive will be studied. Significant fusion power
(tens of MW) can be produced with deuterium beam injection into 3He plasmas.
The diagnostics for the confined and escaping cc-particles will be tested. Control
strategies and emergency shutdown procedures must be tested during this phase
so that licensing for full-power DT operation in the high-activation phase can be
obtained. In the high-activation phase, controlled, ignited burn in a D/T plasma
is the primary aim. Controlled burn at high Q (>30), in which the alpha-particle
heating (up to 200 MW) dominates the auxiliary heating input to the plasma,
will be a new experimental situation. An extended experimental period will
therefore be necessary to develop and optimize the control. When extended burn
periods, longer than 50 s, are achieved, efficient helium exhaust will be
necessary so that the core helium fraction remains below 10%. The neutron flux
on the first wall will be <1 MW/m2. The total first-wall fluence during the
physics phase may reach 0.05 MWa/m2.
Technology phase operation [5] is subject to new constraints: testing of
blanket concepts requires minimum average neutron wall loading of 0.8
MW/m2, a minimum burn pulse length of 800 s for thermal equilibrium in the
blanket and a maximum off-burn ("dwell") time of 300 seconds. The
accumulated fluence for endurance testing shall be greater than 1 MWa/m2.
These requirements imply an integrated burn time of more than one year (i.e. 5
to 10 calendar years of operation). Continuous operation over several days or
even two weeks, using steady-state current drive, would be preferred (to reduce
fatigue effects) if all other constraints could be met. If true steady-state
operation is not possible, (e.g., because of high divertor heat loads), the
duration of the burn time should be optimized using non-inductive ramp-up
assist and hybrid operation (with a partial non-inductive current drive).

3.

PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS IN ITER

Requirements for diagnostics in ITER will be demanding due to the
plasma size and parameters, the limited access, the high level of background
radiation, the need for remote handling, and the use of long pulse lengths.
Diagnostics for ITER will be very extensive during the physics phase to provide
the full profile and temporal information necessary to optimize the tokamak
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TABLE II. DIAGNOSTICS FOR SAFETY, CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE

Plasma parameter

Candidate diagnostics

1) Plasma current
2) Plasma position
and shape
3) q(r) (current
density)

Magnetics
Magnetics
Neutron camera
Magnetics
Motional Stark effect*
Faraday rotation
Reflectometry
4) Electron density Interferometry
Thomson scattering
Reflectometry
5) Ion/electron
Neutron spectrometry
Neutral particle analysis
temperature
CHERS
Thomson scattering

ECE
6) D/T density

7) Fusion power
8) Confined
a-particles

9) Escaping
a-particles

10) Divertor
plasma

Neutral particle analysis
Neutron spectrometry
Visible spectroscopy
Neutron camera
(Micro) fission chamber
Collective Thomson
scattering
CHERS
Neutral particle analysis
y-spectroscopy
Thermocouples
Bolometers
Faraday cups
Visible spectroscopy

UF
Langmuir probes
Reflectometry

ECE
11) Erosion rate
12) Heat loads
13) HeUum
concentration
14) Radiative loss

Thomson scattering
Visible spectroscopy
Tile markers
Thermocouples
IR monitor
CHERS
Neutral particle analysis
Residual gas analyzers
Bolometers

Comments
Need methods of measuring steady-state fields
See above
Needs validation
lj(t); see above
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Severe access limitations
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Line-averaged; limited chord number
Radial profile; limited time points
Radial profile; density fluctuations are issues
Core plasma (r< 2a/3) at DT phase
Edge plasma; improves with neutral beam
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Te(r) profile; limited time points
Te(r) profile. Issues: harmonic overlap and
supra-thermal emission
Edge plasma; improves with neutral beam
Core plasma; issue: S/N for DD neutrons
Edge plasma; needs radiation resistant optics
Calibration methods need further development
Calibration methods need further development
Needs validation on existing tokamaks and
development of 1.5 THz radiation source
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Slow response time
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Needs radiation resistant optics
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Severe erosion problems
Complicated plasma geometry
Needs validation
Limited access; intense plasma radiation
See above
Needs R&D to demonstrate feasibility
Slow response time
Needs radiation resistant optics
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Needs diagnostic neutral beam
Relation to He density in the plasma is uncertain
Limited access; low S/N ratio
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TABLE II.

Plasma parameter

Candidate diagnostics

15) Impurity
content

VUV speclroscopy
X-ray spectroscopy
Visible spectroscopy
ECE
X-ray monitor
Magnetics

16) Runaway
elections
17) Disruption
precursors

ECE

Neutron camera
Bolometers
18) Edge localized D(T)-light monitor
modes (ELMs) Reflectometry
Langmuir probes
Magnetic probes

Comments
For divertor view; access problematic
Key issue: radiation hardening of crystals
Needs radiation resistant optics
Suitable in principle; needs validation
Analysis of likely capability is required
Possible but not universal
T e fluctuations; uncertain
njTj fluctuations; uncertain
Radiation increase; not universal
Needs radiation resistant optics
Suitable in principle; needs validation
Severe erosion problems
Need probes with good time response

* Diagnostics shown in italics are additional ones for the physics phase.

operation. A reduced set will remain for the technology phase to permit control
of plasma performance.
Several types of abnormal behaviour of the discharge that may be
dangerous for machine integrity can be expected in ITER. Uncontrolled rise of
the fusion power and plasma disruptions can produce unacceptably high thermal
fluxes on the first wall and divertor plates. High mechanical stresses can arise in
the first wall elements due to high poloidal currents flowing through these
elements during a vertical displacement event. Development of safety
diagnostics capable of detecting the onset of these events and controlling them
are of primary importance for ITER.
The diagnostics proposed for safety, control and plasma performance
are listed in Table II. This table, which also shows (in italics) additional
diagnostics needed in the physics phase, lists the plasma parameters to be
measured, the technique and some comments on the applicability of this
technique to ITER.
Diagnostics that are suggested for the technology phase have to be
accommodated on three large horizontal ports (i.e., ports #2, #10 and #14, the
latter shared with the pellet injectors) and some top ports and pumping ducts at
the bottom. The more extensive set of diagnostics in the physics phase will be
allocated on five large horizontal ports with additional access at the top and the
bottom (Fig. 1). Because of severe limitations for vertical diagnostic access,
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tangential sightlines are proposed (e.g., for interferometer, nt/nj neutron
spectrometer and Thomson scattering). Many diagnostics (e.g., bolometers and
IR cameras for divertor view, interferometer/polarimeter, vertical neutron
camera, micro-fission chambers, ECE and microwave reflectometry) require
minor or significant changes to be made in the design of the blanket modules. A
candidate solution is the replacement of some outboard breeding blanket
modules adjoining the diagnostic ports by shielding modules of a special design
dictated by the diagnostic requirements.
For many of these diagnostics, conceptual designs have been developed
[6]. They show that an extensive Research and Development programme is
needed to prepare the diagnostics for ITER [7]. Experience in component
behavior must be expanded greatly by extensive active in-situ radiation testing.
New diagnostic techniques, to be fully tested as prototypes on predecessor
tokamaks, are required because of the ITER plasma parameters and size and,
possibly, because of geometrical constraints. A particular concern is the ability
to calibrate instrumentation reliably after the tokamak has become activated and
so a special study is required in this area.
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Abstract
ITER: PHYSICS R AND D PROGRAMME.
Two steps of the ITER related R and D programmes are discussed: a first programme covering
the latter part of the ITER conceptual design phase (1989-1990), and a second programme — under
development —, which will provide the database necessary for supporting the decision to start ITER
construction (1991-1995).

1.

INTRODUCTION

ITER-Related Physics R and D Programmes were set up in two
steps: A first programme covering the latter part of the ITER conceptual
design phase (1989 - 1990) was generated and agreed between summer
1988 and spring 1989, and partial results have been reported. A second
programme is being developed, to provide the data base necessary for
supporting the decision to start ITER construction and to be carried out in
parallel with the ITER engineering design (1991 - 1995).
2.

PROGRAMME 1989 -1990

2.1.

Scope and priorities

At the first ITER working session in the summer of 1988, the
physics team (consisting of participants of the four partners) analyzed the
physics basis for predicting ITER performance and characteristics. This led
to the identification of areas of physics that require more information to
increase the confidence in predictions for ITER. The first Physics R and D
programme addresses topics which were either directly related to the design
of ITER or which, in 1988, were not sufficiently covered by the ongoing
programmes of the ITER partners. It is structured in 23 tasks (see Table I).
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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TABLE I. PHYSICS R&D TASKS DURING 1989-1990
TASK
NO.
PH01
PH02
PH03
PH04
PH05
PH06
PH07
PH08
PH09
PH10
PH11
PH12
PH13
PH14
PH15
PH16
PH17
PH18
PH19
PH20
PH21
PH22

TASK TITLE

Power and Helium Exhaust Conditions
Helium radial distribution in high-temperature
discharges
Viability of a radiative edge
Sweeping of the divertor target load
Characterization of low-Z materials for plasmafacing components
Characterization of high-Z materials for plasmafacing components
Characterization of disruptions
Disruption control
RF plasma formation and preheating

CONTRIBUTIONS
BY TASK FOR
Sept 90
Sept 89 Mar 90
11
11/9
14/9
4
5/4
5/6
4/4

6/5

3

1/1
10/7

2/2
10/7

1
10

1/1

1/1

0

5/5
3/3
2/2

6/8
3/3

5
5

6/5
4/2

3
2

6/3

4

2/2

3

2/3

1

7/11

5

13/20

10

7/5
7/9
1/2

7
3
1

2/3
7/4

4

1/2
RF current initiation
Scaling of volt-second consumption during current 4/6
rampup in large tokamaks
2/2
Alpha:particle losses induced by the toroidal
magnetic field ripple
Compatibility of plasma diagnostics with 1TER
1/1
conditions
4/7
Steady-state operation in enhanced confinement
regimes (H-mode and "enhanced" L-mode)
10/10
Comparison of theoretical transport models with
experimental data
4/4
Control of MHD activity
6/7
Density limit
2/3
Plasma performance at high elongation
2/3
Alpha-particle simulation experiments
3/5
Electron cyclotron current drive
3/3
Ion cyclotron current drive
Impact of Alfven wave instability on neutral beam 2/1

3/3
2/1

8
3
2

current drive
PH23

1
1/0
Proof of principle of fueling by injection of field- 0/1
reversed compact toroids
Note: The first number in each column indicates the number of anticipated
contributions; the second number indicates the number actually received.
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About one half of them are concerned with questions in three priority areas:
•
power and particle exhaust physics (i.e., the combined fields of
plasma edge physics and plasma-wall interaction as well as impurity
behaviour);
•
characterization and control of disruptions;
•
long-pulse operation in regimes with low energy transport (in
particular in the H-mode).
2.2.

Approach and organization

To define a common R. and D programme, the R and D needs
identified were submitted to the four ITER partners. In early 1989,
commitments from institutions world-wide were obtained. A programme
document [1] containing the descriptions of these contributions and their
schedules was prepared. Where possible, a broad approach was adopted, to
allow for cross checking of the results.
Results obtained from the different organizations were
communicated to the ITER team in September 1989 and in March 1990.
Table I shows the anticipated and actual responses that were received. A
further reporting date is foreseen for the end of September 1990. In many
cases, the reports exceeded expectations in both content and quantity. In
some areas, however (e.g., characterization of high-Z materials for plasmafacing components; electron cyclotron and ion cyclotron current drive),
satisfactory coverage was not possible over the period in question, due
primarily to the need to install new or to adjust existing equipment on
various devices, but also, in some cases, to the necessity to perform the
work in a staged approach.
The contributions collected by the ITER organization are being
issued as multi-volume sets of reports, subdivided according to the tasks,
for each of the reporting periods [2,3]. In addition, a single volume in
which all the contributions received are summarized by an ITER physics
team member [4, 5] is being generated for each period. These reports are
distributed widely in the world fusion community and in particular among
the physicists contributing to the programme.
While a complete description of the results obtained is beyond the
scope of this paper, highlights of the R&D effort to date are:
1.
the analysis of flux swing needs during optimized inductive current
rampup in large tokamaks, which has had a direct impact on ITER
design;
2.
operation with Be coated walls, which has led to the serious
consideration of Be as a design option as a plasma-facing material in
ITER;
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3.
4.

the reasons for the appearance of the density limit;
helium transport properties and a measurement of the helium
pumping efficiency of a pumped limiter,
5.
feedback control of the 2/1 tearing mode using helical fields;
6.
long-pulse operation in the H-mode with "grassy" edge localized
modes (ELMs), avoiding appreciable impurity accumulation, as well
as ways to control ELMs;
7.
the scaling of energy confinement, in particular first results for the
H-mode (showing a similar dependence as typical L-mode scalings)
and the scaling with aspect ratio for the L-mode;
8.
plasma formation assist by electron cyclotron waves.
More information on the results from these contributions and the impact it
has had on the ITER work are reported elsewhere at this conference.
3.

PROGRAMME 1991 -1995

3.1

Approach

For the period 1991 - 1995 a framework programme was
established which covers all R and D needs to support the engineering
design of ITER [6]. Priority areas are those mentioned under 2.1 (including
also the exploration of operational limits to devise operation scenarios for
ITER which minimize the occurrence of disruptions), and in addition the
physics of discharges containing a population of fast ions (representative for
the conditions present during heating by fusion a-particles).
In fact, the most crucial problems, to validate the ITER design concept and
complete the physics data base required for starting ITER construction, in
practical terms, are
•
the demonstration in experiments prototypical for ITER that
operation with a cold divertor plasma (T e < 30 eV) is possible, that
the peak heat flux onto the divertor plate can be kept below 10
MW/m^, and that helium exhaust conditions corresponding to a
fractional burnup larger than 3% can be ensured;
•
a characterization of disruptions which allows specification of their
consequences for the plasma-facing components, and demonstration
that the number of disruptions can be reduced to a level yielding an
acceptable lifetime of these components;
•
the confirmation that steady operation in a regime with low energy
transport (in particular in the H-mode) and satisfactory plasma purity
is possible under ITER condition, as well as the capability to predict
energy confinement for this mode in ITER with satisfactory
accuracy;
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insurance that the presence of an appreciable population of fast ions
does not jeopardize plasma performance in ITER.
Further areas covered are plasma heating and fuelling, long-pulse operation
(including noninductive current drive) and optimization of discharge startup
and shutdown, as well as plasma diagnostics.
An overall assessment of the potential coverage of the R and D
needs laid down in the framework programme led to the conclusion that this
is satisfactory. There is redundancy in several areas, but concentration of
efforts in some critical areas will be necessary to obtain all the information
needed in time. These efforts will have to combine experiments, theoretical
analysis and modelling; in particular systematic model development and
validation, as a basis for extrapolation to ITER, is required.
3.2

Programme 1991 -1992

An ITER-related R and D programme for the years 1991 and 1992
(but extending beyond as far as possible) is presently being developed from
the framework programme 1991 - 1995. It is based on a detailed description
of the R and D needs for ITER and the associated time schedules [7] which
were provided to the fusion programmes of the ITER partners. The
programme covers five areas and is subdivided in 22 tasks, supplemented
by subtasks where appropriate for a clear definition of the problems (see
Table II). Ten of these tasks (marked by bold numbers in Table II) address
the crucial questions listed under 3.1 and therefore have been classified as
high priority tasks. The other tasks are concerned with the optimization of
ITER operation, including in a few areas (power and particle exhaust;
fuelling; noninductive current drive) alternative and/or innovative schemes
the development of which may extend beyond the end of ITER design.
Table II also gives a global overview on the number of contributions
to each task that were offered as well as their schedule. The coverage is
generally good. However, studies of the edge plasma in ITER-relevant
divertor configurations and operating conditions will be intensified only
from 1992 on. Further improvement of the diagnostics for the edge plasma
is needed. Work on the validation and development of models for the
plasma edge as well as the characterization of candidate materials for
plasma-facing surfaces (low and high Z) needs to be enhanced. The
validation of theoretical predictions on the effects caused by a population of
fast ions requires specific attention.The diagnostic means to characterize
such a population must be improved. As far as operational issues are
concerned, large-scale experiments on noninductive current drive by fast
waves will only be done in 1993 and later, and work on fast (emergency)
shutdown is not yet planned.
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TABLE II. PHYSICS R&D TASKS DURING 1991-1992 AND BEYOND
(bold numbers indicate priority tasks)
No.

1.1

1.2

1.3
1.4
1.5

1.6
2.1

2.2
2.3
2.4

7.5

Task Description, with subcategories where appropriate

POWER AND PARTICLE EXHAUST PHYSICS
Experimental exploration in hydrogenic background plasmas of
the characteristics of the scrape-off layer, divertor plasma and
divertor target power load, as well as validation and
development of models,
a: Poloidal and toroidal dependence of divertor power load
and temperature
b: Impact of divertor geometry variation
c: Hot spots on plasma-facing components
d: Impact of auxiliary heating and current drive on the edge
plasma
e: Impact of fuelling
f: Characterization and control of ELMs (and other edge
transients)
Impurity radiation and transport in the bulk, scrape-off layer
and divertor plasma
a: Powerfully radiating plasma edge
Exhaust of helium and hydrogenic species
Active control and optimization of divertor and startup limiter
conditions
Characterization and tests of plasma-facing materials
a: Wall conditioning methods
b: Wall conditioning between discharges
Alternative divertor target concepts
DISRUPTION CONTROL AND OPERATIONAL LIMITS
Characterization and statistics of disruptions
a: Characterization and minimization of disruption-produced
runaway elections
b: Characterization of disruptions with soft current quench
Characterization of vertical displacement events (VDEs) and
plasma motion during disruptions
Disruption avoidance and control
a: Reliable Identification of Pre-Disruptive State
Characterization and control of beta-limiting phenomena
a: Impact of profile effects on the beta limit
b: Steady-state pressure and current profiles in inductive
operation
c: Impact of the m=l (sawtooth) and other MHD modes on
high beta operation
d: Impact of the presence of fast ion population on high
beta operation
Density limit

Expected Contrib.
for
92
93+
91
16

28

21

14

22

18

7
6

14
12

11
12

12

19

13

2

2

3

12

20

12

8

9

7

11

21

16

9

12

13

10

13

11
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TABLE II. (cont.)

3.1

3.2
3.3

4.1

4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

5.1

5.2
5.3

ENHANCED CONFINEMENT
Steady-state operation with enhanced confinement
a: Improvement of global energy confinement scalings
b: Plasma particle transport
c: Momentum transport
Control of MHD activity
Identification of transport mechanisms relevant in tokamak
plasma
a: Identification of plasma turbulence and correlation with
transport
OPTIMIZATION OF OPERATIONAL SCENARIO AND
LONG-PULSE OPERATION
Long pulse operational experience
a: Bootstrap current
b: Lower hybrid wave injection and current drive in large
tokamaks
c: Fast-wave current drive efficiency
d: Electron cyclotron current drive efficiency
e: Neutral beam current drive
f: Advanced noninductive current drive techniques
Optimization of startup
a: Lower hybrid wave current rampup and/or rampup assist
Optimization of shutdown and development of rapid shutdown
techniques, with and without soft disruptions
Heating physics: heating and control of energetic ions by ion
cyclotron waves
Fuelling physics: pellet ablation model
a: Fuelling by the injection of compact toroids
PHYSICS OF A BURNING PLASMA
Transport of and energy transfer to the plasma from fast ions
(single particle effects)
a: Fast ion losses induced by the ripple of the toroidal field
Collective effects due to a fast ion population
Properties of DT plasma and of alpha-particle heating

11

20

18

9
17

14
27

13
21

15

27

23

9

13

10

3

5

5

1

6

7

11

18

15

3

7

6

3
0

7
1

7
2
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Diagnostics

A special process was adopted for developing an R and D
programme for plasma diagnostics [8, 9], The activity will have to be
closely related to ITER design, to a technology oriented R and D activity on
nuclear properties of materials and components, as well as to the Physics
R&D programme being undertaken at many tokamaks worldwide. It will
draw on information arising from these programmes in evolving the
requirements.
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ITER: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF ENERGY
CONFINEMENT H-MODE DATABASE*
J.G. CORDEY, J.C. DeBOO, O. KARDAUN, S.M. KAYE,
Y. MIURA, D.P. SCHISSEL, N. SUZUKI, K. THOMSEN,
J.P. CHRISTIANSEN, S.I. ITOH, K. ITOH, T. MATSUDA,
M. MORI, D.E. POST, F. RYTER, T. TAKIZUKA, H. TAMAI,
A. TANGA, T. TAYLOR, F. WAGNER

Abstract
ITER: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CONFINEMENT H-MODE DATABASE.
It is shown that the ITER H-mode database is well conditioned for predictions of the global energy
confinement time. The two scaling expressions for ELM-free H-mode confinement times give similar
predictions for the global energy confinement time in ITER. The data satisfy Kadomtsev's high 0collisional and the short wavelength turbulence model constraints.

1. Introduction
A prerequisite for accurate predictions of the global energy
confinement time in the next generation of large tokamaks, such as
ITER, is a comprehensive data base containing data from machines
of different sizes. At the request of the ITER project, we have
assembled an H-mode confinement data base using data from six
machines: ASDEX, DHI-D, JET, JFT-2M, PBX-M and PDX. The Hmode part of the data base consists of 2120 data sets from 979 pulses.
Measurements of the plasma energy content by several different
techniques (diamagnetic, MHD and kinetic) have been assembled
together with estimates of the fast ion energy content for most of
the pulses. The 76 variables in each dataset include a simple label
for the type of ELM activity.
A "standard dataset" of 1239 observations was selected, data
sets corresponding to pulses with pellets, carbonised walls, high
radiation P ra d/P > 0.6, low q95 < 3.1 (2.7 for JFT2-M), [dW/dt]/P >
0.35, or a high fast ion content Wfast/W > 0.4 have been excluded.
The standard dataset includes 691 ELM-free observations and 548
ELMY observations. In this paper a preliminary analysis of the
standard data set is given. An extensive report containing more
* The activity of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is conducted
under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency jointly by Euratom, Japan, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
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details of the analysis will be available shortly along with the data
itself. Essentially four questions will be addressed in the following:
(1) Do the existing L-mode scaling expressions multiplied by a
scaling factor give a reasonable representation of the H-mode data?
(2) Is the data base well conditioned? (3) What are the best power
and offset-linear fits to the data in terms of the variables
1, n, P, B, R, R/a, K? (4) Does the data satisfy the constraints of
plasma physics theory?
2. Comparison with existing L-mode scaling expressions
The standard H-mode data set has been fitted to four L-mode
scaling expressions, Goldston M, Kaye-Big El, ITER-89-P Bl and the
offset linear scaling of Rebut and Lallia W. The factors of
enhancement over these expressions are given in Table I. The rms
error a also given should be compared with 14% for a free fit to the
standard data set and 12% to the ELM-free data set. The ITER 89-P
scaling expression gives the best fit to both data sets (shown in Fig.
1) since it has an aspect ratio dependence which is closest to that of
the H-mode data. However the rms error of 18% indicates that it is
not a particularly good fit to the data. The comparison with the
Rebut-Lallia scaling is degraded by the lack of data on

TABLE I. SCALING EXPRESSION MULTIPLICATION FACTORS
ELM-free
691 sets

Standard data set
1239 sets
Multiplication
factor

(%)

Multiplication
factor

a
(%)

Goldston

1.57

25

1.50

27

Kaye-Big

1.94

23

1.97

24

ITER 89-P

2.02

17

2.00 .

18

Rebut-Lallia

2.37

41

2.38

48

Scaling
expression

or
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200
Elmfree H-mode
StdDev. 17.7/
o
c

100

2.0

FIG. 1. Data frequency versus rJZru^g S9_P for the ELM-free data set.

3. Condition of the data base
A detailed investigation has been made of the condition of
the data base with respect to the regression variables I, B, n, P, R,
R/a, and K. TWO aspects are of interest. The first is to determine the
directions in which the data is varied least and to check whether the
data variation in these directions is larger than the associated
measurement errors. The second aspect is to establish the distance
needed in each direction to extrapolate to the parameters of the
machine whose confinement is to be predicted, e.g. ITER. The
directions of least variation are determined from a principal
component analysis of the covariance matrix of the regression
variables on a logarithmic scale. The coefficients of each principal
component are listed in Table n, with one standard deviation (STD)
of the data in the corresponding principal direction. The quantity
ERR is the ratio of the measurement error in the given direction,
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Xe, to the STD. The Xe's are based on the assumption that the
measurement errors of the seven original variables (I,B, ..., K) are:
1%, 1%, 5%, 5%, 0.5%, 1% 1%. The final quantity ITER is the ratio of
the distance, A,ITER/ from the parameters of ITER to the data base
average and the standard deviation STD.
A data base is reasonably well conditioned if the parameter
ERR < 0.2 as is the case with the ELM-free data base of Table II.
There are three directions in which this condition is only
marginally satisfied. The first is that of component 7 which is like
q R (R/a) K . However the extrapolation distance from the data base
average to ITER is very small and so this is unimportant. The other
two components, 3 and 6, are perhaps more significant since the
extrapolation to the ITER parameters is larger.
Principal
component 3 is roughly 4 times as large as components 6 and 7. Its
value of 0.17 for ERR stems from the relatively large measurement
errors for n and P. Component 6, which is like KB/R, indicates that
large machines tend to have higher elongations and magnetic fields
than smaller machines. It may be concluded that the database is
rather well conditioned for prediction of ITER, although it may be
somewhat difficult to separate the effects of all 7 parameters

4. H-mode scaling expressions
a) Power law form
Direct regression on the standard data for each machine
reveals differences between the machines in the scaling of XE with
toroidal field B, ranging, at constant current, from no dependence
with B in ASDEX, DIII-D and JFT-2M, to an improvement with B in
JET (~ B0-5 ± 0-1), (see also t5-63). However, the variation of the scaling
of B in the data may possibly overstate the "true" variation of the
scaling of xe with B, since when the magnetic field is scanned for a
given experiment, t e is usually observed to vary weakly with B.
The reason for the strong improvement of t e with B in the JET data
may be a consequence of the extensive helium conditioning which
was used during the high field H-mode studies. In fact recent B
field scan experiments on JET at constant current have indeed
shown that t e increases weakly with B, xe <*= B0-3 ± °-2. There is also
some variation in the density dependence of xz in the different
machines. Similar differences were seen in the L-mode data base
and several approaches were applied to handle these differences and
produce combined scalings [3.7].
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10"

JET: 244 pts
Dlll-D: 34
ASDEX: 16
JFT-2M: 218
PDX: 24
PBX-M: 155

u
V)

io1d

10"

,—'——
10'
TAU FIT (sec)

10u

FIG. 2. T, versus the scaling expression of Eq. (1) for the ELM-free data set.

In this paper we take the simpler approach of fixing the B
dependence at the mean of the dependences seen in the individual
machines t e x B0-15, and then apply standard multiple regression
analysis to determine the remainder of the indices. The resulting
scaling expression (ITERH90-P) for the ELM-free data set is
Te = 0.05210-87 B0.15 n0-09 P-0.50 A0.5 (R/a)-0-12 Rl.94 K0.35

(i)

The units in equation (1) are [S, MA, T, 1019 nr 3 , MW, m], the root
mean square error is 14%, the errors on the indices of I, B etc. are,
0.04, 0, 0.03, 0.02, 0, 0,06, 0.09, 0.07 respectively, and the fit of the data
to Eq. (2) is shown in Fig. 2. An addition to equation (1) could be to
include the factor (0.32 B K / I 0 - 4 ) " where a is in the range I cc I < 0.15
which gives a range in B which is identical to the range observed in
the individual machines. The factor B K / I 0 - 4 is the product of the
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two weakest principal components (6 and 7) of Table I. In deriving
Eq. (1) the diamagnetic loop measurement of xe was used for JET
and the MHD data for the other devices, the atomic number A was
not included in the regression. Expression (1) is similar to that
obtained previously in a joint DIII-D/JET study f8' based on part of
the present dataset. The addition of data from other machines has
enabled us to determine the aspect ratio dependence which is very
weak. Expression (1) gives xe = 5.7 sec for TTER with A=2.5, 1=22
MA, B=4.85T, n=1.24 x 1020 m -3, P=160 MW, R=6 m, a=2.15 m and
K=2.2.
b) Offset linear form
The fitting of data to an offset linear form has made extensive
use of previous scaling studies on JFT-2M $]. The offset linear form
is expressed as Wth = W o s + Tine P- The incremental confinement
time Tine is assumed to depend only on I and R in the form
tine x A 0 - 5 I R a .
The size dependence and constant of
proportionality are then determined from the three D shaped

10s

107

'

WDIA-WFFORM (JET)

•

WMHD-!wFFORM (P3D)

• '"WDiA-WFFORM" (ASDEX)

1 o6

1 o5 -

10" -

103
1 03

1 04

1 0s

1 06

1 07

1

W offset scaling
FIG. 3. W,henml versus the offset linear scaling expression ofEq. (2). Note that, in deriving W,hermal,
the fast ion contribution has been assumed to be isotropic in all devices.
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experiments with similar geometry JFT-2M, DIII-D and JET. The
energy offset term WOs is obtained in similar fashion. The final
result (TTERH90-0) is
W t h = 0.0495 A°-5 R2.17 Jl.13 B0.56 + 0.0212 A«-5 I R0.78 p

(2)

where the units are [MJ, m, MA, T, MW].
The root mean square error of this fit is 13.9% which is very
similar to the RMSE of the fit to expression (1). Adding the data
from the other machines does not reduce the goodness of the fit
which is shown in Fig 3. The ASDEX data appears marginally better
than that of the scaling expression and this may be a consequence of
the use of a closed divertor.
The predicted confinement time for ITER using equation (2)
is 4.9 sec in agreement with the prediction from the power law
form.
5. Physics Constraints
The scalings given in Eqs. 1-2 do not precisely satisfy the
theoretical physics constraints derived by Kadomtsev f1QJ, Connor
and Taylor Wfi and Rebut I12J. However only very small changes to
the indices give expressions which do indeed satisfy such
constraints. Following the procedure outlined in reference f^l, we
express the thermal confinement time in terms of the
dimensionless variables as follows
*e thermal ~ tB xl (p/a)* 2 V*"3 px4 ex5 Kx6 qx7 Ax8
XB is the Bohm time, p / a is the normalised gyro radius, v* the
normalisedcollisionality, p the poloidal plasma beta, e the inverse
aspect ratio (= a/R), K the plasma elongation (= b/a) and q the
cylindrical safety factor. These variables are expressed in terms of
the variables that are available in the data base as follows:
xB - a* nlK/ePXe ,

p/a ~

v* ~ a7 n3 K2/e2P2xe2 , P ~ ePx e /I 2 a,

q ~ eaicB/I

The physics constraints are then introduced by imposing
linear restrictions on xi, X2 etc. The test of the acceptability of a
single restriction is that the root of the change in the mean square

IAEA-CN-53/F-HH9
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TABLE ffl. APPLICATION OF PHYSICS CONSTRAINTS
RMSE is in per cent for the various theoretical models and the indices of Eq. (4).
A constraint is satisfied if the root of the increase in the MSE is less than 1.2 % per
restriction. NRES denotes the number of restrictions
Model

"3

x4

-2.2

-0.08

-1.38

1.0

-1.77

-0.13

-1.33

2

1.0

-1.0

-0.15

-1.31

2

1.0

0.0

-0.08

-2.08

15.26

2

1.0

0.62

-0.19

-2.71

15.45

3

1.0

1.0

0.0

-3.87

RMSE (%)

NRES

X|

Unconstrained

12.43

0

0.68

High (3-collisional

12.44

1

Short wavelength
(K ~ p)

12.66

Long wavelength

13.90

Resistive MHD
Ideal MHD

"2

error is neglible (i.e. 8a < 2aIVJV~1.2%). The results are listed in
Table III. We notice that the high p-collisional constraint of
Kadomtsev £1O1 is well satisfied. In addition the short wavelength
(X ~ p) constraint is also satisfied. The constraints of resistive and
ideal MHD and the long wavelength (X ~ a) turbulence are clearly
not satisfied. The thermal energy confinement time for ITER with
the short wavelength constraint satisfied is 4.9 sec for the
parameters of section (4).
6. Summary
Thus in summary we have shown that the ITER H-mode
data base is well conditioned for predictions of Te i n ITER, as the
extrapolation in the ITER parameters is not large in the least well
known direction.
The two scaling expressions for the confinement time of
ELM-free H-modes, that have been derived under different
assumptions give similar predictions for xe in ITER (~ 5 sec ). Both
scalings are somewhat more favourable than 2.02 times the
ITERP-89 scaling which would predict 4 sec in ITER.
The data have been shown to satisfy the high p-collisional
constraint of Kadomtsev I10!, and in addition that of the short
wavelength turbulence model I13'.
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The preliminary status of this paper has to be stressed. A
number of changes and improvements, to the ITERH90-P (power
law) and ITERH90-0 (offset linear) scaling expressions are expected
in a forthcoming report.
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Abstract
PHYSICS OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN OF CIT.
The mission of the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) Burning Plasma Experiment is to determine
the physics behavior of self-heated fusion plasmas, and to demonstrate the production of substantial
amounts of fusion power. In order to achieve this mission with high confidence and minimum cost, CIT
is designed as a high-field, LN-cooled, copper-coil tokamak. The confidence of obtaining Q > 5, and
so being able to fulfill the mission of studying self-heated plasmas, is very high in a device such as CIT,
which is projected to obtain Q ~ 30 under standard physics assumptions. A class of a-particle collective
instabilities potentially capable of causing anomalous losses of fast a's is investigated. Super-Alfvenic
(yla > vA) a's can excite the shear Alrvfin gap spectrum of the toroidicity-induced low- and high-n
Alfve'n eigenmodes, and destabilize ballooning modes and fishbone oscillations. Linear stability results
for CIT are given, showing stable and unstable operating windows in (3O - (va/vA) space and in n - T
space. The generic impact of a fast-a diffusion coefficient, D o , on fusion performance (Q and nTrg)
is demonstrated. Full calculations of the effects of disruptions in CIT, including vertical displacement
events and associated halo currents, are used to assure that the machine design is consistent with the
specification of 10% disruptivity in all modes of operation. By means of a swept divertor configuration,
reactor-like surface-average power outflows of 1 MW/m 2 and total fusion power levels up to 500 MW
can be safely handled in CIT.

Introduction
The Mission of the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) Burning Plasma Experiment is
to "determine the physics behavior of self-heated fusion plasmas, and [to] demonstrate
the production of substantial amounts of fusion power." [i] Supporting objectives are to:
1. Demonstrate the production of fusion power in excess of 100 MW, at fusion-reactorlevet power density.
2. Determine the confinement physics, operational limits, and a-particle dynamics of
self-heated fusion plasmas with a power greater than auxiliary-heating power.
3. Demonstrate heating, fueling, and plasma-handling techniques necessary to produce
reactor-level power-density, self-heated fusion plasmas.
4. Optimize plasma performance in the range of Q = 5 to ignition, with fusion power up
to 500 MW.
These objectives form a set of key tokamak physics issues which can be addressed in a
cost-effective manner by a moderate-pulse-length, high-performance DT tokamak. In
addition, the information obtained in pursuing these objectives will be highly valuable to
the final design and construction of the internal components and external subsystems of
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HER, as well as for ITER's operations
phases.
In order to achieve the above
objectives with maximum confidence
and minimum cost, CIT is designed as
a high-field (B o = 9T), relatively
compact (RQ = 2.57 m, a = 0.79 m, Kg5
» 2), liquid-nitrogen-cooled, copper-coil
tokamak device (fig. 1) - in the spirit of
the Alcator series of experiments and
the LITE design concept [2]. It can be
operated in a divertor or inner-wall
limiter configuration. All power- Fig. 1: Cutaway view of the CtT Burning Plasma
R - 2.57 m, a - 0.79 m, BT - 9T, KgS - 2.0,
handling surfaces are covered with Experiment.
lp-11.8MA.P BF -20MW.
inertially cooled graphite tiles. The
vacuum vessel is thick, close-fitting, and highly conductive. The main poloidal-field coils
are located outside of the toroidal-field coils, but segmented coils are located within the
TF for fast position control. The flat-top time of the device at full field and plasma current
(9 T, 11.8 MA) is 10 s, while at 2/3 field and current (6 T, 7.9 MA) the inductive pulse
length is 40 s. At fixed Z ^ and Te, this corresponds to the same number of magnetic skin
times as 300 s in ITER. Despite its relatively compact design, CIT retains good access for
diagnostics and for plasma heating. A full set of profile and.fluctuation diagnostics is
planned, in addition to diagnostic systems specifically oriented towards measurement of
confined and escaping a particles. The initial plasma heating capability will be 20 MW of
ICRF power, but access is provided for a significant upgrade of the ICRF system, or for
inclusion of ECRF heating power.
The design of the CIT device has evolved since the previous IAEA meeting (3] in the
direction of lower field and greater size, in order to reduce both magnet stresses and
power loading on the divertor and first wall. At the same time the magnet design has
moved away from developmental materials, such as explosively bonded copper-steel
laminate and Nitronic-40, towards better-characterized engineering materials, such as
high-strength beryllium copper, 316LN stainless steel, and Inconel. Centering and
overturning forces in the toroidal field coil are supported in a wedged configuration as
before, but instead of employing a 2-sector vacuum \4essel, the machine design is now
modularized into six sectors, each composed of three toroidal field coils, four segments of
fast position-feedback control coils, and a vacuum-vessel segment. This design permits
factory construction and internal alignment of each module, and therefore easier and
more reliable field assembly and maintenance. The general thrust of the engineering
design is towards high performance, simplicity, and robustness.
In this paper we discuss projections for CIT's performance (including uncertainties),
and the a-particle physics issues which CIT will address. We also highlight analyses of
two key areas of engineering physics in CIT: disruptions and power handling.
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Performance Projections
The planned Reference Operating Mode of CIT [1) in many respects falls within the
standard operating range of current H-mode tokamaks: qgs ~ 3.2, K95 ~ 2, (5 ~ 2x10"8
l/aB0, <n> ~ 5x1013 tp/(na2) (all units SI), double-null divertor. The dimensionless
parameters Bx E (o\;XE) and nTtg/B (|k»cTE) [4] give physically meaningful measures of
the required degree of extrapolation in confinement properties beyond the present
tokamak database. In these variables CIT stands midway between JET and ITER, and
so represents a relatively modest physics extrapolation, but as a high-field device, CIT
still attains nTt E values comparable to ITER's, about 10x those attainable in JET. Our
primary reference for projecting the performance of CIT is the ITER89-P scaling relation
[5], coupled with a multiplicative factor to take into account the enhanced confinement
observed in the H-mode. This approach is justified by the observation that tokamaks as
modest as JFT-2M (a = 0.28m, B T = 1T) and as powerful as JET (a = 1.2 m, BT = 3 T)
see rather similar H-mode signatures and confinement enhancements over L-mode.
Review of the available data on quasi-steady-state, relatively low q, H-mode performance
leads us to believe that enhancement factors, CT, in the range of 1.5 - 2.2 should be
expected, giving a median CT of 1.85. Summing the estimated range of uncertainty in Cx
in quadrature with the uncertainty in L-mode extrapolation to CIT of 15 - 20% [6], we
obtain an overall uncertainty in the H-mode confinement projection of about 23%. Future
detailed analysis of the recently constructed ITER H-mode database [7], concentrating on
quasi-steady-state, low-q operation, should allow refinement of these estimates.
In order to estimate the expected range of performance for CIT, we have
employed a Monte-Carlo technique [S] to sample out of a Gaussian distribution of Zefl's
(1.65 ± 0.35), density profile shapes (n a (1 - p2)v, v = 0.5 ± 0.5), and confinement
enhancement factors relative to ITER89-P (Ct = 1.85 ± 0.43) in order to estimate both the
median expected fusion gain of CIT, and its range of uncertainty. ZeH is taken rather low
due to the observation that the high-field Alcator tokamaks maintain low Z efl at the high
plasma densities and surface power densities accessible at high Bx/R. The density profile
shape ranges from flat to parabolic, to take into account the observation that many Hmode plasmas have rather flat density profiles, while, on the other hand, CIT will be
equipped with a high-speed (4-5 km/s) deeply-penetrating pellet injector, which may
permit significant peaking of the density profile. Recent results on TFTR [9] support the
idea that strong central fueling can be used to maintain steady-state peaked density
profiles in the H-mode. The temperature profiles are taken to be trapezoidal, with a flat
central region extending to p = 1/qgs, consistent with low-q H-mode data from Dlll-D [10].
Note that no probability of enhanced a losses, above the usual losses of heating
efficiency in the tokamak database, is assumed in these estimates, since the study of a
heating efficiency, including the effects of anomalous a fosses, is a major objective of the
CIT experiment.
By evaluating the results of this Monte-Carlo study for a set of CIT-like devices with
R/a = 3.24, B T = 9T (for approximately fixed engineering difficulty), and R o l p (for fixed
q), the range of expected performance can be plotted vs. l p , as shown in figure 2. As can
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Fig. 2: Nominal, la optimistic, and 1a pessimistic projections lor Q vs. plasma current, (or a range of
ClT-like devices with B j - 9T, R/a - 3.24, and R a l p . Daifc shading shows region of P o > P a u x

be seen, CIT has high confidence of reaching Q > 5, where P a exceeds P aux . Center-ofthe-error-bar projection gives Q = 30, with fusion power ~ 500 MW. Under these
circumstances a heating efficiency can be studied at Q > 5 over a very wide range of
plasma and a-physics parameters (see fig. 4a). An identical analysis for ITER inductive
iong-pulse operation at 22MA, with 10% He ash accumulation and 2% C, gives the same
Q = 30 as CIT at 11.8MA, with 3% He and 2% C ( 2 ^ = 1.65). Experimental operations
and optimization studies on CIT thus should contribute considerably to confidence that
ITER will be able to operate at the slightly above-nominal performance (by this analysis)
required to attain long-pulse ignited operation. Both devices require only ~2.05x ITER89P L-mode for ignition, under the other standard assumptions listed above.
The CIT Physics R&D Plan [11] has a strong focus on improving the ability to predict
plasma performance based on extrapolating along lines of dimensionless similarity [12].
This research is being done in collaboration with the Transport Task Force, and the
Dlll-D and TFTR experimental teams. Preliminary results indicate that if the basic
mechanisms of transport are due to instabilities with scale-size set by intensive variables
(e.g. pi or c/eop) as expected theoretically, rather than by extensive variables (e.g. R or
t-n), then extrapolation from present tokamak data to CIT along the variable pj/a, at fixed
p and v*. shows that CtT will easily obtain ignition. Further work is required, however, to
conclusively demonstrate Intensive ("gyro-Bohm") scaling. Validated, theory-based
transport models will eventually be required in order to permit accurate, detailed
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prediction of all aspects of plasma transport. A wide range of theoretical models are
being testing against experimental data in order to work towards this goal.

a-Partiele Physics
In the above analysis we have assumed classical collisional a behavior.. However
an increasing number of theoretical (13] and experimental [14-21] results suggesting nonclassical a effects point to the importance and special interest of investigating these
effects in the burning plasma state (reviewed also in [22]). a simulation experiments
based on using ICRF minority heating (23] are limited to the effects of energetic trapped
ions, which are not capable of exciting the parallel shear Alfvdn resonance, co - k||V|| = 0,
where co = knvA. First results using quasi-tangential neutral beam injection [20.21], despite
difficulty in achieving v ^ g ^ > v A , do suggest excitation of the Alfve'n spectrum. Energetic ion losses due to these modes have been observed on TFTR. Ultimately these effects,
also including a ballooning and a fishbone modes, have to be investigated in a burning
plasma experiment such as CIT, where a wide parameter space can be explored and a
heating efficiency can be measured quantitatively. Theoretical results of linear and finite
amplitude a collective effects in CIT are described in the remainder of this section, aiming
to delineate stable and unstable operating regions and to assess the impact of possible
anomalous losses for CIT and for larger machines such as ITER.
General Considerations
Before going into the details of individual modes, it is valuable to asses the impact of
reduced coupling of the a power ( P ^ 5 Sf E ^ , Sf ~ (a f v)n e 2 /4) to the background plasma Given an anomalous D a , and associated fast a loss frequency, VL ~ 4Da/a2, it follows readily from a power balance that the coupling parameter T\a = [Pa(coupled) /PQO] is
given by

(1)

and we note that in steady state Sj/n a ~ i/x^j. i^Ea is the velocity distribution (f^ averaged a pressure including the effect of v L on the kinetic equation for fa. (For vLXs<j/3 - 1
the slowing down distribution is strongly affected.) Given r\a, we follow a recent work of
D. Conn f.241. The bulk plasma power balance 3nT/xE sP|oss = p aux +T la p a and the definition Q s 51

Q

Piossr

'i*wj

(2)

Defining
(ntE|«

(3)
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Note that (nxE)« is a function of temperature only and if r\a = 1, achieving nxE = (nxE)« describes ignition. We rewrite Eq. (2) as

1-T|a7
\(n"CE)*,

(4)

and obtain Fig. 3, showing (i) how for a given normalized ignition margin m^J/(nxB)'T, Q
drops as-ti a decreases below 1, and (ii) how, for a desired Q, (ntsV^eY n a s t 0 be i n "
creased as T|a drops. From Eqs. (1 - 4) it thus becomes apparent how collective a effects producing an anomalous D a could impact CIT performance, and thus be
detectable. The experimentally observed offset-linear dependence of plasma stored
energy on heating power [25] implies that the incremental stored energy at Q = 5
operation, relative to ohmic, should be twice that achieved with RF heating alone in a
non-reacting plasma. t\a < 1 will be detectable as a reduced incremental confinement
time, •c"10, fora heating. Quantitative measurements of t"10 due to <x's require Q > 5.
Let us assume D a ~ Xg. consistent with theoretical estimates for cc-driven ballooning
modes (see below). Then it is reasonable to take v L - 1/xg and to use this value in Eq.
(1) for i\a m na(n. T).
evaluated for a slowing
50
/
1
/
down distribution fa.
q = 0.25-^
1 [•-q =/o.75
Since the loss frequen/
40
cy v L vanishes in the a
0.50 /
stable domain in n - T
/
30
space we adopt the apQ
= 0.25
proximate
stability
20
boundary of the a bal-

I

looning mode [26] p ~
/
/
10
0-25pTroyorv
The
resulting POPCON plot
t
0.0
of Paux, Q and p a for
0.0
CIT parameters
is
(nxE)/(nxE)*
shown in Fig. 4b and,
for comparison, the \\a Fig. 3: Q vs. normalized ignition margin for different values of a
= 1, v L = 0 POPCON coupling parameter, i ^ , from (24)
plot in Fig. 4a. Since
from Eq. (1) our assumption vj_ ~ 1/xg, r\a - 1 - Xg^xg ~ 0.9 the moderate loss in fusion
power output (Q = 28 -+ 20, P aux « 16 MW - * 23 MW; at <nT>/<n> «= 10 keV, <n> = 3 x
1020 /m3) can be easily understood (comparing Figs. 4a and 4b). From an experimental
perspective, at <n> = 3 x 10 20 /m 3 ,20 MW of heating will produce <nT>/<n> = 11.2 keV
f o n i a a 1, but only 9.4 keV with the modest a losses resulting from V[_ ~
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(a)

Ave. (nT) / Ave. (n) (keV) AIM. power & Q

Fig. 4a, b: Plasma operational CONtour (POPCON) plots for CIT with 1.85xlTER89-P scaling
and standard profiles. Solid lines indicate required auxiliary heating power, dashed curves
Indicate Q. In 4a, I ^ - 1, and the thick curve shows the TAE threshold. In 4b the thick curve indicates
the region of a-driven ballooning instability, and V[_ - 1/tg is used to evaluate i ^ In the region of instability.

Toroidal Alfve'n Eiqenmode
The linear theory of the TAE has received much attention (cf. the synopses in Refs.
[13] and [22]). For the present purpose we use the work of C.Z. Cheng [27], which
develops the linear theory results from the Nova-K code, describing fast a's by a slowingdown distribution. The toroidal gap mode frequency is given by

VAJ
\2Roq

(5)

where (n,m) are the toroidal / poloidal mode numbers and the gap location is determined
from kj[(ni)=kjf(m +1). The marginal stability criterion can be cast in the form (see Ref.
[27], Eq. (37))

Vdie

(6)

where *"***«—\lr~J eon<xB ' s driven by the energetic alpha density gradient and E,, = myJ2
is the fast a energy, averaged over the a distribution function. The functions ^1,2(^^0)
originate from inverse and regular Landau damping on the a's and electrons, see Ref.
[27]. Equation (6) is obtained from an analytic large-aspect-ratio dispersion relation, localized in radius around the gap mode peak. The more exact marginal stability curve ob-
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tained numerically with
the Nova-K code from a
global stability calculation
is shown in Rg. 5 for CIT
equilibrium parameters.
In this calculation, n a =
n a f o ^ ^ o is assumed
and results are shown for
Lg/a a .2 and .3 for fixed
temperature T ^ - T to »
10and20keV. (a is the
minor plasma radius.) In
this figure, the volume averaged <pa> and the ratio
of a-birth-speed to Altven

10-2

r

Lo/a = 0.3
Ta = Tj = 20 keV
= 0.3
10 keV -

10-3

U'a = 0.2
T« = Ti = 20 keV

speed VQ/VA are free pa-

rameters entering the kinetic part of the Nova-K
code,
producing the
Alfv6n gap mode spectrum for a fixed MHD
10-5
1.0
2.0
3.0
equilibrium. The toroidal
mode number is fixed at n
Fig. 5: Global eigenvalue calculation delineating the TAE stability
= 1, the poloidal spectrum boundary at fixed T for standard CIT equilibrium. L /a is the ratio of
a
centers about m = 1 and a density gradient scale length to minor radius (27].
2. The plasma is stable
below each curve and unstable above. The sharply rising boundary on the left comes
from the left hand side of (6). i.e., the condition 00.0/00, > F2/F1 for instability. F2/F1 ~ O(1).
By increasing v A ~= B/VnT one can thus avoid instability but at B = 9 T, VOQ < v A requires nj
< 0.57 x 1020 /m3 (for a 50:50 D-T plasma) which is below the expected operating region. Concerning p a , at fixed p,h « 3%, p o - 1.5 x 10"4 at 5 keV and p a « 0.01 at 20 keV
(cf. Fig. 3 of Ref. (22]). The linear stability condition Eq.(6) is violated in high temperature
CIT operation, but should be stable at the lower temperatures and higher densities
accessible to CIT. Experimental results from CIT investigating these effects should be of
special importance to fTER engineering-phase operation, which requires very high
plasma temperatures for efficient current drive, while employing super-Alfv6nic parallelmoving beam ions to carry current.
Linearly, broadening of the a density is stabilizing. For typical n and T profiles
L^birthya 2 0.20. If one assumed that the nonlinear consequence of the TAE-induced
anomalous a transport was to broaden na(r) until it decreased co.a enough to satisfy Eq.
(6) a simple estimate gives L^ (marginal)/a - 0.5. Such an na(r) profile implies modest
changes in the a power deposition, but there is no dear reason to expect such a benign
saturation mechanism, rather than, for example, the strong relaxation oscillations
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observed in beam-driven fishbone
modes, which can .substantially
0.005
deplete the beam ion population.
Besides quasilinear profile
0.000
broadening andflatteningof the resonance region in velocity space [28],
-0.005
saturation by MHO mode coupling
[29] and a orbit losses due to the finite amplitude TAE waves [30] are
£ -0.015
being considered. With regard to
the last, a more rigorous analysis of
-0.020
single a particle guiding center loss
-0.025
in action angle variables as well as
Monte Carlo simulations of an ensemble of fast a's have been done
at prescribed IVB o a in- 4 . The simulation now is arranged such that Fig. 6: Kinetic energy loss of a resonant circulating a particle
vs. time. One notes several consecutive periods of - 2
prompt loss orbits are entirely re- transits during which a kinetic energy Is resonantly lost until
moved from re-entering the statis- the particle escapes.
tics. Qualitatively the earlier results
of Ref. [30] are confirmed. The resonance condition <a - k||V||a - k^yoa = ° where co = (i)gap
is maintained for up to 10 a transit times, during which period the particle loses energy to
the wave, see Fig. 6, for realistic tokamak geometry and radial TAE mode structure.
During resonance periods the a's also suffer a secular radial drift outward which scales <*
Bi/Bo. Over longer periods they experience a random walk in constant-of-motion space
(E, uBo/E.P^ which scales <« (§i/B o f• Stochastic orbit overlap is expected to occur when
more than one toroidal mode number is admitted. Several gap modes can indeed co-exist, semi-localized at different
radii, depending on the profiles of
^A^l^v^.whcrcRokiisn-ni/qW. For example, when the ion density (contained in v£)
varies as nj ~ [q(r)]~2 a channel of frequency gaps can open from the plasma center to the
edge without encountering a continuum branch near the edge (which could act as a
damping mechanism [31]). Quantitative results of Monte Carlo modeling of a phase
space diffusion into the prompt orbit loss region are underway. Much more work (including improvements in linear continuum mode damping, nonlinear saturation, and calculations of a self-consistent D J is needed before the impact on CIT can be firmly assessed.
a. Ballooning Modes
The standard ballooning stability threshold can be lowered by the presence of fast
a's. Earlier work [32], [26] has recently been extended to a high frequency branch Of ~ coA
for high mode numbers [33,34]. The low frequency branch eor ~ co.pj can be stabilized
when the fast a banana precession frequency exceeds cop The high frequency a-driven
branch is unstable. It has a simplified (local) p a threshold valid for E(vA/Va) s Kgpa s
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where fr is the fraction of resonant a particles. For VQ/VA = 1.5, this gives typically
Pa ~ W"3 a value easily achieved in CIT. However, this high n mode is not expected to
produce a hard ji limit but a soft onset of fast a diffusion. Using quasilinear theory, Rewoldt estimates in Ref. [26] that D a ~ %e o n the ballooning unstable flux surfaces, cf. Fig.
13 of Ref. [22]. In Ref. [26] it was shown that in terms of the background Pth, the a ballooning threshold is exceeded for Pjh > ~Prroyor/4. a s indicated in Fig. 4b.
To perform a more detailed analysis for CIT, radial profiles of n, T, and q were taken
from a run of the BALDUR radial transport code simulating H-mode operation in CIT.
The radial density profiles for the background species are very flat in the interior, while
the a-particle density profile is very steep. In addition to the co.pi root, another unstable
eigenmode branch was found at higher frequency, cof ~ <OA » co.p,, with a larger linear
growth rate, which is a high-n extension of the low-n TAE. This new COA root is destabilized by increasing steepness of the a-particle density profile. Its growth rate peaks for
kepj ~ 0.08, n ~ 13. The real frequency is of the same order as the circulating a-particle
transit frequency, so the corresponding transit frequency resonances (Landau damping
or inverse damping) are strong. This ov - <BA ro°t n a s a l o w e r P c t h a n t n e °>*pi ro°t. but
more work is required to fully understand even the linear characteristics of this mode.
Experimentally, there are three preliminary observations possibly related to <B ~ <BA
modes destabilized by super-AKvenic particles, Refs. [14], [20], and [21]. In Dlll-D po] the
poloidal mode structure is found to have a ballooning character, and instability requires
the neutral beam (J to exceed a threshold substantially higher (p*t, ~ 2%) than the low
mode number limit given in eq. 6. In TFTR [21] the mode phase velocity is found to scale
with the Atfv6n cpeed, and drops in neutron emission are seen in coincidence with mode
activity.

Alpha Fishbone Oscillations
The linear theory and threshold calculations for a-driven fishbones have been re-addressed recently [35,36]. Following ps] the threshold value for the onset of a-driven fishbones is P ^ p e d - ^ ^ / a A w" 6 ™ ( ^ = ^"iP^^t,
« A - v/flfBfa't^.
Here C^
is the a gyrofrequency and the shear parameter s »(rq7q)i is evaluated at the q = 1 resonant surface, s cannot be measured easily and is estimated to be s ~ .2 (depending on
q(o) and r-,/a - q(a)~1). This formula for Pa" was derived analytically in the limit of deeply
trapped particles. Inserting the present CIT parameters yields Pa"- '\Q'HVOO/VA). (For a
fuller treatment of this threshold cf. Eq. (40) in Ref.[35].) For B •= 9 T, n « 3 x 10 20 /m 3
VOK/VA = 2. and P*"" 2%, which is not reachable with thermalized fusion even at T > 20
keV (see Fig. 3 of Ref. [22]). Thus CIT should be stable to a-driven fishbones unless the
contributions from a pitch angles other than deeply trapped ones plays a strong destabilizing role [37].
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CIT Physics Design
The detailed design of CIT is based, to the greatest extent possible, on operating
conditions and techniques which have proven reliable in previous tokamaks.
Nonetheless, in some areas the performance of CIT constitutes such a significant step
beyond what has been achieved in previous devices that modeling studies must be used
to make the necessary extrapolation from the current data base. Two especially
important areas are disruptions and power handling. The CIT physics analyses in these
areas are reviewed below.
Disruptions
Major plasma current disruptions are anticipated in CIT, even though the nominal
plasma parameters lie well within expected stable operating boundaries. The device
design assumes 10% disruptivity in ail modes of operation. Time-dependent,
axisymmetric analysis of disruptions is performed using the Tokamak Simulation Code
(TSC), which salt-consistently models plasma equilibrium and currents in the coils,
vacuum vessel, and structural components. It also takes into account "halo* currents
which flow through the plasma scrapeoff layer and into the vessel and internal
components. Results from TSC provide the input for non-axisymmetric electromagnetic
models used to determine the detailed force loads on the tokamak vacuum vessel and
internal components.
Based on extrapolations from tokamak data, projected disruptions in CIT are
characterized in terms of: 1) a thermal-energy quench time £1 ms, 2) a current decay rate
of up to 3MA/ms, 3) radial and vertical drifts consistent with the changes in the
equilibrium profiles, current, and external field, and 4) halo currents of 10 - 20% of the
initial toroidal plasma current A range of disruption scenarios is examined in an effort to
determine credible "worst case* structural loads.
In highly elongated tokamaks fast vertical disruptions, or "Vertical Displacement
Events (VDE's)," can be dangerous, having caused large structural loads In JET, Dlll-D,
and PBX-M. Examination of the magnetic data from these events has shown that
substantial halo currents flow in a wide plasma scrape-off region during both the drift
phase and the current quench phase of the VDE. The vacuum vessel provides a return
path for these currents, which are superimposed on the induced eddy currents already
present in the vacuum vessel. The electromagnetic load distributions on the vacuum
vessel are significantly altered as a result. Moreover, since the halo currents pass
through the first wail components, the 1x8 lorcas due to the halo currents must be taken
into account in the structural design of these components as well.
Experimentally, a VDE is precipitated by the loss of vertical control, due to a change
in profiles or a shift of the plasma to a region of unstable field curvature. This is simulated
in TSC as an external field perturbation combined with a disabling of the feedback control
system. The plasma begins to drift vertically, with little or no loss of current; as it drifts,
the cross section shrinks, q y decreases, and halo currents begin to flow. The halo region
is reasonably well modeled by a radial width corresponding to 40% of the initial plasma
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poloidat flux, and a resistivity corresponding to a plasma temperature in the range of 4 40 eV. The plasma current is everywhere parallel to the magnetic field in this low
pressure region. The current quench phase of the VDE is initiated when CL, at the 95%
flux surface reaches ~ 2, at which time the plasma has drifted ~ 0.5m from the tokamak
midplane. Measurements on Dill—D show poloidal halo currents up to 20% of the initial

toroidal plasma current These currents are measured both during the drift and the
current-quench phases. The halo parameters in TSC are modeled on the basis of this
behavior. Interestingly, the presence of the halo currents slows the vertical drift of the
plasma in the simulations, as

observed in experiment. Figure
7 displays the time history in
TSC of toroidal plasma and
vacuum vessel current, halo
current, and ,the resulting
electromagnetic pressure on
the inboard surface of the

vacuum

vessel.

In

10

this

example the plasma drifted
0.6m from the midplane in
~ 280 msec before disrupting.
To safely withstand the high
peak forces (equivalent to ~ 35
atmospheres) seen in the
worst disruption scenarios, this
region of the vacuum vessel is
constructed of high-strength
alloy steel (Inconel 625), with a
thickness of - 7 cm.

30

20

10

Power Handling
Under . burning-plasma
276
286
296
Time (ms)
conditions in CtT, up to
100 MW of thermal power Fig. 7: Toroidal plasma and vacuum vessel currents, poloidal halo
current, and average pressure on the vacuum vessel inner wall vs.
(from a plus auxiliary heating) time during a VDE disruption In CIT.
must be exhausted through
approximately 100m2 of plasma surface area. The surface-average heat flux of
~ 1 MW/m2 is characteristic of what will be desirable in an economic fusion reactor. In
the divertor configuration this heat flux is strongly peaked near the intersection of the
separatrices and the divertor target plates, and so constitutes a major engineeringphysics challenge for CIT, ITER and future reactors. To minimize the impact on plasma
performance due to fuel dilution by impurities and due to bremsstrahlung radiation, low
Zen (-1.65) is required. This is reflected in the CIT design in the use of high plasma
densities and low-Z first wall materials, operated at a pre-shot temperature of 350°C.
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The relatively short pulse length required to study a heating efficiency permits the use of
a passive heat removal system employing high-thermal-conductivity graphite divertor
plates. The separatrices are swept poloidally across a - 20 cm wide area (fig. 8) to
maintain a surface temperature less than 17OO°C, since TFTR [38] shows sharp
increases in carbon influx above temperatures in that range, consistent with the expected
effect of radiation-enhanced sublimation.
Estimates of the target heat
2000
flux densities depend on a
number of factors: 1) the fraction O 1500
of power lost through radiation,
2) plasma transport in the s
divertor channels just outside of g 1000
the separatrix, 3) magnetic and
500
component geometry in the
X-point region, and 4) up-down,
in-out, and toroidal asymmetries.
10
12
Guidelines for these factors in
Tune(s)
CIT are based conservatively on Fig. 8: Time history of peak graphite temperature (including all
asymmetries) at three points along the divertor plate.
experimental results where they
are available. For powerhandling purposes, it is assumed that only 40% of the power is lost through radiation 20% in the form of core bremsstrahlung, and 20% as edge and divertor line radiation.
The energy e-folding width at the outboard midplane, X^, is estimated to be ~ 5 mm,
based on two-dimensional edge modeling (using the Braams B2 code (39]) with
perpendicular heat diffusivities zi - 1 nfi/s, %e - 3 m2/s> consistent with Dill—D
experimental results {40]. The energy e-folding distance increases to ~ 5 cm at the
divertor plate, due to expansion of the magnetic flux surfaces. The swept divertor makes
the uncertain scrape-off width a much less critica) parameter for CIT than tor an
equivalent static configuration. The exact time-varying magnetic geometry of the divertor
is obtained from TSC discharge simulations. The X-point remains at least 10 cm from the
inner divertor strike point and at least 15 cm from the outer strike point throughout the
sweep. Dlll-D measurements [41] show that up-down asymmetries of 1.2:1 in the total
heat loads can be maintained by careful vertical position control. In-out asymmetries of ~
1:4 are observed in Dlll-D, PDX [42], and ASDEX data. Using these results as guidelines,
100 MW of power loss results in a maximum of 26 MW to either of the outer target plates.
Allowing for a toroidal peak-to-average asymmetry of 1.5:1, which can be achieved
through the use of a new "sawtooth" tile configuration (to eliminate exposed leading
edges) and rigorous control of field errors, the instantaneous peak local heat fluxes are
projected be in the range of 50-70 MW/m?. The effects of these high heat fluxes are
mitigated by the swept-divertor operation, such that the heat source passes over a given
spot on the divertor surface in a short time (fig. 8), and thus the graphite temperature
never exceeds 1700°C at any location.
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The calculated divertor power handling capability permits a 3 s fiat-top ignited burn
at 500 MW of fusion power, or 10 s flat-top operation at Q » 5, with 100 MW of fusion
power, in addition to a 3 s power rise time and 2 s fall time in both cases. Inner-wall
limiter discharges can sustain similar power loads. Estimates of the net erosion for the
divertor conditions, obtained using the REDEP [43] code, are < 3000A per shot, or
< 1 mm for the lifetime of the machine. Even with a conservative estimate for T e at the
strike point (65 eV), the erosion is found to be limited because of: 1) the short pulse
length, 2) the divertor sweep, 3) the high calculated plasma density (7x1020 /m3)in front
of the divertor plates (giving a short mean free path for eroded carbon), and 4) the field
line geometry with B p nearly perpendicular to the divertor plates. Further self-consistent
analysis (e.g. including radiation in the divertor channels) is required for a more confident
assessment of divertor erosion rates.
The divertor material ablation depth due to disruptions is estimated to be less than
1mm per disruption, at the separatrix strike point. This implies that the plate lifetime will
not be limited by disruptions, assuming a reasonable scatter over the swept area.

Conclusions
C1T is a key element in the world fusion program. It is designed as a burning plasma
physics experiment, optimized to provide critical information about the physics of selfheated fusion plasmas, at minimum risk and cost. CIT will also enhance confidence that
ITER will be able to meet its mission as an Engineering Test Facility, by providing
valuable information for the final design and construction of internal components and
external subsystems, and by providing early operating experience with self-heated, DT
plasmas.
The CIT design provides high confidence of being able to investigate a heating
efficiency over a wide range of plasma parameters. The physical phenomena associated
with a heating may prove to be complex, and the ability to operate in both stable and
unstable parameter regions is crucial. At this time the anticipated a-driven instabilities in
CIT are the TAE modes at low and high n, and the a-driven ballooning modes. The most
dangerous a particles for destabilizing these modes appear to be those with high parallel
velocities. Experiments on CIT will explore a-driven instabilities over a wide range of
parameter space, and quantitatively determine their effect on a heating efficiency.
The engineering-physics issues for CIT are similar to those-for ITER. Present
analyses indicate that disruptions and power-handling will be manageable for CIT, but
experience in these areas on CIT should be of great value to ITER and devices beyond.
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DISCUSSION
S.A. COHEN: What is the likelihood that CIT will have H mode confinement,
considering that experiments such as JET and DIII-D show a power threshold that
increases with toroidal field?
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D. J. SIGMAR: From examining the world database on H mode thresholds, we
had concluded that about 12 MW of heating power would be needed to obtain the
H mode on CIT. The JET results with ICRF nicely confirm this. CIT will be
equipped with 20 MW of ICRF at first, and this system will be upgradable, so we
are confident that CIT will achieve H mode performance. The very latest JET results
with pellets plus ICRF in the H mode — where they obtained peaked density profiles
as well in a CIT-like scenario — are especially encouraging.
J.G. CORDEY: What aspects of a particle physics cannot be tested on the big
machines JET and TFTR when operating in D-T? Since rslowillg „ ~ Tenergy in JET,
that will be a more stringent test of a particle confinement than CIT.
D.J. SIGMAR: Many of the a particle instabilities I have discussed may be
observable on JET and TFTR, and the effects on the a distribution could be severe,
as you say. CIT, however, will have a much larger operational space in which to
investigate these instabilities and find their thresholds, non-linear development and
consequences for a and thermal transport. In addition, the ratio of a gyroradius to
system size is a key parameter in, for example, the TAE mode, and TFTR and JET
will not approximate a reactor in this respect. Finally, and most importantly, unlike
TFTR and JET, CIT will be able to make quantitative measurements of a heating
efficiency in stable and unstable regimes. At Q ~ 1 this is not possible. The results
of the studies on CIT could have a significant impact on ITER's operational
scenarios, and so affect choices in ITER's internal hardware or current drive and
heating systems.
B. COPPI: Concerning the TAE modes that you discussed, my feeling and that
of other colleagues is that their effects should not be too deleterious. In addition,
compact high field experiments, such as Ignitor, can be designed to operate in
regimes where the known forms of these modes remain stable. On the other hand,
the possible excitation of fishbone modes deserves closer attention. According to our
theory the relevant threshold should be more severe than the one you indicated in
your figure. How did you evaluate this?
D.J. SIGMAR: The toroidal Alfven eigenmode has been shown1 to have a
fast growth rate of ?AoA = 2.5 x 10"2, and C.Z. Cheng has verified instability for
CIT and ITER using the Nova-K code2.
One can avoid the unstable region by going to V^/VA < 1, see Fig. 5 in this
paper. However, even at B = 12 T, this would require n, < 1.6 X 1020 m"3, which
may be too low for an Ignitor.
The fishbone threshold was taken from Eq. (40) of Ref. [35] of the present
paper; for CIT parameters this yields j8£riI ~ lO'^v^N/J, i.e. > 1%, which is not
easily reached. (This formula assumed (rq'/q)| q = , = 0.2. Thus for less shear /3"1'
would be less.)

1
2

For example, FU and VAN DAM, Phys. Fluids B 1 (1990) 1949.
CHENG, C.Z., et al., IAEA-CN-53/D-III-6, these Proceedings, Vol. 2.
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Abstract
THE STEADY STATE TOKAMAK REACTOR.
The Steady State Tokamak Reactor (SSTR) concept has been proposed as a realistic fusion power
reactor to be built in the near future. An overall concept of the SSTR is introduced which is based on
a small extension of present day physics and technologies. The major feature of the SSTR is the maximum utilization of bootstrap current in order to reduce the power required for steady state operation.
This requirement leads to the choice of moderate current (12 MA) and high |8p (2.0) for the device;
these are achieved by selecting a high aspect ratio (A = 4) and a high toroidal magnetic field (16.5 T).
A negative ion based neutral beam injection system is used for both heating and central current drive.
Notable engineering features of the SSTR are the use of a uniform vacuum vessel and periodic replacement of the first wall and blanket layers and a significant reduction of the electromagnetic force with
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the use of functionally gradient material. It is shown that a tokamak machine comparable to ITER in
size can become a power reactor capable of generating about 1 GW of electricity with a plant efficiency
of ~ :

1.

INTRODUCTION

On the basis of new experimental results in the large tokamaks, recent developments in technology and experience with conceptual designs of the next step devices
such as ITER [1], NET [2] and FER [3], a new, rational and realistic fusion power
reactor concept could now be established. Furthermore, previous power reactor
studies such as STARFIRE [4] are inconsistent with the current physics database, and
the ARIES study now in progress aims at ideal reactor concepts of the future with
enhanced safety and environmental features [5]. This paper describes a new concept
of a fusion power reactor, called the Steady State Tokamak Reactor (SSTR), which
has been proposed [6] as a fusion power reactor to be built in the near future. The
basic philosophy of the SSTR concept is that its design should be as realistic as possible. It is based on the present day physics database and a small extension of technologies which can be realized within about ten years from now.
Observation of a high bootstrap fraction of up to 80% of the total plasma current
in recent JT-60 experiments [7] allows us to adopt a high bootstrap fraction for the
reactor design. The major feature of the SSTR is the maximum utilization of bootstrap current in order to reduce the power required for steady state operation. A significant fraction (75%) of the total plasma current is sustained by the bootstrap
current, resulting in the Q value of 50. Maximum utilization of the bootstrap current
enables the SSTR to operate at a high density, resulting in enhanced remote radiative
cooling and reduced divertor heat load.
The SSTR is also characterized by its high MHD safety factor, in which beta
limit enhancement becomes possible through current profile control. A negative ion
based neutral beam injection (NNBI) system is adopted for both heating and current
drive. This NNBI system, with a beam energy of 2 MeV, makes it possible to control
the current profile and the heating profile. We consider a maximum magnetic field
of 16.5 T and beam energy of 2.0 MeV to be achievable within ten years if proper
R&D programmes are conducted.
As regards the nuclear components, a reduced activation ferritic steel, F82H,
is employed as the structural material to withstand the neutron irradiation and high
heat flux. A functionally gradient material (FGM) is used in the blanket vessel to
reduce the electromagnetic force on the blanket. A low electrical resistance, doublethin-walled structure has been adopted for the integrated vacuum vessel and shield
to simplify the structure and to improve the reliability of the vacuum vessel.
The main parameters of the SSTR are given in Table I and the overall view of
the SSTR is shown in Fig. 1. Although the major radius of the SSTR is slightly
larger than that of ITER, the plasma volume and overall size of the tokamak are
smaller because of the smaller plasma minor radius.
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TABLE I. MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE SSTR
Plasma major radius, Rp
Plasma minor radius, ap
Aspect ratio, A
Plasma current, Ip
Bootstrap current, IBS
Beam driven current, IBD
Plasma elongation, K
Magnetic field on axis, B,
Maximum field on coil, Bmax
Plasma volume, Vp
Safety factor, q95
Beta poloidal, /3p
Beta toroidal, /3,
Troyon coefficient, g
Average temperature, <T>
Average density, <n>
Energy confinement time, TE
H factor for Goldston scaling, H o
H factor for S-0 scaling, H s . o
Deuterium beam energy, E,,
NBI current drive power, P CD
Fusion power, Pf
Net electric power, Pnel
Q value
Maximum neutron wall load, Pnmax
Average neutron wall load, Pn
Tritium breeding ratio, TBR
Divertor

2.

7.0 m
1.75 m
4
12 MA
9 MA
3 MA
1.8
9 T
16.5 T
760 m 3
5
2.0
2.5%
3.3
17 keV
1.4 x 1020 m"J
1.4 s
1.8
1.6
2 MeV
60 MW
3000 MW
1080 MW
50
5 MW/m2
3 MW/m2
1.2
Single null

PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS

2.1. Energy confinement and current drive
The basic design philosophy for the core plasma is to satisfy both energy confinement and high Q (>30) steady state conditions on the basis of the present
knowledge of plasma physics.
Figure 2 is an (Ip, A) diagram showing the design points of the next generation
machines and the SSTR. The broken line shows the equi-bootstrap fraction contours
at 75 % for 3000 MW fusion output. The plasma current will be limited to 12-15 MA
to achieve a high Q steady state reactor, on the basis of the present current drive efficiency. The solid lines show equi-fusion product contours based on the TFTR scaling
[8] (nTrE ~ I^R/a) 2 ) and Goldston scaling [9] (nTrE ~ I2R2-5/a2-74). A low plasma
current Ip of 12 MA and a high aspect ratio A = R/a of 4 have been chosen in order
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to obtain the confinement capability for ignition plasma with a significant bootstrap
fraction of 75% of the total plasma current (corresponding to a high j3p of 2), resulting in the Q value of 50. The rest of the plasma current (25% of the total plasma current) will be driven by central current drive using the 2 MeV, 60 MW NBI system.
Recent confinement data assessment by the ITER team [10] also supports the choice
of low plasma current and high aspect ratio by the weak ap and strong Rp dependences of the energy confinement time (nTrE ~ Ip 1 (R'-8/a2-2)q0-4).
Figure 3 shows the experimental fusion product parameter rlPabs/V (proportional to the fusion product) of the ITER L mode database [10] as a function of the
plasma current. Experimental data are divided into high aspect ratio (A = 3.4-4.5)
tokamaks (ASDEX, Doublet III and JT-60) and low aspect ratio (A = 2.4-2.7) tokamaks (DIII-D and JET). For the same plasma current, the fusion product parameter
for high aspect ratio tokamaks is about four times larger than that of the low aspect
ratio tokamaks, consistent with the above scalings. The design selection of the aspect
ratio of 4 is based on this experimental result, especially from the recent JT-60 lower
X point discharges. Further confirmation will be obtained in the JT-60U experiment
(A = 4) [11].
2.2. MHD stability
A maximum toroidal field of up to 16.5 T at the coil is required to keep the
plasma pressure within the Troyon limit (g of 3.3) in such a high poloidal beta reactor. The surface safety factor is relatively high (qa = 5). The ballooning mode is
shown to be stabilized up to a Troyon factor of 4 by increasing q(0) above 1.5 [6].
The ballooning stability of the SSTR is also calculated for the self-consistent current
profile including both bootstrap current and beam driven current. The pressure profile is found to be stable to the ballooning mode.
2.3. Power and particle control
The total a heating power and current drive power are 600 MW and 60 MW,
respectively. It is expected that 25-40% of the heating power is to be deposited in
the first wall and the remaining 75-60% in the divertor area. In order to reduce the
heat load to the divertor plate, operation at high density is essential to increase remote
radiative cooling and to achieve cold and dense divertor plasma conditions. The operation density of the SSTR ((n,,) = 1.4 X 1020 nr 3 ) is favourable from this point of
view. Two dimensional divertor plasma analysis is being conducted to address the
feasibility of power and particle control in SSTR.
Preliminary analysis shows that the introduction of D-T gas puffing near the
divertor plate inside the separatrix and low Fe concentration near the divertor region
are effective for reducing the particle temperature near the divertor plate. Shallow
pellet fuelling instead of gas puffing is adopted to improve fuelling efficiency and to
reduce first wall sputtering.
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TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES

3.1. Vacuum vessel
The vacuum vessel and shield are integrated to form a double-thin-walled structure filled with stainless steel (SS) and water, resulting in low one turn electrical
resistance of 4 /xJi. The inboard shield consists of 85% SSand 15% water to improve
neutron shielding. On the other hand, the outboard vessel consists of 50% SS and
50% water to reduce the weight and cost of the vacuum vessel. The skin time of the
vacuum vessel is around 1 s. Externally applied loop voltage (4 V) penetrates into
the vacuum vessel within 2 s and will be enough for plasma breakdown, through high
power ECH preionization (5 MW). This low resistance vacuum vessel is extremely
effective in shielding the toroidal and the poloidal field coils from the effects of
changes in the magnetic field during plasma disruption.
3.2. First wall, blanket and divertor
In the first wall, the heat flux being relatively low at less than 1.0 MW/m2,
F82H low activation ferritic steel tube panels with 5 mm thickness at the plasma side
are employed. The first wall and the blanket are cooled by pressurized water at
15 MPa and the inlet/outlet temperatures are 285/325°C, so the water can be used
to generate power by a conventional PWR balance of plant. The reason for this is
that in the near future the only feasible means of high heat flux removal at the divertor
is considered to be water cooling and having another type of primary cooling system
in the plant is considered to be too complex and costly.
The blanket consists of a solid breeder in a pebble bed structure. Beryllium is
used as the neutron multiplier. The blanket vessel is made of ferritic steel and it is
electrically separated by a thin layer of functionally gradient material (FGM) made
of ceramics sandwiched by the ferritic steel [12]. This FGM layer is calculated to be
significantly effective in reducing the electromagnetic force on the blanket vessel.
This reduction of the electromagnetic force allows the blanket to be relatively thin
walled and to be separated into two layers, namely the replaceable blanket and the
fixed blanket. The replaceable blanket consists of the first wall and the breeder section with a total thickness of about 20 cm in the radial direction. It is replaced every
two years owing to both the lifetime of 10 MW • a/m2 for the structural material and
the burnup of the 6Li in the solid breeder. The fixed blanket is firmly attached to the
permanent shield and is expected to last the reactor lifetime of 30 years. This separation of the blanket into two layers reduces the amount of materials to be replaced and
also the radwaste produced.
Since the plasma elongation is fairly large at K = 1.8 and the removal of components in the radial direction tends to make the reactor hall large, a vertical replacement scheme has been adopted for the blanket modules. The blanket modules are
replaced periodically, through the duct in the top shield between the adjacent toroidal
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field coils. The duct is filled by a shield plug during plasma operation. The divertor
plates, which need more frequent replacement, are extracted in the radial direction,
through the exhaust duct.

3.3. Superconducting magnets
The toroidal field coil of the SSTR produces 9 T at the plasma centre. The maximum field becomes 16.5 T at the coil. The coil has been designed using an advanced
disc structure with the coil case to obtain excellent mechanical rigidity in winding for
very large electromagnetic force. The conductor, whose operating current is 81 kA,
is a circular (NbTi)3Sn/Cu cable-in-conduit conductor with internal reinforcement.
In this design, 600 A/mm2 at 16.5 T is used for the critical current density of the
(NbTi)3Sn strand, which is different from that for Cu. This value has already been
realized using the tube method [13]. The conductor is wound with modified three-inhand in the grooves of JN-1 support discs by a semi-wind-and-react method. Therefore, the bending strain on the (NbTi)3Sn strand is almost negligible. The construction of the TF coil for the SSTR is possible if the proper R&D programme, including
the development of the magnet structural material such as JN-1 [14], is carried out.
For the poloidal field coil, the maximum fields at the conductors are limited to
7 T and 5.5 T for the central solenoids and the equilibrium field coils, respectively.
Moreover, the changing field is below 1 T/s owing to the effective magnetic shielding of the low resistance vacuum vessel. Thus the inexpensive and reliable NbTi conductor may be used.
3.4. NBI system
The NBI system consists of two beamline modules. Figure 4 shows a beamline
module with eight ion sources which can deliver a maximum NBI power of 5 MW
per ion source.
The most important feature of the NBI system is that the total system efficiency
is higher than 50%. This high system efficiency can be realized by adopting an efficient negative ion generator coupled with an electrostatic accelerator and also a
plasma neutralizer. The negative ion generator is of a volume-surface type which can
produce a high density of negative ions at a source operating pressure as low as
0.3 Pa [15]. An electrostatic accelerator is adopted because of its high transmission
efficiency and high power supply system efficiency compared with the RF acceleration system. The plasma neutralizer is promising because of its high neutralization
efficiency of around 85 %.
In the beamline design, the ion beams from each ion source are deflected magnetically and guided to the plasma neutralizer. This configuration makes it possible
to mount many small ion sources in the beamline. Utilization of small sources
mitigates the R&D risk in developing the 2 MeV accelerator and the acceleration
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power supply. As the acceleration power supply it will be possible to apply a
Cockcroft-Walton type DC high voltage generator, which can eliminate the large
high voltage transmission line.

4.

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Some of the measures considered to enhance the safety and environmental
characteristics of the SSTR are as follows.
The reduced activation ferritic steel F82H [16], which is being developed by
the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute and NKK Corporation, has been selected
as the structural material for the first wall and blanket where the activation problem
is most severe. The use of F82H in place of the usual austenitic steels such as Type
316 should result in a considerable reduction of long term radioactive waste management costs. As described in Section 3.2, the division of the blanket into two layers
is also effective in reducing the amount of radwaste.
A solid breeder instead of liquid lithium metal has been selected to minimize
the stored chemical energy inventory. The area of concern in terms of safety is the
interaction of hot pressurized water and the solid breeder. The use of double-walled
cooling tubes and the placement of the welded parts outside the blanket vessel are
considered to reduce the probability of the breeder-water interaction. In addition, a
pressure relief valve for each blanket vessel to limit the propagation of a failure to
the other blanket vessels is being considered.
The primary cooling system is designed to provide natural circulation in the
event of a loss of flow accident in the primary cooling system. The vacuum vessel
will be surrounded by a nitrogen inert gas area to prevent air inleakage and the possible interaction of air and the hot surface of the plasma facing components in the
vacuum vessel.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

An overall concept of the SSTR has been introduced and its feasibility in the
near future has been shown. It has been shown that a tokamak machine comparable
to ITER in size can become a steady state power reactor capable of generating about
1 GW of electricity with a plant efficiency of ~30%.
The areas requiring particularly intensive R&D effort for the realization of the
SSTR are identified as follows:
(1) Remote radiative cooling enhancement in the divertor area consistent with the
steady state, near ignition plasma;
(2) Alpha particle burning physics;
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(3) A comprehensive blanket with both power generating and tritium breeding
capability;
(4) An NBI system with 2 MeV, 80 MW capability;
(5) A high field superconducting TF magnet (~ 16.5 T).
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DISCUSSION
R. HANCOX: You have shown the advantages of using a larger aspect ratio
than that proposed for ITER. This leads to a lower minor radius and lower plasma
current than proposed for ITER. These conclusions are consistent with the results of
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reactor studies in Europe and the USA. In view of these conclusions, do you think
that the proposed parameters for ITER should be changed so that it provides a database which is more relevant to the design of a power reactor?
Y. SEKI: I think that the proposed ITER parameters should be reconsidered.
S. A. COHEN: The operation of this device is predicated on the achievement
of remote radiative cooling to 'protect' the divertor plate. This speculative approach
is based on 2-D fluid models and a JT-60 experiment, already in the low separatrix
temperature regime. However, the SSTR will have an edge plasma in the kinetic (collisionless) regime. Hence, attainment of remote radiative cooling is highly questionable. What would the SSTR achieve if it had to rely on conventional divertor
schemes, i.e. what would Q and its thermal efficiency be?
M. KIKUCHI: The divertor plasma density of the SSTR is in the range of
1020-1021 rrr 3 . Therefore the 2-D fluid approach is appropriate. The remote radiative cooling occurs mainly in the high density regime where the fluid description is
appropriate. Thus we do not agree with your comment. In the case of reduced remote
radiative cooling (-100% — 80%), we must use a low temperature cooling system
for the divertor plate. This will lose 200 MW thermal power (5 %) which will be used
for the preheating supply water to the steam generator.
L.J. PERKINS: One critical issue in the modelling of machines such as the
SSTR and ITER is the formalism for the bootstrap current. This can be seen from
the fact that present models differ by a factor of ~ 2 in their predictions of the bootstrap current fraction. How confident is your prediction of the bootstrap current for
the SSTR and to what extent does your model reproduce experimental bootstrap currents from present machines such as TFTR and JT-60?
M. KIKUCHI: Bootstrap current is calculated by the Hirshman-Sigmar theory
with a beam driven bootstrap current formulated by Dr. Azumi (JAERI). The code
reproduces the JT-60 experimental data quite well.
For the SSTR calculation, it gives negative bootstrap current (—1 MA) from
a particles because of the incomplete theory (the theory is formulated for the pitch
angle scattering dominant regime although the a particle is in the slowing down
dominant regime). Therefore, we expect that the total bootstrap current will increase
when we consider that the bootstrap current is small in the slowing down regime.
A. GIBSON: Can you tell us how you propose to control the backflow of impurities from the divertor into the plasma? Also, how do you intend to achieve fuelling
of the discharge and exhaust of reaction products from the plasma?
M. KIKUCHI: In the present analysis, we injected D2 gas nearer to the outboard divertor plate than to the inboard plate. This resulted in the complicated D-T
fuel flow pattern.
The divertor plasma temperature near the divertor plate is overcooled to 2 eV
and we are confident that outboard gas puffing can be reduced significantly. Then
the D-T fuel flow pattern will be unidirectional, to suppress the impurity backflow
to the main plasma by impurity (Fe)-fuel parallel friction as proposed by JET. We
use shallow pellet injection for the fuelling. The He enrichment factor of 0.1 is
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assumed for the SSTR while a value of up to 0.4 is attained in JT-60. The He transport inside the plasma still requires investigation in a D-T burning experiment.
R.R. PARKER: You have chosen q0 = 2 for the plasma operating scenario.
Are you assuming operation in a second stability regime or in a first-second transition region? If not, the Troyon coefficient must be reduced by qo\ as J. Ramos has
shown.
M. KIKUCHI: We may not reach the second stability regime, owing to our
relatively high aspect ratio with increasing q0. Instead, it is better to operate in the
first stability regime. As J. Ramos has shown, q(0) should be decreased to improve
the Troyon coefficient. In such a case, the bootstrap current decreases with the
increasing internal poloidal field. In the case with q(o> = 2, we need only 45 MW
for driving the rest of the plasma current. This is why we selected the NBCD power
of 60 MW.
R.R. PARKER: What is the maximum stress in the TF magnet structure?
M. KIKUCHI: The maximum stress for the TF coil is 80 kg/mm2 (hoop
force). The high strength steel JN1 developed in Japan satisfies the conditions ahoop
< Sm, ffhoop + (T^nd < 1.5 Sm for the SSTR.
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Abstract
DIVERTOR-PLASMA STUDIES ON DDI-D.
The paper presents an overview of recent results from divertor physics studies in DIII-D. Heat
flux measurements at input power levels of up to 20 MW show that steady divertor heat loads of up
to 4 MW/m 2 are obtained in H-mode discharges with ELMs. No carbon blooms are observed. The
heat flux profile is highly peaked at the outside strike point in single null discharges, and is up/down
asymmetric in double null discharges. Recent experiments with gas injection below the X-point have
demonstrated a factor of two reduction in the peak divertor heat flux for H-mode plasmas at these power
levels. These heat flux data, along with measurements of the r^ and T e profiles at the divertor, are
being used to help interpret the first reported measurements of the erosion profile for a set of graphite
divertor tiles exposed to several months of high power tokamak operation. The divertor hardware has
been modified in order to carry out experiments with divertor biasing, baffling, and pumping.
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INTRODUCTION

Divertor technology will be an important design issue for planned
next generation tokamaks such as the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT)
and the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).
There are four main concerns: high heat flux, material erosion/lifetime,
impurity generation, and tritium retention. Data from tokamaks are essential for progress in this area because the consequences of phenomena
such as H—mode ELMs, edge turbulence, field errors, disruptions, and
other critical features not duplicated in "test stands" can be determined.
DIII-D may be considered a prototype for CIT and ITER since
it operates in both single null (SN) and double null (DN) open-divertor
configurations with X—point sweeping. Dili—D has obtained H—mode discharges with as much as 20 MW of auxiliary heating and average divertor
heat loads of 4 MW/m 2 without generating "carbon blooms" which limit
plasma performance. At somewhat lower power levels (Pj n ~ 4 MW),
H-mode discharges have been sustained for as long as 10 s (set by power
supply limits) [1]. Most recently, we have modified the divertor hardware
to carry out divertor biasing and baffling experiments and to allow for
installation of cryopumps in the divertor region in the near future.
The principal results of Our divertor studies are reported here as
follows. In Section 2 we discuss the factors which determine the peak
heat flux in SN and DN divertor H—mode plasmas. Section 3 then shows
how X-point sweeping and divertor gas injection have each been used
to reduce the divertor heat flux by more than a factor of two. Targetplate erosion is considered in Section 4, where we discuss the plasma
conditions in the divertor and show first-time measurements of the neterosion profile for a graphite divertor. Finally, we conclude in Section 5
with a description of the Advanced Divertor Program for divertor biasing,
baffling, and pumping experiments.

2.

DIVERTOR HEAT FLUX MEASUREMENTS

There are four primary factors which determine the peak divertor
heat flux: the global power balance, the poloidal distribution of particle and energy loss across the separatrix, the thickness of the scrape-off
layer, and the magnetic flux expansion at the targets. Local peaking due
to target-plate misalignment is important but can, in principle, be minimized with proper design. Consideration of H-mode discharges is further
complicated by ELM activity.
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Fig. 1. Data for D° NBI heated D+ H-mode discharge with ELMs. Pin = 14.5 MW,
BT = 2.1 T, lp = 1.2 MA. Ion VB drift towards the divertor.

The essential features of a typical SN H-mode discharge in DIII-D
= 14.5 MW) appear in Fig. 1. The H—mode transition at 1.85 s is
marked by the usual rise in density (a) and drop in divertor H a emission
(b). During the initial ELM-free period the stored energy (c) and total
radiated power (d) rise sharply until the onset of ELM activity at 2 s.
The peak divertor heat flux at the outer strike point (e), measured during
the quiescent periods between ELMs by an IR TV camera [2], reaches a
steady value of 4 MW/m 2 . This is comparable to values projected for
ITER.
Global power balance data for SN H-mode discharges with ELMs,
Fig. 2, show that most of the energy deposition on the divertor targets
can be attributed to a steady loss between ELMs. Total radiative losses
axe somewhat higher. While giant ELMs can reduce the energy stored
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Fig. 2. Power balance for H-mode plasmas with ELMs.
as described in the text.

PELM

is the average power

in the plasma by as much as 15%-20% each, their contribution to the
global power balance in DIII-D diminishes for higher power [3]. This
comes about because the ELM frequency increases and amplitude decreases with increasing injection power so as to keep the average energy
loss due to ELMs nearly constant, as shown. We should note that the
total power accountability for NBI heated discharges averages only about
70% compared to more than 90% for ohmic and ECRF heated plasmas.
The distribution of divertor heat flux is in/out asymmetric in SN
divertors as well as up/down asymmetric in the DN configuration. These
asymmetries are observed in both L-mode and H-mode plasmas, though
they are reduced temporarily following the H-mode transition. In SN
plasmas (ion VB drift toward the divertor) more powerflowsto the outer
than to the inner strike point and the ratio POut/Ptn increases with injection power from values near two (expected from geometrical consideration) to as high as six [Fig. l(e)]. Operation with reversed BT reverses
this asymmetry. In DN discharges we find that the total power is approximately balanced (within 25%) between the upper and lower divertor, as
in Fig. 3(a). However, the peak heat flux, (b), is almost two times higher
on the divertor in the ion VB direction. We note that this DN equilibrium
distribution is stable to small motions of the nulls relative to one another,
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Fig. 3. Divertor heat flux for DN H-mode discharge with ELMs. Ion V B drift is
towards lower divertor. Profiles are at 2.6 s.
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Fig. 4. Divertor heat flux profiles: (a) steady H-mode at P j n = 14.5 MW, (b)
during an ELM, (c) in ohmic plasma following the onset of a locked mode at 1.25 s.
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corresponding to separatrix flux surface displacements at the midplane of
the order 0.05 m or less. In general, the asymmetries seen in the divertor
heat flux are consistent with Staebler's estimates of the contribution of
E x B and VT e ,iXB drifts to the total power flow across the separatrix [4].
The narrow divertor heat flux profiles observed in H-mode imply a
sharp reduction in radial heat transport in the SOL compared to L-mode.
A typical time-averaged profile for an ELMing H-mode appears in Fig. 4(a);
the width at the divertor corresponds to \E — 0.5-1 cm at the plasma midplane. Numerical simulation of the scrape-off layer using the 2-D Braams
B2 code [5] requires Xe ~0.5 m 2 /s to match the measured H-mode heat
flux profile at the outer target, compared to Xe ~ 4 m 2 /s for L—mode.
During ELMs, the heat flux profiles are even broader than in L—mode [6]
and, they are peaked at the inside strike point as shown in Fig. 4(b). This
reversal implies that they are not simply a return to L—mode confinement.
The heat flux profile can also be affected by non-axisymmetric error
fields. Calculations using the measured field errors in DIII-D resulting
from coil imperfections (predominantly n = l with B r / B x ^ 2 X 10~ 4 )
show that field lines as much as 4 cm outside the nominal outer divertor
strike point can cross inside the "separatrix" at the midplane several times
before reaching the inner strike point. While we have not quantified the
contribution of these errors to the intrinsic width of the divertor heat flux
profile, we do not think that it is large, since using an external coil [7]
to increase the n = l error by about a factor of five broadens the divertor
heat flux profile by approximately 2 cm [compare with Fig. 4(a)]. Much
larger (10 times or more) perturbations are produced by non-rotating n = l
"locked" modes; these result in bifurcation or higher-order splitting of the
divertor heat flux. Figure 4(c) shows how such a bifurcation of the profile
at the outer strike point grows following the onset of a locked mode at
1.25 s.
Large toroidal variations in the divertor heat flux of 4:1 or more
result from slight divertor tile misalignment (±2 mm vertical steps and
±1° toroidal tilts) and the nearly tangential direction of the magnetic
field {9B — 0.5-3°). Toroidal field ripple is not important. A study of
the angular dependence of the measured divertor heat flux shows that
P«ur/ =P||sin(0 B — 0aurf) for grazing angles down to ~0.3°. Although
the peak heat flux at exposed tile edges is reduced by rounding them,
considerable erosion (up to 1 mm over several months of operation) is
observed. Depending on the flux expansion at the divertor targets, peak
temperatures at these edges can approach 1500-1700° C after 2 s with
PiVBJ — 17—20 MW. These temperatures are near those reported in JET
and TFTR at the start of "carbon blooms" [8], but we have not yet
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observed any clear evidence for such events or reached a hard operational
limit.
3.

DIVERTOR HEAT FLUX REDUCTION

Although not presently limited by the divertor heat load, we are
exploring two techniques for reducing it without spoiling the confinement
properties of the bulk plasma. Using X-point sweeping, we have reduced
the peak surface temperatures in Dili—D by more than a factor of two.
Figure 5(a) shows the range of motion for a ±0.06 m It* sweep in DIII-D:
the corresponding motion of the outer strike point covers 0.25 m with a
period of 0.5 s. The distance from the X—point to the divertor remained
nearly constant. As shown for a discharge with a smaller sweep in (b),
the surface temperature at the outer divertor strike point is modulated as
expected. The calculated surface temperature with the same heat flux at a

66771
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Fig. 5. Divertor heat flux reduction by X-point sweeping: (a) change in plasma
shape at limits of the sweep, (b) top-NBI heating power, center-outer divertor strike
point radius, bottom-divertor tile temperatures at the inboard and outboard limits of
motion (°C).
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Fig. 6. Divertor heat flux reduction by X-point D2 injection. Solid: 69795 —
with constant 140 Torr-l/s D2 gas puff starting at 2.2 s. Dashed: 69796 — no gas.

fixed strike point is included for comparison. While divertor recycling and
impurity generation were not affected (i.e., Zeff remained constant), the
ELM frequency and amplitude changed significantly. We believe that this
was due to the effect of the small shape changes on ideal ballooning-mode
stability of the discharge [9].
Gas injection (D2 and N2) into the region below the X-point at a
single toroidal location in DIII-D has been used successfully to reduce
the peak divertor heat flux and electron temperature without seriously
degrading H-mode confinement. Similar results have been reported in
earlier work on ASDEX (closed divertor configuration) [10], Dili (open
divertor L-mode) [11], and JET (open divertor ELM-free H-mode) [12].
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The data of Fig. 6 show that puffing 140 Torr-l/s of D 2 during the ELMing phase of an H-mode plasma with PNBI =14 MW reduces the peak
heat flux by a factor of two compared to a similar discharge without gas.
This gas puff is about 4.5 times larger than the particle input from the
beams, but amounts to less than 30% of the total ion flux at the divertor targets. The total stored energy is nearly unaffected (<10% change),
and the neutron rate (mainly due to beam-target interactions) drops only
slowly with time — we do not expect a true steady state because of the
lack of active pumping. Comparable divertor cooling has been obtained
with N 2 puffing; less gas is needed (e.g., 60 Torr-1/sec at P i n ~ 19 MW),
but some nitrogen does accumulate in the main plasma.
Different mechanisms may be responsible for the divertor cooling produced by N2 and D2 injection. With nitrogen puffing, the reduction in
heat flux is matched by an increase in radiative losses in the divertor.
Rough estimates indicate that nN/n e ~ 0.1-0.5 could produce the measured radiation, but the uncertainty is large because the radiating volume
has not been measured and the radiative efficiency of nitrogen is a very
strong function of its lifetime in the SOL plasma [13]. With D 2 puffing,
the measured radiative losses in the divertor account for only about 25%
of the reduction in power to the target plates. In this case, ion-neutral
collisions may be important [14] since the measured pressures below the
X-point are 0.5 mTorr and higher.
4.

DIVERTOR PLASMA CONDITIONS AND
TARGET-PLATE EROSION

Plasma conditions in the divertor directly affect impurity generation
and target plate erosion. A low temperature (T e < 30 eV), "high recycling" divertor is desirable to minimize sputtering and maximize material
lifetime. We have recently installed an array of Langmuir probes [15] and
tile-current monitors [16] to characterize the divertor plasma in DIII-D.
We are using these data to validate SOL models [17] and to help interpret first-time measurements of the net-erosion profile across the graphite
divertor tiles.
The Langmuir probe measurements show that a low temperature,
high density divertor plasma is obtained in both L-mode and H-mode
discharges [18]. In L-mode, Te>(j,B peaks at the outer strike point, but
remains below 50 eV at input power levels up to 7 MW (above which
it is difficult to avoid an L-H transition). The peak divertor density is
several times higher than the density at the midplane separatrix ne,div —
2-10 X 1019 m~ 3 for n e ,, ep = 0.5-1 X 1019 m~ 3 , and the two are strongly
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coupled, with ne>div rising and Te,dti> falling as n e i , e p increases. Similar
behavior has been reported for ASDEX [10], Dili [19], and JFT-2M [20].
In H—mode plasmas, however, such coupling is weak and we find that
divertor conditions remain nearly constant even though the main plasma
density and radiative losses rise sharply following the L—H transition. Peak
electron temperatures at the outer target in this case do not appear to
be a strong function of the heating power and are below 30 eV for power
levels up to 14 MW. At the inner strike point, where there is less heat
flux, a lower temperature (~10 eV or less) and higher density plasma is
measured, as expected from pressure balance along field lines.
The in/out T e and heat flux asymmetries in the scrape-ofF layer produce thermoelectric emfs which can generate large parallel current flow, as
shown by Harbour's original measurement and analysis of such currents in
JET [21]. Staebler and Hinton have since extended the theory to account
for the finite conductivity of the plasma [22]. We have measured [16] net
poloidal currents of several kA flowing from the outer (higher heat flux) to
the inner (lower heat flux) divertor targets in single-null discharges using
the tile-current monitors mounted in the divertor. During L-mode, the
poloidal current increases with NBI heating power as expected (greater
in/out asymmetries are observed with higher power), and the magnitude
of the current is in rough agreement with the estimated thermoelectric
current. The current flow is sharply reduced following the H-mode transition. The existence of such currents is significant from the point of view
of divertor sputtering because it implies that non-ambipolar sheaths are
obtained. These sheaths, which accelerate ions into the surface, will have
potentials at one end that are substantially less than the 3 fcTe usually
assumed. Of course, there will a corresponding increase at the other end
of the current path.
We are now using the divertor data to help interpret measurements
of the net erosion of 12 divertor tiles (Union Carbide TS-1792 graphite)
exposed to plasma during several months of operation in DIII-D [23]. The
amount of material lost or gained from the face of each was determined by
a highly sensitive (±1 /im) mechanical profilometer. In Dili—D, plasma
startup and ramp-down are maintained in an inside limiter configuration
and so we expect that erosion should be dominated by either disruptions or
the steady-state portions of the discharge. Figure 7 shows the net change
in the surface profile across the divertor: the region of highest erosion
(~6 fim) roughly corresponds to the location of the nominal outer strike
point. The overall asymmetry of the erosion reflects the general electron
temperature asymmetry, but other factors, such as carbon sputtering from
the inner wall midplane, may play an important role. We note that the
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Fig. 7. Divertor-plate erosion. Top — cross section of lower divertor showing
typical strike points. Bottom — Measured change in divertor surface profile.

regions showing net deposition also have high concentrations of deposited
metals, while the eroded region shows little metallic contamination [24].
Using the measured peak ion flux at the outer strike point for a typical
H—mode discharge (6 X 10 19 /m 2 -s)along with the estimated total plasma
duration over this period, a carbon sputtering yield of 0.1 for incident
D + ions, and the approximate distribution of strike point locations, we
find that a re-deposited fraction of 0.95 would explain these results. More
detailed simulations using the REDEP code [25] are now underway.

5.

THE ADVANCED DIVERTOR PROGRAM

The open divertor region of Dili—D has now been modified to carry
out divertor biasing and baffling experiments and to allow for installation
of cryopumps in the divertor region in the near future. The primary goal of
this collaborative Advanced Divertor Program (GA, LLNL, ORNL, SNL,
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BIASED
DIVERTOR RING
ELECTRODE

Fig. 8. Cross section of lower divertor region of DIM—D showing new divertor hardware.

and UCLA) is to obtain some measure of density control during H—mode
operation by altering the steady-state edge particle transport and ELM
behavior through biasing, or by controlling the neutral gas pressure in the
boundary with a baffle and cryopumping [26].
The new hardware, shown in Fig. 8, includes a water-cooled Inconel
ring protected by graphite tiles, which is insulated from the vessel and
connected to a power supply capable of delivering 20 kA at up to ±600 V
(several times the expected sheath potentials). Electrical insulation along
field lines from the ring to the vessel below it is provided by a row of
high density boron nitride tiles. The gap between the ring and these tiles
defines the entrance slot to the baffle region enclosed by the Inconel plates.
A 50,000 1/s cryopump is being designed for installation under the baffle
plates; its pumping speed was chosen to give a gas throughput (20 torr1/s) equal to that coming from neutral beam injection. In the figure, the
separatrix is positioned such that recycled neutrals are directed towards
the cryopump. Shifting the X-point outward moves the separatrix onto
the ring so that biasing can drive SOL current around the plasma to the
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inner divertor target. We have also installed gas valves under the baffle to
provide a more toroidally uniform gas source for future radiative divertor
experiments.
6.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this paper we have presented a brief discussion of the results of
our study of the scrape-off layer and divertor plasma in Dili—D. We find
that the divertor heat flux profile is determined in a manner consistent
with the global power balance, the edge radial transport, and the magnetic flux expansion in the SOL. With measured divertor heat loads of up
to 4 MW/m2, DIII-D has obtained reliable operation at ITER relevant
power levels. A low temperature, high density plasma (T,,^, < 30 eV)
is maintained in the H—mode. Encouraging results show that divertor
gas-injection can reduce the heat flux substantially in ELMing H-mode
plasmas.
A lot of work is still needed before we can predict the requirements for
the divertor in ITER or similar devices with high confidence. We lack an
adequate model for the scrape-off layer transport, or even an experimental
database sufficient to generate one. We need to incorporate in model
codes the mechanisms thought to be responsible for the large poloidal
asymmetries observed in both SN and DN plasmas. Finally, we need
to look more carefully at neutral and impurity transport in the divertor
region so that we can reliably predict the radiative cooling expected for a
given configuration. Thus we could take advantage of the divertor cooling
by gas injection reported by several groups.
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DISCUSSION
S. A. COHEN: The statement that gas puffing at a level of - 1 0 % of the particle flux onto the divertor reduces the power fluxes is misleading, because the 10%
gas influx causes a —200% increase in divertor particle flux owing to the flux
amplification factor.
D.N. HILL: Yes, I stated that the flux was 10% of the 'initial' flux. The total
flux more than doubles. The sharp rise in divertor density is accompanied by a 20%
rise in line average density, but there is no gas puffing in DIII-D.
R.W. CONN: When you operate in a double null configuration, do you find
strongly enhanced core energy outflow to the outer side as compared to the inner side
of the tokamak?
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D.N. HILL: The ratio Pout/Pjn > 4:1 for balanced double null divertors. We
expect at least 2:1 from geometry.
R.W. CONN: When you puffed gas into the chamber, did you see any spreading of the heat flux that might be caused by ion-neutral collision induced radial transport in the target chamber?
D.N. HILL: There was a broadening of the heat flux profile, similar to that
reported in other experiments. We did not have pressure measurements to calculate
the ion-neutral collision time.
S.D. SCOTT: What was the maximum gas puff flow rate of nitrogen in your
experiments to reduce divertor heat load and what was the effect on Zeff?
D.N. HILL: 60 torr-L/s of N2 was sufficient to reduce the divertor heat flux
by a factor of 2. Zeff increased from 1.8 to 2.4 in H mode with this puff. The
amount of gas needed increased with beam power.
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Abstract
NEGATIVE ION SOURCE AND ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS FOR NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION
IN LARGE TOKAMAKS.
(Part A) A conservatively designed variable energy electrostatic quadrupole (ESQ) focused
megavolt accelerator system is described. By using either volume production or surface conversion
sources, 1 ampere of D " per channel can be accelerated. An experimental direct current yield of 140
mA of D " from a small prototype barium converter operating at low gas pressure is discussed.
(Part B) A 10 A, 50 keV H~ ion beam has been produced successfully. On the basis of the progress
of negative ion sources and related technologies, it has been proposed to construct a 0.5 MeV, 10 MW
negative ion based neutral beam injection system for the JT-60 Upgrade.

On assignment from Nissin Electric Co., Ltd, Japan.
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PART A: ONE AMPERE/CHANNEL D~ SOURCE AND
ESQ ACCELERATOR FOR
FUSION REACTOR NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION

1.

INTRODUCTION

Neutral injectors for experimental fusion reactors now in the planning stage will
operate at energies in the MeV range. For example, the US baseline neutral beam
injector design for ITER uses direct current acceleration for efficiency and uses electrostatic quadrupole (ESQ) focusing for reliability and flexibility [1]. This CCVV
(constant current variable voltage) accelerator, which has been successfully tested in
prototype form [2], was originally designed for 140 mA of D " per channel, based
on D ~ sources developed several years ago. The ESQ focusing allowed a conservative design for voltage holding, but the 140 mA source limitation led to a large number of channels and a large number of acceleration modules.
Recently, we have been able to design improved neutral injector systems
based on new developments in: (1) multiaperture volume production sources or
(2) single aperture surface conversion sources. The first type of source extracts D ~
ions from the bulk of the plasma; recently, the addition of caesium has increased the
current density and reduced the gas load and electron content (Part B). The second
type of source uses a negatively biased low work function electrode to convert
impinging atoms or positive ions into negative ions. Although this type produces a
beam with higher transverse energy, it has an important systems advantage: it can
be operated at low gas pressures (Section 3). Both of these new developments allow
practical designs of improved ESQ accelerators with 1 ampere of D " per channel.

2.

ONE AMPERE/CHANNEL ACCELERATOR SYSTEM

Figure 1 (a) shows our new ESQ accelerator design for the multiaperture volume
source case. The new CCVV modules are scaled up 2.5 times in size but use about
the same electric field strengths as previous designs [1,2], so that the overall length
of the ESQ accelerator is unchanged. A 250 kV preaccelerator is followed by a
50 kV matching section and four 250 kV CCVV accelerator modules to give a mean
of 1.3 MeV. (As before, half or three quarter energy full current beams are available
for reactor startup.) To shorten and further simplify the system, the original three
quadrupole matching section [1] is replaced by a one quadrupole section. We have
studied the performance of this new matching section and the ESQ accelerator sections with an envelope code. Figure l(b) shows the results for 1 ampere of D~
beam with an emittance corresponding to that produced by a volume production
source [3].
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of 1 ampere, 1.3 MV direct current accelerator channel; (b) beam envelopes and
'quad' locations for elliptical input beam and abbreviated matching section. The D~ beam is accelerated from 250 keV to 1.3 MeV.

Using these results, we have designed a multichannel beamline module, with
major mechanical and electrical simplifications over the original 140 mA/channel
design. The number of ESQ accelerator modules for each channel is decreased, along
with the number of channels, so that the total number of ESQ electrodes is reduced
by a factor of 24; obviously, the mechanical design is simplified. Also, since fewer
ESQ voltages are needed, the CCVV power supply and its system of connections are
easier to design and build.
The control system for the power supply has been greatly simplified. The old
140 mA/channel design with its twelve ESQ acceleration modules required careful
programming of the focusing voltages [1] (or a system of switches) to keep the beams
properly focused when the beam energy was changed. Now, with only four acceleration modules, it is feasible to maintain a constant ratio for the focusing voltages as
they are adjusted, so that in effect there is just one voltage knob for acceleration and
one knob for focusing. The new design should compare favourably with conventional
Pierce column systems in simplicity of construction and operation and should be
superior in voltage holding reliability at voltages over 1 MeV.
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FIG. 2. Schematic arrangement of LBL prototype direct current surface conversion source;
X' represents the impurity negative ions.

3.

STATUS OF DIRECT CURRENT LOW PRESSURE D~ SOURCE

At LBL we are developing a surface conversion source designed to operate at
a gas filling pressure below 2 mtorr [4, 5]. Our converter surface is coated with barium (rather than caesium) because solid barium has a low vapour pressure and greatly
reduces the risk of contaminating the system. Our first prototype was designed to
produce 140 mA of D~ for use with our prototype ESQ accelerator [2]. When testing is complete, we will be able to design a larger version to produce 1 ampere in
a single channel.
Figure 2 shows the schematic configuration of the source. The deuterium
plasma is generated by eight tungsten filaments and confined by means of a permanent magnet cage. The converter consists of a water cooled copper plate upon which
barium is deposited by evaporation under vacuum. The converter is round
(0 = 6 cm) and curved (R = 20 cm) to geometrically focus the negative ions
formed at the surface. The 'self-extracted' negative ion current is collected near the
focal plane of the converter after passing through a 5 cm diameter exit aperture. This
aperture has a positively biased insert and a transverse magnetic field (400 G-cm)
to suppress most of the plasma ions and electrons. The work function of the converter
is monitored via wavelength dependent generation of photo electrons (in the absence
of a discharge).
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The negative ion current is measured with a large area, movable, screened Faraday cup. A small portion of the beam enters a mass separator which provides us with
an estimate of the impurity negative ion content of the 'self-extracted' beam [6] and
a measurement of the beam profile. To date, the best result achieved for direct current operation is 145 mA of D~ delivered for a converter current of 5.8 A and voltage of - 3 0 0 V. The source filling pressure was 1.3 mtorr, the gas flow 29 seem1,
and the discharge current 131 A at - 5 9 V. Under these conditions, the transverse
temperature of the beam (estimated from the beam profile near the focal point of the
converter) was less than 20 eV and the impurity content of the negative ion beam was
less than 20%. Under other conditions, lower temperature and impurity content have
been measured.
We have observed that contamination of the barium surface changes its work
function and reduces the negative ion yield. Therefore, a cleaner test stand with an
improved pumping system is being constructed. We are also studying the possible
detrimental effect of barium ions in the discharge.

4.

DISCUSSION

At present, LBL is concentrating on developing the surface conversion source
because its low gas load simplifies beamline designs. In a parallel effort, as part of
the US-Japan neutral beam exchange programme, JAERI has agreed to develop a
small multiaperture source of the general type to be described in Part B. This special
140 mA D ~ source would produce a converging set of beamlets to be merged into
a single channel for further acceleration (see Fig. 1). The source would be tested with
the LBL 140 mA prototype ESQ accelerator and its performance compared with a
barium surface conversion source. Such a comparison would facilitate the future
development of 1 ampere/channel acceleration systems.
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1 seem = 1 standard cubic centimetre per minute.
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FIG. 3. JAERI10 ampere large area volume production negative ion source.
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PART B. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORK
FOR NEGATIVE ION BASED NEUTRAL BEAM
INJECTOR AT JAERI

1.

INTRODUCTION

A negative ion based neutral beam injection system (N-NBI) that can deliver
1 MeV class beams is considered to be a primary heating and current drive system
for the next fusion machines. Research and development programmes for realizing
such N-NBIs have progressed significantly in the last two years. Particularly, a large
current negative ion source has been developed at JAERI. On the basis of the
progress of negative ion sources and related technologies, we have proposed to inject
neutral beams of 0.5 MeV, 10 MW in the JT-60 Upgrade. The database obtained with
this high energy N-NBI is important for designing and constructing the next fusion
machines aiming at steady-state D-T burning. In this paper, the development of the
10 A H " ion source is reported, followed by a description of the JT-60 N-NBI.

2.

PRODUCTION OF 10 A NEGATIVE ION BEAM

Figure 3 shows a photograph of the 10 A H " negative ion source [1] developed at JAERI. Major specifications of the source are as follows:
Beam current
Current density
Beam energy
Beam divergence
Filling pressure
Pulse width
Type of plasma generator
Type of H ~ production
Extraction area
Apertures
Total weight

10.2 A
37 mA/cm2
50 keV
10 mrad
1 Pa
0.1 s
multicusp source with magnetic filter
caesium seeded volume production
15 cm X 40 cm
9 mm diam. x 434 holes
0.5 t

The ion source is basically of the volume production type [2], improved to
produce a high density of H " ions over a large extraction area. The H ~ ions are
produced in a magnetically filtered multicusp plasma generator and accelerated by
a multiaperture extractor. To enhance the H~ ion production, a small amount of
caesium was injected in the same manner as in Refs [3, 4]. In our ion source, the
caesium vapour was injected before the source operation; once caesium of about
0.1 g was seeded, the source was operated stably for a week or 3000 shots for 0.1s
beam pulse with 0.2 s arc discharge and 5 s filament pulse without additional
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caesium. The highest H~ current achieved was 10.2 A, which is close to the values
required for the future N-NBIs. The current density, defined by the H " beam current divided by the total extraction hole area, was 37 mA/cm2. This value is also
satisfctory for the design of the future N-NBIs.
A very low e -folding half-width beam divergence angle less than 5 mrad is
required to transport high energy beams for long distance for injection through narrow ports. In our recent experiment, a beam divergence of 3 mrad was obtained at
a beam energy of 100 keV in a single aperture H~ ion source.
Low operating pressure is required in negative ion sources to reduce stripping
loss of negative ions during acceleration. The operating pressure was 1 Pa at the largest beam current. The source was able to operate at 0.5 Pa at a 20% reduction in
current. At this pressure, the stripping power loss in a 0.5 MeV class accelerator can
be reduced to about 10% of the extracted beam.
Caesium was found to have an effect of reducing the extracted electron current
as well as enhancing negative ion production. The extracted electron current was further reduced by the positive bias ( > 2 V) on the first electrode with respect to the
source chamber. The electrons escaping from the pre-acceleration up to about 50 keV
were negligible.
We proposed a three-stage electrostatic accelerator for 0.5 MeV class acceleration. This acceleration method is similar to that widely used for the conventional ion
sources, which have produced tens of amperes of positive ion beams in the 100 keV
class, or tens of milliamperes of sub-MeV beams. Voltage holding characteristics,
however, may deteriorate because of the secondary particles produced in the accelerator. To reduce this problem, a low electric field strength of 3 kV/mm is used in the
design of the main accelerator, while a 200 keV, 3.5 A He + ion beam has been
extracted with an electric field strength of 12 kV/mm [5]. In addition, magnets will
be buried in all the acceleration grids to suppress the production of high energy electrons and to improve the voltage holding characteristics.
3.

JT-60 N-NBI PROGRAMME

The N-NBI proposed for the JT-60 Upgrade will inject neutral beams of
0.5 MeV, 10 MW for 10 s [6]. This programme aims at clarifying both physical and
technological issues relating to high energy N-NBIs:
(1) to confirm the feasibility of neutral beam current drive in fusion reactors by
demonstrating a current drive of a few MA in medium or high density plasmas;
(2) to clarify the phenomena relating to neutral beam current drive such as multistep
ionization processes, plasma rotation, and beam driven Alfven instability;
(3) to obtain heating efficiency of reactor grade, high density and high temperature
plasmas by higher ( > 15 Te) energy neutral beams;
(4) to provide a realistic test environment for negative ion sources and beam
transport.
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FIG. 4. Beamlines of the JT-60 N-NBI.

Since the designs of the next fusion machines rely on the characteristics of the heating
and current drive by high energy neutral beams, the JT-60 N-NBI programme will
provide an important milestone for the construction of the next fusion machines.
Figure 4 shows the beamlines of the JT-60 N-NBI. The JT-60 N-NBI will be
composed of two beamlines. Each beamline will have two ion sources with extraction
area of 45 cm x 80 cm. The lengths of the neutralizers are designed to be 9:5 m,
rather long to reduce the pumping speed to 1100 m3/s per beamline. For the
acceleration power supplies, inverter type power supplies will be adopted. In these
types of power supply, the output is interrupted by the alternating current inverters.
This method has already been applied and confirmed in a JAERI electron beam
irradiation stand [7].

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We have succeeded in producing a negative ion beam of markedly large current,
which is close to the required value for N-NBIs. Low beam divergence, low operating gas pressure, and low extracted electron current have also been obtained. Such
technological progress has made construction of a 0.5 MeV class N-NBI quite realistic. The JT-60 N-NBI will demonstrate applicability of N-NBIs from both physical
and technological points of view.
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DISCUSSION
E. THOMPSON: What was the magnitude of the electron current which is
extracted with the 10 A of negative ions?
Y. OKUMURA: It depends on the bias voltage of the plasma grid, but I can
give you a typical figure. When the 10 A H" ion beam was produced, the extracted
electron current was about 5 A.
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Abstract
ENGINEERING DESIGN STUDY OF SUPERCONDUCTING LARGE HELICAL DEVICE.
The Large Helical Device (LHD) is a superconducting (SC) heliotron/torsatron type of device.
The SC coil system is composed of I = 2 helical coils and three sets of poloidal coils with a total stored
magnetic energy of 1.63 GJ. The main machine parameters: the m number, the £ number, the major
radius, the coil minor radius, the magnetic field, the plasma minor radius, and the plasma volume are
10, 2, 3.9 m, 0.975 m, 4 T, 0.65 m and 30 m 3 , respectively. LHD is an alternative toroidal device
which aims at producing plasmas that can be extrapolated to the reactor regime. The currentless steady
operation is the final goal of the LHD programme, and there is no danger from major current disruptions. The material of the superconductor is NbTi, and the cooling systems are pool boiling for the helical coils and forced flow for the poloidal coils. Since the current density of the helical coils is as high
as 53.3 A/mm 2 , with a maximum magnetic field strength of 9.6 T, refrigeration by superfluid helium
is required. LHD has a divertor to control the steady particle recycling and to improve the confinement.
The vacuum vessel has a dumbbell shaped poloidal cross-section making it possible to install a closed
divertor chamber. The necessary R&D programmes and detailed design are now in progress, and the
construction of LHD will be started soon. The construction of LHD will be completed in 1997.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Large Helical Device (LHD) project is a major fusion activity of joint
universities in Japan belonging to the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.
The construction of LHD is planned with superconducting (SC) coil systems at the
new Toki site, Toki City, Gifu Prefecture, during the next seven years. The experiment will begin in April 1997. LHD has a heliotron/torsatron configuration and is
regarded to mark a principal milestone in the alternative magnetic fusion approach.
Because of the good understanding of the physics of toroidal currentless plasmas,
LHD is expected to demonstrate the potential of the helical configuration attaining
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advanced plasmas that can be extrapolated to the reactor regime. The target Q value
is close to 0.1. The strongest impact of our project on the tokamak approach is
expected to be the demonstration of the predominance of the currentless and
disruption-free features of steady plasmas. Therefore, the construction of an SC
device is required, and an adequate divertor design is also required to develop steady
particle recycling control and to establish a scenario of improved confinement due
to edge control.
Design efforts have been concentrated on the optimization of machine
parameters that are self-consistently satisfying the physics requirements and
engineering constraints. It is physically required for LHD design to bring out the
good properties for confinement and MHD, and long confinement capability for high
energy particles. The magnetic surfaces have to have sufficient distance between wall
and plasma boundary, good mod-B structure, enough magnetic shear $ (up to —0.4),
magnetic well (up to 1.5%) and a large connection length of the magnetic field line
for typical divertor field lines (L ~ 3 X 2TTR). Technically, careful attention should
be paid to the current density of the coils, the stress level of the support structure,
the toughness of the vacuum vessel, the selection of the plasma facing material and
the fabrication scenario.
LHD has been designed for the past four years by a design group organized
among some universities in Japan [1-3] and was handed over to the newly established
National Institute for Fusion Science last year. The activity was accelerated by the
new institute [4-6]. At present, the necessary R&D programmes are in progress at
the new site.
This paper deals with the engineering and technical aspects of LHD. Related
physics design considerations are presented in another paper of this Conference [7].

2.

SPECIFICATIONS AND GENERAL DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF
LHD

The major purposes of LHD are: (1) to study transport for a wide range of
plasma parameters: T(0) < 10 keV and mT = (2-10) x 1019 keV-m^-s" 1 ; (2) to
produce a high beta value of 5%, and (3) to attain quasi-steady state operation using
the helical divertor. The specifications of LHD are listed in Table I. As is shown in
the table, the experimental scenario is divided into two phases (I and II). This
scenario is effective in reducing the load of the engineering development and budget
programme. The coil aspect ratio was recently reduced from 4.17 to 4 to improve
the MHD features. The value of 7 0 (= (m/2)(a/R)) was increased from 1.20 to
1.25, with a small reduction of the major radius (R = 4.0 m to 3.9 m). In this optimization, the plasma volume was kept almost constant. It was also found that a slight
pitch modulation of the helical coils (a = 0.1) is desirable to provide a clear
separatrix configuration outside the outermost closed magnetic surface.
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TABLE I. SPECIFICATIONS
Phase I

Phase II

Major radius (m)
Coil minor radius (m)
Averaged plasma radius (m)
Plasma aspect ratio
I
m
Yo = (m/2)(ao/R) (pitch parameter)
a (pitch modulation factor)

3.9
0.975
0.5-0.65
6-7
2
10
1.25
0.1

—
—
—
—
—

Magnetic field (T)
Centre
Coil surface

3
7.2

4
9.6

Helical coil current (MA)
Coil current density (A/mm2)
Number of layers
Liquid He temperature (K)

5.85
40
3
4.2

7.8
53.3
—
1.8

Poloidal coil current (MA)
Inner vertical
Inner shaping
Outer vertical
Plasma volume (m3)
Rotational transform
Centre
Boundary
Helical ripple at surface
Plasma duration (s)
Repetition time (min)
Heating power (MW)
ECRH
NBI
ICRF
Steady

steady
-4.3
-4.4
4.9
20-30

real time
—
—
—

D° - D +
Neutron yield
Coil energy (GJ)
Refrigeration power (kW)

—
—

-

<0.5
1

0.2
10
5

—
—
_

10
15
3
—

20
9
3

—
—
0.9
5-7

practice
2.4 x 1 0 " n/shot
1.5
10-15
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Neutral beam injector (NBI)
Power supply system for ECRH/ICRF

Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH)
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FIG. 1. (a) Bird's eye view of main experimental building; (b) poloidal cross-section of LHD.
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In the phase II experiment, the magnetic field is raised up to B = 4 T; the heating power is also increased. In addition, we apply a real time vertical coil current
control for the high beta experiment. The maximum field changing rate in time is
0.04 T/s for the helical coil and 0.5 T/s for the poloidal coil. These values are ten
times smaller than those of a tokamak device of the same size. In phase II of the D-D
plasma, the maximum number of shots per year is supposed to be 5000, and the total
neutron irradiation is estimated to be 2.4 X 1017 n/shot. Plasma experiments with
tritium reactions are not included in this project.
From the engineering viewpoint, much attention has been devoted to the following issues: (1) superconducting helical coils; (2) superconducting poloidal coils;
(3) vacuum vessel with divertor; (4) power supply and coil protection circuit; (5) control system; (6) refrigeration system; (7) heating system; (8) diagnostic system. In
this paper, we report the results of these technical developments except for issues (7)
and (8). A bird's eye view of the main experimental building and the poloidal crosssection of LHD are shown in Figs l(a) and (b). The outer diameter of LHD is
~ 13 m. The total weight is ~ 1500 t, of which the cooled helium weight is 850 t
(helical coils: 140 t, poloidal coils: 120 t, support structure: 590 t). Helical coils,
poloidal coils and supporting structure are put together in the toroidal cryostat. A
dumbbell shaped vacuum vessel is installed between the helical coils and the plasma.
The complicated three-dimensional shape is required to supply sufficient room for
closed divertor operation. Tightest of all is the region lying toroidally inside the helical coils. At least 5 cm are necessary for adiabatic shielding. Superinsulation and an
LN2 shield are installed in this space. Since the deformation brought about during
the cooling-down phase is about 2 cm in the major radius direction, we have designed
adiabatic supporting pedestals with a sliding structure. More than 80 ports are
installed at the vacuum vessel. The largest, of lozenge shape, is located at the outer
equatorial plane. The total area of the port is ~20 m 2 , which amounts to ~ 10% of
the total chamber surface. The baking temperature of the vacuum vessel is about
100°C, and that of the divertor carbon tile is 350°C. The expected heat flux on the
divertor plate is 1 kW/cm2 for 5 s and 30 MW heating power. This criterion is
thought to constitute an engineering R&D experiment for the tokamak engineering
reactor programme. The cooling water pipes of the vacuum vessel are led to the inner
surface (plasma side), keeping feasible the necessary maintenance because the
damage due to runaway burst is kept at sufficiently low level in the SC helical system.
The current density of the coil package is an important parameter in improving
the physics properties of LHD, especially in order to increase the boundary shear and
to supply enough room for the divertor. The current density is 40 A/mm2 for the
3 T operation (phase I, 4.2 K) and is increased to 53.3 A/mm2 for the 4 T operation
(phase II, 1.8 K). These values are much larger than the value attained with a normal
copper conductor. The material of the superconductor is NbTi, and the cooling systems are pool boiling for the helical coils and forced flow cooling for the poloidal
coils. Since there is no danger from major current disruption, AC loss and repetitive
mechanical fatigue problems, the helical steady device has an advantage as far as the
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TABLE II. CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE OF LHD
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

R&D
Detailed design phase II
Helical coil
Conductor
Fabrication machine
Coil casing
Coil fabrication
Power supply
Poloidal coil
Inner vertical
Shaping field
Outer vertical
Power supply
Lower cryostat
Upper cryostat
Vacuum chamber
Fabrication by welding
Liquid He refrigerator
Control system
Assembling
Test
Experiment

engineering design and the building up of a practical construction scenario are concerned. Unlike a normal conducting coil device, LHD is also free from thermal
stress. Therefore, we could apply the stiff support structure concept to sustain a large
magnetic force exceeding several ten thousands of tons. To increase the dynamic
range of the magnetic surface properties, the helical coils are divided into three layers
and connected independently to the power supply. Since a wide range of Y0 from
1.1 to 1.4 is available by changing the coil current in each layer, we may attain various operation regimes, i.e. well or hill, shift of axis and high or low shear.
The size of the main experimental room is 45 m (width) X 75 m (length)
X 40 m (height). To shield the neutrons of the phase II experiments, the required
thicknesses of the wall and the roof are 2 m and 1.3 m, respectively. All cables, pipes
and beam lines of the experimental room are guided into an underground room and
rearranged in the common pit to reduce the neutron streaming. Around the main
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Fabrication head

Rotating ring mount
])

Gauge/

Superconducting cable

\
machinery Bending/twisting machinery
Pressurizing machinery

Fabrication machine for helical coil
Superconducting cable
Fabrication drum
Helical coil casing
Rotating ring for
fabrication head
Fabrication head

Platform

Helical coil

Primary drum

Rotating table

Pedestal

Driving motor
Control panel
FIG. 2. Bird's eye view of fabrication machine and fabrication head.

experimental room, power supplies of coils and heating system, refrigeration systems, cooling water system, diagnostic system and control system are distributed
effectively. The total area of the building is - 2 0 000 m2.
The construction schedule, as from now on, is shown in Table II. Next year,
we start the constructions of the inner vertical field coil, the fabrication machine and
the cryostat. The fabrication machine is shown in Fig. 2. It will be completed in
1993; immediately after its completion, we shall start manufacturing the helical coils,
at the Toki site. This will take one and a half years. The vacuum vessel is assembled
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after the coil fabrication has been completed. This will last about one year. The
necessary technical preparations are now being developed in terms of the R&D model
of the vacuum vessel.

3.

CONDUCTOR DEVELOPMENT

The most urgent problem to be solved in superconducting coil design is the
development of a viable superconductor. From the point of view of a large magnetic
force (~ 1000 t/m) and a large torsional angle (max. ~50°/m), an NbTi conductor
was selected as the base material. Since the maximum field of the conductor exceeds
9 T, the specifications of the NbTi conductor required for LHD are close to the limiting criterion. We are developing several candidates for the conductor in which
aluminium is added to improve stability. In Fig. 3, the cross-sections of the newly
developed conductors are shown. The location and amount of aluminium and the distribution of the NbTi strands are different for each design. Since the resistivity of
each strand is zero, it is necessary to study the uniformity of the current distribution
between strands. We have investigated the uniform distribution type, (1); the multilayer distribution type, (2)-(4); and the transpose structure type, (5). The stability
properties of the conductors have already been confirmed; no difference in the conductor capability due to the aluminium stabilizer location has been observed. No
anisotropic current distribution has been observed. The most important result of this
conductor R&D is our confirmation that our design technique based on the existing
empirical stability scaling of the pool boiling conductor is applicable. A feasibility
research into the coil fabrication is being done for three kinds of practical R&D,
small model coil (R ~ 1 m, B ~ 2 T, m = 3-4) [8]. The necessary database for
the coil fabrication has already been obtained.

4.

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF HELICAL COIL AND VACUUM VESSEL

In helical systems, the error field due to mechanical deformation of the helical/poloidal coils is very dangerous for the magnetic field configuration. The deformation and the stress/strain of helical coils and support structures have been analysed
by a finite element method (FEM) code. The critical issues for designing the support
structure are to develop a reasonable structural design which ascertains the necessary
high accuracy of the helical coils (~ ±2 mm), because the stress level and the degree
of deformation strongly depend on the structural design idea. In Fig. 4, typical
results with the FEM code are presented for the top half casing of the helical coils
and the structural shell, where the averaged thicknesses of the helical coil casing and
the structural shell are 50 mm and 100 mm, respectively. Spatial restrictions imposed
by ports are taken into account in the calculation. The maximum stress appears at the
inside surface of the helical coil casing and reaches ~35 kg/mm2. The stress level
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FIG. 4. Deformation of structural shell and top half of helical coil casing.
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of the shell support is about 20 kg/mm2. These values are acceptable for stainless
steel as structural material. The deformation of the helical coils and the shell is kept
within 2 mm.
As was described previously, one of the critical issues of the vacuum vessel
design is that the gap between helical coil and plasma is limited, especially on the
inboard side of the torus. The distance between the helical coil and the first wall,
including the coil casing, must be less than 15 cm to leave sufficient distance between
the first wall and the plasma and to avoid severe plasma-wall interaction. This means
that accurate fabrication and assembly of the vessel (~ ± 5 mm) are required. We
have considered two types of loading on the vessel: atmospheric and magnetic. The
latter is produced when the poloidal fields are changed in time or the bootstrap current disappears within a short period. FEM was also adopted to evaluate the stress
level and deformation of the vacuum vessel.
The strongest stress due to the atmospheric force appears near the largest port
at the equatorial plane. It is close to 15 kg/mm2. The magnetic loading appears
when a large eddy current is induced by a sudden drop of the induced plasma current.
The design criterion is based on the condition that the magnetic loading due to a
150 kA/1 ms current disruption should be withstood. In high nrT plasma production,
in which the bootstrap current becomes maximum and flows in a direction so as to
increase the vacuum angle of rotational transform, the direction of the magnetic force
is outward, i.e. the same as that of the atmospheric force. It is concluded from the
FEM analysis that a thickness of 15 mm is sufficient for the vacuum vessel to satisfy
the design criterion, and this is close to the limiting thickness for fabricating the
vacuum vessel reliably after completing helical coil fabrication.
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Abstract
PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING STUDIES FOR WENDELSTEIN 7-X.
Results from experiment, theory and engineering have now yielded a detailed concept for
WENDELSTEIN 7-X (W 7-X), an Advanced Stellarator of the Helias type. This concept satisfies the
criteria for stable confinement of reactor relevant plasmas of sufficient pressure. W 7-X is designed to
explore, under reactor relevant plasma conditions, whether transport and (3 limits will agree with the
expected values, and to develop exhaust technologies appropriate for steady state operation. Use of DT
is neither necessary nor foreseen for this purpose. The device will be based on a superconducting magnet
system. Additional coils will allow the exploration of a wide parameter range around the optimum configuration. Design studies in industry have yielded feasible engineering solutions. The experiments done
so far in W 7-AS support the physics and engineering picture underlying W 7-X.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the WENDELSTEIN line, IPP is exploring the reactor potential of Advanced
Stellarators, a concept for confining toroidal plasmas with magnetic fields generated exclusively
by external, modular coils. A net toroidal plasma current, as needed in Tokamaks, is not required
in Stcllarators. Thus, Stellarators without this current are inherently capable of steady state
operation without disruptions, without requiring an external current drive system, and without
need for more than one single modular coil system. These properties are of major importance for
fusion reactors. After ignition, a Stellarator reactor with proper edge control would work
continuously on refuelling and exhaust alone. Absence of a net plasma current also minimizes the
free energy available for driving instabilities. It is thus important to check to which extent this
concept holds its promises.
Progress in Stellarator development has been large. Stellarator optimization predicts for
Advanced Stellarators of the Helias type [1,2] that, in contrast to classical Stellarators, they can be
designed to satisfy the criteria one would establish for stable confinement of plasmas of sufficient
pressure. In essence, these criteria are [3]:
• high quality vacuum magnetic surfaces, -> shear as large as compatible with this condition,
• good finite-S equilibrium properties, -> minimum sensitivity of configuration to B,
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• good MHD stability properties,->B £0.05,
• small neoclassical transport in the lmfjp regime, -> equivalent field ripple ^ 0.02,

• small bootstrap current in the lmfp regime, -> minimum effect on configuration,
• good collisionless alpha panicle containment at operational values of B,
• good modular coil feasibilty.
The configuration of W 7-X has been selected according to this set of criteria.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM WENDELSTEIN7-AS
W 7-AS is the first Advanced Stellarator, with a limited degree of optimization though.
Plasma operation has begun about one and a half years ago. Latest experimental results are
published in two other papers [4,5] to this conference. With respect to both engineering and
physics W7-AS has already yielded the following results of basic importance to W 7-X:
• A modular coil system for Stellarators is feasible and cost-effective in construction.
• The accuracy of the generated field configuration is proven to be high.
• It is supported that major resonances in field line twist have to be avoided and shear has to
be maximized within this constraint
• The concept of an improved plasma equilibrium is confirmed by the observation of the
reduced Shafranov shift.
• The measured bootstrap current agrees with calculations; EC current drive is verified.
• Plasma operation of up to 1.5 s has confirmed internal time constants of this duration.
• Using up to 0.8 MW ECRH and up to 1.3 MW NBI, plasma temperatures in the keV
range, line average densities of 2X1020 nr 3 , and confinement times of 25 ms have been
reached. These are significant achievements in view of the device parameters of W 7-AS.
These results support the physics and engineering picture underlying Wendelstein 7-X.

3. PROGRAMMATIC OBJECTIVES OF WENDELSTEIN 7-X
It is now timely to undertake an integrated concept test for producing convincing predictions
on the properties of ignited plasmas in Advanced Stellarators. DT operation is neither foreseen nor
necessary for this purpose.Thus, the programmatic objectives of W 7-X are:
• achievement of adequate confinement and investigation of plasma transport under reactor
relevant conditions,
• effective heating methods for plasma generation and heating to temperatures of some keV,
• investigation of impurity transport and development or adaptation of means for its control,
• achievement of <S>- values of about 0.05 and analysis of the B-Iimit,
• long-term and quasi-stationary operation,
• study of refuelling, exhaust and plasma wall interaction under steady state conditions,
• development of proper means for control of plasma edge conditions.
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FIG. 1. Sketch of WENDELSTEIN 7-X basic configuration. The lines on the plasma surface indicate
the magnetic field lines and meridional sections, respectively.

TABLE I: Characteristic Nondimensional Data of W 7-X

Rotational transform, l, on axis/boundary

0.84/0.99

Variation of I

±0.2

Variation of shear

±0.1

Variation of mirror field

0.1

Pfirsch-Schliiter currents, {j,. 2 /j± 2 }

0.5

Magnetic well depth

0.01

MHD stability limit, {8)st

0.043

Equivalent ripple, 5e

0.015

Ratio of bootstrap currents, JBS^tel / JBS.tok

SO.l
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4. DEFINITION OF WENDELSTEIN 7-X

The theoretical and experimental studies and the planning activities over several years have
now resulted in the completion of the concept of Wendelstein 7-X. It will employ the full potential
of the Helias concept and will utilize a modular coil system. The optimization procedure mentioned
above has yielded the W 7-X configuration, as displayed in Fig.l, without noticeable ambiguity.
It satisfies all criteria listed above. Some characteristic nondimensional data of W 7-X are listed in
Table I.
The absolute dimensions of W 7-X follow from the programmatic objectives together with
physical and technical constraints. The first one is the use of ECRH because this is the only
proven method for allowing both generating plasmas in Stellarators by starting from the gas phase
and heating them to high temperatures. In order to have the cut-off density not too far below the
highest operating density, a frequency of 140 GHz, twice the frequency used on W7-AS, has been
selected. This frequency is compatible with a field strength of 2.5 T. The required experimental
flexibility to be able to create ECRH resonance conditions at any desired position in the plasma
then leads to a maximum operating magnetic field of 3 T. Experience from W 7-AS requires the
minimum flat top time of the magnetic field to be well above 10 to 20 s. This cannot reasonably be
managed anymore with water-cooled copper coils. The magnet has therefore to be
superconducting, but NbTi conductors are fully sufficient for this kind of application. The
maximum current density of 50 MA/m2 and a minimum distance between plasma and wall of at
least 0.1 m, and larger, where particle and power sinks have to be introduced, then lead to the
characteristic dimensional data of W 7-X listed in Table EL A smaller device is not compatible with
the above constraints. The fusion diagram comparing the projected performance of W 7-X with
those of various other devices is shown in Fig.2.

TABLE II: Characteristic Dimensional Data of W 7-X

Average major radius, R<>

5.5 m

Average plasma radius, la

0.53 m

Average coil radius, Tc

1.14 m

Min. distance plasma - coils, Ape

0.29 m

Min. distance plasma - wall, ApW

0.12 m

Induction on axis. Bo

3.0 T

Max. induction at coils, B m

6.1 T

Total magnetic energy, Wm

600 MJ

Max. net force (one coil), VKS

3.6 MN
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5. TRANSPORT PHYSICS AND EXHAUST EXPERIMENTATION
An important task for W 7-X is to investigate the contributions of anomalous transport in a
reactor relevant configuration and under reactor relevant conditions. In this connection it is very
promising that the Stellarator optimization concept used also removes or at least reduces most of
the candidate causes of anomalous transport, such as stochasticity in vacuum and finite-B fields,
trapped orbits, instabilities such as ballooning, tearing and trapped-particle drift modes. This
results from the absence of large net toroidal currents, the large reduction of Pfirsch-Schliiter
currents, the avoidance of major resonances in field line twist, from the trapped particles being
removed from the strong curvature regions, and the largely reduced step width in the gyro-reduced
Bohm model. The possibility to explore transport properties under such conditions might even
shine some light on the origin of anomalous transport in toroidal configurations in general.
The development of a proper exhaust technology is another important task for W 7-X. The
separatrix region of the configuration selected for W 7-X inherently provides basic divertor
properties favourable for this purpose and is found to be reasonably insensitive to variations of S
because of the small parallel current density. This is a necessary prerequisite for proper divertor
action whose details will depend on the "island"" structure at the edge of the plasma. Basic
properties of this concept will be tested in W 7-AS, which has already shown the expected
concentration of particle and power fluxes in half-helix like stripes at the outboard side of the
configuration [6,7].
6.

CONHGURATIONAL ELEXmilJTY

For an experiment like W 7-X, it is necessary to explore the confinement properties in a wide
range around the optimum configuration. This is achieved by a relative variation of the currents in
the individual modular coils and by superimposing to the basic coil system a second one, not
shown in Fig. 1, allowing the addition of toroidal and vertical field components. As follows from
Table I, this provides the necessary variation of such important quantities as iota, shear, mirror
field, and well depth.
7.

ENGINEERING

By means of two study contracts launched with industry, a conceptual design has been made
and found to be feasible. By proper design of the superconducting cable, the coil winding
technology successfully developed for W 7-AS can also be applied for the production of the
superconducting coils of W 7-X. The maximum magnetic field at the coils is sufficiently low to
allow conventional NbTi superconducting technology to be used, the operational reliability of
which is demonstrated by many applications.
The magnet consists of 50 non-planar coils, 10 per field period, with geometrical
characteristics less demanding than those of W 7-AS. There are only five geometrically different
coil types. Separate current feeds, five in total, and a system of 20 superimposed planar coils, four
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per field period, provide the configurational flexibility described above. Each coil is surrounded
by a stainless steel housing; the whole magnet, including its internal support structure, is
embedded in a cryostat. The total cold mass is about 350 tons. The refrigerator will work at 4 K,
the same temperature as that of the LCT project. The experience gained with LCT is fully
accounted for by the DPP-KfK collaboration. With a magnetic energy of about 600 MJ, the magnet
system of W7-X is also comparable with that of the TF magnet of Tore Supra. It is now intended
to produce a representative length of the superconducting cable, to fabricate a demonstration coil
[8], and one sector of the vacuum and cryostat system. When starting construction at the
beginning of 1993, the device could be ready for operation five years later.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
WENDELSTEIN 7-X is designed to undertake an integrated concept test for producing
convincing predictions on the properties of ignited plasmas in Advanced Stellarators but without
using DT plasmas. The magnetic configuration results from a Stellarator specific optimization
procedure and satisfies all criteria established for this purpose. Essential tasks for W 7-X are to
explore whether the expectations for both sufficiently low anomalous transport and a sufficiently
high 8 limit are justified and to develop proper means for impurity control and exhaust to allow
stationary operation. When starting construction at the beginning of 1993, the device could be
ready for operation in 1998.
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DISCUSSION
T.N. TODD: How is operational flexibility in rotational transform and shear
obtained?
G. GRIEGER: It is obtained by means of an additional, superimposed set of
planar, mutually tilted coils, not shown on the viewgraphs used for the talk.
T.N. TODD: You said that electron cyclotron current drive contributed to the
flexibility as well — to what extent?
G. GRIEGER: The W 7-X configuration is designed to yield approximately
zero bootstrap current. It would also be very desirable to explore the properties of
the W 7-X configuration in the neighbourhood of this point and to learn how much
of a current can be tolerated before it starts introducing negative effects. This can be
done by ECCD. In addition it makes it possible to influence local twist and shear.
This was what was meant by ECCD adding to the flexibility.
A. GIBSON: I notice that the aspect ratio of this device is two or more times
that of a tokamak with similar minor radius. As this is a session on reactor concepts,
I would like to ask if this means that one day we shall face the problem of an economic reactor based on this system having an unacceptably large power output?
G. GRIEGER: Provided W 7-X yields the expected results, then a typical stellarator reactor of the W 7-X type will provide a unit siz,e power ( = 3 GW(th)) very
similar to that of a typical tokamak. The magnetic field energy (which is a convenient
measure of the cost of the system) of the stellarator reactor is similar to or even
smaller than that of comparable tokamak reactors. This is a consequence of a much
smaller stray field and a greater potential for full utilization of the field energy.
Together with all the other differences in properties, this leads to the expectation that
stellarators would do better than tokamaks for the same unit size power.
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Abstract
INVESTIGATION OF FUSION ALPHA PARTICLE RIPPLE LOSSES BY MEANS OF A KINETIC
CODE — ALPHA PARTICLE RlPPLE LOSSES IN ITER.
The discrete nature of a tokamak magnetic system as a consequence of N separate field coils leads
to a deviation from axial symmetry and causes additional transport referred to as ripple transport. This
loss mechanism whose effectiveness increases with the particle energy must be investigated carefully
for fusion alpha particles. The first part of the paper treats the ripple problem by means of a kinetic
equation based on a modified Fokker-Planck equation generalized for ripple transport in
1.5-dimensional geometry. For a NET-type tokamak, ripple fluxes have been calculated with the edge
ripple 5 as a parameter and have been compared to neoclassical and anomalous fluxes. It has been found
that particle and power loss fractions are small if the ripple is less than 1 %. This result has been confirmed in the second part of the paper that studies the alpha particle ripple losses in ITER by Monte
Carlo numerical modelling. Calculations were performed for physics' phase and technology phase operation, and it has been shown that the first wall heat deposition profile is very sensitive to the details of
plasma equilibrium shape, first wall position and ripple profile. The peak heat load, being small for the
reference configuration, may easily be increased up to small changes in the ripple profile and the plasma
configuration.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The finite number of the toroidal field coils of a tokamak destroys the perfect
axisymmetry of the plasma and modifies the transport properties of the fusion
machine. A consequence of the finite number of coils is the field ripple characterized
by magnetic wells. The toroidal magnetic field is given by
B(r,0,<£) = B0 [1 - 5(r,0) cos N<j> - e cos 0]

(1)
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Here, S(r,0) represents the ripple as a function of the (effective) plasma radius and
the angle d.
The variation of B with the toroidal angle <£ has two important consequences:
(a)
(b)

Particles with sufficiently small parallel components V| are trapped in new
magnetic wells due to the ripple;
the banana orbits of trapped particles can be modified by the ripple, leading to
a new transport mechanism.

It is well known that ripple losses increase with the ion energy. For this reason, the
effect of alpha particle ripple transport on performance and design of future fusion
reactors has become a subject of special interest.

2.

RIPPLE TRANSPORT MECHANISMS

2.1. Ripple trapped transport
Particles trapped in the ripple wells remain approximately at a fixed 0-value.
Therefore, compensation of curvature and gradient drift is not possible, and the particles drift radially, either until they are detrapped by collisions or leave the plasma.
The transport coefficients for this process have been calculated by Stringer [1].
2.2. Ripple plateau transport
The destruction of axisymmetry modifies the closed banana orbits producing
variations of v( over the whole orbit. The perturbations hear the turning points are
of special importance. The change in time spent in crossing the last ripple well before
turning is given by
AT = (27rR6/N?')(Nq/€)
This change in time will prolong or shorten the banana bounce time, leading to a
radial step Ar:
Ar ~ (Sr/R)/Ar
The present paper uses the plateau ripple diffusion coefficient for alpha particles [2]:
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where A2 = Nq RS. The brackets designate ^-averaging.

(2)
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2.3. Stochastic ripple transport
At low collision frequencies (or high energies), there exists a collisionless
regime dominated by dynamic stochastization of particle orbits. The collisionless
banana orbits become ergodic, greatly enhancing the banana particle losses. The time
for escape being smaller than the thermalization time, the alpha particles entering the
stochastic region are lost for the plasma before they can transmit their energy to the
plasma. Reference [3] shows that for each ripple there is a minimum particle energy
above which stochastic transport is possible:
e V
)

macol
(3)

Stochastic transport coefficients useful for implementation in the kinetic code have
been published in Ref. [4]. The surface averaged particle flux is given by
f 3F
Ta = C 1 — - Ar2wl sin B dd dw
J

(4)

dr

and the heat flux can be written as
QO = C

JJ

- ^drS L Ar 2 w 2 I sin 0 d0 dw

(5)

dr

with

47rm2qR2
I = (1 - exp(-4))/[(l - exp (-2T)) + 4exp ( - 2 r )
(6)
X (sin2N A0O + 0.46a2)] + 1/[1 + exp (6.7 - 5.5a)]
Ar = bPha{qle)m (NWsin 0O)"2

(7)

2 i { I - cos^ 4
(8)
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Fa(p,w) is the alpha particle distribution function, and T is given by

r

=

e3/2v sin2 0O \E

~ C°&2 ~2 K)

(9)

vE and vD are the electric and magnetic drift velocities. E and K are the total elliptic
integrals:
E = E(sin 0o/2), K = K(sin d0o/2)
a is defined by
a = ArNd(p0o)/dr

3.

INVESTIGATION OF FUSION ALPHA PARTICLE RIPPLE LOSSES BY
MEANS OF A KINETIC CODE

3.1. Kinetic equation
The calculations presented in this paper are based on the bounce averaged
Fokker-Planck (FP) equation for alpha particles:

3t

dE

v

a/

dE2

J = Q(p,E)

(10)

where L(E,p) and D(E,p) are the usual FP coefficients for slowing-down and diffusion in the energy space, p denotes the effective radius of the corresponding magnetic
surface and the source term Q(p,E) is composed of the fusion source, Qex, and the
inner source due to transport, Qin:
,E) = Qex(p,E) + Qin(p,E)

(11)

where

Qm(P,E) = - fa(p,E) [ f - + J^f[dp

sa = E = I Efa(p,E)dE, ba =

(T. «± + f - ) ]

sj - b a \

E2fff(p,E)dE

dp

dp J \

(12)
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fa denotes the distribution function normalized to one. Equation (10) is a model
equation with particle number and energy conservation. This kinetic equation constitutes a radically modified version of an equation published in Ref. [5]. Equation (1)
is solved iteratively. If the distribution function Fa(p,E) is known the power deposition rates to the main plasma ions and electrons are calculated and used as source
terms in the plasma fluid equations.

3.2. Numerical results
A subroutine solving Eq. (10) and yielding the alpha particle distribution function and the deposition rates has been linked with a simplified plasma fluid code.
Numerous calculations have demonstrated, that stochastic ripple transport is the
most important ripple transport mechanism. The ripple has been assumed as [4]
S(r,0) = fo(ao + a,x + a2x2 + a3x3 + a4x4
+ b,z + b2z2 + b 3 z 3 + b4z4
(13)
+ d,,xz + d,2xz2 + d I3 xz 3
+ d 2l x 2 z + d22x2z2 + d3,x3z)
where
x = cos 8, z = r sin 0
f0 is calculated by the code such that it yields a prescribed ripple:
TJ

5-

'-'max

T>
D

min

on the plasma edge.
As an example, we consider a tokamak with a major radius of 6.3 m, a minor
radius of 2.05 m and an alongation of 2.2. The toroidal field is 6 T, and the current
amounts to 25 MA. The central plasma temperature is equal to 10 keV, decreasing
to 4 keV at the plasma edge. The central electron density is assumed to be
1.3 x 10 2 0 nr 3 .
In Fig. 1, the stochastic ripple flux for different values of 5 has been plotted as
a function of the effective radius. The figure shows that the ripple flux is an important
phenomenon if 6 < 1 %.
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FIG. 1. Particle ripple flux Y(m~2-s ') versus effective plasma radius.
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FIG. 2. Particle flux T(m~2-s~') versus effective plasma radius, 5 = 0.5%.
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F/G. 3. Alpha particle distribution Junction near plasma edge for different times after start of discharge, & = 1%.

In this case, a substantial portion of the plasma is dominated by the ripple flux.
The maximum ripple flux is, of course, in the outer part of the plasma because 5(r,0)
increases with the radius. Close to the edge, the ripple flux decreases because of the
increase in the alpha particle density. If 8 < 1 %, in particular, if 5 < 0.5%, the ripple becomes very small.
In Fig. 2, neoclassical flux and anomalous flux [6] are opposed to a stochastic
ripple flux with 8 = 0.5 %. We recognize that ripple flux is only dominant near the
plasma edge. In the inner regions it can be neglected in comparison with the
anomalous flux.
Figure 3 presents the distribution function near the plasma edge. Here the ripple
is equal to 1 %. From the figure we see that the high energy tail of the distribution
function is relatively time dependent and irregular. It may also be concluded that for
realistic ripples these irregularities are not effective enough to give rise to
instabilities.

4.

ALPHA PARTICLE LOSSES IN ITER

4.1. Significance of ripple alpha particle loss assessment for ITER
Plasma operation scenarios in ITER, both for the physics phase with demonstration of ignition as the first goal and for the technology phase with experimental
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studies of reactor relevant steady state or long pulse discharges, are based on the large
amount of alpha particle heating of about 150-200 MW. For these scenarios even a
small alpha particle loss fraction may lead to a dangerous first wall heat load. Therefore, a detailed analysis of possible alpha particle loss channels is necessary in order
to assess the first wall heat deposition.
Ripple losses seem to be the most definite and important channel of alpha particle losses with direct impact of TF coil and first wall designs. The previous detailed
analysis of ripple losses was performed for the INTOR parameter range with a
plasma current of about 10 MA, and a high aspect ratio plasma with moderate elongation. In ITER the plasma current is chosen to be approximately twice the value in
INTOR, the aspect ratio is small and the elongation is as high as 2.2. As a result,
the ripple profile differs significantly from the reactor design which has been analysed previously.
As was mentioned in Section 2, there are different channels [3, 7] of alpha particle ripple losses in tokamak, dominating in different areas of the plasma crosssection and alpha particle energy ranges. Almost all known channels are concerned
with banana particles; transit particles are not sensitive to the TF magnetic field
ripple.
The ITER plasma cross-section is shown in Fig. 4. Region (1) with low ripple
values corresponds to collisional ripple enhanced banana diffusion [7]. In the energy
range of 200-700 keV, the ripple enhanced diffusion coefficient is sufficient to

FIG. 4. Plasma boundary (^095 corresponds to the flux surface) and regions with different ripple loss
channels (for (1), (2), (3) see text).
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produce considerable alpha particle radial displacement and a noticeable particle loss
fraction. Because of the low particle energy, the energy loss fraction could not be
more than several per cent.
Stochastic diffusion [3] occurs in Region (2) with higher ripple level. When
banana tip is in this region the alpha particle leaves the plasma after 102—103 bounce
periods. The position of the stochastic region boundary (shown in Fig. 4 by a dashed
line) depends on the particle energy.
Region (3) is the ripple well region, with the convective losses of the ripple
trapped particles. The collisionless transformation from the banana to the ripple
trapped particle is possible in this region. Apparently, it does not change the total loss
fraction because of the small volume of this region but may change drastically the
first wall heat load because of high peaking of the locally trapped particle flux.
4.2. Monte Carlo modelling of ripple losses in ITER
The numerical approach used for Monte Carlo calculations of ripple losses in
ITER is based on a combination of the OFMC code and the mapping code. The mapping code calculates the banana tip positions after each bounce period and is used in
the central plasma region. Banana tip shift is generated by TF ripple and random
bounce averaged Coulomb scattering:
(qrk/z)3/2Vn cos (N$ p ± TT/4) COS (N$ n + TT/4)
(15)

(16)
Here, N is the number of coils, p L the alpha particle Larmor radius, 5 the ripple
value at the banana tip position and V the alpha particle velocity. The second equation
describes the toroidal displacement of the banana in terms of the functions A$ b and
A$ p , which had been found numerically by OFMC and then approximated by the
splines. The last term on the right hand side was added for phase volume conservation. Particle slowing-down by the background plasma is also taken in account.
The accuracy of the mapping model has been checked by direct comparison
between the mapping model and the OFMC calculations. It was found that the
accuracy of the analytical expression (15) used in the mapping model is better than
20% almost everywhere in the ITER plasma cross-section except for the ripple well
region. In addition to the comparison of the banana tip shift, the diffusion coefficient
has been checked at different points of the plasma cross-section. The diffusion coefficient was estimated in this test by calculating the particle spatial profile after 103
bounce periods (all particles had the same initial banana tip positions). As in the
previous test, a similar spatial profile has been found.
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When the banana tip had reached an intermediate boundary located near the
plasma boundary or the boundary of the local well region the further trajectory was
calculated by the OFMC code which follows the real drift trajectory in the rippled
magnetic field. The calculation by the OFMC code was continued until the particle
reached the first wall or lost its energy. This procedure helped to save computer time
and obtain good statistics in the calculation of the first wall heat load profile. The
position of the intermediate boundary was determined by a trade-off between the
accuracy of the mapping model, which deteriorates near the ripple well boundary,
and a decrease in the computer time.
Alpha particle trajectories were calculated by the OFMC code for the MHD
equilibrium poloidal magnetic field and the ripple profile of the real TFC shape. Only
banana particles were taken into account. The transit particles were ignored in the
calculations because of the small ripple induced effect.
4.3. Numerical results
The numerical results were obtained for the ITER plasma with a major radius
of R = 6.0 m, a minor radius of a = 2.15 m and a toroidal magnetic field of B =
4.85 T. The plasma equilibrium configuration and TF ripple contours are shown in
Fig. 5. The ripple loss calculations were performed for two plasma scenarios: for

7.95 x 70"J?
FIG. 5. Plasma flux surfaces and TF ripple contours: (1) 8 = 3.44 x W i;(2)6=
2
2
2
(3) 5 = 7.77 x 10' %; (4) 8 = 3.79 x 7<T %; (5) 8 = 7.84 x lO' ', (6) 8 = 7.57 x 70"'?
(7) 8 = 3.05 x 10-2%; (8) 8 = 5.78 x 70"'%; (9) 8 = 1.07%; (10) 8 = IS
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TABLE I. PLASMA PARAMETERS USED IN THE CALCULATIONS
Physics phase

Technology phase

Plasma current, Ip (MA)

22

14

Central temperature, T o (keV)

17

3

30
1 x 1020

20

Central density, n^ (m" )

2 x 10

Power loss fraction (%)

0.3

Particle loss fraction (%)

0.4

1.2

Peak heat load (MW/m2)

<0.05

0.07

Peak position, Z (m)

<1.3

<1.4

0.8

0.20-,
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FIG. 6. Energy (dashed line) and particle (solid line) alpha particle fluxes at the first wall as junctions
of the vertical co-ordinate, Z(m); technology phase scenario.

ignited plasma at the physics phase and with reduced plasma current for the technology phase. The plasma parameters used in the calculations are shown in Table I. The
following profiles have been used for plasma temperature and density: T
= T0(l — 3>/$s), n,. = n^l — $/$ s ) 1/2 , where 4>/$s is the poloidal flux normalized
by the separatrix value. The peak heat load in Table I corresponds to a total fusion
power of 1 GW. The shape of the first wall coincides with the flux surface
$ = const, with a SOL distance of 15 cm at the equatorial plane.
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The alpha particle first wall load was found to be very low for the physics phase
scenario, with a high plasma current of 22 MA. The peak heat load is only
0.05 MW/m2, which is significantly lower than the upper limit of 0.5 MW/m2
accepted for the ITER first wall design.
Because of the decrease of plasma current in the technology phase scenario, the
loss fraction increases up to 1.2%. The first wall heat load profile obtained for the
technology phase scenario is shown in Fig. 6. The maximum peak heat load is
0.07 MW/m2 for the reference plasma equilibrium ripple profile and the first wall
configuration. The peaking factor is about k = 30, with the peak located near the
equatorial plane. The heat load profile in the toroidal direction is almost uniform. The
reason for this is that the alpha particles leave the plasma mainly as banana particles.
Ripple trapped losses in the reference configuration are small.
It was found that the first wall heat deposition profile is very sensitive to the
position of the ripple well region and the first wall configuration. For the ripple well
region with the boundary shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1, the heat profile is quite
different from the previous one1. The peaking factor is much larger than in the
reference configuration, with the peak heat load of about 0.5 MW/m2 located at the
point with Z = 2.9 m. The deflection of the upper part of the ripple well boundary
from the vertical direction leads to the appearance of the ripple trapped loss region
in the upper part of the ripple well region. The banana particles leaving the plasma
by ripple induced diffusion are transformed into ripple trapped particles when the
banana tip intersects this boundary. For high energy alphas, the probability of collisionless transition is very high, and only a few bounce periods are needed for the
transformation. Therefore, the vast majority of the ripple trapped particles leave the
plasma near the left hand boundary of the ripple well region and provide a highly
peaked heat load.
Therefore, the Monte Carlo simulations of the alpha particle ripple losses in
ITER indicate that the power loss fractions are low for both the physics and technology phase scenarios. For the reference ripple profile and plasma geometry, the heat
wall load was much lower than the accepted upper limit of 0.05 MW/m2. On the
other hand, the heat deposition profile was found to be very sensitive to the details
of ripple profile, plasma equilibrium and first wall position.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

As a conclusion it is found that for 5 < 1% the ripple transport losses will have
no significant influence on the power balance of a tokamak machine and are not
expected to preclude ignition. This has been demonstrated by a kinetic as well as a
1

The change in the position of the ripple well boundary was achieved by a small decrease in the
plasma triangularity and an increase of the ripple value at the upper part of the plasma cross-section
with the same ripple value at the equatorial plane.
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Monte Carlo code. Furthermore, the Monte Carlo calculations show that the first
wall heat deposition profile is very sensitive to the details of plasma equilibrium
shape, first wall position and ripple profile. The peak heat load for the reference configuration of ITER is much lower than the accepted upper limit of 0.5 MW/m2. On
the other hand, the heat deposition profile can easily be increased up to this limit by
small changes in the ripple profile and plasma configuration.
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Abstract
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY OF THE FUSION EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR (FER).
A conceptual design study of the Fusion Experimental Reactor (FER) is presented. FER is
planned, on the basis of a domestic programme, as a device to explore reasonable minimum physics
and technological issues necessary to proceed to DEMO. Among various concepts, including the
improvement of ITER-like design, the reference design of FER is chosen as size-minimum and a
detailed design study is performed. LHCD assist and a single null divertor configuration are employed
to reduce the device size. Simplification and the resultant reliability are attained by the appropriate
choice of the fluence, 0.3 MW-a-m" 2 . A variety of new ideas are explored to develop the FER
concept. A layered structure of the divertor for a reliable maintenance scheme and a uniform vacuum
vessel with a thin double wall structure for providing structural simplicity and tritium double containment are typical examples. R&D programmes for these key reactor components are now actively being
promoted in conjunction with this design activity.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The basic objectives of FER are to explore, on the basis of a domestic
programme, a machine that solves reasonable minimum physics and technological
issues necessary to proceed to DEMO without any further intermediate steps. DEMO
will demonstrate steady state electric power generation at a Q value of 20-30, with
a neutron wall load of about 3 MW/m2 and a fluence of 10 MW-a-m" 2 . Thus the
achievement of Q « 20 and steady state, at least separately, under well controlled
conditions should be a reasonable minimum step to proceed to DEMO. Research and
development of key components and their full integration are of primary importance
to constructing a reliable reactor.
547
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For achieving Q = 20, an operation mode called the high Q mode is considered,
for which a burn time of up to 100 s will be adequate to explore the burn control
scheme as well as helium ash exhaust. For nuclear testing, neutron fluence is set to
~0.3 MW-a-m" 2 , which should be reasonable for blanket testing. Owing to this
setting of the fluence, no tritium breeding is necessary, which simplifies the reactor
structure and raises the overall device reliability. In FER, a steady state operation
mode (the long pulse mode) with Q « 5-10 is planned, as well as a hybrid operation
mode to explore sufficiently long burn operation, which is required in DEMO, and
to attain the fluence goal for reasonable blanket testing.
In this paper, the concept of the minimum size of an experimental reactor is
described with the emphasis on steady state performance. An aggressive approach to
realizing the steady state DEMO reactor is also shown in the scoping study by taking
account of innovative progress in physics and technology.

TABLE I. MAJOR DEVICE AND PLASMA PARAMETERS FOR REFERENCE
FER AND A HIGHER ASPECT RATIO DEVICE WITH HIGH FIELD
High A, high B T

Reference FER
HighQ

Steady state

HighQ

Steady state;

Major radius (m)

4.7

4.7

6

6

Minor radius (m)

1.6

1.6

1.5

1.5

Elongation

2

2

2

2

Plasma current (MA)

15

15

14.7

12

ax

B f /B T Q (T)

12/5.25

12/5.25

14/7.8

14/7.8

<nc> (10 20 m-3)

1.3

0.63

1.3

0.8

<Te> (keV)

10

20

10

20

g

2.2

3.0

1.4

2.8

HIE>/HI0

2.1/2

2/1.8

1.8/2

2/1.8

Q value

20

5.0

70

8.2

600

400

740

740

Wall load (MW/m )

0.9

0.6

0.9

0.9

Fluence (MW^a-nT 2 )

—

0.3

—

0.3

19

22

15

34

CD power (MW)

—

80

—

91

Fusion power (MW)
2
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SCOPING STUDY AND REFERENCE DESIGN

A wide range scoping study has been done to identify the FER design points.
Two types of design are shown in Table I, a minimum size device to achieve the
required performance and a high aspect ratio device to be focused on steady state
operation. High aspect ratio devices have the advantages, in general, of lower plasma
current and greater space available for the solenoid coil region. However, they have
several disadvantages, i.e. increased difficulty of tangential NB injection and extraction of the inner module and fast ion losses due to toroidal field ripple.
Since we put our highest preference on the size-minimum constraint while keeping high Q and steady state operation, Reference FER is the best choice for the FER
design. High Q operation supported by LH startup assist [1] and reasonable fluence
for blanket testing can be achieved with the emphasis on reliable R&D programmes
for key components and their full integration. In this design point, about 1000 s burning by hybrid operation mode is expected to be reliably achieved and the steady state
operation mode is also feasible from various physics and engineering viewpoints,
such as controllability of high beta plasma, divertor conditions and current drive
power.
By relaxing the size-minimum constraint, an aggressive approach can be taken
towards realizing the steady state DEMO reactor [2] by taking account of advances
in magnet technology and emphasizing the advantage of bootstrap current, which is
extensively demonstrated in JT-60 [3]. This approach can be chosen as an alternative
for an ITER-like reactor.
3.

DIVERTOR CONCEPT

Reduction of helium ash accumulation is crucially important to achieving a
higher Q value in FER as a minimum size reactor. In fact, an increase of ash accumulation by 1 % requires an increase of plasma current by roughly 1 MA to maintain
the same plasma performance. Thus, on FER, much effort has been made to realize
lower ash accumulation. A single null divertor configuration is chosen in FER mainly
for this purpose.
In FER, total fusion power is lower than in ITER, so that the heat load can be
similar to that in ITER. Two dimensional divertor simulation using the UEDA code
[4] on the FER single null divertor shows that the peak heat load was - 1 0 MW/m2
on the outer and ~ 4 MW/m2 on the inner divertor plate. A large possible up-down
asymmetry, which is associated with the accuracy of vertical position control in a
double null configuration, can be avoided in a single null configuration. The in-out
ratio of the particle flux obtained in the simulation is nearly 1:1, which implies a large
helium flux on the inner divertor plate (Fig. l(b)). The particle flux to the outer
divertor plate, which connects to the evacuating duct, is about 50% of the total particle flux, compared with 40% in a double null configuration, which will lead to lower
helium concentration in the single null FER.
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Horizontal port

(a)
Poloidal coil

Evacuating duct

(b)

0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

0

0.1 0.2

0.3 0.4 m
Heat flux

Poloidal length (m)

Particle flux

FIG. 1. (a) Concept of partitioned type single null divertor configuration and (b) heat and particle flux
onto each partitioned divertor plate.

Further optimization of the single null configuration is also examined in FER.
One possibility is to separate the inner and outer divertor plates and install the evacuating duct also to the inner divertor plate (Fig. l(a)). Numerical simulation shows
that the helium neutral pressure in the inner evacuating duct is comparable to that in
the outer duct. Thus, a large helium flux can also be exhausted from the inner evacuating duct (Fig. 1).
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Armour tile

Upper port

Cryostat

Horizontal port

Cask
Pumping
duct

FIG. 2. Overall view and maintenance scheme in FER.

4.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND R&D STATUS

On the basis of the results of the scoping study, the basic parameters and configuration of the Reference (size-minimum) FER are chosen as shown in Table I and
Fig. 2. As for the structural design, to achieve high reliability in the minimized
configuration is essential, and the key features adopted are described below.
Since the divertor is a critical in-vessel component owing to the severe power
and particle load, feasibility of structure and maintenance is very important. For this
purpose, the divertor is designed as a layered structure composed of armour tiles,
divertor plate and divertor structure. Correspondingly, three different maintenance
schemes — in-vessel remounting of the metallurgically bonded armour tiles, in-vessel
replacement of the divertor plate, and ex-vessel replacement of the whole divertor
structure — are adopted, as schematically shown in Fig. 2. In-vessel maintenance is
the regular procedure and ex-vessel maintenance is the backup, and they can be
independently applied so as to achieve redundant maintenance. The current status of
R&D on divertor maintenance is as follows:
(a)

Divertor armour maintenance: A special high frequency heating technique is
being developed in order to achieve quick assembly and disassembly of the
metallurgically bonded armour tiles without softening of the cooling tube.
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Preliminary test results show that the armour tiles can be demounted and
remounted and the bonding strength after remounting still meet the design loading condition.
(b) Divertor plate maintenance. As for the manipulator system, emphasis in R&D
has been laid on the rail mounted vehicle type because of its higher mechanical
stiffness and its compactness during parking in a cask. The one fifth scale rail
mounted vehicle system shown in Fig. 2 has been fabricated and it has been
demonstrated that the rail system is strong enough for handling a one tonne
divertor plate to within a few millimetres' displacement and can be used as the
reference scheme for divertor plate maintenance.
(c) Divertor structure maintenance. In the backup scheme, the whole divertor
structure can be replaced in one piece through the pumping duct as a cassette.
For this scheme, a system for remote laser cutting and welding of cooling pipes
is under development.
In addition to the divertor design features, a plasma vacuum vessel with a thin
double wall structure has been selected for providing a uniform one turn resistance
(20 fiQ) and tritium double containment. The vacuum vessel mainly relies on rigid
full torus shielding structures inside the vacuum vessel. A removable thin shielding
blanket with the first wall is installed inside the rigid shield structure for high maintainability. The breeding blanket for the DEMO reactor can be tested as modules
installed in the horizontal access ports with a lifetime neutron fluence of around
0.3 MW-a-nr 2 .
5.

SUMMARY

The reference design of FER is chosen as size-minimum and a detailed design
study has been performed. For a further reduction in size, LHCD assist and a single
null divertor configuration are employed to reduce the solenoid coil size and helium
ash accumulation. Simplification and the resultant reliability are attained by the
appropriate choice of the fluence. A variety of new ideas are being explored to
develop the FER concept. A layered structure of divertor for reliable maintenance
and a uniform vacuum vessel with a thin double wall structure for providing structural simplicity and tritium double containment are typical examples. R&D
programmes for these key reactor components are now actively being promoted in
conjunction with this design activity.
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Abstract
D- 3 He IN FIELD REVERSED CONFIGURATIONS - RUBY: AN INTERNATIONAL REACTOR
STUDY.
Results from a design study for RUBY, a 1 GWe D- 3 He field reversed configuration (FRC)
reactor are presented. The design uses a 100 keV plasma with a gross fusion power of 1.4 GW. A field
reversed theta pinch is used to form the plasma which is translated to the burn chamber where neutral
beam and pellet injection along with magnetic compression are employed to achieve the desired burn
conditions. The fusion produced proton current, supplemented by neutral beam injection, provides a
quasi-steady-state burn. The charged particle component (~ 1 GW) is directly converted to electricity
using unique 'two part' Venetian blind/travelling wave converters located at each end of the system.
On the basis of the results from RUBY, it is concluded that the FRC can be developed into a very attractive power plant using D- 3 He. Advantages include high conversion efficiency, low radioactivity/tritium involvement and minimum neutron induced materials damage. To achieve this goal,
however, a number of physics/engineering issues must still be resolved, and these are identified.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The D- 3 He field reversed configuration (FRC) reactor study described here,
named RUBY, was carried out through a series of US-Japan workshops with collaboration from Austrian workers [1]. In principle, because of its combination of closed
field lines for good confinement and open lines for charged fusion product extraction,
plus its high /3 (>0.8), the FRC is an ideal configuration for burning D- 3 He. The
objective was to extend the prior D- 3 He FRC SAFFIRE reactor study [2] to account
for the more recent physics database and incorporate improved engineering/energy
recovery concepts. In addition to an evaluation of the reactor potential, a key objective was to identify crucial issues requiring further experimental and theoretical
studies.

2. OVERVIEW OF REACTOR CONCEPT
To minimize capital investment requirements, a steady state in situ burn chamber design was selected for study as opposed to a translating plasmoid burn chamber.
A high |3 plasma, a temperature of 70-100 keV and a confinement parameter of
~ 1021 s/m3 are necessary to take full benefit of the favourable characteristics of
D- 3 He fuels in a fusion power reactor. A method of efficiently recovering the
charged particle power is also essential. The characteristics of an FRC meet these
requirements: very high plasma /3 values in a stable configuration have already been
demonstrated in experiments. The core plasma is surrounded by open field lines
which provide direct coupling to a high power direct energy converter.

TABLE I. FRC PLASMA PARAMETERS: (a) AFTER FIELD REVERSED
THETA PINCH AT THE FORMATION; (b) AFTER TRANSLATION INTO THE
BURN CHAMBER; (c) AFTER REACHING IGNITION CONDITIONS
(a)

(b)

(c)

Separatrix radius (m)

0.84

1.25

1.25

Separatrix length (m)

4.7

15

17

9.8

1.3

5.2

Mean electron density (10

20

3

m" )

Mean plasma temperature (keV)

1

1

100

External field (T)

0.88

0.33

6.4

Trapped magnetic flux (Wb)

0.22

0.22

4.9

S parameter

10.3

7.1

11
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TABLE II. PRINCIPAL PARAMETERS OF FRC/3He STATIONARY BURNING PLASMA
Fusion power (GW)
14.7 MeV protons (MW)
Other fusion products (MW)
Thermal ions (MW)
Radiation (MW)
Neutrons (MW)

1.4
260
30
725
320
65

Plasma volume (m3)
Radius (m)
Length (m)

80
1.25
17.0

Ion temperature (keV)

100

Energy confinement time (s)

2.5

Mean electron number density (1020 m~3)
Deuterium (1020 irT3)
Helium-3 (1020 m"3)
Others (1020 m"3)

5.2
2.23
1.12
0.47

Fuel supply (1022 s"1)
Pellet
NBI (s"1)

2.0
1.8 x 10 21 /pellet-ll pellets/s
3.0 x 1 0 "

NBI

1 MeV, 5 A

External magnetic field (T)

6.44

Average plasma beta (%)

87.5

In the present RUBY design, the FRC plasma is first produced in a formation
section employing a small port for fuel gas puffing, a set of bias coils and fast compression coils. The FRC is initially produced by applying a traditional field reversed
theta pinch technique to obtain the plasma parameters listed in Table I (column a).
Once formed, the FRC plasma is transported along field lines to the burning section
by applying unbalanced cusp coils. There ports are provided for fast neutral beam
injection (NBI) and slow compression coils are also incorporated. The FRC plasma
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is then heated to the ignition temperature by the fast NBI. A slow magnetic compression, fuel injection with 'iced' D- 3 He pellets [2], and flux enhancement by neutral
beam injections are also employed. The plasma parameters before and after the heating phase, respectively, are listed in columns b and c of Table I.
Once the FRC plasma is ignited, it continues to burn steadily provided that the
needed fuels and flux are supplied. In D- 3 He burning FRCs, the large production of
15 MeV fusion protons forms an energetic charged particle beam which provides,
with the aid of supplemental NBI, macroscopic stability along with the seed current
needed to sustain a steady state magnetic configuration.
To recover the fusion energy carried by the charged particles in the D- 3 He
burning plasma, highly efficient direct energy converters are installed at both ends
of the reactor. The power carried by the thermal plasma component is 750 MW and
that by 15 MeV protons is 260 MW. The low energy component converted to electricity with a pair of conventional Venetian blind (VB) type ion collectors while energetic protons are handled with a pair of travelling wave direct energy converters
located downstream from the VB collectors.
The principal parameters of this burning plasma are listed in Table II, and an
overall view of the reactor is exhibited in Fig. 1.

3.

FRC PLASMA FORMATION AND TRANSLATION

The initial FRC of the reactor design is assumed to be produced in a conventional field reversed theta pinch. This FRC is then translated into a separate burn
chamber where 500 keV D° neutrals are injected. The translated parameters shown
in column (b) of Table I are determined from the requirements that (1) plasma power
losses be less than the injected neutral beam (NBI) power, and (2) most of the injected
neutrals be captured within the FRC separatrix. The radius of the burn chamber is
2.5 m. Then, on the assumption of conservation of trapped magnetic flux 4>v, particle inventory and total energy during translation, the initial FRC parameters shown
in column (a) of Table I are calculated to achieve the translated state.
The theta pinch dimensions and bank parameters required to form the initial
FRC are evaluated by using a formation model [1] which includes the following
sequence: (a) snow plough radial implosion; (b) 2-D thermalization; (c) expansion
to achieve a 2-D FRC equilibrium with trapped flux $,; (d) instantaneous 3-D thermalization, and (e) 3-D adiabatic compression. Electrical bank parameters are coupled to this formation model. This model was tested by applying it to experimental
data from the FRX-C and FRX-C/LSM devices, and good agreement was obtained.
The model indicates that the desired initial FRC parameters can be achieved
with a theta pinch coil of radius rc = 2 m and length (c = 10 m. The required bank
parameters are: charging voltage Vc = 0.4 MeV, capacitance C = 0.41 mF, stored
energy Wc = 33 MJ, and external field rise time t^x = 35 /its.
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20 30
time (s)
FIG. 2. Time evolution of required NBI heating input power.
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20 30
time(s)

40

50

FIG. 3. Time evolutions of separatrix length and plasma temperature.

4.

CONTROL, FUELLING AND HEATING

The plasma translated into the burn chamber evolves to the D- 3 He ignition
state by means of magnetic compression, poloidal magnetic flux addition, plasma
heating and particle injection. The separatrix radius is controlled by the flux supply
due to deuterium NBI. A balance of the external heat input and heating due to charged
fusion products against radiation losses, heat losses and incremental changes in
plasma pressure determines the separatrix length. The heat input from the neutral
beam injection is controlled in order to prevent the separatrix length from getting too
short. An anomaly factor for the energy confinement compared to classical rates is
assumed. This factor is set at ten times classical at the start of evolution and varies
as T3/2 during the heatup.
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In our case, the evolution time was chosen to be 50 s in order to avoid excessively large magnetic flux supplies. Longer times would lead to shorter separatrix
lengths during the evolution. The required flux supply is 0.1 V during the evolution,
corresponding to 40 MW of deuterium neutral beam power with an energy of 1 MeV.
This beam energy is necessary to provide adequate neutral beam penetration into the
plasma. The heating input power is raised from 70 MW to 180 MW during the initial
period of 10 s and maintained at a constant value of 180 MW (Fig. 2). During the
rise of plasma temperature from 1 to 100 keV, the separatrix length contracts from
the initial length of 15 to 9.4 m and finally recovers to 17 m (Fig. 3). The particle
injection required in this evolution is 4.1 x 1021 and 2.1 x 1021 particles/s for D
and 3He, respectively.

5.

STEADY BURNING PLASMA STATE

The current in an FRC may be sustained by NBI at the field null to drive the
Ohkawa current and the bootstrap (diamagnetic) current [3]. Fortunately, for a
D- 3 He fuelled FRC reactor, 15 MeV fusion protons can serve to drive the Ohkawa
current since the preferential loss of these energetic fusion protons results in a beamlike distribution of confined protons [4]. The NBI power and the speed of plasma
rotation induced by the energetic particles are evaluated by taking into account the
effect of the 15 MeV protons.
An analytic solution of the momentum balance equations gives the speed of
plasma rotation

it = enbZb (vM - <v ie »

(2)

where rj is the classical resistivity. The numerator of the right hand side of Eq. (1)
represents the momentum transfer from energetic beam ions while the denominator
gives the radial velocity caused by both classical diffusion and turbulence. The current in the ^-direction is given by
j, = - -

V* =

Vr

v*<Bz> + ( l - - ^ - ) if

-

<B Z >

(3)

<B2>
2

d <Pi> mi <n> <v w > 2
(
dr
Z eff r
\

Z efr

<B2>

it

(4)
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Here, the current produced by turbulence, the 'anomalous bootstrap current', is small
enough to be safely neglected.
The proton current profile for </8> = 0.875 is hollow near the field null but its
magnitude is not quite sufficient to maintain steady state. Hence, this current is supplemented by NBI. We assume that the fast deuterium ions produced by NBI at
1 MeV are uniformly distributed over the region of 0.1 m on both sides of the field
null. Then, the required NBI power is estimated to be as small as 5 MW. In this calculation, the loss rate due to anomalous transport is taken to be a thousand times the
classical value. The rotation is greatly reduced by the anomalous particle diffusion,
giving a speed which is only slightly higher than that of the ion diamagnetic drift.
Multipole fields could, in principle, be added. Then a viscous force, due to
magnetic pumping, would reduce the rotation further and also help prevent electron
flow from cancelling the ion currents [5]. In spite of these advantages, however, multipoles are not incorporated in the present design because they break the symmetry
of the FRC. This, in turn, would cause larger losses of energetic ions.

6.

DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION

In an FRC/D- 3 He reactor, most of the fusion energy is released as kinetic
energy of fusion protons. Some of these protons are lost directly across the separatrix
of the FRC while others are trapped in the plasma region and thermalized by electron
collisions. Collisions also cause diffusion of those thermal protons out of the
separatrix along with other fuel and ash plasma components. The total power carried
by charged particles amounts to 1.1 GW (260 MW of 15 MeV protons and 750 MW
of thermal components) in our 1.4 GW(th) reactor. Thus, installation of efficient high
power direct energy converters for both thermal components and 15 MeV protons is
essential for the reactor to achieve a high plant efficiency.
6.1. Venetian blind direct energy converter
A pair of Venetian blind type direct energy converters (VB DECs) are installed
at both ends of the expanded open field lines that surround the FRC plasma. Each
converter consists of an electron collector and four-stage ion collectors. The radius
of the expanded field lines and, equivalently, the radius of the direct energy converter
is chosen as 10 m, which makes it possible to reduce the heat load to the ion collector
plate to a reasonable value. The potential of the electron collectors, which are
installed facing the FRC plasma, is grounded; therefore, the plasma floats at 90 kV
potential.
The energy spectrum of the particle loss flux has a biased energy of
90-180 keV with a thermal spread of 175-265 keV, depending on the Z-number of
the ion species. With this energy spectrum, we obtain a 65 % conversion efficiency
with conventional VB DECs by applying a maximum voltage of 450 kV.
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6.2. Travelling wave direct energy converter
A pair of travelling wave direct energy converters (TW DEC) are installed at
both downstream ends of the VB DECs. These are designed to convert the kinetic
energy of 15 MeV protons which are too energetic to be handled by the electric potential applied to VB DECs. Each converter consists of two parts: one is a modulator
where the velocity of the 15 MeV proton beam is modulated by an applied electrostatic wave of one wavelength. This causes spatial bunching of the protons at the
downstream. The other one is a decelerator which traps the bunched 15 MeV protons
in a certain phase of the wave and lowers their energy to the range suitable for VB
DECs. Particle simulation studies show that, with a suitable choice of the trapping
phase, the majority of the fusion protons are trapped with the self-phasing phenomena
usually seen in a LINAC.
In our case, the maximum voltage applied to the modulator is 0,82 MV. The
bunched protons are then trapped around a phase 5TT/6 behind the peak of the applied
travelling wave potential, whose phase velocity decreases in space. An example of
the role of the TW DEC can be seen in the phase space plots of Fig. 4, which was
obtained from particle trajectory calculations. By applying a potential of 1.05 MV,
the proton beam is bunched and more than 95% of the 15 MeV protons are trapped
during the deceleration.
A wavelength of 4.7 m was employed for the modulator and at the entrance of
the decelerator. The applied frequency is 11 MHz. The total length of the TW DEC
is 40 m. Its radius is adjusted to mate with the VB DEC, i.e. 10 m and the estimated
conversion efficiency exceeds 80%.

modulator

»)«

decelerator

FIG. 4. Phase space plots of fusion protons. The applied maximum voltage at the modulator and the
decelerator is, respectively, 0.82 MV and 1.05 MV. 95% of protons are trapped and decelerated.
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STABILITY

Stability analysis has mainly focused on the stability of the internal tilt mode.
Ideal MHD theory, which is valid for large S (= minor radius/average internal ion
gyroradius), predicts rapid growth of the tilt mode. In contrast, present FRC experiments (S ~ 1) are grossly stable, suggesting stabilization by kinetic ions with an orbit
size comparable to the plasma size. In a reactor design such as RUBY, classification
by a single S-value is, however, inadequate. In fact, injected energetic ions and
fusion protons are highly kinetic with an effective S = 1-2, while the thermal ions
of the background plasma may have S = 10-30. Thus, a weighted average S appears
to be most meaningful.
We have also studied non-ideal MHD effects due to the effect of the energetic
beam ions in the background plasma. The Hall and gyroviscosity effects [6, 7] have
been investigated in particular, and it was found that stability requires an FRC elongation exceeding 5S/xs. This requires an elongation of ~ 100 for S ~ 10. The latter
has been studied by using a hybrid particle simulation code. The results show that
by optimizing the beam ion energy and distribution it seems possible to produce a
tilt stable FRC with moderate elongation containing energetic beam ions with a
particle inventory fraction of about 10 ~3 and an energy fraction of about 0.1.
This corresponds to the fast particles carrying about 30% of the total toroidal
current. A similar value ( — 25%) was found to be necessary for the fast particle
stabilization of the spheromak tilt instability [8]. The stabilization mechanism for the
FRC appears to be the same as for the spheromak — the attractive force between
parallel currents. One current is carried by the fast particles (and is stable to tilting),
and the other one is carried by the plasma (and is unstable to tilting) [8].
It may be expected from these studies that the plasmas in the evolution and
steady burning stages can be stabilized by the injected energetic ions and/or the fusion
protons. Further study is needed for stabilization, especially in the formation stage.

8.

CRITICAL ISSUES

Several important issues concerning the reactor design need further study.
These include: self-consistent equilibrium radial profiles, including energetic
particles; gross FRC stability; transport phenomena; edge layer physics; FRC formation; plasma heating; and direct energy conversion. Among these, the following
issues are critical;
(1) Stability: both tilting and rotational instabilities need to be controlled. The
stabilizing influence of energetic particles must be assessed. These particles include
neutral beam injected fast ions and non-thermalized fusion protons. Additional
stabilizing techniques are also required before reaching ignition.
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(2) Confinement: the FRC transport was assumed to be about 1000 times classical in the ignited state to meet the required nrE parameter. It must be verified
whether velocity space particle losses (VSPL) [9] that naturally enhance classical
transport and low frequency drift (LFD) anomalous transport, which may account for
present experimental losses, are consistent with the above assumption.
(3) Heating: development of 1 MeV neutral beam sources at the multimegawatt
level is required for plasma current drive and heating. This is a major technological
issue.
(4) Direct energy conversion: high voltage ( ~ 1 MeV) pulses must be applied
on many grids to achieve high efficiencies in the travelling wave direct energy converters. The development of such pulses is a critical technological issue.

9.

CONCLUSIONS

The RUBY FRC design presented here has many advantages. The use of
D- 3 He reduces the radioactivity/tritium involvement and, of equal importance, the
first wall lifetime is significantly increased by the reduction of neutron induced
damage. Waste heat rejection is minimized by the very high efficiency achieved
through use of the two part direct energy converter. However, the physics requirements for burning D- 3 He are more demanding than for D-T. Consequently, the
emphasis of the present study was on key problems associated with plasma formation,
heating and fuelling, and achievement of a stable steady state burn. The results of
exploration of each of these key components, based on the best present understanding, confirm the feasibility of this concept. However, as illustrated by the list of
remaining key issues, much more theoretical and experimental work is necessary
before the D- 3 He FRC can achieve an attractive reactor of the type promised by
RUBY.
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Abstract
DESCRIPTION OF THE FUSION EXPERIMENT IGNITEX.
A fusion ignition experiment (IGNITEX) is described, the original concept for which was
proposed by Rosenbluth, Woodson and Weldon. A D-T plasma is confined and heated by high magnetic
fields and high plasma current to thermonuclear temperatures. A self-sustained fusion reaction of the
type T(d,n)a is started and stable ignited plasmas are produced. The proposed experiment should permit
the production and control of ignited plasmas for scientific study in a relatively simple and inexpensive
way.

1.

IGNITEX CONCEPT

A basic laboratory experiment to produce fusion ignited plasmas with deuterium
and tritium fuel can be realized in a single turn tokamak. The fusion experiment
IGNITEX has been proposed by M.N. Rosenbluth, W.F. Weldon and H.H. Woodson as a means of producing and controlling ignited plasmas for scientific study in
the simplest and least expensive way possible. The conceptual bases for IGNITEX
are ideas for minimum size ignition and high field toroidal magnets. Previous bases
for the concept were the ideas of B. Coppi for a compact thermonuclear experiment
and technology advances in pulsed power, high current systems. The objectives of
the IGNITEX experiment are: to prove the scientific feasibility of controlled thermonuclear fusion in a laboratory; to study a new regime of physics: fusion ignited
plasmas; to obtain scientific knowledge for the design of future fusion systems; and
to learn how to produce and control fusion.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF PHYSICS PHENOMENA

The basic idea of the IGNITEX experiment is to employ a very high magnetic
field and a very high plasma current to heat the plasma ohmically to thermonuclear
temperatures and then to produce a stable ignited plasma. The IGNITEX single turn
coil tokamak can be defined by the following quantities: B = 20 T, Ip = 12 MA,
R = 1.5 m, a = 0.47 m, and K = 1.6 (Fig. 1). The IGNITEX device should be
capable of accessing ignition conditions ohmically, at low beta and with L-mode
confinement scaling. Ignited plasmas can also be produced in other regimes of scientific interest (the ignited phase can be initiated with average densities of
3-15 x 1020 irr 3 and average temperatures of 5-15 keV). The proximity and
conformity of the poloidal field magnet delay, in a significant way, the growth of the
n = 0 vertical instability (time constant over 1 s). Relatively large amplitudes of highn periodicity toroidal ripples have limited effect on alpha containment because of the
small alpha Larmor radius and the large ratio of plasma current to minimum plasma
current required for neoclassical alpha containment. Low-n periodicity ripples are
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FIG. I. Cross-section of the IGNITEX single turn tokamak. The IGNITEX concept is to use a 20 T,
single turn tokamak to ohmically heat a D-T plasma up to thermonuclear conditions and, thus, to
produce and control ignited plasmas.

even more benign because of the large threshold obtained for stochastic diffusion of
trapped alpha particles. Electron cyclotron emission is important in damping the thermal runaway associated with plasma ignition. Internal kink modes, high-n ballooning
modes, and toroidicity induced, shear Alfven eigenmodes can be either stable or
unstable, depending on the regime of operation at the ignition phase.

3.

DESIGN OF THE ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEM

The toroidal field magnet in IGNITEX is made of a single turn coil with a high
filing factor in the inner leg. This permits a high strength structure with operation
at low current density and low voltage. The magnet plates of copper alloy go through
a dynamic load process of bucking and wedging. Axial preloading is employed to
reduce stress levels. Cryogenic precooling is used to lengthen the pulse (10 s). An
internal poloidal field system made of single turn coils is considered. Homopolar
generators are suitable power supplies for a single turn coil tokamak.
An ignition technology demonstration programme is part of the IGNITEX
project. A prototype of the full IGNITEX toroidal field magnet is now in operation.
The magnet is a toroidal single turn coil with the capability of producing 20 T fields
in the toroidal bore axis. The magnet prototype is operated in parallel by six homopolar generators that can provide 9 MA of current. To date (August 1990), fabrication,
assembly and testing of component systems have been completed. Testing of the
magnet prototype (with precooling) has already produced a record value of 14 T. This
level of magnetic field has both scientific and technological significance because 15 T
is thought to be the threshold field value for Ohmic ignition and because this value
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is larger than previously produced in conventional toroidal magnets. High current
testing (with precooling and preloading) is scheduled for later this year at the University of Texas at Austin.

4.

FUSION ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

The IGNITEX experiment is thought to be an environmentally benign system
because of its simplicity of design, magnet shielding, low activation materials, minimum tritium inventory, low level waste disposal and simplicity of operation. After
a two days' cooling period, the dose rate inside the test cell is about 5 mrad/h, which
should allow for out-vessel, hands-on maintenance. After its experimental

TABLE I. COST BREAKDOWN FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE IGNITEX FACILITY
Cost summary

Millions of US dollars (1990)

First wall

1.5

Vacuum vessel

2.5

PF magnet system

5.6

TF magnet system

36.4

Cryogenic system

2.0

Preloading press

11.5

Activated components maintenance

3.0

Shielding

2.4

TF power supply

39.6

PF power supply

9.2

Diagnostics

3.3

Vacuum system

1.3

Fuelling system

0.5

Tritium system

2.8

Instrumentation and control

3.0

Facility

8.9

Project

13.0

Total (millions of US dollars (1990))

146.4
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programme, the IGNITEX device will qualify for low level waste disposal. The
tritium system uses T storage tanks (UT3 beds) with thermal release. Tanks will be
delivered to the site periodically. A smooth wall fabricated by plasma guns spraying
a beryllium coating over a thin, resistive vessel is planned. First wall maintenance
is possible with a simple robotic arm with 90° reach. Cost savings in the construction
of the experiment are due to the following: use of inexpensive magnet and pulse
power technologies (single turn coils and homopolar generators); design and operation simplifications (no tritium reprocessing, no out-vessel robots, no wall tiles, no
divertor system, no auxiliary heating, no high voltages, no current rectifiers, no high
grid power, no cryopumping, and no high level waste disposal); and limited objectives (to produce and control ignited plasmas for scientific study). The cost breakdown for construction of the IGNITEX experiment is given in Table I.

40 m

50 m
FIG. 2. Machine level floor plan for the IGNITEX facility. The IGNITEX objective is to produce and
control ignited plasmas for scientific study in the simplest and least expensive way possible.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The IGNITEX experiment is a direct extrapolation of previous high field, ohmically heated machines. Diagnostic hardware is located in the experimental hall where
it is fully accessible between shots (Fig. 2). Six-module turbomolecular pump and
gas puffing fuelling systems are used in the experiment. The experimental plan,
outlined in Table II, covers a three years' period. The IGNITEX programme has two
mainlines of experimental investigation: the physics of ohmically heated, nonburning plasmas at high magnetic fields, and the physics of ignited thermonuclear
plasmas. The IGNITEX hydrogen plasmas can be heated ohmically to temperatures
of 4 keV. Alpha heating within the deuterium/tritium plasmas will increase the
temperature to 7 keV, where a self-sustained fusion reaction can take place. A relatively low temperature approach to ignition conditions is considered optimum in
terms of reliability and simplicity of operation.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Some advantages of the IGNITEX approach for a fusion ignition experiment are
as follows: ample ignition margin; ignition is predicted without auxiliary heating;
ignition is predicted without a divertor (L-mode); ignition can be reached far from
stability limits; high alpha particle confinement; the ignited phase can be maintained
without exceeding disruptive limits; good plasma equilibrium; good plasma control;
design simplicity; moderate magnet current density; high magnet to plasma coupling;
simple magnet system (no turn-to-turn insulation, no multi-turn windings, and no
turn-to-turn transitions); low voltage operation; low grid power; no current rectification; low activation; low level waste disposal; minimal environmental effects;
simplicity of operation; and relatively low cost. The IGNITEX experiment can
provide a research tool for studying a new regime of physics (ignited plasmas) and
for learning how to produce and control fusion at a relatively low cost.
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Abstract
A STEADY STATE TOKAMAK REACTOR WITH A NEOCLASSICAL CURRENT OF
ELECTRONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES.
The problem of a steady state tokamak with current sustained by electrons and alpha particles
due to neoclassical processes is examined. Using numerical simulation as well as long time-scale
analysis of the burn stability (which holds for At — r,, T, being of the order of the plasma skin time)
it is shown that the transition to the steady state after ignition and disconnection of the inductor is
possible. The calculations are based on a physical model with the current evolution determined by the
classical mechanisms. It is found that the transition process, being accompanied by a change in the
current profile and generation of the toroidal electric field, is rather complicated. Depending on
conditions, it may end with either steady state burn or termination of the thermonuclear reaction.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The best way to realize the concept of a steady state tokamak is to drive current
using the internal processes in a plasma. This was first recognized in 1971 in
Refs [1,2] and then in Refs [3, 4], where neoclassical processes were considered.
The general conclusion that followed from Refs [1-4] was that to maintain a steady
state neoclassical current an additional (seed) current in the tokamak near-axis region
should be generated by means of external sources. In other words, the neoclassical
processes amplify rather than generate current. In 1983 the generation of a neoclassical current in the near-axis region by alpha particles was predicted in Ref. [5].
Then it was shown in Ref. [6] that owing to alpha particles there is a non-zero
solution of the steady state equations for particle balance and plasma current even in
the case without seed current. Thus, the hope arose that neoclassical processes in a
fusion plasma with alphas would be able to generate a steady state current. But many
questions remained. First of all, it was not clear whether the current would evolve
to the bootstrap current and thus whether a steady state burning plasma with neoclassical current was feasible. The study of the possibility of transition to a steady state
neoclassical current after ignition and disconnection of the inductor (or the RF
generators/NB injectors when non-inductive current ramp-up takes place) and of
possible scenarios for such a transition is the purpose of the present work.
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To achieve this purpose the numerical simulation of ignition and burn in a
tokamak plasma with a neoclassical current of electrons and alpha particles is carried
out (Section 3). It is preceded (Section 2) by the linear analysis, based on the results
of Ref. [7], of the stability of thermonuclear burn for a long time-scale of the order
of T, (TS is the characteristic time of the plasma current evolution). The conditions
of burn stability are used to find restrictions for the confinement scaling.

2.

BURN STABILITY DURING CURRENT DRIVE BY NEOCLASSICAL
PROCESSES

The current drive scenario with a self-sustained current assumes that the plasma
current is sustained by an inductive method or by means of RF field and/or NB
injection until a fusion plasma is produced. Hence, there is a problem of transition
to the regime with a self-sustained neoclassical current. The necessary conditions for
this transition may be obtained in the framework of linear analysis of burn stability.
It is of importance that the usual approach when stability is examined for the timescale about TE or rn (rE and rn are the plasma energy and particle confinement times)
is not appropriate for this purpose, as current evolution is characterized by the time
7 j , Tj >

T E , Tn.

The burn instability with the growth rate y ~ rf1 was studied in Refs [7, 8].
Below we use the results of Ref. [7].
The basic 0-D equations governing the burn in an ignited plasma with the
current driven by neoclassical processes are the following:
dn
dt
T dn
n dt
dJ
dt

n

+

dT
dt

n
r,

1 /

3V

(1)

Jo(n,T,J) - J

where n, T and J are the plasma density, temperature and total current, rf =
4/(n(orV)), ea = 3.5 MeV, Jo is the plasma bootstrap current and S is the particle
source. The first and second equations are well known, and the third describes the
current evolution. The plasma parameters are assumed to be in the range for which
the radiation losses are not essential.
Linearization of Eqs (1) around the steady state values of n, T, J enables us to
obtain the stability conditions which depend on the scaling laws for rn and TE.
Scaling laws predicting the improvement of plasma confinement time with the
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increase of current may result in the instability of burn with y — Tj"1. In particular,
the burn in a tokamak with neoclassical current turns out to be marginally stable when
the scaling law accepted for ITER (rE ~ J°- 85 n OI /V^) pertains [8]. Note that the
ITER confinement law requires the use of J ~ 20 MA for ITER-size machines,
whereas the maximum bootstrap current in such machines is Jo ~ 10 MA [9].
From the point of view of the long time-scale stability the preferable confinement scaling is the INTOR-like scaling because rE ^ r E (J). It also does not require
large current. Therefore we suppose that such scaling holds unless (S is close to /3T
()3T is the Troyon limit). When (3 approaches |3T the plasma confinement deteriorates. We take this into account assuming:
T E (n,T,J) = xE(n) exp(-aj3//3T}

(2)

where r E = const x n, a are parameters. We take rn in the following form:

where T^eo ~ J2VT/n is the neoclassical particle confinement time. The stability
conditions for a plasma with the considered r E , rn are satisfied for T > 15 keV,
/3 = j3T, provided a > 2 (a sufficient condition in the 0-D model) [7].
The 0-D model used describes the stability with respect to the global perturbations of plasma parameters. The other perturbations can be taken into account in
a 1-D model, taking into consideration the presence of the alpha particle near-axis
current. The corresponding analysis shows [7] that when the total current is
unchanged the steady states are stable.
3.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF TRANSITION TO SELF-SUSTAINED
CURRENT

We use the 1-D model consisting of the particle and energy balance equations
for the electrons and ions, the diffusion equation for the poloidal magnetic field
(B9), and Ohm's law. The Ohm's law includes the bootstrap current of electrons (je)
and alpha particles (ja):
j = <rsE + j e + j

a

(4)

Here as is the Spitzer conductivity, E is the toroidal electric field, j e is well known
and the expression for j a is given by [5]:

j. = 0 . 3 4 ^ 1 - - | - ) q W . ^

(5)
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where e a , v a , pa are the charge, velocity and gyroradius of alpha particles, Zeff is
the effective plasma charge number, q is the tokamak safety factor and na is the
density of fast alphas.
The boundary conditions at r = 0 are dn/dr = 0, 3T ei /3r = 0, Be = 0, and
at r = a are n = const, Te?i = const, Be = 2J/(ac), J = J(t), J(t) is given by Eq. (1)
(we are interested in the evolution of the plasma parameters after ignition and disconnection of the inductor).
For the initial conditions we take the following expressions:
Te>i(r) = 2(1 - r2/a2) + 0.05

(keV)

n(r) = 2 x 1014(l - r2/a2) + 1013

(cm"3)

j (r) = j (r = 0) (1 - r2/a2)

(A • cm"2)

(6)

Here j(r = 0) = 124.3 to ensure the total current J(t = 0) = 10 MA in a reactor
with the following parameters: a = 1.6 m, R = 5.2 m, k = 2, B = 5.5 T,
Z ^ r - O } = 3.0, r, = 120 s, Zeff(r) = 1 + 2 | a 0 + [Zetf(r = 0) - 1 - 2U]
x e~x r / a , £ao = 0.05, X = 3, where k is the plasma elongation and £oo is the
ash fraction.
The sources of particles and energy are taken in the form:
100
Qoe = Qo, = ~ - (1 - r2/a2) r, (t, - 1 )

(MW)
(7)

13

S = 2 x 10

or

13

2

2

1.25 x 10 (1 - r /a )

1

(cnr^s" )

where Vp is the plasma volume, r?(x) = j * ^ 5(y)dy and t, is the moment after
ignition (tt — Is).
We assume that the transport coefficients correspond to scalings given by
Eqs (2, 3):
10
Xe = -^-

exP(oj3/j8T),

xi = 5XiNeo

(8)

where a = 2 or 2.25.
To solve the described set of equations the well known method of finite
differences was used.
The calculations showed that the evolution of the parameters of an ignited
plasma with neoclassical current to the steady state is possible. For instance, when
ff = 2, S(r) = const we obtained J = 12 MA, (Tj) = 30 keV, (Te) = 20 keV,
(nd = 9.6 x 1013 cm"3 ({...} denote the plasma cross-section averaging) in the
steady state. The characteristic time of current evolution is of the order of 1000 s
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(Figs 1 and 2). It follows from Fig. 1 that just after disconnection of the inductor
Jo = Je + J« > J- This results in generation of a negative toroidal electric field at
the region r/a ~ 1/2 (where j 0 > j) determined by the Ohm's law (4). During
evolution the difference between Jo and J is diminished. But even for t S 1000 s,
when J = Jo, the radial profiles of the bootstrap current and the plasma current
coincide only approximately. Hence, the time which is required for the complete
replacement of the inductive current by the bootstrap current (or electrons and alphas)
exceeds 1000 s substantially.
It is of importance that after disconnection of the inductor the radial profile of
the current becomes non-monotonic. As a result, the tokamak safety factor becomes
strongly peaked at r = 0, reaching q(0) ~ 10-20 (because of diffusion of the negative
toroidal electric field to the plasma centre); but during the evolution to the steady state
it decreases to q(0) = 6.
The non-monotonic shape of j(r) may lead (but does not always lead) to
enhanced MHD activity. The MHD instabilities may remain localized in the central
region (a favourable case) or extend to the whole plasma cross-section, resulting in

160-,

Bootstrap

0.0

FIG. 1. Radial distribution of current density and bootstrap current density at t = 1500 s for a = 2,
S = 2 X JO13 cm-3-s-'.
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of plasma current density profile for a = 2.25, S - 1.25 X JO [1
(r/a)2]2

cm'3-s-'.

disruption. This problem requires a study that is beyond our analysis. Here we note
that there is a way to avoid or at least to mitigate the problem, ensuring monotonic
j(r) or j(r) with a weak maximum near r = 0, by means of the special optimization
of reactor parameters. In the optimized case q(0) should be minimal. To calculate
q(0) we use the following expression (it is assumed that /3 = ft- and q(0) =
cB/(2irRjM)):
2
q(0) = 7.7 1.84 x 10 -

l -

d+k 2 )

-1/3

(9)
where va = dlnn a /dlnr, am is in metres, BT is in teslas, To is T(0) in kiloelectronvolts, Ci, Ji and J2 are given in Ref. [9], and 0 is the cross-section averaged /3. For
example, Eq. (9) for A = 4, va = 4, To = 70 keV, C,J,/J2 = 1, am = 1.2,
BT = 5 yields q(0) = 3.2.
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O

200

400
Time (s)

600

FIG. 3. Time evolution of {T,), (Te), J and Jg in a discharge with burn disruption, a = 2.25,
S = 2 X 1013 cm-3-*'1.

Finally, we point out the possibility of ensuring dJ/dr < 0 even without the
alpha current in the case (which seems exotic) when j(r) is the usual banana
bootstrap current but D(r) ~ VB 9 . In this case we find Be ~ r for S(r) = const,
and B s ~ r(l - £ r 2 /a 2 ) 2 ' 5 for S(r) ~ 1 - r 2 /a 2 .
The results of numerical simulation presented show that transition to the steady
state is possible despite its being rather complicated. Below we show that the
transition process may end with termination of the thermonuclear reaction even when
ignition is reached and lasts for At > T,. Figure 3, obtained for a = 2.25,
S = const, confirms this. We see that after the burn for At ~ 600 s the plasma
parameters degrade very quickly; the characteristic time of degradation after 600 s
is At] ~ TE. This means that during the evolution the plasma energy balance is
violated. Probably the violation takes place since the case of a = 2.25 corresponds
to a relatively low temperature of burn, T ~ 15 keV, for which the burn may be
unstable with respect to the long time-scale instability.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our study enables us to conclude the following:

(a)
(b)
(c)

Neoclassical processes can generate (rather than only amplify) the plasma
current.
Transition to the steady state is rather complicated. Depending on conditions it
can end with steady state burn or with termination of the fusion reaction.
To drive the current by neoclassical processes requires a special choice of the
reactor parameters.

Thus, our study shows the possibility of realizing the conception of a steady
state tokamak reactor with the current driven by neoclassical processes only. But it
is clear that to be sure of this special experiments are required. Also, further
theoretical investigations should be carried out. First of all, the tokamak parameters
should be optimized to try to make a monotonic current profile; MHD stability and
alpha driven current should be studied for the hollow current profile case; and the
conditions providing the transition to the steady state should be investigated.
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Abstract
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A TOKAMAK COMMERCIAL BREEDER.
The outline of the conceptual design for a tokamak commercial breeder is given. Depleted
uranium is used as fertile fuel. Quite different designs for inboard and outboard blankets are adopted
to reduce the MHD pressure drop and simplify the reactor structure. Safety problems are emphasized.

A programme of fusion breeder studies has been carried out since 1987. As part
of this study, a tokamak engineering test breeder (TETB) was proposed [1]. In the
past two years, a detailed conceptual design has been performed, resulting in an
improved design, TETB-II [2]. To assess the prospect of such a fusion breeder, the
conceptual design of a tokamak commercial breeder (TCB) is needed. The general
considerations concerning the TCB are the same as those for the TETB. Comparing
the TCB with the TETB, we realize that the fusion power increases by a factor of
20, and the TCB design has to meet requirements resulting from this power
enhancement.

1.

PLASMA PARAMETERS

A fusion power of 2000 MW is considered to be appropriate for this commercial
breeder. On the basis of the plasma energy balance using an L-mode scaling law with
an enhancement factor of 1.5, the plasma parameters are chosen as given in Table I.
A parametric analysis of pellet fuelling was performed, using different confinement scaling laws and ablation models. The main results are as follows: for fuel
pellets 2.5 mm in radius, the required initial pellet speed is 6.0 X 106 cm/s and the
injection frequency is 2.65 Hz. Considering the effect of alpha particles on ablation,
we see that the required pellet speed should be enhanced by a factor of 1.6.
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TABLE I. PLASMA PARAMETERS
Major radius, R

6.4 m

Minor radius, a

2.0 m

Elongation

1.8

Toroidal magnetic field on axis, B

5.0 T

Plasma current, I

15.0 MA

Safety factor, q

2.61

Ion temperature, (T)

15keV

Ion density, (n)

0.84 x 1020 m"3

Energy confinement time

1.5 s

Effective beta

5.5%

Current drive power

54 MW

Auxiliary heating power

20 MW

Operating mode

steady state

Neutron wall loading

1.8MW/m 2

TABLE II. RESULTS OF NEUTRONICS CALCULATION3
235-

M

Outboard
100% coverage

Beginning of cycle
End of cycle, with 0.5% Pu
average

Inboard 100% coverage
Contribution from 67% outboard
Contribution from 15% inboard
Contribution from divertor
Total
1

1.02
1.03
1.03

1.06
1.02
1.04

3.30
4.43
3.87

1.72
0.69
0.26
0.10
1.05

0.0
0.70

0.0

1.44
2.59
0.22

0.70

2.81

238

U
factor

factor

u

Pu
factor

0.029
0.029

0.098
0.104

0.0
0.06

T, F, M are the tritium breeding ratio, the net Pu breeding ratio and the blanket energy multiplication factor, respectively.
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NEUTRONICS ANALYSES

A fission suppressed outboard blanket is adopted to produce more fissile fuel
with moderate thermal output. Depleted uranium is proposed to overcome the
difficulty of fission suppression in 238U systems. Results from a one-dimensional
transport calculation are given in Table II. The toroidal and blanket coverage effects
are taken into account through the fraction of solid angle extended by the blankets
from the plasma, which are 0.15 and 0.67 for inboard and outboard blankets,
respectively. The resonance energy self-shielding effect has been included. More
detailed neutronics calculations are in progress and will be included in a paper to be
presented at a topical meeting [3].
3.

THERMOHYDRAULICS ANALYSES

Two items, MHD pressure drop and safety, have been emphasized. Several
design measures are adopted to reduce the MHD pressure drop: (1) no fissile fuel
breeding takes place in the inboard blanket; (2) vanadium is chosen as structural
material for inboard blanket to allow a higher coolant temperature rise and, thus, to
reduce the lithium flow velocity; (3) parallel tube systems for the coolant are inserted
into the outboard blanket, which arrangement results in much lower values of both
lithium flow velocity and flow path length; and (4) a similar idea is applied to the
inboard blanket as will be described in next section. As a result, the calculated MHD
pressure drop for both inboard and outboard blankets is quite acceptable. The
two-dimensional temperature distribution has been calculated. The results of a
thermohydraulics calculation are given in Table III.

TABLE III. MAIN THERMOHYDRAULICS CALCULATION RESULTS
Blanket thermal power

4500 MW

Outboard blanket
Coolant inlet/outlet temperature

250/440°C

Maximum temperature of structural material

477°C

Maximum temperature of Li-structure interface

391°C

MHD pressure drop

2.7 MPa

Inboard blanket
Coolant inlet/outlet temperature

250/650°C

Maximum temperature of structural material

681°C

Maximum temperature of Li-structure interface

620°C

MHD pressure drop

2.5 MPa
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Since the power density is low throughout the fission suppressed blanket, no
serious problem is found during normal operation and in case of a loss of flow
accident (LOFA). Independent parallel cooling tube systems for the outboard blanket
will greatly reduce the probabilistic risk of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA);
however, analyses show that LOCA remains a safety concern, and measures to dump
the uranium fuel in time are necessary.

4.

REACTOR STRUCTURE

The structure of the TCB is designed to fulfil the requirements from the above
described analyses and to accommodate various magnet systems. The maintenance
of components has been considered. A schematic view of the TCB is shown in
Fig. 1. The reactor consists of 36 blanket and 36 divertor modules. The inboard
blanket is divided into upper and lower parts to reduce the coolant flow velocity and
flow length. The upper part of an inboard blanket module is integrated with the
outboard blanket module and can be replaced through the upper access ports, while
its lower part is integrated with the divertor module and can be maintained through
the divertor access ports.

Blanket access port

inboard blanket

Outboard blanket

Divertor
ccess port

FIG. 1. Schematic view of tokatnak commercial breeder.
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To ensure the safety of the reactor during a LOCA, a system is provided to
dump fuel pebbles through tubes located below the outboard modules. A model of
the TETB-II, which is similar to the TCB in structure, is being built to examine the
reasonableness of the reactor structure.

5.

BURNUP CALCULATION AND COST ASSESSMENT
A burnup calculation has been carried out. The main results are as follows:
Initial load of uranium metal
Average Pu concentration at discharge
Average fuel cycle period
Capacity factor
Annual Pu production

560 t
0.56%
285 d
75%'
4300 kg

A capital cost assessment for the TCB has been made, on the assumption that
the building period is eight years, the escalation rate during this period is 5 %, and
interest rate is 10%. The results are as follows (in US $):
Direct capital cost
Indirect capital cost
Time related cost
Total

3385.72 X 106
778.72 x 106

(1990)

707.95 (1990)

3027.55 (1998)

4872.39 (1990)

7191.99 (1998)

The design study shows that it is feasible to build a TCB with high performance
at around the year 2030, provided serious effort is made in this direction.
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Abstract
DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF STATIONARY BURNING PLASMA
The stationary operation of burning plasma has been analysed. First, the operation region as consistent with various physics constraints and scaling laws of the
confinement time is looked for in a controllable parameter space. The analysis is applied to ITER-grade plasma, and the effect of improved confinement is presented. Then,
the dynamic response around a consistent operation point is examined by using the 1-D
transport code, TASK/TR. Temporal variations around a stationary operation point
are inevitable, owing to fuelling, burn control, spontaneous plasma dynamics, etc. The
perturbation due to injection of D-T pellets is found to cause further increase in beta
value, divertor heat load, divertor plate temperature and volt-second consumption. The
effect of the temporal variations on the external device components is evaluated. To
continuously fulfil the physics constraints during a dynamical change, the importance
of extra room of tolerance for the constraints is also discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, progress has been made in constructing a database on
plasma confinement and stability for the reliable design of a tokamak reactor. Stationary reactor operation needs simultaneous fulfilment of various
physics constraints on the core plasma. We have investigated a list of constraints and the consistent parameter region for steady state operation in
an ITER grade plasma[l]. Temporal variations around a stationary operation point cannot, however, be eliminated, owing to several reasons such
as fuelling, burn control and spontaneous plasma dynamics (e.g. sawtooth
activity). Evaluating the allowable level of variations is also an important
issue for the burning plasma. To solve these problems, we examine the
589
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dynamic response around the stationary points. The effects of these variations on external device components (e.g. a peak in heat load) are also
discussed.
2.

STATIONARY OPERATION POINT

The physical constraints we have considered include the density limit,
the critical beta, feasibility of full current drive, cold divertor condition and
neutron wall loading. The L-mode scaling of the energy confinement time
TB proposed by the ITER design team[2] and the particle confinement
time observed in the JT-60 diverted plasma[3] have been adopted as a
baseline. The improved confinement operation mode, such as the H-mode,
is described by multiplying TE by an enhancement factor h. Although the
database of particle confinement in the improved confinement modes has
not yet been established, we employ r p as enhanced by the factor h. Fuel
dilution due to 10% helium is included.
The operation regime is looked for in a controllable parameter space,
i.e. the average plasma density n and the total input power Pj n . Figure
l(a) shows the result for the ITER grade plasma (R = 6 m, a — 2.15 m,
B = 4.85 T, I p = 22 MA, « = 2 and h = 1) calculated with the power law
scaling of TE, ITER89-P[2]. The consistent operation regime is illustrated
as a hatched triangle which is limited by the conditions for full current
drive, neutron wall loading and divertor plasma temperature. The minimum input power of 130 MW allows steady state operation with Q = 1.3.
When h = 1.6 (Fig. l(b)), the steady state operation point (A) with minimum input power shifts to the higher density and lower power region,
and Q increases to 4.2. If we choose a hybrid operation point (B) where
half of the plasma current is sustained by the inductive current, the required current drive power is almost same, 100 MW, and Q is about 12.
This operation point is free from thermal instability, and the neutron wall
loading limits the maximum Q. A thermally unstable region exists where
n is higher than 2 x 1O20 m~ 3 (i.e. above the jagged lines).
3.

3.1.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE

Origin of temporal perturbations

There are temporal variations of plasma parameters and of loadings
on external components even in stationary burning plasmas. The operation point moves around the target point. Typical events inducing deviation are: (1) pellet injection of fuel particles; (2) injection of helium or
protons to reduce the burning speed; (3) change in heating and current
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drive power; (4) sawtooth activity includingfishbones;and (5) sudden increase of impurities due to a flake falling from the wall. They constitute
either spontaneous plasma dynamics or an actual method of burn control so that pulsive or quasi-periodical changes of the plasma parameters
would be inevitable. To satisfy the physical constraints during a dynamic
change, extra room of tolerance for the constraints is needed in the controllable parameter space. We study the dynamic response of the burning
plasma against these perturbations.
3.2.

Analysis by TASK/TR code

The time-scale of the response obviously depends on the spatial structure of the perturbation and the target plasma. To simulate the dynamic
response of burning plasmas, we have developed a 1-D tokamak transport
code, TASK/TR (Transport Analysis and Simulation for tokamaK). The
aim of this code is to study various phenomena in the burning plasma
by simplifying some of the time consuming computations such as interaction with neutrals. This code solves the transport equation for electrons,
deuterons, tritons and thermaiized alpha particles. The time evolution
of the energy density stored by the fast ions, products of neutral beam
injection or fusion reaction, is also calculated. We have employed a simple
particle transport model: the diffusion coefficient is spatially uniform and
the inward velocity is adjusted to reproduce a steady state density profile,
n(r) oc (1 — r 2 /a 2 ) 1 / 2 . Anomalous energy transport[4] due to drift wave
turbulence has been adopted in addition to neoclassical transport. The
coefficient of anomalous thermal diffusivity has been chosen to reproduce
the ITER89-P confinement time scaling in a steady state. The NB driven
current is calculated from the stored energy of the fast ions.
3.3.

Plasma responses

We study the dynamic response of the steady state operation mode
(almost full current drive by 140 MW NBI) to pellet injection. The factor
h is chosen to be 1.6 and a Q value of 6 is predicted (see point C in Fig. 1).
Figure 2 illustrates a typical example of a simulation result. The size of
the D-T pellet is large (A<n>/<n> ~ 1), and the penetration length
is about 0.5a. As a consequence of the injection, rapid reduction and a
slow increase in the temperature occur. Transient peaks of stored energy,
Wtot(o: Aot), fusion output Pa and thermal loss to the scrape-off layer,
•Piossj appear. The pulsive reduction of the beam driven current, JNB, is
compensated for by the increase in the inductive current, IOH> since the
total current changes very slowly on the L/R time-scale. The peak in P\OBa
causes a pressure gradient increase in the edge region, and the bootstrap
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current, JBS> increases on a slower time-scale. After ten seconds, the
plasma returns to the original parameter value. This sequence of changes
is repeated with each injection of a pellet.

3.4.

Effects of pulsive response

The amplitudes and typical time-scales of these pulsive changes are
summarized in Table I. The delay time, TI, is defined by the time to reach
a peak, and the decay time, T2, is given by the e-folding time. These
changes have various effects on the external device components. Among
the phenomena caused by the changes in Table I, we emphasize three
points: First, there is the peak in the heat flux to the scrape-off layer
region. The time-scale is close to the response time of divertor plate
cooling so that it causes a transient peak in the divertor plate temperature.
The second point is the pulse in /OH> which consumes the volt-seconds.
Also the small spike in the loop voltage should be noted. Third, the peak
in beta reaches 1.3 times the original value. The target point must be far
enough from the beta limit with regard to this dynamical change.

TABLE I. PEAK VALUES AND TIME-SCALES OF TEMPORAL VARIATIONS
AFTER D-T PELLET INJECTION, T, IS THE DELAY TIME OF THE PEAK
AND T2 ITS DECAY TIME. ITEMS ARE LISTED WITH INCREASING r{.
Target
<n e >
<Te>
<Ti>
Moop
IBS
•Ploss

T e (0)

H(o)
INB

1020m-3

keV
keV
V
MA
MW
keV
keV
MA
MA

ne(0)

10 20 m~ 3

IBS
Wtot
Aot

MW
MA
MJ
%
MW
V

'loop

0.74
13.82
11.97

-0.008
3.57
274.1
25.25
21.86
0.18
18.17
1.07
145.7
3.57
561.9
3.55
274.1
-0.008

max
min
min
min
min
min
min
min
max

rain
max

max
max
max
max
max
max

Peak
1.47
7.03
5.83
-0.433
1.34
108.5
19.87
15.90
7.40
9.15
1.79
293.8
6.25
720

4.57
420.7
0.006

n [s]

r 2 [s]

0
0
0
0
0
0

1.57
0.65
0.50
0.1

0.27
0.27
0.50
0.81
0.96
1.12

1.13
1.13
2.85
3.04
2.46
2.54
3.23
2.61
2.61
2.62
>10

1.50
1.65
1.65
2.04

>10

Density limit
Negative V\oop spike
Negative V|oop spike

V- s consumption
Density limit
Neutron wall load
Beta limit
Divertor heat load
V- s consumption
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SUMMARY

We have analysed the stationary operation of the burning plasma.
First, a selection rule of the operation point is presented on the basis of a
consistency analysis code, which examines the simultaneous fulfilment of
the physics constraints and scaling laws of the plasma parameters. The
typical working point and the effects of improved confinement have been
demonstrated. Second, the TASK code system has been constructed to
study the dynamic response near the consistent working point. And, finally, the impact of the dynamic response has been evaluated on the basis
of the simulation of the temporal variations.
The injection of D-T pellets is found to cause further increase in
beta value, divertor heat load, divertor plate temperature and volt-second
consumption. A simulation is also performed for the case of helium or
proton pellets to reduce the burning speed. The perturbation around the
target point should not violate the physics constraints. The operation
point must have a room for dynamic changes from the boundaries of the
consistent working region. The present analysis also suggests the allowable
level of perturbation. The study of the maximum size of pellets and other
perturbations is left for future analysis.
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Abstract
HELIUM REMOVAL AND TRANSPORT STUDIES IN TEXTOR.
Experiments demonstrating direct control of the He 2 + density in a tokamak plasma have been
performed in the TEXTOR tokamak with the Advanced Limiter Test-II pump limiter. Helium is injected
in a short gas puff from the outside of the plasma, is observed to reach the plasma core, and is then
readily removed from the plasma (90% of the He is removed in —1 s). Active He pumping is found
to be a valuable technique for discriminating the actual He confinement time from T"HI.. Active charge
exchange spectroscopy is used to study the exhaust and transport of He 2 + within the plasma, and the
density evolution is modelled with the diffusive/convective transport code, MIST.

1.

INTRODUCTION

For proposed steady state tokamaks, such as the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER), continuous purging of the He ash is essential.
Estimates [1] show that newly created He ions must be removed within 7 to 15 energy
confinement times to maintain continuous reactor operation (XHB/TE < 7-15). The
recycling of injected He from the wall and the lack of direct diagnostic capability to
measure He concentrations have complicated previous efforts to determine the He
removal rate [2, 3]. The experiments reported here are the first in which direct,
explicit removal of injected He has been demonstrated. This is made possible by the
Advanced Limiter Test-II (ALT-II) system, a toroidal belt pump limiter [4] that uses
turbomolecular pumps (TMPs). Most existing particle exhaust schemes use gettering
materials or cryopumping systems, which do not pump He. We simulate the presence
of recycled He ash in a tokamak by puffing concentrations of 3-5 % He (relative to
He) into the TEXTOR plasma just before or during neutral beam injection (NBI).
The transport of the He into the plasma core and its subsequent pumpout using the
ALT-II system are followed with spectroscopic techniques.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

In the plasma core, the He density is measured by charge exchange excitation
(CXE) spectroscopy [5], in combination with NBI. CXE spectroscopy is used to
obtain the local He 2+ density in the plasma core at three locations along the minor
radius (r = -4, 25, and 35 cm) by observing the He + (4 — 3) transition at 4686 A
with absolutely calibrated spectrometers that view the TEXTOR neutral heating
beam. The He 2+ density is determined from the photon flux of the hot central CXE
spectrum and from the neutral beam characteristics.
In the plasma edge, the He particle flux at the ALT-II limiter is measured with
an absolutely calibrated photodiode and interference filter (4686 A) combination that
views a poloidal section of the limiter blade at one toroidal location. The He recycling
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is assumed to be toroidally symmetric, and the total He recycling flux at the ALT-II
blade is estimated by multiplying the measured flux by the appropriate geometric
factor. The neutral He properties in the ALT-II pumping duct are measured from the
He (5875 A) and D a (6563 A) light emerging from a modified Penning gas
discharge [6]. This technique provides both D and He partial pressures inside the
pumping duct, thus yielding the He concentration.
The TEXTOR plasma for these experiments had a major radius of R = 175 cm,
a plasma current of Ip = 340 kA, and a toroidal magnetic field of 2.25 T.
To provide active CXE measurements and additional plasma heating, a 1.6 MW
( — 55 keV) H° beam was injected between 0.8 s and 2.3 s after discharge initiation,
with a short (20 ms) He puff injected at t = 1.0 s, causing a rise in the average
electron density i v Typically, the central electron temperature Te « 1.5 keV with
some sawtooth activity.
The ALT-II limiter was the primary limiter and was positioned at a minor radius
of r = 46 cm. It consists of eight graphite blade segments that form an axisymmetric
toroidal belt. Each blade is equipped with a particle collection scoop, which is
connected via vacuum ducting to a TMP. The total effective pumping speed at the
neutralizer plate for all eight limiter blades is Seff = 5200 L/s. Pumping of each
limiter blade is activated independently via gate valves.

3.

HELIUM EXHAUST MEASUREMENTS

The temporal evolution of He and of the He 2+ density in the plasma core
(r = 25 cm) is shown in Fig. 1 for discharges with and without ALT-II pumping.
In Fig. 2, the He 2+ density versus time is shown at three radial locations within the
plasma core (r = -4, 25, and 35 cm) during full pumping with ALT-II. As shown
in Figs 1 and 2, the He density rises sharply just after the He gas puff, and the He
appears in the plasma core within 100-200 ms. The He 2+ density in the plasma core
( — 4% of He for shots 41059-41066) agrees well with the observed rise in H,..
For the cases without pumping, the He 2+ density remains constant after the
initial rise, indicating full recycling of He (recycling coefficient RHe « 1.0). With
full ALT-II pumping (all eight pumps), the He 2+ density drops rapidly and - 9 0 %
of He found in the discharge at r = 25 cm is exhausted within — 1.0 s. For shots
41059-41066 (Fig. 1), the injected He gas puff corresponded to 0.50 torr-L. To
further demonstrate the pump limiter's active control of the He density within the
plasma core, the number of actively pumped blades was reduced in increments of two
from eight pumped blades (full pumping) to none (Fig. 1). Clearly, the He recycling
increases as pumping is reduced.
The total He exhaust efficiency e = p0Seff/r0, where p 0 is the He pressure
measured in the pumping duct, p0Seff is the He removal rate, and To is the He
plasma efflux measured with the calibrated He monitor that views the ALT-II limiter.
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P NB| =1.6MW
41066
NO PUMPING

41059
FULL PUMPING
He PUFF
I NEUTRAL BEAM
0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

I
2.5
3.0
TIME (s)

I
3.5

I
4.0

I
4.5

SHOTS: 41059-41066 -

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8
TIME (s)

2.2

2.4

FIG. 1. Line averaged electron density ne and He2* density measured with CXE spectroscopy versus
time after a short He puff at 1.0 s with and without ALT-1I pumping and 1.6 MW NBI. For these
discharges, ne is held constant by density feedback control of the D fuelling gas. Points: He * density
data. Solid lines: MIST transport calculations with DA = 1.0 m2/s.
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FIG. 2. He2* density measured with CXE spectroscopy versus time for three radial locations (r = -4,
25 and 35 cm) after a short He puff at 1.0 s with full ALT-II pumping (eight pumps) and 1.6 MW NBL
The insert shows the radial profile at 1.6 s. Points: He2+ density data. Solid lines: MIST transport
calculations with DA = 1.0 m2/s, RHe = 0.92, and C,, = 0.65 (see text for details).

For the full pumping case shown in Figs 1 and 2, F o ~ 1.9 X 1020 He atoms
per second. The calibrated Penning gauge measured a He partial pressure
p0 = 0.09 mtorr for these discharges with Seff = 5200 L/s; hence e ~ 8%. As the
number of pumps was reduced (see Fig. 1) from the full pumping case, the pumping
efficiency was decreased in equal steps of 2% each. The D exhaust efficiency for
these discharges was found to be 8-10% for the full pumping case.
Our measurements show that RHe is almost unity without pumping. With full
pumping, the He recycling is modified by the exhaust efficiency, RHe = 1 - e
= 0.92. With this information and the measured decay time for the He 2+ density
(THe), we can estimate the He particle confinement time rHe during full pumping,
since Tne = rHJ(l - RHe). From Figs 1 and 2, r^e = 0.56 s; this yields
rHe = 45 ms, which is consistent with the measured To and a total inventory
NHe « 0.8 X 1019 He atoms in the discharge. The values of r ^ and rHe for these
discharges are shown versus RHe in Fig. 3. Both a fast reciprocating double
Langmuir probe and modelling based on an absolutely calibrated photomultiplier
measurement of Da emission from the ALT-II blade provided estimated D particle
confinement times of TP « 20 ms. Our measurements thus far imply that THe is in
the range ( 1 - 3 ) T P , and this range is determined primarily by uncertainties in TP.
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-

0.92

0.94

0.96
R

0.98

1600

1.0

He

FIG. 3. (a) Values of THe, TE and T*He for the TEXTOR data of Fig. 1 versus RHe. rHe is determined
from the time evolution of the He2+ density and RHe. rEfor the plasma thermal component is calculated
with the TRANSP transport analysis code, (b) THJTE versus R^/or the data of Fig. 1 (circles) and for
a number of other TEXTOR cases which have been analysed (triangles).

4.

HELIUM TRANSPORT MODELLING

The He exhaust time relative to the energy confinement time is an important
figure of merit for extrapolation to reactor conditions [1]. To obtain information on
THe/7"E and on the underlying diffusivities and pinch coefficients, we have modelled
these experiments with both the MIST impurity transport code [7] and the TRANSP
transport analysis code [8] to provide rE. MIST uses the experimentally measured ii,,
(HCN interferometer) and Te (electron cyclotron emission) profiles as functions of
radius and time. These measurements are used to set the times and mixing radii
(—16 cm) for the sawtooth events that occur during the discharges. The code
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computes the He 2+ density profiles as a function of time and compares them with
the measured He 2+ density. The bulk of the present database consists of He
measurements at r = 25 cm, and in several cases measurements at r = -4, 25 and
35 cm are available. A spatially dependent anomalous diffusivity, DA (strongly
increasing radially), is added to sawtooth mixing, a pinch velocity [nevp(r) = CVDA
x (dne/dr), where vp is parameterized by the pinch coefficient [5], C v ], and RHe,
which is varied from 0.92 (full pumping) to —1.0 (no pumping). The MIST results
are shown in Fig. 1 with the values of the pinch coefficients that match the time
variation of the measured He 2+ density at r = 25 cm. An energy for the recycling
He at the wall and limiter, EHe, is assumed to be 0.1 eV for the calculations shown
in Fig. 1. For these calculations we use a model in which the diffusivity profile is
held constant (with DA = 1.0 m2/s at the plasma boundary) and vp is varied by
changing Cv (0.65-1.6 is satisfactory), while RHe is steadily increased from 0.92 to
1.0 as the number of pumps decreases (as is found in the measurements).
Profile information is available for shots 41059 and 41066 in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2,
the radial profile data for shot 41059 (r = -4, 25 and 35 cm) are fitted with the pinch
and diffusivity coefficients needed to match the 25 cm data points of Fig. 1; EHe
must be increased to 1 eV to match the outermost data points (r = 35 cm) of
Fig. 2. To obtain comparable fits with MIST to all three radial positions in Fig. 2
with EHe ~ 0.1 eV, as assumed to match the data of Fig. 1, Cv ~ 1.6 and DA ~
4.0 m2/s are needed. That is, both the pinch and diffusivity terms must be increased
simultaneously. The case with the lower diffusivity is preferred on the basis of
predicted and observed recycling of energetic He [9]; the profile has been fitted
by assuming that 10% of the recycled He is at EHe = 50 eV and 90% is at
EHe = 0.1 eV, which is equivalent to a flux of He at 1 eV. As indicated by the
discrepancy in the initial transient for the case without pumping in Fig. 1, cases with
very high R H e (~ 0.995) will require closer examination, since some He may be
retained in the walls [10].
The TRANSP analysis to determine TE requires the Te and ne profiles, as well
as bolometer measurements of radiated power, the hydrogen ionization rate, the
plasma current, and loop voltage histories. Since some of the cases analysed are at
relatively low density, we have used both the beam Monte Carlo and the FokkerPlanck fast ion models in TRANSP to discriminate the thermal from the total (beam
+ thermal) energy confinement time. The results of the TRANSP analysis for TE
(thermal component only) for shots 41059-41066 are shown in Fig. 3(a). The ratio
TUI,/TE for these values of THe and TE, which is of interest for reactor ash accumulation, is 1.0 < rKthE < 1.4, as shown in Fig. 3(b). This range of values is
adequate for reactor ash control (for example, in ITER) depending on the available
pumping system and on details of the spatial distribution of the He efflux to the
divertor plate in such devices. Several additional shots from our He database on
TEXTOR are shown in Fig. 3(b); these shots were taken at a variety of plasma
densities and neutral beam powers during full ALT-II pumping (rHe = 0.92). These
data, shown by triangles in Fig. 3(b), indicate that larger values of THJTE
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approaching 2.2 are obtained at lower densities, ne « 2.5 X 1013 cm"3. The data of
Fig. 3(b) correspond to T^JT-E. = 10-28 for cases with full pumping. This ratio is
specific to the extraction system used — in this case, the ALT-II pump limiter.
Values near the lower end of this range are also adequate for reactor application.
5.

SUMMARY

These He transport experiments, in conjunction with the ALT-II pumping
system, have provided a unique tool for the investigation of fundamental He transport
processes under conditions where recycling can be controlled. The transport
modelling has shown that the removal experiments can be fitted with a relatively
constant plasma model, with external recycling as the major variable. The
experimentally measured He exhaust efficiency for ALT-II is ~ 8 %. More detailed
knowledge of the He radial profile as a function of time during the He influx and
pumpout phase is needed to determine Cv and DA uniquely. The rate of He removal
relative to the energy confinement time appears, at first glance, to be adequate for
future reactor systems, such as ITER. However, the extraction efficiency and the
scaling of the transport coefficients need to be examined over a larger operational
space, with more detailed spatial profiles, and during high confinement (H-mode)
type discharges. Even though the present experiments use a pump limiter, which may
not be the eventual choice for a fusion reactor, the fact that the core He can be
removed with an edge particle exhaust system is encouraging.
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Abstract
FUSION REACTIVITY ENHANCEMENT AND ALPHA AND OTHER FAST PARTICLE
EFFECTS IN THE ICRF HEATING OF REACTOR GRADE TOKAMAKS.
The effects of fast particles on ICRH are investigated by the combined use of full hot ray tracing,
quasi-linear theory and transport simulation. Fundamental D heating of D-T reactor grade plasmas is
investigated and compared with pure electron heating. Parasitic effects associated with alpha particles
are evaluated taking into account their non-Maxwellian character. Destabilization of the magnetosonic
wave by highly anisotropic RF tails is briefly considered.

1.

ICRH DRIVEN FUSION

To realistically take into account thermal transport, and in particular confinement degradation during auxiliary heating, the JETTO transport code [1] is used. Our
basic transport model choices are: (i) profile consistency + Kaye-Goldston scaling
[2] with Xi = Xe + Xneoci. (denoted PCKG), (ii) an H mode variant (PCKGH), and
(iii) Rebut-Lallia (RL) transport coefficients [2] with Xi = 1.5 VT/fi Xe + Xneoci. •
The machine considered is NETII5: ap = 2 m, RQ = 6.3 m, K = 2.2, BT = 6 T,
Ip = 25 MA.
1.1. PCKG - fieo = 8.4 X 1019 m"3, nD/(nD + nT) = 0.3, Zeff = 2.2
Figure 1 shows a typical JETTO simulation. Two types of heating methods are
compared: ion heating (IH), where it is assumed that 80% of the power goes to deuterons and the remaining part to electrons, and pure electron heating (EH). The former
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FIG. 1. JETTO simulation with PCKG transport and IH (except for the EH R,ol curve) showing the
time evolution of the total RF power P^; the part transferred to deuterons, P/tfD; the total reaction rate
/?,„„• fusion Q; and fast alpha concentration NaF/Ne.
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FIG. 2. Operation points for a reactor, with PCKG transport IH (O) or EH ( • ) or RL transport
(x). Solid lines are transients between OH and auxiliary heated phases. Dashed lines are operation
loci. Dash-dotted line denotes post-RF locus. The transient from 50 MW EH to this line is also indicated. The dotted line corresponds to Pgf = 50 MW and variable fractions (indicated in %) coupled
to D.
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is obtained with ICRH, the latter is representative of other methods such as electron
cyclotron heating or high energy neutral beam heating. Two successive heating
pulses are applied to show the dynamics of the plasma evolution under the control
of the auxiliary heating. The power deposition profile has been chosen very peaked
(half-width = 0.12 of the minor radius) and is the same for IH and EH. Tail distributions are computed according to Stix's theory [3] and are used to evaluate the reaction
rate (Rtot). Fusion Q and reaction rate curves in Fig. 1 show that the plasma is
'nearly' ignited. Indeed, although Q is modest during RF (Q = 16) it shoots up as
soon as the RF is switched off, because a significant reaction rate is maintained. This
is also seen in the (nrE, T() diagram of Fig. 2. It is well known [4] that this diagram
is divided into two parts by a barrier where the auxiliary power required to balance
the losses is at a maximum. This is illustrated by the quasi-stationary plasma evolutions (solid curves) shown in Fig. 2. In the EH case, for example, 10 MW is not
enough to cross the barrier; after switch-off of the auxiliary power, the plasma
relaxes to the OH state. In contrast, 10 MW of IH moves the operating point to the
ignition side. According to the amount of additional power and the type of heating
(IH/EH), the operating point corresponding to steady operation with additional heating is then moved along the dashed lines. In this region, when the auxiliary heating
is stopped, the plasma relaxes to a nearly ignited state represented by the dash-dotted
line. A subsequent heating pulse, as in Fig. 1, moves the operating point back to the
dashed line.
Figure 2 also illustrates the different effects of confinement degradation on EH
and IH. While an increased IH power moves the operating point toward higher ion
temperatures, increasing the EH power above a level of =50 MW is counterproductive because the strong confinement degradation hinders any further ion temperature
increase. Analysis of the IH case indicates that its better performance is not due to
reactivity enhancement by RF tails. Indeed the RF tail contribution amounts to only
a few per cent of the total reaction rate except at the very beginning of the RF and
at the plasma centre. The better Ti0 control by IH is thus to be attributed to the
direct central heating of fuel ions, while in EH equipartition has to compete with large
transport losses. The resulting gain in Q by a factor of =1.5 is, however, modest.
The R curves in Fig. 1 also show the inefficiency of EH as compared with IH for
burn control.

1.2. RL — n.,0 = 7.5 x 1019 n r 3 , nD/(nD + nT) = 0.3, Zeff = 1.4
The ATi0 (Fig. 2) obtained by switching from EH to IH is comparable to that
of the previous case. RL transport is clearly less favourable than PCKG: for neither
EH nor IH has the barrier been crossed with 50 MW. During RF, Q is now three
times higher with IH ( = 8) than with EH and the RF tail contribution to the reaction
rate approaches 10%. These larger gains in Q and tail reactivity are expected in
plasmas further away from ignition.
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1.3. PCKG with H mode — n^ = 9.6 X 1019 m3, nD = nT, Zeff = 2
The H mode is simulated by multiplying the confinement time by two. Q's in
excess of 3000 are obtained after RF switch-off and Q - 80 for PRF = 40 MW. In
this high confinement regime, the additional power only serves as a trigger for the
huge alpha particle heating. The plasma then runs in a 'fully' ignited state and the
operation point (nrE — 2.8 X 1020 m~3-s, T; = 60-70 keV) has become insensitive to the amount or type of additional power.

2.

ALPHA PARTICLE EFFECTS

In a reactor environment, fast alpha particles compete with D for absorption of
the ICRH power, changing the power distribution among fuel ions and electrons. Fast
alpha particle concentrations are computed using JETTO reaction rates and classical
slowing down. Figure 1 shows a typical evolution in the PCKG case. Power absorption is computed using the BRAYCOH ray tracing code [5] with a hot Maxwellian
plasma description (RHODE) at all orders in k x p; as required by the large alpha
velocity. Deuterium tail energies are computed from Fokker-Planck theory and taken
into account in the evaluation of the distribution of the power among D, alphas and
electrons. In contrast to earlier results [6] obtained assuming a thermal deuterium
component, the tail formation allows fundamental D absorption to overcome electron
absorption. The fraction coupled to the fast alpha particles is sensitive to their
assumed temperature T aF . The effect of this choice is shown by the dotted line in
Fig. 2: 50% corresponds to assuming T aF = 1 MeV and 10% to T aF = 2.8 MeV.
In order to determine T aF , the imaginary part of the dielectric tensor has been computed for a realistic alpha slowing down distribution, showing that the width and
strength of the Maxwellian damping approach the real one for T aF = 0.63 MeV.
This unexpectedly low value significantly reduces the impact of the alpha damping
as compared with previous estimates using T aF = 2.3 MeV [6, 7]. The PRFD curve
in Fig. 1 shows the change in power distribution among species resulting from alpha
absorption assuming T aF = 1 MeV.

3.

ANISOTROPY EFFECTS

Pressure anisotropy can destabilize the magnetosonic wave [8]. The results
are given in Fig. 3 for a JET minority heating case with the parameters
neo = 3.5 x 1019 nr 3 , Te0 = 8.7 keV, Ti0 = 5 keV, D-(H), nH/nD = 2.5%,
BT = 2.14 T, f = 33 MHz. Re(k2x) is nearly unaffected by the tail temperature. A
moderately hot tail with T x < T| gives the usual Im(k2x) absorption curve. For
T ± > Tn, the absorption profile is deformed, as on curve (b), and the deformation
becomes stronger as T x increases (case c). For high perpendicular tail energy the
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FIG. 3. Magnetosonic wave k2± versus major radius in JET. Re(k2±) is the same for all cases. The
different Im(k2L) curves correspond to different H minority parallel and perpendicular temperatures:
(a) T, = 20 keV, TL = 5-20 keV; (b) T, = 5 keV, T± = 20 keV; (c) T, = 5 keV, TL = 100 keV;
(d) T, = 20keV, TL = 500 keV.

deformation is such that the FW becomes unstable at the inboard side of the cyclotron
layer (curve (d), Im(k2_J becomes negative) while the damping is increased at the
outboard side.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that fundamental ion cyclotron heating of D in T is an
attractive scenario for the heating of reactor grade plasmas, either for bringing them
to ignition or for burn control. Except in plasmas far from ignition, the RF tail contribution to the reactivity is minor. Ion heating, however, reveals itself more effective
than pure electron heating because it is much less sensitive to confinement degradation. Fuel ion heating acts directly on the plasma reactivity and therefore provides
better control of the plasma burn. Note that ICRH is the only heating method that
can provide central ion heating in reactor size tokamaks. Alpha particles do not play
a crucial role in this scenario. Finally, it was shown that anisotropic RF tails can
destabilize the magnetosonic wave, even at realistic JET tail energies.
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Abstract
TOKAMAK CURRENT DRIVE AND FUELLING BY COMPACT TOROID INJECTION AND
ACCELERATION OF COMPACT TOROIDS FOR OTHER FUSION APPLICATIONS.
Recent experimental results involving translatable compact torus (CT) plasmas are reported.
These results include the demonstration of current drive and refuelling by injection of a CT into the
ENCORE tokamak and the acceleration of CT rings to over 106 m/s at the RACE facility. Additional
applications of high velocity CT rings to fusion will also be discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A compact torus (CT) ring (also referred to as a spheromak) is a transportable,
forcefree magnetized plasma configuration. Because of their mobility, high plasma
density and high magnetic helicity content, CT plasmas have been suggested for a
number of fusion applications including tokamak refuelling and current drive [1-3].
There have been several recent experimental developments in the use of small,
cold CT plasma rings for fusion applications. At Caltech, a dense CT has been
injected into the ENCORE tokamak to demonstrate [4, 5] (i) current drive by the
process of magnetic helicity injection and (ii) refuelling by adding plasma to
* Work performed at Caltech for the US Department of Energy under Grant
No. DE-FG03-86ER53232.
** Work performed at LLNL for the US Department of Energy under Contract
No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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the tokamak. At Livermore, CTs have been accelerated to high velocities [6]
(vCT > vA!f) and have been compressed to high plasma and magnetic energy densities in conical electrodes preceding the acceleration stage. Other fusion related applications of high velocity CT rings have been investigated including the effect of MHD
drag on CT propagation in tokamaks, flux reconnection in tokamak fields and the use
of energetic CTs as efficient drivers for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and
magnetically insulated ICF (MICF).

2.

COMPACT TORUS INJECTION EXPERIMENTS

We first present results [4, 5] of the injection of a small CT (r = 0.04 m,
ne = 1021 nr 3 , Te = 5 eV, BCT < 0.5 T) into Caltech's ENCORE tokamak
(a = 0.12 m, R = 0.38 m, I* < 5 kA, B^ < 0.1 T, ne = 1018 m"3, Te = 15 eV).
The CT is formed with a magnetized coaxial plasma gun (Igun = 80 kA,
$gun = 0.4 mWb, Vgun = 1 kV) and moves into the tokamak discharge at
3 x 104 m/s (vCT = vAlf) (Fig. l(a)).

Outer Electrode
Fast Gas
Valve

Solenoid

(ron

| nner E | ectrode

Tokamak

120 of, 10kV
Formation

(b)

Compression
Focusing

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic drawing of CT injection experiment on Caltech's ENCORE tokamak;
(b) schematic drawing ofLLNL Compact Torus Accelerator. For direct acceleration, the compression
phase is not present, and formation and acceleration take place at the same radius. In the compression
phase, the ring is compressed quasi-statically as energy is stored inductively behind the ring.
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2kA -

FIG. 2. Time histories of the ENCORE tokamak discharge with CT injection, time-scale relative to
injection: (a)-(d) plasma current; (e) electron density; (f) electron temperature (measured with
Langmuir probes).

Since magnetic helicity is a nearly conserved quantity in resistive MHD [7], the
merging of a CT and tokamak (with the same helicity sign) should yield a tokamak
of higher helicity [1] and hence more toroidal current. Our principal result is the
experimental verification of this prediction, i.e. we observe a 30% increase in
tokamak current upon injection of a CT only when both CT and tokamak have the
same helicity sign. Figure 2 summarizes these results. We find that when a CT and
tokamak of the same helicity sign are merged (both left handed or both right handed),
an increase in tokamak current is observed (Fig. 2(a) and (c)). When the CT and
tokamak helicity are of opposite sign (Fig. 2(b) and (d)), anti-current drive is
observed. The increase (decrease) in current is accompanied by the appropriate
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decrease (increase) in loop voltage. The increase in tokamak helicity is consistent
with estimates of the injected CT helicity.
CT injection also increases the tokamak central density by a factor of six
(Fig. 2(e)). However, the high current, high density discharge is short lived
( s 3 0 /as), because of the sudden cooling of the tokamak plasma by the addition of
the much colder CT plasma (Fig. 2(f)). The cooling results in a decay in the plasma
current by a factor of three after the initial helicity injection effect.
The Caltech group is constructing a new CT gun with an acceleration stage to
provide additional translational energy to the CT. The accelerator will be used on the
Phaedrus-T tokamak at the University of Wisconsin where high CT kinetic energy
is required in order to penetrate the tokamak 1.2 T toroidal field. For impurity
control, the CT gun and accelerator have bakable electrodes.
3.

COMPACT TORUS INJECTION CALCULATIONS

Theoretical and numerical studies of CT penetration and flux reconnection in
a tokamak have been conducted at LLNL. If tilting and reconnection is slow, MHD
wake drag determines the CT trajectory. The Alven wake drag power is [8]
PD = 2ira2TroV^TIoCo, where Io = 2/9 + 2/9 In (VA,ffi/C0) - 0.37 and Co = dpo/dpo
(the subscript 0 refers to tokamak parameters). The quantity 2/9 accounts for Alfven
wave drag and 2/9 In (VAlf0/C0) - 0.37 accounts for ion sound wave drag. If we
consider CT injection on the reconnection time-scale TR = NrAlf (where N = 1 to
5), the energy dissipated in drag is small compared with the initial kinetic energy.
3-D resistive MHD simulations of CT tilting and flux reconnection [9] give for
the Lundquist number S = 400, rR s 0.9 rMf and rT s 5 TM{, for S = 4000,
TR = 5 rAlf and TT = 8 rAlf and for S = 40 000, TR = 5 rAlf and rT = 11 rMf,
where TT is the tilt time. By comparison, TR = TM( is observed in the ENCORE
tokamak injection experiment with S = 10.
4.

COMPACT TORUS ACCELERATOR RESULTS

A coaxial railgun type CT Accelerator (CTA) is being developed at LLNL in
the RACE experiment. The CTA, shown schematically in Fig. l(b), consists of a
magnetized, coaxial plasma gun, a precompression cone section, a straight coaxial
acceleration section, and a focusing cone. CT rings are formed by using a 200 kJ,
60 kV bank (fast mode), and a 300 kJ, 11 kV bank (slow mode). The rings are
accelerated with a 250 kJ, 120 kV bank.
Tests without the precompression section, reported earlier [9], have recently
demonstrated energy scaling at constant efficiency Ukinetic/Ucapbank = 0.2 up to
Ukinetic = 40 kJ for Umagnetic = 10 kJ, Mring = 100 Mg, and Vring = 106 m/s. The
accelerator electrodes were 5 m long with router = 0.25 m, rinner = 0.10 m, and the
ring length was 0.6 m.
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FIG. 3. Comparison ofLLNL accelerator data with TRAC 2-D Lagrangian ideal MHD code.

Experiments have been conducted with a 2:1 radius ratio precompression cone
and 1 m and 2 m straight acceleration sections. The cone is 0.3 m long, and the
average radius decreases from 0.11 m to 0.055 m in the straight section. CT rings,
localized in the precompression cone, have been formed both in the fast formation
mode (rAlf s rform s 5 /J.S) and in the slow formation mode (rAif « Tform s 60 ps).
With slow formation, stable symmetric CTs are formed with Bz at the outer wall at
the large radius end of the cone up to 1.0 T. The electron density is typically several
times 1021 m"3, and typical decay times of 50-100 /*s correspond to resistive decay
for Te = 10-20 eV.
The dynamics of CT precompression and acceleration are in good agreement
with an ideal, 2-D MHD simulation using the TRAC code as shown in Fig. 3, where
acceleration current and axial B,. magnetic field at different axial positions are
compared with the measured values. Bz drops to zero as the CT is compressed past
the z = 12 cm point, the ring exits the cone (Fig. 3, z = 43 cm) and is accelerated
in the straight section. Good agreement between data and calculations is obtained.
Bz increases threefold during compression from ~ 5 kG at z = 12 cm to ~ 15 kG
for z > 43 cm, and the electron density increases from 2 x 1021 n r 3 to 1022 nr 3 .
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The estimated ring mass is 50-100 ng. Precompression times as long as 30 fi& have
been observed and final CT speeds up to 0.6 mlfxs are achieved. The ablation of
electrode material appears to be small.

5.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS OF THE CTA

Application of the CTA to either ICF or MICF depends on successful development of accelerators in the 100-200 MJ total energy range and on achieving focusing
of CTs to centimetre dimensions. An MICF system is considered in which a 100 MJ
kinetic energy CT is injected into a several centimetres diameter cavity in a 'cannonball' high density tamper. The CT, shock heated on injection to initiate a /3 > 1
refuelled burn, is estimated to produce 7 GJ fusion yield with a gain of 70. The CTA
driver cost is estimated at US M$70. Alternatively, a CTA for indirect drive ICF
would have a 40 MJ kinetic energy CT injected into a hohlraum to produce a fusion
yield of 2 GJ and a gain of 50.
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Abstract
A MUON CATALYSED FUSION REACTOR AND DIRECT CONVERSION OF THE
CATALYSED ENERGY.
A fusion reactor concept making use of muon catalysis aiming at a reduction of the effective sticking probability and relying on the hot coronal pressure is described. Concomitant difficulties are discussed. Direct energy conversion of the catalysed energy as well as the muon creation energy are
assessed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

To achieve a thermodynamically meaningful energy gain by muon catalysed
D-T fusion alone without resorting to breeding fissile matter by fusion neutrons, the
fusion catalysis cycling rate in a muon lifetime, Xp, should exceed 1000. Neglecting
faster intermediate processes, nowadays, we can identify two crucial bottlenecks for
muon catalysed fusion energy production. The one is the dtfi mesomolecular formation process (rate Xdt(() and the other is the muon sticking with fusion a particles
(probability cos0):
X;1 »

Ws

+ (Xdt(i T,)-1

(1)

where ws = cosO (1 — R), T^ is the lifetime of a muon, R is the stripping rate of
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muon from the (apL)+ atom, and ws0 * 0.008, R = 40%, \,,M « 109 s"1. The sticking rate has now been experimentally and theoretically settled to <as = 0.0045. This
means that if Xdtf< — oo, the catalysis cycle rate X^ is merely 220.
The effective sticking probability ws can be reduced by increasing the stripping
coefficient, R. The stripping (or reactivation) coefficient R may be written as

where <rst is the stripping cross-section, F is the stopping power of (an)+ in matter,
and Eb and E, are the birth energy of (a^) + ( = 3.5 MeV) and the (ap) + ionization
potential ( = 1 0 keV). The cross-section peaks around =10 keV and quickly
decreases below this energy. To make the reactivation coefficient large (i.e. close to
unity), (a/x)+ should be kept as long as possible in the higher velocity range where
the stripping probability is higher.
Kulsrud [1,2] proposed a scheme to reduce the sticking coefficient by reaccelerating the (a/i) + ions by the ion cyclotron resonance mechanism. In this scheme
the D-T target is in solid form, say at about 25 K, and the target is divided into many
rods (or pellets) of the order of 100 nm (each) in radius. By imposing a magnetic
field and a rotating electric field the (ay.+ is kept at a constant (average) velocity
until stripping occurs. The drag force in the rods (while the stripping occurs) is
balanced by the acceleration force in the vacuum between the rods (or the pellets).
The acceleration is achieved by the ion cyclotron resonance heating in vacuum
with frequency w = Qa)l = eB/4mpc, where mp is the proton mass. In Kulsrud's
calculation, the necessary strength of the RF electric field, Est, for stripping is
eEst = 5 x 104f kV/cm, where f (of the order of 10"3) is the filling factor of the
D-T target. On the other hand, the breakdown field for ac field Ebd (which is much
higher than the dc case) is approximately given [3] by eEbd = muc, where m is the
electron mass and co is the RF frequency. At a frequency range of Qafl = 10'° Hz
(with 1 MG magnetic field), the field is resistant against breakdown. Unfortunately,
Kulsrud's idea does not work as he puts it since the alpha heating of the target cannot
be tolerated. To overcome this problem the following reactor scheme was suggested
[2]. A simple mirror ratio Rm with magnetic field B is surrounded by neutron
blankets such as Li. A pellet (or pellets) of D-T ice is repetitively injected, either
mechanically or gravitationally, into the mirror vessel. The pellet consists of a series
of ribbons of D-T ice. The minimum overall size is = (2 cm)3, which is determined
by the two conditions: the inertial confinement condition of the overall pellet and the
magnetic confinement condition of TT". These D-T ice ribbons fill the pellet with the
filling factor f in order to accommodate sufficient acceleration time, while keeping
enough matter to strip (a/*)+ according to Kulsrud's stripping mechanism. These
D-T ice specimens are penetrated by a high energy beam of d or t particles
( = 1 GeV/nucleon) injected perpendicularly to the mirror axis, which coincides with
the (longitudinal) axis of the specimens. Beam particles collide with the target nuclei,
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creating ic~. Pions are created in situ and confined by the mirror magnetic field, as
in the earlier hybrid reactor concept [4]. The portion of the beam that did not suffer
strong interaction will be collected, cooled, accelerated, and reused for the next pass.
At this energy of d or t, the beam cooling may be provided by appropriate methods
such as Budker's electron cooling method [5] or Van der Meer's stochastic cooling
method [6].
When the beam is injected into these ribbons and the fusion reactions begin,
fusion alpha particles are created, and all their energy is deposited in heating the D-T
ice. To avoid the dilemma of 'too cold fusion — no energy production', the D-T ribbons are heated up to a temperature of Th, which is much higher than the room temperature Tr, so that we can now extract energy from the D-T ribbon instead of
investing energy to cool it. This condition is written as i)hAYh — ATe/ijc > 0, where
i7h and i?c are the thermodynamical efficiencies of the heat energy extraction from
the hot material (Th) into electricity and the cooling, and ATh = Th - Tr and
ATe = Tr - Tice. From this, Th has to be larger than 1-2 eV for r)h « 0.3 and
ijc « 0.1. This will resolve the difficulty of Kulsrud's idea. Of course, this brings
the new difficulty of confining hot D-T ribbons at nearly solid density to cope with
an enormous pressure.
To confine these D-T ribbons, we introduce the concept of coronal confinement. We surround each ribbon with a coat of coronal plasma with density n,. and
temperature Tc such that nhTh = 1 1 ^ , where nh and Th are the heated D-T ribbon
density (<j> ~ 1) and temperature ( < 1 eV). When the D-T ribbon expands after alpha
heating, the coronal pressure balances it, while the coronal pressure is now borne by
the magnetic pressure outside of it. Thus, the corona is magnetically confined:

where Bc is the magnetic field which penetrates into the corona and B is the external
field.
The above described fusion reactor concept via muon catalysis tried to reduce
the effective sticking pobability to less than 10~3. The reactor concept relies on the
hot coronal pressure. It is, however, this lopsided energy content in the corona, some
102 times that in the pellet, that causes difficulties in this concept. Unless we can
keep the coronal energy from shot to shot, an unlikely technical feat, the amount of
energy needed to heat the corona is energetically too expensive. To date we are
unable to devise a method enabling fusion alphas to heat preferentially the corona
rather than the pellet.

2.

DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION

The pellet is composed of many D-T rods. The pellet is immersed in a magnetic
field, which confines created TT~ and fi~. The typical dimensions of a rod are:
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thickness (t = 100 (im; width 4 several times 4; length 23 larger than inertial confinement length cjp and a few ir~ Larmor radii pv, where T,, is the lifetime of
ix~, cs is the sound speed, and pT = 100 cm/B(T). The filling factor f of the rods
in the pellet is related to the requirement that the stuck muon (an)+ can be appropriately accelerated by microwave heating, i.e. ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH)
[1,2]. The rods in the pellet can be the target of the beam projectile creating TT~ [4].
A part of the beam undergoing electromagnetic collisions is recirculated [4]. The
pellet is encircled by a circuit that extracts electromotive energy created during the
expansion of the rods. The expansion is due to both the heating by projectile particle
collisions and by fusion produced alpha particles. The alphas are produced by fusion
catalysed by muons that were created by the projectile within the rods. The pellet is
designed so that when rods are heated up to 1-3 eV they explode in a few r^.
The external magnetic field Bo is assumed not to penetrate, by now, the hot
gas/plasma of the rods. Whatever penetrates the rods, B, and the plasma B2 are
much smaller than Bo. The 'piston' in this model is simply the boundary between
the vacuum and the D-T material (gas/plasma). The initial temperature before explosion, but after heating, is Tj »~ i-3 eV with volume Vi and density i^ ( — liquid
density). The final temperature, volume and density of the gas/plasma are denoted
by T2, V2, and n2. The flux \p contained in the vacuum within the circuit is squeezed
by this expansion process. This results in the change of flux, d\p/dt, and thus the electromotive force e and the current I in the circuit R, which is extracted directly. This
explosion is most likely adiabatic; thus, this is our basic assumption in the model.
The work W done by the D-T rods after heating on the external Bo magnetic
field during the expansion is given by
/•v

W = I

Jv
J v,

pdV = WB + WT

(4)

where WB = JpBdV and WT = jprdV, and pB and p T are the magnetic and thermal
pressures. An operational assumption, though not necessary, is introduced: the external magnetic field Bo is kept constant and the flux ty inside the D-T material is also
kept constant. The magnetic pressure is pB = B2/8TT = (^ 2 L 2 /8TT)V~ 2 , where
xfri = BjSi = BJVJ/L; the length L of the system is so great that it is assumed to be
constant during the expansion. Thus one obtains the following expressions for the
magnetic and thermal works:

wB = 41- v ^ 1 - 0;

wT = - M L . (i _ £7-i)

(5)

where e = Vyv^; e is much smaller than unity, 7 is the gas constant assumed to be
given by (f + 2)/f = 5/3, with f being the number of degrees of freedom. Thus, the
total work W is
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= -fL v,d - e) +
8

where we have assumed that the electron and ion pressures are n,T,. The total initial
energy Q in the system is given by
Q = —^-r

n,T,V, + - ^ - V,

7—1

(7)

57T

The efficiency of direct conversion of energy Q into electricity in the circuit is:

w

— [ — (1 - e*-i) + -L (1 - €)(3"' - \
7 - 1
2
7-1

+

2

0

+ Qc/^niT^,)

where Qc is the energy needed to cool the D-T rods to solid temperature and Wr is
the work done by the system returning from the final expanded state to the initial
state; 0 = n|T,/(Bf/8ir). In most cases of interest, /3 is much larger than unity and,
therefore, we neglect the second terms in both numerator and denominator of Eq. (8).
The energy necessary for cooling the D-T material to the solid temperature is estimated to be Qc = MCAT/r/c, where M is the mass of the rods, C the heat capacity
given by ~fkB/2M0 (kB is the Boltzmann constant), AT = T2 - 24 K, and ijc is the
cooling efficiency. The work Wr is calculated along the isotherm T = T2, yielding
Wr = p2V2 In (V2/V,) = - N T 2 In e, where N = n2V2. Thus we obtain the direct
conversion efficiency as (M/Mo = N)
1 - e^1

1 +
2

'

V
(9)

For example, for y = 5/3, e = 10"2 and y\c = 0.1, we obtain r;dc « 0.99 (for e =
0.1 we obtain ijdc « 0.87).
3.

MUON CREATION ENERGY
The net energy cost E^ for muon is given by
EA = Eo - Er

(10)

where Eo is the energy needed to create one w~ without energy recovery,
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Eo = y*1 To, with yT being the yield of 7r~ and To the energy of the projectile per
nucleon. The energy, Er, recovered by the direct conversion is estimated in the
domain Er min < Er < Er ^ ^ where
Ermin = y*1 [To — eIot) t)a + eem r/dc + enuc ?7lh]
E rmax = y;1 {(To ~ €tot) i7a + eem »jdc + enuc [njth 4- (1 - r) rjdc]}
Here, etot = eem + enuc, enuc = eel + ein, where eem, eeb and ein are the energy losses
during one mean free path of the projectile in the target due to the electromagnetic,
elastic nuclear and inelastic nuclear collisions, respectively; estimates of eem ~
100 MeV, eel ~ 100 MeV, ein ~ 300 MeV may be used [4]. The efficiencies r)ic,
i7a, and ij,h are for direct conversion, reacceleration (and cooling) of the recirculated
beam and thermal conversion, respectively. Estimates of »jdc ~ 0.9, % ~ 0.6 and
rjth ~ 0.35 may be used. We define r as the neutron ratio in the collisions, r = (A]
+ A2 — Z, - Z2)/(A! + A2), where A and Z are the atomic and charge numbers
of projectile and target.
For d + d collisions, r = 0.5, Eo = 5.9 GeV (To = 1 GeV), we obtain
2.1 GeV < E,, < 2.8 GeV

(12)

while for d + t collisions, r = 0.6, Eo = 4.8 GeV (To = 1 GeV), we have
1.8 GeV < E, < 2.3 GeV

(13)

For a d projectile on a 50% D + 50% T target, this constitutes a reduction of muon
energy by a factor in the range of 2.1 < Eo/E^ < 2.7.
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Abstract
A COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF FUSION WITH SOME OTHER
ELECTRICITY GENERATING METHODS.
The results of a study to compare the environmental impact of fusion with a PWR and a coal-fired
system are summarised. The basis of the study is described and the main results given. It is shown that
the conclusions of the study are unaffected by recent improvements to the activation calculations,
although improvements can be made by changing the material of the divertor.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a growing interest in many environmental problems
associated with all forms of electricity generation, and a study group on the
Environmental, Safety-Related and Economic Potential of Fusion Power (EEF)
prepared a report [1] on these issues for the Commission of the European Communities.
As input for that report the Study Group commissioned several further studies, and this
paper summarises the results of one of these [2] which compares the environmental
impact of a fusion reactor with a PWR operating on a "once-through" fuel cycle and with
a coal-fired station. The comparisons of environmental impact require that a full analysis
of the pathways of hazardous materials back to man is made. In this study only
radiological effects are considered and no account is taken of "chemical hazards". Three
different time periods are studied to establish the relative environmental impacts of the
systems; operation during the assumed 25 year lifetime, the period up to 100 years after
the plants are shutdown and the period after the lifetime wastes of the fusion reactors
and the PWR were placed in an underground repository. Accidents are not considered in
this work.
Section 2 of the paper describes briefly the basis of the study; as a detailed report on
the study has been published only the more important information will be given; Section
3 summarises the results of the work while finally Section 4 gives the overall conclusions.

AEA Industrial Technology, Harwell Laboratory, Oxfordshire OX11 ORA, United Kingdom.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
The study is based on the EEF Reference Reactor whose parameters are given by
Cooke et al [3]. The reactor is based on the NET concept with a power of 1.2 GW(e), the
first wall loading is 4.2 MWnv2 and the breeding blanket is composed of LinPbss (90%
enriched in ^Li). Two versions of the reactor are considered, using conventional or lowactivation structural materials, and their compositions are shown below where S.S.
signifies stainless steel. The low-activation materials were chosen to minimize activation
in the mid-term (50-100 years); short-lived and very long-lived activation properties were
not taken into account.
2.1 Fusion Reactor Neutronics
As the study is not based on a detailed reactor design but on a parameter set, some
arbitrary assumptions had to be made about the layout of the reactor and its operation
and a simple one-dimensional neutronic analysts was undertaken. In consequence it is
likely that the deep penetration neutron fluxes are incorrectly estimated. These
limitations are, however, unlikely to alter the overall conclusions of the work. An infinite
cylindrical model centred on the reactor axis and notionally corresponding to the
disposition of radial regions on the median plane was constructed. The reactor was
divided into 23 zones (7 being voids) and the neutron fluxes and spectra were calculated
in each of these for the two versions of the EEF Reference Reactor using the onedimensional discrete ordinates code ANISN.
Component
Cryostat

Standard version
S.S. 316L

Low-Activation version
S. S. OPTSTAB2

Poloidal field coils

NbTi
Copper
S.S. 316L
Nb3Sn
Copper
S.S. 316L
S.S. 316L
Water
S.S. FV1.4914
Lithium lead
Water
S.S. FV1.4914
Lead
Water

NbTi
Copper
S.S. OPTSTAB2
Nb3Sn
Copper
S.S. OPTSTAB2
S.S.HYFORM409
Water
V-3Ti-lSi
Lithium lead
Water
V-3Ti-lSi
Lead
Water

Divertor

W/Re
Water

W/Re
Water

Torus support

S.S. 316L

S.S. OPTSTAB2

Biological Shield

Borated concrete
Ordinary concrete

Borated concrete
Ordinary concrete

Toroidal field coils

Shield
Blanket

First Wall
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2.2 Production of Reactor Inventories
The inventories of the EEF Reference Reactor were calculated using the FISPACT
code [4]. Inventories were produced for the 16 zones mentioned above and for 4
additional zones representing components remote from the median plane. It was
assumed that the reactor had a lifetime of 25 years and operated with a 75% load factor.
Inventories were produced for every component discharged from the reactor and the
lifetime inventory of the two versions was obtained at periods of 0.01, 10 and 100 years
after the reactors were shut down together with their decay power, dose rate, ingestion
hazard and inhalation hazard.
The work described above has been extended to see if the conclusions in [2] will be
affected by possible changes to the design and improved data libraries and calculational
methods. Three changes have been made to the code FISPACT and to its associated data
libraries to improve the calculations of activation for the EEF Reference Reactors; (i) a
more complete library of hazard data is now available which will affect the results where
short half-life nuclides are important, (ii) a proper treatment of gas production by (n,t)
reactions is included in FISPACT and (iii) a better neutron cross section library
(UKACT1.5) has been assembled which in particular has improved capture cross sections
for many nuclides. The effect of the changes has been investigated by repeating activation
calculations for selected zones of the two versions of the EEF reactors. With the notable
exception of the divertor these changes make only marginal changes (less than a factor
two) and so will be neglected in the remainder of the paper.
The inventories of the once-through PWR and coal-fired power stations were
obtained from the literature. In order that systems could be compared all the inventories
were adjusted to give those of lGW(e) station with a 25 year lifetime.

2.3 Alternative Divertor Material (TZM)
The original work showed that the W/Re divertor contributed a very significant
fraction of the total activation, particularly for the low-activation version. In addition to
studies undertaken to see the effect of the new cross section library, TZM, a molybdenum
alloy, has been investigated as an example of a possible alternative material.

2.4 Consequences of Waste Disposal
The long-term consequences of disposing of fusion and fission reactor waste were
compared by disposing the lifetime arisings from the two versions of the EEF Reference
Reactor and the once-through PWR in a Nirex type [5] cementitious repository and
investigating the groundwater pathway for returning the radioactivity to man's
environment. The chemical parameters were taken mainly from the data used for Nirex
and for these and ground waterflowfour sets of parameters were used, a best estimate set
and three pessimistic sets - poor chemistry, quick velocity and both poor chemistry and
quick velocity.
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The calculations of the ground water pathway reported here were limited to
determining radionuclide concentrations in the pore water emerging from the geosphere
into the biosphere. To estimate the overall consequences a very simple biosphere model
is used; the totalfluxof radionuclides leaving the geosphere is assumed to enter a typical
stream, and the toxicities of this are then considered.
2.5 Operational Discharges
Operational discharges of radioactive nuclides were estimated for the PWR, the EEF
reactor and coal-fired stations. The information came from the literature with the
releases from STARFIRE being the basis of the data for the EEF reactor, which are
assumed to be the same for all versions.
3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Using the results obtained as described above in Section 2, conclusions can be
reached for the three time periods studied; the period up to 100 years after the plants are
shutdown, the period after the lifetime wastes were placed in an underground repository
(assumed to occur 10 years after shutdown) and operation during the assumed 25 year
lifetime. In view of the uncertainties in the models and data used in this study, it is
believed that when comparing systems, differences of the order of a factor of 10 are
significant, but those of a factor 2 should not be given high weight.
3.1 Activities and Hazard Potentials
The data on the environmental impact in the period up to 100 years after shutdown
are summarised below where the results refer to the lifetime inventories (including all
component replacements) of the systems and the ingestion and inhalation doses are those
that an individual would receive if they ingested or inhaled the inventories. For the EEF
reactor results for three systems are given (all with divertor contributions based on
approximate calculations with UKACT1.5), the standard version with a W/Re divertor
and low-activation versions with W/Re and TZM divertors.
It is concluded from these data that:
(a) the environmental impact of fusion is significantly lower than that of a PWR,
the differences increasing with decay time and being particularly marked at 100 years
after shutdown,
(b) at all times the low-activation version of the EEF Reference Reactor with a
W/Re divertor gives a lower impact than the standard version, the differences being
largest at long times (greater than 10 years),
(c) the low-activation version with a TZM divertor is the best fusion system at
short times but is the worst at 100 years after shutdown,
(d) coal-fired stations give much less impact at short times (based on parameters
derived from activity), however by 100 years fusion tends to be similar or less than coal.
At even longer times the impact of fusion will fall significantly while the impact of coal
will only fall slowly as it arises from long-lived actinides such as thorium.
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Time(y)

System

0.01

PWR
EEF (Standard)
EEF (LA,W/Re)
EEF(LA,TZM)
COAL
PWR
EEF (Standard)
EEF (LA,W/Re)
EEF(LA,TZM)
COAL

10

100

PWR
EEF (Standard)
EEF (LA, W/Re)
EEF(LA,TZM)
COAL

Total
activity (Bq)
6.610 20
3.3 1020
1.4 10 20
4.5 10i 9
1.8 10 13
9.6 10l 8
1.3 10l 9
7.8 10 17
1.110 i8
1.61013
1.010 i8
7.5 10l 6
6.3 10 15
2.7 IOI7
1.4 1013

Ingestion
dose (Sv)
3.7 1 0 "
1.5 1 0 "
9.0 10l°
2.9 10 10
4.6 10 6
2.110"
2.7 109
1.6 10 8
1.9 10 8
3.610 6
1.4 1 0 "
3.8 107
2.5 1O6
2.81O7
1.7 106

Inhalation
dose (Sv)
2.010 13
2.810"
1.2 1 0 "
5.5 10 10
7.4 10 8
1.9 1013
1.3 101°
5.6 10 8
2.3 10 9
6.5 10 8
1.7 10 13
2.9 10 8
2.5 107
1.4 1O9
6.6 10 8

Decay
power (kW)_
7.110 4
1.0104
8.4 10 3
3.3 10 3
7.4 10 2
5.0 1O1
2.1
3.2
1.9 10 2
0.68
0.15
1.1

3.2 Alternative Divertor Material (TZM)
The high activation of the divertor might have safety implications as the decay
powers at shutdown are high, being approximately 1.6 kW/kg, and are similar to the decay
power of lkg of PWR fuel at shutdown. Changing the divertor from W/Re to TZM
reduces this decay power to 0.3 kW/kg but, as can be seen in the data above, this is at the
expense of increased effects after 10 years decay time. The data below show the properties
of lkg of divertor as a function of decay time and the relative advantages and
disadvantages of the materials can be more clearly seen.
Time after
Discharge (y)

Divertor

0

W/Re
TZM
W/Re
TZM
W/Re

0.01
0.1

TZM
1
10
100

W/Re
TZM
W/Re
TZM
W/Re
TZM

Activity
(Bq)
1.8 10 16
2.3 IOI5
2.8 1O1S
6.5 101"
1.2 10 15
3.11013
7.6 IOI3
1.9 10 12
3.3 101°
1.01012
6.5 109
8.410"

Value per kg
Decay Power
Ingestion
(kW)
Hazard (Sv)
6
1.6
9.3 10
5
0.29
9.910
0.15
1.8 106
5
4.110-2
4.0 10
4.0 lO-2
6.6 10 s
4
3.4 lO-3
1.8 10
4
3.1 lO-3
3.9 10
3
1.5 10-4
1.0 10
5.3 10"6
9.0 101
9.110- 6
1.910 2
4.2
1.9 10"7
3.2 lO"6
8.4 101

Dose Rate*
(Sv/h)
3.5 105
1.6 10 s
4.3 104
2.3104
1.5 104
4.7 10 3
2.0 10 3
2.5 10 2
8.1
9.9
6.2 10"3
7.5 10"1

*The Dose Rate is for an infinite slab and is independent of mass - see [2].
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3.3 Doses from waste disposal

The maximum streamwater doses obtained from the initial activation calculations are
given below and from these it can be seen that the maximum streamwater doses for the
two fusion systems are at least 2 orders of magnitude below those for the PWR. This
conclusion is independent of parameters assumed for the repository. It will also be
unchanged if either the calculations were to be repeated with the reactor inventories
obtained with the improved cross section libraries or a TZM divertor were used. In these
cases the magnitudes of the changes in the reactor inventories of the isotopes producing
the dose ( 208 Bi, " T c , 94 Nb, 10 Be and ^Cl, see [2]) are not sufficient to modify the
conclusions. The dose obtained with the best estimate parameters is higher for the lowactivation version because it produces more 36C1 than the standard version, 36C1 is
produced in many of the reactor components with neutron reactions on potassium
impurities being an important source. These differences are not significant, and it must
be remembered that the low-activation materials were not chosen with this time period in
mind.

Parameters

Maximum streamwater annual dose (Sv)
EEF(LA,W/Re)
EEF(Standard)
2.9 10"10
1.7 lO"10
9.110 8
10
7
4.110" 10
9.710"
5.410"
3.0 10-9
2.410- 9
5.210"7
1.2 10-8
8.0 10"8
1.710"4

PWR

Best estimate
Poor chemistry
Quick velocity
Poor chemistry
and Quick velocity
3.4 Operational discharges

The data on operational discharges are summarised below.

Fusion

PWR
Coal

Gaseous Inhalation
hazard (Sv)
9.60104
9.62106
7.26106

Aqueous Ingestion
hazard (Sv)
1.21104
1.27 105

-

It is concluded that the impact of both gaseous and aqueous discharges is significantly
lower for fusion than for PWR or coal.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The results of a study to compare the environmental impact of a fusion system with
some alternative power sources has been summarised. In the period up to 100 years after
the reactors are shutdown the fusion systems always have a significantly lower impact
than the PWR, the differences increasing with decay time and being particularly marked
at 100 years; in the period after 10 years the low-activation version with W/Re divertor
gives a significantly lower impact than the standard version. At times >100y, the
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radiological impact of fusion is similar or less than for a coal-fired system. Following
geological disposal the impact of the fusion wastes is at least 2 orders of magnitude below
those for the PWR. The advantage of the low-activation version is however not
significant. Operational discharges are also less for fusion than for PWR or coal. It has
been shown that the conclusions are not significantly affected by recent improvements in
cross section and hazard data.
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DISCUSSION
P.J. DINNER: At some point in the movement towards a fusion economy it
would seem reasonable to expect that the recycling of expensive materials
(e.g. TZM, W-Re) would become economic. Have you considered how such recycling would affect your conclusions concerning the environmental impact of fusion?
R.A. FORREST: The recycling of materials, especially the more valuable
ones, may be necessary in the longer term to realize the advantages of fusion, but
these options have not been explored in our present inventory calculations. However,
there is reference to recent work in this area by Plews et al. in Paper H-I-21 (Ref.
[16]).

DARVAS, J., et al., IAEA-CN-53/H-I-2, this volume.
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S.A. COHEN: W-Re alloys are looked upon unfavourably by the ITER team
because of loss-of-vacuum accident scenarios and the 'flammability' of Re. Have you
analysed the impact of these scenarios on the acceptability of W-Re in reactors?
R.A. FORREST: I am aware of the problems of W-Re in some accident
scenarios. In our paper we have calculated the inventories from such a divertor and
analysed the issue of waste disposal. The present study does not cover accidents, but
the subject is treated in the EEF report described in Paper H-I-2 (Ref. [1]).
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Abstract
ENVIRONMENTAL, SAFETY RELATED AND ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF FUSION POWER.
Euratom's EEF study group report, based on work carried out throughout the European Community, is summarized. Fusion could become commercialized in the mid-twenty-first century for base load
electricity generation, when investment in new and replacement plant could total over 10 GW(e) per
year in western Europe. Illustrative analysis shows that investment in fusion R&D can be profitable
despite a long time-scale to bring it to fruition. Four tokamak power reactor parameter sets using D-T
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ignited plasma, with water cooled Pb-Li blankets and 1200 MW(e) net capacity, have been optimized
and costed as prototype generating plant with the SCAN code. These capital estimates are compared
with capital costs of series ordered European PWR plant. Assuming 5% per year interest, a nine year
fusion plant construction time and a 25 year fusion plant lifetime, and allowing for the much lower fuel
costs, the fusion prototype capital cost should be less than about four times that of series pressurized
water reactors (PWRs) if series fusion electricity is to have a good chance of being economically competitive with that from PWRs and (imported) coal. The estimated prototype fusion costs range from 3.4
to 5.6 times the series PWR capital cost. The fusion radioactive inventories at various times calculated
for ferritic steel and for V-Ti-Si structures have less toxic content than PWR inventories. The lifetime
volume of radioactive material produced in the maintenance and decommissioning of reference reactors
— about 1.4 x 104 m3/GW(e) — would without recycling be larger than for PWRs without reprocessing. With fusion there are no criticality problems and fewer cooling problems. The potential of fusion
waste to contaminate groundwater is very small and much less than for fission waste. Accident analyses,
based on Starfire design, assume 1 kg vulnerable tritium inventory. The estimated accident related hazard of the inventory release from a fusion reactor is much less than that from a fission reactor, because
there are no volatile fission products.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The EEF study group established by the Commission of the European Communities in September 1988 to prepare an evaluation of the environmental and economic
potential of fusion has, on the basis of its own work and of the results of study contracts placed throughout the European Community, drawn up a report which summarizes the results achieved and draws conclusions on the environmental impact and
economic potential of fusion [1]. Fusion research has yet to establish the detailed conditions for, and to demonstrate the reality of, a net power output, and its application
is foreseen many decades ahead. Thus the report has an inherently speculative quality
and its results must be treated with caution. The present paper summarizes the report,
concentrating on the new technical material.

2.

MARKET FOR FUSION ENERGY

The main application we foresee for fusion energy in Europe is base load electricity generation. A successful outcome of the Communities' fusion research
programme would of course also have worldwide implications, and would contribute
substantially to reducing global emission of CO2 if used widely, but we have not
attempted to assess these wider geographical benefits. Fusion could become commercialized in the mid-twenty-first century, by which time the base load electricity capacity in western Europe might be in the range 250-1000 GW(e), compared with the
present-day capacity of roughly 150 GW(e). Investment in new and replacement
power station plant would then require construction of over 10 GW(e) of plant per
year, a substantial market for a successful outcome of the research programme. The
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estimates are based on historic growth rates and estimates of future economic and
demographic trends [2]; but they are speculative and the out-turns will be affected
by fluctuations and shocks, by developments in the rest of the world and by environmental pressures.
Fusion research and development can be profitable for Europe even if it
requires some decades to bring it to fruition, provided that the electricity generated
by fusion turns out to be competitive with other methods and that fusion is used for
a sufficient time [3]. When the growth rate of electricity generation is less than the
discount rate, the research programme costs and duration have to be limited. The
illustrative analysis used gives numerical expression to the value of international collaboration, which shares costs throughout the world, can advance the date of commercial exploitation, and could encourage a wider use of an environmentally better
form of generation.

3.

ENVISAGED FUSION REACTORS

Four outline tokamak power reactor parameter sets, all using ignited D-T thermonuclear reactions and of about 1200 MW(e) station output, are used for cost estimates. They have been optimized for minimum capital cost per kW(e) and costed as
prototype power reactors with the SCAN code [4]. The structural material is ferritic
steel, the tritium breeding material is Pb-Li alloy, the heat transfer fluid to a steam
cycle is water, and W-Re alloy is used for the divertor plates. Table I gives the
parameters. PCSR(E) was used in the 1986 Euratom cost study and contains some
margins of safety to cover uncertainty of extrapolation. The EEF Reference reactor
is based on late 1988 knowledge. AMTR 1 and 3 illustrate conceivable improvements
such as higher values of /?, of yield stress in the magnetic materials and of thermal
efficiency, and exploitation of the bootstrap current [5]. The 75% load factor is
assumed, as are regular replacements of the first wall and divertor plates.
The analysis of environmental potential also uses a second version of the EEF
Reference reactor, one with ferritic steel replaced by low activation vanadium alloy.
However, the divertor components and the Pb-Li breeders are not replaced. The
safety analysis is based on the detailed US Starfire design.

4.

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL

The cost of base load electricity in the twenty-first century is assumed to be set
by stations fuelled with imported coal and by nuclear fission. Analyses of fuel prices
suggest that over long times energy prices in real terms are roughly constant at the
mean level observed over the last 35 years, with fluctuations of about 50%. We have
therefore considered two main cases: (i) the cost of electricity in 2050 will be the
same as today in real terms; (ii) the cost of electricity will be 20% more than case
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TABLE I. MAIN REACTOR PARAMETERS [4]
Parameter

PCSR(E)

EEF Ref.

AMTR 1

AMTR 3

Plasma configuration"
Effective plasma elongation

SN
1.7

DN
2.25

DN
2.25

DN
2.5

Plasma major radius (m)
Plasma half-width (m)
Aspect ratio

9.3
2.39
3.89

5.31
1.40
3.78

4.51
0.98
4.60

3.81
0.83
4.58

Plasma current (MA)
Toroidal field, minor axis (T)
Peak field on TF coil (T)
Vertical bore of TF coil (m)
Stored energy, TF coils (GJ)
Max. tensile stress, TF coil (MPa)

16.6
6.36
11.3
12.5
115
160

16.6
6.22
14.9
12.4
58
250

8.96
5.84
14.4
10.3
34
250

7.49
4.84
14.74
10.1
20
500

Mean electron density (10 20 m"3)
Mean plasma temperature (keV)
Z (effective)
Total volume averaged beta b (%)

1.57
10
1.14
3.83

1.45
20
1.54
7.62

1.58
20
1.54
9.39

2.14
20
1.54
18.59

Current drive
Method'
Drive power (MW)
Bootstrap current fraction
Burn time (s)

Inductive
—
0
5 X 10 3

NBI
91
0.5
106

NBI
16
0.5
10 6

BS
0
1.0
106

Confinement time, ignition
Rebut-Lallia scaling multiplied by
Kaye-Goldston scaling multiplied by

0.57
1.4

0.65
1.27

1.19
1.55

1.32
1.76

First wall neutron load (MW/m 2 )
Blanket structure life (MW-a/m 2 )
Divertor neutron fluence limit (MW'a/m 2 )

2.22
10
2

4.15
10
2

5.04
10
2

7.99
10
2

Fusion power (MW)
Total thermal power (MW)
Gross electrical power output (MW)
Recirculating power fraction
Net electrical power output (MW)
Steam cycle thermal conversion
efficiency (%)

3580
4170
1460
0.15
1250

3050
3780
1510
0.20
1200

2250
2730
1370
0.11
1200

2815
3402
1360
0.11
1200

35

40

50

40

Reactor design life (a)
Availability (target) (%)

25
73

25
75

25
75

25
75

a
b
c

SN: single null divertor; DN: double null divertor.
Beta is the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure.
NBI: neutral beam injection; BS: bootstrap current.
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TABLE II. MAIN COMPONENTS OF ELECTRICITY GENERATING COSTS3
(per kW-h(e); relative, estimated for 2050)

Total (reference)
Capital and decommissioning
Operation
and
maintenance

Coal fired
plant

Nuclear,
PWR

Nuclear,
breeder

Fusion

100

100

100

100

29

43

56

73

10
17

10
22

10

15

Fuel cycle, transformation

-

24

18

Fuel cycle, raw material

54

13

4

In capital
2

11
Data from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 of Ref. [1]. The coal fired and PWR breakdowns are based on analysis of European experience [6], that of the nuclear breeder on forecasts; the fusion figures are targets
for competitivity.

(i) because of a 50% rise in fuel or fuel cycle costs. An 80% cost increase of imported
coal is noted as an extreme variant. The electricity costs for case (i) are analysed in
Table II, where the total unit cost is represented by 100 in each case, expressing their
competitivity.
The cost of fusion electricity will be dominated by the capital cost of the plant;
fuel costs even with enriched lithium in the blanket can be represented by 2 % of the
total [4]. It is estimated that maintenance will be more expensive than for pressurized
water reactors (PWRs), and the fusion reactor lifetime has been taken to be 25 years
rather than the 30 years used for PWRs. As a consequence, if fusion is to be competitive, then the capital cost of a series order fusion plant can contribute up to 73 % of
the total, the targets being indicated in Table II. Constant currency and 5% interest
is assumed.
The capital cost of a prototype plant is estimated to be between 2.2 and 2.5 times
the cost of a series production reactor, figures which have been obtained from a study
contract [7] and from experience of early European developed nuclear reactors. This
is due to the 'learning effect', which results in a later series of reactors being cheaper
than the prototype. Combining this result with the capital costs of Table II leads to
the conclusion that the capital cost of a prototype fusion reactor must be less than 3.6
times that of a series PWR if fusion series ordered reactors are to have a good chance
of being economically competitive. For case (ii) the corresponding limit is 4.2, and
for the extreme variant 4.6.
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TABLE III. PROTOTYPE FUSION REACTORS: ESTIMATED CAPITAL
COSTS" COMPARED WITH TARGET CAPITAL COSTS
(PWR series = 100)
Reactor

Cost
(Jan. 1984 ECU)

(Series PWR

Today's estimated
costb

PCSR(E)d

6750

560

EEF Ref.d

4825

440

AMTR 3 d

3710

340

ESECOM tokamak8

High

510

ESECOM tokamak8

Low

370

Target costs
(limits for
competitivity)

36Oc
and
420'

'' Capital costs are specific (per kW(e)). They are direct costs plus indirect costs, but exclude interest
during construction. They are adjusted for size to a net output of 1200 MW(e).
b
Normalized to PWR series = 100 via turboelectric island cost.
' This value is somewhat below the mean value of 1259 ECU/kW(e) for European power plant [8].
The spread of quoted costs about the mean is represented by a standard deviation of 262 ECU/kW(e).
d
Fusion values from Ref. [4].
e
Electricity price constant.
1
Electricity price increased by 20%.
g
D-T steam cycle tokamaks, adjusted to prototype capital cost with a prototype to series cost ratio
of 2.35 (Annex 4.3 of Ref. [1]).

To compare the capital cost of PWRs and of fusion prototypes, these costs are
normalized to the specific costs of the turboelectric island, which is essentially the
same equipment for both fusion and fission; corrections are made for the different
thermal efficiencies and different circulating powers. The costs of the series PWRs
used are derived from the European experience of this technology [8]. The overall
results of this comparison are given in Table III. The column 'Today's estimated
cost' gives the estimated capital cost of fusion prototype reactors obtained from
Ref. [4] and from the US ESECOM study [9]. The 'Target costs' give the upper limit
of the cost of a prototype required for the competitivity of fusion, as discussed above.
Thus today the European estimates of the capital cost of fusion prototype electricity generators overlap the targets based on PWR series reactors. This analysis of
possible fusion costs compared with PWR and coal is subject to many uncertainties
of extrapolation both in time and in technology. Overall, the results provide a measure of fusion's potential to be economically competitive. The major lesson for the
Communities' fusion programme now is to define cheaper plant before the moment
of decision for a fusion prototype.
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FIG. 1. Fusion and fission radioactive lifetime inventories as a function of time after reactor final shutdown. Fusion EEF Reference after 25 years' operation, assumed tritium inventory 5 kg. Toxic content
is radioactivity in Bq multiplied by the committed effective dose equivalent (ICRP Publication 30)
summed over all radioactive species present [12]. Ingestion and inhalation are identical for HTO
(LA: low activation; St: steel).
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ENVIRONMENTAL POTENTIAL OF FUSION

5.1. Provision of materials
The fuels for fusion reactors (Li and D) are abundant and widely distributed in
nature at rather low mean concentrations (~30 wt ppm), with known deposits of
lithium at high concentrations (up to ~ 4 % ) . In western Europe about 80 t/a of
lithium are currently mined, the world total being 8000 t/a. The provision of other
materials special to fusion reactors has been reviewed and appears to present no special difficulty [10]. The waste heat disposal requires cooling water in the same way
and same quantities as fission or coal fired power stations. In terms of volume of fuel
to be mined and transported, ash to be disposed of and gaseous emission to the
atmosphere, fusion and fission systems have far less environmental impact than fossil
fired stations. The environmental disturbance of extracting lithium from brines and
deuterium from water is very small and compares very favourably with fossil fuel
and PWR fission [11]. In the EEF Reference reactor, significant mine waste arises
from tungsten and tantalum whose use is not certain and which could be recycled.

1E+07
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IE+ 04
IE+ 03
1E + 02
1E + 01
1E + 00
1E-01
1E-02
1E-03
1E-04
1E-05
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I
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I
1E+03

I
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I
1E+05

1E+06

1
1E + 07

1E + 08

Time (a)
FIG. 2. Estimates of potential for groundwater contamination from waste products of fusion and fission
[12]. The calculated dose is that received by a hypothetical average person whose entire water supply
is drawn from an equilibrium solution of the radioactive inventory in quasi-static groundwater in an
underground repository. The 1CRP principal annual dose limit for members of the public is 10~3 Sv.
Solid line: PWR; dashed line: fusion (ferritic); dash-dotted line: fusion (low activation).
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5.2. Radioactive inventory
The lifetime radioactive inventories of the EEF Reference reactor have been
calculated and compared with that of a PWR as a function of time after shutdown
[12]. The toxic content — a rough measure of gross potential to cause biological
damage to man by inhalation and by ingestion if it were all absorbed once — is evaluated by summing all the products of the inventory in Bq of each constituent isotope
and the corresponding committed effective dose equivalent (man-Sv-Bq"1). In the
case of tritium, the total inventory is taken as 5 kg, with an accident vulnerable
inventory of 1 kg, and the committed effective dose equivalent used assumes the
tritium is in oxide form. Figure 1 shows the results. The toxic contents of the low
activation variant are dominated by those components which are unchanged in the
variant. A subsidiary calculation shows that the radioactivity of components made of
vanadium alloys is between 10 and 10 000 times less than for components made of
ferritic steel, depending on time. The potential to reduce the inventory further by
using selected elements for all parts of the plant exposed to neutrons, by using carefully purified (but doubtless more expensive) materials and even by using isotope
separated materials has not been explored here. The toxic content of the tritium
inventory adopted here on the basis of Ref. [13] is at all times substantially less than
the others in Fig. 1; considerably smaller tritium inventories are envisaged in some
other studies [9].

5.3. Decommissioning and waste disposal
A much lower toxic potential of fusion waste is also indicated by calculations
of the concentrations in groundwater of radionuclides leached from a model underground repository [12]. The toxicity is expressed by the calculated average dose to
a person drinking 0.73 m3 annually. Figure 2 shows results for the extreme case of
water inside and immediately adjacent to the repository containing lifetime waste, for
two fusion reactors and for a PWR.
Studies [14, 15] indicate that the volume of packaged radioactive material produced in maintaining and decommissioning the EEF Reference reactor
( - 1 . 4 x 104 m3 per GW(e)) would be larger than that of an equivalent PWR with
a once-through fuel cycle. In the case of fusion, the toxic content is much less, there
are no criticality problems and there are fewer cooling problems with discharged
material. The volumes requiring disposal are dominated by low level waste, which
in the PWR (setting aside spent fuel or reprocessing wastes) comes mainly from
steam plant, whereas in fusion it comes also from the whole reactor core. The mitigation of waste impact, by using low activation materials and by recycling used material
[16], is a significant issue if the potential superiority of fusion over fission in this
respect is to be realized.
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5.4. Health hazards due to accidents
The accident analysis [17] commissioned for our study used the Starfire reactor,
with inventories of the structure using vanadium alloy. The release fractions of the
inventory are based on the ESECOM report [9]. The analysis concludes that there
is hardly any event which could seriously threaten the leaktightness of the steel lined
containment building, which constitutes an extremely reliable barrier protecting the
environment against any major release of radioactive material.
Beyond this assurance, should a release occur, the off-site acute injury potential
would seem to be modest. The release of 1 kg of tritium in oxide form could cause
doses of 0.1-0.2 Sv to the most exposed individuals at 1 km from the release, from
which severe health effects would not be expected. The figures are derived from
reviews of the recent literature, which record figures of a rather wide range,
0.08-1 Sv per kg T, which reflects the range of release heights, the calculated or
assumed plume cross-sections and velocities, and absorption pathways. Release of
radioactivity in the neutron activated structure would require overheating or the formation of dusts or aerosols. This accident hazard has been compared with that of a
PWR; the analysis is confined to the low activation structure and does not include
the Pb-Li breeding material. The estimated accident related hazard potential of radioactive inventory release from a fusion reactor structure is significantly lower than that
from a fission reactor, because of the absence of the volatile fission products [18).
5.5. International safeguards
Under the Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency, neither tritium,
deuterium or lithium is categorized as being of safeguards significance. Tritium is
valuable and toxic, so that careful inventory control will be needed for safety and
good management. Fusion neutrons could be used to breed fissile material; about
100 kg of 238U or 232Th irradiated in the fusion blanket and then reprocessed would
produce 1 kg per annum of 239Pu or 233U. Such operations would be detectable by
inspection and by safeguards instrumentation at the fusion plant [19].

6.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

(a)

Base load electricity generation will continue to be of central importance to
western Europe throughout the twenty-first century, when fusion research could
come to fruition and could meet part or all of the large market for central power
stations.
Our analysis indicates a potential for cost and societally economic competitive
fusion power, and offers a simple target for the capital cost of a prototype reactor by which to test this potential.

(b)
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(c)

Fusion offers clear environmental benefits compared to coal fired power (no
gaseous carbon dioxide emission, no major mining and transport operations),
and to fission (no fission products, no plutonium production, no criticality
accidents).
(d) The study group therefore concludes that the European Communities' fusion
programme should continue to be vigorously supported.
(e) Not least to provide a real physics and engineering basis for cost and environmental analyses, priority should continue to be given to establishing (preferably
by demonstration) at the earliest date that net thermal power can be generated
by fusion reactions in the way envisaged in power reactors.
(f) Designs of commercial reactors should be developed and analysed much more
thoroughly as part of the European Communities' fusion programme in order
to explore ways of developing the economic and environmental potential of
fusion.
(g) The research and development programme needs to be conducted with an
awareness of the importance of reducing capital and operating costs of the ultimate plant.
(h) The research programme should develop more strongly means of improving and
demonstrating the environmental potential of fusion, especially in reducing the
volume and longevity of radioactive material produced parasitically by fusion
neutrons, and in confirming the low consequence of any accident to the
envisaged plant.
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DISCUSSION
M. KIKUCHI: I have seen your parameters for the reactor concept, and I do
not think they are based on present knowledge of physics and technology. I think we
should show a realistic reactor concept to evaluate the economic prospects.
R.S. PEASE: The reactor parameters are chosen on the basis of late-1988
physics. They involve extrapolations of existing experimental knowledge. I disagree
that they are 'unrealistic'. There are no real reactors yet. Of course, reviews such
as ours will be updated with more refined parameters. The main lacuna in our study
is that we did not consider a wide range of unit sizes.
M. KIKUCHI: The Steady State Tokamak Reactor (SSTR) requires periodic
replacement of the blanket, i.e. every two years. Owing to the relatively high cost
of beryllium, your fuel cost (2%) should be increased.
R.S. PEASE: The costs of servicing the reactor and especially that of replacing
the blanket components are included in the item 'maintenance'. As I explained, this
has been taken as 15% of total electricity costs.
A. GIBSON: A recent attempt by the United Kingdom Government to transfer
fission reactors to the commercial sector failed, essentially because the total costs
attributed to fission by the financial community greatly exceeded those estimated by
the nuclear community. Can you comment on the lessons to be learned from this
experience in the context of your report?
R.S. PEASE: Decommissioning costs are included in our fusion costs, but play
a small part (about 5%) because of the discounting convention for many years ahead.
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One problem, I understand, is that decommissioning costs of the UK's graphite reactors are more proximate, and are uncertain. A second point is that our costs are based
on 5% discount rates. Present UK interest rates are 14-15%. High interest rates must
discourage investment in high capital cost items. Finally, in the UK we have not built
many series ordered reactors and no PWRs. Our analysis of fission PWR costs is
based essentially on French, Belgian and German PWR historic costs.
L.J. PERKINS: It is interesting that you did not include in your comparisons
what many consider to be the real competitor to D-T fusion, namely the modular,
inherently safe fission reactor. These are the projected advanced reactors of the fission community. Perhaps you would care to comment on this.
R.S. PEASE: We were anxious to compare envisaged fusion reactors with a
large database from existing plant. The advanced PWRs you mention do not exist.
Of course it is quite possible that new alternative energy sources will emerge which
will be cheaper than PWRs. I hope fusion will be one of them.
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS IN NEXT STEP
FUSION DESIGN AND BEYOND*
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Abstract
SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS IN NEXT STEP FUSION DESIGN AND BEYOND.
Recent United States and international design studies provide insights into the potential safety and
environmental advantages of fusion as well as the development needed to realize this potential. The
Fusion Safety Program at EG&G Idaho has analyzed the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT), the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), and the Advanced Reactor Innovative
Engineering Study (ARIES). These three designs have been reviewed to determine issues related to
meeting the safety and environmental goals that guide fusion development in the USA. The paper lists
safety and environmental issues that are generic to fusion and approaches for favorably resolving each
issue. The technical developments that have the highest potential for contributing to improving the safety
and environmental attractiveness of fusion are identified and discussed. These developments are in the
areas of low-activation materials, plasma-facing components, and plasma physics relating to off-normal
plasma events and tritium burn-up.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Safety and environmental considerations are strongly impacting next
step designs and long-term fusion development. This impact results from the
greater emphasis now given to nuclear issues in siting facilities as well as
the need by funding sources for assurances that fusion energy has sufficient
advantages to justify the large costs for development. Fusion energy
clearly has the potential for safe and environmentally benign operation, but
attaining this potential requires overcoming difficult challenges. Recent
design studies have illuminated these challenges and provide a clearer
picture of the road ahead.
1.1

Safety and Environmental Advantages of Fusion Energy

Increased use of fossil fuels, renewable energy sources, and fission
reactors is severely constrained by economic, safety, or environmental
concerns. The fusion process has inherent advantages that could overcome
these concerns:
o

No emissions are produced to degrade visibility, increase greenhouse
gases, cause acid rain, or reduce the ozone layer.

* Work supported by the U S Department of Energy, Idaho Operations Office, under
contract DE-AC07-76ID01570.
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o

The fuel supply and processing are contained at the facility,

o

Overpower transients are not a serious public safety concern.

o

Low power density operation reduces severity of coolant disturbances
and decay heat.

o

Materials and design can limit hazards from accidental release of
radioactive material.

o

Recycle and near-surface burial are potential options for radioactive
waste management.

The first step in realizing these advantages of fusion energy is to
set goals for fusion development.
1.2

Safety and Environmental Goals for Fusion Energy

Fusion energy can go beyond the regulatory requirements currently in
effect throughout the world. I believe that the goals given in Table I are
responsive to public concerns and are attainable.[1] The approach
required is to place an early emphasis on development of low activation
materials that reduce releasabie inventories and waste management concerns.
These early investments will be repaid by reduced cost for reactor
confinement, nuclear-grade components, and waste disposal.
TABLE I. SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL GOALS FOR FUSION POWER

2.

Issue
Accidents-high
consequence

Goal
Achieve inherent or
passive safety

Accidents-low
consequence but high
frequency
Waste management

Meet risk-based limit
Maximize recycle and
generate only low-level
waste for disposal

Comment
Prevent prompt
fatalities and thus
avoid catastrophic
risk label
Avoid prescriptive
approach, reduce cost
No high-level waste

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES OF RECENT DESIGNS

Safety and environmental considerations become more important as
fusion progresses from physics to technology test reactors and then to
demonstration and commercial reactors. The Fusion Safety Program at EG&G
Idaho has performed safety studies on three recent design efforts, the
Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT), the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER), and the Advanced Reactor Innovative Engineering Study
(ARIES-I). Table II shows the trend towards higher neutron fluence and
tritium inventories. All three designs could meet current safety and
environmental standards and satisfy national regulatory requirements. In
the process of the analyses, insights have been gained that would enhance
the safety and environmental attractiveness of fusion. In the following
sections, I discuss the safety features and accident and environmental
concerns for each of these designs as well as the insights into enhancing
fusion's attractiveness.
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TABLE II. PARAMETERS FOR CIT, ITER, AND ARIES-I USED IN THIS ANALYSIS

1000

1000

Major radius (in)

CIT
140
2.6

6.0

6.75

Thermal Power during pulse (MW)

500

1000

1991

Tritium inventory (g)

12

6000 Phys.
4300 Tech.

700

Tritium throughput (kg/yr)

0.5

500[a]

820[b]

Neutron fluence (MW-yr/m2)

0.0016[c]

1

11 [d]

Activation product inventory (Sv)[e]

0.00001

4.4[f]

1.2[f]

Decay energy from 1 day (GJ)

small

264

<80

Parameter
Site boundary (m)

ARIES-I

Magnet energy (GJ)

18

55

105

Protection against high
consequence accidents

inherently
safe

confinement
based

passively
safe

Radioactive wasteType/Quant ity(HT) [g]

SLD 1400

SLO 20000
DGD 1400

SLD 17000

[a]
[b]
[c]
[d]
[e]
[f]
[g]

2.1

ITER

Based on 25% peak year availability and tritium burn fraction of 0.026
Based on 70% availability and a tritium burn fraction of 0.13
Assumes 5 TJ lifetime neutron energy over 100 m
Assumes lifetime of 4 years at 2.8 MW/m2
All mobilizable activation products using site specific dispersion
No credit is taken for confinement building
SLD-Shallow Land Disposal in U.S., DGD-Deep Geological Disposal in U.S.
Lifetime quantities except the DGD for ITER is one divertor replacement.

CIT Design

The CIT is designed to study burning plasmas close to the ignited
mode. It will be located at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL)
next to the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). Because of the small site
(site boundary of approximately 140 m) and proximity to populated areas, a
high priority was given to reducing safety and environmental concerns.
The compact plasma, major radius of 2.6 m, is contained in a high
magnet field of 10 T. Copper-Inconel laminated conductors employed in the
field coils will be cooled by liquid nitrogen. The CIT will be operated in
the pulsed mode, 7 s pulses and a 1 hour cool-down time between pulses, for
approximately 1000 full-power pulses per year. The first wall and divertor
will be covered with graphite tiles. The vacuum vessel, composed of Inconel
625, will be cooled by helium gas. The vacuum vessel and magnets are
enclosed in a cryostat which will be located in a test cell.
Safety features have been incorporated into the design to reduce
radioactive effluents and mitigate accidents. The liquid nitrogen cooling
system for the magnets is fully enclosed to prevent losses of N-13 produced
by neutron activation, as well as losses of any activated particulates that
may be present. The test cell is inerted with nitrogen to reduce air
activation and the prospects of air entering the vacuum vessel and reacting
with the hot graphite. The nitrogen is slowly vented through a delay line
to allow for decay of N-13 produced by neutron activation. A triple
containment philosophy has been adopted for tritium inventories.
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Because of the low neutron fluence, tritium is the primary radioactive
material of concern. Approximately 0.5 g of tritium is required for each
pulse. For 1000 pulses/year, the throughput is about 0.5 kg/yr. About
90 percent of the throughput is recycled which results in about 50 g shipped
off-site for processing and an equal amount shipped to the site for
resupply. Tritium and activation inventories are given in Table III.

TABLE III. MAJOR RADIOACTIVE INVENTORIES IN CIT
Source
Co-deposited in torus
Pellet Injector
Plasma exhaust tank or storage beds
Molecular sieves or loadout
Recycle tanks
Recycle beds
Activated nitrogen in center cell
Activated liquid nitrogen
Activated Inconel from magnet
arc to vacuum vessel

Inventory TBq (kCi)
tritium 370 (10)
tritium 185 (5)
tritium 925 (25)
tritium 925 (25)
tritium 370 (10)
tritium 185 (5)
N-13
70 (1.9)
N-13
52 (1.4)
Co-58
1 (0.027)
Cr-51
0.5 (0.014)
Co-57
0.4 (0.011)

2.1.1 CIT Safety and Environmental Issues
Safety and environmental analyses have been completed based on the
conceptual design.[2],[3] Because of the limited radioactive
inventories and energy sources, CIT is inherently safe; acute fatalities are
not possible. Most of the safety analysis focused on determining the
maximum credible accident and minimizing the risk from small but more
frequent accidents. Accident probabilities were estimated by developing
event trees and using failure rates estimated from data collected from
related industries. The following accident scenarios received the most
study:
o

Release of activated nitrogen resulting from pressurization of the
center cell by an accidental release of cryogenic nitrogen or by
pressurization of the cryostat by liquid nitrogen inadvertently left
in the cryostat during a pulse.

o

Release of tritium resulting from a failure of a storage bed or
holding tank.

o

Release of activated copper or Inconel resulting from a magnet arc;

o

Release of co-deposited tritium and activated dust resulting from an
air inlet into the vacuum vessel and reaction with hot graphite.

The risks determined for these accident scenarios were well within goals
established for nuclear systems.[4]
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2.1.2 Implications for Fusion Power
Although these scenarios are specific to the CIT design, they provide
insights into safety issues that are generic to fusion power.
Large amounts of cryogenic liquids are expected to be present in
superconducting magnet systems. Common mode failures or propagating
accidents such as structural failure of the magnets could release
radioactive material from adjacent structures. A cryogen release could then
pressurize the building, releasing the radioactivity to the environment.
Tritium releases are not a significant risk for CIT because the
individual inventories are small, and the total inventory consists of
isolated inventories that, even when combined, will not pose the threat of
acute fatalities. For a commercial reactor, the tritium throughput and
inventories are expected to be much larger. A fusion reactor producing 1 GW
of electrical power would have a tritium throughput several thousand times
that for CIT. Tritium inventories would be correspondingly higher and would
become a significant safety concern.
The low integrated burn time and resulting low fluence mitigates
several safety concerns for CIT. Activated and tritiated graphite dust, codeposited tritium buildup on graphite, tritium resulting from permeation
into bulk graphite and coolants, and activated materials are problems that
await more advanced machines.
2.2

ITER Design

The ITER project[5] has both a physics and technology mission. The
physics mission of this reactor is to demonstrate controlled ignition and
extended burn as well as explore steady-state operation using various means
of current drive. The technology mission is to operate with sufficient
plasma parameters, heat and particle flux, and neutron fluence to perform
testing of components in an integrated fusion environment. Since the site
has not been selected, a generic site with a boundary of 1000 m is used for
dose calculations.
The ITER project selected materials that would be available for nearterm construction. Carbon was selected for the first wall and divertor for
the physics phase. A conventional 316 stainless steel was selected for the
vacuum vessel and structure. The tritium breeding blanket will use
beryllium as a neutron multiplier with lithium oxide as the leading
candidate as the breeder material. All structures are cooled by low
temperature water.
Because of the complexity of the ITER design, safety experts realize
the need for passive safety features. The approach used was to reduce
radioactive inventories as much as possible. Where inventories remain
significant, reduce the possible mobilization without depending on active
systems. Where mobilizable inventory remains significant, reduce releases by
passive confinement systems. Important passive features that have been
incorporated into the design include low-temperature coolants, limitations
on operating temperature of graphite, natural coolant circulation, auxiliary
passive heat exchanger, and inert gas zones. The passive safety
accomplishments are not adequate to reduce accident doses below the 100 raSv
(10 rem) regulatory limit for credible accidents. The ITER design can meet
regulatory requirements for ITER host countries by use of confinement
systems. Several additional passive safety ideas are being actively pursued
which could improve ITER attractiveness.
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TABLE I V .

MAJOR TRITIUM INVENTORIES IN ITER TECHNOLOGY PHASE (NO GRAPHITE)

Inventory PBq (kCi)

Source

30

(800)

160

(4300)

Isotope separation system

74

(2000)

Short-term storage
Atmosphere cleanup system

110

(3000)

Backing pumps
Fuel cleanup system

80

(2200)

Vacuum pump

56

(1500)

Pellet injector

74

(2000)

Surface on plasma facing components

74

(2000)

Errosion dust in torus

37

(1000)

Solid breeder plus processing

118

(3200)

Beryllium multiplier

440 (12000)

Water processing

44

(1200)

Solid waste system
Long-term storage

56

(1500)

220

(6000)

TABLE V.

MAJOR ACTIVATION HAZARDS FOR ITER TECHNOLOGY PHASE

Mobile percent

Source

Tal

Mobile dose
(•Sv) [a]

893

Tungsten dust on first wall

100.0

Tungsten dust from divertor

100.0

Tungsten first wall- air reaction
-steam reaction

0.36
0.06

2441
444

Tungsten divertor-air reaction
-steam reaction

0.34
0.18

2305
1256

Copper side wall
blanket module

0.24
0.25

263
265

[a]

-air reactions
-steam reactions

241

Since no credit is taken here for confinement, values are not for
regulatory purposes. Dose based on site specific dispersion.

Because of the need for higher fluence and the use of conventional
(not low activation) materials, this device will contain sizable inventories
of both tritium and activation products. Tables IV and V show inventories
for the technology phase. Energy and pressure sources available to release
these inventories include heat content of the carbon (physics phase), decay
heat of activated materials, plasma disruptions and runaway electrons, and
pressurized water for f i r s t wall conditioning and bakeout.
2.2.1 ITER Safety and Environmental Issues
The dominant hazard for the physics phase 1s the tritium in the
reactor which includes the tritium co-deposited on the graphite and in bulk
graphite, tritiated graphite erosion dust, and tritium in the cryopumps.
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The major accidents of concern are coolant disruptions that result in breaks
into the torus followed by graphite reactions with the steam producing
explosive hydrogen. Other tritium related accidents are releases from the
inventories contained in the processing and storage systems.
The dominant hazard for the technology phase is the activated tungsten
in the first wall and divertor. Selection of the divertor material for the
technology phase is severely constrained and tungsten may be the only
practical choice. With a total loss of coolant, the first wall, divertor
and surroundings will heat up from the decay heat. Temperatures may remain
high enough to volatilize the activated tungsten in an oxidizing environment
with air or steam present. Activated dust and tritium could also be
released.
Radioactive waste management approaches have not been developed yet
for ITER because of the differing requirements in the participating
countries. Only in the U.S. does it appear that regulations would permit a
significant amount of the waste to qualify for shallow land disposal.
2.2.2 Implications for Fusion Power
The ITER design confirmed the concern about high tritium flows and
inventories identified by the CIT safety studies and provided additional
insights relevant to a long pulse, power producing, high fluence machine.
Plasma physics was seen to have a major impact on safety. Examples are low
tritium burn fraction increasing inventories, rapid time scale and energy
deposition from plasma disruptions, potential for runaway electrons that
could damage coolant systems, potential for overpower transients, need to
shutdown in seconds in the event of a divertor coolant failure, and need for
vertical position control to avoid damage to the machine.
The divertor and other plasma facing components have a major impact on
safety and practical solutions are difficult because of the severe operating
environment. Materials that have good erosion and thermal properties have
concerns due to activation, decay heat, and volatility in an oxidizing
environment. Advanced divertor designs are needed as well as advanced low
activation materials.
2.3

ARIES-I Design

The purpose of the ARIES design study[6] is to determine the
potential economics, safety, and environmental features of a range of
possible tokamak reactors and to identify critical development areas in
physics and technology. The ARIES-I design assumes a minimum extrapolation
in physics and incorporates technologies that would be available over the
next 20 to 30 years.
The first wall and blanket structure is composed of SiC/SiC composite
material. The divertor is coated with tungsten. The reference tritium
breeding material is lithium zirconate and beryllium was used as a neutron
multiplier. The design uses advanced, high-field superconducting coils.
Current drive is employed to sustain continuous operation. The primary
coolant 1s helium gas.
The safety approach followed in the design was to reduce radioactive
inventories and energy sources so that accidental releases would be small
even without mitigation by active safety systems or confinement systems.
Low activation materials were emphasized, isotopic tailoring was employed
for the tungsten in the divertor and zirconium in the breeder, and tritium
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inventories were minimized. Energy and pressure sources were minimized by
using helium gas rather than water for the primary coolant and by using
structural materials with low decay heat.
Several approaches were used to reduce tritium inventories. A high
tritium burn fraction (0.13) reduced the size required for the processing
system. The tritium processing system used a Pd diffuser to remove helium
ash and directly recycle part of the stream to the reactor. Since high
tritium to deuterium mixtures were not required for fueling, the cryogenic
distillation system was not required to enrich tritium which eliminated the
largest processing inventory. The inventory in the vacuum pumps was
essentially eliminated by replacing cryopumps with turbomolecular pumps.
The largest uncertainty in tritium inventories is in the SiC composite first
wall. The designers assumed that the implanted tritium would be eroded away
before it diffused into the SiC structure. If this assumption is not
correct, inventories could be several kilograms. Tritium produced in the
beryllium multiplier is reduced by operating the majority of the blanket at
sufficiently high temperature (over 610 C) that the tritium would be removed
from the beryllium. In addition, the blanket would be baked at high
temperature once a year to remove tritium from the beryllium. Table VI
gives the tritium Inventories remaining after applying these techniques.

TABLE VI. MAOOR TRITIUM INVENTORIES IN ARIES
Source
Cryogenic distillation
Implanted in first wall
Implanted in divertor wall
Breeder material
Beryllium in breeder blanket
[a]

Inventory PBq (kCi)
18.5 (500)
2.2 (60) [a]
3.7 (100) [a]
0.4 (10)
240 (6400) [a]

Inventory is highly uncertain.

Isotopic tailoring was employed to reduce the safety and environmental
concerns resulting from activation. Activation of naturally occurring
zirconium produces Zr-89 which is an accident concern and Zr-93 which has a
long half-life and is therefore a waste management concern. By enriching
the stable isotope Zr-92 in natural zirconium and reducing all heavier and
lighter isotopes, the accident concern can be significantly reduced and the
materials can qualify as low level waste for disposal. The Laser Isotope
Separation (LIS) method would be ideal for this application and costs have
been estimated at about $2000/kg of product.
Activation of the tungsten
radioactive Isotopes of tungsten
90% W-183 and reducing all other
concern is significantly reduced
as low level waste.

used to coat the divertor produces
and rhenium. By enriching the tungsten to
naturally occurring isotopes, the accident
and the material will qualify for disposal

The energy sources available to mobilize radioactive material consist
of the energy stored In the magnet and the decay heat of the activation
products. Oecay heat is low since the dominant material is SiC which is a
low activation material. Use of helium as the coolant rather than water
eliminates steam pressurization as a concern.
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2.3.1 ARIES-I Safety and Environmental Issues
The safety analysis focused primarily on ARIES-I potential to meet the
inherent or passive safety goal. Since one unique feature of the design was
the use of low activation materials, analysis focused on these materials.
Consequently, tritium accidents were not analyzed in detail. To determine
if inherent or passive safety goals could be achieved, the fraction of
activated material that could be mobilized by the energy sources available
was estimated and the resulting dose calculated for a generic site. Table
VII summarizes the results of these calculations which are discussed in the
following sections. Although there are large uncertainties, these results
show that the ARIES-I design has the potential to be passively safe; passive
features prevent acute fatalities (doses over 2 Sv).

TABLE VII. MAJOR ACTIVATION HAZARDS FOR ARIES-I
Source
Tungsten divertor
Zirconium in breeder
Impurities in SiC
[a]
[b]

Mobile percent [a]
0.03 for tungsten
29 for rhenium
2
100 [b]

Mobile dose
(mSv) [a]
112
910
210

Since no credit Is taken here for confinement, values are not for
regulatory purposes.
Actual mobility is unknown but very small.

Since the zirconate has a very
attainable from decay heat, the only
mechanical generation of dust during
missile impact. A bounding value of
the accident analysis.

low vapor pressure at temperatures
mechanism available for release is
operation and during accidents such as
2% converted into dust was assumed for

The tungsten coating on the divertor could be exposed to air at high
temperatures during an accident. In experiments at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) [7], volatilization rates were measured for
tungsten alloyed with rhenium exposed to air. These rates were applied to
ARIES-I assuming a temperature of 1000 C for 10 hours would result from
decay heat in a loss of cooling accident. The calculated release fractions
were 0.0003 for the tungsten and 0.29 for the rhenium.
The only significant activation resulting from the SiC results from
the impurities. Based on the impurities assumed in the ESECOM study[8],
an accident dose was determined by assuming complete release. Even with the
impurities, the SiC would qualify as low level waste.
Because of the high-field magnets, analysis was done on off-normal
magnet transients. The magnets are protected by dump resistors to absorb
the energy during off-normal transients. Failure of circuit components,
shorts, and arcs were considered. The most severe transient in terms of
energy deposited are the arcs within one winding. For the most severe
accident analyzed, the maximum arc power was 1.2 Mw, and the total energy
deposited in the arc was 17 MJ. The maximum heating rate of the stabilizer
was 90 MW with a total deposited quench energy of 2 GJ. Although the arc
would do considerable damage to the magnet, the energy deposited in the
stabilizer would only increase the temperature to near room temperature.
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2.3.2 Implications for Fusion Power
The ARIES-I design provides a good picture of what fusion can
accomplish, but it also points out development tasks that lie ahead.
Magnet safety is an important issue both because of the high cost of
the magnet systems, and the potential for a structural failure that could
release adjacent radioactive materials.
The approaches used to reduce tritium inventories demonstrated their
value, although there were important uncertainties in the analysis. Two of
the largest uncertainties are the tritium burn fraction and the behavior of
tritium implanted into the SiC.
The use of low activation material both eliminated the risk of
catastrophic accidents and the generation of high level waste, achievements
I believe are necessary for the acceptance of fusion reactors. This task
should be pressed still further by developing materials to replace the
zirconate breeding material and the tungsten divertor material.
Fortunately, there are several good candidates for breeder material, lithium
oxide and lithium alunrinate are examples, but the divertor material is a
more challenging problem.
3.

DEVELOPMENTS TO IMPROVE SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRACTIVENESS

The design studies reviewed in this paper have identified safety
concerns and designers have suggested the following approaches to resolving
these concerns. In the physics area, work has been proposed on fueling
schemes to establish D/T plasma profiles that would enhance tritium burnup,
emergency plasma shutdown that could be accomplished without causing a
density limit disruption, and control of runaway electrons produced during
disruptions by injecting neutral gas. In the technology area, work has been
proposed on methods to reduce tritium inventories near the reactor by
developing a continuous regeneration cryopump and substituting beryllium for
carbon in plasma facing components. Use of beryllium rather than tungsten
would also reduce activation. Development is needed on passive protection
of magnets to avoid accidents that propagate to initiation of radioactive
releases, recycle of radioactive waste to reduce waste management concerns,
and passive confinement to remove both elemental tritium and tritiated water
released in the building. R&D tasks, being proposed in these areas, could
bring significant improvements.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been instructive to look over the recent design activities in
which we in the U.S. have participated. I can see four points that need to
be strongly emphasized that would influence future design efforts and fusion
development programs:
o
Consider safety and environmental concerns early in the design.
Selection of materials, coolants, plasma parameters, tritium systems,
and siting should all have early safety input. Cost savings will
result for confinement buildings and in reduction of the need for
nuclear grade systems. Siting of fusion reactors will be much easier.
o

Establish a strong materials development program (including a high
flux neutron source) that meets the wide variety of needs in fusion
and maintain a strong emphasis on environmental and safety
attractiveness.
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o

Maintain R&D programs in all areas of fusion technology and plasma
physics that specifically address safety and environmental issues.

o

Combine international resources as a means to address the wide
spectrum of development tasks that are needed.

The design efforts have been
of fusion designs. They have also
community areas where improvements
the development path ahead, it is
these areas.

successful in showing the attractiveness
been successful in showing the fusion
can be made. With an improved image of
now possible to make progress in many of
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DISCUSSION

T.N. TODD: You said that there was no CO2 production associated with
fusion reactors but this is only true if all the energy necessary to build each one came
from non-CO2-generating sources. This brings to mind the question of overall
energy 'Q', i.e. the total lifetime integrated output energy (electrical) divided by the
total energy cost of construction, operation, fuel processing, waste processing and
decommissioning. What is the perceived range for this 'Q' for present fusion reactor
designs?
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D.F. HOLLAND: A 1 GW(e) reactor would produce around the order of $15
billion worth of electric power in a 30 year life. If the costs associated with construction, operation and decommissioning were about $2 billion, the ratio of value gain
is about 7-8. This is a reasonable return on investment.
R.S. PEASE: In reply to Dr. Todd, the energy analysis of fusion cost/benefit
has been considered by the EEF study group, and a report has been produced.
However, for economic assessments, it was considered best to use conventional
economic/money analysis.
D.E. POST: In the ARIES design, the activation of many component materials
was reduced by tailoring the isotopic content. Is the cost of doing this for tonnes of
material low enough to be practical?
D.F. HOLLAND: Because of recent advances in laser isotope separation at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, we used this method. The costs were
included in the total for the design.
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Abstract
ARIES-I, A STEADY-STATE, FIRST-STABILITY TOKAMAK REACTOR WITH ENHANCED
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES.
ARIES is a research activity undertaken to determine the economic, safety, and environmental
potential of tokamak fusion reactors and to identify both physics and technological areas with the highest
leverage for achieving attractive fusion power plants. ARIES-I, a conceptual DT-fuel, 1000-MWe reactor, is based on "modest" extrapolations from the present tokamak physics database and relies on either
existing technology or technology for which trends are already in place, often in programs outside
fusion. The reactor major radius is 6.75 m, the plasma minor radius is 1.5 m, the average neutron wall
loading is 2.5 MW/m 2 , and the mass power density is about 100 kWe/tonne of fusion power core. The
design uses a moderately high plasma aspect ratio (A s l/e = 4.5), low plasma current
(Ip = 10 MA), and high magnetic field (~11 T at the plasma center). Steady-state operation is
presumed, based upon ICRF fast-wave current drive to supplement a large (68%), theoretically
predicted bootstrap current. Impurity control and particle exhaust are based on high-recycling poloidal
divertors in a double-null configuration. Self-consistent core and scrape-off-layer calculations predict
T Q /T E of 4 and an alpha exhaust efficiency of 50%, both sufficient for steady plasma burn. The maximum field at the coil is 21 T. It is found that the maximum stress in the structural material of the magnets
is about 700 MPa, and the industrially available alloys can be used. The blanket and shield are to be
constructed of silicon carbide (SiC) composite material, and cooled by helium at 10 MPa. The structure
has a very low level of induced activation, permitting the design to be passively safe, particularly if
lithium dioxide or lithium orthosilicate can be used as the tritium breeding material. Radioactive waste
would meet United States criteria for shallow-land burial. The cost of electricity is projected to be
65 mill/kWh (in constant 1988 dollars), comparable to projections for advanced fission and coal-fired
plants using the same costing basis.

1. INTRODUCTION
The ARIES study aims to determine the economic, safety, and environmental potentials of tokamak fusion reactors and to identify physics and technology areas having the
highest leverage for achieving attractive fusion power plants [1,2]. To this end, the ARIES
team has performed detailed reactor design and subsystem studies and has explored reactor optimization and trade-off sensitivities using a cost-based systems code. The design
effort has aimed to maximize the environmental and safety attributes of fusion.
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Tfeblel
Major Parameters of ARIES-I First-Stability Tokamak Reactor
a.

PLASMA PARAMETERS
Plasma aspect ratio
Major plasma radius (m)
Minor plasma radius (m)
Plasma vertical elongation
Plasma current (MA)
Toroidal field on axis (T)
Toroidal beta
Poloidal beta
Electron density (m~ 3 )
Plasma temperature (keV)
Current-drive method
Bootstrap current fraction
Current-drive power (MW)
Impurity control system
Fueling method

4.5
6.75
1.5
1.8
10.2
11.3
0.02
0.6
1.5 X10 20
20
ICRF fast wave
0.68
100
double-null
poloidal divertors
pellet injection

b. REACTOR PARAMETERS
Neutron wall loading (MW/m 2 )
Mass power density (kWe/tonne of FPC)
Unit direct cost ($/kWe)
Net electric output (MWe)
Fusion power (MW)
Thermal power (MW)
Thermal cycle efficiency
Recirculating power fraction
Net plant efficiency

2.5
100
2140
1000
1925
2544
49%
20%
39%

c. FUSION POWER CORE PARAMETERS
Coolant
Structural material
Breeder/Multiplier
Blanket energy multiplication ratio
Tritium breeding ratio
Coolant inlet temperature (°C)
Coolant outlet temperature (°C)
Coolant pressure (MPa)
Peak surface heating (MW/m 2 )
First wall
Divertor
Pumping power (MW)
First wall and blanket
Divertor

Helium
SiC composite
Li2ZrO3 / Be
1.3
1.2
350
650
10
0.5
4.5
19
35
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Table I (Continued)
Major Parameters of ARIES-I First-Stability Tokamak Reactor
d. REACTOR COSTS (Million $)
Land and Land Rights
Structures & Facilities
Reactor Plant Equipment
Turbine Plant Equipment
Electric Plant Equipment
Miscellaneous Plant Equipment

5
340
1363
245
137
50

Total Direct Cost
Construction
Home Office Engineering
Field Office Engineering
Owner's Cost
Project Contingency
Interest During Construction

2140

Total Cost
Cost of electricity (mills/kWh)

3617

POLOIDAL FIELD
COILS

214
214
214
107
214
513

65

TOROIDAL FIELD
COIL

BLANKET
AND SHIELD
BIOLOGICAL
SHIELD

VACUUM
DUCT

7/7/7
PRIMARY COOLANT SUPPLY

10

12

(METERS)

FIG. 1. Elevation view of the ARIES-I fusion power core.
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The ARIES research will produce several designs, each with a different degree of
extrapolation in physics and technology, to yield a spectrum of tokamak reactor concepts
based on various potential advances in physics and technology. In turn, this should provide
a sensible basis to evaluate the potential of the tokamak as a commercial reactor.
The first version, ARIES-I, is a conceptual DT-burning, 1000 MWe (net) reactor
operating in the first MHD stability regime [3]. The cross section is shown in Fig. 1
and the major parameters are given in Table 1. Parametric systems studies have been
used to find cost-optimized designs and to assess the sensitivity of the design point to key
physics and engineering assumptions and extrapolations [4]. Studies show that optimum,
steady-state first-stability tokamaks have relatively low plasma current and high plasma
aspect ratio. The cost-optimized design utilizes moderately high plasma aspect ratio
(A = 1/e = 4.5) and low plasma current (Ip = 10 MA) at a relatively high poloidal beta
(«/?p ~ 0.6). The primary reason can be found in the cost and scaling of current drive
efficiency [5] and bootstrap current [6). Operation at higher aspect ratio maximizes
the theoretically predicted self-induced bootstrap current, which in turn minimizes the
auxiliary power required to maintain the full plasma current. The lower plasma current
also reduces the forces induced by a plasma disruption. Operation at high aspect ratio
leads to lower heat fluxes on the divertor target while the trade-off of plasma current and
aspect ratio ensures that the plasma has adequate energy confinement time. Recent studies
of confinement seeding with current and aspect ratio [7] are consistent with and support
the lower Ip, higher A design choice of ARIES-I.
The ARIES-I blanket and shield are both cooled by helium and use a silicon-carbide
(SiC) composite as the structural material. The resulting design has very low-activation
and favorable safety and environmental features. Analysis shows that the reactor meets
the requirements for passive safety as defined by ESECOM [8,9]. Waste produced by
neutron activation is found to meet the criteria allowing shallow-land burial under U. S.
regulations [10]. The ARIES-I cost of electricity is projected to be 65mill/kWh (constant
1988 U. S. $), comparable with the higher end of projections for advanced fission and
coal-fired plants, using the same costing basis [11,12].
In the following sections, we describe the physics and fusion power core engineering of
the ARIES-I design and examine the economic, safety and environmental characteristics of
this class of reactors. Greater detail can be found in an extensive report of this research [2].
2. PLASMA ENGINEERING
The ARIES-I reference MHD equilibrium is computed based on plasma profiles that
are consistent with the current drive (including bootstrap), transport, and impurity-control
and particle-exhaust analyses. Plasma vertical elongation of KX ~ 2 is desirable in order
to increase the plasma volume and fusion power. A value of KX = 1.8, however, is chosen
based on the vertical stability analysis and the desire to place passive stabilizing elements
behind the blanket. The values of on-axis safety factor (qo ~ 1.3) and average plasmaedge safety factor (q ~ 4.5) reflect the trade-offs between the equilibrium and stability
analyses and the effort to maximize the bootstrap-current fraction. The toroidal beta is
1.9% (corresponding to a Troyon [3] coefficient CT of 3.2%Tm/MA) and is established
from high-n ballooning and n — 1 kink stability analyses.
Extensive transport calculations have been performed, using the BALDUR code [13],
to gain confidence that the plasma would ignite and achieve the predicated steady-state
burn condition. These calculations show that the confinement required in ARIES-I is
consistent with the present tokamak energy confinement data base. An enhancement
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factor of 2 to 3 over L-mode (depending on the scaling relation used) is needed. A large
portion (~ 50%) of the plasma energy is radiated in the form of synchrotron radiation
because of the large on-axis magnetic field, the high electron temperature (~ 20keV which
improves the current-drive efficiency) and the poorly reflecting first wall (SiC composite).
The corresponding plasma energy-confinement time (convection and conduction) is 2.4 s.
The simulations also indicate that ~ 100 MW of ICRF current-drive power is more than
adequate to heat the plasma to ignition. The transport simulations show that the ARIES-I
plasma can be fueled by high-speed pellets (~ 20 km/s) and that the resultant density
profile would be flat. A more peaked density profile would result in a higher fusion power
density and a larger bootstrap current fraction, thereby leading to a lower cost of electricity.
The more peaked density profile, however, requires a central fueling scheme and/or a large
anomalous inward-pinch process, both of which were ruled out for the ARIES-I design.
The impurity-control/particle-exhaust system consists of a double-null poloidal divertor with a toroidally continuous target plate. Because about 50% of core-plasma energy
is radiated and because there is a high upstream separatrix density (about 1020 m~ 3 ), a
high-recycling divertor mode is expected. Two-dimensional edge-plasma computer codes,
B2 [14] and EPIC [15], were used to predict the edge-plasma parameters and to ensure selfconsistency with core plasma simulations (upstream densities, temperatures, and fluxes).
The results indicate that: (1) The edge-plasma density is high enough that neutrals produced on the first wall and divertor plates will not recycle into the core plasma; (2) with
a core particle-to-energy confinement time ratio TP/TB of 4, adequate fusion alpha ash
exhaust can be achieved [16]; (3) the peak heat flux on the divertor target is estimated
at 4.5 MW/m 2 for a target inclination angle of 10° at the separatrix strike point; (4) the
peak plasma temperature at the divertor target is estimated to be about 25 eV, effectively
limiting the production of impurities. The divertor target is coated with tungsten to reduce the sputter erosion to negligible levels. Sputter erosion of the first wall is also found
to be small.
Steady-state operation is to be achieved using ICRF fast-wave current drive to
supplement a significant (68%) bootstrap current predicted by theory for ARIES-I plasma
conditions [17]. Neutral-beam current drive has also been studied as an alternative.
Fast-wave current drive has been observed in smaller machines [18] and more definitive
experiments are planned on DIII-D and JET. Self-consistent current-drive calculations
have been performed to ensure that the total driven current density (including bootstrap)
matches the equilibrium current-density profile. The current-drive power is estimated to
be 92 MW at an ICRF frequency of 141 MHz. The fast-wave launcher is a folded waveguide
capable of handling high power (~ 40 MW/m 2 ) [19]. Some 5 MW of lower-hybrid power is
also included to drive current at the plasma edge and to aid plasma start-up.

3. FUSION POWER CORE ENGINEERING
Operating the reactor in the first stability regime using a high aspect ratio and
relatively low plasma current leads naturally to the need for high magnetic field to
achieve adequate fusion power density (which scales as @2B*). The toroidal field at
the plasma center is 11T and the maximum field at the coil is 21T. Currently available
NbsSn alloys, produced by the powder metallurgy process, can generate fields up to about
21T [20,21]. The conductor in each toroidal-field (TF) coil is graded, with Nb3Sn used for
the intermediate and high-field regions (> 6T) and NbTi used for low-field zones (< 6T).
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Detailed finite-element analyses of the magnet show a maximum von Mises stress of
700 MPa. This level of stress can be handled in a steady-state reactor using industrially
available structural alloys. The reference structural material is Incoloy 908, one of the
materials considered for the ITBR magnets [22,23]. This rather low level of stress for a
21-T magnet is made possible by some unique aspects of the ARIES-I design: (1) high
aspect ratio; (2) use of a bucking cylinder and two structural caps to support the out-ofplane loads; and (3) use of copper-niobium (CuNb) high-strength stabilizer [24] that can
carry structural load. The design of the poloidal-field (PF) magnet system follows the
ITER recommendations [23]. The peak field in the PF system is 12 T and most of the
magnets have relatively low field and current density.
The fusion power core (FPC) consists of 16 independent toroidal modules. Each
module is replaced as a single unit during maintenance operations. The modules consist of
one toroidal-field coil, two inboard and two outboard blanket and shield sub-modules, two
upper and lower divertor targets, and a section of the vacuum vessel. Each sub-module has
10 nested U-shaped SiC-composite shells. A sphere-pac lithium zirconate (L^ZrOa) solid
breeder and a berylliunvneutron multiplier mixture are located in the space between the
shells (Fig. 2). Tritium would be recovered by a slow-flowing, low-pressure purge stream of
helium between the shells. Sphere-pac pellets of beryllium metal are used as the neutron
multiplier in order to obtain an adequate tritium-breeding ratio (1-D TBR of 1.18) and
high blanket-energy multiplication (M = 1.3).
The FPC employs a silicon-carbide composite structural material to be manufactured
as a large integrated piece using techniques already in use or under development in the
aerospace industry [25-29]. This composite retains many of the desirable features of bulk
SiC ceramic but the addition of SiC fibers greatly reduces the brittleness of the material
and produces a high fracture toughness. The increase in toughness creates more freedom
in engineering design and allows both tensile and compressive stress in the composites.
Desirable features of SiC composites include high-temperature capability, high strength,
extensive resource availability, and potentially good resistance to radiation damage. In
addition, levels of induced activation and afterheat in SiC are quite low, enhancing the safety
and environmental features of the reactor. For example, low values of peak temperatures
are calculated for the ARIES-I FPC in the case of a loss-of-coolant accident (Fig. 2b).
Figure 3 shows the induced radioactivity levels in fusion reactors for different potential
structural materials.
The FPC is cooled by helium at 10 MPa. The coolant flow is both radial and toroidal,
and the inlet temperature is 350 °C. The total blanket-loop pumping power is 19 MW.
An advanced Rankine power cycle is adopted because the coolant outlet temperature is
sufficiently high (650 °C) and because this cycle is planned for near-term, coal-fired power
plants [30]. The calculated gross thermal efficiency is 49%.
An 80-cm-thick SiC-B.|C shield is located behind the blanket to protect the superconducting coils for the full 30-year lifetime of the plant. The shield would include forty
aluminum layers, each 1-mm-thick and sandwiched between SiC panels. The aluminum
layer is plasma sprayed onto the SiC composite panels. These Al panels serve as passive
electrical conductor elements for vertical-position stabilization of the plasma. The power
density in the shield is low and the temperature is held low, consistent with the temperature limits of aluminum. Most of the electromagnetic energy released during a disruption
is absorbed by these aluminum layers. The shearing loads generated in the aluminum
layers during a disruption are transferred to the stiff and strong SiC-composite panels and
analysis confirms that the design can handle strong plasma disruptions. The vacuum vessel
is made of steel and is located behind the shield where the neutron flux is very low.
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FIG. 3. Levels of radioactivity as a Junction of time after shutdown in fusion reactors for different
potential structural materials. The fuel cycle is assumed to be deuterium-tritium (DT). For comparison,
radioactivity levels after shutdown are also given for a liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) and
a SiC-composite-structure fusion reactor using the advanced deuterium-helium-3 (D3He) fuel cycle:
• 1 day after shutdown, • / year after shutdown, A 100 years after shutdown. Even at one day
after shutdown the radioactivity in a low activation (SiC) DTfusion reactor is roughly one millionth of
the radioactivity from a fission reactor. Use of a D3He fuel cycle improves this ratio still further, by
another factor of 50.

4. ECONOMICS, SAFETY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
The cost model assumes future "learning-curve" cost credits, specifically, that ARIES-I
unit costs for a "tenth-of-a-kind" plant can be ~ 50% of "first-of-a-kind" ITBR engineering
test reactor costs [31]. Indirect costs are estimated to be 45% of direct costs. Standard
assumptions [11,12] regarding construction time (6 years), plant availability (pf = 0.76),
economies of scale, and operation and maintenance (O&M) charges are used to estimate
the constant-dollar (1988) cost of electricity (COE). The projected COE for the ARIES-I
reactor is 65 mill/kWh. For comparison, the corresponding values for "median-experience"
and "better experience" fission pressurized-water reactors (PE = HOOMWe) are 78 and
46mill/kWh, respectively, developed on the same cost-accounting basis. Coal-fired plants
(PE = 2 x 550MWe) costs are projected at 50mill/kWh [11]. In the cost estimates for
ARIES-I, no safety-assurance cost credits [8] have been taken. The safety credits resulting
from the elimination of the nuclear qualification (N-stamp) requirements on components
could lower the reported COE by as much as 20% to 25%.
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Throughout the ARIES-I study, the design effort has been directed to maximize the
environmental and safety characteristics of fusion through the careful selection of materials
and care in design. An extensive safety engineering analysis is reported in Reference [2].
The ARIES-I design is predicted to be passively safe. The site boundary dose (i.e., the
early whole-body dose at a lkm site boundary) is estimated to be 130 rem in a worstcase accident. Note that the tritium-breeding material in the blanket is lithium zirconate
(LizZrOa), a ceramic solid breeder. Lithium zirconate was selected as the reference solid
breeder because the data-base demonstrates long-term and high-temperature stability.
Extensive isotopic tailoring of zirconium would be necessary to reduce the level of decay
heat and improve the waste disposal rating of the blanket. Laser isotope separation (LIS)
is the only feasible technique for this tailoring since both light and heavy isotopes are to be
removed and the reference ARIES-I breeder is enriched to 99.9% 92Zr. In the worst-case
accident, this breeder accounted for 91 rem of the total of 130 rem. Other solid breeders
such as lithium oxide (LijO) and lithium orthosilicate (Li4SiO4) can be used as alternative
breeder materials. These are low activation, do not require isotopic tailoring, and their use
would lower the predicted worst-case site boundary dose to 39 rem. This provides strong
incentive to develop these alternative solid tritium breeders.
Loss of flow and loss of coolant accidents have been analysed. Low values of peak
temperatures are calculated for the silicon carbide in the case of a loss-of-coolant accident
(Fig. 2b) and release fractions for induced activity are low. The coolant for the first wall,
blanket, and divertor is helium, which removes concerns about coolant activation and
chemical interactions between the coolant and blanket materials. In particular, the use
of helium in the divertor (rather than water) eliminates concern about tungsten-steam
reactions and the transport of the tungsten activation products from the reactor. The
beryllium neutron multiplier is also low activation, although recycling of beryllium will be
necessary to optimize the use of this resource for a large fusion economy. All estimates
reported here are calculated using impurities levels in the FPC materials as reported by
ESECOM [9].
The divertor plates contain a 2-mm-thick coating of tungsten on the plasma-facing
surfaces. A tungsten-coated divertor collector plate qualifies for Class C waste after
averaging with the silicon-carbide coolant tubes. The early off-site dose is estimated to
be at most 57 rem for a worst-case accident. The reference design, however, uses an
isotopically tailored tungsten that has 183W enriched to an abundance of 90%. By using
this tailored material, analysis shows that the prompt dose for a worst-case accident at
lkm from the reactor due to tungsten is reduced to about 11 rem.
The tritium inventory in the reactor is predicted to be modest. The inventories in
the first wall, breeder material, and divertor are estimated at 6, 1, and 10 g, respectively.
The inventory in the fuel cycle is about 50 g. The total tritium production due to (n,2n)
reactions in the blanket is estimated at 1.1kg per full power year of operation (fpy).
Deposition of energetic tritium born in the breeder and deposited in the Be accounts
for 1.4kg/fpy. Recent data [31,32] indicates that the tritium is released from the Be at
temperatures above 610 "C. Less than one quarter of the Be in the blanket will operate
below 610 °C. It is assumed that as a part of a normal yearly shutdown, the entire blanket
temperature will be raised to a value greater than 610°C, driving out the entire tritium
inventory. As such, the tritium available for release is small. For example, a loss-of-coolantaccident (LOCA) in which the plasma remains operating for 15 s is predicted to release
less than 700 g of tritium. The early off-site dose under this condition is estimated to be
7 rem.
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5. SUMMARY
The ARIES-I tokamak reactor design is, as much as possible, consistent with existing
tokamak experimental data in areas such as MHD equilibrium and stability, plasma
transport and confinement scaling, edge plasma behavior, and current drive (including the
bootstrap current). Of course, the dynamics of a burning plasma remains to be explored
experimentally. Prom the technological viewpoint, ARIES-I is based upon extrapolations
that in several cases extend beyond present engineering achievements but in all cases are
supported by laboratory data and by industry trends.
The research has identified several areas of physics and technology with high leverage
with respect to tokamak reactor optimization. Examples include plasma operation at
higher aspect ratio and low current, the use of high magnetic fields (up to 20 T at the coils),
and the use of silicon-carbide composite as a high-temperature, high-strength structural
material with very low levels of induced-activation and afterheat. Analysis indicates that
an ARIES-I reactor can be passively safe and have low environmental impact. The reactor
components would qualify for Class-C near-surface waste disposal, under U. S. rules.
The cost of electricity (COE) estimated for an ARIES-I-type tokamak is about
65mill/kWh in constant 1988 U. S. dollars. This value is comparable to, though near
the higher end of, predictions for the cost of advanced fission reactors (46 to 78 mill/kWh)
and coal-fired plants (50 mill/kWh), using the same costing basis. No safety-assurance cost
credits [8] resultingfromthe elimination of the nuclear qualification (N-stamp) requirement
on components have been taken for fusion. Such credits could reduce the cost of electricity
from fusion by 20 to 25%. ARIES-I represents a sensible goal for tokainak fusion reactors.
The research on ARIES-II and III will explore the potential for further improvements
through the use of alternative fuels, such as D-3He, and advanced physics concepts such
as second MHD stability.
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DISCUSSION
P.J. DINNER: In a practical fusion power plant, additional D-T fuel would
be required to provide an operating buffer between systems and to permit continued
plasma operation for some period of time in the event of loss of a fuel cycle process
line. What were the ARIES-I assumptions concerning buffer and reserve storage, and
do you have any specific recommendations on these points?
F. NAJMABADI: The ARIES-I tritium inventory numbers that I presented do
not account for the buffer and reserve storage that you mentioned. On the basis of
our analysis of the reactor tritium systems, the steady state tritium flow can be
achieved in a short period. This is due, to a large degree, to our careful design in
order to minimize the tritium inventory in the reactor. Therefore, for startup purposes, a one day supply of tritium (~ 500 g) would be more than adequate. The exact
amount of tritium reserve requires operational experience with the system and its
reliability.
H. CONRADS: Concerning the activation and cooldown of SiC, did you
include secondary and further reactions in your calculations?
F. NAJMABADI: In our analysis of the radioactivity inventory and afterheat,
secondary and further reactions have been included. In addition, these analyses
include impurity elements in the structural and breeder materials.
R.R. PARKER: I agree with many of your conclusions, particularly concerning the advantages of high toroidal field. Another conclusion I agree with is getting
rid of beryllium in the breeder; in fact, I would like to get rid of the breeder com-
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pletely. Acknowledging the increased physics requirements, could you comment on
the technological gains of the D-D reactor, where tritium is bred by the fusion reactions and where the inventory of tritium would be much smaller (although certainly
still significant).
F. NAJMABADI: Use of the D-D fuel cycle would remove some of the
engineering constraints on the blanket, since there is no need for tritium breeding
material. On the other hand, for the same fusion power, the D-D fuel cycle produces
more neutrons than the D-T fuel cycle. Therefore, the radiation damage in the first
wall and blanket would probably be higher. One should also note that the D-D fuel
cycle requires much better physics performance. On the whole, I believe that D-D
fuel cycles should be studied in a self-consistent manner, similar to ARIES-I reactor
design, in order to quantify the advantages and disadvantages of the D-D cycle relative to the D-T cycle.
R.R. PARKER: And what about the tritium inventory, do you think that is a
large problem?
F. NAJMABADI: In a D-D reactor, tritium is produced by D-D reactions and
should be reinjected and burned in the reactor. Therefore, a D-D reactor still needs
tritium systems, albeit on a smaller scale. Our work on ARIES-I has indicated that
the tritium inventory for a D-T reactor can be reduced substantially by proper design.
Of course, the techniques used in minimizing the tritium inventory in a D-T machine
could be used to reduce the tritium inventory in a D-D reactor further.
M. KIKUCHI: The relative cost of electricity for SSTR and ARIES is somewhat suspicious. The major radius is nearly the same, although BT is much higher
in ARIES. Also, in our study we can easily stabilize vertical instability with a passive
shell for K98 = 1.8. So you would do better to increase K and decrease B T .
F. NAJMABADI: We have not made a cost estimate for the SSTR and I have
not seen your cost estimates, so I cannot respond to your question in detail. One
difference between the two designs is the use of a PWR power cycle in SSTR with
an efficiency of about 30%, as opposed to the advanced Rankine cycle for ARIES-I,
which has a gross efficiency of 49%. This power cycle is used in coal fired power
plants and can be used for ARIES-I because the reactor is cooled by helium gas.
Assuming the same power conversion system, our parametric analysis of the
ARIES-I reactor shows that if the peak magnetic field on the coil is reduced from 21
to 16 T (the magnetic field level of SSTR), the cost of electricity will be increased
by 25 %. Regarding your comment on plasma elongation, I agree that increasing elongation will result in improved plasma performance. But the choice of plasma elongation is related to the location of the passive stabilization element against plasma
vertical instability. The plasma elongation can be increased if these passive metallic
elements are located near the first wall where they will be subjected to intense neutron
and heat radiation flux. The cooling of these elements, their reliability, and the high
level of decay afterheat represent difficult engineering challenges and compromise
the excellent safety and environmental features of the ARIES-I reactor. We therefore
decided to locate these elements behind the blanket, about 80 cm away from the
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plasma, which resulted in a lower plasma elongation and some penalty in plasma
performance.
A. TARDITI: Can you give us more details about the calculations via the two
dimensional EPIC code? Are there any direct implications for the design?
F. NAJMABADI: The EPIC code is a two dimensional edge transport code
similar to the B2 code. The EPIC code solves the standard fluid equation together
with an equation for neutral particle transport which is based on neutron diffusion
theory. For ARIES-I design we used both EPIC and B2 codes and the results were
in agreement. These two dimensional edge transport codes were used to predict the
edge plasma and the divertor parameters. The analyses were done self-consistently
with the core transport analyses in order to ensure consistency between particle and
heat fluxes from the core to the edge plasma. The predictions of the EPIC and B2
codes in regard to the heat flux on the divertor plate and ash exhaust were used to
determine several machine parameters such as the edge plasma density (by choosing
the core plasma density and temperature), field line connection length (by choosing
the distance between the divertor plate and the X point), and the vacuum pumping
requirements.
K. LACKNER: Did you compute your bootstrap current consistently with the
flat density profiles you mentioned elsewhere?
F. NAJMABADI: Yes, the bootstrap fraction is consistent with the density
profile. The density profile for ARIES-I is based on core transport simulations which
show that the fuel pellets do not penetrate deeply into the plasma. Therefore in order
to be self-consistent the ARIES-I density profile is flat, even though a more peaked
profile would improve the performance. Using a more peaked density profile would
result in a higher bootstrap current fraction. For a fixed average density, a more
peaked density profile also increases the fusion power but results in a lower edge density and higher heat flux and plasma temperature at the divertor plate.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Experimental research on tokamaks still constitutes the largest part of the controlled fusion programme. At the conference, 220 papers were presented, of which
approximately 140 were connected with tokamaks. About 70 reports covered
experimental research on tokamaks. Experimental results were reported from
27 tokamaks. A large amount of important experimental information had been
obtained in the large tokamaks JET (Euratom), TFTR, DIII-D (USA), JT-60 (Japan)
and ASDEX (Federal Republic of Germany). Also, many results had been obtained
on T-10, TUMAN-3 (USSR), JIPP T-IIU, JFT-2M, WT-3, TRIAM-1M (Japan),
PBX-M, TEXT, CCT (USA), TORE SUPRA (France), TEXTOR (Federal Republic
of Germany), DITE, COMPASS-C (United Kingdom), HT-6B (China) and other
tokamaks.
In the last two years, significant progress has been made in tokamak experimental technology, a better understanding of the physics of plasma behaviour has been
reached and there has been progress in approaching thermonuclear parameters.

2.

PROGRESS IN EXPERIMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

The considerable progress in experimental technology over the last two years
has resulted in a significant increase of the plasma parameters obtained and in
increased possibilities in physical experiments. This is particularly true for auxiliary
heating and plasma fuelling.
Let us point out the experiments with the highest heating power. In the field of
neutral beam injection (NBI) the highest parameters were achieved on TFTR. The
total injected power was increased to 32 MW (21 MW at a beam energy of 110 keV).
In JET, JT-60 and DIII-D, the NBI power reached 15-20 MW. The highest power
of ion cyclotron heating (18 MW) was obtained in JET. In the lower hybrid range
of frequencies the power launched into the plasma was increased to 8 MW in JT-60
and TORE SUPRA. In the electron cyclotron range of frequencies the highest power
input was 3 MW in T-10 and 1.4 MW in DIII-D. In a large number of tokamaks,
fuelling with hydrogen or deuterium pellet injection was put into operation and effectively used, for example in TFTR (pellet dia. 4 mm, pellet velocity 1.5 km/s), JET
675
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TABLE I. JET PARAMETERS
Design value

Achieved value

Plasma major radius, RQ

2.96 m

2.5-3.4 m

Plasma minor radius, horizontal, a

1.25 m

0.8-1.2 m

Plasma minor radius, vertical, b

2.1 m

0.8-2.1 m

Toroidal field at RQ

3.45 T

3.45 T

4.8 MA
Not foreseen
Not foreseen

7.1 MA
5.1 MA
4.5 MA

NB power
80 kV, D
140 kV, D

20 MW
15 MW

ICRH power to plasma

15 MW

21 MW
8 MW
(one box converted so far)
22 MW

Plasma current
Limiter mode
Single null X point
Double null X point

TABLE II. TFTR PARAMETERS
Design value

Achieved value

Plasma minor radius, a

0.45-0.85 m

0.4-0.96 m

Plasma major radius, R

2.1-3.1 m

2.1-3.1 m

1.0

0.6-1.1

Elongation
Toroidal field, B T , at 2.48 m
Plasma current, I.

5.2 T

5.2 T

2.5 (3) a MA

3 MA

20 (26) a MW at 120 keV

21 MW at 110 keV

12 (7) a MW at 60 keV

7 MW at 55 keV
4 MW at 37 keV

NB pulse length
Limiter

0.5 (1.5) a s

2 s

Steel

Carbon

b

6.3 MW

0 (7) MW
a
b

Increased in 1980.
Increased in 1988.
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and JT-60 (4 mm, 2.3 km/s), ASDEX (0.9-1.7 mm, 1 km/s) and T-10 (1.35 mm,
0.8 km/s).
One of the most important technological problems is the reduction of the impurity influx from the walls, limiters and other vessel components during powerful auxiliary heating. The 'carbon bloom', which is caused by the influx of carbon atoms
and which leads to a sharp increase of the radiation losses, is regarded as being especially dangerous. At high temperatures, radiation losses caused by metal atoms can
also be large. Recently, a number of results on the reduction of impurity influx have
been obtained. In JET, coating of the walls, limiters and antennas (during ion cyclotron heating) with beryllium resulted in a sharp decrease (by an order of magnitude)
of the carbon and oxygen contamination and a significant decrease of Zeff and of
radiative losses. Correspondingly, the attainable heating power per particle, P/n,
increased to 2 x 10~l8MW-m3 at Zeff = 2, and the maximum plasma parameters
were also enhanced. In TFTR, the heating power was raised to 32 MW by the use
of carbon-carbon composite coating. In DIII-D, wall carbonization resulted in a significant reduction of the metallic impurities. Wall 'boronization' was carried out successfully on TEXTOR and ASDEX. On ASDEX, DIII-D, JT-60, TORE SUPRA and
other tokamaks, studies of divertors of different kinds were also continued. Of particular interest are the realization of divertor flux sweeping in DIII-D and the investigation of the ergodic divertor in TORE SUPRA.
The development of some new diagnostic techniques has led to greater
experimental possibilities. Among these techniques are charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (DIII-D, JET), heavy ion beam probing (TEXT), impurity pellet
injection (TFTR, T-10) and determination of the electric field using lithium pellets
(TFTR). Some progress was made in techniques of measuring boundary parameters
with high spatial resolution — by beams, probes and reflectometry (DIII-D, CCT).
The experimental parameters achieved on the largest tokamaks — JET and
TFTR — are listed in Tables I and II. The parameters achieved significantly
exceeded the design values. This led to the attainment of higher thermonuclear
parameters and the enlargement of the experimental possibilities.

3.

PLASMA CONFINEMENT

Many reports on improved confinement regimes — variants of the H mode and
of modes with peaked density profiles — were presented at the conference. Ten years
have passed since the deterioration of confinement with increasing heating power
under 'ordinary' conditions (the L mode) was first observed [1]. This deterioration
made the attainment of ignition in a tokamak rather questionable. The search for ways
to overcome this difficulty led to the discovery of the H mode in ASDEX [2] — a
tokamak with a divertor — and of the 'supershot' in TFTR [3]; later, other regimes
with improved confinement were also found. In spite of the numerous studies performed, it has not been possible so far to find an explanation for these phenomena.
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So it is natural that the study of improved confinement regimes was one of the main
subjects of the conference.
Further progress in the investigation of the supershot regime with a peaked density profile was made in TFTR. The parameter range was broadened, to a plasma current of 2 MA and an NBI input power of up to 32 MW (Fig. 1). In this regime the
plasma temperature was increased to 35 keV, the thermonuclear parameter nrT to
4.5 x 1020 m~3-s-keV, and the plasma pressure in the centre to 6.5 atm. A
peculiarity of this regime was the weak dependence of the energy confinement time
on the heating power (in contrast to the L mode and, in some cases, also in contrast
to the H mode). It was established that in the supershot regime the confinement was
mainly determined by the core region. In this case, unlike the L mode, the heat conductivity coefficient decreased with increasing ion temperature (Fig. 2); this is
regarded as a basis for an optimistic prognosis. Also reported at the conference was
the attainment of improved confinement regimes using other methods of peaked density profile formation. In JT-60, JIPP T-IIU and JFT-2M, pellet injection was
employed, which resulted in some improvement of confinement (T E increased by
30-50% after pellet injection).
A large number of papers were devoted to the study of the H mode. Such studies
had been carried out, in particular, in JET, DIII-D, TFTR, ASDEX, JT-60, JFT-2M,
JIPP T-IIU, TUMAN-3 and CCT. So far, the main results for the H mode have been
obtained in tokamaks with a divertor. In JET, the H mode was obtained after beryllium coating in various heating regimes — NBI, ion cyclotron heating (ICH) and
NBI + ICH. The threshold power was 4-8 MW, the energy confinement time was
about two times longer than in the L mode and reached 0.5-1.5 s (Fig. 3). Suppression of sawtooth oscillations (the 'monster' regime) was registered for a period of up
to 2.5 s. The attainment of the H mode with hot ions at relatively low densities
(n < 4 x 10" m~3, P / n « 10~18 MW-m3) was also an important achievement. In
this case, T, = 25 keV and Te = 8-10 keV were achieved. An H mode regime
with hot ions was also achieved in DIII-D, where an ion temperature of 17 keV was
obtained at n = 10' 9 m~3 and at a plasma current Ip of = 1 MA (Fig. 4). In this
case the electron heat conductivity xe w a s three times lower than in the L mode, Xi
remained lower than xe> and in the central part xi was near the neoclassical value.
In DIII-D and ASDEX a continuous (quasi-stationary) H mode was obtained, with
a duration of up to 10 s and 4 s, respectively (see Fig. 5). This was achieved through
restriction of impurity accumulation by choosing the optimum frequency and amplitude of edge oscillations (edge localized modes, ELMs), which were controlled by
varying the location of the plasma column and the divertor area.
Lately, the H mode has also been obtained in a number of tokamaks without
a divertor and with a circular cross-section, for example in TFTR. Recently, an H
mode transition was achieved on this tokamak in the supershot regime with powerful
NBI. A special feature of this H mode was density profile peaking in the central
region. In this case the edge transport barrier was accompanied by improved confinement in the bulk plasma. For this regime the thermonuclear parameter was four times
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higher than that for the ordinary H mode. Recently, a transition to the H mode was
registered in a small limiter tokamak with a circular cross-section, TUMAN-3. First,
the transition was obtained as a result of adiabatic compression. Then, a transition
from the ordinary Ohmic heating regime to the H mode was obtained. The transition
was accompanied by a 10 to 15 fold increase in particle confinement and by a 3 to
4 fold increase in energy confinement. Evidently, this experiment represents the first
observation of the H mode in the Ohmic heating regime for a limiter tokamak.
The influence of the radial electric field near the plasma boundary on the H
mode transition has been widely discussed recently. A number of theoretical investigations (for example Refs [4, 5]) suggested a hypothesis regarding the suppression
of plasma oscillations in the periphery due to the inhomogeneous rotation related with
the electric field (the 'rotational shear'). A number of new experiments were
presented at the conference indicating coupling of the L-H transition with changes
of the radial electric field. A clear pattern of such a coupling was established in
experiments on DIII-D. It was demonstrated that the L-H transition is accompanied
by a drastic increase of the electric field and, simultaneously, by a decrease of the
plasma oscillation intensity (Fig. 6). In an experiment in the stationary tokamak
CCT, edge plasma rotation was produced by radial peripheral currents induced by
a biased electrode. This resulted in a suppression of radial transport, caused by the
oscillations, and in the initiation of an H mode, followed by significantly improved
particle confinement. Experiments on the generation of an H mode by the peripheral
electric fields were also carried out in TEXTOR.
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FIG. 1. Enhancement of the energy confinement time over the prediction ofL mode scaling as a function of density profile peaking for a variety of supershots (TFTR, paper A-I-l).
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FIG. 5. Ten second H mode in Dlll-D with impurity control via ELMs (D11I-D, paper A-l-4).

An alternative model of the L-H transition was suggested in Ref. [6]. This
model considers the magnetic shear in the periphery to be a cause of the suppression
of oscillations. This explanation was possibly confirmed by experiments in
JIPP T-IIU, where an H mode transition occurred during a fast current decrease,
which resulted in modification of the magnetic field structure at the periphery of the
plasma column.
Our understanding of the physics of improved plasma confinement regimes in
tokamaks was significantly enhanced by the results reported at the conference.
However, it should be noted that there is as yet no adequate theoretical description
of these regimes. It is likely that the plasma behaviour in these regimes is governed
by different mechanisms at the plasma periphery (the transport barrier effect) and in
the central part (reduction of the transport coefficients). The observed effects are due
to the various combinations of these mechanisms.
A number of papers reported on measurements of the transport coefficients and
their radial distribution. The heat conductivity coefficients for electrons and ions as
well as the diffusion coefficients for the bulk plasma, impurities and fast particles
were determined by the analysis of the stationary balance and from the propagation
of perturbations produced by sawteeth and by pulsed fuelling in TFTR, JET, DIII-D,
ASDEX and TEXT. In a number of experiments these measurements were compared
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with measurements of the plasma oscillation spectra and the associated fluxes. This
research was aimed at establishing the best scaling for the transport coefficients, comparing these coefficients in the Ohmic heating regime and in the L and H modes, and
comparing the experimental results with theoretical models. Among these models are
those which couple anomalous transport with electrostatic drift oscillations and with
electromagnetic turbulence (the Rebut-Lallia model [7]). None of these models
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describes the whole spectrum of the experimental results. The best agreement for a
number of experiments (JET and DIII-D) is obtained with the Rebut-Lallia
model [7].
The TFTR experiments, using a strong plasma perturbation — by variation of
the current or the pressure — were of special interest. As an example, Fig. 7 shows
the variation of the plasma parameters in a steep current ramp-down experiment over
a period that is significantly shorter than the period of poloidal field penetration into
the core of the plasma. The plasma parameters are not immediately altered when the
current changes. A change in the parameters, corresponding to the scaling rE a Ip,
takes place only after a steady state condition is established. The results obtained
show that it is possible to improve plasma confinement by contraction of the current
profile.

4.

MAXIMUM PLASMA PARAMETERS

Obtaining high values of plasma density and pressure is one of the most important problems on the way to thermonuclear tokamak parameters. Especially critical
is the problem of obtaining the highest values of beta, which is the ratio of the plasma
pressure to the pressure of the magnetic field. Studies aimed at solving this problem
were discussed at the conference in reports from DIII-D, JET, TFTR, JT-60, PBX-M
and HBT.
Record values of 0 T = 87r (p>/Bx were obtained in DIII-D. In this experiment,
as in many others, the well known Troyon scaling, /3T [MA/m-T] = CTIp/aBT, was
confirmed. It was demonstrated that the coefficient CT in this scaling depends on the
current and pressure profiles and on the location of the plasma column inside the vessel. The limitations were associated with the excitation of MHD oscillations with
n = 1 and m = 2. Optimization of the profiles (contraction of the current profile and
broadening of the pressure profile) and of the location of the plasma column made
it possible to obtain maximum CT values of 3.5-5 (Fig. 8). In these experiments in
DIII-D, comparatively large plasma elongations (K = 2.35) were achieved and the
parameter I/aB was increased to 3.1. As a result, a record value of <3T = 11 % was
obtained at a heating power P of 19 MW. In JET, CT = 2.8 and /?T = 5.5% were
achieved in the H mode regime. In this case, the beta limit appeared to be 'soft'; it
was accompanied by a growth of the MHD oscillations without a disruption. In PBXM, experiments are being performed on reaching the second stability region (which
corresponds to higher values of (3T). So far, this area could not be reached. The
maximum values of (3T achieved were 6.8%.
High values of /3p = 87r<p>/Bp(a) were achieved in a number of tokamaks in
regimes with high q(a) (10-20). In TFTR, DIII-D and JT-60, values of (3p = 3-5
and €0p = 1.3-1.8 were attained. In TFTR, the /3p limit was obtained after fast current ramp-down at high plasma parameters (Tj = 20 keV, Te = 8 keV,
TE = 3.5T L ). In some cases the /3p limit was determined by the occurrence of dis-
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F/G. 8. Equilibrium fit 0 versus I/aB for DIII-D. The lines for &T = 3.5 (5.0) I/aB are given to guide
the eye. The open circles locate ideal time-scale m/n - 2/1 disruptions. Various (3 limit calculations
are summarized by the curves — , — , — , • • • -, with different assumptions on the location of a conducting wall (rja) (DIII-D, paper A-I-4).

ruption, in others it was related to the 'soft' saturation. Apparently, the /3p limit
depended on the profiles of current and pressure. It should be noted that, in accordance with neoclassical theory, at high j3p a significant bootstrap current was
observed. In TFTR and JT-60 it reached 70-80% of the total current. In this connection the use of such a regime is of interest for large tokamaks.
Again, much attention was paid to the problem of the density limit. An important step in obtaining high n values was made in JET after the introduction of beryllium coating. In the regime of powerful NBI, the maximum density was enhanced
by a factor of 1.5-2. The experiment in JET as well as an experiment in ASDEX
permit the conclusion that this limit is determined by the density at the boundary
(Fig. 9). The maximum central density was attained with a peaked density profile.
In JET it was possible to bring the central density n(0) up to 4 X 1020 m~\ using
pellet injection. Growth of the maximum density with a peaked profile was also
observed in TUMAN-3. This growth was achieved by adiabatic compression, which
was accompanied by a fast rise of the current. The mechanism of density restriction
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10
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Input Power (MW)

30

FIG. 9. Normalized edge density versus input power, showing that the MARFE density limit occurs at
the boundary of the existence region close to the curve nedgeR/B^ = 2.37P?5 (1019 m'3, m, T, MW).
B varies in the range 1.4 to 2.6 T (JET, paper A-III-4).

was studied in T-10 using gas puffing and pellet injection during electron cyclotron
heating (ECH). It was demonstrated that this restriction was connected with the cooling of the periphery and with the growth of MHD oscillations (m = 1 and 2) induced
by shrinking of the current density profile. Propagation of these oscillations towards
the centre led to disruption at a sufficiently high edge density.

5.

ADDITIONAL HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE

Further progress was achieved in high frequency plasma heating and current
drive, as reported at the conference. The maximum ion cyclotron heating power was
obtained in JET (up to 18 MW), where H and 3He minority heating were used successfully. Owing to the use of beryllium coating, a stable H mode transition in the
ICH regime was achieved. In the 3He minority heating regime a thermonuclear
power of up to 100 kW was obtained. Another step in the use of ICH was made in
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TFTR. A power of 6 MW was launched into the plasma through two antennas in the
regime of H or 3He minority heating. Effective ion heating and sawtooth stabilization were observed in various regimes (including the supershot). Effective central
heating was observed at a high plasma density (up to n(0) = 2.4 X 1020 m"3)
achieved by pellet injection. This result shows the possibility of using ICH at high
densities.
In JT-60, heating at the second and third harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency in combination with NBI was investigated. A high heating efficiency of fast
ions produced by beam injection was obtained. The combination of NBI and ICH was
studied in more detail in TEXTOR. The increase in heating efficiency achieved with
this combination is associated with the increase in absorption of the high frequency
waves and the neutral particles in a preheated plasma and also with the effective ICH
of the ion beam produced during NBI. As a result, the plasma energy content
obtained with combined heating (pellet injection + ICH) substantially exceeded the
sum of the effect of the two separately. The incremental energy confinement time also
increased.
The highest value of the ECH power was achieved in T-10 (up to 3 MW) and
DIII-D (up to 1.4 MW). In these tokamaks, as well as in several smaller devices
(COMPASS-C, DITE, TEXT, WT-3), experiments on the effect of ECH on MHD
oscillations were continued. In DIII-D, the H mode was achieved by ECH and its
characteristics were examined. Preparations for the MTX experiment are in progress.
It was proposed to study the effect of the strong microwave radiation of the free electron laser on the plasma of ALCATOR C. Up to now, only first experiments on the
transmission of a power of 200 MW at a frequency of 140 GHz and a pulse duration
of 10 ns have been carried out.
In DIII-D, DITE and WT-3, ECH current drive experiments are in progress.
Values of the current close to the estimated ones were obtained only in DIII-D; in
the other experiments the values obtained were significantly lower than predicted.
The maximum driven current attained in DIII-D was 70 kA.
Lower hybrid heating (LHH) of electrons was studied in ASDEX in a wide
range of experimental conditions. A two frequency launching system was used, with
1.3 GHz and 2.45 GHz. The input power was up to 3 MW. The absorption efficiency was practically independent of the transmitted power and reached 0.5-0.6. In
the experiments, effective electron heating was observed up to densities of
4 x 10l9m"3. At higher densities the energy was transferred to the fast ions. The
scaling for the confinement time during LHH corresponded to the L mode. It was
similar to that in the case of combined LHH and NBI, which means that the efficiency
did not depend on the method of heating.
Studies of lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) were carried out in many tokamaks: JT-60, ASDEX, TORE SUPRA, TRIAM-1M, WT-3 and HT-6B. In JT-60,
a three frequency system (1.74, 2.0, 2.23 GHz) was used for LHCD. Placement of
the launching system in three cross-sections allowed a power of up to 8 MW to be
launched. Together with the conventional grill units, a 'multijunction' grill was used
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FIG. 10. Progress of the JT-60 LHCD experiment in current drive product and current drive efficiency
(paper A-I-3).

which generated a narrow spectrum of the parallel density. The current drive efficiency was increased to 3.5 X 10 19 A/W-m 2 at a density of up to 3 x 1019m"3
(Fig. 10). In these experiments an H mode transition with a low threshold (1.2 MW)
was obtained for the limiter regime. It was associated with the influence of the fast
electrons. The combination of three frequency LHH and NBI made it possible to
investigate the problem of the 'spectral gap' for the LH waves and to construct a
model of LH wave launching. An LHCD efficiency close to the predicted one was
obtained also in ASDEX, where some peculiarities of the plasma behaviour during
LHCD have been studied. These were a saturation of TE at high density, as well as
stabilization of sawtooth oscillations and of the m = 1 mode and the strong central
heating of electrons caused by it. The possibility of control of the current and temperature profiles using a two frequency LH system was demonstrated. In TORE
SUPRA, LHCD experiments were initiated. The first ones were carried out with an
input power of 8 MW at a frequency of 3.7 GHz. The drop of the loop voltage at
a power of 2.4 MW corresponds to a driven current of 700 kA. The longest duration
of LHCD was achieved in the small tokamak TRIAM-1M; at a density of
2 X 10IS m"3, a current of 22-25 kA was driven during 70 minutes. Experiments at
higher density have started. Also, experiments on current drive by fast magnetosonic
waves have been initiated in JIPP T-IIU and HT-2.
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TABLE III. THERMONUCLEAR PARAMETERS OF JET AND TFTR
T;(0)
(keV)

n(0)

20

(4-5) x 10 l9

32

20

JET
TFTR

1.2 x 10

(8-9) x 102U
4.4 x 10

20

2.4 x 10"3

0.7

1.9 x 10"3

0.4

Reactor
100-

QDT

QDD

(m"3-s-keV)

/F

liliyyiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiip^conciitions^^

Year

i
c°

Reactor relevant
Conditions
0.10-
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1
0.01-

Central Ion Temperature, Tj (keV)
FIG. 11. Overall performance of the fusion product nD{0)T^Ti(0) as a function of the central ion temperature for a number of tokamaks (paper A-l-2).
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of the development of the experimental technology and the better
understanding of the physics of confinement in tokamaks achieved in the last two
years have led to significant progress on the way to thermonuclear parameters. The
maximum values of the plasma parameters were obtained in JET and TFTR, in hot
ion regimes. The relevant data are presented in Table III. The given values of the
fusion factor QDT have been recalculated from QDD for a 50% D + 50% T mixture.
This estimate is rather tentative because a substantial part of the thermonuclear power
is due to reactions between beam particles and particles of the bulk plasma, or to
interaction among the beam particles. The proximity of the JET and TFTR
parameters to thermonuclear parameters is illustrated in Fig. 11. Both these tokamaks are being prepared for experiments with a D-T mixture. Besides the engineering preparations, special experiments are being carried out to study fast ion
confinement and to develop alpha particle diagnostics.
It is suggested that the programme of future experiments include, together with
the operating tokamaks, a number of new devices. The large superconducting tokamaks TORE SUPRA (France) and T-15 (USSR) and the high field tokamak TSP
(USSR) with adiabatic compression are starting to operate actively. In 1991, the high
field tokamaks ALCATOR C Mod (USA) and FTU (Italy), and the new divertor
tokamak ASDEX Upgrade will start operation.
It is to be hoped that the experiments to be performed in the next few years will
throw light on the nature of anomalous transport in tokamaks, on the characteristics
of the improved confinement regimes and on the possibility of extending the operating range of plasma parameters. This will make possible optimization of the
parameters of the large tokamaks before the start of D-T experiments; it will also
have an influence on the design of new devices and, particularly, on the ITER
project.
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SUMMARY ON
ALTERNATIVE MAGNETIC SYSTEMS
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Alternative concepts of magnetic systems have made considerable progress during the last two years. Several new experiments have come into full operation and
have delivered a large amount of new data, appreciably extending the parameter
range. The existing experiments have provided new data which improve the understanding of plasma confinement, stability and transport phenomena. In particular, it
should be pointed out that detailed comparisons of important issues in stellarators and
tokamaks (CHS and JIPP T-IIU; ATF and TEXT) have identified the differences and
the common behaviour of these two closely related confinement concepts.
A total of 45 papers on alternative magnetic systems were presented at the conference; 22 of them treated stellarators, torsatrons and heliacs. The growing interest
in this field is illustrated by the fact that seven of these papers described new devices
which are under construction or in the planning phase. Seven papers discussed
reversed field pinches (RFPs, including the EXTRAP); also, the first results of a new
device, MST in Madison, were presented. The construction phase of two new
RPF experiments — RFX in Padua and ZTH in Los Alamos — is coming to an end.
In the field of mirror and cusp experiments the number of contributions (5) has
decreased somewhat compared with earlier conferences. Further interesting contributions were given on field reversed configurations (FRCs) (3), spheromaks (3), the gas
dynamic trap (2), relativistic electron beams (2) and the Z pinch (1).
The main aim of many of these experiments was a better understanding of the
characteristic problems and critical issues of the particular type. Good examples are
the physics of the dynamo in RFPs, the thermal barrier in mirrors, the tilting instability in FRCs and turbulent heating by relativistic electron beams. The same strategy
was pursued in stellarators and torsatrons; specific problems are the role of the bootstrap current and the influence of non-axisymmetry on confinement. Because of their
close relationship with the tokamak, a comparison of the two types has also become
a field of growing interest.
2.

STELLARATORS, TORSATRONS AND HELIACS

In this field, many new results were presented at the conference, in particular
from those experiments (ATF, W VII-AS, CHS) which have come into full operation
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TABLE I. STELLARATORS, TORSATRONS AND HELIACS
R

a

M

[m]

H-E

2.2

0.2

ATF

I M

Bma.x

t (0)

'max

low shear

[T]

high shear

2 19

1.9

0.5

2.5

Kyoto

2.1 0.27 2 12

2.0

0.3

1.0

Oak Ridge

VV VII-AS* 2.0 0.17
2

Garching

5

2.5

8

1.5

0.3

0.8

Nagoya

0.18 0.78

Moskow

0.3

0.6

CHS

1.0

L-2

1.0 0.11 2 14

1.34

U-3-M

1.0 0.11 3

9

<2

0

0.29

Kharkov

0.4 0.04 3

7

0.26

0

0.6

Madison

0.2 0.03

3

0.2

IMS*
Sheila

+

0.2

0.6

1.8

Canberra

Under Construction
H-1+

1.0

0.2

3

0.25

0.6

1.9

Canberra

TJ-II+

1.5

0.2

4

1.0

0.96

1.5

Madrid

U-2-M

1-7

0.2

4

2.4

2

0.5

0.75

Kharkov

1.08

Toki

Planned
LHD

4.0 0.55 2 10

W VII-X* 5.5 0.53

5

4

3

0.4

0.8

1.25

Garching

+
* Modular stellarators.
Heliacs.
R, a = major, minor radius, I = number of helical windings, M = number of field periods, B = magnetic field, i = rotational transform.

at the design magnetic field in the last two years. Generating a net current free plasma
by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) or ion cyclotron resonance heating
(ICRH) plus neutral beam heating has become a routine procedure in stellarator
experiments. Those experiments which have already existed for several years (Heliotron E, L-2, Uragan-3M, IMS) also presented interesting results in the areas of stability and a better understanding of confinement. Two Heliac experiments (H-l with
three field periods and TJ-II with four periods) are under construction. A list of existing and future stellarator experiments is given in Table I.
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TABLE II. PLASMA PARAMETERS OF STELLARATORS AND
TORSATRONS
NBI heating (PN ~ 1 - 2.2 MW)
n
20

[10

Te(0)

21(0)

3

m- ] [keV] [keV]

Pmax
[ms]

[%]

< 0.4 <0.3

<8

1.4-1.5 (0.6 T)

20

1.5 (0.48 T)

CHS (1.1 MW)

<0.8

ATF (1.3 MW)

1.1

0.28

0.28

.0.1

1.0

1.0

H-E (2.5 MW)

0.7

0.55

0.6

9

< 1.0

W VII-AS (1.5 MW)

2.2

0.4

0.4

25

0.65 (1.25 T)

ECR heating (Pe < 1 MW)
B[T]
L-2 (< 300 kW)

<0.2

0.9

0.1

H-E (< 450 kW)

0.2

1.0

0.15

W VII-AS (800 kW)

0.35

2.5

0.45

«3.0

1.35
1.9

10

2.5

ICR heating
U-3M (< 250 kW)

<0.04

0.1

0.2-0.3 < 0.2

2.1. Experimental results
(a) Parameter regime
Careful conditioning of the vacuum chamber by titanium gettering (paper
C-IV-8) and carbonization has led to a strong reduction of impurity ions and allows
high density plasmas to be obtained by neutral beam injection (NBI). In ATF
(B = 1.9 T, P = 1.3 MW, paper C-I-3) the highest density achieved was
1.1 x 1020 m"3; in W VII-AS (B = 2.5 T, P = 1.5 MW, paper C-I-2) a maximum
of n = 2.2 x 1020 nr 3 was reached without a thermal collapse or a disruptive
limit. In plasmas with ECRH the density remained below the cut-off density, except
in Heliotron E, where the cut-off density of n(0) = 3.5 X 1019 m~3 was exceeded.
Since the ion temperature in these plasmas is small (typically below 450 eV) ECRH
plasmas are appropriate for analysing the electron energy balance. First results
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using second harmonic heating (2wce = 75 GHz, Pe < 300 kW) were obtained in the
L-2 stellarator. The highest electron temperatures with ECRH, Te(0) = 2.5-3 keV,
have been reached in W VII-AS (Pe = 800 kW, 70 GHz), see Table II.
As in tokamaks, the highest beta values in stellarators are obtained at a low magnetic field; in CHS (B = 0.6 T), 0 = 1.5% was reached; the same value was also
reported from ATF (0.48 T). These beta values are limited by the heating power and
not by MHD stability. However, these beta values are large enough to cause a considerable Shafranov shift (CHS, paper C-I-4). In WVII-AS, detailed measurements
using soft X ray emission have verified the expected reduction of the Shafranov shift
which is due to the reduction of the Pfirsch-Schluter currents. Minimization of these
currents is a characteristic feature of the advanced stellarator concept. So far in stellarators ICRH has not been so successful as the other heating methods in extending the
parameter range. First experiments in Uragan-3M (Uragan-3 with improved magnetic field structure) obtained temperatures of T = 200-300 eV at low densities,
n = 5 x 10 1 8 nr 3 , and 240 kW heating power. In CHS, ICRH was used to
produce a currentless plasma with n = 5 X 1018 m"3 which served as a target plasma
for NBI. This plasma is not so strongly dependent on the magnetic field as a target
plasma produced by ECRH.

(b) Confinement
For several experiments (ATF, W VII-AS, CHS), global scaling laws for
energy confinement have been reported and slowly a common picture is beginning
to evolve. The confinement times in ATF follow closely the LHD scaling law or the
gyro-reduced Bohm scaling. Using regression analysis in W VII-AS, a scaling
of the energy confinement times has been derived which is close to the LHD scaling
and shows a slight increase of the confinement time with rotational transform. The
confinement time in CHS is also described by the LHD scaling law. These empirical
results indicate that the differences in magnetic field, shear and rotational transform
are not readily apparent, and a radially local analysis is needed to identify the
influence of the specific field configuration on confinement. A scaling law for particle confinement was found in Heliotron E (C-I-l) in which the particle confinement
time decreases with heating power and increases with the magnetic field. Particle
transport was also analysed in W VII-AS using H a measurements (C-I-2). Particle
confinement shows an anomaly similar to that found for energy confinement; the
diffusion coefficient in the outer regions is roughly 0.1-0.3 times the thermal
conductivity.
The local thermal conductivity of electrons was analysed in ATF and W VIIAS; in the plasma centre the conductivity is close to neoclassical estimates, at the
half-radius it is roughly a factor of ten larger and at the edge the discrepancy can
reach two orders of magnitude. All these results indicate a strong anomaly of electron
energy confinement which is very similar to that in tokamaks.
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Bootstrap currents and current drive

Net toroidal currents of up to 10 kA have been reported from ATF, WVII-AS
and CHS. All experiments are in good agreement with neoclassical theory; in ATF
the current reverses its direction when the superimposed quadrupole field is varied,
exactly as predicted by theory. Successful control of the bootstrap current by electron
cyclotron current drive has been achieved in W VII-AS (C-III-1), where this control
is needed in order to keep the rotational transform fixed during the discharge. The
good agreement between experiment and neoclassical theory provides a firm basis for
extrapolation to future experiments. However, it is still necessary to explain why the
electrons behave neoclassically parallel to the magnetic field, while in the perpendicular direction the electron transport is anomalous. Electron cyclotron current drive
(0.7 MW, first harmonic O mode and second harmonic X mode) was analysed in
WVII-AS at various launch angles. The results were found to be in excellent agreement with the linear theory of single path absorption and with the theory of current
drive based on Fokker-Planck calculations including trapped particles.
(d) Stability and fluctuations
A large amount of data were presented, mainly from ATF (C-IV-7, C-III-4) and
from Heliotron E (C-III-2). In ATF, magnetic fluctuations and density fluctuations
(measured by reflectometry) were recorded indicating a wide spectrum of unstable
modes. Transition to the second stability regime, as found in earlier experiments with
small plasmas and peaked pressure profiles, has not been observed since the field
errors in the ATF vacuum field were corrected (the corrections leading to broad pressure profiles and to beta values that are still too small to reach the regime of second
stability). An interesting comparison of edge fluctuations, measured by Langmuir
probes, was made between ATF and TEXT. In both cases a broad spectrum of density fluctuations and floating potential fluctuations with frequencies below 200 kHz
exists which, after being normalized to the position of the shear layer, showed surprising similarities in the dependence on the minor radius (C-III-4). The fluctuations
are large enough to account for the observed particle transport and possibly also for
the energy transport. It is concluded that it is not the toroidal plasma current but
rather thermally driven instabilities (driven by impurity radiation or ionization) which
may be the origin of the fluctuations, thus making this phenomenon common to stellarators and tokamaks. In Heliotron E, the confinement of high beta NBI heated
plasmas was optimized by varying the superimposed toroidal field and the position
of the magnetic axis (C-I-l). An inward shift of 2 cm and a small additional toroidal
field (Bt = 0.05) yielded confinement times that were 1.5 times greater than in the
standard case; this is explained by the improvement of trapped particle confinement
and widening of the plasma radius. Theoretical studies for Mercier modes and low
n ideal MHD modes (C-III-2) predict a lowering of the stability threshold by the
inward shift, which was confirmed experimentally by the increase of sawtooth oscil-
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lations. At /3(0) < 1%, these oscillations arise on the i = \ surface; at higher
values of /3(0) they occur at i = \ and 1. The behaviour of the sawtooth oscillations
is explained by resistive interchange instabilities and the change of the profiles with
beta. Magnetic fluctuations correlated with the sawtooth oscillations were also
observed on the mode rational surfaces.
(e) Effect of magnetic islands
Non-axisymmetric stellarator configurations are always endangered by the formation of islands which degrade the confinement. Field line mapping is therefore one
of the first measurements in stellarators. In the modified Uragan-3M device with an
improved helical winding (C-I-5), islands were measured which effectively reduced
the plasma radius by 10%. Magnetic islands at i = \ were also detected in IMS
(C-IV-10), which explains the two dimensional density structure found in this experiment. Magnetic islands are also the main candidate for explaining the degradation of
confinement in WVII-AS (C-I-2) at t = \ and | . The beneficial influence of shear
has been seen in discharges with high beta, where, owing to the internal plasma currents, the profile of t is modified and finite shear arises, which nearly eliminates the
loss of confinement at the low order rational surfaces.
(f)

Plasma rotation and electric fields

The toroidal plasma rotation in the torsatron CHS and the tokamak JIPP T-IIU
was compared by measuring the Doppler shift of carbon lines (C-III-3). These
devices are of comparable size. The rotation arises from tangential NBI heating. In
CHS, viscous damping by trapped particles in the helical ripple leads to very small
toroidal rotation except in the plasma centre where the ripple viscosity is zero.
JIPP T-IIU shows large toroidal rotation. Radial electric fields are derived from the
measured poloidal rotation. Agreement with neoclassical estimates was found in
CHS, except in the edge region where the electric field is larger. For JIPP T-IIU,
the electric field was smaller than predicted by neoclassical theory. Since the radial
electric field is believed to play a key role in plasma confinement, further measurements are desirable.
(g) Future experiments
Several papers on the physics of future stellarator experiments were presented
at the conference (C-IV-1, C-IV-6, C-III-5). TJ-II and HI are heliac experiments currently under construction. Stability analysis based on the Mercier criterion showed
a maximum beta limit of 6.7% in TJ-II (C-IV-1). Physics studies on the Uragan-2M
device, which is nearly assembled, were mainly concentrated on the structure of magnetic surfaces, neoclassical transport and Mercier stability. Progress was also made
with the W VII-X project which employs a Helias configuration with strongly
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reduced Pfirsch-Schliiter currents (C-III-5). MHD stability and alpha particle
behaviour have been analysed. The loss of a large fraction of alpha particles is a
threat to a stellarator reactor; in a Helias configuration the finite beta effect leads to
improved confinement of trapped alpha particles so that after one slowing down time
only 10% of the trapped alpha particles are lost. An overview of other physics issues
and engineering studies of W VII-X is given in paper G-I-6. The LHD is an M = 10
torsatron with superconducting helical windings which is under construction in Toki
(Japan). Physics studies (C-IV-11) concentrated mainly on the issues of neoclassical
transport, bootstrap currents and the helical divertor. Details of the design are discussed in paper G-I-5.
2.2. Summary of results
The progress made in stellarators and torsatrons is illustrated by the following
achievements:
— Quasi-steady-state operation of ECR and NBI heated plasmas without induced
toroidal current (CHS.'ATF, Heliotron E, W VII-AS, L-2);
— Reduction of the impurity content by wall conditioning, titanium gettering and
carbonization;
— High density discharges without disruption (n < 2.2 x 1020 irr 3 , Murakami
parameter < 19) (ATF, W VII-AS);
— Optimization of confinement by proper choice of the t profile, the vertical field
and the toroidal field (CHS, Heliotron E, W VII-AS);
— Successful operation of electron cyclotron current drive and control of the bootstrap current (W VII-AS, ATF);
— Reduction of the Shafranov shift (W VII-AS);
— iS values of up to 1.5% (CHS, ATF).
More information and a better understanding have been reached in: MHD stability limits (Heliotron E, ATF), local transport coefficients (W VII-AS, ATF), edge
fluctuations and transport (ATF), scaling of global confinement times (ATF, CHS,
Heliotron E, W VII-AS), electron cyclotron current drive and wave absorption
(W VII-AS), physics of the bootstrap current (ATF, W VII-AS), and poloidal and
toroidal rotation (CHS).

3.

REVERSED FIELD PINCHES

RFPs are characterized by a weak external magnetic field and a spontaneous
reversal of this field in the outer regions of the discharge. The sustainment of this
relaxed 'Taylor state' by a turbulent dynamo has been a constant target of experimental and theoretical investigations. This magnetic turbulence, which is excited by the
toroidal current via tearing modes, is believed to be responsible for the anomalous
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TABLE III. REVERSED FIELD PINCHES
R

a

I

T e (0) T ; (0)

[m]

[m]

[kA]

[keV] [keV]

[ms]

10 19 in" 3

MST

1.5

0.5

600

0.35

« 1

0.6

TPE-1RM15

0.7. 0.135

200

< 1.0

0.2-0.3

3.0

REPUTE 1

0.82

0.2

300

0.2

ZT-40M

1.14

0.2

120

0.2

HBTX-1C

0.8

0.26

200

0.2

< 0.6 0.5-1.0

ETA-BETA II

0.65 0.125

200

0.25

0.25

EXTRAP T l

0.5

0.06

0.25

71(0)

< 0.5

< io

0.1

< io

15-20

Under Construction
RFX

2.0

0.46

2000

ZTH

2.4

0.4

2000

R, a = major, minor radius, I = toroidal current.

ion heating observed in many experiments and for the enhanced particle and energy
losses of the plasma. Present experiments have concentrated on the analysis of these
phenomena and have obtained new and interesting results, which were presented at
the conference.
At present, the largest experimental device is MST (Madison); its first results
after minimization of the field errors were presented. Two new large experiments —
FRX in Padua and ZTH in Los Alamos — are under construction and near completion. EXTRAP-T1 has been rebuilt and equipped with a liner and a resistive shell
inside the octopole windings in order to run it as an RFP or with ultra low q (ULQ)
discharges. First successful experiments were reported at the conference. An overview of existing and future experiments is given in Table III.
3.1. Anomalous ion heating
Although the toroidal Ohmic heating current predominantly heats the electrons,
ion temperatures exceeding the electron temperatures have been observed in many
experiments. Results for this phenomenon were reported from HBTX-1C (C-II-1-2),
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REPUTE 1 (C-II-3-1) and ETA-BETA II (C-II-1-1). Especially at lower density
(n « (1-3) x 10 I9 nr 3 ) the ions are heated to 300-600 eV, while the electrons
remain around 100 eV. Viscous dissipation of magnetic fluctuations was suggested
as a possible mechanism (C-II-1-1). However, in papers C-II-3-1 and C-II-1-1 it is
argued that this mechanism is not sufficient and the Petschek model of reconnection
and acceleration has to be invoked to account for the anomalous dissipation. Since
this anomalous heating power has to be provided by the applied loop voltage, the
enhancement AV$ of the loop voltage over the value required by the Spitzer
resistivity is related to the ion temperature. A simple model (C-II-1-2) leads to
T; oc [AV*/n]1/2; this was verified experimentally in HBTX-1C and HBTX-1B.
Observations in TPE-1RM15 show that the loop voltage V$ increases with 5B fluctuations, thus supporting this model of energy transfer.
3.2. Turbulent dynamo and fluctuations
Using an elaborate system of magnetic probes, magnetic fluctuations with poloidal mode numbers m = 0, m = 1 were investigated in TPE-1RM15 (C-IV-12).
Large spontaneous distortions of this type, localized toroidally, were observed with
random toroidal location. The findings agree qualitatively with numerical simulations
reported in paper D-III-4. Such discrete dynamo events correlated with sawtooth
crashes have also been observed in MST (C-II-2-2), where extensive studies of magnetic fluctuations (relative amplitude < 0.5%, f < 100 kHz) support the idea that
these fluctuations are caused by resistive tearing modes at low frequencies and by
resistive interchange modes at higher frequencies. The electrostatic fluctuations
found in the edge region of MST are large enough to account for the observed confinement times. In ZT-40M, the relation between edge fluctuations and confinement
has been studied by various techniques (C-II-2-1). It is found that electrostatic fluctuations can explain the observed particle flux, but not the energy flux. The energy loss
is believed to be caused by stochastic magnetic fields and highly energetic electrons.
It is concluded that the 5B fluctuations are large enough to explain the observed overlapping of islands and stochastization of the plasma core. At higher temperatures
(increasing the Lundquist number) the magnetic fluctuations should become smaller
and anomalous energy losses should therefore decrease.
3.3. Highly energetic electrons
In contrast to the MHD dynamo, where the poloidal current is maintained by
the time averaged 5v X SB force, the kinetic dynamo model is based on the
existence of free streaming fast electrons. Such suprathermal electrons, with
Tj ~ (2-3) x Te(0), have been observed in the edge region of ZT-40M; typically
35-40% of the Ohmic input power is carried to the wall by these electrons. The
experimental findings qualitatively agree with a theoretical model based on the collisionless Boltzmann equation and on magnetic flutter driven transport. The existence
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of highly energetic electrons has also been proven in other experiments; from the X
ray emission of metal targets in TPE-1RM15, electrons with more than 8.3 keV
energy were detected; in ETA-BETA II, analysis of the thermal load of limiters also
led to the conclusion that highly energetic electrons exist.
3.4. Summary of results
The progress made in RFPs has led to a better understanding of the origin and
effect of magnetic fluctuations, anomalous ion heating and the dynamo effect.
Although further experimental data have been accumulated, it is not yet clear which
type of dynamo model — the MHD dynamo or the kinetic dynamo — is the better
one. Increasing efforts are being made in RFPs to understand the relation between
fluctuations and transport, which is a matter of major importance for all toroidal confinement concepts.

4.

MIRRORS AND CUSPS

Research on mirror machines is motivated by various considerations. While in
tandem mirrors (GAMMA 10, paper C-II-4), the main aim is the optimization of the
plasma parameters by end plugs, thermal barriers and the stabilizing effect of nonaxisymmetric anchor cells, in axisymmetric configurations the rationale for studying
simple mirrors is to find stabilizing mechanisms (C-IV-3). In the axisymmetric HIEI
tandem mirror the objective is to heat and to create a thermal barrier with ICRH only
(C-IV-13). The gas dynamic trap (C-IV-5) is a simple mirror; stabilization of the
flute modes is achieved by the outflowing plasma in the region of favourable field
line curvature. Investigation of a plasma in a cusp (OGRA-4, paper C-IV-16) is also
motivated by the aim of using this concept as a stabilizing element in mirror
machines.
4.1. Experimental results
GAMMA 10 (central cell: L = 6 m, a = 0.18 m, B = 0.5 T) has extended its
parameter regime by upgrading its heating system (one gyrotron (28 GHz) and one
RF oscillator in the central cell, two gyrotrons (41 GHz) in the anchor cell). The
plasma parameters reached in the central cell are Te = 250eV, Tii=450eV,
T i x = 5.6 keV. The highest density achieved is n(0) = 1.1 X 1019 nr 3 . The ion
distribution function is highly anisotropic. A plug potential of $ c = 1.7 kV and a
thermal barrier of 1.1 kV were reached. A non-Maxwellian distribution of the electrons in the plug region, as predicted by theory, was measured from the X ray spectrum. The particle and energy confinement times follow the Pastukhov relation.
Measurements of density fluctuations showed a strong dependence on the radial electric field. With a large plug potential $ c the relative amplitude of the fluctuations
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decreases to approximately 1 % and the anomalous loss estimated from this level is
of the order of the experimental one. The fluctuations are in agreement with a drift
wave model.
In the HIEI tandem mirror (central cell: L = 1.2 m, a = 0.14 m, B = 0.1 T),
plasma heating, thermal barrier and plug potential are created by ICRH only. The
key role of ion pumping in the thermal barrier is played by the f/, VB force of the
applied ICRF. Typical parameters in the central cell are n(0) ~ 3 X 1018 rrr 3 ,
Te = 20-50 eV, Tt, = 50-110 eV, T u = 100-200 eV. Paper C-IV-13 discusses
mainly the various aspects of wave conversion and heating. Experiments in the mirror devices MM-4U, MM-2 and HER (C-IV-3) are mainly devoted to the issue of
stabilizing axisymmetric configurations. MM-4U is a mirror with cusps at both ends;
the plasma parameters are n = 1.7 x 10" m"3 and Te = 20 eV. The plasma
potential is modified by an electron beam charging the plasma with a negative potential. In the central cell, however, the plasma is still unstable and fluctuations have
been observed. OGRA-4K (C-IV-16) is a linear cusp experiment which is being
studied because of its stabilizing effect as an MHD anchor in mirror machines. A
microwave produced plasma with hot electrons is stably confined. The bulk plasma
parameters are n = (2-6) X 1018 nr 3 and Te » 2-20 eV.
The gas dynamic trap (paper C-IV-5; L = 7 m, a = 6.5 cm, B = 0.15-0.2 T)
is an axisymmetric mirror which could possibly be used as a neutron source. Typical
parameters of the gun produced plasma are n = (1.5-7) x 10 19 m" 3 and
Te « 5-15 eV. This configuration is stabilized by the outflowing plasma beyond
the mirror throats in the expander region. The favourable curvature of the field lines
in this region can be varied by energizing the extra coils; in this way the stabilizing
effect of the expander region has been proven. Theoretically, this stabilizing
influence should decrease with increasing mirror ratio. Indeed, the experiment
showed a strong decrease of the confinement time and the onset of MHD activity at
mirror ratios above 35. There is still a discrepancy between the theoretical stability
limit of Rosenbluth and Longmire and the experimental findings; possible reasons for
this are discussed in the paper.

5.

FIELD REVERSED CONFIGURATIONS

FRCs are theta pinches with external bias fields, so that closed field lines
prevent the otherwise strong axial loss of the plasma. These configurations are
threatened by the n = 2 rotational instability and the tilt instability. From the
NUCTE-III experiment, successful stabilization of the n = 2 rotational instability by
oscillating axial currents was reported (C-IV-14). This stabilizing effect is predicted
by theory, which is also discussed in the paper. However, the stabilizing axial current
must not be too high, otherwise the n = 1 kink mode becomes unstable.
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FRX-C/LSM is the largest existing experiment investigating FRCs. In this
experiment the tilt instability was identified using an array of 64 external B9 pick-up
loops. The transition to the tilt instability was found to be in qualitative agreement
with the theory of Larmor radius stabilization. If the ion Larmor radius is too small,
large tilt amplitudes and a deterioration of the confinement are observed. Since under
reactor conditions in FRCs Larmor radius stabilization would not be effective, a theory has been developed in which the tilt mode is stabilized by an injected hot ion component. Numerical simulations showed the effectiveness of this scheme. Studies are
being made to apply this concept to the present device.
Another successful experiment was magnetic compression heating of a
kinetically stabilized FRC by translating the plasma along a guide field into the
field of a compression coil. The plasma was trapped in the compression coil, and by
raising the magnetic field from 0.2 to 1.8 T the following parameters were reached:
n = 6.4 x 1021 n r \ Te + Ts = 1 keV, Te(0) = 0.34 keV. The heating of the plasma
is consistent with the B4'5 scaling. At lower densities, higher temperatures were
obtained: n = 3 x 1021 nr 3 , Tj = 1.5-2 keV and Te = 0.4 keV. However, at the
highest plasma parameters the applied quadrupole field was insufficient to stabilize
the n = 2 rotational instability.

6.

RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS AND SPHEROMAKS

6.1. Relativistic electron beams
The purpose of experiments with relativistic electron beams is to heat a plasma
by exciting Langmuir turbulence. Direct evidence of this turbulence has been found
in GOL-M (C-II-5) (L = 7.5 m, B = 1-5 T, n = 5 X 1020 to 2.5 X 1021 m"3,
Ebeam = 0.5-0.7 MeV). Here, scattering of CO2 laser light was used as a diagnostic
technique. In GOL-3 (L = 7 m), first results were obtained with an electron beam
of E = 1 MeV and a pulse length of 1 /us. A maximum energy absorption of 25%
was achieved at a target density n = 5 x 1020 m"3.
6.2. Spheromaks
Spheromaks are compact tori with poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes.
Experimental results were reported from the experiments CTCC-II, FACT and TS-3,
all in Japan. In CTCC-II (paper C-IV-2) the magnetic field was measured by probes
and compared with the solution of the anisotropic Grad-Shafranov equation. To fit
the experiments, anisotropic pressure has to be assumed. In the FACT experiment,
helicity injection into a seed spheromak was carried out to amplify magnetic fluxes
by both inductive and electrostatic methods. Amplification factors of 3 to 4 were
found. A novel type of spheromak, the flux core spheromak (FCS), was successfully
generated in TS-3.
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Another interesting experiment was carried out in TS-3 (C-IV-2-2), where two
spheromaks with equal helicity or with opposite helicity were generated and merged.
The purpose was to study magnetic reconnection and its dependence on helicity. The
experimental result is that spheromaks with opposite helicity merge much more
rapidly and efficiently than spheromaks with the same helicity. It was further
observed that the speed of reconnection strongly depends on the speed of the
approaching spheromaks. The energy balance of the reconnection process will be
studied in the next step. Since violent reconnection of field lines is a phenomenon
occurring in sawtooth crashes and in disruption of tokamak discharges, this investigation of merging spheromaks is also of great interest for toroidal confinement devices.

7.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Alternative magnetic systems (or 'non-tokamak' systems) have presented a wide
spectrum of scientific results. The parameter range has been extended in toroidal and
linear confinement devices and the understanding of important plasma processes has
been considerably improved. While experiments such as spheromaks and some mirror experiments have concentrated their efforts on studying basic phenomena and
specific problems, research in RFPs, stellarators and torsatrons has continued to
investigate toroidal confinement on a broad basis. There still exist a variety of different stellarator configurations, and new ones have been proposed which promise
optimized properties. Comparison of confinement in stellarators and tokamaks
attracted much attention at the conference and, along with the exploration of new confinement concepts, this comparison will certainly be a major goal of theoretical and
experimental studies in the future.
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SUMMARY ON
MAGNETIC CONFINEMENT THEORY
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University of California at San Diego,
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To give some overview of the theory reported on at this conference, I will begin
by listing some generic topics and the number of theory papers concerned with these
topics: alpha particle physics (2); microinstabilities (core) and transport (9); magnetic islands and transport (4); edge turbulence, sheared rotation and L-H transition
(9); MHD and sawteeth (6); fundamentals of MHD and tearing modes (5); reversed
field pinch and field reversed configuration (3); and helical systems (3).
I must apologize that a number of interesting topics, particularly current drive
and heating, were presented in the context of experiment or reactor design and will
not be reported on here. I am, of course, able to comment on only a limited number
of representative papers.
To begin with alpha particle theory, it seemed rather surprising and disturbing
in view of massive future experimental plans that more work is not being pursued
on possible instabilities triggered by high alpha particle pressure. Only paper D-III-6
— to be sure a combination of a number of contributions — provided any serious look
at the subject. It has long been realized that for co* > w ~ kBVA and V a S VA the
free energy of alpha particles can destabilize shear Alfven modes. Indeed, recent
experiments on DIII-D and TFTR run at low magnetic fields have shown beam driven
oscillations which are at least suggestive of such modes. It should be noted that shear
Alfven modes are rather subtle in sheared magnetic fields because of the radially
localized dispersion relation. Thus, the work discussed in this paper is concentrated
on the 'gap modes' centred near m + 1/2 = nq, where two poloidal harmonics can
simultaneously satisfy the resonance condition, allowing for a discrete mode, rather
than the heavily damped continuum.
Detailed linear calculations presented in paper D-III-6 show that thresholds are
likely to be exceeded in CIT and ITER, as well as in the DT phases of JET and
TFTR. The j3a thresholds are found to be in the neighbourhood of 10~4, with typical
growth rates of order 10~2 VA/R. Quasi-linear theory predicts a stabilization of the
mode at levels of SB/B ~ 10~4, which is just about the level at which non-selfconsistent orbit codes indicate significant particle loss in the disturbed fields. Questions of mode overlap and stochasticity remain unanswered. Thus, it would appear
that both large self-consistent simulations and experiments are overdue not only on
resonant stimulation but also on the reality and robustness of the toroidal gap modes.
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As can easily be seen from the above breakdown of topics, the study of microinstabilities and their relationship to transport remains a dominant theme of theoretical
research. Whether the generic drift wave instabilities really are responsible for core
transport remains even now a controversial issue. Particularly with the US transport
initiative, experimental attention is beginning to be focused on these issues. Paper DIV-7 recalls that while non-linear microinstabilities are a complex topic, some simple
generic scaling consequences can be inferred. Indeed, of the three dimensionless
parameters pja, /3 and \mfp/a involved, only the value of ft/a is appreciably different
in present experiments from that for reactor regimes. If it is further supposed that
the saturated spectra are dominated by wavelengths of order ph then it is easy to see
that the diffusion should be gyro-Bohm diffusion, i.e. D ~ DBohm/3j/a, while if the
spectra are dominated by wavelengths of order a, then D ~ DBohm. Motivated by
these considerations, an experiment was performed in the DIII-D L mode, holding
/3 and Xmfp/a fixed while varying only the scale pja. The conclusion was that if
adjustment were made for the change in beam heating profile with density, then
indeed the gyro-Bohm prediction was verified. If this conclusion is found to be generally valid, then a very favourable scaling, T ~ I3/a1/2, is inferred. Paper D-I-5
points out that it is important to correct analysis of transport experiments for rapid
transport across magnetic islands.
On a more fundamental level, paper D-I-2 looks at the non-linear behaviour of
trapped ion instabilities. Because of their insensitivity to magnetic shear, these have
long been theoretically predicted on the basis of linear theory to be the most dangerous instabilities at high temperatures, particularly as driven by ion temperature gradients or curvature. Of particular worry is that owing to their quasi-two-dimensional
structure a cascade to long wavelength might ensue. In this paper it is shown that
while there are indeed two conserved quantities of the non-linear equations, J n 2 dr
and J T2dT, the cross-correlation J n t d r is not conserved, and this leads to the
usual cascade to short wavelength. Nonetheless, the mode remains linearly unstable
at long wavelengths such that the mixing length prediction D ~ T7/2 is very worrisome and might lead to an expectation of threshold profiles. On this topic, the paper
also discusses the results of a toroidal linear simulation predicting a gradient
threshold Lf/R ~ 0.14 for flat density profiles as compared with previous analytic
predictions of 0.25 and experimentally observed profiles which appear limited to
LT/R > 0.10.
As was again obvious from the presentations at this conference, theory is sufficiently complex that it requires guidance and backing from computer simulation and
ultimately from experiment. There was evidence of progress towards computational
understanding of non-linear electrostatic kinetic microturbulence, at least in idealized
situations. Paper D-IV-16 employed two computational techniques under development for the past few years — gyrokinetic treatment of ions with adiabatic electrons
and the simulation of only the perturbed distribution (the so-called 5f method) in
order to reduce statistical noise — to study ion temperature gradient driven modes
in a sheared slab. The calculation was three dimensional, yielding diffusion about
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equal to that from mixing length estimates based on kinetic theory and showing a
weak (Ln/Ls)"l/2 dependence. It might be noted that this diffusion is perhaps an
order of magnitude less than that predicted from conventional fluid models. Extension of these methods to toroidal geometry appears straightforward, allowing for
treatment of the critical trapped ion modes discussed earlier. It remains to be seen
whether numerical techniques will be adequate to treat the long wavelength behaviour
expected with trapped ions and whether drift electrons can be incorporated with
reasonable time stepping. However, it does appear that within the next few years
numerical validations of electrostatic kinetic theory should begin to play a key role
similar to that played by computation in MHD. It might be noted that it is by no
means obvious that those tools will suffice for treating magnetic turbulence in cases
where following self-consistent stochastic fields for very long distances is a daunting
challenge.
The importance of experiment as a stimulus and guidepost for theory was well
illustrated by the great number of theory papers devoted to edge turbulence. A wealth
of recent experiments have shown that stellarators, tokamaks and even reversed field
pinches have many similarities in edge plasma behaviour, and the dominant modes
appear to be thermally driven by coupling to neutrals and impurities. On a related
issue, paper D-IV-4 presented a model calculation illustrating how, as the edge radiation is increased, the equilibrium can be expected to evolve through development of
poloidally asymmetric 'MARFEs' towards thermally unstable (disruptive) equilibria.
However, the major topic of interest, again spurred by DIII-D, ASDEX and
CCT experiments, was undoubtedly the relationship of poloidal shear flow near the
edge to fluctuations, transport and the L-H transition. For the scenario envisaged by
several authors it is noted that, especially near the edge, radial electric currents are
likely to arise from finite ion orbits, among other causes. This will induce sheared
poloidal rotation if the drive is strong enough to overcome damping by magnetic
pumping. The sheared rotation can, in turn, suppress linear and non-linear eddies and
reduce fluctuation levels, thereby affecting the drive for the poloidal rotation. This
correlation between fluctuations and rotation has been documented experimentally
and has even been induced in CCT. Paper D-III-5 proposes another novel mechanism
for producing shear — radial charge propagation by the dominant fluctuations. Paper
D-IV-11 notes that ballooning transport mechanisms will lead to poloidal flows, and
paper D-IV-12 stresses direct electrostatic effects on ion orbits and notes the dependence of solutions on the anomalous Prandtl number.
It is clear that a feedback loop between shear flows, fluctuations and transport
exists which could well yield a bifurcation. In particular, paper D-III-5 presents a
simple model in which the anomalous heat transport is described by an ad hoc
decreasing function of shear flow, while the relation between poloidal rotation and
temperature gradient is assumed to be neoclassical. This indeed leads to two possible
values for the temperature gradient at fixed heat flux with many of the characteristics
of L-H transitions. Cause and effect relationships remain somewhat obscure in these
models as yet, but there seems to be great progress towards understanding, and there
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is reason to hope that proposals for techniques to induce enhanced edge confinement
by rotation control may be forthcoming soon.
Turning now to the papers on magnetic islands and transport, paper D-I-4
presented a step towards self-consistency in the Rebut-Lallia model of magnetic
islands embedded in a chaotic field. The problem considered was the modification
of A' by non-ambipolar currents in the chaotic region induced by finite Larmor radius
(FLR) or curvature effects. It was found that FLR effects were adequate at kp ~ 1
to sustain nearly overlapping islands, while larger islands would require a net
unfavourable curvature.
Paper D-IV-3 developed the set of hybrid neoclassical moment equations for
which, in principle, the drift Boltzmann equation could be used to close the moments
with most of the neoclassical effects already accounted for. The most interesting
applications to date have involved approximate closure schemes. Particularly important in this context was the calculation of electron thermal conductivity as driven by
tearing modes destabilized by bootstrap current. The predicted saturation levels were
such as to agree very well with the hitherto unexplained high electron thermal conductivity, and especially its radial profile, as observed in DIII-D experiments. It
should be noted that the calculation relies on a non-self-consistent 'test particle'
evaluation of thermal conductivity from the estimated perturbed fields. Nonetheless,
an important first step has been taken in the area of low frequency electromagnetic
turbulence and a possible first connection with experiment postulated.
A number of papers were concerned in part with the important effects of
neoclassical resistivity enhancement, which leads to peaked steady state currents,
thus affecting profile stability and sawteeth. Paper D-II-2 points out that the central
magnetic shear thus induced in combination with triangularity is capable of somewhat
enhancing first stability beta limits. On the other hand, paper D-IV-14 postulates that
such peaking is unphysical and proposes an enhanced electron viscosity to resolve the
discrepancy, while paper D-IV-1 notes again that this type of peaked temperature
profile with strong shear near the axis could explain the stability of q < 1 profiles.
A variant of this point of view is given in paper D-II-5, in which it is pointed out
that neoclassical resistivity leads to a central q behaviour after a sawtooth crash of
q0 ~ 1 - Ve\t/TR)1/4, thus allowing much lower values of central q to be attained
before the next crash can occur. This confusion of viewpoints is no doubt compounded by the conflicting results of various q0 measurements. Measurements of q0
profiles or at least of steady state q0 values for non-sawtoothing (q0 > 1) cases
would clearly be useful.
Paper D-II-5 in addition presents results of a 3-D simulation showing the sawtooth consisting of two phases, a slow phase with finite islands and large convective
flows followed by a rapid Sweet-Parker crash. Paper D-IV-2 presents an independently produced theoretical model which predicts the same scenario, with the second
phase being initiated by a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the convective flow. In a
post-deadline paper, Wesson pointed out that, under crash conditions, electron inertia
(or possibly turbulent resistivity) can lead to more rapid reconnection than given by
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the Sweet-Parker resistive rate and that this is required to explain the rapid crashes
observed on JET.
Paper D-II-6 is concerned with the important issue of mode locking. The
problem studied is that of an island induced in a rotating plasma by a stationary external helical perturbing field. It is found that the rotation has a stabilizing effect by
averaging the perturbation, which thus implies a critical value of the external perturbation before the instability can occur. Similarly, if the plasma has a positive A' there
will exist a critical value of the external perturbation for which mode locking occurs
and the island, and eventually the plasma external to it, is brought to rest. Calculated
critical values agree qualitatively with observations on Compass and JET.
Let us turn briefly now to some stellarator theory papers. Paper D-III-2 shows
that 'superbanana' diffusion in the collisionless regime is dominated by the transition
particles which collisionlessly change from helically trapped to toroidally trapped.
Other stellarator papers were concerned with largely computational optimization of
configurations with respect to surface breakup, finite beta properties, MHD stability,
low bootstrap current, and small 'loss cones' for collisionless confinement. Two distinct classes of optimized configurations emerge from these considerations: Heliotron
types (improved with Cary-Hanson type coils) characterized by large shear, as discussed in paper D-IV-1, and low shear 'Helias' types, as discussed in paper C-III-5.
In the latter paper, an elegant detailed coil design is derived from the desired physics
properties of the stellarator. An additional attractive feature of the latter design is the
effective maximum J (favourable well) for trapped particles. Thus, the Helias seems
to embody physics quite different from that of tokamaks. An issue which does not
yet appear to be incorporated into these designs is the feasibility of divertors and edge
control.
The study of RFP physics has centred on explanations of the 'dynamo'
replenishment of the Bz (toroidal) flux. Two competing theories have been proposed
— an MHD explanation in which several unstable m = 1 modes beat non-linearly to
produce the m = 0 dynamo, and a theory of a 'non-local resistivity' kinetic dynamo
in which parallel current is transported along stochastic field lines. In paper D-III-3
it is shown that a self-consistent calculation indicates that 'test particle' convection
of the parallel current density is suppressed so that a kinetic dynamo does not occur.
In paper D-III-4 a careful 3-D resistive MHD simulation illustrates that the MHD
dynamo works nicely, with only rather low levels (corresponding to experiment and
decreasing with aspect ratio) of the m = 1 modes required for the dynamo. It is also
significant that the simulation predicts 5B/B to be independent of the magnetic Reynolds number.
In general, the theory papers reinforce the conclusion that, as in other areas of
fluid dynamics, an interplay between theory, experiment and simulation is the key
to progress. In some, areas involving macroscopic effects and MHD simulations, the
understanding is now quite adequate for predictive and design capability. Experimental data for the edge region acquired in the past few years have allowed theoretical
understanding to progress rapidly, and perhaps the time is ripe to undertake control
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experiments, for example inducing rotation. Understanding of core transport remains
elusive, and the pursuit of such diagnostics as BES, heavy ion probes and q0 measurements is essential. The case that core transport is due to short wavelength microinstabilities, probably electrostatic, is strong but by no means proven. Scaling
behaviour could be a useful tool. The linear theories have now been supplemented
by serious attempts to construct non-linear mode transfer theories (especially for fluid
models) and it appears that the near future should provide the results of gyrokinetic
simulation techniques to validate these electrostatic theories. Few non-linear selfconsistent theory, simulation or experimental data are yet available for the important
areas of electromagnetic fluctuations leading to stochastic fields, or for alpha stimulated shear Alfven waves.
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1.

PROGRESS IN LASER FUSION RESEARCH

There are two different schemes for inertial confinement fusion (ICF): direct
drive, where the driver energy is absorbed directly by the fuel capsule, and indirect
drive, where the driver energy is first converted to X rays, which are then absorbed
by the fuel capsule.
Figure 1 shows the rapid progress in laser fusion research, particularly regarding the parameters of a compressed plasma with direct drive implosion. Figure l(a)
shows the increase of neutron yield by high temperature mode compression, with the
achievement of 10 keV. Figure l(b) shows the progress of high density compression,
with the achievement of 600 times solid density. The nv-T diagram of compressed
plasma is shown in Fig. 2, illustrating the region of ignition and reactor conditions.
It should be noted that these improved plasma parameters are the result of a
deeper understanding of implosion physics.

2.

IMPLOSION PHYSICS AND KEY ISSUES

The dynamics of laser driven implosion of a hollow shell pellet is shown in
Fig. 3 with the related physical processes. The impinging laser light is absorbed in
a low density corona plasma which surrounds the pellet and expands outward. The
absorbed energy is transported by electron and radiation thermal conduction to the
ablation surface where the driving pressure is generated. The non-uniformity of the
temperature due to non-uniform irradiation of laser light is smoothed by the spatial
distance between the critical density and the ablation surfaces.
The preheating of the fuel by high energy electrons and radiation prevents high
density compression with low entropy. Therefore, short wavelength lasers and low
Z ablators are preferable.
During the acceleration phase, the ablation front has a Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T)
unstable configuration where the effective gravity is in the direction from high density to low density layers. Several stabilization mechanisms which reduce the growth
rate have been discovered and experimentally verified.
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FIG. 3. Laser driven implosion of a hollow shell pellet and related physical processes.

During the implosion process, the fuel is compressed by shock waves. The
instantaneous aspect ratio increases in the early phase of implosion. The dynamic
behaviour of the R-T instability, such as non-linear saturation, mode-mode coupling
and shell breakup, is the key issue for implosion stability.
In the stagnation phase, when the inward motion of fuel is decelerated and converted to thermal energy, the formation of hot spots and the stability of the fuelpusher interface are the key issues. Ignition and alpha burning are initiated after high
density compression with a hot spark at the centre.

3.

IMPROVEMENT OF IRRADIATION
PLASMA INTERACTION

UNIFORMITY AND LASER-

A high level of drive uniformity is a prerequisite for the success of ICF. Two
approaches have been pursued. One approach is to achieve high irradiation uniformity in the direct drive scheme and the other approach is to use incoherent X rays
in the indirect drive scheme.
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Various beam smoothing techniques to achieve a uniform laser intensity on the
target have been developed: the random phase plate (RPP) (papers B-I-3 and B-I-6),
the distributed phase plate (DPP, similar to the RPP) combined with spectral dispersion by electro-optical modulation (B-I-4), smoothing by a broadband laser with a
fibre oscillator (B-I-2) and induced spatial incoherence (B-III-3 and B-I-6).
Laser-plasma interaction and pellet implosion experiments with these smoothing techniques have obtained good results and give us confidence in the success of
laser fusion.
Experiments on the.interaction of smoothed beams with a preformed plasma of
long scale length show a remarkable reduction of stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and an increase of the threshold intensity of these non-linear phenomena (B-I-4 and B-I-6). Consequently, the generation
of hard X rays was ten times lower in experiments with broadband smoothed beams
than in experiments with normal beams (B-I-2).
4.

HYDRODYNAMICS

4.1. R-T instability in ablative acceleration
One of the most important results is the experimental demonstration of the
reduced R-T growth rate at the ablation front. A dispersion relation of the form

= €7class

(1)

has been obtained with fitting factors of a = 0.9 and /3 = 3-4, where k is the perturbation wavenumber, L is the density scale length at the ablation front, a is the acceleration, Va is the flow velocity of plasma passing through the ablation front, •yc]ass is
the classical growth rate and e is the reduction factor.
In an X ray backlighting experiment, the growth of a perturbation on an accelerated thin foil has been observed as a modulation in the X ray transmission pattern.
Figure 4 shows that the experimental R-T growth rate is reduced because of ablation
and density scale length effects and is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction of Eq. (1) (B-II-3), with the perturbed thin foil being accelerated by X ray driven
ablation. A similar experiment with laser driven ablation also showed a reduction of
the R-T growth rate (B-I-6).
4.2. Contact surface instability and mixing
The instability and mixing of the fuel-pusher or the hot core-cold fuel interface
influence the design of a pellet implosion scheme. There are some indirect indications
of instability in the stagnation phase which are inferred from the reduction of the neu-
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tron yield to below the value found in 1-D simulation (B-I-3, B-I-4) at high convergence implosion. Some improvements of the normalized yield with a CH ablator CD
fuel pellet compared with a SiO2 ablator cryogenic DT fuel pellet have been demonstrated (B-I-4).
Plane target experiments of multilayer foil acceleration provide direct access for
diagnostics. By choosing a combination of layers of Si-Al-Si as a stable target or
layers of Si-Al-Au as an unstable target, the stability of the Al-Si or Al-Au interface
has been investigated. The first Si layer in the combination Si-Al-Si or Si-Al-Au
is the ablator on which the laser beam is irradiated. The mixing (penetration) of the
second layer (Al) with (into) the third layer (Si or Au) is evaluated by observing the
emission of AI from the rear surface with a probing laser light irradiation. Clear evidence of a stable (Al-Si) and an unstable (Al-Au) combination of layers of the
accelerated foil has been found (B-I-2).
Quantitative investigation of mixing in the configuration of pellet implosion is
the most important issue in evaluating the driver energy for ignition. A many-mode
R-T instability which leads to turbulent mixing has been introduced in order to study
the reduction of the mixing distance due to ablation stabilization (B-I-5). It is
expected that such a description of the anomalous mass and energy transport due to
hydrodynamic instability can lead to a quantitative explanation of the degraded performance of implosion, for example the reduced neutron yield that has been observed
in recent experiments. A mixing model has been used in a 1-D LASNEX simulation
for indirect drive implosion (B-II-3), and good agreement for the neutron yield has
been obtained even at higher convergence. For high gain implosion, however, it has
been reported that hot core-cold fuel mixing is less effective for overall gain.
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DIRECT DRIVE IMPLOSION

The direct drive approach to ICF can potentially provide higher gain at a lower
driver energy than the indirect drive approach. The realization of this improved performance depends on achieving irradiation uniformity and on optimizing target
design to control hydrodynamic instability.
Recent progress in direct drive implosion has been supported by the improvement of irradiation uniformity, the development of high quality fabrication of pellets
and new diagnostic techniques.
Six hundred times solid density (600ps) has been achieved by using deuterated
and tritiated plastic (CDT) hollow shell pellets on the GEKKO XII glass laser system
(B-I-3). (The density of the DT fuel component in plastic is almost equal to that of
frozen DT fuel, and the total mass density of CDT is 1 g/cm3.) The compressed
fuel density has been estimated by two methods: (1) derivation from the measured
pR value and the residual mass, i.e. the mass which is not ablated during implosion,
and (2) direct measurement of the density by observing the electron degeneracy of
high density and relatively low temperature plasma.
The experimental results for pR up to a convergence ratio of 30 are consistent
with those of a simulation treating the non-local heat transport with the FokkerPlanck equation. The normalized yield begins to degrade at a lower convergence ratio
of 10-15. At a convergence ratio of 20-30, the experimental neutron yield is lower
by a factor of two to three than that of a 1-D simulation. The uniformity of the irradiation intensity is 14% RMS, and thermal smoothing of the plasma gives an estimated
uniformity of the drive pressure of 4.9%.
In experiments on OMEGA, DT filled, cryogenically cooled glass ablator capsules have been imploded and 100-200 times solid density has been achieved (B-I-4).
Using the system of smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) on 24 beams, an ontarget irradiation uniformity of 4.6% RMS has been achieved. In these experiments,
the yields are typically ~ 10~3 of the values predicted by the 1-D simulation, with
pRf being a factor of 0.2-0.5 below the predicted values. A model of fuel-ablator
mixing was used to explain the discrepancy between the experimental results and
those of the 1-D simulation.
In summary, for the direct drive scheme the confidence in achieving ignition
and breakeven conditions has been strengthened through the separate achievement of
density and temperature conditions for ignition and a better understanding of implosion physics.

6.

INDIRECT DRIVE IMPLOSION

Detailed investigation of X ray generation with a high Z target by an intense
focused laser beam has shown a high conversion efficiency rjx from laser light to
soft X rays.
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When laser beams are injected into a cavity through a small hole in the cavity
wall, X rays generated at the inner surface of the cavity are confined inside the cavity.
The radiation field originates in a thin wall layer of hot material where conditions
close to complete thermodynamic equilibrium between radiation and matter exist. A
radiation heat wave propagates into the cold wall, forming a heated high Z layer
which acts as an X ray re-emission zone. The effective reflectivity (albedo) or the
X ray re-emission coefficient r is related to the quality factor for radiation confinement N by r = N/(N + 1 ) , where N is the number of re-emissions in a closed cavity.
A quasi-stationary energy balance at the wall leads to the following relation between
the re-emitted radiation flux Sr and the incident laser flux SL:
Sr=

N"

where radiation losses through holes are taken into account by the fractional hole area
n"1 (paper B-II-1 and related papers from the Max-Planck-Institut fur Quantenoptik
(MPQ)).
Radiation confinement and heat wave propagation in a gold cavity have been
studied in the MPQ-ILE joint experiment using GEKKO XII operated at 351 nm.
A radiation confinement factor N = 5.3, which is equivalent to r = 0.85, was
obtained. The highest radiation temperature was 240 eV, corresponding to
Sr = 3.4 X 1014 W/cm2 (B-II-1).
When a spherical fuel pellet is placed in the cavity, radiation driven implosion
is achieved. The implosion dynamics has been observed with an X ray backlighting
technique, giving an implosion velocity of 2 x 107 cm/s (B-II-2). The symmetry of
the compressed core has been evaluated by the shape of the X ray emission from an
Ar filled plastic capsule. Spherically symmetric implosion has been achieved by
optimizing the geometrical shape of the cavity and the position of the first bounce
of the incident laser beam (B-I-2, B-II-2, B-II-3).
In summary, for the indirect drive scheme complex physics issues have been
investigated in detail and databases for the design of optimized implosion provided.
DD neutron yields of (8.1 ± 0.8) x 109, ion temperatures of 2.2 + 0.8 keV
and a compressed density of 3.3 + 0.5 g/cm3 have been obtained with a NOVA
pulse of 28-30 kJ at 3w with pulse shaping (B-II-3).

7.

DEVELOPMENT OF DRIVERS

7.1. Upgrade plans
It seems reasonable to assume that ignition and high gain will be demonstrated
soon with a glass laser, which is the most advanced and reliable in operation, permitting a high degree of spatial and temporal control of the beams directed onto a target.
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Plans for upgrading the present drivers have been presented, including physical
studies and technical developments necessary for the upgrade. These plans concern
an upgrade of NOVA to 1.5-2 MJ at 3co for demonstrating the fusion gain by the
indirect scheme, an upgrade of OMEGA to 30 kJ with 60 beams at 3co for an experiment hydrodynamically equivalent to ignition, and an upgrade of GEKKO to 100 kJ
with 24 beams at 3w for an ignition experiment.
The Eurolaser programme for the construction of a 100 kJ laser system and a
new laser fusion programme in the USSR for the construction of a 200 kJ laser system were also reported and discussed informally during the conference.

7.2. Development of advanced drivers
The KrF laser has a great potential for fusion application. It has the short
wavelength required for efficient coupling, the bandwidth needed for beam smoothing and the high intrinsic efficiency to be a candidate driver for a fusion reactor.
The Los Alamos AURORA laser facility is now routinely operated at 1 kJ, with
pulses variable between 1 and 5 ns and a robust pulse shaping capability (B-II-6).
Target physics experiments at 248 nm are being performed to characterize the beneficial effects of bandwidth and pulse shaping on target performance. A focal spot intensity of 10l4 W/cm2 has been achieved.
The NIKE KrF laser is a second generation facility that is being constructed at
the Naval Research Laboratory to develop and demonstrate the application of the
beam smoothing technology needed for direct drive fusion (B-III-3).
The ASHURA KrF laser at the Electrotechnical Laboratory can deliver
200 J/22 ns with a focused power density of 10 M W/cm2 by a spherical lens of 1 m
focal length. Preliminary target experiments showed low level SBS and SRS, and the
generation of an ablation pressure which was consistent with the values obtained with
an ultraviolet laser pulse of 0.4 ns (B-II-5).
Light ion beam (LIB) technology is being developed to meet the requirements
for an ICF driver. Improvements are needed to achieve the desired focal intensity and
beam stand-off with efficient power transmission through a pulsed power system.
The largest LIB machine, PBFA II at Sandia National Laboratories, produced
6.2 MeV, 1.3 MA, 220 kJ proton beams at 5.4 TW/cm2, with an energy resolved
divergence of 14 mrad.
A LiF thin film electric field desorption source has produced a beam with
185 kJ of Li + , with a peak diode power at 9 MV, a total anode-cathode current of
2.2 MA, an ion production efficiency of 72%, a Li purity of 100% and an energy
resolved divergence of 26 mrad. Beam focusing and target experiments are proceeding in order to obtain the database for evaluating the feasibility of the LIB as an
energy driver for ICF (B-I-l).
A proposal has been made for an advanced concept of a pulsed power machine
(B-III-1) which consists of a two stage charge stripping ion diode and an inductive
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voltage adder which has the capability of shaped pulse generation for beam bunching.
A preliminary experiment has been performed on the Reiden-SHVS at ILE Osaka.
The laser diode pumped solid state laser is a new candidate for a reactor driver;
it has the potential for high repetition, high efficiency and a high power pulse at short
wavelengths achieved by frequency conversion. A design study (B-III-5) shows the
high feasibility of the use of the laser diode as a reactor driver. Key issues for laser
diodes are cost reduction and the development of laser materials of long fluorescent
life for energy storage.
8.

HIGH GAIN TARGET AND REACTOR DESIGN

The accumulated experimental results for target interaction and pellet implosion
have reinforced the simulation codes, and the prediction of the implosion performance has become more realistic and reliable.
Pellet gains of about 100, with a driver energy of a few megajoules, have been
obtained with many different simulation codes (B-II-4, B-III-5). A new method for
the prediction of gains in the indirect drive scheme by the use of a Monte Carlo
method has been reported (B-III-4). The databases already obtained in the NOVA
experiment are used. The uncertainties of the predicted gain curve are mainly due
to the preheating by hot electrons and hard X rays, and to the mixing through
hydrodynamic instabilities.
Some new or exotic concepts such as ICF for clean fuel by volume ignition
(B-III-7) and magnetically insulated ICF (B-III-8) show possible feasibility with further progress in ICF pellet and driver technologies.
A new reactor design based on a liquid lead wetted wall of porous SiC pipes
was presented (B-III-5). Together with the other reactor designs presented previously
the laser fusion reactor has a high technical feasibility. The most important technical
issue is the development of reactor drivers.
9.

SUMMARY

The progress in ICF research presented at this conference concerns both the
achievement of high density and/or high temperature implosion and the understanding of the physics in the two schemes of direct drive and indirect drive implosion.
This progress has given us confidence in laser fusion as a possible candidate for
future energy production.
Investigations of both inertial fusion energy (IFE) and magnetic fusion energy
(MFE) should proceed, with evaluation of the physical and technical feasibility of
applying these methods in a fusion reactor. The ultimate goal of fusion research is
energy production in a clean and safe way. Both IFE and MFE are important from
this point of view. The responsibility of the IAEA is becoming more and more
important.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Since the last conference in this series, steady progress has been made towards
achieving fusion breakeven conditions in the largest tokamak experiments. Several
designs for ignition and engineering test reactors are being pursued, with most of the
work in this area focusing on the design of the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER). Recent activities have led to increased interest in
fusion technology and commercial reactor design research. Historically, fusion technology and reactor concepts have been covered briefly in these conferences. As a
result, the 20 papers reviewed here, although of high calibre, cover only a small fraction of the worldwide research activities on fusion technology. Furthermore, a large
part of this worldwide research is focused on ITER project needs and that work was
presented in a separate session and is separately reviewed. For these reasons, this
summary is not a complete overview of the status of fusion technology research.
Rather, it is a summary of selected work presented at the conference and covers the
following topics: special technology issues; planned and/or proposed stellarator and
tokamak experiments; commercial reactor designs; and economic, safety and
environmental aspects of fusion.
Somewhat unconventionally, we would like to summarize our observations
first, rather than in a concluding section. Fusion technology and reactor relevance are
becoming more and more important as fusion research progresses to ignition devices,
engineering test reactors, and demonstration and commercial reactors. This increased
importance has two main causes:
(1) The production of a significant amount of fusion power in next step devices
has highlighted the key technical issues which had been identified by the conceptual
reactor design work but which had not been the subject of extensive R&D work.
These key issues include the impurity control system and high heat flux components,
removal of alpha particle ash, fusion nuclear technology and blankets, and safety and
environmental problems.
723
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(2) The projected high cost of burning plasma experiments has resulted in public
and governmental demand for a quantified assessment of the attractiveness of a commercial fusion reactor and of the risks and costs associated with fusion research.
The achievements in fusion technology in the last few years have been remarkable. The extensive R&D activities, which were largely connected with the ITER
programme, have proven fruitful. Furthermore, the degree of physics realism in conceptual commercial reactor designs, such as in the ARIES-I and SSTR studies (Section 4), reflects the achievements of plasma physics research, particularly in the areas
of MHD stability, particle and energy transport, and in special areas such as the bootstrap current. These reactor designs show that, with the proper R&D programmes,
it will be possible to develop fusion reactors that produce electric power at costs comparable to those of electricity from pressurized water reactors (PWRs). In addition,
the potential safety and environmental attributes of fusion can be realized in a quantifiable manner, at least at the level of a conceptual reactor design such as ARIES-I.
We hope that the present trends continue. There is clearly an increased awareness on the part of all members of the fusion community that, in addition to the
achievement of a burning plasma, the problems of fusion technology must be
addressed through extensive and lengthy R&D programmes. From the papers
presented at the conference it is clear that fusion technology research will be geared
towards next step burning plasma devices such as ITER, and that our experience in
the R&D, design, construction and operation of such devices will determine the
design of a fusion demonstration plant. In turn, this means that the fusion technologies most applicable to commercial reactors should be emphasized in next step
devices. Design studies of commercial reactors should be developed further and analysed more thoroughly to identify approaches to subsystem design that most clearly
lead to an attractive fusion reactor. Finally, several high level panels reviewing
fusion programmes in Europe, Japan and the USA have emphasized the attractiveness
of fusion energy because of its potential safety and environmental attributes.
Research aimed at enhancing these attributes should receive increased attention. The
development of low activation materials and enhanced safety engineering for fusion
systems are key R&D topics.
2.

SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

Continuous removal of alpha particle ash from the core of a burning plasma
device is necessary to prevent dilution of the fuel and the extinction of the fusion
process. The management of the heat and particle flows into the scrape-off layer and,
subsequently, to the plasma facing components (e.g. divertor plates) is probably the
most challenging physics/engineering issue for a fusion reactor. The design and operation of the impurity control/particle exhaust system have therefore been the subject
of intense research. Two papers in the technology sessions (from the ALT/TEXTOR
and DIII-D groups) described recent progress in this area, and several other papers
dealing with these issues were presented in the session on tokamak experiments.
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It is now well understood that inefficient pumping of helium ash leads to an
increased concentration of helium ash in the core plasma, requiring a longer energy
confinement time (which increases the size and cost of the device). The transport of
helium in the core plasma and the determination of the helium exhaust efficiency are
important subjects for next step fusion devices. In a series of experiments on TEXTOR, the presence of helium in tokamak discharges (with a concentration of 3-8%)
was simulated either by premixing helium with the working gas or by puffing during
the discharge. The transport of helium in the plasma core and its subsequent removal
by the ALT-II toroidal belt pumped limiter system were followed using charge
exchange excitation spectroscopy, in combination with neutral beam injection (NBI)
and ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH). It was found that with ALT-II pumping
up to 90% of the injected helium was exhausted within 1 s. A helium exhaust efficiency of ~ 8% was achieved. Even though the results are encouraging, it should be
noted that the experiments on TEXTOR were in the L mode confinement regime.
Most of the next step devices operate in the H mode regime, where the particle confinement time appears to be substantially longer than that in L mode discharges.
Extensive experimental programmes for divertor plasma studies are under way
on many large tokamaks. Recent results were reported from DIII-D, which has a high
recycling divertor with an open geometry. Heat flux measurements were made at
heating power levels of up to 20 MW and divertor heat loads of up to 4 MW/m2 in
H mode discharges with edge localized modes. The spatial distribution of the heat
flux on the divertor plate as well as the poloidal and toroidal variation of the peak
heat flux are of great interest. It was reported that in double null discharges the total
power flow is approximately balanced (within 25%) between the upper and lower
divertor plates. However, the peak heat flux is almost two times larger on the divertor
plate facing the ion VB direction. The peak heat flux on the outside separatrix strike
point is found to be about four times higher than that on the inboard side. The heat
flux profiles in the H mode regime are found to be narrow (XE = 0.5-1 cm at the
plasma midplane) and require setting xe ~ 0.5 m2/s in 2-D numerical simulations to
match the observed heat flux profiles (compared with \e ~ 4 m2/s for the
L mode). The double null equilibrium distribution is stable to small motions of the
null points relative to each other. Finally, a large (factor of four) toroidal variation
in the divertor heat flux is observed, resulting from a slight misalignment of the
divertor tiles. Efforts to reduce the peak heat flux on the divertor plate were reported.
A factor of two reduction of the peak divertor plate temperature by using X point
sweeping was found. Gas injection (D2 and N2) at the divertor plate was also successful in reducing the peak heat flux by a factor of two without degradation of core
confinement. However, gas puffing resulted in an increase in the core plasma density
(perhaps due to the lack of active pumping). Similar results with gas injection have
been reported from ASDEX and JET.
Another technology of interest for next generation fusion experiments is the use
of negative ion neutral beam injectors (N-NBI) at energies in the MeV range.
Progress in this area was reported by the teams from the Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
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tory (LBL) and the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). The LBL
design uses a single-aperture surface conversion source in which a negatively biased,
low work function electrode is used to convert impinging atoms or positive ions to
negative ions. The JAERI design uses multiampere volume production sources in
which negative ions are extracted from the bulk plasma. Addition of caesium
increases the current density and reduces the gas load and the electron content of this
type of source. The LBL team presented work on the constant current, variable voltage accelerator with electrostatic quadrupole focusing and reported significant
improvements in the design. The JAERI group reported the impressive performance
of their system in current, current density and beam divergence. It appears that substantial progress in the design of N-NBI systems has been made and that these systems can achieve the required performance for use in JT-60 Upgrade and ITER.

3.

PLANNED EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Stellarators
Physics and engineering design studies for two proposed stellarator experiments
were reported. The Large Helical Device (LHD) is to be built at the Japan National
Institute for Fusion Science, Toki City, Gifu. Wendelstein VII-X (W VII-X) is
planned to be built at the Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik in Garching. These
two stellarators are expected to approach reactor relevant plasma conditions. Since
stellarators do not require a net toroidal plasma current, they are inherently capable
of steady state operation without disruption — an attractive feature for a power producing reactor. Therefore, the proposed experiments are expected to provide useful
information about the reactor potential of the stellarator concept.
The LHD is a superconducting, heliotron/torsatron type device with ( = 2 helical coils (m = 3) and three sets of poloidal field coils. The plasma major radius is
3.9 m, the minor radius is 0.65 m and the magnetic field strength is 4 T (the peak
field on the coil is 9.6 T). A helical divertor is included in the design. It is planned
to use 10 MW of ECRH, 15 MW of NBI and 3 MW of ICRH power in Phase I, and
to raise NBI to 20 MW and ICRH to 9 MW in Phase II of experimental operation.
The LHD is projected to achieve a central electron temperature of < 10 keV and an
nrT product of about (0.2-1) X 1020 m*3-s-keV. The major area of the present
design activities is the design of the superconducting coils and the analysis of the
mechanical deformation of the coils so that the resultant error field can be minimized.
Construction of the LHD is planned to begin in 1991 and experimental activity to
begin in 1997.
The W VII-X experiment is an advanced stellarator of the helias type. This
device uses 50 non-planar superconducting (NbTi) coils with only five geometrically
different coil types. The average plasma major radius is 5.5 m, the minor radius is
0.53 m and the magnetic field strength on axis is 3 T (the peak field on the coil is
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6.1 T). The separatrix region of the W VII-X configuration provides basic divertor
properties for particle and heat exhaust experiments. The nrT product projected for
this device is similar to that projected for the LHD. The construction of W VII-X is
planned to start in 1993 and experimental activity to begin in 1998.
3.2. Tokamaks
Conceptual designs for three tokamak experiments with burning plasma cores
were reported: IGNITEX, CIT and FER. The ITER design activity was reported in
a separate session and is not summarized here. The main parameters of ITER,
however, are listed in Table I and compared with those of other proposed tokamak
fusion devices and commercial reactors.
The proposed IGNITEX experiment aims at producing an ignited plasma in the
least expensive way. This experiment is very compact, with a plasma major radius
of 1.5 m and a minor radius of 0.47 m. The plasma will have an elongation of 1.6
and there will be a very high magnetic field strength on axis (20 T). As expected,
the design of the toroidal field coils is challenging. The TF coils proposed for
IGNITEX are single turn coils and are fed by pulsed power, high current homopolar
generators.
The Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) is the major device proposed to be built
in the USA to examine the physics of self-heated fusion plasmas and to demonstrate
the production of substantial ( > 100 MW) fusion power. To achieve these objectives
with high confidence and minimum cost, the CIT design is relatively compact and
uses a high on-axis magnetic field of 9 T, produced by liquid nitrogen cooled copper
coils. The main parameters of the CIT device are given in Table I. The initial plasma
heating capability will be 20 MW of ICRH, and the expected value of the fusion
energy gain Q ranges from 5 to 30. The duration of the flat-top portion of the discharge is 10 s and can be extended to 40 s at two thirds of the field and current.
Extensive analyses of the impact of disruptions and of vertical displacement events
(fast vertical disruptions) were reported and the device is designed to safely withstand
the worst hypothetical disruptions. The CIT device can operate with a divertor configuration or an inner wall limiter configuration. The in-vessel components are
covered with inertially cooled graphite. The peak heat flux is estimated to be in the
range 50-70 MW/m2, and divertor sweeping is utilized to limit the maximum
graphite temperature to below 1700°C. Still, the divertor power handling capability
may limit the pulse length to a 3 s flat-top for 500 MW of fusion power (or to 10 s
for Q = 5 and 100 MW of fusion power).
The latest developments in the conceptual design study of Japan's Fusion
Experimental Reactor (FER) were presented. The basic objectives of FER are to
resolve the minimum physics and technology issues necessary to proceed to DEMO
(which is defined as a device to demonstrate steady electric power production at
Q = 20-30). Therefore, it is the goal of FER to achieve at least Q = 20 and to operate at steady state, at least in separate operating modes. The parameters of the refer-
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ence FER design are also listed in Table I. As with other fusion devices, the divertor
system is of critical importance, and extensive analyses of the edge plasma performance, the divertor plate design and the maintenance procedures have been performed. The FER design uses a single null divertor (citing possible large up-down
asymmetry) because of the required accuracy of vertical position control in the double null configuration. Recent results from DIII-D (Section 2) indicate that the double
null equilibrium distribution is stable to small motions of the null points (corresponding to displacements of 5 cm of the separatrix flux surface at the midplane). The FER
team also presented an alternative design, for operation at higher aspect ratio (A =
4) and with a larger fraction of bootstrap current. It is interesting to note that this
alternative design is similar in approach to two commercial reactor studies reported
at the conference.

4.

POWER REACTORS

Four conceptual commercial reactors were presented, the SSTR and ARIES-I
D-T tokamaks, a fusion-fission hybrid tokamak and a D- 3 He field reversed configuration (FRC).
SSTR (Japan) and ARIES-I (USA) are first stability, steady state tokamak reactors based on a 'modest' extrapolation from the present tokamak physics database.
The main parameters of these two reactors are given in Table I. Both devices operate
at a relatively high aspect ratio and a low current in order to maximize the fraction
of bootstrap current and to minimize the amount of current driven by external means.
The trade-off between current and aspect ratio allows these reactors to achieve the
required confinement time. A high magnetic field is utilized to compensate for the
lower plasma beta expected for this regime of operation. Both reactors operate at
steady state, and the minimization of current drive power results in respectable net
plant efficiencies (30% for SSTR and 39% for ARIES-I); they also utilize high recycling divertors.
The small differences between these two designs are mainly due to the different
design philosophies. The SSTR is aimed at minimizing the degree of extrapolation
from the present technology database, while ARIES-I is aimed at maximizing the economic, safety and environmental aspects of the reactor by assuming much more technology development. As such, the SSTR design uses pressurized water technology
(with low activation ferritic steel and solid tritium breeders) for the fusion power
core. On the other hand, ARIES-I uses advanced SiC-SiC composites cooled by
helium in order to enhance safety and to minimize the induced radioactivity while
maximizing other environmental features. For example, the ARIES-I reactor has
been calculated to be passively safe and without the need for a confinement building.
It would also meet the standards for shallow land burial of waste under US
regulations.
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The SSTR current drive system is based on negative ion NBI because there is
an extensive physics database for this method. ARIES-I uses fast wave ion cyclotron
current drive launched by folded waveguides, because of the smaller source unit cost,
the relative ease of integrating the current drive system with the fusion power core,
and safety related considerations. The two designs use the same superconductor
material (Nb3Sn) for the TF coils, but the ARIES-I design aims at a higher field
strength by allowing for improvement in the superconductor coil manufacturing technology, by using a stabilizer material which can carry structural load (CuNb), and
by using two torsion caps (instead of shear panels) to counter the overturning
moments.
In our view, the basic similarity in the approach of the two design groups
reflects the degree of maturity of the tokamak physics database. As an example, the
JT-60 group reported operation at A = 4.5 with e/3p = 0.7, resulting in a bootstrap
current fraction of about 80%, which is consistent with both SSTR and ARIES-I.
Similar results were also achieved in TFTR, supporting the advantages of a high
bootstrap current and the notion that the plasma current and aspect ratio can be traded
off without degrading the plasma energy confinement.
Also presented were results from the RUBY D- 3 He FRC reactor study. This
study concluded that the FRC can be developed into an attractive power plant with
high conversion efficiency, low radioactivity involvement and minimum neutron
induced material damage. The study clearly identified critical physics issues, including stability (tilting and rotational instabilities), plasma energy confinement
(1000 times the classical confinement time was assumed), plasma heating and current
drive, and direct energy conversion using a travelling wave direct energy converter.
The FRC is at a very early stage of development so that comparisons with the tokamak are not appropriate at this time.

5.

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF FUSION

Safety and environmental considerations are becoming more important as fusion
research progresses towards burning plasma experiments and technology test reactors. The recent high level fusion review panels in Europe, Japan and the USA have
all emphasized the attractiveness of fusion energy based oh its potential safety and
environmental attributes. Therefore, it was appropriate that at the conference an
entire session was devoted to this issue.
The results of a Euratom study group on the economic and environmental potential of fusion power were summarized by Darvas et al. (paper H-I-2). The study concluded that fusion could become commercialized for base load electricity generation
in the middle of the 21st century and that the European fusion programme should be
vigorously supported. A simple target for the capital cost of a prototype reactor (four
times that of a present PWR) was set in order to test the commercialization potential
of fusion. Noting the large R&D effort still required for commercial fusion, the study
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recommended that, as part of the European programme, conceptual designs of commercial reactors be developed and analysed more thoroughly to explore ways of
developing the economic and environmental potential of fusion. Furthermore, R&D
efforts should concentrate on methods to reduce the capital and operating cost of commercial fusion power plants and should develop means for improving and demonstrating the safety and environmental potential of fusion.
A comparison of the environmental impact of fusion with some other electricity
generation methods was presented by a group from the Culham Laboratory. This
study focused on the impact of the release of radioactive material during operation
and on the consequences of waste disposal for a period of up to 100 years after plant
decommissioning. The report concluded that fusion systems have a significantly
lower impact on the environment than PWR fission reactors. Further, in periods following 10 years after plant shutdown, a low activation version of a fusion reactor
would have a still lower impact. Following geological waste disposal, the impact of
fusion waste is found to be at least two orders of magnitude below that of fission
PWR waste.
The safety group of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory reviewed safety
studies of the conceptual designs of the CIT, ITER and ARIES-I reactors and summarized specific safety and environmental attributes of each design. Because safety
studies were applied to detailed conceptual designs, the technical developments that
have the highest potential for contributing to the improved safety and environmental
attractiveness of fusion were identified and discussed. A summary of the relevant
safety parameters of the three designs is given in Table II. For CIT, the low
integrated burn time and the resulting low fluence mitigate many safety concerns.
The major safety issue is the tritium inventory and the possibility of tritium release
during an accident. Fortunately, the total tritium inventory in CIT is estimated to be
small (about 12 g) and even a total release of this inventory will not pose a threat of
acute fatalities.
Moving to devices with higher neutron fluence increases the tritium inventory
and the associated safety concerns. The dominant hazard in the physics phase of
ITER is the tritium inventory, especially in the graphite (in-vessel components) and
the cryopumps. For the ITER technology phase, activated tungsten (in the divertor
armour) is an additional hazard. Because of the high decay heat, the temperature of
the in-vessel components may become high enough in a loss of coolant accident to
volatilize the activated tungsten in an oxidizing environment of air or steam.
Regarding the ARIES-I conceptual power reactor, the study of the Idaho group
concluded that the design provides a good picture of what fusion can accomplish and
notes the development tasks that lie ahead. The study points out that the use of the
low activation SiC-SiC composite structural material eliminated both the risk of catastrophic accidents and the generation of high level wastes. Hence, the study provides
a strong incentive for developing this material further. It is also noted that the lithium
zirconate breeding material and the tungsten armour of the divertor plate should be
replaced by other materials. Fortunately, the ARIES study noted that there are
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several good alternatives for the breeder material (e.g. lithium oxide), but rinding a
suitable divertor material is a more challenging problem. The approaches used to
reduce the tritium inventory in ARIES-I have been found to be valuable (Table II),
although there are important uncertainties in the analysis because of a lack of basic
data.
Finally, the study of the Idaho group showed that the plasma parameters and
the system operation mode can have significant safety impacts. Examples are the
increased tritium inventory caused by a low tritium burn fraction, the rapid time-scale
and energy deposition of plasma disruptions, the potential for runaway electrons that
could damage the coolant systems, the potential for overpower transients and the need
for plasma shutdown capability within seconds in the event of a failure of the divertor
coolant system. The study concludes that safety and environmental issues should be
considered at an early stage in any design. The selection of materials, coolants,
plasma parameters, the tritium system and siting all have an impact on safety. If
safety is considered early, if low activation structural and breeding materials can be
developed and if divertor designs and approaches to mitigating the consequences of
disruptions can be greatly improved, then fusion power will cost less and be more
acceptable to the public.
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